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AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES, llc • STACK’S
r%.* I.* . - J LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE

I'nces ts^eaiizea

theJMEDIO &
DA COSTA Gomez

Collections

JUNE 24-26, 2004 • ROSEMONT, ILLINOIS

1415

1417

1419

1420

1421

1422

1423

1424

1426

1427

1428

1431

1432

1434

1436

1437

1438

1439

1440

1441

529.(Hl

2.185.00

4,370.(M)

39.100.(M}

8.050.00

3.910.00

11,5(M).00

1.265.00

10.350.00

46.000.00

4.945.(Mt

6.900.00

5.290.00

10,350.1)0

5.750.00

25,875.00

575.00

1.092.50

7.475.00

862.50

1528

1529

1530

1531

1532

1533

1534

1535

1536

1537

1538

1539

1540

1541

1542

1543

1544

1545

1546

1547

552.(HI

805.00

920.00

948.75

2.300.(M»

13,8(M).(M)

1.840.(X>

36,8(M).(X)

1.092.50

62.10().(X)

1,164.95

8,050.(M)

2.645.(H)

8()5.(X)

632.50

529.00

74.750.(X)

1.725.00

2.012.50

5.060.00

1624

1625

1626

1627

1628

1629

1630

1631

1633

1634

1635

1636

1637

1638

1639

1640

1641

1642

1643

1645

977.50

4,(HM).(MI

207.<X)

517.50

776.25

253.00

149.50

1.495.(K)

4.312.50

2,185. (HI

2.760.

(Hi

1.092.50

2..53(UH>

1,610.(M)

2.760.

(M)

1,150.(H1

1,955.(H)

1.840.(H)

373.75

805.(H)

LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE 1442

1443

1444

2.760.(K)

2.990.00

1.955.00

1548

1549

1550

24,150.00

1.150.00

1.955.00

1646

1647

1648

9,775.(M)

1,955.00

2,645.(H)1002 16.100.W) 1095 8,337.50 1170 1.035.00 1250 833.75 1335 2,990.00

1003 2.185.00 1096 7,475.00 1171 1.035.(K) 1251 517.50 1336 2,300.00 1445 805.00 1551 805.00 1650 1,840.(H)

1004 138,000.00 1097 8,625.00 1172 718.75 1252 1,092.50 1337 776.25 1446 1,610.00 1552 891.25 1651 2,990.fMl

1005 4.945.00 1098 4.887.50 1173 1,035.00 1253 488.75 1338 6,037.50 1447 1,265.00 1553 1,207.50 1653 4,6{X).(M)

1006 5,290.00 1099 4,600.00 1174 1,955.00 1254 2,645.00 1341 4,370.00 1448 27,600.00 1554 1,610.00 1654 3,450.00

1007 2,990.00 1100 4.025.00 1175 2,185.00 1255 2,185.00 1342 5,750.00 1449 920.00 1555 62,1(K).00 1656 2,300.00

1009 3.680.00 1101 2,645.00 1176 1,(»92.50 1256 218.50 1344 3,220.0(J 1451 862.50 1556 34,500.00 1657 1,380.00

1010 1,092.50 1102 8,050.00 1177 21,850.00 1257 431.25 1345 2,300.00 1452 865.95 1557 59,800.00 1659 1,725.00

1011 4.140.00 1103 7,187.50 1179 977.50 1258 4.025.00 1346 4,312.50 1453 3,220.00 1558 25,300.00 1660 2,760.(K)

1014 1,840.00 1104 8,337.50 1180 603.75 1259 2,300.00 1347 1,265.00 1454 1,265.<M} 1559 21,275.00 1662 2,070.00

1015 2,185.00 1105 2,875.00 1181 517.50 1260 1,782.50 1348 2,645.(H) 1455 1.161.50 1560 25,300.<K) 1664 1.380.(M)

1016 2.300.00 1106 7,187.50 1182 1,035.00 1261 3,737.50 1349 2,070.00 1456 5,750.00 1561 10,637.50 1666 1,380.00

1017 1.495.00 1107 5,117.50 1183 1,092.50 1262 4,370.00 1350 833.75 1457 1,955.00 1562 10,350.00 1669 6,037.50

1018 2,070.00 1108 1,265.00 1184 1,610.(K) 1263 891.25 1351 16,100.00 1458 3,680.00 1563 10,350.00 1670 1,725.00

1019 4.945.00 1109 1,495.00 1185 632.50 1264 4,370.00 1352 8,050.00 1459 23,000.00 1564 8,625.00 1672 17,250.(XI

1020 2,300.00 1110 3,162.50 1186 1,092.50 1265 891.25 1353 3,795.00 1460 2,760.00 1565 1,150.00 1673 2,185.00

1021 937.25 nil 2,990.00 1187 1,035.00 1268 8,337.50 1354 2,530.00 1462 12,650.00 1566 1,725.00 1676 28.750.(Ml

1022 3,450.00 1112 4.025.00 1188 776.25 1269 4.887.50 1355 2,300.(K) 1463 62,100.00 1567 86.2.50.00 1679 34.500.(H)

1024 1,207.50 1113 17,250.00 1189 805.00 1270 5,750.00 1356 1.265.(M) 1464 13,800.00 1568 6,210.00 1680 10,350.(K)

1025 4,370.(K) 1114 7.475.(H) 1190 977.50 1271 3.737.50 1357 1,840.00 1466 460.00 1569 1,380.00 1682 3,450.(M)

1027 2,530.00 1115 32,200.1M) 1191 6,325.00 1273 2,070.00 1358 1,092.50 1467 483.00 1571 6,555.00 1683 63,252.30

1029 17,250.00 1116 920.00 1192 2,185.00 1274 4,830.00 1359 3,737..50 1468 1,(J92.50 1572 1,092.50 1685 833.75

1030 2.645.00 1117 1,092.50 1193 1,265.00 1276 4,312.50 1360 1,035.00 1469 2,070.00 1573 4,830.00 1686 891.25

1031 13,800.00 1119 805.00 1194 299.00 1277 18,400.00 1361 1,150.00 1470 69,000.00 1574 1,610.00 1687 1,495.00

1032 1,265.00 1120 12,650.00 1195 2,530.00 1278 6,440.00 1362 862.50 1472 7,820.00 1575 1,552.50 1688 661.25

1035 8,625.00 1121 2,760.00 1196 1,840.00 1279 32.2(H).00 1363 1,840.00 1475 7,475.00 1576 2,070.(X) 1689 690.00

1036 2,070.00 1122 16,675.00 1197 603.75 1282 5,060.00 1364 1,092.50 1476 14,950.00 1577 1,092.50 1690 690.(M>

1037 9,2(X).00 1123 4.025.CH) 1198 1,150.(X) 1283 4,140.00 1365 1,955.00 1477 29,9(K).(X» 1578 1,495.00 1691 345.00

1038 5,980.00 1124 13,800.00 1199 1,207.50 1284 3,220.00 1366 920.00 1479 1,150.00 1579 1,092.50 1692 603.75

1039 2,070.00 1125 4,025.00 1200 1,265.00 1285 1.840.00 1367 1,092..50 1480 1,955.00 1580 1,150.00 1694 488.75

1040 1,725.CHJ 1126 9.775.(H) 1201 977.50 1286 2,300.00 1368 1,955.00 1481 1,725.00 1581 1,150.00 1695 920.(K)

1041 2,300.00 1127 5,462.50 1202 46.000.00 1287 23,000.00 1369 1,127.00 1482 6,325.00 1582 1,495.00 1696 1,380.00

1042 2.070.00 1128 18,4(10.00 1203 2,760.00 1288 2,530.00 1370 1,092.50 1483 483.00 1583 1,495.00 1697 1,127.00

1043 1.092.50 1129 1,035.00 1204 603.75 1289 4,312.50 1371 2,530.00 1484 26.450.(X) 1585 1,840.00 1698 1,38().()()

1044 2,530.00 1130 5,462.50 1205 718.75 1290 891.25 1372 2.530.00 1485 2,300.00 1586 805.00 1699 517.50

1045 805.00 1131 4.312.50 1206 1,840.00 1292 1,725.00 1373 1,495.00 1486 32,200.00 1587 690.00 1700 1,495.00

1046 6,555.00 1132 3,220.00 1207 1.610.()() 1293 17,250.00 1374 1,092.50 1487 2,185.00 1588 1,380.00 1701 977.50

1047 2,300.tM) 1133 1,092.50 1209 2,300.00 1294 10,925.00 1375 18,400.00 1488 29.900.00 1589 2,990.00 1702 603.75

1048 8.050.00 1134 2,990.00 1210 1,035.00 1295 24,150.00 1376 1.610.(X) 1489 8,050.00 1590 2,300.00 1704 391.00

1049 7,475.00 1137 2.990.00 1211 9,487.50 1296 9,775.00 1377 1,092.50 1490 2,300.00 1591 2,990.00 1705 805.00

1050 1,207.50 1138 14,950.00 1212 4,887.50 1299 2,070.00 1378 1,265.00 1491 1,725.00 1592 2,990.00 1706 747.50

1051 3,220.00 1139 6,037.50 1213 1,610.00 1300 8,625.00 1379 50,600.00 1492 1,265.00 1593 4,715.00 1707 920.0(.)

1052 483.00 1140 6,037.50 1214 5,462.50 1301 3,277.50 1380 43,70().()() 1494 36,800.00 1594 19,550.00 1708 546.25

1053 5,520.00 1141 12,650.00 1215 5,750.00 1302 2,.300.00 1381 5,750.00 1495 52.900.00 1595 6,037.50 1709 920.00

1054 3,220.00 1142 9,775.00 1216 6,900.00 1303 977.50 1382 2.990.00 1496 2,530.00 1596 2,760.(H) 1710 862.50

1055 253.00 1143 18,4(M).00 1217 4,370.00 1304 19,550.00 1383 920.00 1497 1,265.00 1597 14,375.00 1712 776.25

1056 2.645.00 1144 1,840.00 1218 833.75 1307 18,400.00 1384 43.7(H).00 1498 1,725.00 1598 6,9(K).00 1713 333.50

1057 1.725.00 1145 1,610.00 1219 4,025.00 1308 21,8.50.(M) 1385 1,380.00 1499 32,200.(X) 1599 18,400.00 1714 862.50

1058 4,772.50 1146 977.50 1220 2,760.00 1310 2,760.00 1386 29.900.00 1500 977.50 1600 4,600.00 1715 1.265.(H)

1059 3,220.00 1147 2,415.00 1221 833.75 1311 2,760.00 1387 23,000.00 1501 506.00 1601 7,130.00 1716 1,610.(M)

1060 1,955.00 1148 4,025.00 1223 833.75 1312 6.900.00 1388 1,035.00 1502 1,840.(X) 1602 6,325.00 1717 2,185.00

1061 1,495.00 1149 1,955.00 1224 8,337.50 1313 1,955.00 1389 155,250.00 1503 1,610.00 1603 603.75 1718 437.(K)

1062 1,150.00 1150 718.75 1225 2,760.00 1314 6,325.00 1390 132,250.00 1504 9.775.(M) 1604 218.50 1719 690.(M)

1064 632.50 1151 18,687.50 1226 1,552.50 1315 1,035.00 1391 48,300.00 1506 1,610.00 1605 218.50 1720 1,092.50

1065 1,046.50 1152 920.(X) 1227 1,150.00 1316 805.00 1394 8,337.50 1507 6,325.(X) 1606 1,121.25 1721 488.75

1066 1,840.00 1153 1.840.1H) 1228 977.50 1318 1,380.00 1395 66,700.00 1508 3,680.00 1607 1.495.(K) 1722 1,092.50

1068 747.50 1154 2,990.(M) 1229 11.500.00 1319 920.00 1396 9.315.00 1509 4,140.00 1608 368.1K) 1723 718.75

1069 2,530.00 1155 977.50 1230 6,612.50 1320 3,737.50 1397 9,200.00 1512 5.290.00 1609 4,600.00 1724 488.75

1070 575.00 1156 1,380.()0 1231 4,140.00 1321 40,250.00 1398 9,200.00 1513 6,325.00 1610 414.00 1725 414.00

1071 2,990.00 1157 546.25 1232 6,612.50 1322 14,950.00 1399 19,550.00 1514 2,990.00 1611 2,472.50 1726 488.75

1079 1,552.50 1158 1,265.00 1233 1,150.00 1323 19,550.00 1400 8,625.00 1515 138,000.00 1612 437.(H) 1727 1.092.50

1080 207.00 1159 747.50 1234 2,5.30.00 1324 7,187.50 1401 4.600.(H) 1516 5,7.50.00 1613 805.00 1728 1.150.(H)

1082 391.00 1160 1,610.00 1235 1,610.00 1325 26,450.00 1402 3,220.(K) 1517 7,187.50 1614 368.00 1729 1,610.(K1

1083 977.50 1161 1,035.00 1237 977.50 1326 1,955.00 1403 2.3(K).(K) 1519 1,092.50 1615 517.50 1730 603.75

1084 2.070.(H» 1162 776.25 1238 1,840.00 1327 1.725.0(> 1404 2,185.00 1520 805.t«) 1616 805.00 1731 1.1.50.(H)

1087 529.00 1163 1,150.00 1240 13,800.00 1328 1,092..50 1405 8,050.00 1521 2,760.00 1617 977.50 1732 2.3(H1.(H)

1088 207.00 1164 5,577.50 1243 1,092.50 1329 4,312..5() 1407 43,700.00 1522 8,050.(«) 1618 575.(X> 1733 603.75

1090 20,125.00 1165 3,737.50 1244 1,380.00 1330 977.50 1409 1,035.00 1523 891.25 1619 546.25 17.34 1,265.(H)

1091 21,275.00 1166 2,990.00 1246 2,760.00 1331 805.00 1410 2,530.00 1524 1.150.00 1620 1.265.(M) 1735 2.070.(H)

1092 13,8(M).00 1167 7,475.00 1247 690.00 1332 12,650.00 1412 2,070.00 1525 1.035.(H) 1621 609.50 1736 2.185.(H)

1093 9,487.50 1168 833.75 1248 1,380.00 1333 575.00 1413 4,830.00 1526 690.00 1622 776.25 1737 2,990.1H)

1094 2.185.(HI 1169 833.75 1249 241.50 1334 1,437.50 1414 14,950.00 1527 690.00 1623 460.(X) 1738 1.610.(M)

Box 1804 • WOLFEBORO , NH 03894 • 866-811- 1804 • ()03-569-0823 • FAX: 603 -569-3875

All prices listed include the 15% buyer'sfee 1



LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE
rw 2063 368 IX» 2173 2.1H5.1X) 2287 4.6(XI.(X) 2401 1,063.75 2509 862.50 2639 S.9H0.IX) 2773

2orv4 1J65 l«l 2174 1.380.iX) 2288 690.00 2402 1,006.25 2510 833.75 264(1 2.530.1X) 2774
l’4! 2065 1.725 110 2175 10,350.00 2290 3.220.1X1 2403 1.61().(X) 2511 368.(X) 2642 1,035.1X) 2775
174^ ’’6 2> 21166 1,955 1K> 1 2178 506.(X) 2291 1,040.75 2404 1.6!0.(X> 2512 368.tX) 2643 ll.Stxi.oo 2776

1,1 5o 1«I 2069 1,092.50 i 2179 I.725.1H) 2293 345.(X) 2405 1,092.50 2513 1.035.(X) 2644 862.50 2777 184 (X)
2070 2,645 IX) i 2180 862.50 2294 1.150.1X) 2406 483.00 2515 529.00 2645 552.00 2778

1.610.00 2072 218.50
1

2181 977.50 2295 1.150.(X) 2407 1.495.00 2516 8,050.00 2647 5,750.lX) 2779 977 51)
1.49MHI 2073 n..5<N>.(K)

1

2182 977.50 2297 1.150.00 2408 517.50 2517 1,610.00 2649 460.00 2780 4.6(K) (X)
174? 1.38i>.llO 2074 1,840.1M> 2183 1,035.00 2298 546.25 2409 218.50 2518 3,910.00 2651.) 2,530.1X1 2781 920 00
I'’48 977.50 2073 690.1X) 2184 1,150.(X) 2299 1,495.00 2410 948.75 2520 2.185.00 2652 l,380.tM) 2782 299.(X)

7U>.00 2076 3.430.1X) 2185 4,140.00 2301 833.75 2411 920.00 2521 368.00 10,350.01) 2783 488 75
1751 1.380.00

! 2077 2,070.00 2186 l.(X)6.25 2307 3,737.50 2412 1,150.00 2522 1,265.00 2656 977.50 2784 172.50
1752 2,990.00

! 2078 1,178.75 2187 4.945.(X) 2308 2,645.1X1 2413 1.265.00 2523 1,380.00 2657 2,3(X).00 2785 >30 (X)
17*»3 2.530.00

1

2079 506.00 2188 2.300.(X) 2309 4,140.00 2414 414.00 2524 1,035.00 2658 920.{X) 2786 201 2517M 4.715.00
1 2080 8.050.00 2189 690.00 2310 230.00 2415 661.25 2525 1,955.00 2659 1,725.00 2787 276.00

1755 3.450.00 2081 13,800.00 2190 1,725.00 2311 977.50 2416 494.50 2526 1,495.00 2660 5,750.00 2788 1,265 LX)
1736 3.220,00 2082 2,.530.(X) 2191 1,610.00 2312 1,207.50 2417 2.070.(X) 2527 920.00 2661 1,552.50 2789 172.50
1757 5.750.(Mt 2084 12,650.(X) 2192 1.495. IX) 2313 2,300.00 2418 460.00 2528 862.50 2665 2,817.50 2790 218.50
1759 862.50 2085 6,325.(X) 2193 1.265.(X) 2314 1,610.00 2419 299.00 2529 2,415.00 2669 1,725.00 2791 718.75
r76t) 575.1K) 2086 920.00 2194 1,840.00 2315 345.00 2420 632.50 2531 437.00 2670 5,750.00 2792 373.75
1/61 546.23 2087 920.00 2195 414.IX) 2316 2,530.00 2422 632.50 2532 1,380.00 2671 402.50 2793 3,565.00
1/62 345. IK) 2088 6.9(X).00 21% 2.300.(XJ 2318 1,782.50 2423 690.(X) 2533 833.75 2678 1,610.00 2794 1,495.(X)
1764 603.75 2089 2.990.(X) 2197 747.50 2321 345.00 2424 575.00 2534 920.00 2679 1,840.00 2795 149 50
1763 373.75 2090 2.3(X).(X) 2198 1,840.00 2322 4,312.50 2427 7,475.00 2535 747.50 2680 1,926.25 2796 115.00
1766 218.50 2091 529.00 2199 1,610.00 2323 770.50 2430 2,185.(K) 2536 603.75 2681 782.00 2797 862.50
1767 218.50 2092 1.840.(K) 22(X) 1.955.00 2325 2,3(X).00 2431 345.00 2537 460.00 2682 3,450.00 2798 2.185.tX)
17b8 253.1K) 2093 4.6(X).00 2201 977.50 2326 747.50 2432 483.00 2538 690.00 2683 2,760.00 2799 218.50
1759 2,31K).IK) 2094 862.50 2202 2,185.1X1 2327 1,265.00 2433 345.00 2539 1,495.00 2684 1,495.(X) 2800 517 50
1770 7,762.50 2095 1,265.1X1 2203 2,185.(X) 2328 12,650.00 2434 805.00 2540 391.00 2685 2,530.00 2801 529.00
1771 71.875.00 2096 258.75 2204 1,380.00 2329 2,760.00 2436 1,391.50 2541 1,161.50 2686 488.75 2802 471.50
1772 2.750.00 2097 575.00 2205 1,380.00 2330 2,875.00 2437 368.00 2542 1,380.00 2688 1,955.00 2803 546.25
1773 833.75 2098 1,035.00 2206 368.00 2331 632.50 2438 5,750.00 2543 1,380.00 ^689 1,955.00 2804 437.00
1774 l.265.(K) 2099 3,680.00 2207 575.00 2332 690.00 2439 1,380.00 2544 1,035.00 2690 3,737.50 2805 3,220.00
1775 805.00 211K) 1,150.00 2209 690.00 2333 16,100.00 2440 1,092.50 2545 690.00 2691 34,5(X).«) 2807 1,495.00
1776 1.150.00 2101 506.00 2210 517.50 2334 2,530.00 2441 747.50 2546 1,380.00 2692 5,750.1X1 2808 310.50
1777 1,380.(X) 2103 586.50 2211 5,750.00 2335 1.495.00 2442 977.50 2547 632.50 2693 18,4(X).00 2809 546.25
1778 1.840.00 2104 2,185.00 2212 701.50 2336 9,200.00 2443 1,265.00 2549 977.50 2694 805.00 2810 1,092.50
1779 1,610.(K) 2105 1,840.00 2213 414.00 2337 18,400.00 2444 603.75 2550 632.50 2696 7,187.50 2811 690.(X)
1780 1,150.00 2106 977.50 2214 1,380.00 2338 2,300.00 2445 2,185.00 2551 609.50 2697 1,265.00 '’812 402.50
1781 603.75 2107 287.50 2215 1,610.00 2339 26,450.00 2446 2,415.(XJ 2552 1,610.00 2698 2,990.00 2813 747.50
1782 718.75 2108 1,380.00 2216 747.50 2340 12,650.00 2447 483.00 2553 2,415.00 2699 23,575.00 2814 1,265.00
1783 1,265.00 2109 1.265.00 2217 1,265.00 2341 12,650.00 2448 11,5()0.{X) 2554 1,380.00 2701 9,775.00 2815 299.00
1784 1.035.00 2111 1,840.00 2218 1,150.00 2342 1,092.50 2449 1,380.00 2555 483.00 2705 460.00 2816 546.25
1785 862.50 2112 23,000.00 2219 1,610.00 2343 862.50 2450 506.(K) 2557 1,035.00 2706 3,450.00 2817 402.50
1786 529.00 2113 4,600.00 2220 1,150.00 2344 1.610.{X) 2451 1,265.(X) 2559 460.00 2707 2,760.00 2818 431.25
1787 747.50 2114 414.{X) 2221 632.50 2345 4.14n.iX) 2452 1,092.50 2560 1,725.00 2708 1,121.25 2819 172.50
1789 402.50 2115 18.4(X).00 2222 552.00 2346 253.1X1 2453 1,265.00 2561 1,495.00 2709 920.00 2820 862.50
2003 1,552.50 2116 6,325.00 2223 575.00 2347 4,830.00 2454 977.50 2562 1,035.00 2710 805.00 2821 161.00
2im 1,035.00 2117 9.200.00 2225 1.725.(X) 2348 2,645.(X) 2455 3,680.00 2563 948.75 2711 3,335.00 2822 276.00
2i)()S 253.fK) 2118 8,050.00 2226 488.75 2349 2,185.00 2456 1,236.25 2564 1,150.00 2712 1,840.00 2823 488.75
20()6 552.(X) 2119 7,475.00 2228 39l.(X) 2350 4.140.00

• 2457 1.092.50 2565 862.50 2713 690.00 28'>4 218.50
2007 368.00 2120 9,775.(X) 2229 1,380.00 2351 632.50 2458 632.50 2568 460.00 2714 603.75 3001 517.50
2(m 322.00 2121 7,475.fXJ 2230 2,300.1X1 2352 2,760.00 2459 862.50 2569 552.00 2715 1,150.00 3002 460.00
2(X)9 575.00 2122 12.075.00 2231 862.50 2353 1,265.00 2460 977.50 2570 4,830.00 2716 5,750.(X) 3003 126.50
2010 29,900.00 2123 7.475.(X) 2232 39MX) 2354 1,840.00 2461 1,725.00 2571 8,625.00 2719 1,092.50 3004 l,265.()n
2011 368.00 2124 8,625.00 2233 5.060.00 2355 5,290.00 2462 2.070.00 2572 408.25 2720 6,900.00 3005 690.1X1
2012 4.370.00 2125 5,060.{X) 2234 2.185.1X1 2356 632.50 2464 977.50 2573 1,610.00 2721 2,530.00 3006 1,782.50
2013 2.415.00 2126 3,910.00 2235 3.450.fK) 2357 1,380.00 2465 862.50 2575 1,150.00 2722 5,750.00 3007 258.75
2014 2.760.00 2127 6,612.50 2236 3,910.(X) 2358 747.50 2466 632.50 2576 506.00 2723 18.400.00 3008 1,610.00
2015 6,900.00 2128 2,185.00 2237 1,610.00 2359 483.00 2467 575.00 2577 2,012.50 2724 1,035.00 3009 977.50
2016 1,150.00 2129 1,495.00 2238 632.50 2360 483.00 2468 805.00 2578 1.495.00 2725 747.50 3010 603.75
2017 833.75 2130 299.00 2239 3,910.00 2361 575.00 2469 862.50 2579 3,220.00 2726 1,552.50 3011 718.75
2018 1,282.25 2132 3,220.00 2240 2,127.50 2362 299.00 2470 948.75 2580 1,265.00 2727 1.265.(X} 3012 310.50
2019 I.725.tX) 2133 414.00 2241 552.00 2363 391.00 2471 690.(X) 2581 460.00 2728 373.75 3013 2,415.00
2020 1,150.00 2134 414.00 2242 322.00 2364 805.00 2472 1,380.00 2583 718.75 2729 8,050.00 3014 488.75
2l>22 805.00 2135 6,900.00 2243 1,552.50 2365 437.00 2473 1,610.00 2584 1,955.00 2730 1,092.50 3015 12,650.00
2024 1,955.00 2136 2.990.00 2244 747.50 2366 345.00 2474 747.50 2586 368.00 2731 373.75 3016 488.75
2025 3.220.<X) 2137 977.50 2245 2,070.00 2367 506.00 2475 672.75 2587 9,200.00 2734 2,530.00 3017 718.75
2027 632.50 2138 276.00 2247 805.00 2368 184.00 2476 4,830.00 2588 805.00 2735 1,132.75 3018 12,650.00
2i»30 4.6<X).(K) 2139 4,6(X).0() 2248 805.00 2369 4,485.00 2477 2,070.1X1 2589 437.00 2736 1,380.00 3019 12,650.(K)

2031 805.IX; 2140 2.990.00 2249 5,750.(X) 2370 517.50 2478 1,725.00 2590 506.00 2737 1,035.00 3020 5,462.50

2032 718.75 2142 9.200.(X} 2250 3,680.(X) 2371 6,210.00 2479 1,265.00 2591 218.50 2740 322.00 3021 3,450.00

2033 805.(X} 2143 5.750.(X) 2251 3,910.00 2372 3,220.00 2480 575.00 2592 2,070.00 2741 1.840.00 3022 1,265.00

2035 1.035.00 2144 46.(XX).00 2252 17,250.00 2373 1,035.00 2481 1,265.00 2593 747.50 2742 345.CX) 3023 172.50

2036 437.1X) 2145 11,500.00 2253 9,775.00 2374 690.00 2482 414.00 2594 3.162.50 2744 310.50 3024 488.75

2037 287.50 2146 3.162.50 2254 3,105.00 2375 701.50 2483 506.00 2596 3,450.(XI 2745 373.75 3025 1.725.(X)

2038 4.370.<X> 2147 3.910.00 2255 1,495.00 2377 977.50 2484 414.00 2598 2,185.00 2746 345.00 3026 1,610.00

2040 322.(K> 2148 2.99().(K) 2256 1,265.00 2378 805.00 2485 3,220.00 2599 2,185.(X) 2748 218.50 3027 805.00

21 >41 632..50 2149 13,110.1X1 2258 U65.0O 2379 529.00 2486 1,380.(X) 2603 2,185.00 2749 1,265.00 3028 207.00

2042 632.50 2151 747.50 2259 977.50 2380 483.00 2487 920.00 2604 1,725.00 2750 109.25 3029 8,050.tX)

2043 276.(X) 2133 506.1X) 2261 546.25 2381 345.00 2488 718.75 2605 1,840.(H) 2751 1,035.00 3030 253.00

2m4 . 460.(X> 2154 747.50 2262 1,437.50 2382 736.(X) 2489 862.50 2608 16,100.00 2752 1,437.50 3031 1,035.00

2i>45 368.(X> 2155 3.450.(X) 2263 460.1X) 2383 747.50 2490 690.00 2609 18,975.00 2753 172.50 3032 7,475.00

2046 690.(X) 2156 690.00 2264 6.037.50 2384 920.00 2491 632.50 2610 27,600.00 2754 299.00 3033 6,037.50

21 >47 299.IK> 2157 2.070.(X) 2266 747.50 2385 1,150.00 2492 805.00 2611 6.9(K).00 2756 345.00 3034 8,050.00

2048 920.(X) 2158 805.00 2268 5,750.00 2386 529.00 2493 1,150.00 2612 8,625.00 2757 391.(X) 3035 1,725.00

2049 1.230.50 2159 U65.(XI 2269 1,265.(X) 2387 552.00 2494 920.00 2613 4,830.00 2758 201.25 3036 1,380.00

2050 l.265.(X) 2160 805.(X) 2271 1,265.00 2388 747.50 2495 805.00 2615 5,750.00 2759 207.(X) 3037 11,500.00

2t>51 747.50 2161 5,462.50 2272 2.530.00 2389 460.(K) 2496 552.00 2617 24,725.00 2760 207.(X) 3038 373.75

2052 460.1X1 2162 4.140.00 2273 1.495.(X) 2390 8,625.00 2497 322.00 2618 16,100.00 2761 172.50 3039 5,175.tK)

2053 805.00 2163 8.625.(X) 2274 1.495.(X) 2391 747.50 2499 805.00 2619 2,070.00 2762 431.25 3040 2,070.00

2054 920.(X) 2164 414.(X) 2275 546.25 2392 517.50 2500 552.00 2620 7,590.00 2764 1,495.00 3041 11,500.00

2i>55 207.(X) 2165 5,060.00 2276 2,300.00 2393 1,840.00 2501 552.00 2623 7,475.00 2765 437.00 3042 13.800.(X)

21 >56 483.1K) 2166 39MX) 2278 6.9(X).00 2394 632.50 2502 552.00 2624 7,762.50 2766 1.092.50 3043 8,050.00

21 >57 I..W01M)
j

2167 1.840.(X> 2279 862.50 2395 632.50 2503 862.50 2626 529.00 2767 218.50 3044 11,500.00

2058 U5.1K>
1 2168 345.(X) 2280 460.00 23% 1,092.50 2504 747.50 2627 6,900.(X} 2768 161.00 3045 1.840.1X>

2o5‘> l.H40.1K> 1 2169 1,725.00 2282 10,350.1X1 2397 322.(X) 2505 690.00 2632 5,750.00 2769 391.00 3046 126.50

21 >60 414.1X1 2170 437.(X) 2283 7,475.00 2398 1,495.(X) 2506 529.(X) 2634 977.50 2770 1,322.50 3047 5,750.1X1

2* >61 1,610 (Ml 2171 862.50 2284 62MX) 2399 1,437.50 2507 1.092.50 2635 954.50 2771 1,610.(K) 3048 3,220.1X1

21 >62 3^351X1
j

2172 1.092.50 2285 402.50 241 X) 414.fK) 2508 1.035.(X) 2638 14,950.1X1 2772 718.75 3049 3.162..50

Box 1804 • WOLFEBORO, NH 03894 • 866-811-1804 * 603-569-0823 • FAX: 603-569-3875

All prices listed include the t5% huyer's In-



LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE
3050 920.00 31.50 1.610.00 3250 .575.00 3350 920.00 34.50 632..50 3550 920.00 36.50 M2.SII 37VJ ].\KO (Hi

3051 488.75 3151 1..580.()(l 3251 184,00 3351 207.00 .3451 690.(M) 3551 3.220.00 3651 862.50 37S1 I.IHO.IXJ

3052 1.1.50.00 3152 1.782.50 3252 6,612.50 3.352 460.00 3452 1,035.(M) 3552 805.<K) 3652 632.50 37S2 1.38<J iici

3053 833.75 31.53 1,1.50, (Ml 3253 517.50 3353 1.265.(H) 3453 575.tH) 3553 1.035.iM) 3653 1.495.<K) 3753 1.265.00
3054 230.(H» 3154 2,760.(Ml 3254 235.75 3354 603.75 3454 1.035.{)0 35.54 1,035.(K) 3654 632.50 3754 1.265«n-
3055 322.(M) 3155 2,242.50 3255 230.00 3355 833.75 3455 546.25 3555 l.fK)6.25 3655 632.50 3755 874.fX)
3056 718.75 3156 3.910.00 3256 483.(H) 3356 8.740.00 3456 .575.00 3556 l.(«16.25 3656 92(MK» 375f. H74,«K)
3057 575.00 3157 6.037.50 3257 322.(K) 3357 8,395.00 3457 603.75 3557 690.(H) 3657 575.<M) 3757 874.00
3058 718.75 31.58 1,495.00 3258 126.50 3358 6,900.00 3458 1,955.(>(> 3558 414.(M) 3658 948.75 3758 874.«>0
3059 862.50 3159 2,530.00 3259 1.495.00 3359 13.800.00 3459 2,530.00 3559 1,840.00 3659 1,092.50 3759 891.25
3060 253.(K) 3160 1,897.50 3260 805.00 3360 603.75 3460 3,220.00 3560 1,265.00 3660 92(J.(H) 3760 874.(M»
3061 661.25 3161 1,610.00 3261 460.00 3361 1.265.00 3461 1,495.00 3561 1,840.00 3661 632.50 3761 874.(KJ
3062 632.50 3162 1,380.00 3262 322.00 3362 690.00 3462 718.75 3562 1,265.00 3662 920.(X) 3762 874.00
3063 322.(H) 3163 1.437.50 3263 1.495.00 3363 253.00 3463 977.50 3563 2.990.00 3663 632.50 3763 874.«H)

3064 718.75 3164 1,552.50 3264 1,380.00 3364 201.25 3464 776.25 3564 1,035.00 3664 948.75 3764 874.1 M)

3065 776.25 3165 1,150.00 3265 747.50 3365 460.00 3465 1,207.50 3565 805.00 3665 920.00 3765 874.00
3066 529.00 3166 4,830.00 3266 833.75 3366 460.00 3466 3.737.50 3566 747.50 3666 977.50 3766 811.25
3067 316.25 3167 747.50 3267 241.50 3367 1.035.00 3467 1,840.00 3567 644.00 3667 632.50 3767 1.265.(X)

3068 276.00 3168 1.725.00 3268 241.50 3368 2,990.00 3468 2,990.00 3568 632.50 3668 690.00 3768 874.(H)

3069 402.50 3169 1,610.00 3269 977.50 3369 230.00 3469 747.50 3569 2,300.00 3669 690.00 3769 874.00
3070 2,.530.00 3170 805.00 3270 805.00 3370 1.092.50 3470 6,612.50 357f) 690.00 3670 920.00 3770 1,552.50
3071 1.495.00 3171 1,495.00 3271 253.00 3371 891.25 3471 3,795.00 3571 805.00 3671 661.25 3771 874.(«)

3072 345.00 3172 3,220.00 3272 517.50 3372 3,795.00 3472 747.50 3572 632.50 3672 661.25 3772 1.150.0(1

3073 977.50 3173 2,760.00 3273 373.75 3373 218.50 3473 862.50 3573 460.00 3673 661.25 3773 l.U35.(K}

3074 345.00 3174 1,092.50 3274 184.(M) 3374 2.30.00 3474 603.75 3574 575.(H) 3674 661.25 3774 920.(K)

3075 3,450.(M) 3175 11.500.00 3275 805.00 3375 1,265.00 3475 632.50 3575 920.00 3675 690.00 3775 603.75
3076 2,990.00 3176 632.50 3276 1.840.00 3376 891.25 3476 1,811.25 3576 632.50 3676 661.25 3776 690.{XI

3077 690.00 3177 603.75 3277 833.75 3377 920,00 3477 517.50 3577 575.00 3677 .529.00 3777 661.25
3078 1,610.00 3178 1.725.00 3278 172.50 3378 218.50 3478 575.00 3578 483.00 3678 603.75 3778 690.00
3079 8,625.00 3179 1,725.00 3279 632.50 3379 218.50 3479 891.25 3579 483.00 3679 529.00 3779 690.00
3080 2,300.00 3180 2,760.(K) 3280 155.25 3380 603.75 3480 4,025.00 3580 575.00 3680 529.(X) 3780 690.(«)

3081 833.75 3181 3,565.00 3281 546.25 3381 1,265.00 3481 1,840.00 3581 483.00 3681 529.00 3781 690.1X1

3082 575.00 3182 1.610.00 3282 776.25 3382 2,760.00 3482 1,667.50 3582 483.00 3682 529.00 3782 690.00
3083 10.925.00 3183 35.650.00 3283 661.25 3383 032.50 3483 1,955.00 3583 747.50 3683 529.00 3783 661.25
3084 690.00 3184 7,475.00 3284 207.00 3384 1,150.00 3484 2,990.00 3584 483.00 3684 517.50 3784 690.(K)

3085 603.75 3185 2,300.00 3285 126.50 3385 603.75 3485 1,380.00 3585 552.00 3685 368.00 3785 690.00
3086 517.50 3186 3,220.00 3286 126.50 3386 805.00 3486 546.25 3586 483.00 3686 460.00 3786 690.00
3087 977.50 3187 4,427.50 3287 517.50 3387 776.25 3487 517.50 3587 460.00 3687 414.00 3787 488.75
3088 718.75 3188 2.530.00 3288 747.50 3388 690.00 3488 862.50 3588 460.00 3688 414.00 3788 690.fX)
3089 891.25 3189 2,415.00 3289 517.50 3389 218.50 3489 1,265.00 3589 920.00 3689 632.50 3789 546.25
3090 1,380.00 3190 1,322.50 3290 126.50 3390 333.50 3490 517.50 3590 529.00 3690 546.25 3790 .546.25

3091 230.00 3191 2,530.00 3291 356.50 3391 345.00 3491 575.00 3591 483.00 3691 437.00 3791 546.25
3092 172.50 3192 1,380.00 3292 345.00 3392 310.50 3492 690.00 3592 632.50 3692 437.00 3792 546.25
3093 517.50 3193 575.00 3293 126.50 3393 253.00 3493 718.75 3593 1,265.00 3693 437.00 3793 575.00
3094 253.00 3194 1.610.00 3294 126.50 3394 3.450.00 3494 1,380.00 3594 805.00 3694 437.00 3794 546.25
3095 1,610.00 3195 1,380.00 3295 7,187.50 3395 253.00 3495 1,610.00 3595 1,495.00 3695 437.00 3795 546.25
3096 373.75 3196 16,100.00 3296 460.00 3396 253.00 3496 1,495.00 3596 977.50 3696 460.00 3796 546.25
3097 373.75 3197 6,900.00 3297 1,495.00 3397 2,760.00 3497 1,955.00 3597 2,760.00 3697 460.00 3797 546.25
3098 6.612.50 3198 26,450.00 3298 1,552.50 3398 305.90 3498 603.75 3598 4.485.00 3698 437.00 3798 632.50
3099 1.725.00 3199 109.250.00 3299 1,725.00 3399 920.00 3499 546.25 3599 862.50 3699 437.00 3799 546.25
3100 1.265.00 3200 14.950.00 3300 1,150.00 3400 2,990.00 3500 690.00 3600 920.00 3700 437.00 3800 546.25
3101 1,265.00 3201 6.440.00 3301 2,070.00 3401 4,140.00 3501 1,035.00 3601 2,070.00 3701 437.00 3801 575.(K)

3102 20.700.00 3202 5,635.00 3302 1.035.00 3402 1,265.00 3502 17.250.00 3602 2.012.50 3702 437.00 3802 603.75
3103 4,887.50 3203 4,600.00 3303 1,495.00 3403 488.75 3503 718.75 3603 920.00 3703 437.00 3803 603.75
3104 11,500.00 3204 4,312.50 3304 373.75 3404 3,910.00 3504 1,207.50 3604 805.00 3704 437.00 3804 575.00
3105 276.00 3205 4,715.00 3305 143.75 3405 833.75 3505 1,035.00 3605 6,612.50 3705 437.00 3805 575.00
3106 276.00 3206 17,250.00 3306 7,475.00 3406 690.00 3506 920.00 3606 4,830.00 3706 437.00 3806 575.00
3107 575.00 3207 6,325.00 3307 8,912.50 3407 833.75 3507 632.50 3607 4,140.00 3707 437.00 3807 575.(X)

3108 21,850.00 3208 8,050.00 3308 184.00 3408 488.75 3508 1,265.00 3608 3,680.00 3708 437.00 3808 575.(X)

3109 2,530.00 3209 5,175.00 3309 1,610.00 3409 552.00 3509 977.50 3609 4.37{l.00 3709 437.00 3809 575.00
3110 1,610.00 3210 4,025.00 3310 1,380.00 3410 776.25 3510 483.00 3610 805.00 3710 437.00 3810 575.(M)

3111 1,322.50 3211 7.187.50 3311 546.25 3411 460.00 3511 805.00 3611 862.50 3711 437.00 3811 575.00
3112 310.50 3212 4,025.00 3312 402.50 3412 299.00 3512 661.25 3612 920.00 3712 483.00 3812 575.00
3113 1.725.00 3213 4,025.00 3313 345.00 3413 9,200.00 3513 483.00 3613 2,070.00 3713 483.00 3813 546.25
3114 1,265.00 3214 4,887..50 3314 1,035.00 3414 2,415.00 3514 368.00 3614 2,990.00 3714 483.00 3814 575.00
3115 977.50 3215 5,750.00 3315 4,025.00 3415 1,955.00 3515 437.00 3615 3,450.00 3715 920.00 3815 575.00
3116 299.00 3216 28.750.00 3316 431.25 3416 1,265.00 3516 2,300.00 3616 5,060.00 3716 1,322.50 3816 546.25
3117 3,795.00 3217 40.250.00 3317 603.75 3417 1,840.00 3517 632.50 3617 7,475.00 3717 1,293.75 3817 575.00
3118 862.50 3218 1,437.50 3318 149.50 3418 18.400.00 3518 1,265.00 3618 3,910.00 3718 862.50 3818 488.75
3119 l,15f).00 3219 517.50 3319 155.25 3419 1,495.00 3519 920.00 3619 483.00 3719 1,'>65.()0 3819 488.75
3120 253.00 3220 431.25 3320 2.070.00 3420 1,265.00 3520 3,220.00 3620 414.00 3720 1.265.00 3820 .546.25

3121 322.00 3221 747.50 3321 661.25 3421 2,990.00 3521 1,610.00 3621 1,552.50 3721 1,035.00 3821 517.50

3122 4,025.00 3222 6,612.50 3322 184.00 3422 1,495.00 3522 3,910.00 3622 747.50 3722 920.00 3822 546.25
3123 4,025.00 3223 46.000.00 3323 1,610.00 3423 1,495.00 3523 632.50 3623 31,050.00 3723 874.00 3823 517.50

3124 373.75 3224 2,185.00 3324 5,635.00 3424 805.00 3524 1,495.00 3624 10,637.50 3724 885.50 3824 517.50

3125 253.00 3225 276.00 3325 184.00 3425 3,450.00 3525 1,495.00 3625 6,900.00 3725 897.00 3825 517.50

3126 241.50 3226 4,255.00 3326 2,530.00 3426 1,782.50 3526 747.50 3626 1,840.00 3726 874.00 3826 517.50

3127 345.00 3227 9,775.00 3327 1,150.00 3427 7,475.00 3527 690.00 3627 11,500.00 3727 920.00 3827 517.5(1

3128 862.50 3228 12,650.00 3328 2,012.50 3428 2,185.00 3528 575.00 3628 6,900.00 3728 874.00 3828 517.50

3129 253.00 3229 1,955.00 3329 253.00 3429 977.50 3529 1,725.00 3629 4,600.00 3729 1,380.00 3829 517.50

3130 862.50 3230 1,265.00 3330 5,750.00 3430 460.00 3530 1,955.00 3630 10,062.50 3730 1,265.00 3830 488.75

3131 862.50 3231 546.25 3331 40,250.00 3431 1,265.00 3531 805.00 3631 1,840.00 3731 1,293.75 3831 517.50

3132 862.50 3232 7,590.00 3332 72,450.00 3432 460.00 3532 575.00 3632 3,450.00 3732 1,293.75 3832 517.50

3133 977.50 3233 1,035.00 3333 13,800.00 3433 747.50 3533 18,400.00 3633 5,290.00 3733 1,265.00 3833 517.50

3134 862.50 3234 2,185.00 3334 28,750.00 3434 l,495.t)0 3534 19,262.50 3634 3,565.00 3734 1,276.50 3834 517.50

3135 1.092.50 3235 7.820.00 3335 27,600.00 3435 2,070.00 3535 12,650.00 3635 1,265.00 3735 1,276.50 3835 552.00
3136 488.75 3236 8,050.00 3336 287.50 3436 5,175.00 3536 11,500.00 3636 1,897.50 3736 1,265.00 3836 517.50

3137 155.25 3237 2,070.00 3337 1,495.00 3437 718.75 3537 10,925.00 3637 1,265.00 3737 1,265.00 3837 517..50

3138 155.25 3238 17,250.00 3338 8.625.00 3438 1,380.00 3538 9,200.00 3638 1,380.00 3738 1.265.(K) 3838 5l7..5n

3139 3,22O.0f) 3239 10.350.00 3339 1.610.00 3439 891.25 3539 7,475.00 3639 1,265.00 3739 1,265.00 3839 517.50

3140 1,725.00 3240 540.50 3340 1,725.00 3440 14.950.00 3540 19,550.00 3640 1,265.00 3740 1,265.00 3840 517.50

3141 1,104.00 3241 632.50 3341 747.50 3441 862.50 3541 9,085.00 3641 1,150.00 3741 1,265.00 3841 488.75

3142 776.25 3242 253.00 3342 8,912.50 3442 661.25 3542 7,820.00 3642 1.495.00 3742 1,265.00 3842' 517.50

3143 718.75 3243 231.15 3343 805.00 3443 488.75 3543 632.50 3643 948.75 3743 1,236.25 3843 517.50

3144 7,187.50 3244 373.75 3344 2.990.00 3444 603.75 3544 437.00 3644 920.00 3744 1.236.25 3844 .517.50

3145 1.955.00 3245 747.50 3345 977.50 3445 598.00 3545 920.00 3645 2.070.(M) 3745 1.265.tM) 3845 .517.50

3146 7,820.00 3246 805.00 3346 2,760.00 3446 977.50 3546 920.00 3646 1,380.00 3746 1,380.00 3846 517.50

3147 776.25 3247 230.00 3347 1,265.00 3447 488.75 3547 690.00 3647 805.00 3747 1.265.(K) 3847 517..50

3148 3,22r).oo 3248 575.00 3348 207.00 3448 15,525.00 3548 1,610.00 3648 862.50 3748 1,265.00 3848 .517.511

3149 2.760.00 3249 546.25 3349 506.00 3449 977..50 3549 483.00 3649 862.50 3749 1,380.00 3849 517.511

Box 1804 • WOLFEBORO, NH 03894 • 866-811-1804 • 603-569-0823 • FAX: 603-569-3875

All prices listed iuclude the 15% hiiyer’sfee



1
LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE

VAS41 5r 54» 44)33 I.ISO.IX) 4132 862.50 4228 172.50
1 4324 345.tX) 4420 253.IX)

1

4516 862.50 4615 ^>61.254iO< 75 44)34 862.54) 4133 4,485.1X) 4229 161.(X) 4325 287.50 4421 718.75 4517 I9.550.(X) 4616 .545. (X)4JSS ’5 4035 230.4X) 4134 833.75 4230 1,035.IK) 4326 195.50 4422 977.50 4518 373.75 4617 345.(X)494 50 4036 234).iX) 4135 276.1X) 4231 2.99().(H) 4327 747.50 4423 I.495.(X) 4519 4.025.(X) 4618 402.50488.75
1

44)37 1 2.634 ).00 ' 4136 I,035.(X) 4232 126.50 4328 230.(X) 4424 1.380.(X)
1

4520 54.625.IX) 4619 126.50488. 7r> 44)38 34)4.75
1 4137 373.75 4233 3,220.(X) 4329 230.<x) 4425 920.<X)

1

4521 18,4(X).IXI 4620 126.50.Vi>b 488,75
1

44)39 4,485.IM) 4138 661.25 4234 546.25 4330 l.lSO.tX) 4426 1,063.75 4522 632.50 4621 287 503J<S7 862.50 4044) 546.25 4139 322.1K) 4235 2.875.1X) 4331 3,450.(X) 4427 603.75 1 4523 299.1X) 4622 833.7538 Sit l.U)6.25 44)41 690.4 X) 4144) 862.50 4236 3,737.50 4332 2.760.(X) 4428 1,092.50 4524 184.(X) 4623 tl5.(X)3859 948.75 44)42 3,224).4X) 4141 149.50 4237 718.75 4333 l.955.(X) 4429 4,312.50 4525 126.50 4624 230. (H)948.75
1 44)43 2,990.00 4142 632.50 4238 460.1X) 4334 805.(X) 4430 2.530.(X) 4526 276.1X) 4625 115. IX)3861 948.75
,

44)44 345.4X) 4143 460.(X) 4239 345.1H) 4335 1.667.50 4431 1.207.50 4527 345.(M) 4626 184.(N)3862 948.75
1 44)45 373.75 4144 690.(X) 4240 3.220.CX) 4336 833.75 4432 1,610.(X) 4528 149.50 4627 632..503863 948.75 44)46 833.75 4145 805.(K) 4241 805.00 4337 5.520.00 4433 632.50 4529 241.50 4628 172.503864 1.4X)6.25 44 M7 1.351.25 4146 253.00 4242 805.00 4338 12,650.(X) 4434 747.50 4530 299.(X) 4629 276.(X)3863 977.54) 4048 632.34)

*
4147 431.25 4243 517.50 4339 10,062.50 4435 546.25 4531 1.610.(X) 4630 276.(X)

.3866

.3867

948.75

920.4K)

44)49

44)50

694).(X)

64)3.75

4148

4149

264.50

920.1H)

4244

4245

488.75

1,495.(X)

4340

4341

747.50

13,800.00

4436

4437
460.00

488.75

4532

4533

517.50

149.50

463!

4632

149.50

431.25.3868 575.4)0 4051 16.1(X).(X) 4150 2.3(X).IK) 4246 230.00 4342 4,370.00 4438 862.50 4534 1,207.50 4633 1,207.50
.3869 575.4H) 4052 3.737.54) 4151 1.207.,50 4247 7.475.1K) 4343 5.750.00 4439 776.25 4535 488.75 4634 322.(X)
387(J 575. 4K) 4053 4.485.(X) 4152 368.<X) 4248 690.00 4344 17,250.{X) 4440 460.00 4536 195.50 4635 1,380.<K)
3871 64)3.75 4054 1,552.50 4153 1,265.00 4249 1,150.(X) 4345 9.775.(X) 4441 1,725.00 4537 69t).(K) 4636 1,725.(X)3872 575.IX) 4055 345.1K) 4154 66.125.00 4250 1,380.(K) 4346 2,070.(K) 4442 2,760.«X) 4538 402.50 4637 718.753873 575.(X) 44)56 776.25 4155 18,4IM).IK) 4251 115.)K) 4347 201.25 4443 4,255.00 4539 1,725.00 4638 172.50
3874 557.75 4057 464).(M) 4156 460.1X) 4252 126.50 4348 6,900.(X) 4444 2,530.00 4540 345.00 4639 345.(X)
3875 575.<X) 40.58 8.625.4X) 4157 I.840.(X) 4253 3,450.00 4349 2,070.00 4445 920.00 4541 1,092.50 4640 276.(X)3876 575.(X) 44)59 3.335.00 4158 373.75 4254 1,265.00 4350 1,495.00 4446 11.5(K).00 4542 2,185.(K) 4641 230.(K)3877 575.(X) 44)64) 483.(X) 4159 1,610.00 4255 632.50 4351 287.50 4447 13.8(H).(X) 4543 48,875.00 4642 115.(M)
3878 575.(X) 4061 373.75 4160 3,105.00 4256 345.(K) 4352 920.(X) 4448 8.050.(X) 4544 460.00 4643 172.50
3879 575.(X) 4062 1,667.50 4161 690.00 4257 977.50 . 4353 2,185.00 4449 1,150.(M) 4545 891.25 4644 253.00
3884) 575.(X) 4063 4.140.04J 4162 11,500.00 4258 1,495.(X) 4354 16.UK).{H) 4450 8,050.00 4546 575.00 4645 149.50
3881 575.(K) 4064 632.50 4163 287.50 4259 437.00 4355 391.00 4451 7.475.(X) 4547 437.00 4646 517.50
3882 603.75 44)65 14.950.00 4164 63.25 4260 1,840.00 4356 1,953.CH) 4452 18.4(H).00 4548 63.25 4647 402.50
3883 603.75 44)66 920.tX) 4165 258.75 4261 747.50 4357 546.25 4453 4.025.(X) 4549 546.25 4648 316.25
3884 575.00 4067 833.75 4166 161.00 4262 1,725.(X) 4358 3,220.00 4454 1,437.50 4550 431.25 4649 207.(K)
3885 575.00 44)68 276.00 4167 3,162.50 4263 718.75 4359 776.25 4455 776.25 4551 1,495.{X) 4650 431.25
3886 805.00 44)69 23.(H)0.(K) 4168 1,150.00 4264 805.(X) 4360 12,075.00 4456 126.50 4552 2,645.(X) 4651 189.75
3887 603.75 4070 2,304).00 4169 1,265.00 4265 603.75 4361 253.00 4457 690.00 4553 1,380.00 4652 253.00
3888 603.75 4071 920.(X) 4170 1,380.00 4266 575.(X) 4362 287.50 4458 241.50 4554 1,495.00 4653 356.50
3889 603.75 4072 805.4X) 4171 862.50 4267 425.50 4363 195.50 4459 3,450.00 4555 1,150.00 4654 138.00
3894) 575.00 4073 339.25 4172 920.00 4268 1,265.{H) 4364 483.00 4460 3,565.00 4556 276.00 4655 356.50
3891 546.25 44)74 431.25 4173 17,250.(X) 4269 862.50 4365 299.00 4461 3.450.(X) 4557 287.50 4656 1,150.(K)
3892 546.25 44)75 299.4X) 4174 12,650.0(^ 4270 1,265.00 4366 2,760.00 4462 4,370.(X) 4558 126.50 4657 2.415.(X)
3893 483.(X> 4076 230.00 4175 7.475.1K> 4271 1,610.00 4367 1,150.00 4463 6,325.00 4559 115.00 4658 373.75
3894 460.(X> 4077 603.75 4176 16,100.00 4272 20.585.00 4368 805.00 4464 3,450.00 4560 19,550.(H) 4659 276.(H)
3895 488.75 4078 488.75 4177 12,650.00 4273 1.495.(K) - 4369 575.(K) 4465 6,095.00 4561 1,495.(M) 4660 184.00
3896 460.00 44)79 694).(K) 4178 I6.100.IX) 4274 I0,350.(X) 4370 2,990.00 4466 5.750.00 4562 977.50 4661 195.50
3897 460.00 44)84) 345.(K) 4179 6.9(K).00 4275 3.450.00 4371 322.00 4467 1.955.(K) 4563 632.50 4662 2.30().0()
3898 464).(H) 4081 694).(X) 4180 6.9(X).(M) 4276 402.50 4372 373.75 4468 20,7()0.()0 4564 5,7.50.(K) 4663 253.(H)
3899 552.00 4082 460.00 4181 299.00 4277 483.00 4373 2.990.(X) 4469 1,840.(M) 4565 218.50 4664 402.50
3904.) 575.(X) 44)83 l.I50.(X) 4182 977.50 4278 2,875.00 4374 833.75 4470 3.450.{X) 4566 2,070.00 4665 718.75
3901 460.(X) 4084 552.(X) 4183 891.25 4279 747.50 4375 1.265.(X) 4471 1.753.75 4567 1,092.50 4666 920.«M)
3902 488.75 4085 1,955.1X) 4184 1.437.50 4280 1,092.50 4376 2,3(X).IX) 4472 3.220.(X) 4568 833.75 4667 690.(M)
3903 603.75 4086 586.50 4185 18.4(KI.(X) 4281 1,265.00 4377 1.552.50 4473 2.415.(X) 4569 661.25 4668 201.25
3904 977.50 4087 718.75 4186 17.825.(X) 4282 9,890.(X) 4378 2,990.(K) 4474 3.162.50 4570 333.50 4669 126.50
3905 1.380.4H) 44)88 126.54) 4187 546.25 4283 253.0() 4379 345.00 4475 26,450.(K) 4571 805.00 4670 253.(X)
3906 1.380.(X) 4<.)89 464).00 4188 546.25 4284 1,035.(X) 4380 805.00 4476 15.525.00 4572 805.00 4671 138.00
394)7 948.75 4090 924).(X) 4189 299.(X) 4285 2,990.(M) 4381 546.25 4477 5,290.00 4573 3,22I).{X) 4672 172..50
394)8 948.75 44)91 I38.(X) 4190 517.50 4286 2.185.(X) 4382 603.75 4478 7,475.(X) 4574 2,3(X).{M) 4673 172.50
3909 948.75 44)92 373.75 4191 3.105.(X) 4287 299.(X) 4383 172.50 4479 546.25 4575 17,250.(X) 4674 6.440.(X)
3910 920.00 4093 115.00 4192 1,380.(X) 4288 747.50 4384 425.50 4480 603.75 4576 4,025.00 4675 8,337.50
3911 948.75 4094 212.75 4193 1,207.50 4289 747.50 4385 2,070.(X) 4481 4,6(K).(M) 4577 747.50 4676 4,025.{X)
3912 948.75 44)95 672.75 4194 12,075.00 4290 2,990.00 4386 575.(M) 4482 1,150.00 4578 5,865.(X) 4677 2,415.(X)

3913 1,063.75 44)96 207.00 4195 218.50 4291 1,035.00 4387 218.50 4483 2,875.(M) 4579 11,5(X).00 4678 632.50
3914 920.(X) 44)97 102.35o.(X) 4196 3.910.(M) 4292 316.25 4388 690.00 4484 16,100.00 4580 1.495.(X) 4679 2.530.(X)
3915 920.1X) 44)98 414.00 4197 172.50 4293 345.(K) 4389 8.050.(X) 4485 1,610.00 4581 8,050.00 4680 11,212.50
3916 920.(K) 4099 161.IX) 4198 977.50 4294 718.75 4390 805.(X) 4486 776.25 4582 1,610.(X) 4681 12.650.(XJ

44N)1 16.1(X).tX) 4I1K) 431.25 4199 603.75 4295 690.(M) 4391 575.00 4487 3,162.50 4583 184.IK) 4682 6.325.(X)
4(M)2 3.450.<X) 414)1 327.75 42(K) 2.185.(K) 4296 517.50 4392 529.{X) 4488 5,175.(K) 4584 402.50 4683 13.512.50
44)4)3 718.75 4102 5.754).4X) 4201 4.025.00 4297 2,760.00 4393 5.I75.(X) 4489 920.00 4585 115.(X) 4684 5.<X)2.50
44)4)4 40.250.(X) 4103 3.454).4X) 4202 454.25 4298 488.75 4394 2,070.00 4490 2,530.00 4586 1,782.50 4685 4.6(X).(K)

4eX)5 28,750.1X1 414M 3.450.(X) 4203 8<)5.00 4299 460.(M) 4395 661.25 4491 1,150.00 4587 546.25 4686 8,625.00
44X)6 241.54) 414)5 2,185.00 4204 2.530.(M) 43(X) 373.75 4396 431.25 4492 1,265.00 4588 2,070.(X) 4687 1,552.50
44NI7 460.4X) 4106 924).4X) 4205 431.25 4301 402.50 4397 891.25 4493 2,070.00 4589 2,415.00 4688 7,187.50
4IN)8 64)3.75 4107 253.(X) 4206 126.50 4302 3.450.(K) 4398 431.25 49 4.500.0 4590 402.50 4689 5,750.(K)

4(M)9 115.4X) 4108 1.844).(X) 4207 161.(X) 4303 431.25 4399 414.(X) 49 2.00.0 4591 161.(X) 4690 4,255.(X)

4014) 201.25 4109 l.K44).4HI 4208 345.<X) 4304 299.(K) 44(X) 3,220.(X) 49 M95.0 4592 920.00 4691 8,337.50
4011 115.(X) 4110 661.25 4209 23(X).(X) 4305 1,1H)6.25 4401 1.725.(X) 49 ri75.0 4593 460.(X) 4692 1,035.(X)

4012 517.50 4111 488.75 4210 7.82().(X) 4306 304.75 4402 1.725.(K) 49 Ji40.0 4594 230.00 4693 8,740.(K)

4013 287.54) 4112 373.75 4211 3.220.(X) 4307 373.75 4403 690.00 49 C07.5 4595 322.(X) 4694 3,680.(X)

44)14 464).4N) 4113 276.(X) 4212 2.185.IX) 4308 218.50 4404 690.00 450 488.7 4596 115.(X) 4695 8,165.(K)

4015 2.I85.(X) 4114 3.737.50 4213 l.84().(XJ 4309 310.50 4405 2,3(X).{X) 450 3,565.0 4597 632.50 4696 1.437.51)

44)16 1,035.4 X) 4115 2.994 ).(X) 4214 747.50 4310 22.425.(X) 4406 1.725.(K) 450 J610.0 4598 747.50 4697 11.5(X).(X)

44)17 12,937.50 4U6 2.I85.4X) 4215 1,035.(K) 4311 12,650.00 4407 862.50 450 2.5S.5 4599 718.75 4698 3,335.(K)

4018 253.4X) 4117 1.4‘)5.(H) 4216 833.75 4312 805.(X) 4408 661.25 450 23.2 46(X) 661.25 4699 8.912.50
4019 345.4X) 4118 322.4X) 4217 833.75 4313 575.rX) 4409 632.50 450 1725.0 4601 632.50 47(X) 3.220.(X)

44)24) 1.38I).4X) 4119 161.(X) 4218 2,415.m 4314 345.CX) 4410 575.(K) 450 488.7 4602 2,990.(M) 4701 9.775.(X)

44)21 2,185 4X) 4124) 464).(X) 4219 805.(X) 4315 603.75 4411 322.(K) 450 11(X).0 4603 1.495.00 4702 1,840.(X)

44)22 287.50 4121 64)3.75
'

4220 2,070.(X) 4316 460.(X) 4412 1,380.IK) 450 460.0 4604 718.75 4703 1,725.00

44)23 8.744).(X) 4122 632.54) j 4221 2.070.(X) 4317 488.75 4413 575.(X) 450 98.7 4605 460.(X) 4704 1.380.00

44)24 1,063.75 4123 149.54) i 4222 345.(X) 4318 1.38().rX) 4414 2,530.00 45 2,00.0 4606 316.25 4705 1.9.55.(X)

44)25 2.1H5.4X) 4124 172.54) 4223 4l4.(X)
!

4319 431.25 4415 603.75 45 2.00.0 4607 2,415.<X) 4706 1,380.1K)

44)26 172.54) 4125 747.54) 4224 402.50
1

4320 1,840.<H) 4416 I,265.(X) 45 603.7 4608 1.265.(X) 4707 1.840.1X)

4027 7,187.50 4126 I.265.4X) 4225 69«).fX)
, 4321 2.760.(X) 4417 1,207.50 45 4.950.0 4609 80.5.(X) 4708 632-50

4028 195.5ix).04I 4127 3.910.4X) 4226 718.75 4322 747.50 4418 2.415.(X) 45 78.7 4610 805.(X) 470*) 218.50

4029 3K»>50,4X) 4128 920.4X) 4227 3J20.tXl ! 4323 661.25 4419 833.75 45 258.7 4611 l.lSO.tX) 4710 143.7.5

44I44> |3.K(X)iN» 412*) 891.25 L 1 4612 61)3.75 4711 80 SO

4031

44132

2*8) in*

1.844)410
,

1

4150

4131

97754) 1

1.72.S.IX) 1 WWW.anrcoins

.

com 4613

4614

I.1-50.1X)

I.437..50

4712 103 54)

Box 1804 • WOLFEBORO, NH 03894 • 866-811-1804 • 603-569-0823 • FAX: 603-569-3875
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In conjunction with the MidATnevicci Coin Exposition
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the CLASSICS SALE

featuring

The MEDIO Collection

The Henry da costa Gomez Collection

Part II

JUNE23-2 6, 2004

ROSEMONT, ILLINOIS

1879 Flowing Hair $4 Gold Stella

MS-66 (NGC)

Likely Unique 1906 Indian Cent

IN Gold

Lot 4097Lot 1389

Catalogued by

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES, LLC
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and
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THE SESSIONS

To insure we
receive your bids:

Please have mail and fax

bids to us by:

NOON, Eastern Time

Tuesday, June 22, 2004

There will be pre-sale and

live bidding available on

the internet at

WWW. anrcoins.com.

Pre-registration for live

internet bidding is required

by Fridayjune IH, 2004

Prices Realized

I'rii fs realized will he posted on the

internet soon after the sale. See

WWW. anreoins. coin

printed list of' prices realized will

he sent to all suhscriK-rs appro.xi-

riiateK ,Vl days after the sale.

For prices realized by phone:

( .ill f)ii.t-5<)‘)-ns23. I.itiiit 10 lots
I

per aller
,

SESSION ONE
WEDNESDAYJUNE 2 3

6:00 pm Sharp

Stack’s • TheJohnJ. Ford, Jr. Collection

Hard Times 'Tokens and Encased Postage Stamps (see separate catalogue)

SESSION TWO
THURSDAY JUNE 24

6:00 pm Sharp

ANR • The Medio Collection

U.S. HalfDollars - Silver Dollars; U.S. & Territorial Gold; Pattern Coins; Errors

SESSION THREE
FRIDAYJUNE 25

10:00 am Sharp

ANR • The Medio Collection

Colonial Coitis; U.S. Half Cents - Quarter Dollars; Nimiismatic Americana

SESSION FOUR
FRIDAYJUNE 25

6:00 pm Sharp

Stack’s • The Henry da costa Gomez Collection

U.S. and Territorial Gold Coins; Gold Commemoratives; Pioneer Gold

There iinll be a buffet dinner for registered bidders at 5:00 pm

SESSION FIVE
SATURDAYJUNE26

10:00 am Sharp

Stack’s • The Henry da costa Gomez Collection

Colonial Coins; U.S. Half Cents - Silver Dollars;

Silver Commemoratives; Pattertis; Proof Sets; Errors

AUCTION LOCATION
Signature II Roc4m • Double Tree Hc4tel

5460 N. Pdver Road • Rosemont, Illinois

847-292-9100
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LOT VIEWING
MONDAY JUNE 21

12:()() noon - 8:00 pm
Mr. Lincoln Room • DonhleTrcc Hotel

TUESDAY JUNE 22

9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Mr. Lincoln Room • DonbIcTrce Hotel

WEDNESDAY JUNE 23

9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Mr. Lincoln Room • DonbIcTrce Hotel

THURSDAY JUNE 24

9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Stephens Center Hall D • Booth 300

FRIDAY JUNE 25

9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Stephens Cetiter Hall D • Booth 300

Viewing oj Stack’s lots is also available in New York onJune 14-17, 10:30am to 4:30 pm,

andJune 7-11, by appointment only. Contact Stack’sJor details.

LOT PICK-UP
THURSDAY JUNE 24

9:00 am - 11:30 am
Stephens Center Hall D • Booth 300

FRIDAY JUNE 25

8:00 am - 9:00 am
Stephens Center Hall D • Booth 300

SATURDAYJUNE26
8:00 am - 9:00 am

and approximately one hour after the completion of the final session

Stephens Center Hall D • Booth 300

LOTVIEWING/LOTPICK-UP LOCATIONS
Mr. Lincoln Room Stephens Center Hall D • Booth 300

Double Tree Hotel Donald E. Stephens Convention Center

5460 N. River Road • Rosemont, Illinois 5500 N. River Road • Rosemont, Illinois

847-292-9100 847-678-4000



American Numismatic Rarities’

AUCTION SCHEDULE
August 15-16, 2004

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

October 2004

To Be Announced

November 3Q-December 1, 2004

Baltimore, Maryland
Accepting Consignments

January 10-11, 2005

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Now Accepting Consignments

March 7-9, 2005
Baltimore, Maryland

Now Accepting Consignments

June 23-26, 2005
Chicago, Illinois

Official Aiictiotiecrs of the MidAmcrica Coin Exposition

luly 23-25, 2005
San Jose, California

October 2005

To Be Announced

November 7-9, 2005

Baltimore, Maryland

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES, llc

Box 1804 • Wolfeboro, NH 03894

Toll-Free: 866-811-1804* Fax; 603-569-3875

www.anrcoins.coin • email: auctions@anrcoins.com
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THE

ofAmerican Numismatic Rarities

President: Christine Karstedt

Numismatic Director: Q. David Bowers

AUCTION
Dr. Richard A. Bagg, Cotis{i’nmciits

John Pack, Coiisigiimeuts

Frank Van Valen, Senior Numismatist

John]. Kraljevich, Numismatic Research

Beth O. Piper, Numismatist

AUCTIONEERS
Christine Karstedt

Frank Van Valen

FINANCIAL
Laurel A. Morrill

MARKETING
& PUBLICITY
Christine Karstedt

SALES

Melissa Karstedt

ADMINISTRATION
Cynthia LaCarbonara, Auction Coordinator

Andrew Bowers

Jenna V. King

Vicki L. Martin

Mary Tocci

Jeremy Wtggin

GRAPHICS
Jennifer Meers

Jenna V. King

PHOTOGRAPHY
Douglas Plasencia

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT AND SUPPORT

Vega Applications Development, Inc.

Christine Karstedt serves as our

President and handles our Marketing and

Publicity with unbridled enthusiasm.

A fixture at numismatic conventions

and auctions for over a decade, Chris

has built a vast network of industry

contacts during her extensive career.

Chris’ unique ability to attract

worldwide attention to the sale of

numismatic material placed her at the

epicenter of the marketing of the $100 million treasure of the

S.S. Central America. Chris has worked with numismatic

trade publications as well as the mainstream press since she

initially started in the numismatic industry with Bowers

and Merena. While there she structured the publicity for

the sales of the Eliasberg Collection, the Bass Collection,

the Norweb Collection of Canadian coins and countless

other events. Most recently the worldwide publicity for our

sale of the Haig Koshkarian Collection garnered ANR a

place in the top 20 auction prices realized records at #11.

Her unstinting and tireless efforts help consignors receive the

highest possible prices for their coins. Chris is deeply involved

with day-to-day operations and is our lead auctioneer.

Q. David Bowers, Numismatic Director for

American Numismatic Rarities, is perhaps the

best-known and most noteworthy numismatist

of the last 50 years. Beginning in 1953, Dave’s

contributions to numismatics have continued

uninterrupted and unabated to the present day.

His work with rare coins is so voluminous and

so extraordinary that he was named by CoiiiA^e

magazine as one of the “Numismatists of the

Century.” Dave’s dedication to the hobby and

his lifelong interest in rare coins, along with his

pursuit ofscholarly knowledge, have made him one ofthe most

honored and revered numismatists ofall time. Dave is the only

person to have served as president of both the Professional

Numismatists Guild (1977-1979) and the American

Numismatic Association (1983-1985). Dave is the most prolific

numismatic author of our generation, having produced more

than 40 works, mostly written in the field of rare coins. From

the Professional Numismatists Guild, he has received the

coveted Friedberg Award a record seven times! During his

illustrious career, Dave has catalogued and sold at public

auction many of the finest and most valuable and important

collections ever assembled.
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Dr. Richard A. Bagg. Director of Auction

C.onsi^nments, is a nationally known rare coin

expert and scholar with 30 years of auction

experience and has served as Auction Director

tor nearly two decades untler the tutelage of Q.
David Bowers. In the course of his celebrated

career, Rick has processed several hundred
million dollars worth of rare coins at auction for

thousands of collectors, institutions, executors,

dealers, and investors. Rick shows an impressive

degree ot expertise and consummate knowledge

of numismatics with few parallels. As a

numismatic scholar, Rick has provided

information to over a dozen standard reference

sources, conducted substantive research for the

Official .d.V.d Grading Standards for United States

Coins and edited a book entitled Grading Coins.

He has also written numerous articles that have

appeared in numismatic trade publications

including The Numismatist where he won a Heath

Literary Award.

John M. Pack, our Hssoniifc Director ofAuction

Consignments, has been involved in numismatics

for over 20 years. John’s enthusiasm for all aspects

of numismatics, and his sincere approach,

guarantees that every consignment will be

presented to its finest advantage so as to provide

the highest possible prices realized. In addition

to working with auction consignors, John
catalogues currency for the firm. While at

Bowers and Merena, John’s cataloguing talent

was widely recognized for several record setting

presentations of U.S. paper money highlighted

by the world-renowned collections of Bass and

Rich. In addition, he was selected to compose

the currency chapter of the Harry W. Bass, Jr.

Museum Sylloge.

Frank Van Valen. our Senior Numismatist, is one

of America’s best known numismatic

personalities. Widely praised for over two decades

for his numismatic cataloguing, Frank’s byline

has appeared in dozens of the most important

catalogues ever written including the Norweb
Collection sale and specialized collections, like

the Texas Collection of California Fractional

Gold and the historic coin collection of

Commodore Matthew C. Perry. Frank has

contributed to the last 15 editions ofH Guide

Book ofUnited States Coins and his writing talents

have earned him the recognition of the

Numismatic Literary Guild. Frank has an expert

understanding of the intricacies of all American

coinage in addition to many other numismatic

fields.

John J. Kraljevich, Jr., serves as our Director of

Numismatic Research. A numismatic prodigy since

preadolescence, John’s insightful and historical

contributions to our catalogues add value and

interest to numismatic material in our sales. An expert on
early American coinage. Numismatic Americana, and the

technical aspects of minting technology', John has taught

seminars hosted by the American Numismatic Association,

the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation and is a columnist in

the ANA magazine. The Numismatist. The Numismatic
Literary Guild recognized John’s cataloguing of the Lucien

LaRiviere Collection, the first SI million collection of

American medals ever sold at auction, w’ith its highest

cataloging award for tokens and medals. A frequent consultant

to museums and institutions, John catalogues many of our

important offerings and enjoys working directly with our

consignors. John was a recent recipient ofthe ANA’s coveted

Heath Literary Award for an article on the coins ofpre-federal

New York, and serves as an officer of the Numismatic
Bibliomania Society and the Medal Collectors of America.

Beth Piper began her career in numismatics at Bowers and

Merena and worked 18 years with that firm. In that time, she

earned the distinction of having spent more continuous years

working under the direction of Q. David Bowers than any

other individual. Beth has participated in nearly every position

required at a leading numismatic auction firm, and her

responsibilities encompassed receptionist to coin grading to

direct sales, as well as numismatic research and cataloguing of

auction lots. One of her primary jobs is processing and

proofreading auction lots and the final compilation ofdata files

for catalogues. Her work with great numismatic auction sales

is extensive and includes landmark offerings such as the

collections of the Norweb family, Eliasberg, Bass and Childs,

among over 100 other sales.

Cynthia LaCarhonara coordinates all aspects of our live

auction sales. From working with consignor reserves,

verification of opening values, and lot assignments, to

reconciliation and finalization of all bidding and purchase

records, Cynthia is an integral part of the system of checks

and balances that make every auction sale a smoothly

functioning success. For 16 years, Cynthia has worked both

behind the scenes and at the podium at live auction sales.

During that time, she led the Bowers and Merena auction team

that sold such great collections as those of Eliasberg, Childs,

and Bass, a few highlights among dozens ofimportant auction

sales. A prominent figure at auction sales, Cynthia is well

recognized by dealers and collectors alike.

Laurel Morrill manages our accounting department,

handling all receivable and payable accounts for our auctions,

direct sales, and subscriptions. It is her organized and efficient

approach that guarantees each transfer of funds is correct and

done promptly. Laurel has significant experience with the

unique accounting requirements of a great numismatic

auction firm. For over 16 years, she was an integral part of

the accounting department of Bowers and Merena. While

there, she participated in the accounting duties that promptly

paid thousands of auction consignors hundreds of millions

of dollars in settlement funds, an experience that makes her

uniquely qualified.

Doug Plasencia manages our photography department and

personally takes all ofthe coin photographs that appear in our

auction catalogues, on our website, and in our other

XXX



publications. He has been a professional numismatic

photographer for many years, perfecting his skills with Bowers

and Merena. In his career, he has photographed many of the

most important numismatic collections ever formed and sold,

including those of Eliasberg, Bass, Childs, among others. To

his further credit, he was selected by the California Gold

Marketing Group to do photography of the gold ingots

recovered from the S.S. CentralA nicriai, he photographed the

Jay Roe Collection of California fractional gold coins to

illustrate the most recent edition ofthe Breen-Gillio reference,

and he was selected to photograph the Bass Core Collection

by the Bass Research Foundation. His highly acclaimed work

appears in the Bass Sylloge.

Jennifer Meets leads our graphic arts department. In her 13

years with Bowers and Merena, Jennifer developed an eye for

professional catalogue design that is unparalleled in

numismatics. She is responsible for all auction catalogue layout.

In her career, she has put together many award-winning

auction catalogues, books, and other publications. Among her

most notable achievements are the auction catalogues for such

famous collections as those of Eliasberg, Champa, Bass, and

Childs among over 100 others, many of which earned

Catalogue of the Year awards from the Numismatic Literary

Guild. The dozens of books produced under her direction

include several titles by Q. David Bowers, including the

landmark works, A CaUjornia Gold Rush History Jcatttriiig the

treasure from the S.S. Central America, and the Harry W. Bass, Jr.

Museum Sylloge. Further, she carefully proofreads all of our

publications and she contributes to our publicity campaigns

in developing many ofour finest advertisements and brochures

presented in the coin industry.

Melissa Karstedt works with clients in our direct sales

department, with the active support of our team ot well-

respected numismatists. She maintains our coin inventory and

supervises our Monthly Acquisition Program, which assists

clients with building fine collections by way of budgeted

monthly coin purchases. Each coin is carefully and specifically

selected by our numismatists to fit the collector’s interests and

preferences. Melissa began working in numismatics at Bowers

and Merena, working in the Direct Sales department with

numerous clients. She is also a valued member of our on-site

auction team as she travels all over the country to our many

auction sales and facilitates our many telephone bidders. You

will also find her eagerly assisting clients at our bourse tables

at the many coin conventions she regularly attends. She brings

great enthusiasm to American Numismatic Rarities, and looks

forward to receiving every call from our many clients

worldwide.

Andrew Bowers manages our website content and

coordinates editorial material for all ofour publications. He is

involved with the processing of auction consignments from

our consignors. He assists in our retail operations, from putting

coins in stock, to tracking our inventory. He brings a great

deal of enthusiasm to American Numismatic Rarities. Being

part of a numismatic and collector-oriented family, Andrew

has grown to appreciate the various nuances of the collector.

Andrew has spent many years during his high school and

university career immersed in the coin hobby during summer

breaks. On his own behalf, he has attended many coin

conventions and ANA seminars and has traveled

extensively with our company to gather coins

for “want lists" and assist with our auctions.

Vicki L. Martin heads our personnel and

operations department. She coordinates our on-

site auction arrangements and is responsible for

providing safe and secure transportation of

valuable coin collections to the sales. Vicki

supervises the many administrative matters at

our office from coin and health insurance to

computers and their programs. Vicki’s strong

organizational skills and detail-oriented

background have earned her high accolades

over her 20 years experience handling

personnel and operational issues with the several

small companies with which she has been

associated.

Mary Tocci directs our shipping and receiving

department, handling nearly every package and

item of mail that enters or leaves our offices.

This extremely important position is vital to the

security of all of our incoming and outgoing

packages, and her qualifications are

unparalleled. She began a career with Bowers

and Merena in April 1983. Aside from one brief

interlude, she worked for Q. David Bowers for

19 years in total, beginning very shortly after

the establishment of his firm in Wolfeboro and

continuing until her joining of American

Numismatic Rarities. Mary also has an excellent

rapport with many collectors, having spent years

working with clients in subscription

maintenance and publication sales.

Jenna V. King is the friendly voice you hear

when you call American Numismatic Rarities.

She comes to us with several years ofexperience

working in the coin field, having begun her

career at Bowers and Merena where she assisted

in photography and graphics, and worked with

the numismatic staff in catalogue production.

As an accomplished photographer, Jenna also

lends her talents to the graphics and

photography departments at American

Numismatic Rarities.

Jeremy Wiggin wears many hats at American

Numismatic Rarities from shipping and

receiving to supervision and maintenance ofour

computer systems. He has a good understanding

of the inner workings of a

numismatic company, as he

spent nearly three years at

Bowers and Merena.

During that time

he was responsible for

inventory control and

shipping of thousands of

catalogues, books and

other publications.
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23rd Annual MidAmerica
Coin Expo

• American Numismatic Rarities Auction
• Stack’s Auction

June 24-27, 2004
PCGS Booth

DONALD E. STEPHENS CONVENTION CENTER
5555 N. River Rd., Rosemont, IL 60018

Bourse Information:

KEVIN FOLEY
P.O. Box 573, Milwaukee, WI 53201
(414) 421-3484 • FAX (414) 423-0343

E-mail: kfoley2@wi.rr.com
The MidAmerica Coin Expo is sponsored by Numismatic News, in

affiliation with Krause Publications, the world’s leading publisher of

hobby related books and periodicals, including: The Standard
Catalog of World Paper Money, Wisconsin Obsolete Bank Notes and

Scrip, Banknote Reporter and World Coin News.

For more info about this show and many others,

visit our Web site at www.collect.com/shows

Hotel
Reservations

To book accommodations at the

Double Tree Hotel, 5460 North

River Road, site of the American

Numismatic Rarities and Stack’s

Auctions, call the hotel at

(847) 292 -9100 and specify rate

code “MCO” for our

special $109S/$119D rate.

To book accomodations at the

Holiday Inn O’Hare
International, 5440 North River

Road, call the hotel at (847) 671-

6350 and specify rate code “MAC”
for our special $99 S/D rate.

American

Numismatic Rarities

P.O. Box 1804

Wolfeboro, NH 03894

(866) 811-1804

E-mail:

ChrisK@anrcoins.com

www.anrcoins.com

Stack’s

123 West 57th St.

New York, NY 10019

(212) 582-2580

E-mail:

info@stacks.com

www.stacks.com

2004
Show Hours
Thursday, June 24

10AM-6PM
(Professional

Preview $50)

Friday, June 25

10AM-6PM

Saturday, June 26

10AM-6PM

Sunday, June 27

10AM-2PM

Auction Viewing Begins:

Monday, June 21

Double Tree Hotel

Auction Sessions:

Wednesday - Saturday
Double Tree Hotel

(A pass valid all day
Friday and Saturday is $5.

Free admission on
Sunday, June 27.)



David Pace/American Numismatic Rarities

TEPJMS OF SALE

1
Auctioneer David Pace, Illinois License

#041-0000285. The bids will be for specific lots

which will be opened for bidding in numerical order.

In the event that bids for the same amount are

received for the same lot, the winning bid will be the

earliest received. The decision of the Auctioneer as to

identity of the winning bidder shall be final. Any person

submitting bids on behalf of a corporation or any other

entity agrees to be personally liable for payment of the

purchase price and any related charges as well as responsible

for the performance of all buyer obligations under these

terms of sale. No “buy” or unlimited bids will be accepted.

No bids will be accepted from minors.

2
American Numismatic Rarities, LLC, (subsequently

referred to as ANR in the Terms of Sale) reserves

the right to postpone or cancel the auction without

notice in its sole discretion. Any lot may be withdrawn by

ANR without notice prior to it being opened for bidding.

NeitherANR nor the consignor shall be liable for any costs

or damages arising from either the withdrawal of material

at the auction or the delay or cancellation of the auction.

The purchase price shall be sum of the winning bid

and a buyer’s premium of 15% ot the amount ot the

winning bid. The purchase price shall be paid in full

prior to dehvery ofthe lot absent other arrangements between

the successful bidder and ANR. The deci.sion to extend a

line of credit and the decision to withdraw a previously

authorized line of credit shall be within the sole discretion

of ANR. ANR reserves the right to deny participation in

the auction if, in ANR’s sole discretion, the bidder’s prior

business dealings with ANR have been unsatisfactory.

4
Payment shall be by cash in United States funds or

checks drawn on United States banks. Purchases up

to $10,000 may be charged to a credit card

(MasterCard, Visa, AmEx, Discover). The purchase price

shall be paid upon delivery ofthe lot or receipt ofour invoice

for the lot, whichever occurs first. All associated costs for

the delivery ofthe lot such as handling, shipping, insurance,

and related charges will be added to the purchase price for

lots not picked up after the auction by the winning bidder.

On any account not paid within the prescribed terms of

sale, ANR reserves the right to extend credit and to impose

periodic finance charges at the rate of 1-1/2% per month

(18% per annum) on the unpaid balance. By bidding in the

sale, the bidder agrees to permit ANR to file any financing

statement permitted under the Uniform Commercial Code

without debtor’s signature and to offset any accounts due,

whether now or in the future, against funds or collateral in

their possession. The buyer agrees not to sell, pledge, or

hypothecate the lots purchased until paid in full. If the

account is referred to an attorney for collection, the buyer

agrees to pay all costs, including attorneys’ fees, with interest

accruing on the balance, until fully paid, at the specified

rate.

r
Bidders shall be responsible for all taxes due as a result

of their purchases.

6
Title does not pass from the consignor to the

successful bidder until the purchase price for the lot

has been paid in full. The risk of loss is on the buyer

once the lot is either in transit to the successful bidder or in

their possession.

7
ANR reserves the right to establish the opening bid

for any lot, to establish bidding increments, and to

refuse any bid. ANR reserves the right to place bids

on behalf of the consignor up to the amount ot a reserve

price established by the consignor. ANR will not accept a

reserve price from a consignor above the high estimated

value shown in the catalog for the auction and any

exceptions to this rule will be announced at the auction

prior to the opening ofbidding on the material. ANR shall

make reasonable efforts to properly enter and execute bids

received by mail or by other means. However, ANR shall

not be liable for any errors for incorrectly entered or

incorrectly executed bids.

8
Bidders are responsible for their bids including any

errors they may make in placing bids. All bids shall

be in even dollar amounts and any bids not in whole

dollar amounts will be rounded to the next highest dollar.

All bid sheets must be signed, and ANR reserves the right

to not accept unsigned bid sheets.
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9
All items ottered in this auction catalog are

guaranteed to be genuine. Except for questions

of authenticity, no lots shall be returned nor

shall ANR accept any returned lots from any floor

bidder or any bidder who examined the lots prior to

the sale. Mail, FAX and Internet bidders may make return

requests within three days ofthe receipt ofthe lot. Coins must

be returned to ANR’s otCices in Wolfeboro, N.H. within 30

days from the date ot the auction. Any coin which has been

physically altered or which has been removed from its container

or holder shall not be returnable nor accepted by ANR.

Bidders by accepting these terms of sale

acknowledge that the grading of coins is a

subjective process for describing the relative

ranking ot coins as to their condition. Consequently, the

language used to describe any coin in this catalog, including

but not limited to the grading of such coin, are statements

of subjective opinion by the ANR staff. No warranty,

whether expressed or implied, including the warranty

of merchantability, is made with respect to any coin

contained in this catalog. In the event ofa typographical

error or other error, ANR reserves the right to withdraw

any item from the auction with or without notice, to correct

the error by verbal announcement before the lot is opened

for bidding or, if the error is discovered after the auction,

to refund the successful bidder’s funds without further

obligation. The ma.ximum obligation ofANR to any bidder

shall be the purchase price for any lot in dispute or for which

a refund or adjustment is made for any reason.

U ANR acts as an auctioneer to sell coins tor the

various consignors. Therefore, no claims of any

kind can be considered by ANR after

settlements, which occur 45 days after the auction, have

been made with the consignors. Any dispute after the

settlement date e.xcept for reasons of authenticity, is to be

resolved strictly by discussions between the successful

bidder and consignor.

Cash advances may have been made to some
consignors in anticipation of auction proceeds.

ANR may consign items to this auction and may
participate as a bidder. ANR or the consignor may bid for

their own account at the auction and may have information

not otherwise available to the bidders regarding reserves,

bid values, and other material facts relating to the lots

opened for bidding at the auction. When a lot is sold to the

book, it may be sold, passed over, withdrawn from the

auction, returned to the owner or bought by ANR. Any
consignor may bid on any lot, including lots containing

coins consigned by the consignor.

By placing a bid in this sale, a bidder agrees that

this transaction shall be construed in accordance

with the laws of the State ofNew Hampshire and

that neither New Hampshire’s or any other state’s choice

ot laws and/or conflict oflaws shall be applied. Any dispute

betw'een ANR anci bidders at the auction (except for non-

payment) shall be settled exclusively by binding arbitration

under the rules then in effect of the Professional

Numismatists Guild, Inc. conducted at Wolfeboro, New
Hampshire. In the event ot non-payment, ANR and a

successful bidder agree that anyjudicial action shall be heard

and determined only by the courts ot the State of New
Hampshire and the successful bidder hereby consents and

submits to the personal jurisdiction of the courts of New
Hampshire.

In the event of litigation, the party against whom
a final judgment is rendered shall pay the

prevailing parties’ legal costs, including attorneys

fees and witness fees, and all other costs incurred by it during

the course of such litigation.

These Terms of Sale are intended to be part

of all lot descriptions contained in this

catalogue. Bidding in this auction sale constitutes

acceptance by the bidder of the foregoing Terms of Sale.

Additional Information for Bidders
To INSURE WE RECEIVE YOUR BIDS, please

have mail and fax bids to us by NOON, Eastern

Time Tuesday June 22, 2004.

• There will be pre-sale and live bidding available

on the internet at www. anrcoins.com.

• Pre-registration to bid during the live auction

required by FridayJune 18, 2004.

Phone Descriptions: Any request for phone de-

scriptions should be made by Wednesday,June 16,2004.

Prices Realized will be published approximately 30

days after the auction. Prices realized will be posted on the

Internet soon after the sale at www.anrcoins.com

New Bidders: Ifyou arc a new bidder, be sure to send

your credit information: Attn: Laurel Morrill, at least 10 days

before the auction. There is very little time, ifany, to review this

information during the auction. All bidders not known to us will

be required to submit a 25% deposit before bidding in the s,ilc.

Floor Bidder Registration will begin 30

minutes before the sale at the entrance to the auction axsiii.

PIrasc note T ransparent holders in which the auction lots are stored are to facilitate viewing and inspection ot the lots and ARE NO 1 intended tor long-term storage.
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Suggestions for Mail Bidders
Bidding in our auctions can be an interesting,

enjoyable, and numisniatically rewarding experience. Even

ifyou are an experienced bidder, you may find that some

of the following comments will increase your success. In

the event that you wish to ask turther questions, phone

Cynthia LaCarbonara.

Mail your bid sheet as early as possible. This is

particularly important if you are a new bidder, for it

takes us time to check your references. A bid sheet

mailed a few days before the sale might not reach us

until a week later—at which time the coins will have

been sold to others!

As the sale date draws near, fax us your bids anytime 24

hours a day [our fax number is (603) 569-3875]. Or,

telephone your bids to our Auction Department. Please

follow up your phone and fax bids with written

confirmation.

We’ve found it best to use a work sheet to compile bids.

In this way you can check back and forth throughout

the catalogue, make changes and revisions, and so on.

Then when you’ve decided on your final bids, enter

them on the bid sheet. Try your best to keep the bid

sheet neat and clearly understandable, listing the lots in

order. Check your bid sheet carefully. You will be

responsible for any bids on wrong lots or for the wrong

amounts. Please be careful.

Don’t bid more than you want to pay! Review your

financial circumstances carefully before bidding. There

is always the possibility that you may be awarded all ot

the lots you bid on. Ifyou are awarded lots, you are legally

bound to pay for them immediately.

Please keep current prices levels in mind when bidding.

While high and low prices sometimes occur, most items

sell within market ranges. Ifa popular coin sells for $590

on the retail market, chances are not good that a bid ot,

say, less than $400 will win it. On the other hand,

chances are excellent that a bid in the $500-$600 range

will be competitive. There is no harm in bargain

hunting, but as your time is valuable (and so is ours), it

is most productive if you keep current values in mind

while bidding. The higher you bid, the greater your

chances are for success. It has been our experience that

many people who bid strongly, or check the options to

increase bids by an optional 10% to 30% actually

purchase at least some lots below their maximum
authorization once the sale takes place.

Ink is best for writing bids. Pencil tends to blur. If bid

changes are necessary, do not write over figures. Instead,

cross them out completely and re-enter the bids. Put

your telephone number on the bid sheet. This way we

can call you if there is a question about a bid.

Lots may be inspected by mail prior to the auction (except

for large or bulk lots, or other multiple-coin lots). Please

write or call for further information. Mail inspection

requests must be received sufficiently early to permit

return to us in time for general lot viewing prior to the

sale. The person requesting mail inspection agrees to pay

postage and insurance both ways and to insure and be

responsible for the pieces in his or her possession.

Special Bidding Options
Total Expenditure

If you wish to limit your total expenditure, please fill in

the ma.ximum amount you wish to spend on the TOTAL
EXPENDITURE line on your bid sheet. You can then

submit bids for amounts up to eight times the amount ot

the maximum expenditure. This is a personal service and

an ANR customer representative will personally attend to

your bid sheet by bidding from the auction floor, buying

lots for your account until your authorized expenditure is

reached. While we will do our best in your behalf, due to

the speed of the auction sale and the sometimes crowded

conditions, we cannot be responsible for failure to execute

such a bid properly. Due to the bookkeeping involved,

this service is offered only to bidders with maximum ex-

penditures of$1,000 or more. TOTAL EXPENDITURE
and SINGLE LOT GROUP bidding can be combined.

Single Lot Group
Up to five lots may be grouped with brackets for a SINGLE
LOT GROUP purchase, ifyou wish to purchase only one

example of a coin ofwhich several examples appear in the

sale. Such lots should be bracketed on your bid sheet.

While we will do our best on your behalf, due to the speed

ofthe auction sale and the sometimes crowded conditions,

we cannot be responsible for failure to execute such a bid

properly.

Optional Percentage Increase

We invite you to take advantage of the optional 10% to

30% increase to help your chance ofbeing a successtul bid-

der. Check the appropriate place on your bid sheet.
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DAVID PACE/STACK’S TERMS OF SALE
These terms of sale are designed to conform to the Amended Rules for Public Auction Sales in New York City

by the Department of Consumer Affairs and the Bylaws of the Professional Numismatists Guild, Inc.

1. This public auction sale is conducted pursuant to these Terms of Sale by licensed and bonded auctioneer David Pace,
Illinois License #041-0000285.

2. Each bidder, by bidding in the sale, agrees that a 15% BUYER’S CHARGE will be added to the “hammer
price” or winning bid of each lot as determined by the auctioneer. This 15% BUYER’S FEE will be added to the
invoice of each successful bidder over and above the actual sum bid or offered. The Buyer’s Fee applies regardless of a
bidder’s affiliation with any group or organization, and is imposed on all bidders. No lots will be delivered or shown at

the auction. Auction sales are strictly for cash and must be paid for promptly in U.S. funds. STACK’S reminds you that
all bidders personally guarantee prompt payment in full. Checks are permitted with identification acceptable to

STACK’S. On any accounts past due, STACK’S reserves the right to extend credit and impose periodic charges as
stated in these Terms of Sale or on the invoice or statement. Buyer agrees to pay the reasonable attorney fees and
costs required to collect on such past due accounts. All lots delivered in New York State are subject to applicable Sales
Tax. Buyer agrees to pay any sales tax, use tax, and any other applicable taxes that now, or hereafter, are found to be
due by virtue of the sale, and to indemnify and hold STACK’S harmless for any sales or other taxes due thereunder,
including reasonable attorneys fees, costs and any interest or penalties assessed. Buyer shall also pay all shipping and
handling charges where applicable.

3. Purchasers claiming exemption from such taxes must submit resale or exemption certificates or other proof of exemp-
tion. Out-of-state Purchasers taking delivery in New York must provide an OSR certificate or pay applicable taxes
due. All purchasers represent that they are not seeking to acquire goods for personal, family, or household purposes,

but are bidding for resale purposes; and those submitting OSR’s additionally represent that they are professionals,

knowledgeable and fully aware of what they are purchasing, a representation upon which STACK’S relies in agreeing
to sell to Purchaser. Buyers picking up lots may be required to confirm this agreement in a separate writing.

4. STACK’S is not responsible for your errors in bidding. PLEASE BID ON THE CORRECT LOT.

5. All persons seeking to bid, whether in person, by an agent or employee, or by mail, must have a catalogue and register

to bid. By submitting a bid, whether in person, by mail, or through an employee or agent, the bidder acknowledges
receipt of the catalogue, and agrees to adhere to these terms of sale. The auctioneer may decline to recognize any
bidder who does not have a catalogue and has not registered and been given a paddle number. Any prospective bidder

may be required to establish credit references or submit a deposit of 25% of their bids. All new bidders should be
prepared to establish credit with the auctioneer prior to registering to bid.

6. By bidding, purchasing or offering to purchase in this sale, even if as an agent, or on behalf of a corporation or for

another individual, each bidder personally guarantees prompt payment and agrees to be personally liable for the

consequences of bidding; all bidders also personally guarantee prompt payment in full, including without limitation,

BUYER’S FEE, taxes, surcharges, postage, handling charges, storage costs and insurance charges.

7. STACK’S reserves the right to require payment in full before delivering lots to a successful bidder, and reserves the

right to require the principals, and directors of any corporate bidder to execute a guarantee of payment (which, in any
event they do by having an agent or employee bid in the sale) prior to allowing a bid to be placed or recognized.

8. STACK’S reserves the right to impose a late charge, based solely upon Purchaser’s failure to remit full and timely

payment, and which late charge is not related to any necessary storage of the material purchased. Said late charge is

calculated at a rate of 1V2% per month (18% per annum), based on the purchase price if payment has not been made in

accordance with these Terms and Conditions of Sale. Purchases not collected within thirty (30) days of the date of sale

may, at the sole option of STACK’S, be resold for Purchaser’s account by STACK’S, with Purchaser liable for any
deficit after STACK’S receives a commission for the same in accordance with its agreement, and thereafter deducts all

expenses associated with the sale, including reasonable attorneys fees.

9. Bids are NOT accepted from minors. By bidding in this sale, the bidder represents and certifies that they are of legal

age, are authorized to make the bid that they make, and that the purchase is not a consumer sale or consumer credit

transaction.

10. Title remains with STACK’S until paid for in full. Should Purchaser take any action under Title 11 of the U.S.

Code, or any state insolvency law. Buyer agrees to promptly return to STACK’S, any lots not paid for. The Buyer

agrees to keep the lots fully insured until paid for. Risk of loss is on the Buyer.

11. The highest bidder as determined in the sole discretion of the auctioneer shall be the Buyer. If the auctioneer

determines that a dispute has arisen between two or more bidders, the lot may be immediately put up and sold again.

Bidders with whom the dispute previously arose shall be without further recourse for any damages whatsoever.

12. If you bid by mail, mail your bid sheet early. Mail bidders agree to and are subject to these terms of sale just as if

they were floor bidders.

13. The auctioneer reserves the right to refuse ridiculously low bids, which in the auctioneer’s sole discretion, are felt not

to have been made in good faith. The auctioneer reserves the right to open the lot at a reasonable price determined

solely by the auctioneer. The auctioneer shall also have sole discretion to set initial, and subsequent bidding incre-

ments, and to accept, or to decline to accept, challenges to those bidding increments. All bids not in whole dollar

amounts may be rounded downward by the auctioneer. The auctioneer may open bidding on any lot by placing a bid on

behalf of the Seller, a mail bidder, STACK’S, or another participant in the sale. The auctioneer may bid further on

behalf of the Seller up to the amount of the reserve by placing successive or consecutive bids for a lot, or by placing

bids in response to other bidders. The auctioneer may bid for his, or its, own account at any auction and may have

access to information concerning the lots, and items contained in them, that are not otherwise available to the public.

Estimates given are for the general guidance of the bidder and represent the opinion of the auctioneer as to the fair

market value of the numismatic item at the time of cataloguing, based on experience and comparable sale, if applica-
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ble. The actual price realized may be higher, or lower than the estimate. If a lot is reserved, the reserve may not

exceed the maximum estimated price.

14. Auction sales are not approval sales. In the event of non-payment by the Buyer, STACK’S reserves any and all rights

that it would be entitled to under the Uniform Commercial Code, including Buyer’s consent to file a financing

statement without need of Buyer’s signature, and to offset any sums due on any future consignment or purchase or

monies or goods in possession of STACK’S or its assigns.

15. All bidders are encouraged to carefully examine all lots prior to the sale. No lots will be shown at the sale. STACK’S
assumes no risk, liability or responsibility for the material (or other) facts stated concerning the numismatic item,

except as specified herein. All floor buyers should acquaint themselves with the property sold since STACK’S will

assume that they have done so and requires that the Purchaser represent that they have. Bidders are deemed to have

satisfied themselves as to all of the matters set forth in the terms of sale.

16. STACK’S, as agent, offers a LIMITED WARRANTY that any numismatic item sold is authentic (i.e., not counterfeit,

that its date or mintmark has not been altered, and that the coin has not been repaired as those terms are used in the

trade). Except as set forth in this limited warranty and as may be required by the arts and cultural affairs law, and any

other law or regulation, all other warranties of authenticity of authorship, whether express or implied, are hereby

disclaimed.

17. Except as otherwise stated herein, all items offered in this catalogue are GUARANTEED TO BE GENUINE and

correctly attributed as defined below.

18. (a) NO LOT may be returned for any reason whatsoever without the prior written consent by STACK’S, or, in any

event, if it has been removed from its original container. No lots purchased by those who have viewed the lots

may be returned, unless the limited warranty provided in these terms of sale permits it.

(b) Grading is a subjective description in the opinion of the cataloguer as to the state of preservation, method of

strike, and overall appearance of a particular coin or lot. The term “proof’ or “specimen” is used to describe a method

of manufacture, and is not a grade or condition or an attribution.

(c) STACK’S does not represent that a numismatic item has or has not been cleaned; that any toning is natural or

artificial; that any coin catalogued will meet the standards, or the grade, of any third party or third party grading

service; that a numismatic item has a particular provenance or pedigree; that a numismatic item is struck or not

struck, or produced or not produced in a particular manner or style.

(d) Adjectival descriptions and terminology (which can and does vary among experts and knowledgeable purchasers),

when utilized in the catalogue, are strictly the opinion of the cataloguer and shall not be deemed to be part of the

description; i.e. it is an opinion only and not a warranty of any kind.

(e) Grading descriptions in this catalogue are provided strictly for the convenience of those who bid by mail and who
are unable to personally view the coins, and represents the cataloguer’s opinion of its state of preservation. Those

attending the sale, and those bidders who actually view the lots should draw their own conclusions as to the state of

preservation or grade of the numismatic item.

(D STACK’S may utilize numerical or adjectival descriptions, and may include lots that have been graded by others.

Opinions offered with respect to numismatic properties offered for sale by STACK’S are made at the time that the

numismatic item is catalogued, and do not refer to any prior or subsequent time.

(g) Where STACK’S sells a numismatic item graded and encapsulated by a grading service. Buyer acknowledges and

agrees that other grading services, STACK’S or knowledgeable purchasers might reach a different conclusion as to the

state of preservation of a particular item, and that STACK’S has presented the service’s description of the encapsulated

item for accommodation only. Any such information provided by STACK’S is the opinion of the third party, without

recourse against STACK’S in any way whatsoever.

(h) Except as otherwise expressly stated in the Terms of Sale, STACK’S and its agents and employees make
no warranties or guaranties or representations, and expressly disclaim all warranties and guaranties and
representations, including, without limitation, a warranty of merchantability, in connection with any numis-

matic properties sold by STACK’S.
(i) All oral and written statements made by STACK’S, are statements of opinion only and are not warranties or

representations of any kind, unless stated as a specific written warranty, and no employee or agent of STACK’S has

authority to vary or alter these Terms of Sale. Any alteration shall be effective only if in writing and signed by a

member of the firm.

(j) If not so stated expressly, the grade, artisanship, provenance, or attribution is the firm’s opinion only on which no

third party, including the bidder, is entitled to rely.

(k) STACK’S assumes no risk, liability or responsibility for the material (or other) facts stated concerning the

numismatic item, except as specified herein.

19. Unless otherwise stated, STACK’S acts only as agent for a Consignor and makes no independent warranty of title.

STACK’S offers the following LIMITED WARRANTY to Buyers with respect to all numismatic items offered for sale.

STACK’S warrants to all Buyers that the Consignor or the Seller has warranted good title to property offered for sale.

Any such warranty is predicated on the Owner or prior owner making the same warranty to STACK’S, upon which the

firm relies. In the event that it is finally determined that the Purchaser has not acquired transferable title, STACK’S

shall reimburse the Purchaser (if full payment has already been made) in accordance with these Terms of Sale, and

Buyer agrees that this is full compensation for any loss whatsoever, whether actual or otherwise. Tender of the check

by STACK’S to Buyer at the address specified on the bid sheet or registration form shall end the obligation of

STACK’S to the Buyer, even if the check is not endorsed or cashed. STACK’S and the Consignor make no representa-

tions or warranty that the Purchaser acquires any reproduction rights or copyright in property purchased at the sale.

20. STACK’S further expressly disclaims all warranties relating to the grade, condition, identification of the periods or

date of coining or manufacture or methods of manufacture of property which is inaccurate, or may be proved inaccu-

rate, by means of scientific process or research which is not generally accepted for use until after the sale.

21. STACK’S reminds the Buyer that the grading or condition of rare coins may have a material effect on the value of the
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Items purchased; that others may differ with the grading opinions or interpretations of STACK’S; that such difference
of opinion (including whether the coin has been cleaned, or is or is not of a particular grade or quality) is not
grounds to return an item purchased; and that all sales of items viewed by a Purchaser in advance of a sale, even if

the sale is by mail, are final.

22. By purchasing in this sale. Buyer agrees that they shall have no recourse against the Consignor for any reason
whatsoever. In the event that a warranty is offered with respect to grade or state of preservation or condition, it shall
be a specific warranty, in writing, signed by a member of STACK’S, and shall specify its terms and conditions and
duration. If any numismatic item is damaged in its removal from encapsulation, or during its encapsulation, it is at
the sole risk of the Purchaser. Because of the fungibility of numismatic items, any item removed from its holder may
not be returned for any reason whatsoever.

23. (a) On any claim made by a bidder, STACK’S must be advised in writing sent within seven days after receipt of
the material, or the date of the sale, whichever is the later; these dates apply whether or not the Buyer has received
the material. The disputed property must be returned to STACK’S in the same condition as sold by STACK’S, in
the same holder.

(b) These conditions are binding and absolute unless varied in writing by a principal of STACK’S or if the bylaws,
rules or regulations of the Professional Numismatists Guild, Inc., provide for a longer period, or give the Buyer a
greater right, in which case such bylaws, rules or regulations shall prevail. Any and all claims of the Buyer made in
violation of the Terms of Sale shall be deemed waived, and the Buyer shall be without further recourse.

24. If STACK’S, in its sole discretion, determines that any numismatic property is substantially and materially different
from that represented in the catalogue of sale, or in any written advertisement or material, the sale shall be cancelled
and STACK’S shall refund the purchase price to the Buyer. Unless provided otherwise in these terms or the PNG
bylaws, that shall be STACK’S sole obligation to Buyer.

25. The auctioneer and cataloguer, STACK’S, reserves the right to include its own material in any auction sale. The
auctioneer may have direct or indirect interests in these, and other items (other than its commission), and may collect

a minimum price in addition to the selling commission. This paragraph shall be deemed a part of the description of all

lots contained in the catalogue. The catalogue shall also be deemed a part of any invoice issued by the auctioneer. The
auctioneer may make loans or advances to consignors and/or prospective purchasers. The Consignor may be permitted
to bid on his, her or their own articles and to buy them back at the sale. Any Buyer who bids on or purchases their
own goods is required to pay for them, in full, as the terms of sale provide for together with the full buyer’s commis-
sion, and any other applicable surcharges, postage, handling, insurance fees and taxes, without rebate of any kind
whatsoever, unless provided for otherwise by contract with the auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to make
accounting adjustments in lieu of payment. Settlement will follow the auction. The prices realized reflect the final

price called by the auctioneer and may include a bid of a consignor reacquiring their lot.

26. STACK’S, the auctioneer, and employees are “insiders” and may have access to confidential information not otherwise
available to the public with respect to value, provenance, availability, and other factors. Purchasers should make
themselves acquainted with the numismatic items that they are purchasing and avail themselves of the services of
outside consultants prior to engaging in any purchase. Bids are so much per LOT. No lots will be broken up unless
otherwise stated.

27. No bidder shall have any claim against the auctioneer, or STACK’S, for improper sequence of offering a lot.

28. On bullion items, bullion-like items, and encapsulated items graded by a grading service. Buyer agrees that there
shall be no right of return for any reason whatsoever. Buyer further agrees that due to market volatility, in event of
non-payment, STACK’S shall be entitled to damages that are the greater of selling price or market, together with any
supplementary or additional costs.

29. STACK’S at any time may rescind the sale in the event of non-payment or breach of the warranty of title.

30. The sole remedy that any participant in the auction shall have, whether bidding in person, by mail, or through an
employee or agent, for any claim or controversy arising out of the auction shall be a refund of the original purchase
price and premium paid, if any. Interest shall be paid by STACK’S at a rate of no greater than nine per cent (9%) per
annum, up to a maximum of six (6) years, unless the rules of the Professional Numismatists Guild, Inc. provide for a

higher rate of interest or a longer period of time, in which case such rules shall prevail. A lower rate, or shorter
period, may be decided by the arbitrators. Upon payment as determined by the arbitrators, or in full at the maximum
rates set forth above, or at an agreed rate, STACK’S shall be deemed released from any and all claims of the bidder

arising out of or in connection with the sale of such property. Purchaser agrees to execute prior to delivery of any
refund any documents reasonably requested to effect the intent of this paragraph. By bidding in this sale, all bidders

consent to these terms and all other terms of these conditions of sale.

31. STACK’S hereby disclaims all liability for damages, incidental, consequential or otherwise, arising out of or
in connection with the sale of any property by STACK’S to Purchaser. All bidders, even if unsuccessful purchas-

ers, agree to abide by this condition, and all other conditions of sale.

32. All rights granted to the Purchaser under the within terms of sale are personal to the Purchaser. Purchaser may not

assign or transfer any of these rights to any other person or entity, whether by operation of law or otherwise. Any
attempt so to assign or transfer any such rights shall be absolutely VOID and unenforceable. No third party may rely

on any benefit or right conferred by these Terms and Conditions of Sale and terms of warranty on any bidder or

Purchaser.

33. “Purchaser” shall mean the original purchaser of the property from STACK’S and not any subsequent owner or other

person who may have or acquire an interest therein. If Purchaser is an agent, the agency must be disclosed at the time

of sale, otherwise the benefits of the warranty shall be limited to the agent and not transferable to the undisclosed

principal.

.34. Should any third party attempt to utilize any warranties contained herein, they shall first give STACK’S thirty (30)

days written notice by Registered Mail or Certified Mail Return Receipt Requested during which time STACK’S may.
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should it choose to contest the third party’s claim, ask the Professional Numismatists Guild, Inc., or the American

Arbitration Association to appoint a panel of three arbitrators skilled in the field to make such a determination at

New York, N.Y. By seeking to use such remedy, the third party unequivocally and without reservation consents to

binding arbitration, and its conclusive and binding determination of any alleged damages as a sole remedy . With

respect to any other pertinent notice requirements, venue and personal and subject matter jurisdiction, said third

party is bound to tbe provisions pertaining to bidders, buyers and purchasers, as otherwise provided for in these Terms
of Sale.

35. In the event STACK’S shall, for any reason, be unable to deliver tbe property sought to be purchased, its liability

therefore shall be limited to the rescission of the sale and refund of the purchase price and buyer’s premium.
STACK’S hereby disclaims all liability for damages, incidental, consequential or otherwise, arising out of its

failure to deliver any property purchased, and all bidders agree to this disclaimer.

36. If it is determined that a bailment relationship exists while the material purchased is being held by STACK’S, for

Purchaser, said relationship constitutes a gratuitous bailment only, solely for the benefit of the purchaser/bailor, as

defined by the laws of the State of New York.

37. As a condition of bidding, bidder acknowledges that numismatic auction sales are unique in terms of their tradition

and industry practices. Each bidder agrees that any claim or controversy whatsoever arising out of this sale

shall be settled as follows: if demanded by either buyer, or STACK’S by binding arbitration at New York, New York,

under the rules then obtaining of the Professional Numismatists Guild, Inc., or as PNG rules may provide, the

American Arbitration Association. In the event that a dispute arises between STACK’S and a non-member of the PNG,
this means that the American Arbitration Association, at New York, N.Y., shall have exclusive jurisdiction over the

controversy. In any controversy concerning non-payment, STACK’S shall have the right to proceed by arbitration or by

a proceeding in any court of competent jurisdiction in the City, County, and State of New York, whichever is first

commenced by STACK’S. The arbitrator shall not have the power to alter the terms of condition of sale. Judgment on

any award may be entered in any court of competent jurisdiction. The arbitrators, and any court, shall award the

prevailing party costs and reasonable attorney fees. By bidding in this sale you agree to be bound by the arbitration

provisions of the PNG as described above. Commencement of an arbitral proceeding, or confirmation of an award, as

well as any notice requirements connected with such proceeding, and any other required service of process, may be

made by STACK’S upon all bidders by registered or certified mail directed to the address of the bidder or purchaser as

listed on the bid sheet or application or form required at the time that a bidder number is issued, or by facsimile

transmission with proof of receipt. Bidder agrees that such service shall constitute full in personam jurisdiction. The

venue for such proceedings shall be the City of New York, State of New York and each bidder agrees to in personam

(personal) jurisdiction of the City of New York, State of New York. In all cases, the maximum liability of STACK’S for

any item sold shall be limited to the official price of record of the item at this sale, without provision for consequential

damages, or any other damages of any kind whatsoever, unless the PNG rules provide otherwise.

38. If the Purchaser fails to comply with one or more of these Terms and Conditions of Sale then, in addition to all other

remedies which it may have at law or in equity, STACK’S may, at its sole option, either (a) cancel the sale, retaining

as liquidated damages all payments made by the Purchaser, it being recognized that actual damages may be specula-

tive or difficult to compute, or (b) sell some or all of the numismatic property and some or all other property of the

Purchaser held by STACK’S, in a quantity sufficient in the opinion of STACK’S to satisfy the indebtedness, plus all

accrued charges. More than one such sale may take place at the option of STACK’S. Such sale may take place without

notice to Purchaser; if STACK’S gives notice, it shall be by regular mail to the address utilized on the bid sheet,

consignment agreement or other address known to the firm. Such sale will be at STACK’S standard commission rates

at public or private sale, within or without the City of New York, at which time (if the sale be at auction) the

defaulting party shall not bid. The proceeds shall be applied first to the satisfaction of any damages occasioned by

Purchaser’s breach, and then to the payment of any other indebtedness owing to STACK’S, including without limita-

tion, commissions, handling charges, the expenses of both sales, reasonable legal fees and collection agency fees and

any other costs or expenses incurred hereunder. If a lot or numismatic item is not paid for, and is sold by STACK’S for

Purchaser’s account, in accordance with the Uniform Commercial Code, STACK’S shall not be required to account to

the Purchaser for any excess proceeds. Purchaser is also liable to STACK’S if the proceeds of such sale or sales is

insufficient in the opinion of STACK’S to cover the indebtedness. If other property of Purchaser is also sold, any excess

of proceeds will be remitted to the Purchaser after first deducting the expenses set forth above. If Purchaser fails to

remit sums due to STACK’S, Purchaser grants to STACK’S a lien with respect to such sum, with interest to accrue

thereon at the judgment rate, until actually paid, which lien shall apply against any property of Purchaser, including

any future goods of Purchaser coming into possession of STACK’S. Purchaser hereby waives all the requirements

of notice, advertisement and disposition of proceeds required by law, including those set forth in New York
lien law, article 9, sections 200-204 inclusive, or any successor statute, with respect to any sale. Purchaser

waives a right to redeem.

39. The auctioneer reserves the right to postpone the sale by auction for a reasonable period of time as a result of any

significant event which, in the sole discretion of the auctioneer, makes it advisable to postpone the event. No bidder or

prospective bidder or purchaser or prospective purchaser shall have recourse as a result of any postponement. In any

event, no person may bid without registering, and ALL REGISTERED BIDDERS including mail bidders and agents by

registering or bidding agree to all of the above Terms and Conditions of Sale.

40. By bidding or offering to bid, bidders acknowledge that they have read all of the Terms and Conditions of Sale and

warranty contained herein and that they accept these terms and conditions without reservation. STACK’S reserves the

right to vary the Terms and Conditions of Sale by rider or other means communicated to bidders. By purchasing from

STACK’S, whether present in person, or by agent, by written bid, telephone or any other means, the bidder agrees to

be bound by these Terms and Conditions of Sale.

41. ALL ITEMS ILLUSTRATED ARE OF THE ACTUAL ITEMS BEING SOLD.

© Copyright 2004 by STACK’S New York City. All rights in this catalogue are reserved. No part of the contents may be reproduced or used in any manner whatsoever with-

out the written permission of the copyright holder.
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6
Login with user ID and

Password to place your bids

Online
Bidding
Available
Pre-registration required

at www.anrcoins.com

A

Guide to

LIVE ONLINE
BIDDING

We also offer the option oflive online bidding dur-

ing the auction. However, you must pre-register by

noon, June 18, 2004 to take advantage ofthis service.

When the live auction begins, one click will take you

to the live bidding screen below. When your lot be-

comes active, you may enter a proxy bid or “InstaBid”

as the lot is being auctioned on the floor. The com-

puter lets you know your bidding status.

For more information on live bidding, or to pre-

register visit anrcoins.com or call 866-811-1804.

When the live auction begins, pre-registered

bidders may access live bidding with a click!

i Prev Lot | Lot# I la I Next Lot > Lot 95 if now live

Lot #95: 1906 t/2C C-2, B-J.

Grade: VF 20 (PCCS)

Uve Bidding: Tuesday, February 3, 2004 1:37:54 (approx.)

Starts In; LIVE

Current Bid; $0.00 (0 bids)

Your Bidder#; 1001

Current Bid: $0.00

Bid Increment: $0.00

Your Bid; | "J (4434.00 mtn.)

Proxy Bid
|

Straight Bid
|

I Prev Lot
I
Lot#

I 1 13 1
Next Lot Lot 95 Is now live

Lot #95: 1806 1/2C C-2. B-l.

Grade: VF 20 (PCGS)

Live Bidding: Tuesday, February 3, 2004 1:37:54 (approx.)

Starts In LIVE

Current Bid: $434.00 by bidder #1001 (1 bid)

Your Bidder #

Current Bid;

Bid Increment: $20.00

Your Bid: I

1001

$434.00 by bidder #1001
Proxy Bid

Straight Bid

^ (4440.00 min.)

YOU ARE THE HIGH BIDDER.

2/3/2004 at 1:38:23 PM

/ mmmtyMMc gms

e legally binding contract by pUong a bid, you are agreeing to our Ter

Place a bid only If you are serious about purchasing the coin.

Copyright C 2003 American Numismatic Rentias. LLC

www.anrcoins.com



OUR
CONSIGNORS

Joe Medio, iti his own words.

My story is the same as most col-

lectors. Growing up in a small town

m NewJersey, the biggest nearby city'

was Vineland, about seven miles away

in South Jersey. I applied for a paper

route, starting in 1958, and I got to

handle a lot of change. Seeing all the

difference in designs started me on my
way to collecting at age 12. All of the

sudden, because of the paper route, 1

had about S20 a week to spend. To

me it was a fortune!

There were no coin shops in my little town so 1 had

to take a bus seven miles, which cost 250 each way. I

found two shops which carried coins and other things,

and I bought collector boards and books. In 1964, 1

joined a coin club and discovered all the different de-

nominations I’d never seen before — halfcents and large

cents, two and three cent pieces — and the rest is his-

tory. In the 1970s I decided to collect Proofcoins, be-

cause to me they were the best you could buy, since

they showed all the details on the coin. After I bought

a Red Book, 1 got hooked on large coppers and little

half cents, a turning point in my collecting.

By 1980, 1 had heard about big auction houses hav-

ing sales, and I called Bowers and Ruddy in California.

I was amazed at the detail in the catalogue for all the

coins listed; 1 was awarded one lot, a halfcent, which to

me was an experience. 1 was 3,000 miles away and I got

a coin I wanted; what a great world we live in! My first

issue of Dave Bowers’ Rare Coin Review was #35. In

1982 I decided to try to collect every copper coin listed

m the Red Book, which was a task of course. I joined

EAG (Early American Coppers), which showed me how

people are willing to help collectors achieve their goals.

EAC is a great organization, including many dealers who

are happy to help collectors at any given point in their

collecting. Soon thereafter, I slowed

down my collecting tojust local shows

and auctions due to my involvement

in my business.

In 1992, I sent for a catalogue for

a Bowers and Merena sale in Balti-

more, which is only tvs'o hours away

from my house. 1 started to mail bid

in the auctions and was very pleased

with the results. Two years later, I at-

tended my first live auction in Balti-

more and I was very excited to say

the least. It was a decision that changed my life for-

ever. I was greeted at the table in front of the auction

room byJohn Babalis and his wife Georgie, they gave

me a card to fill out and asked if I had bought from

them before. 1 told them I had always been a mail bid-

der, and that I had sent in a mail bid for four lots not

knowing I was going to attend m person. I asked what

I should do and they told me “Don’t bid against your-

self on the four lots!” The auction people were all so

friendly and went out of their way to try to help.

Since that day in 1994 I’ve remained involved with

these people and have become a regular at auctions in

Baltimore, New York, Philadelphia, and Orlando.

These friends made me feel like part of the family of

numismatics - John Babalis always said hello to me

even if he didn’t know my name, because he was just

the type of person that devoted all his effort to any-

thing he did. Then Chris Karstedt started

auctioneering. It was great to see a father and daugh-

ter team working together, as it reminded me of my
own business with my brother and daughter. I can still

remember that first lot that Chris Karstedt auctioned

off; everyone was so excited in the room. I am pleased

to have my collection presented by my f'lne numis-

matic friends at American Nunaismatic Rarities.
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The Charles River Collection ofProof Gold

Collected over a decade ago, the coins ofthe Charles

River Collection were assembled by a dedicated col-

lector ofrefined taste. Fascinated first and foremost with

the beauty and extreme rarity of the pieces, he also ap-

preciated Proofcoins for what they truly are, examples

ot the very best the Mint can prociuce. Eagerly seeking

out quality pieces, he attended in person the fabulous

Jascha Heifetz Sale and acquired several pieces from that

famous collection. The Norweb Collection 1896 Proof

double eagle is likewise a highlight with a tamous pedi-

gree, and stands tall among over 50 exciting pieces in-

cluded in this collection. While Proofgold coins were

the focus, along the way other properties caught his at-

tention and resulted in the acquisition of several silver

and copper issues led by a gem 1895 Proof Set! About

half of the pieces were purchased in PCGS and NGC
holders over 10 years ago, and these remain in their ear-

lier generation holders which are scarcely seen today.

Others were consigned to us in their original auction

holders, and these prizes have now been graded by

NGC, in part to protect their fragile and in many cases

pristine Proof surfaces.

Family Collections
Several consignors, who wish to remain anonymous,

have consigned to this sale collections and individual

rarities that have been handed down through their fami-

lies for many years. First among them is a collection of

federal gold coins collected by our consignor’s grandfa-

ther in the 1920s. Though we know little ofhis collect-

ing interests or personal story, we do know that he passed

down several impressive properties, and clearly had an

eye for quality and a taste for rarity. Leading the collec-

tion is a gem Proof 1879 S4 Stella with Flowing Hair

—

a truly beautiful example that the caretakers ofthe fam-

ily collection have nicely preserved over the years.

Among several early gold coins and territorial issues, a

single Augustus Humbert $50 gold piece stands as an-

other highlight. This piece was purchased from B. Max

Mehl in 1925, and comes with its original purchase in-

voice and a signed letter from Mehl thanking the col-

lector for his payment.

An exciting pair of early half eagles is consigned to

the present sale by a New Hampshire family that has

roots in New England going back centuries. The

present coins, a lovely example dated 1795, and a^^cw

1803/2, have been family heirlooms for nearly 150

years. Both pieces are traced to a single gentleman who
resided in Newburyport, Massachusetts in the middle

of the 19th century. Both coins have been con.sidered

special relics ofan era long passed and they have been

well cared for over the years.

From the gold fields of California, literally, comes

an exciting 1852 U.S. Assay Office ofGold $50 piece

that has been in the same family since the 1850s. An
interesting artifact of the Gold Rush that has never

before been offered for sale, and a highlight ot our of-

fering of territorial gold coins.
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WELCOME
to the Classics Sale

The Medio and da costa Gomez Collections

By Q. DavidBowers

A Special Invitation for You!

Chicago is one ofAmerica’s great-

est “coin towns,” no question about it.

American Numismatic Rarities and

Stack’s are pleased to join hands in

nearby Rosemont to present two

highly exciting auctions in conjunction

with the MidAmerica Coin Expo.

All ot us at ANR, and the fine staff

at Stack’s as well, cordially welcome

you to the sale of the Medio Collec-

tion in the Classics Sale, Part II of the Henry da costa

Gomez Collection and the John J. Ford, Jr. Collec-

tion of Hard Times tokens and his matchless cabinet

ofencased postage stamps.

Chicago, hailed in song as “The Windy City” and

“that toddlin’ town,” has been a major factor in our

hobby for well over a century. It was here that Virgil

M. Brand built the most extensive rare coin collec-

tion of all time, beginning in the 1880s and continu-

ing until his passing in 1926. The American Numis-

matic Association (ANA) was organized in Chicago

in the autumn of 1891 and has enjoyed several of its

most successful conventions in the years since. And,

this is just a short list!

Chicagoland is now host to the MidAmerica Coin

E.xpo. We invite you to come see us and to enjoy first-

hand the Expo, a show that has grown to be one ofthe

largest and most popular in the country. This great

convention offers a wealth ofopportunities. Whether

you are close at hand in the Midwest, or farther away

in Maine, California, or elsewhere, come to the show

to interact with your favorite dealers and select special

coins for places ofhonor in your collection.

Here at American Numismatic Rarities we have

been I’cry fortunate to deal with some extraordinary

pieces in our recent sales. Our sale of the Haig

Koshkarian Collection broke many records and caused

a lot ofe.xcitement—the echoes can still be heard. As I

write these words, we are all enthusiastic about several

great collections to come your way later this summer

and in the autumn. In the meantime, the present cata-

logue is in your hands and offers many coins, tokens,

and medals not to be duplicated elsewhere in the mar-

ket for a long time!

Focus on the Charles River Collection

Our Classics Sale will appeal to a very wide range of

interests. While today in 2004 much attention is paid

to the federal coin series, and deservedly so, did you

know that a typical great auction of, say, 1870, was

more apt to showcase tokens and medals? Such series

are the very foundation stone ofAmerican numismat-

ics. And, every piece has its own history and generous

measure of romance.

Whether your interests are in superb Proofgold coins,

or the very rare tokens ofearly New York City, or Lin-

coln cents in superb grades, we are sure that more than

a few pages in this catalogue will be become dog-eared

as you contemplate pieces that might, figuratively,jump

from our printed page into your collection!

Many consignors have made this sale what it is, in-

cluding many specialized collections and old-time

holdings. The Charles Pdver Collection is led by a sub-

stantial holding of Proof gold coins, several ofwhich

were purchased in the 1989 sale of the Jascha Heifetz

Collection, which our coirsignor—a connoisseur par

excellence—attended in person and won several pieces

ofhand-selected quality. An 1896 double eagle in Proot

from the Norweb Collection is also included. The

Charles ILiver Collection includes Proofs in other se-

ries, in each instance accompanied by a pedigree attri-

bution when known.

The Joseph Medio Collection

Long-time Early American Coppers Club mem-

ber Joseph Medio has chosen the American Numis-

matic Rarities team to sell his fine collection ot early
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American copper coins, long a favorite specialty within

American numismatics. The Medio Collection in-

cludes both half cents and large cents, including a su-

perb date run of Proofhalfcents, many ofwhich boast

impressive pedigrees. Such Proofs are the rarest of the

rare in the halfcent series—and the offering ofso many

pieces will forever mark this as a great offering, a cata-

logue to save and cherish. The elusive 1831 Reverse

of 1836 is but one ofmany landmarks included. Among
the Medio large cents, a 1794 Head of 1793 (Sheldon-

18b) that was once owned by Andrew C. Zabriskie

and Homer K. Downing will excite large cent collec-

tors everywhere. Many other fine copper coins are also

included in our Classics Sale, including a fascinating

and newly discovered 1795 halfcent struck over a 1794

copper die trial — for a half dollar! Specialists and nu-

mismatic scholars from coast to coast will appreciate

this as one ofthe most significant finds ofour era! The

1796 No Pole halfcent in this sale, the most famous of

all half-cent rarities, is one of the finest available to

collectors today and is a landmark offering.

Here at American Numismatic Rarities it is always

a pleasure to handle coins that are new to the collect-

ing fraternity, such as estates and old-time family hold-

ings. Our Classics Sale is studded with such pieces, in-

cluding half eagles dated 1795 and 1803/2 that have

been held by a New England family for well over a

century! In the same category are two $50 gold coins

that have been off the market for generations. One
has been in the same family ever since the days of the

California Gold Rush! The other was purchased from

B. Max Mehl in the 1920s and hasn’t seen the light of

day since—until now!

And that is not all! Among gold coins you will find

many rarities. Contemplate for example the AU 1796

No Stars $2.50, the choice Mint State 1852-D $2.50,

the gem Proof 1876 $3, the rare 1823 $5, the memo-
rable AU 1873-CC $10, and the Choice Proof 1863

$20. Such coins are not often found, but all are of-

fered here! I suggest that ifyou are assembling a fine

cabinet of coins for long-term enjoyment and finan-

cial value, the present Classics Sale will be one of the

most important opportunities of our time.

Nice things come in pairs, they say, and we are de-

lighted to have not one but two of the famous 1879

Flowing Hair Stellas to offer you. Many years ago when

Ray Merena was “Trends” editor of Coin World he

conducted a little survey as to what readers thought

was the most beautiful American coin ever regularly

issued. The winner was the MCMVII High Relief

double eagle. Today, its fame is as bright as ever. We
have nine in our sale—count them, nine—perhaps one

is just right for you!

More Classics Sale Highlights

Be sure to savor the fine run of Vermont coppers

from a long-term collection (built by a numismatist

who lives in the Green Mountain State), or scarce

halfdimes, or beautiful red Lincoln cents, in the pages

to follow. An 1848-0 half dime may not be an ex-

pensive coin in lower grades, but in superb Gem con-

dition it is incredibly rare and could not be duplicated

in a pinch even with a huge checkbook. The Kansas

Collection of Lincoln cents includes many examples

of marvelous quality that are sure to be eagerly re-

ceived by specialists.

Interesting and rare tokens have long been favor-

ites of mine. A world-class specialized grouping of

these issues is included in Session III. The inclusion in

our sale of a Ricketts’s Circus token, and a storecard

of early New York engraver Richard Trested are in-

credibly important events today, as such would have

been the case had this sale been conducted a century

ago! If you are not familiar with the appeal of early

American tokens and medals, this sale will serve as a

brilliant introduction! However, we are quite sure that

if these pieces pique your interest, and you are a suc-

cessful bidder, a year from now you will wish you had

bought more! I was so intrigued with the Ricketts’s

Circus token that I featured it in the first book I ever

wrote. Coins and Collectors, in 1964. Collecting early

tokens such as these opens doors to history that regu-

lar-issue coins do not, and the whole exercise can be

far more economical than acquiring coins of similar

rarity and desirability. A silver Libertas Americana

medal, produced in Paris to the order of American

envoy Benjamin Franklin and offered near our colo-

nial section, is a classic issue, hut so too is Houck’s

Panacea countermark on a half dollar, or an entrance

pass into the wonderful treasures of Peak’s Museum!

Apropos of the preceding, I have been a long-time

member ofTAMS (the Token and Medal Society). I

would recommend this organization to others with an

interest in collecting such items. The relatively new

Medal Collectors ofAmerica (MCA) is dedicated ex-

clusively to medal collecting, with a fine newsletter

produced by our friend John W. Adams, and it is also

highly recommended.

Stack’s and the Ford Collection

We are pleased to work with our friends at Stack’s

in New York City on presenting a double-header auc-

tion event. The John]. Ford, Jr. Collection of Hard

Times tokens and his cabinet ofencased postage stamps

are among the finest ever formed, and the separate

catalogue of these extraordinary items will long stand

as a reference to those interested in these exciting fields.
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lo tfiosc ot you on the Stack’s mailing list reading

an ANK sale tor the first time, vve welcome you and

ue sincerely hope you enjoy what you find herein.

Beyond the Ford consignment, Stack’s will offer

many outstanding United States coin rarities. Clold

dollars include a variety of desirable elates, followed

by several Charlotte, New Orleans and Dahlonega

Liberty head e|uarter eagles ofoutstanding rarity and

appeal. Indian head c]uarter eagles include Sand Blast

Proofs (as they were called in their day; now some

call them Matte Proofs) of 1912 and 1914. Early half

eagles tapen with no fewer than five high-grade ex-

amples of the historic year 1795, followed by an ar-

ray of Capped Bust, Capped Head and Classic Head

specimens representing important dates from 1799

through 1834.

Eagles (S 10.00 gold) open with a 1795, 1796, 1800,

1801 and 1804 in high grades from AU to brilliant

Mint State. Among later date eagles are three 1882-

CC pieces in similar high grades. Also from the Car-

son City Mint are the 1871-CC and 1891-CC double

eagles in About Uncirculated preservation. A selec-

tion of Augustus Saint-Gaudens Roman Numeral,

High Rebel MCMVIl (1907) double eagles opens with

two choice examples in PCGS MS63 holders. Pio-

neer gold includes an Augustus Humbert 1851 octago-

nal S50 in Mint State.

U. S. colonial coins commence with an Extremely

Fine, Noe- 11 1652 Oak Tree shilling, formerly in the

Hain Family and Vlack collections, and a Very Fine

1739 Higley copper with broad axe reverse, inscribed

VALUE^ME AS YOU PLEASE, 1 CUT MY WAY
THROUGH. A Mint State pewter Continental Cur-

rency dollar inscribed EG FECIT is certain to be a

highlight of this sale as well.

U.S. half cents start in a grand way with a Condi-

tion Census 1793, 15 leaves. Another half-cent high-

light is the 1848 First Restrike, Gem Proof, one of

only 10 to 12 believed to exist today. Large cents in-

clude a fintastic gem 1793, Sheldon 5 with Large Date

and LIBERTY, graded Specimen-65, the plate coin

from Sylvester S. Crosby’s work with this historic first

date. The Lord Saint Oswald example of the 1794 S-

31, Marred Field cent appears in MS-62, as does an

1804 S-266C in EF-4().

Later cents include a near-gem 1858/7 Flying Eagle

and a Mint State 1877 Indian cent. In a class all its own
is the 1906 Indian cent struck in qold, graded AU-58
by NGC, a unique rarity possibly struck on a quarter

eagle planchet. Lincoln Cent classics are the near-gem

1909-S V.D.B. and choice 1914-D pieces.

For Burtalo nickel tanciers the choice 1916 I )oubled

Die Obverse beckons as one of the finest known of

this rarity. Early halfdimes include a Condition Cen-

sus near-gem 1795. Liberty Seated coinage is high-

lighted by the popular 1860 transitional halfdime lack-

ing the name ot our country. Early c]uarters include

the 1825/4/3 Close Date (Browning 2), a gem Proof

formerly in the Jerome Kern Collection.

Among the finest known examples of their early

half dollar varieties are a 1795 Overton- 104 and

Overton- 126a, Small Head in full Mint State. Early

silver dollars include an 1800 in Mint State; Liberty

Seated dollars offer a gem Uncirculated 1866 with

Motto; Morgan dollar Proofs are led by an 1878 Eight

Tailfeathers, in near-gem quality.

A selection of U.S. patterns includes an aluminum

strike of the 1868 Postage Currency 10 cents (Judd

646); Silver 1872 Commercial dollar (J-1219) and 1873

Bailly trade dollar (J-1315) in Proof. Hawaiian rarities

are represented by the magnificent 1895 Princess

Kaiulani pattern dollar created by British numismatist

Reginald Huth, one of 30 struck in silver.

Plan to Be Part of this Great Event

Through modern technology, seeing lots in full

color and bidding has never been easier. Our website

at wvvw.anrcoins.com features images ofall the single-

coin lots in this sale in color, and bidding is simple

right from your computer, though bids by fax, mail,

and phone are also accepted. And, again, I warmly in-

vite you to join us in person at the MidAmerica Coin

Expo in Rosemont beginning June 23 at the

Doubletree Hotel, 5460 N. lUver Road in Rosemont.

Viewing lots and bidding live can be an educational

and entertaining experience, and we would love to

meet you!

On behalfofeveryone at Stack’s and American Nu-

mismatic Rarities, we thank you for your interest in

our sale. We sincerely hope that a coin purchased in

this sale becomes a highlight in your collection, and that

we have the good fortune to do business with you again!

Best regards.

Q. David Bowers

Numismatic Director, ANR
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This portion of the sale is governed by David Pace/Ainerican Numismatic Rarities Terms of Sale contained in this catalogue.

SESSION TWO
Thursday, June 24- 6:00pm Sharp

Signature II Room • Double tree Hotel

Half Dollars through Double Eagles; Private, Territorial, and California Gold; Patterns;

Commemoratives; ProofSets, Error Coins: Eots 1001-1789

HALF DOLLARS
Our session begins with half dollars, the most consistently struck

arge silver coin from the U.S. Mint. Beginning with the genesis of

diver coinage in 1794 and continuing until the present time, half

dollars have been struck with only short gaps, unlike their larger sil-

ver brethren which have sometimes gone for decades without a single

coin being minted in the denomination. All ofthe major design types

ire here, save for the modern Kennedy half Finding a nice Flowing

Hair half dollar (1794-1795) is a treat, but having a chance to buy an

AU Draped Bust, Small Eagle half dollar (1796-1797) is a real oppor-

"unityl A nice run of Bust half dollars by Overton numbers follows,

ncluding many fine pieces, and some challenging dates within the

Seated Liberty series may also be found, notably including the 1871

ind 1873 issues of the Carson City Mint. The Barber type is repre-

iented by several gem Proofs, and gems are the order ofthe day within

the Walking Liberty half dollars presented here also. If Franklins are

pour thing, what could top a 1956 in Proof-69 Ultra Cameo? Many

nice Franklin half dollars are presented for bids, or ifyou prefer effi-

ciency in your collecting, you have the chance to buy an entire gem-

quality set with a single bid.

Choice VF 1795 Flowing Hair 500

1001 1795 Overton-108. Rarity-4. VF-30 (NGC). Deep golden gray

with lighter high points. Problem-free to the naked eye and a coin

that stands up well even under magnified inspection. A scarce va-

riety that is worthy of serious bidding pursuit.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ITARITIES



Choice AU 1795 Half Dollar

Overton- 1 10, Rarity-4

ri IK mhi )ic) c:tM.i.K:c:'i u )n

(2x photo)

1002 1795 0-110. Rarity-4. AU-58 (NGC). Pleasing lilac-gray with

bursts of golden iridescence and plenty of lustre in the recessed

areas. Struck from lightly clashed dies. Devoid of .ill but .some faint,

scattered marks, none ofwhich immediately draw the viewer’s at-

tention. Repunchmg plain at the 9 in date. Absolutely choice in

all regards, and ideally suited for half dollar specialists and collec-

tors assembling high-grade type sets.

1003 1795 0-1 13a. Rarity-4. F-15 (PCGS). Deep golden gray with

lighter high points and deeper slate at the rims. An advanced die

chip between the 5 of the date and the final obverse star readily

identifies the obverse of this variety, while the reverse die is easily

recognized by the appearance of an E beneath the first A in

STATES.

ATI D^Ala .31 D T.3^.X.

James B. Longacre is known today for his designs produced while chief

engraver at the United States Mint 1844-1869, these including the 1849 gold

dollar and $20, the 1854 $3, the 1856 Flying Eagle cent, and the 1859 Indian

cent, among many others.

Less well known is Longacre’s extensive work as a copper- and steel-

plate engraver, which he followed for many years, achieving great fame in

the 1830s. Shown here is Longacre’s engraving ofthe National Hotel, Wash-

ington, DC, circa 1840. His signature appears at the lower right.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Important 1797 HalfDollar Rarity

004 1797 O-lOla. Rarity-S. AU-50 (PCGS). A pleasing libc-gray

specimen with generous amounts ofmint bloom in the protected

areas. Free ofunsightly marks, and amazingly choice as such. One

ofthe great rarities in the U.S. halfdolbr series and the rarest single

type among all silver issues from the U.S. Mint. From a reported

mintage ofjust 3,918 pieces, a production figure that abo includes

pieces dated 1796 (both 15 and 16 Stars varieties). A greatly prized

rarity that is eagerly sought by collectors in all grades of preserva-

tion from AG-3 up through superbtive Mint State (we recently

sold the Norw'eb specimen of the issue, far and away the finest

known example ofthe date, for an amazing 5966,000). The popu-

btion of 1797 halfdolbrs is heavily weighted toward lower grades,

with many otherwise quality-conscious collectors finding a holed

piece satisfactory after an extensive search. It is worth noting here

that the present coin is the sole AU-50 example of the date certi-

fied by PCGS, with just a half dozen other examples of the date

certified finer by that firm. As the most challenging of all silver

American types to find in any grade, we have no doubt that the

person who adds this fine half dolbr to his or her type set will be

very proud to include a piece of this cahbre among other halfdol-

br issues.

PCGS Popubtion; 1; 6 finer (MS-63 finest).

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Nice EF 1801 Half Dollar

1005

1801 0-101. Rarity-3. EF-40 (PCGS). Deep silver gray with

gold and slate highlights. Devoid of all but some trivial marks and

choice for the grade as such. It is worth noting here that of the 16

e.xamples ot the date certified finer by PCGS, none have been called

Mint State! A lot of coin for the grade.

PCGS Population: 6; 16 finer (AU-58 finest).

1008

1806 0-115a. Rarity-2. Pointed 6, Stem. AU-55 (PCGS).

Deep golden gray with some lighter highlights among the design

elements. A pleasing example of the variety, nicely struck and de-

void of unsightly marks of consequence. An easily recognizable

variety owing to the heavy obverse die cracks and the broadly

repunched TY in LIBERTY.

Choice AU 1806 Half Dollar

Lustrous 1803 HalfDollar

Large 3 Variety

1006

1803 0-101. Rarity-3. Large 3. AU-55 (PCGS). Lustrous

golden gray with pale lilac high points. While some scattered marks

and hairlines are present, none ofthem draw the viewer’s eye. Just

five examples ofthe date have been graded finer by PCGS. A great

representative example of the date and grade combination.

Attractive 1806 HalfDollar

No Stem Through Claw1007

1806 0-109. Rarity-1. Pointed 6, Stemlcss. AU-50. Golden

gr.ty surfaces display a wealth of rainbow iridescence and strong

underlying lustre. An ever-popular Red Book variety, one that is

e.igerly sought by specialists and major variety collectors alike. Free

ofall but a few negligible marks, and decidedly choice for the grade.

1009

1806 0-116. Rarity-3. Pointed 6, Stem. AU-58 (NGC).

Much central brilliance gives way to splashes of iridescent rose,

gunmetal-blue, and gold. Highly lustrous and devoid of all but a

few trivial marks and hairlines.

1010

1806 O-120a. Rarity-5. Pointed 6, Stem. EF-45. Lustrous

champagne surfaces w'ith rich golden highlights in the recessed

areas. Devoid of all but a few faint marks, and visually choice as

such. A scarce variety in an advanced die state; a reverse cud now

covers the tops ofseveral vertical shield stripes, and heavy die cracks

e.xtend from the rightmost ribbon end into AM (AMERICA).

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Attractive 1807 Draped Bust 50^

1011

1807 0-102. Rarity-2. Draped Bust. AU-58 (NGC). A high

degree of underlying lustre graces the satiny silver gray surfaces of

this choice Draped Bust half dollar from the final year of the design

type. A parade of golden highlights makes the protected design ar-

eas come alive. The present coin is the finest NGC-certified ex-

ample of the date with an 0-102 designation on the label (though

other specimens of 1807 0-102 may be listed among unattributed

1807 half dollars on the Census). Essentially mark-free, save for a

few faint hairlines and scuffs, and quite choice overall.

NGC Census; 1; none finer in an NGC 0-102 holder.

Lovely Choice AU 1807 Draped Bust 500

1012

1807 O-103a. Rarity-3. Draped Bust. AU-55 (PCGS). Sleek

and satiny deep lilac-gray with strong and unabashed lustre and

bright gold, sea green, and bright blue iridescence in the protected

areas. From a late die state of 0-103, with crumbling within the

date numerals and with die cracks and clash marks well advanced.

A nice coin in aU regards.

Choice Uncirculated 1807 Draped Bust 500

(2x photo)

1013

1807 0-105. Rarity-2. Draped Bust. MS-64 (NGC). A satiny

medium silver gray specimen with pale gold, rose, and taint neon

blue on the obverse, while the reverse displays a rich array ofdeep

violet, gunmetal-blue, and rose iridescence. A great amount of

underlying lustre enhances the overall appeal. Nicely struck for

the date as well, not sharp and full, but with better than average

details for the design areas. An altogether pleasing coin for the grade,

and not far overall from a much finer grade designation.

NGC Census: 20; 8 finer (MS-65 tinest).

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ILARITIES
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Attractive 1808/7 Half Dollar

1014

1808/7 0-101. Rarity-1. AU-58 (NGC). A glittering pale lilac-

gray specimen with generous amounts of lustre present, and with

much mint brightness in the protected areas of the design. A few

scattered marks become apparent under low magnification, but

none are deep or fresh, and none are an abomination to the un-

aided eye. Overdate details plainly evident.

Uncirculated 1810 HalfDollar

1017

1812 0-107. Rarity-1. MS-63 (ANACS). Satiny silver gray with

strong underlying lustre and a wealth ofrich golden toning. Nicely

struck from hghtly clashed dies.

1018

Octette of Capped Bust half dollars: 1813 EF-45. Rich sil-

ver gray surfaces 1820 AU-50. Soft silver gray 1827 EF-45.

Cleaned 1829 EF-45. Cleaned 1831 AU-50. Lustrous with

iridescent blue and olive green at the peripheries 1832 AU-55.

Cleaned 1835 AU-50. Lightly cleaned 1837 AU-60 Cleaned.

(Total; 8 pieces)

1015

1810 0-102. Rarity-1. MS-62 (PCGS). Satiny silver gray with

intense underlying cartwheel lustre and some rich golden irides-

cence on both sides. Choice for the assigned grade.

Choice AU 1812 HalfDollar

Plain Edge Rarity
1016

1812 0-103. Rarity-1. AU-58. 33.4 mm. Satiny golden gray with

warm rose and electric blue iridescence on both sides. Obverse

and reverse with wide borders that resemble what is called today a

broadstruck error. Reverse depression above eagle’s head, resem-

bling a struck through error of sorts. From the Russell J. Logan

Collection, an offering that featured only three unlettered edge

coins (all that serious specialist Logan could acquire in his collect-

ing lifetime). As the cataloguer ofthat collection noted, “such coins

are ofconsiderable rarity and e.xtremely important to the specialist

or the error collector.” Struck from clashed dies. An appealing

specimen at many levels, and a coin that should see spirited bid-

ding activity.

Purchased hy Russell Lot^an from Henry Hilgard in October 2000;

Bouvrs and Aferena 's sale of the RussellJ. Logan & Gilbert G. Steinberg

•- ollections, Soveinber 2002, Lot 2276; Elton Dosier.

Choice Mint State 1818/7 Overdate SOfZl

1019

1818/7 0-102. Rarity-1. MS-64 (ANACS). A glittering and

highly lustrous specimen with deep sunset gold toning highlights

on both sides. Overdate features plainly evident to the unaided

eye. Sharply struck in nearly all areas ofthe design, and thoroughly

appealing as such.

Choice Mint State 1818 Half Dollar1020

1818 0-107. Rarity-1. MS-64 (NGC). Satiny medium gray with

strong golden iridescence and equally strong lustre. A pleasing ex-

ample for the grade, and just a few tiny obverse ticks from a much

finer grade designation.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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1021

1820/19 0-101. Rarity-2. Square Base 2. AU-50. An impres-

sive representative of the date and grade. Generous amounts of

mint brilliance are seen at the centers and at the richly toned pe-

ripheries. Bands of deep, fiery gold and electric blue grace the

outer rims. Problem free and decidedly choice for the grade.

From Bowers and Mcrena’s sale ofNovember 1997, Lot 541.

Choice Uncirculated 1824/1 HalfDollar

1022

1824/1 0-101. Rarity-2. MS-63 (PCGS). An incredibly lovely

coin, especially within the confines ofthe assigned grade. The sat-

iny and highly lustrous surfaces are alive with a virtual parade of

iridescent hues. Sea green, pale blue, rose, gold, and other shades

spring to life courtesy of intense cartwheel lustre (and a decent

light source). Sharply struck for the date, which adds greatly to the

overall appeal. Absolutely choice, a visual treat that will undoubt-

edly find a place of prominence in the next cabinet it adorns.

Choice Mint State 1824/4 HalfDollar

Finest Graded by PCGS1023

1824/4 0-110. Rarity-2. MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny pale silver

gray beauty that pushes the gem category in many respects, not

the least ofwhich is the eye appeal! The surfaces are free of major

marks, and the overall appeal is substantial. Indeed, a touch ofstrik-

ing weakness here and there is the only shortcoming of this lovely,

lively half dollar. No examples of the date have been graded finer

than the present coin by PCGS, a fact that should appeal to Capped

Bust half dollar specialists and type collectors alike.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

1024 1824 0-113. Rarity-1. MS-63 (NGC). Satiny iridescent gray

with intense lustre and vivid fiery gold, orange, and peach toning

highlights. Decidedly choice for the assigned grade.

1025 Quintette ofAU half dollars including a possibly new Bar-

ber half dollar variety: 1826 0-102. Rarity-1. AU-55

1895-

S AU-55 1896-0 AU-55. Tops of 96 in date show plain

repunching. Not listed in the Breen or Lawrence references

1896-

S AU-50 PL 1899-0 AU-58. All have been faintly cleaned

at one time, but now display various amounts of attractive golden

toning. A nice group overall, especially with the 1896-0 Barber

half dollar variety included. (Total: 5 pieces)

Choice Uncirculated 1830 HalfDollar

Overton-123, Large 0

Among Finest Certified by PCGS

1026 1830 0-123. Rarity-l. Large 0. MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny

beauty with strong cartwheel lustre that bursts forth from beneath

pale gold, violet, and electric blue iridescence. The reverse dis-

plays some splashes of bright and lively peach and pale blue. An

extraordinary coin for the grade, one that may just as well have

been called gem MS-65, as careful scrutiny under low magnifica-

tion fails to reveal a mark worthy ofmention to the present writer!

Simply choice, and among the finest examples of the Large 0 vari-

ety certified by PCGS; just one example of the variety has been

certified finer by that service. Sharply struck with design details

approaching 100% clarity in all areas. Lovely!

PCGS Population: 10; 1 finer (MS-65).

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Choice Mint State 1834 Half Dollar

The Eliasberg Coin

1027 1834 0-113. Rarity-1. MS-64 (NGC). Strong cartwheel lustre

graces the pale silver gray surfaces. Lush peach, rose, and neon

blue enliven both sides of this attractive coin from the collection

of Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., the only complete coUection of U.S.

coins ever assembled.

From Bou>ers and Merem’s sale ofthe Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collec-

tion, April 1997, Ln 1895.

Choice Uncirculated 1838 Reeded Edge 500

1028 1838 Reeded Edge. MS-63 (PCGS). A wealth ofrich gold, pale

blue, and warm silver gray iridescence graces the satiny surfaces of

this sharp and attractive halfdollar. Strong underlying lustre glows

warmly and adds immeasurably to the overall appeal. Choice for

the grade.

Choice Mint State 1839-0 Capped Bust 5()0

{2.x photo)

1029 1839-0 MS-64 (PCGS). Lustrous and satiny lilac-gray with

bright rose and neon blue highlights. From a very early state of the

dies, with only a faint crack at the date and some stars at the right

of the obverse, and without any reverse cracks—this issue is al-

most always seen with heavy die cracks on both sides. A pleasing

example of the final date of the design ry'pe, and the only branch

mint half dollar coinage ofthe date; though the Liberty Seated half

dollar design type made its debut in 1839, it was only produced at

the Philadelphia Mint. A delightful example of the date and grade,

one that must surely be among the finest of the handful ofMS-64

specimens currently available, and definitely worthy ofstrong bid-

ding support as such.

PCGS Population; 11; 5 finer (MS-67 finest).

From Bowers and Merena’s Rarities Sale, Auj^ust 1998, Lot 193.
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Uncirculated 1842-0 Half Dollar

Medium Date or Reverse of 1842

1030 1842-0 Medium Date or Reverse of 1842. MS-62 (PCGS).

A satiny golden gray specimen with heavy underlying lustre and

splashes of iridescent gold and pale blue in the protected areas.

Sharply struck and greatly appealing for the assigned grade. A scarce

issue in Mint State. For the record, only a half dozen examples of

this issue have been certified finer by PCGS, none above MS-64.

PCGS Population: 1; 6 finer (MS-64 finest).

Gem Uncirculated 1843-0 50^

Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1031 1843-0 MS-66 (NGC). A satiny gem with rich gold, violet, and

neon blue iridescence on the frosty, highly lustrous surfaces.

Sharply struck as well, with even the finest design details boldly

rendered. A readily available date in most grades, including Un-

circulated, but at the gem level the 1843-0 half dollar becomes a

great rarity! The present coin is a beautiful specimen that is readily

deserving of the assigned grade, and is, indeed, the finest example

of the date certified by NGC. A beauty that would highlight any

Liberty Seated half dollar collection.

NGC Census: 1 ; none finer.

1846-0 Tall Date Rarity

1032 1846-0 Tall Date. VF-35 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with

a tad of lustre in the protected areas. I^ch neon blue and gold

highlights enhance the protected areas. Much scarcer than its coun-

terpart with “medium” date details (see below). One of just 20

examples of the date certified by PCGS in all grades, only one of

which is a Mint State coin (MS-62). Scarce across the board!

PCGS Population: 9; 11 finer (MS-62 finest).

An easy way to tell the difference between the more common Medium Date

1846-0 half dollar and the scarcer Tall Date variety: on the Medium Date vari-

ety, the lower serifof the crossbar of the 4 in the date touches the bottom right

serifof that numeral, while on the Tall Date, as here, those two serifs are widely

and distinctly separated.

Gem Mint State 1856-0 50<

1033 1856-0 MS-65 (NGC). Deep golden gray with intense underly-

ing lustre that supports splashes of iridescent rose and electric blue.

The reverse displays much mint brilliance intermingled with deeper

shades ofgray and electric blue. Slight repunching noted at the bot-

tom of the 6 in the date. Just three examples of this date have re-

ceived finer grades from NGC, all of those called MS-66, making

the present MS-65 specimen ofgreat interest. A grand opportunity

for those who enjoy richly toned gem 19th-century coinage.

NGC Census: 14; 3 finer (MS-66 finest).

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ITARITIES
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Choice Proot 1858 Half Dollar

1034

1858 Proof-64 (PCGS). Sultry shades of gray and gold adorn

the rellective fields and mildly frosted motifs of this scarce and

popular date. Though Mint records for Proof coinage of the era

are non e.xistent, it is thought that some 300 or so Proofs of this

date were produced; the following year, 1859, saw the beginning

of consistent recording of Proof mintage figures, thereby taking

the guesswork out of estimating Proof mintages before that date.

Among the top 20 examples of the date certified by PCGS, and

worthy of note as such.

PCGS Population: 15; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-67 finest).

Mint State 1866-S No Motto 50^

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1035

1866-S No Motto. MS-62 (NGC). A satiny and highly lustrous

specimen with pale champagne highlights and a sharp strike on

both sides. An appealing specimen that is devoid of marks ofcon-

sequence. indeed, you may find yourselfwondering at the conser-

vative grade. A scarce and popular issue that saw a mintage ofjust

60,()(K) pieces, some ofwhich were probably melted when the va-

riety with the motto IN GOIi) TRUST was produced later in 1866.

The present coin represents a grand opportunity for an advanced

Liberty Seated half dollar specialist, an opportunity that may not

be presented in the near future. We suspect specialists will bid ac-

cordingly.

1036

Quartette ofLiberty Seated half dollars: 1866 Motto. MS-60

PL. Bluish gray toning over reflective surfaces 1879 AU-58 PL.

Refiective with golden brown toning at the obverse periphery

while the reverse displays golden brown with splashes of blue

1880 MS-60 PL. Reflective with rose-gold and splashes ofblue at

the peripheries H 1885 MS-60 PL. Reflective golden surfaces with

some light hairlines noted. (Total: 4 pieces)

Popular 1871-CC Rarity

(2x photo)

1037

1871-CC AU-55 (PCGS). A pleasing choice AU example of this

rare and popular date. Medium golden gray with some faint olive

highlights. Generous amounts of underlying lustre enhance the

overall appeal, as do the boldly rendered design elements. From a

mintage for the date of 153,950 pieces, most of which saw hea\T

commercial duty. Choice AU specimens such as the present piece

arc greatly sought after by serious students of the design ts’pe, as

well as by those who simply appreciate a rare coin from the Carson

City Mint.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ICMUTIES
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Choice AU 1873-CC No Arrows 50^

(2x photo)

1038 1873-CC No Arrows. AU-55 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre

graces the satiny golden gray surfaces of this rare and popular is-

sue. Some deep slate highlights crowd the rims. Devoid ofcircula-

tion marks, and absolutely choice as such. From a mintage for the

date of 122,500 pieces, a figure that is slightly more than half that

of its counterpart with arrows at the date struck later in the year. A
nicely struck example with just a hint ofwear on the high points.

Another coin that will be eagerly pursued by Carson City Mint

enthusiasts and Liberty Seated half dollar specialists alike.

Popular 1873-CC Arrows 500

1039 1873-CC Arrows. EF-45 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre re-

mains on the satiny golden gray surfaces of this attractive coin. A
doubly popular issue owing to the arrows at date design type and

its production source, the Carson City Mint.

1040 1874 Arrows. Proof-62 (ANACS). Bright, lightly frosted cen-

tral motifs are surrounded by mirrored fields that display splashes

of rich gold and electric blue toward the rims. Sharp and appeal-

ing, and always popular as a type issue. One of 700 Proofs of the

date produced.

1041 Trio ofcertified Proofhalf dollars: 1877 Proof-61 (PCGS).

Reflective with just a hint ofgold on the reverse 1878 Proof-62

Cameo (ANACS). Reflective with bright sunset orange highlights

1882 Proof-60 (ANACS). Reflective with lovely blue-green,

lilac, and golden iridescent highlights on the obverse, the reverse

has rich rose and blue toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

Gem Proof 1880 Half Dollar

1042 1880 Proof-65 (NGC). Medium silver gray mirrors support

lightly frosted motifs. A hint of pale rose and faint electric blue

gathers on both sides, chiefly on the reverse.

1043 Pair of PCI-certified Proof half dollars: 1880 Proof-62.

Reflective with a splash of brownish orange on the obverse, the

reverse with faint speckled brownish orange and splashes ofbrown

on the devices 1883 Proof-63. Reflective with lightly frosted

motifs and just a whisper of gold. (Total: 2 pieces)

1044 1883 Proof-64 Cameo (PCGS). Heavily frosted motifs and

deeply mirrored fields are brilliant at the centers, with pale golden

toning beginning to settle in at the dentils on both sides.

1045 1892 Proof-63. Mottled splashes ofgunmetal-blue, lilac, and at-

tractive silver gray on lightly frosted motifs and mirrored fields.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUARITIES
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Impressive Gem 1892 Barber 500

Among Finest Graded by NGC

(2x photo)

1046

1892 MS-67 (NGC). Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre graces

the rich golden gray surfaces, while a melange ot iridescence peach,

rose, pale blue, and sea green adds greatly to the overall charm.

From the first year ofBarber halfdollar coinage, and always popu-

lar as such. Boldly struck in all areas of the design as well, and sure

to please as such. Just one example of this date has received a finer

grade from NGC, making the present specimen among the finest

certified by that firm.

NGC Census: 7; 1 finer (MS-68).

Choice Proof 1896 Barber 50^

1047 1896 Proof-64 (NGC). Satiny steel gray devices and mirrored

fields display a wealth of rich golden iridescence on the obverse;

the reverse is an aesthetically appealing display ot pale neon blue,

rose, and faint sea green. A splendid coin that approaches gem

quality m many regards.

tlif C'.liarics Riirr Collection.

Gem Proof 1898 Barber 5()0

1048

1898 Proof-66 (NGC). A splendid cameo Proof, though such is

not noted on the NGC holder. Heavily frosted design motifs dis-

play strong brilliance at the centers, while deepening shades ot gold,

violet, and neon blue cross the deeply mirrored fields and gather

at the rims. Sharply struck as well. A beautiful gem survivor from

a Proof mintage for the date of735 pieces, and a delightful Barber

half dollar that holds up well under intense scrutiny.

Gem Proof 1900 Barber 500

Richly Toned

(2x photo)

1049

1900 Proof-66 (NGC). Generous amounts of mint brilliance il-

luminate the frosty central devices, while the deep mirror fields

and the peripheral devices display intense violet, neon blue, and

deep, dusky rose. A delightful cameo Proof (though such is not

noted on the holder), a splendid representative from among the

912 Proofs of the date produced.

From the Charles Rioer Collection.
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Choice Mint State 1918-S 500

1050 1901 Proof-64 (NGC). An attractively frosted head of Liberty

and the other design devices form a pleasing cameo contrast with

the deeply mirrored fields, though the cameo status is not noted

on the holder. Chiefly brilliant with a hint of rich gold at the rims.

Some tiny violet and royal blue toning spots are noted in Miss

Liberty’s crown. One of 813 Proofs of the date struck.

Choice Uncirculated 1909-0 500
Terminal New Orleans Issue

Gem Uncirculated 1929-S 500

1051 1909-0 MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny specimen with a high degree

oflustre, and with rich golden halos at the rims. A touch of strik-

ing weakness is noted on the reverse, though the design elements

there are crisper than usually seen for the date. An altogether

pleasing example of the final half dollar issue from the New Or-

leans Mint.

1052 Threesome of half dollars grading MS-64: 1917. Satiny lilac-

gray surfaces 1939-D. Lustrous with just a whisper of gold

1946-S. Lustrous with a mixture of gold and gray toning on both

surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

Choice Uncirculated 1917-S 500

Reverse Mintmark Style

1053 1917-S Reverse Mintmark. MS-64 (NGC). A satiny, matte-

like gem with frosty, brilliant centers that give way to rich shades

ofgold and deep violet, especially so on the obverse. A scarce and

e.xciting date at MS-64 or finer, despite its somewhat lofty mint-

age of more than 5.5 million pieces. Nicely struck for the date,

with nearly full hand details on the obverse. While some 10 dozen

examples of this date have been called MS-64 by NGC, just 14

specimens have received finer grades than the present coin. An
attractive com for those who enjoy richly toned Walking Liberty

half dollars.

1056 1929-S MS-65 (NGC). A satiny and lustrous gem with a whisper

of pale golden iridescence at the rims. Well struck in most places,

withjust a hint ofweakness at Miss Liberty’s head and branch hand;

the details there are still sharp and crisp, just not full. The final

Walking Liberty half dollar issue until the 1933-S coinage.

1057 1935-D MS-65 (NGC). A bright and lustrous gem with satiny

surfaces and a hint of faint golden toning. Nicely struck at the

centers, with nearly full hand details on the obverse—San Fran-

cisco coins of the era are often wanting in details in that area of the

design.

1054 1918-SMS-64(PCGS). A satiny specimen with warm silver gray

surfaces that display rich golden lustre. Nicely struck at the cen-

ters, with some hand details present. A popular branch mint issue

from the early days of the design type.

1055 191 9-D VF-2() (ANACS). Medium golden gray with deeper high-

lights in the protected areas. Problem free for the grade, and desir-

able as such.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUMUTIES
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Cit'iii Proot 1936 Halt Dollar

1058 1936 Proot-65 (PCGS). A hint of frost on the motifs contrast

nicely with the deeply mirrored fields. A pleasing gem with just a

nuance of pale champagne toning. A sharp and appealing gem. A

popular issue from the first year of Proof coinage in the denomi-

nation since 1915.

Choice Proof 1936 HalfDollar

1059 1936 Proof-64 (NGC). Glistening brilhance with a faint glimpse

ofgold at the rims.

1060 1937 Proof-65 (NGC). A dusky dash ofpale gold graces the lightly

frosted motifs and highly retlective fields of this scarce and popu-

lar low-mintage issue—only 5,728 Proofs ot the date were struck.

A pleasing gem.

1061 1938 Proof-66 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with reflective

fields and just a dusting of mint frost on the sharp and bold de-

sign motifs. A splendid gem from a Proof mintage for the date of

8.152 pieces.

From the Cluirles Riivr Collection.

1062 1938 Proof-66 (NGC). A satiny gem with full brilliance. A hint

of frost tops the design motifs.

Gem Mint State 1941-S 50^

1063 1941-S MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem with intense lustre and a

strike that is finer than typically seen for the date—here Miss

Liberty’s hand actually has some details. A touch ofdeep gold can

be seen at the rims. Just a half dozen examples of the date have

been graded finer by PCGS, all MS-67.

PCGS Population: 204; 6 finer (all MS-67).

1064 1941-S MS-65 (ICG). Strong underlying lustre on bright cham-

pagne surfaces. Richer shades of gold gather at the rims. Nicely

struck at the center, with strong hand details present.

1065 1942 MS-66 (NGC). Stunning toning highlights! Intensely lus-

trous surfaces show lively yellow, gold, rose, neon blue, crimson,

and violet iridescence on both sides. Gorgeous toning seems to be

“in” currently and we expect a stronger-than-average price for this

lively, lovely beauty when it crosses the auction block!

1066 Trio ofPCGS-certified Liberty Walking halfdollars: 1943

MS-66 1944-S MS-65 1945-S MS-65. Each with lustrous

and attractive surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1067 Complete set ofFranklin halfdollars, each certified MS-65.

All dates and mints included, 1948 through 1963-D. Most are

PCGS-certified, though the 1949-D, 1951-D, 1953-D, 1954-D,

1955, 1957, 1960, 1960-D, 1962-D, and the 1963 are NGC-certi-

fied. All are attractive with a few displaying delicate toning. A grand

opportunity to obtain a complete gem Uncirculated set of Franklin

half dollars with one successful bid. (Total: 35 pieces)

1068 1950 Proof-66 (NGC). A satiny silver gem from the first year of

Proof coinage within the denomination since 1942. More satiny

than mirrorlike, as is typical for early Franklin half dollar Proofs.
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1069 Set of certified Proof Franklin half dollars, 1950 through

1962: 1950 Proof-65 (PCGS) 1951 Proof-66 (PCGS) 1952

Proof-65 Cameo (NGC) 1953 Proof-65 Gameo (NGC) 1954

Proof-67 Cameo (NGC) 1955 Proof-67 CAM (PCGS) 1956

Proof-68 W Cameo (NGC) 1957 Proof-68 (NGC) 1958

Proof-66 Cameo (NGC) 1959 Proof-66 (NGC) I960 Proof-

66 Ultra Cameo (NGC) 1961 Proof-65 CAM (PCGS) 1962

Proof-67 Ultra Cameo (NGC) 1963 Proof-65 (PCGS). All are

mainly brilliant, and all are choice for the grade. (Total: 14 pieces)

1070 1950-D MS-65 FBL (PCGS). A frosty, satiny gem with strong

lustre on pale golden surfaces.

Gorgeous Ultra Cameo Proof 1951 50(i

1071 1951 Proof-66 Ultra Cameo (NGC). Frosted motifs and satiny,

reflective fields form a delightful and pleasing cameo contrast. A
rarity with such contrast, and a coin that will be deeply appreci-

ated by Franklin half dollar aficionados. Only three examples of

the date have received a finer grade in the Ultra Cameo designa-

tion from NGC.
NGC Census: 9; 3 finer within the designation (Proof-67 Ultra Cameo

finest).

1072 1952 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). A bright and lustrous gem with

frosty motifs and satiny mirror fields.

1073 1952 Proof-65 Cameo (NGC). A heavily frosted portrait ofBen

Franklin stands boldly out from the deeply mirrored fields that

surround it. An attractive cameo gem.

1074 1952 Proof-65 Cameo (PCGS). A modest degree of frost on

the motifs makes for a pleasing cameo gem half dollar. Loads of

eye appeal here!

1075 1953 Proof-65 Cameo (PCGS). An early Franklin half dollar

with plenty of eye appeal courtesy of the frosty motifs and mir-

rored fields.

1076 Trio ofPCGS-certified Proof Franklin half dollars: 1954

Proof-67. Reflective with faint mottled gray toning at the periph-

eries 1961 Proof-67 Cameo. Reflective with frosted motifs

1962 Proof-66 Deep Cameo. Deeply reflective with frosted mo-
tifs. (Total: 3 pieces)

1077 Trio of Proof Franklin half dollars: 1954 Proof-64 Cameo
(PCGS). Reflective with rose highlights and splashes of mottled

bluish gray toning at the obverse periphery 1962 Proof-68 White

Cameo (NGC). Brilliant and reflective with frosted motifs 1963

Proof-67 Cameo (PCGS). Reflective with frosted motifs. (Total:

3 pieces)

1078 1955 Proof-67 Cameo (NGC). A splendid cameo gem with

frosted motifs, mirrored fields, and heavily satisfying cartwheel

lustre.
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Superb Cietii Cameo Proof 1956 Franklin 500

None Certified Finer

1079 1956 Type II. Proof-69 Ultra Cameo (NGC). A superlative

cameo ProofFranklin halfdollar, a coin that is literallyjust a single

grading point away from ultimate perlection! The frosty devices

and mirror fields form an outstanding cameo contrast, and the eye

appeal is nothing short of spectacular. Further, the present speci-

men IS tied with four other coins as the finest certified Proof ex-

ample of the date within any designation. In short, a stupendous

Franklin half dollar that is virtually unimprovable in quality and

eye appeal.

NGC Census; 5; none finer within any designation.

On the Type II Proofs ofthe date, as offered here, there are slight modifica-

tions on the reverse, the most salient ofthese showing at the eagle. On the Type

II pieces (which comprise the majority ofProofs ofthe date) there are three feathers

to the viewer's left of the end of the eagle’s perch; on the rarer Type I reverse

there ire four feathers in that position.

1080 Pair of Franklin half dollars grading Proof-67 Cameo: 1957

(NGC) ifr 1958 (PCGS). An impressive pair. (Total: 2 pieces)

1081 1958 Proof-67 Deep Cameo (PCGS). Heavily frosted motifs

and deeply mirrored fields display a nuance ofpale sky blue irides-

cence. A delightfully contrasted gem that will easily entice an ad-

vanced Franklin half dollar specialist.

1082 1959 Proof-67 Cameo (NGC). A frosty portrait of Ben Franklin

sits serenely against deeply mirrored fields. A beauty!

1083 Eight rolls of Franklin half dollars, 1959-1963-D; 1959 (2)

1959-n 1960 1961-1) 1963 1963-1) (2). We suspect

many gems will be found in this great lot! (Total: 8 rolls; 160 pieces)

Outstanding Proof 1961 Franklin 500

Doubled Die Reverse Rarity

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

1084

1961 Doubled Die Reverse. Proof-67 (NGC). A flashy and

outstanding gem Proof example of this rare variety, a coin that

displays just a hint of frost on Franklin’s portrait on the obverse.

Reverse doubling boldly noted in the peripheral legends, espe-

cially so at UNITED and E PLURIBUS UNUM. Among the

dozen finest examples of this rarity certified by NGC, and worthy

of serious bidding consideration as such.

NGC Census: 12; none finer within any designation.

Another Splendid 1961 Proof Franklin 500

Doubled Die Reverse

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

1085 1961 Doubled Die Reverse. Proof-67 (NGC). A second splen-

did example of this rare doubled die reverse variety, an

underbidder’s delight ifyou would. A virtual twin to the previous

lot, and ultimately exciting as such.

NGC Census; 12; none finer within any designation.

1086 Pair of 1962 Franklin halfdollars grading Proof-68 Cameo (PCGS).

Both arc reflective with frosted motifs. (Total: 2 pieces)

1087 1963 Proof-68 Deep Cameo (PCGS). An outstanding cameo

Prooffrom the final year of the Franklin half dollar series. Lightly

frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields display a hint ol warm

golden toning.

1088 1963 Proof-68 Ultra Cameo (NGC). A sparkling visual treat of

the finest order. Heavily frosted motifs and deeply reflective fields

form an outstanding and enchanting cameo contrast.
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SILVER DOLLARS
Silver dollars are so popular for good reason: they are large and

impressive, many issues are widely available in high grade, and, for

most people alive today, receiving one has been something special -

silver dollars have not widely circulated in many decades, meaning

even an Ike dollar left as a tip is seen as a special favor. The earliest

silver dollars have seen a renaissance oflate, but collectors who enjoy

the series or need a few for type are bound to find something they

like here among some three dozen early dollars, including several

Flowing Hair pieces. An 1836 Gobrecht, with eagle “onward and

upward,” makes an appearance, and some truly scarce pieces of the

Liberty Seated de.sign type follow, including an underrated Mint State

1856 $1, gems from 1867 in both Proofand circulation strike finish,

and each date of the design type struck at the Carson City Mint.

Among Morgans, whose collectors are legion, specialists can com-

pete for multiple specimens ofboth 1889-CC and 1893-S to fill out

their sets, while choice quality Proofs are also up for bids in some

numbers. Those connoisseurs among the audience may want to turn

their attention to especially nice specimens of I879-CC, 1886-0,

and 1901 - each a rarity in gem condition (and, in the case of the

1886-0, a DMPL as well!). Several nice Peace dollars follow, includ-

ing a very pretty 1928-S, and Trade dollars are well represented (in-

cluding the elusive 1876-CC and some stunning gem Proofs) in what

may be our finest presentation of silver dollar coins yet.

Attractive 1795 Flowing Hair $1

1089 1795 Bowers Borckardt-21, Bolender-1. Two Leaves. Rar-

ity-2. EF-40 (NGC). Medium silver gray with some deepening

rose and golden highlights at the rims. A few minor contact marks

and some faint old hairlines are present, otherwise the surfaces are

a delight to behold. A natural rim flaw, as struck, can be seen be-

neath the 7 in the date. All told, an attractive coin that will see a

good deal ofbidding activity.

Impressive AU 1795 Silver $1

Flowing Hair, Three Leaves

(2x photo)

1090 1795 BB-27, B-5. Rarity-1. Three Leaves. AU-55 (PCGS).

Lustrous golden gray with deepening lilac highlights toward the

rims. The popular variety with a “bar” in the field behind Miss

Liberty’s tresses, no doubt the result of a slip on the die engraver’s

part. Some faint planchet adjustment marks are noted near the

date, as struck, and adding historical character to the overall ap-

peal. Devoid of all but a few faint marks, and absolutely choice

for the grade.
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Choice AU 1795 Flowing Hair $1

(2x photo)

1091 1795 BB-27, B-5. Rarity-1. Three Leaves. AU-55 (PCGS).

Dcliglutlil deep lilac-gray with bursts of pale gold and rose among

the design elements. Strong underlying lustre is present. Nicely

struck, with just a hint of central weakness on the reverse. Some

light planchet adjustment marks, as made, can be seen on the re-

verse at the 9:00 position. Another altogether appealing high-qual-

itv’ example of the date and design type, a coin that is sure to elicit

a hefrv' bout of bidding activity.

Desirable 1795 Flowing Hair $1

1092

1795 BB-27, B-5. Rarity-1. Three Leaves. AU-55 (ANACS).

A lustrous and richly toned example. Deep shades of navy blue,

royal blue, and gold adorn the attractive surfaces of this pleasing

early dollar. A scattering of faint surface marks are noted, though

none are significant enough to merit individual mention. Nicely

struck, with just a hint ofwear at the highest points.

Popular 1795 Draped Bust Dollar

Off-Center Portrait

1093

1795 BB-51, B-14. Rarity-2. EF-45 (NGC). Medium silver gray

with some deeper highlights in the recessed areas. A popular vari-

ety, one ofjust two Draped Bust die marriages of the date (the

others all being of the Flowing Hair type). The present coin is one

of the most easily recognized varieties in the entire regular-issue

early dollar series
(
1794- 1803 ); Miss Liberty’s portrait is too far to

the viewer’s left on the obverse. (The other Draped Bust variety ot

the date, BB-52, has the portrait in a more central position). Sub-

stantial appeal is present despite a few scattered marks and light

hairlines here and there. A nice example of a neat variety.
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Popular 1795 Draped Bust $1 lights offer lovely original eye appeal. The high points are silver

gray from light even wear. The only flaws are essentially mint-

made ones, with a tiny cleft on the rim near 9:00 on the reverse

resembling a tiny rim clip from improperly rolled stock. A tiny

vertical fissure at the left ribbon end and another at 7 in the date is

no doubt symptomatic of the same problem. This coin is exciting

to behold, a beautiful specimen for the grade with only a tiny nick

over I ofAMERICA noted under scrutiny. A bit later than Bow-
ers state III, with the extension on the triangular break in the hair

but no signs of the reverse die crack at UNITED. A charming

specimen that will no doubt see strong bidding.

1094

1795 BB-51, B-14. Rarity-2. Draped Bust. Net F-15; sharp-

ness ot VF-35 overall, but repaired, possibly holed and plugged at

12:00. Deep golden gray with some golden iridescence in the pro-

tected areas. A pleasing coin despite a well-hidden repair job at

12:00 relative to the obverse. The off-center portrait variety. An
appealing coin despite its shortcomings (which do not immedi-

ately assail the viewer’s eye). Worthy of in-person examination

before biddingjudgment is passed.

Another 1795 Draped Bust Dollar

Centered Portrait

1095

1795 BB-52, B-15. Rarity-2. EF-40 (PCGS). Deep lilac-gray

with warm golden overtones and a hint of lustre in the protected

areas. Essentially free ofharsh circulation marks, though some faint

planchet adjustment marks are noted at the reverse center. The

second of two Draped Bust dollar varieties of the date, easily rec-

ognized as such by the centrally placed portrait ofLiberty. The present

lot would make a nice addition to a collection, especially in view

of its overall quality and appeal.

Toned EF 1795 Draped Bust $11096

1795 BB-52, B-15. Rarity-2. Draped Bust. EF-40 (PCGS).

Deep pewter gray toning with hints ofsedate blue and violet high-

Scarce 1796 Dollar Variety

BB-65, B-5, Rarity-4

1097

1796 BB-65, B-5. Rarity-4. EF-40 (PCGS). Medium golden

gray with pale lilac and sky blue highlights. Devoid of marks of

consequence, and highly pleasing as such. A readily recognizable

variety—the reverse die chip above I m AMERICA gives it away!

One of the “hottest” areas of the current dynamic coin market is

early Draped Bust material, in any and all denominations, and we
expect this dollar will be a “hot” item when it comes to the auc-

tion block.

Second 1796 BB-65 Silver Dollar Variety

1098

1796 BB-65, B-5. Rarity-4. Net VF-20; sharpness of VF-35.

cleaned and retoned in deep gold, sea green, and electric blue. No
marks of consequence are noted, and the overall visual appeal is

quite fine despite its mentioned shortcomings.
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1099

1796 BB-65, B-5. Rarity-2. Net VF-25; appearance ofVF-35,

but with a noticeable test cut on the obverse rim at 12:00. Lightly

dipped some time ago, now naturally retoning with pale gold at

the rims.

Popular 1797 Silver Dollar Issue

Stars 10X6

1100

1797 BB-71, B-3. Rarity-2. Stars 10X6. VF-35 (ANACS).

Deep lilac-gray with pale golden highlights. A tew scattered cir-

culation marks are present, none overbearing in size or depth. Some

reverse planchet adjustment marks are noted, as struck, and are

not at all detrimental to the appearance or grade.

Popular 1797 Silver Dollar

1101 1797 BB-71, B-3. Rarity-2. Stars 10X6. F-12 (ANACS).

Medium golden gray with some pale blue and rose on the high

points. A few scattered marks are noted, chiefamong these a taint

depression m the field near Liberty’s bust, and on the reverse at

the 6:(M) position.

Attractive 1797 Silver Dollar

Stars 9X7, Small Letters

1102

1797 BB-72, B-2. Rarity-4. Stars 9X7, Small Letters. VF-

20. Medium silver gray with some golden highlights. Some lustre

remains in the protected design areas. A few faint marks are noted,

none of serious consequence. Overall an attractive example of a

moderately scarce variety.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Robert IV. Schwan Collection,

October 2000, Lot 1407.

Popular 1797 Draped Bust $1

Stars 9X7, Large Letters

1103

1797 BB-73, B-1. Rarity-1. Stars 9X7, Large Letters. EF-40

(NGC). Mottled golden gray surfaces display areas of iridescent

peach and rose on the obverse, with deep blue and slate on the

reverse. Devoid of marks that are worthy of individual mention,

and choice for the grade as such.

Attractive 1797 Silver Dollar

Stars 9X7, Large Letters1104

1797 BB-73, B-1. Rarity-3. Stars 9X7, Large Letters. EF-

40. A pleasing deep lilac-gray example ot the date, here with rich

gunmetal-blue toning at the rims. A good dose ot lustre remains

in the protected areas of the reverse. Devoid ot all but a few pica-
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yunc marks, tliough a tiny obverse rim bruise is noted near 1 1 :()().

Choice overall, and a coin that would be welcomed in virtually

any collection of circulated early dollars.

From Bowers ami Mcrciia 's sale of the Boys Town Collection, March

1998, Lot 1420.

Popular 1798 Small Eagle $1

1105 1798 BB-81, B-2. Rarity-3. Small Eagle. F-15 (PCGS). Deep

golden gray with some lighter gold and olive highlights. Well-worn

but not heavily marked, and quite attractive for the grade as such.

Some reverse planchet adjustment marks are noted at 9:00, as

struck. A pleasing coin for the grade.

Attractive 1798 Heraldic Eagle $1

1106

1798 BB-96, B-6. Rarity-3. Heraldic Eagle. AU-50 (PCGS).

Lustrous lilac-gray with lighter gold highlights and with a generous

quotient of mint brightness in the protected design areas. Nicely

struck and devoid ofunsightly marks, absolutely choice for the grade.

Choice EF 1798 Heraldic Eagle $11107

1798 BB-113, B-27. Rarity-2. Heraldic Eagle. EF-45 (PCGS).

Smoky golden gray with richer highlights at the rims. A goodly

amount of underlying lustre enlivens the surfaces of this choice

EF Draped Bust dollar, an essentially problem-free coin that would

easily be at home in any cabinet of early dollars.

1798 Heraldic Eagle $1

1108

1798 BB-122, B-14. Rarity-3. Heraldic Eagle. Net VF-25;

sharpness ofVF-35, some obverse pitting around the center. Me-

dium silver gray with golden iridescence and retained lustre in the

protected areas. Some stray circulation marks and old, faint scratches

are noted, and a circular area of faint obverse granularity is seen at

the center of Miss Liberty’s portrait. All things considered, still a

pleasing coin overall.

1109

1798 BB-125, B-8. Rarity-2. Heraldic Eagle. Net F-15

(ANACS); sharpness of VF-20, lightly cleaned. Medium golden

gray with some vivid orange, pale blue, and sea green iridescence

in the protected areas. Lightly cleaned some time ago, long since

retoning in a natural and attractive manner.

Popular 1799/8 Overdate $1

1110

1799/8 BB-143. B-2. Rarity-4. VF-35 (ANACS). Medium

golden gray with some lighter high points. Attractive pale irides-

cent blue and rose highlights enhance the protected regions of the

coin’s design. Devoid of all but a few faint marks. A moderately

scarce variety.
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1799 Draped Bust $1

nil 1799 BB-157, B-5. Rarity-2. Net VF-30; sharpness ofEF-4(),

lightly polished long ago. Long since retoned in deep golden gray,

blue, and slate gray. A sharp coin overall, one that deserves in-

person examination before biddingjudgment is passed.

Nice EF 1799 Dollar

1112

1799 BB-158, B-16. Rarity-2. EF-40 (NGC). Deep hlac-gray

with lighter golden gray highlights. Splashes of iridescent neon

blue grace the recessed areas. A few scattered marks are noted,

including a faint, old diagonal scratch in the field behind Miss

Liberty’s head. The reverse is essentially immaculate, and the overall

appeal is still strong for the grade.

Oie State III: Later obverse state, after the dies clashed, leaving incused

"waves” above the date (these are merely impressions of the reverse clouds).

Clash marks also show on the reverse, especially at OF.

EF 1799 Silver $1

Stars 8X5

1113 1799 BB-159, B-23. Rarity-4. EF-40. Deep golden gray with

bursts of iridescent blue, violet, and orange. A nicely struck speci-

men. essentially devoid of all but a few trivial marks, and conse-

quently choice as such, A lightly circulated coin, somewhat el-

egant in appearance, and worthy ofserious bidding consideration.

{'rom Bouvrs timi Merena ’s sale ofthe 1 & Lee Collections, March

/999, Ln 97,

Impressive 1799 Draped Bust $1

1115 1799 BB-161, B-11. Rarity-3. MS-63 (ANACS). A satiny and

lustrous p,tle golden specimen with a blush of rich rose and helio-

trope toning settled in at Miss Liberty’s portrait. A scattering of

faint marks can be seen, though it takes a diligent application of

low magnification to determine their locale. Struck from heavily

and frequently clashed dies, with the evidence of such plain and

unmistakable, especially on the obverse. The overall strike is bold

and forcefiil save for a touch of lightness at the centers, though

that area has fared better on the present coin than on many other

examples ofthe design type where sharpness is concerned. An easily

recognized variety owing to the die crack from the reverse rim

through the D in UNITED, as well as the total lack of berries in

the olive branch. Early Die State 111 (see below). Choice and allur-

ing, and with all the eye appeal that a serious early dollar specialist

would demand for the assigned grade!

The present example of BB-161 is an early representative example of Die

State III, as listed in the Bowers two-volume silver dollar Bncydopedia, which

notes “Cracks enlarge, and now crack from border goes through wing, star,

eagle’s head, and continues upward behind head.” The present specimen is

not quite so advanced where the reverse cracks are concerned. As Bowers noted:

"This die state, or a slightly less advanced version of it, is the state most often

seen for BB-161.”

1114

1799 BB-160, B-12. Rarity-3. AU-55 (PCGS). Each lilac-gray

with lighter high points. Generous amounts ofmint brilliance and

strong lustre can be seen in the protected design areas. A pleasing

example of the design type, as well as a solid representative of the

assigned grade. From a late obverse state (Die State IV), with ob-

verse die heavily shattered and sinking in places. Absolutely choice.

Lustrous 1799 Draped Bust $1

Choice Uncirculated
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1116 1799 BB-163, B-10. Rarity-2. F-15. Shades of pale lilac and

gold, retoning after a light cleaning some time ago,. Some faint

reverse scratches are seen m the stars above the eagle’s head, though

they are most evident under low magnification. A few flint marks

are noted, the most obvious of these a faint rim bruise at 1 :()() on

the reverse. Die State IV, a rare die state for this die combination;

heavy reverse die cracks are seen throughout much of the legend

and other design details.

Choice VF 1799 Silver $1

1117 1799 BB-164. B-17. Rarity-2. VF-35 (PCI). Sultry shades of

slate, gold, and pale iridescent violet grace the smooth and nearly

mark-free surfaces of this popular silver dollar issue.

Another Nice VF 1799 Silver $1

1118 1799 BB-165, B-8. Rarity-3. VF-35 (NGC). Attractive golden

gray with lighter highlights. Generous amounts of mint lustre re-

main in the recessed areas, bolstered by bursts of lilac and violet

iridescence. A few faint marks are noted, and a hint of striking

weakness is seen in the stars above the reverse eagle.

Die State II: Obverse now with die crack from border to points of star 7 and

LIB; several other cracks appear on the reverse.

1119 1799 BB-166, B-9. Rarity-1. VG-10. Deep golden gray with

some slate and amber near the peripheries, and with much lighter

high points. Several small obverse and reverse nni bruises are noted,

the most serious of these above the R in LIBERTY.

Choice AU 1799 Silver $1

(2x photo)

1120 1799 BB-169, B-21. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). A .satiny me-

dium gray specimen with lighter silver gray highlights. Strong

underlying lustre seemingly breathes life into the attractive sur-

faces of this choice AU Draped Bust dollar. Careful examination

reveals a scattering of tiny marks, though none requires extended

verbiage on our part. Absolutely choice for the assigned grade, and

easily worthy ofits numerical classification. We expect serious bid-

ding activity on the present specimen, as it is from a series that

currently enjoys high activity in the numismatic marketplace. Bid

strongly here or be left standing in a lurch!

Die State III: Obverse with crack through date upward to tip of bust, re-

verse with cracks from border above F to the tops of AME.
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Sharp 1800 Silver $1

1121 1800 BB-187, B-16. Rarity-2. Net VF-35; sharpness ofEF-45,

altered surfaces, undoubtedly cleaned long ago and since heavily

retoned. Deep chestnut brown and blue mingle on the surfaces. A
sharp and appealing coin that is much finer than our limited de-

scription suggests.

Choice AU 1800 $1

BB-190, B-10, Rarity-3

1122

1800 BB-190, B-10. Rarity-3. Wide Date, Low 8. AU-58

(PCGS). A lustrous pale silver specimen with satiny surfaces and

a nuance of light champagne toning. Devoid of marks that merit

individual mention, and choice as such. A few faint, light toning

spots can be seen in places, though they are generally just picked

up under low magnification. Draped Bust dollars of any date are

heartily cherished by specialists in the field, especially so when

found at choice AU as here. A moderately scarce variety in an un-

common grade.

PCGS Population: 3: 1 finer within the Wide Date, Low 8 designation

(MS-64).

Popular 1801 Silver Dollar

1124 1802/1 BB-232, B-4. Rarity-4, AU-53 (PCGS), Bright and lus-

trous golden gray with pale rose highlights. A pleasing coin in all

regards, one that is certainly worthy of the assigned grade. Devoid

of all but some faint, trivial marks, and decidedly choice as such.

Attractive 1802 Silver $1

1125 1802 BB-241, B-6. Rarity-1, EF-40 (ANACS). Attractive sil-

ver gray with rich golden highlights. Splashes ot deep neon blue

gather at the periphery. A few faint marks are noted, though the

overall appeal is substantial for the grade.

1123

1801 BB-213, B-3. Rarity-3. AU-53 (PCI). Medium silver gray

with some lighter high points. Generous amounts of lustre and

bursts of golden iridescence remain in the recessed design areas.

What may be a hint of possible tooling or burnishing is noted at

Miss Liberty’s portrait, though low magnification is necessary to

observe this. C'itherwise, choice overall and highly appealing.

Popular Overdate 1802/1 $1
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Impressive AU 1803 Silver $1

Small 3 Variety

1126

1803 BB-252, B-5. Rarity-2+. AU-50 (PCGS). An impressive

example of the date and grade in many respects. The silver gray

surfaces are satiny and appealing, and generous amounts of lustre

reside in the protected regions on both sides. Attractive copper-

red highlights on the high points serve to illuminate Miss Liberty’s

portrait in an engaging manner. Devoid of marks worthy ofmen-

tion, and decidedly choice for the grade as such. Whether for a

date set or a type set of early dollars, the present coin will fit in

splendidly.

Nice 1803 Small 3 $1

1127

1803 BB-254, B-4. Rarity-3. EF-40 (PCGS). Warm golden

gray with deeper highlights and a splash of pale neon blue at the

rim on both sides. A few faint “pecks” are noted on the obverse,

otherwise the surfaces are choice. An attractive Draped Bust dol-

lar in all regards.

Ever-Popular Proof 1836 Gobrccht Dollar

(2x photo)

1128

1836 Gobrecht. J-60, P-65. Rarity-1. Proof-61 (PCGS). Sil-

ver. Plain edge. Name on Base. Die Alignment 1, reverse eagle flies

“onward and upward” in a field of26 stars when the coin is turned

on its horizontal axis, and the “pellets” before and after ONE DOL-
LAR are on an even horizontal plane. Largely bright silver with

some deeper highlights near the rims. Entirely lacking marks ofcon-

sequence though some hairlines are seen on both sides and probably

account for the assigned grade. One of 1,000 or so examples be-

lieved struck for general circulation, and as such, an issue that has

been “adopted” away from its pseudo-pattern status and enjoys great

status with silver dollar specialists as well as proponents of pattern

collecting. Always popular and always likely to cause bidding ex-

citement when an example cro-sses the auction block.
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1129 1843 AU-55 (PCGS). Lustrous and largely brilliant with some

prooflike reflectivity and golden toning on the reverse.

Uncirculated 1856 Seated $1 Rarity

“A Fantastic Sleeper”

Mint State 1857 Silver $1

1131

1857 MS-61 (PCGS). Lustrous light silver gray with warm golden

highlights that glow richly at the peripheries. Struck from lighdy rusted

dies, most noticeable as tiny raised dots at the rims and around certain

design elements. Some hghtness of strike is noted, chiefly at the top

of the obverse, though a hint ofweakness can be seen at certain areas

of the reverse eagle; this is “par for the course” for the date. Not a

great rarity in Mint State, but still quite scarce by all accounts. An

altogether pleasing example for your bidding consideration.

A moderately heavy raised diagonal die line, visible under low magnifica-

tion, runs from the rim upward across the date numerals. There is a small area of

cross-thatched die lines at the end ofMiss Liberty’s foot that resembles nothing

less than a small pile of hay, again, under low magnification. A reverse die line

runs from the upper left corner of the second T in STATES to the dentils.

Choice Proof 1859 Silver $1

1130 1856 MS-61 (PCGS). Highly lustrous pale silver gray with bursts

of faint lilac and gold on both sides. Some lightness of strike is

seen at the top of the obverse and correspondingly near the bot-

tom of the reverse, not an unusual happening for this date. The

circulation strike mintage for the date, 63,500 pieces, is fairly large

within the context of the Liberty Seated dollar series, though that

same production figure would appear to be much more modest in

any other series; indeed, it would be a major rarity in the Morgan

dollar series for instance. The point here is that Mint State survi-

vors from the “large” mintage of 1856 silver dollars are extremely

rare m all grades. The Bowers Encyclopedia notes: “Although the

1856 dollar is an extreme rarity in Mint State, the appreciation ot

it by advanced collectors, and, to an extent, its market price, have

been dimmed by the availability of Proofs of this date. Proofs, al-

though rarities in their own right, have served to absorb some of

the demand for top-grade coins. Mint State 1856 dollars are few

and far between. Like the 1855, here is a fantastic sleeper.” For the

record, just a dozen examples of the date have been graded finer

than the present piece by NGC, none of those above MS-64.

NGC Census: 2; 12 finer (MS-64 finest).

1132

1859 Proof-63 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with warm cham-

pagne highlights on reflective fields and faintly frosted motifs. A

sharp and attractive specimen for the grade, one of 800 Proofs of

the date struck.

1133

1859-0 MS-61 (PCGS). A highly lustrous specimen with scat-

tered marks that suggest to this writer an origin in a Mint bag in

the early 196()s Treasury releases; at least one bag ot 1859-0 (and

the same of 1860-0) Liberty Seated dollars came to light in those

heady times of dollar-for-dollar trading with the government tor

silver dollars. Sharply struck in all areas, and a genuinely nice coin

for the grade.
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Choice Uncirculated 1860 Seated $1

1134 1860 MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny pale golden surfaces, somewhat

prooflike, as often seen for the date. Nicely struck in all areas save

for a few obverse stars. A very scarce date in Uncirculated, this

despite a somewhat sizeable mintage of2 17,600 circulation strikes.

Superb Cameo Proof 1867 Silver $1

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1135 1867 Proof-67 Cameo (NGC). Silver brilliance on the frosty

rendition of Liberty on the obverse gives way to deeply mirrored

fields that glow with rich violet and gunmetal-blue iridescence.

The reverse motifs are frosted as well, but mint brilliance has been

replaced by bright electric blue, rose, and faint gold. An impres-

sive cameo gem Proofof the date, just one ofthree examples called

Proof-67 Cameo NGC, with none certified finer within the

Cameo designation by that firm. From a Proof mintage for the

date of 625 pieces, among the lowest Proof production figures of

the design type. A great opportunity for those who enjoy vividly

toned Proof coins.

NGC Census; 3; none finer within the designation.

In the Bowers Encyclopedia, four distinct Proof die combinations are enu-

merated. The present coin fits the description of the Bowers number 2 variety,

and is described thusly: “Breen-5477. Obverse: Date high. Shield point mid-

way between the tip and upright of 1 in date. Border denticles between 12:00

o’clock and 2:00 o’clock smaller than usual and spaced further apart, from die

lapping. Reverse: As preceding, but now repolished. Apparently, this die com-

bination is the most often seen of 1867.”
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Ciom LUu'irculated 1867 Silver SI Rarity

Larj;e Date Over Small Date

l ied for Finest Graded by NGC

(2.\ photo)

1136 1867 MS-65 (NGC). A satiny and brilliant gem with lightly re-

Oective fields, frosted motifs and a nuance of rich golden toning at

the dentils on both sides. A sharp and appealing gem, one ofjust

46.y(M) examples of the date struck for general circulation. As the

Bowers' EiicyclofH'dia notes, “export use consumed many ifnot most

of the Liberty Seated dollars minted this year. The trade with the

Orient was active once .igain, and it is believed that many were

shipped there." The present specimen clearly reveals the remnants

•-if a smaller date beneath the existing date numerals, with the un-

derlying numerals perhaps from a halfdollar puncheon of the same

date. These underlying numerals wore quickly from the obverse

die, and the early die state that is offered here reveals much plainer

repunchmg than is typically seen for the variety. A prized rarits' in

liny Mint State grade, as should be imagined, and a great and im-

pressive rants' in gem, as offered here. Indeed, NGC! has certified

just tour examples of the date at the MS-6.5 level, with none certi-

tied finer by that firm. An outstanding gem in all regards.

NGC Census: 4; none finer.

Uncirculated 1869 Silver $1 Rarity

1137 1869 MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous and satiny silver gray with dis-

tinctive champagne highlights; a crescent ofdeep gray-blue adorns

the reverse at DOL. Sharply struck in all areas. Though its circula-

tion strike mintage of 423,700 pieces is the fourth highest mint-

age figure in the series (1840-73), the 1869 Liberty Seated dollar

is a well-respected rarity in Mint State grades. As the Bowers sil-

ver dollar Encyclopedia notes: “In Mint State, 1869 dollars are very

rare, far rarer than Proofs | of the date), and are seldom encoun-

tered. Most high-grade coins are prooflike.” The present speci-

men will be regarded by all who view it as choice for the assigned

grade, and bidding activity will no doubt reflect this.

Repunched 18 in date.

A bit oflocal tradition here—the large and handsome Pavilion Hotel in

Wolfeboro, opened for business in 1850, and remaining an attraction through

the late 1890s. In 1853 John Greenleaf Whittier was among the crowd of

several thousand people on hand at the hotel and on the grounds to the

rear, sloping down to the shore of Lake Winnipesaukee, as part of a huge

rally against slavery. These and related actions led to the formation of the

Republican political party, which fielded its first presidential candidate (John

C. Fremont) in 1856. He lost.

Today the Pavilion is long gone, just a memory, and a grassy soccer

field is there, not far from our office.
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Gem Cameo Proof 1870 Silver $1

Among Finest Graded by NGC

(2x photo) '

1138 1870 Proof-65 Cameo (NGC). A sparkling gem Proof dollar in

all regards. The frosty motifs and deeply mirrored fields display

intense shades of gold, indigo, and pale electric blue toward the

rims. A touch ofstriking weakness is noted at the top of the eagle’s

head and in the ribbon above as often seen on ProofLiberty Seated

dollars, otherwise all the design elements are sharp and crisp on

both sides. Among the half dozen finest Proof examples ot the

date certified by NGC, and worthy of strong bidding support as a

result.

NGC Census: 5; 1 finer within designation (l’root-66 CAM).

From the Charles Riper Collection.

Attractively Toned 1870-CC Silver SI

Choice AU

1139 1870-CC AU-55 (PCGS). Chiefly brilliant centers enjoy a rich

array ofdeep rose and peach, bolder toward the peripheries. Some-

what prooflike, especially on the reverse. A few faint obverse marks

make little overall impression and are mentioned solely for com-

pleteness of description. From the first year of Carson City Mint

coinage production, hence our nation's first silver dollar issue from

that edifice, and highly collectable in all grades as a result. (In-

deed, silver dollars were the first denomination produced at the

fledgling Carson City Mint.) The 1870-CC dollar is the most

“common” of the four silver dollar issues from that mint (includ-

ing the 1871-CC, 1872-CC, and 1873-CC), though “common”

is, of course, a relative thing; its “high” mintage of 11,758 pieces

earns it the distinction of being the most available of the Carson

City Mint Seated dollars. The present specimen, choice within

the assigned grade category, is visually choice as well.

Lustrous Mint State 1871 Silver $1

1140 1871 MS-64 (NGC). Satiny and lustrous golden gray with gener-

ous amounts of mint brilliance remaining, especially on the re-

verse. A modestly rare date at MS-64 or finer, despite its .some-

what lofty mintage ofnearly 1.1 million pieces, the second highest

production figure in the entire Liberty Seated dollar .series (1840-

1873). A few faint marks are noted, with a small nick near the last

obverse star the only mark worthy of individual attention. Sharp

and appealing, and easily worthy of the assigned grade, just five

examples of this date have been certified finer than the present

coin at NGC.
NGC Census; 35; 5 finer (MS-6f) finest).

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ICARITIES
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Low-Mintage 1871-CC $1 Rarity

1141 1871-CC EF-40 (PCGS). Medium silver gray with warm lilac

highlights. A pleasing com overall, devoid of all but a few scattered

marks, none of those worthy of individual mention. From a small

mintage for the date ofjust 1,376 pieces, a tiny production run by

any standards. In fact, the 1871 -CC dollar has the lowest reported

mintage figure of any issue from the Carson City Mint in any de-

nomination, gold or silver! Of course, several issues from that mint

are much rarer than the present coin (the 1870-CC double eagle

and the 1873-CC silver dollar both come to mind immediately),

but the 1871-CC dollar is still a prized date to be reckoned with in

EF or finer. We suspect that about 100-125 examples of this date

can be found today in all grades. A great opportunity for Liberty

Seated dollar collectors and type coin specialists alike.

Rare 1872-CC Liberty Seated $1

1142 1872-CC AU-50 (PCGS). Rich golden gray with a touch ot deep

olive and some slate highlights in the protected areas. Nicely struck

and remarkably free ofmarks ofmoment, and choice as such. An-

other prized Liberty Seated dollar rarity from the Carson City Mint,

one ofjust 3,150 examples of the date struck. As the 1993 Bowers

Encyclopedia notes regarding this date: “Its rarity was recognized by

the 1890s, and many specimens were taken from circulation. To-

day, the number surviving is in the range of perhaps 150 to 200,

including lower grades in the Good, VG, and Fine ranges.” The

reference goes on to note other estimates for surviving specimens

that range as high as 300 pieces, but even the high-end estimate of

300 (total in all grades) still makes for a rarity by any calling. A

pleasing go-with to the 1871-CC rarityjust offered (and the 1873-

CC rarity about to cross the block), yet sure to raise a bout of

bidding activity on its own merit.

Prized 1873-CC Seated Dollar Rarity

(2x photo)

1143

1873-CC EF-40 (PCGS). Medium gray with some golden high-

lights. A few faint marks are noted, none of them overbearing in

appearance—in short, an appealing coin. From a small mintage

for the date of 2,300 pieces, most ofwhich were probably melted

later in the year after the discontinuation of the dollar denomina-

tion (and the advent of the trade dollar), though a portion of the

mintage evidently made it into circulation early in the year. Most

estimates point to far fewer than 100 specimens of the date known

in any grade, making it the rarest and most desirable of the four

Carson City Mint issues in the series (1870-CC to 1873-CC). As

noted in the Bowers reference; “As is the case with 1871-CC, the

desirability of the 1873-CC was recognized at an early date, and

quite a few were taken from circulation. Otherwise the coin would

be on the ‘rarest ot the rare’ list today. As it is, there are very tew

1873-CC dollars to be had in any grade, and a great deal ot pa-

tience is often required to locate one.” Thankfully, your patience

may be rewarded.
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1144 Quartette of PCGS-certified silver dollars: 1878 8

railfcathcrs. MS-64. Lustrous and attractive withjust a whisper of

delicate chainpague toning 1881-CC: MS-63. Satiny lustre with

a splash of iridescent gold toning at the peripheries i891-CC

MS-63. Satiny lustre with a trace ofrose toning at the rims 1924

MS-65. Mattelike silver gray lustre with a hint of delicate gold.

(Total; 4 pieces)

1145 Quartette of ANACS-certified silver dollars: 1878 8

Tailfeathers. MS-63. Lustrous with pale golden gray at the periph-

eries 1886-0 MS-60. Lilac-gray over lustrous surfaces 1886-

S MS-63. Lustrous with splashes of pale orange on the obverse,

the reverse with splashes of pale orange, lilac, and blue 1893

MS-63. Soft rose-gold surfaces with a splash of reddish brown on

the obverse. (Total: 4 pieces)

1146 Quartette of Morgan dollars grading MS-63: 1878 8

Tailfeathers. Lustrous with splashes ofgolden toning 1879-C3.

Satiny gray with splashes of pale magenta at the peripheries

1889-0. Lustrous with splashes of golden brown toning at the

obverse periphery 1899-S. Satiny silver gray surfaces. (Total: 4

pieces)

1147 Selection of NGC-certified Morgan dollars: 1878 7/8

Tailfeathers. MS-64. Lustrous with splashes ofpale magenta at the

peripheries tir 1883-S MS-60. Lustrous with a whisper of rose

1884 MS-64. Satiny lustre 1889 MS-62 DPL. ReOective with

pale reddish gold speckled toning on the obverse. The reverse dis-

plays a whisper of golden toning with splashes of reddish gold at

the periphery 1889-S MS-64. Lustrous and attractive with a

splash of lilac-gray at the reverse center 1897 MS-65. Satiny

lustre with olive-brown at the peripheries 1921-1) MS-64 PL.

Reflective with traces of rose and golden brown toning at the pe-

ripheries. (Total: 7 pieces)

1148 Quintette of ANACS-certified Morgan dollars: 1878 7

Tailfeathers. MS-65. Lustrous with sea green toning on the ob-

verse, the reverse with rose center changing to iridescent blue at

the rims 1879 MS-65. Lustrous with splashes of reddish gold

toning at the peripheries 1881 MS-65. Lustrous with reddish

gold and blue at the obverse periphery, the reverse with golden

orange 1885-CC MS-65. Lustrous with touches of gold at the

rims 1897-S MS-66. Lustrous with lilac and golden orange at

the peripheries. (Total: 5 pieces)

1149 Quartette of PCI-certified Morgan dollars: 1878 7

Tailfeathers, 2nd Reverse. MS-65. Satiny lustre with lightly frosted

devices 1879-0 MS-65. Satiny with traces of delicate toning

1882 MS-65. Lustrous and attractive with a hint ofdelicate golden

gray on the reverse 1885-S MS-64 DMPL. Reflective fields

with frosted motifs. (Total; 4 pieces)

1150 Trio ofMorgan dollars grading MS-64: 1878 7 Tailfeathers,

2nd Reverse. Satiny lustre with splashes ofdelicate gold at the pe-

ripheries 1889. Satiny silver gray with splashes of magenta

and golden brown on the reverse 1900-S. Lustrous with golden

toning on both surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1 main for all w)io may wi{»h to vUit the Bpringv.

I
Hut there U distrcMi among the faiutUes

who hare hiet (heir botm^ and property, and pe-

cuniary aa^itftanec from other paru of the coun-

try is atil! needed to arert auffering.

TIIK XKW DOLLAR.
Tiik design of the new stirer dollar, of which

we give an engraving, is verv neat and graceful

;

but the motto, **In (tod we tnist,” retained from
previous coinages, is the suMect of a great d<^l

of good-natured bantering. The ('kt ixtinn Vnum
suggests that the words, “ Forgive us our debts,”

ought to bo add«Hl. The New York Mail thinks

the il2^-grain men will “ find hen’iifter that there

is no ret*iprocity in the sentiment.” Another |>a-

per, quoting the motto, adds, ** With a)>out eight

per cent. off.” The Cincinnati i'mntnrrrial alone

<»f the new{»papcrs we have stvn tr<»a(s the sul>-

ject in a spirit of serious fault-finding, painful to

witness in so stanch an advocate of Uie new doU
Ur. Hpeaking of the design, that journal remarks

;

“ Wc can not say the art of it ‘ makes us feel to

This illustration and text (quoted in part) was published in Harper’s Weekly, March 30, 1878, a couple weeks after

the Morgan silver dollar was first struck. The illustration seems to be a sketch, rather than a photograph, as the eagle’s

wings are thicker than on the finished coin. Part of the caption refers to the fact that the silver dollar did not contain

the full weight of silver, but was eight cents short. Certain members of the public hoped for full value in the largest

circulating silver coin, similar to gold coins for which melt-down value was equal to face value.

TUK NEW SILVER DOLLAR.
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1151

Gem Uncirculated 1878 7 Tailfeathers Morgan $1

Reverse of ’79, an Unheralded Rarity

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

(2x photo)

1878 7 Tailfeathers, 3rd Reverse. MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty

and lustrous gem with lightly frosted motifs and satiny, somewhat

reflective fields that form a faint yet pleasing cameo contrast. Pale

golden coning enhances both sides. An unheralded rarity in the

Morgan dollar series, especially when in gem condition. The Offi-

cial Red Book ofMorgan Silver Dollars by Q. David Bowers gives an

estimated mintage for this variety as 1 .5 million pieces. The refer-

ence also notes “the two different basic reverse styles with 7

Tailfeathers, Reverse of 1878 (parallel arrow feathers) and Reverse

of 1879 (slanting arrow feather), were not widely known. Nor are

there any official nuntage figures for either. Significant interest

did not develop until the 1980s. Although not all Morgan dollar

collectors are aware ofthe varieties, both are eminently worth own-

ing. Even today, the price of the 1878 with Reverse of 1879, al-

though considerably higher than that of the earlier style, does not

reflect the true differential in rarity.” Regarding overall sharpness

of this variety. Bowers’ reference further notes: “Usually fairly

well struck, but needle-sharp examples are elusive. Patience may

be required to find a ‘keeper.’ Certification service label do not

mention the quality of strike, and, accordingly, most buyers are

not aware that there can be a difference!” Fortunately for our bid-

ding audience, the present coin is sharp and bold in its design ele-

ments, and is definitely a “keeper.” Further, just a half dozen ex-

amples of this date and variety have been called MS-66 by PCGS,

with no e.xamples of the date certified finer. You currently won’t

find a finer e.xample of this variety in a PCGS holder, a fact worth

careful consideration when your bidding strategy is planned.

PCGS Population: 6; none finer.
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1152 1878-CC MS-66. A frosty gem with a high degree of lustre and a

nuance ofpale champagne toning. Always popular as the first Car-

son City Mint issue in the Morgan dollar series, especially when

found in gem grades such as represented here.

1153 1878-CC MS-65 (NGC). A frosty gem with a whisper of pale

gold at the centers. Sharply struck. A desirable date from the Car-

son City Mint and the first year of Morgan dollar coinage.

1154 Selection of ANACS-certified Morgan dollars: 1878-CC

MS-63. Lustrous with splashes of reddish gold and blue at the pe-

ripheries a 1880-0 Second 8 Over 7. MS-62. VAM-4. Lustrous,

reddish gold and gold at the obverse periphery, the reverse dis-

plays splashes ofpale gold, reddish gold, and gunmetal-blue at the

periphery 1882-O/S MS-61 (2). VAM-4. One with soft rose

surfaces with splashes of bluish gray and pale magenta at the pe-

ripheries. One with rich mottled gold, sunset orange, blue, and

gray iridescence on the obverse the reverse is mottled gray and

gold with sunset orange at the devices 1884-S AU-55. Lustrous

with mottled pale magenta, gold, and splashes of gunmetal-blue

on both surfaces 1890-CC MS-62. VAM-4. Tail Bar. Lustrous

with splashes of pale magenta 1891 MS-63. VAM-2. Subdued

silver gray with splashes ofgold 1899-S MS-62. VAM-7. Satiny

golden gray surfaces. (Total: 8 pieces)

1155 Group ofPCI-certified Morgan dollars: 1878-CC MS-63.

Lustrous with yellow gold toning at the obverse periphery, the

reverse is pale golden brown with splashes ofblue at the periphery

1879 (2). MS-65. Satiny with some speckled pale golden brown

mostly on the obverse; MS-64. Lustrous with golden toning at the

peripheries 1883 MS-64. Lustrous withjust a whisper ofgolden

toning at the rims 1883-CC MS-64. Lustrous with gold toning

at the rims 1884-CC MS-63. Lustrous with rich golden toning

at the rims 1897-S MS-62. Lustrous with speckled golden brown

and faint gray. (Total: 7 pieces)

1156 Quintette of silver dollars grading MS-65 (NGC): 187H-S.

Lustrous with just a whisper of toning at the rims 1884 (2).

Both are lustrous, one with reddish gold toning at the rims and

the other with pale rose at the obverse periphery, the reverse with

magenta and blue toning at the periphery 1896. Lovely pale

lilac toning at the peripheries 1898. Lustrous with pale golden

gray toning. (Total: 5 pieces)

1157 Sextette ofMorgan dollars: 1878-S MS-64 PL 1880-S MS-

63 PL 1883-CC MS-64 PL 1885 MS-65 1886 MS-64

1893 EF-45. Brownish gray surfaces. All others are lustrous and

attractive with traces of delicate toning. (Total: 6 pieces)

1158 Quintette ofMint State Morgan dollars: 1878-S MS-62. Lus-

trous with golden orange toning at the peripheries. Housed in a

Redfield holder 188()-CC MS-63. Frosty lustre, housed in a

GSA holder 1882-CC (2). MS-64. Satiny lustre; MS-63. Deep

rich crescent toning at the obverse rim. Both are housed in GSA

holders 1884-CC MS-63. Lustrous and attractive with golden

toning on the obverse, while the reverse is brilliant and somewhat

reflective. Housed in a GSA holder. (Total: 5 pieces)

1159 1879 MS-65 (NGC). A lovely gem with explosive cartwheel lus-

tre and rich rose iridescence on both sides.

1160 Quintette ofMorgan dollars grading MS-65 (ANACS):

1879. Lustrous with splashes of pale magenta and blue at the rims

1880-S. Rose-gray over somewhat reflective surfaces 1882-

O. Lovely rose, orange, and gray toning over both surfaces 1899.

Lustrous withjust a whisper of golden rose at the rims 1903.

Lustrous with splashes ofreddish gold and blue at the peripheries.

(Total: 5 pieces)

1161 Sextette of PCGS-certified silver dollars: 1879 MS-63

1880-S MS-65 1883-0 MS-65 1885 MS-65 1896 MS-65

1899-0 MS-66. All are lustrous and attractive withjust a whis-

per of delicate toning here and there. (Total: 6 pieces)

1162 Octette ofPCGS-certified Morgan dollars: 1879 MS-63

1881 MS-62 1882 MS-62 1882-CC MS-63 1882-0 MS-

62 DMPL 1883-CC MS-63 1891 -S MS-64 1904-0 MS-

64 PL. All are lustrous and attractive with some displaying delicate

toning. (Total: 8 pieces)

1163 Quintette ofMorgan dollars grading MS-63: 1879. Satiny

with golden toning at the peripheries and splashes ofblue 1885-

S. Satiny lustre with golden toning at the peripheries 1889-S.

Lustrous withjust a whisper of delicate toning 1890-0. Satiny

with a splash of pale red at the obverse periphery 1891-0. Sat-

iny with splashes ofgolden and blue toning at the obverse periph-

ery. (Total: 5 pieces)
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Choice Uncirculated 1879-CC/CC $1

1164 1879-CC Large CC over Small CC or “Capped Die.” MS-
63 (NGC). Satiny silver gray with a burst offaint golden toning in

Miss Liberty’s tresses. A sharp and pleasing example for the grade,

a coin that is perhaps just a few faint marks from a much finer

grade. A scarce and desirable issue from the Carson City Mint.

Once called the “Capped Die” variety, it is now named as it should

be, a Large CC over Small CC mintmark variety. Always desir-

able. always elusive, and always certain to find a new home when
presented as choice as the present specimen.

1165 Sextette ofMorgan dollars: 1879-CC Large CC Over Small

CC. AU-58. Lustrous 1880-0 AU-58. Lustrous with delicate

golden toning 1882-O/S AU-58. Lustrous golden surfaces

1890-CC MS-63. Dipped tt 1891 MS-63. Lustrous with splashes

of faint golden brown and bluish gray mostly at the peripheries

1893-CC AU-50. Lightly cleaned at one time. (Total: 6 pieces)

1166 Sextette of silver dollars: 1897-CC Large CC Over Small

CC. AU-50. Lightly cleaned at one time 1883-S MS-60.

Cleaned 1887-S MS-60. Lightly hairlined 1893 MS-60.

Lightly cleaned 1894-S MS-60. Lightly cleaned 1921 Peace.

MS-60. Light pitting. (Total: 6 pieces)

Choice Mint State 1879-CC Morgan $1

Normal Mintmark Variety

1167 1879-CC Normal Mintmark. MS-64 (NGC). A pleasing ex-

ample of the date and grade combination. The frosty motifs and

satiny, somewhat prootlike fields display a dash of warm irides-

cent gold toning, especially on the reverse. Ofall the Morgan dol-

lars issues from the Carson City Mint, only the 1889-CC rarity is

more important than the present date. Choice for the grade.

1168 1879-S 3rd Reverse. MS-67 (NGC). A lovely gem in all re-

gards. The fields are intermediate betw'een reflective and satiny,

and the frosty motifs make a nice contrast. Add a hint of pale gold

at the rims and this lovely gem “has it all.”

1169 1879-S 3rd Reverse. MS-67 (PCGS). A satiny gem with frosted

motifs and hghtly reflective fields. A blush ofpale champagne graces

the central highlights.

1170 1879-S 3rd Reverse. MS-67 (PCGS). A lustrous gem with bursts

ofpale champagne that delight the viewer’s eye. Somewhat reflec-

tive in the fields and modestly frosted on the devices.

1171 1879-S 3rd Reverse. .MS-65 (PCGS). Highly lustrous and fully

brilhant with a crisp halo of faint yellow at the rims. Housed in a

first generation PCGS holder and far superior to the average MS-
65 seen in the marketplace today.

From the Charles River Collection. Earlier from Superior’s sale of the

Jascha Fleifetz Collection, October 1989, Lot 2509.

1172 Sextette of silver dollars grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1879-S

3rd Reverse. Lustrous with splashes ofgolden brown 1886. Lus-

trous with golden gray iridescence on most ofthe obverse 1887.

Lustrous with golden toning at the rims 1898-0. Satiny lustre

1902-0. Lustrous with delicate silver gray toning 1904-0.

Lustrous. (Total: 6 pieces)
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1173 Octette of silver dollars grading MS-65 (NGC): 1879-S

3rd Reverse. (2). Both are lustrous, one with splashes of reddish

gold toning at the rims, the other with lavender and gold at the

obverse rim and splashes ofgold and rose at the reverse periphery

188()-S. Lustrous with reddish gold at the obverse periphery

and soft lilac at the reverse rim 1881-S (3). Each is lustrous, one

with delicate golden toning at the rims, the third with gold and

magenta at the peripheries 1882-S. Lustrous with golden and

lilac toning at the peripheries 1921 Morgan. Lustrous and at-

tractive. (Total: 8 pieces)

1174 1880-CC MS-65 (NGC). A satiny, lustrous gem with a nuance

of pale rose at the physical centers. Choice for the grade, and al-

ways popular owing to its issuing mint.

1175 Quartette of PCGS-certified Morgan dollars; 1880-CC

MS-63 1885-CC MS-63 1886-S MS-63 PL 1899-S MS-

64. Each is lustrous and attractive with just a whisper of delicate

toning. (Total; 4 pieces)

1176 Quartette of certified Morgan dollars: 1880/79-S MS-65

(ANACS). VAM-9. Lustrous with a crescent of gold and blue on

the obverse, the reverse with golden toning at the periphery

1880-S MS-66 (ANACS). VAM-1 1. Lustrous with rose, pale ma-

genta, and gunmetal-blue at the obverse periphery, the reverse with

golden toning at the periphery 1902 MS-65 (ANACS). Lus-

trous with rich reddish gold and bluish gray toning mostly at the

peripheries 1921-D MS-65 (PCI). Lustrous with splashes of

speckled pale brownish gray. (Total: 4 pieces)

Lovely Gem Cameo Proof 1881 Silver $1

Among HalfDozen Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1177 1881 Proof-68 Cameo (NGC). A stunning gem cameo Proof

Morgan dollar. The frosty motifs and deeply mirrored fields ex-

hibit just a whisper of faint gold at the rims. Sharp and enticing, as

Proofs of the date should be! The present coin is one ot just six

Proofexamples of the date certified at the Proof-68 Cameo grade

level, with no specimens graded finer within the Cameo designa-

tion. From a Proof mintage for the date of 984 pieces, with the

present coin easily one of the finest survivors from that mintage

currently extant. An exciting gem that may very well entice per-

spective bidders to new levels when the bidding activity begins!

NGC Census: 6; none finer within the designation.
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Impressive Proof 1881 Morgan $1

(2x photo)

1178 1881 Proof-68 (NGC). A lovely gem with strong mint brilliance

at the centers and wisps ofsmoky pale topaz at the rims. The frosty

motifs and mirrored fields show distinct cameo contrast, though

such IS not noted on the holder. Cameo contrast aside, the present

coin is e.xceeded in grade byjust two NGC-certified pieces within

the Proof designation. In short, about as fine a ProofMorgan dol-

lar you may ever locate of any date.

NC;C Census: 5; 2 finer within the designation (Proof-69).

1179 1881-CC MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty gem with gorgeous cameo

contrast. The devices are frosted, the fields are satiny, and a nu-

ance of pale golden toning graces both sides.

1 180 1881-CC MS-65 (NGC). Frosty and lustrous with a whisper of

pale violet m .Miss Liberty’s tresses. A toning spot is noted on the

eagle'^ dexter wing on the reverse. Sharply struck save for at the

group of leaves above LL in DOLLAR on the reverse.

1181 1881-CC MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty com with strong lustre and

grand eye appeal. Just a whisper of pale gold can be seen at the

reverse center.

What may be the remnants of other numerals—or simply die roughness

—

can be seen in the upper loops of the 8s in the date.

1182 1881-0 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty gem with essentially brilliant

centers that give way to pale lilac and violet iridescence at the rims.

Somewhat cameo-like in appearance, with satiny fields that dis-

play the frosty motifs to their full advantage. Absolutely choice for

the grade, both aesthetically and physically.

1183 Trio of Morgan dollars grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1881-S

PL. Reflective with splashes offaint golden gray 1889. Lustrous

rose-gray obverse while the reverse is satiny silver gray 1897-S.

Satiny lustre with a splash of pale gold on the obverse. (Total: 3

pieces)

1184 Three certified Carson City Morgan dollars, all MS-65:

1882-CC (NGC). Lustrous and attractive 1883-CC (PCGS).

Frosty surfaces with mottled pale reddish brown and bluish cre.s-

cent toning on the obverse with mottled reddish brown on the

reverse 1884-CC (NGC). Lustrous with delicate champagne

toning on both surfaces with a splash of deep rich toning at the

reverse rim. (Total: 3 pieces)

1185 Trio of Carson City dollars, housed in G.S.A. holders:

1882-CC MS-63 DMPL. Reflective with frosted devices 1883-

CC MS-63. Satiny lustre 1884-CC MS-63 PL. Reflective with

lightly frosted devices. (Total: 3 pieces)

1186 1882-S MS-67 (PCGS). Strong cartwheel lustre radiates vividly

beneath pale champagne toning. Sharply struck and nearly prooflike

in appearance.

1187 1882-S MS-65 DPL (NGC). A bright and lustrous Morgan dol-

lar with just a nuance ofpale gold in the dentils. Sharp and appeal-

ing with a decent amount of contrast between the lightly frosted

motifs and the moderately mirrored fields.
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1198 1885-CC MS-65 (NGC). Lively lustre and delightful eye appeal.

The devices are frosted and the fields are mildly reflective, form-

ing a pleasing cameo effect on both sides.

1192 1883-S MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty and lustrous specimen with

strong mint brilliance that plays well with pale rose and faint golden

1188 Quartette ofMorgan dollars grading MS-65 (NGC): 1883.

Lustrous with golden toning at the peripheries 1884. Satiny with

golden hues at the peripheries 1900. Soft satiny silver gray sur-

faces with a few toning spots noted on the obverse at star 2 1902.

Lustrous with splashes offtint mottled golden brown toning mostly

on the obverse. (Total: 4 pieces)

1189 1883-0 MS-65 DMPL (PCGS). Modestly frosted motifs and well-

mirrored fields display a hint of pale champagne toning.

highlights. A scarce date at choice Mint State and finer, as is com-

mon knowledge among advanced Morgan dollar specialists.

1193 1883-S MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous and chiefly brilliant with some

rich rose iridescence at the rims. An attractive example ofthe date,

especially for the assigned grade. A scarce date in Mint State grades.

1194 1884-CC MS-65. G.S.A. holder. Lustrous and frosty with a hint

of pale gold on both sides. These are suddenly very popular in

today’s marketplace.

1195 Quartette of Carson City Morgan dollars: 1884-CC MS-

64 DMPL. Reflective fields with deeply frosted devices and a touch

of rose-gold at the peripheries 1885-CC MS-62 DMPL. Re-

flective with splashes ofgolden toning at the peripheries 1890-

CC MS-63. Satiny with a splash ofgolden brown and blue at both

the obverse and reverse rim 1892-CC MS-6(), finer for sharp-

ness, portions of the obverse lightly brushed at one time. Obverse

periphery with rose and splashes ofgolden toning, the reverse with

just a whisper of rose. (Total: 4 pieces)

1196 Quintette ofbranch mint Morgan dollars: 1884-S AU-58.

Lustrous with soft golden gray surfaces tir 1892-S EF-40. Brown-

ish gray surfaces 1897-0 AU-58. Satiny lustre 1902-S AU-

58. Lustrous golden gray surfaces 1903-S VF-30. Lilac-gray sur-

faces. (Total: 5 pieces)

1197 1885 MS-65 DPL (NGC). A satiny and lustrous gem with lightly

frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields. A nuance of pale rose

highlights Miss Liberty’s tresses.

1190 1883-0 MS-64 (PCGS). An explosive rainbow of bright gold,

crimson, peach, sea green, violet, and other colorful shades too

numerous to mention adorn the obverse ofthis lustrous and satiny

beauty, while the reverse is nearly fully brilliant with just a hint of

the colorful rainbow toning at the bottom rim.

Choice MS-64 1883-S Morgan $1

1191 1883-S MS-64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous and nearly fully brilliant,

with just a nuance of rich golden toning at the rims. A pleasing ex-

ample of a date that hits “key” status within the Morgan dollar se-

ries at MS-63 or finer, despite a generous mintage for the date of

more than 6.2 million pieces. Virtually the entire mintage went into

circulation at one time or another, with choice and gem Mint State

specimens objects ofgreat desire in today’s numismatic marketplace.

A lovely coin that wears the mantle of the grade admirably.
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1199 1885-0 MS-67 (PCGS). A satiny gem with intense cartwheel

lustre that fairly leaps from the pristine surfaces. Sharply struck

and aesthetically appealing, with a nuance of pale champagne on

the design high points.

1200 1885-0 MS-67 (NGC). Extraordinary cartwheel lustre spins viv-

idly on satiny surfaces. Full mint brilliance at the centers gives way

to intense halos of rich gold, crimson, and electric blue on the

obverse, with fainter rose and peach at the reverse periphery.

Sharply struck for the date.

1201 1886 MS-67 (PCGS). Highly lustrous with bright, satiny surfaces

and a nuance ofpale champagne iridescence. A pleasing gem.

Choice Mint State 1886-0 $1 Rarity

MS-64 DMPL PCGS
Among Top Four Examples Certified by PCGS

1202

1886-0 MS-64 DMPL (PCGS). Frosted motifs and mirrored

fields display a warm pale golden sheen. Sharp and appealing, es-

pecially for the issuing mint; this date is often found lacking much

central details, especially above Miss Liberty’s ear, but not so here.

As the new Bowers Morgan dollar reference notes: “The 1886-0

dollars are very common in worn grades today and exceedingly

rare in choice to gem Mint State. Most of all were released in the

19th century or melted in 1918, and few were ever saved for nu-

mismatic purposes. Regarding prooflike coins such as the present

specimen, the Bowers reference notes “rare with prooflike sur-

face on one side or the other. DMPL coins exist and are exceed-

ingly rare and desirable if in high grades with good eye appeal.”

One look at the present specimen will convince you that this defi-

nitely is one of those prized high-grade rarities with good eye ap-

peal that Bowers refers to. Absolutely choice for the assigned grade,

and worthy of strong bidding pursuit as such.

PCGS Population: 3; 1 finer within the designation {MS-67 DMPL).

PCGS holder marked ‘‘Jack Lee 2. ”
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1203 1886-0 MS-62 (PCGS). A satiny specimen with frosty motifs,

somewhat reflective fields, and a wealth of pale gold toning on

both sides. Just a few stray marks from a much finer grade, and

certainly well above average for the assigned grade where quality

and eye appeal are concerned. A scarce date in Mint State, one

whose value increases dramatically above MS-62, while its avail-

ability decreases dramatically. A lovely coin that should satisfy just

about any Morgan dollar collector.

1204 Octette of 1887 Morgan dollars: MS-66 (NGC). VAM-12.

Doubled Die Obverse, “Gator Eye” variety. Lustrous with a splash

of golden brown on the obverse. One of the “Top 100” VAM
varieties Uncertified examples ofthe date (7). Grades MS-62 to

MS-64. All are lustrous with a few displaying various shades of

golden toning. (Total: 8 pieces)

1205 1887 MS-65 DPL (NGC). A satiny gem with strong cartwheel

lustre. The devices are hghtly frosted and the fields are mirrored

though somewhat satiny, while deep gold and neon blue halos

gather at the rims. A visually impressive coin.

1206 1887-S MS-65 (ANACS). A highly lustrous gem with brilliant

centers that give way to halos of rich peach and pale violet at the

rims. Nicely struck.
^

1207 Pair ofMorgan dollars grading MS-66 (NGC): 1888. Lus-

trous with splashes offaint reddish gold at the peripheries 1900-

O. Lustrous with reddish orange and gold toning at the peripher-

ies. (Total: 2 pieces)

1208

1888-0 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny and lustrous gem with just a

nuance of pale champagne toning that is boldest on the obverse.

1209

Trio ofMorgan dollars grading MS-64 (ANACS): 1880-0

DMPL. Reflective with splashes of pale rose and gunmetal-blue

at the peripheries 1889-0. Satiny with golden brown and blue

toning at the obverse periphery while the reverse periphery dis-

plays reddish gold and gold toning 1898-S. BJeh golden and

blue toning at the peripheries. (Total: 3 pieces)

1210

Quintette of Mint State Morgan dollars: 1888-S MS-62.

Satiny surfaces with rose-gray obverse 1890-0 MS-6L Lustrous

with rose-gold surfaces 1892 MS-62. Satiny with a splash of

pale magenta at the obverse rim 1892-0 MS-62. Lustrous with

sea green obverse, the reverse with just a whisper of gold at the

rim 1894-S MS-62. Lustrous with rose-gray and rose-gold on

the obverse, the reverse with just a whisper of toning. (Total: 5

pieces)

Lustrous Choice AU 1889-CC $1

1211 1889-CC AU-58 (NGC). A high degree of lustre and a hint of

pale gold graces the satiny surfaces of this attractive key date Mor-

gan dollar issue. One of the great rarities in the Morgan dollar

series, a coin that takes a back seat just to the 1895 Proof-only and

1893-S issues. Far and away the rarest of the Carson City Mint

issues in the design type, and eagerly sought in all grades as such.

The present coin is somewhat remarkable in that the surfaces are

satiny; this is.sue is often found with prooflike fields. Choice for

the grade.
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Key Date 1889-CC $1

1212 1889-CC AU-50. Medium silver gray with strong lustre and a

nuance ot pale golden toning. A few taint circulation marks arc

present, as should be expected, but the overall integrity of this at-

tractive 18H9-CC Morgan doUar rarity is essentially unaffected.

Far and away the most important Morgan dollar issue from the

Carson City Mint, and one of the rarest dates in the series overall.

A popular date in a popular grade.

1214 1890-CC MS-65 DMPL (PCI). Frosty motifs and mirrored fields

display a nuance of faint gold, especially at the centers. Undeni-

ably in quality, and accurately called DMPL. Rare as such.

1213 1890 MS-65 (NGC). A satiny and lustrous gem, fully brilliant

and attractively presented.

Gem Uncirculated DMPL 1890-CC $1

Lustrous Gem Uncirculated 1890-CC $1

1215 1890-CC MS-65 (NGC). A frosty and lustrous example of this

popular Carson City Mint issue, here with lightly frosted motifs

and satiny, somewhat reflective fields. While nearly four dozen

examples of this date have been called MS-65 by NGC, just two

examples of the date have received a finer grade from that organi-

zation. Gem quality all the way!

NGC Census: 43; 2 finer within any designation (MS-66 fine.st).

1217 1890-S MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem, a coin possessed of ex-

traordinary physical quality and delightful eye appeal, one that easily

measures up to the assigned grade. Intense cartwheel lustre spins

vividly beneath rich violet and lilac on the obver.se, while the re-

verse is adorned with deepening shades of gold and indigo. Just

five examples of this date have been certified finer by PCGS.

Choice for the grade.

PCGS Population: 96; 5 finer (MS-67 finest).

1218 1890-S MS-65 (NGC). Fully brilliant with strong cartwheel lus-

tre and a nuance of pale gold on both sides.

Gem Uncirculated 1890-S Morgan $1

1216 1890-CC MS-64 (PCGS). A high degree oflustre graces the sat-

iny silver gray surfaces of this lovely coin. Rich halos of warm
golden toning gather at the rims.
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Frosty Gem Uncirculated 1891-CC $1

Spitting Eagle Variety

1219 1891-CC VAM-3.SpittingEagle. MS-65 (NGC). A frosty gem
specimen with intense cartwheel lustre, a sharp strike, and a whis-

per of pale golden toning at the centers. The popular “Spitting

Eagle” variety, so named owing to a die chip in the area of the

eagle’s beak.

Gem Uncirculated 1891-CC Morgan $1

Spitting Eagle Variety

1220 1891-CC VAM-3. Spitting Eagle. MS-65 (PCI). A frosty and

satiny gem with intense cartwheel lustre and a blush offaint golden

iridescence. A smooth and enticing specimen with a satiny, un-

blemished appearance at Miss Liberty’s cheek and portrait, and

the mention of any other marks or blemishes would be, literally, a

study in nit picking. In short, a lovely gem that will be greatly

enjoyed by its next owner.

1221 1891-CC MS-64. A particularly pleasing example of this popular

Carson City Mint issue. The devices are frosted, while the fields

are somewhat satiny. Both sides display a rich array of pale peach,

lilac, and electric blue iridescence. An aesthetic treat in all regards.

Impressive Gem Proof 1892 Morgan $1

1222 1892 Proof-67 (NGC). Strong underlying lustre on frosty motifs

and mirrored fields. Deep golden gray on the obverse with pale

lilac and golden iridescence on Miss Liberty’s portrait, while the

reverse is a haunting pastiche of violet, electric blue, and rose. A
stunning gem Proof survivor from a fairly sizable Proof mintage

for the date of 1,245 pieces, a large number that can no doubt be

accounted for by the introduction of the Barber coinage series in

1892; many first year of issue Barber pieces were ordered in com-

plete Proof sets of the date. Just four examples of the date have

received Proofgrades from NGC.
NGC Census: 16; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-68 finest).

1223 Pair of Morgan silver dollars: 1892 MS-63. Lustrous rose-

gray toning on both surfaces 1903-0 MS-65. Lustrous and at-

tractive with just a hint of delicate toning. (Total: 2 pieces)

Gem Mint State 1892-CC $1

1224 1892-CC MS-65 (NGC). A frosty gem specimen from the

penultimate year ofMorgan dollar coinage at the Carson City Mint.

Lively lustre spins broadly on frosted motifs and somewhat satiny

and slightly reflective fields, while a rich dusting of pale heather

and violet gathers at the rims. Always desirable in all grades, with

nicely struck gem specimens of the date (such as the present coin)

at the top of the popularity’ list.
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Ciotn Uncirculated 1892-CC $1

1225

1892-CC MS-65 (PCI). A highly lustrous ami fully frosted gem
with just a whisper of faint golden toning in Miss Liberty’s tresses.

A touch of striking weakness is seen at the obverse center, located,

naturally, in the hairlines immediately above Miss Liberty’s ear;

this weakness is typical for the date, and specimens often come

with an even weaker strike. A pleasing gem in all regards.

1226

1892-S AU-50 (NGC). Lustrous medium gray with deep golden

gray halos at the rims. A scarce and popular date that begins to

increase rapidly in desirability (and value) at AU or finer. A few

faint marks present, none of which cause the viewer’s eye to lin-

ger. A pleasing collector grade example of this popular key issue.

1227

1893 MS-64 (ANACS). Fully brilliant and highly lustrous with

splashes of rich gold, violet, and rose iridescence near the rims. A
lovely example of this popular key Philadelphia Mint issue.

1228

1893 MS-63 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous with a wealth of rich

golden toning m Miss Liberty’s tresses, and with a splash of the

same at the top of the reverse. A popular low-mintage Philadel-

phia Mint issue in all grades.

Choice Uncirculated 1893-CC $1

1229

1893-CC MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty coin with strong lustre, a nice

strike, and a whisper offaint rose toning. The obverse ofthis popu-

lar issue from the last year of Carson City Mint production easily

warrants the assigned grade, and the reverse is even finer yet! Eas-

ily the third most desirable of the Carson City Morgan dollar is-

sues (at least in our experience), taking a back seat to only the clas-

sic 1889-CC and 1879-CC rarities. It is worth noting here that

just seven examples of the date have been graded finer than the

present coin by PCGS. Certain to bring a smile to the face of its

next owner.

Choice Mint State 1893-CC Morgan $1
1230

1893-CC MS-63 (ANACS). Satiny and highly lustrous medium

silver gray with bright golden iridescence on the obverse, and with

deeper gold and slate toning in the recesses of the reverse. The

final Morgan dollar issue from the fabled and short-lived (1870-

1893) Carson City Mint.
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Lustrous Uncirculated 1893-CC Morgan $1

1231 1893-CC MS-62 (NGC). A bright and lustrous specimen with a

pale sheen of rose iridescence on the reverse. The devices are

slightly more frosty than the fields, making for a modest yet entic-

ing cameo contrast. A few stray marks from a finer grade, espe-

cially on the reverse. Lightly struck at the centers, as often seen for

this terminal date from the Carson City Mint.

Elusive 1893-S $1 Rarity

Solid Collector Grade

1232 1893-S EF-40 (NGC). Lively medium silver gray surfaces dis-

play a sufficient degree oflustre and some delightful champagne

highlights. A few faint marks are noted, as should be expected

from a coin that spent some time in circulation, but the overall

physical quality still beckons. A prized rarity, a date that is sec-

ond to the 1895 Proof-only Morgan dollar in both rarity and

desirability.

1233 1893-S AG-3 (PCGS). Medium lilac-gray. A well-circulated yet

surprisingly unmarked example of the “crown prince” of the

Morgan dollar series (the Proof-only 1895 rarity is the “King” of

Morgan dollars; the 1893-S must surely be a ranking member of

the Morgan dollar “royal family”). The only mark of merit is a

faint, long-ago toned reverse scratch, otherwise this specimen is

remarkably “clean” for the grade. Though only AG-3, we suspect

that strong bidding activity will prevail when this specimen enters

the auction arena.

About Uncirculated Key Date 1894 $1

1234 1894 AU-50 (PCGS). A high degree oflustre graces the satiny

silver gray surfaces of this key date from the Philadelphia Mint. A
splash of pale peach iridescence adorns both sides. One of just

110,000 circulation strikes of the date produced, a low mintage

figure that takes a back seat to the Proof-only 1895 rarity (880

minted) and the 1893-S branch mint rarity (100,000 minted).

1235 1894-S MS-64 (NGC). Highly lustrous and somewhat prooflike

in appearance, with semi-reflective fields and faintly frosted mo-

tifs. Reflective medium steel gray with rich gold and electric blue

highlights gathering towards the rims.

Choice AU 1895-0 Morgan $1

1236 1895-0 AU-58 (NGC). A bright and lustrous specimen with a

whisper of faint champagne toning. Devoid of heavy marks, and

choice for the grade as such. A scarce and popular branch mint

issue, one ofjust 450,000 examples of the date struck. Some cen-

tral striking weakness is noted, as is almost always the case for this

date. A scarce date about which the Bowers reference noted, “the

1895-0 emerged as the single circulation strike variety that is not

known to have been a part ofany Treasury releases via bags,” which

points out the rarity of the date in Mint State grades. Choice AU
specimens such as the present coin are often acquired, even by

advanced Morgan dollar specialists owing to the rarity of the date

in attractive Mint State grades.
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1237 1895-0 AU-55 (NGC). A lightly circulated deep golden speci-

men with plenty of underlying lustre.

1238 1897 Proof-62 (PCGS). Deeply toned in gold and slate. One of

731 Proofs of the date produced.

Satiny Gem 1898-S $1

1239 1898-S MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny gem with bold underlying lus-

tre on lively pale champagne surfaces. The strike is sharp, the sur-

faces are “clean,” and the eye appeal is more than gratifying.

Impressive Gem Cameo Proof 1899 $1

1240 1899 Proof-67 Cameo (NGC). A splendidly attractive gem Proof

Morgan dollar of the finest order. The lightly frosted motifs and

deeply mirrored fields display strong underlying silver brilliance

with faint gold and lilac neon iridescence on both sides. A sharp

and lovely gem cameo Proof Morgan dollar that holds up to care-

ful and purposeful scrutiny, and one that has been closely held off

the market for over 10 years.

Nt;C Census: 8; 5 finer within designation (l’roof-6H CAM finest)

From the Charles Riivr Collection.

Gem Proof 1899 Morgan $1

Proof-65 DCAM PCGS
Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

(2x photo)

1241 1899 Proof-65 Deep Cameo (PCGS). Pleasantly frosted motifs

and deeply mirrored fields display a hint of pale gold and heavy

cameo contrast on both sides, the contrast heaviest on the reverse.

From a Proofmintage for the date of 846 pieces. The present gem

is tied for finest certified by PCGS within the DCAM designa-

tion. Indeed, just four DCAM examples of the date have been cer-

tified by PCGS.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer w'ithin the designation.
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Splendid Gem Proof 1900 $1

Proof-68 CAMEO NGC
None Grade Finer by NGC

(2x

1242 1900 Proof-68 Cameo (NGC). A stunning gem cameo Proofin

all regards. The frosted motifs and mirrored fields form a stark and

enticing contrast, and a faint nuance of pale gold at the dentils

adds to the overall appeal. One of912 Proofs of the date struck, as

well as one ot a halt dozen examples of the date certified at the

present grade with none graded finer by NGC within any desig-

nation. As close to perfection as one is likely to encounter for the

date, and worthy of strong bidding support by any standards.

NGC Census: 6; none finer within any designation.

1243 1900-0/CC MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny specimen with explosive

lustre that bespeaks a finer grade. Some faint rose iridescence is

seen on both sides. An ever-popular variety that never fails to elicit

strong bidding activity.

1244 1900-S MS-65 (NGC). Heavy cartwheel lustre spins broadly on

the satiny, brilliant surfaces ofthis popular branch mint issue. Nicely

struck for the date. Somewhat proofhke m the fields.
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Gem Uncirculated 1901 Morgan $1 Rarity

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

(2x photo)

1245

1901 MS-65 (NGC). A satiny, highly lustrous gem with faint

champagne highlights. The surfaces reveal some faint “orange

peel” texture in places, a signal that the dies were becoming worn.

This did not affect the sharpness of the present specimen how-

ever, as the details are fairly sharp in all areas of the design. Re-

garding the present date, David Bowers noted in The Official Red

Book of Morgan Silver Dollars “among circulation strike coins in

the Morgan series, the 1901 is second only the 1896-0 in terms

of absolute rarity at the gem level.” No amount of superlatives

on our part can convey the rarity of the date in gem Mint State,

as here, and indeed, virtually all Morgan dollar specialists are well

aware of the fact. No only is the present coin among the rarest ot

all Morgan dollar issues as noted above, but the present speci-

men is one of just four examples called MS-65 by NGC with

none graded finer!

NGC Census: 4; none finer.

Uncirculated 1901 Morgan $1

1246

1901 MS-61 (ANACS). Sweeping cartwheel lustre graces the sat-

iny pale rose surfaces. A halo of deep crimson and electric blue

gathers at the reverse dentils. A prized rarity in Mint State, this

despite a mintage ofmore than 6.9 million pieces. While available

m lower Mint State grades with some regularity, the 1901 Morgan

dollar is still considered a formidable date, at even, “just” MS-61

as olTered here.

1247

1901 AU-58 (NGC). Highly lustrous and fully brilliant, a pleasing

coin for the grade. Always desirable in any grade that approaches

Mint State; at the Mint State level the date becomes a notable rarity.

1248

1901-0 MS-66 (PCGS). Vivid sea green, light blue, pale violet,

and deep sunset gold iridescence graces the obverse of this satiny

gem, while the reverse is mainly a mix ofblue, violet, and sea green,

just three examples ofthis date have been certified finer by PCGS.
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1249 1901-0 l\/lS-65 (NCIC'). A vividly toned gem with a rich bouquet

ot violet, neon blue, rose, and gold on the obverse, while the re-

verse displays a brilliant center with deep halos of corresponding

toning at the rims.

1250 1902-S MS-64 (NGC). Fully brilliant and highly lustrous. A few

faint marks are present, though none are deep or overly obvious.

1251 1903-0 MS-65 (NGC). A brilliant and lustrous specimen ofwhat

was once the key date in the Morgan dollar series where Uncircu-

lated grades were concerned. Treasury releases of this date in the

early 1960s made the 1903-0 Morgan dollar affordable to nearly

anyone who desires an example, even when found at the gem level

such as the present coin. Areas of iridescent peach crowd the rims

on both sides.

1252 1904 Proof-60 (ANACS). Some central obverse brilliance gives

way to smoky gray iridescence at the rim, while the reverse is

chiefly iridescent slate gray with some sea blue highlights at the

center. One of650 Proofs produced in the final year that saw Proof

Morgan dollars issued to the collecting community at large.

1253 1904-0 MS-65 DPL (NGC). Reflective fields and Hghtly frosted

motifs display splashes of warm, deep iridescent gold. Halos of

deeper orange gold are beginning to make their mark at the rims.

Lustrous Choice Uncirculated 1904-S $1

1254 1904-S MS-64 (PCGS). A highly lustrous and largely brilliant

specimen of this elusive San Francisco Mint issue. A nuance of

pale champagne can be seen on both sides. Rare in choice Mint

State or finer, despite a sizable mintage for the date ofmore than

2.3 million pieces. Much of that mintage went into the channels

ofcommerce in San Francisco, the end result being a well-respected

scarcity today at MS-64 or finer.

1255 1904-S MS-62 (PCGS). Heavy underlying cartwheel lustre on

pale golden surfaces. Splashes of deep peach and rose adorn the

reverse. A scarce date in Mint State grades.

1256 1921-D MS-65 (PCGS). Satinyand lustrous rose-gray with golden

highlights. A gem example of the only date in the Morgan dollar

series produced at the Denver Mint.

1257 1921-D MS-65 (PCGS). A bright and lustrous gem with a burst

of rich golden iridescence at the rims.

Gem Uncirculated 1921-S Morgan $1

1258 1921-S MS-66 (NGC). A satiny pale champagne gem with a

wealth of underlying cartwheel lustre. Only two examples of the

date have been certified finer than the present gem by NGC.
NGC Census: 28; 2 finer (both MS-67).

1259 1921 Peace. MS-65 (NGC). A highly lustrous example of this

ever-popular High ReliefPeace dollar issue, produced as such only

in the first year of the series, 1921. Pale champagne iridescence on

highly lustrous surfices. A modicum of striking weakness is seen

at the center, as is typical for this date; the present coin offers much
more by way of strike than the typical example of this date.
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1260 CVtetce ol’Mint State silver dollars: 1923 MS-64 1924-S

\lS-t.2 - l-)25-S ms-63 1927 MS-63 1928 MS-63 1934

MS-fi4 ^ 1934-1 > MS-64 1935-S MS-63. All are lustrous with

most having traces of delicate toning, a few with deeper richer

toning. (Total: 8 pieces)

1261 Sextette ofMint State Peace dollars: 1923-S MS-60. Satiny

Sr 1924-S .MS-63. Soft rose-gray surfaces 1925-S MS-63. Lus-

trous with a touch of golden gray 1926-S MS-62. Cleaned

1927-S MS-63. Lustrous with traces offaint gray freckling 1928-

S MS-63. Lustrous golden surfaces. (Total: 6 pieces)

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1925 $1

1262

1925 MS-67 (PCGS). Explosive lustre enhances the satiny, creamy

surfaces of this gem Peace dollar. Wisps of pale sky blue and faint

gold enhance the overall charm and appeal. A solid representation

ofwhat true gem quality in the Peace dollars series should be. Just

one example of the date has been certified finer by PCGS (and

what a beauty that must be).

PCGS Population: 57; 1 finer (MS-68).

1263

1925 MS-66 (PCGS). A lovely gem in all regards. The surfaces

are satiny and free of unsightly marks, while the intense cartwheel

lustre spins broadly beneath a sheen ofpale champagne iridescence.

Gem Uncirculated 1927-D $1

1264 1927-D MS-65 (PCGS). A lustrous and exceptionally beautiful

example of this popular Denver Mint issue. Satiny fields display a

high degree oflustre, tempered by a faint glow ofpale champagne.

Free of marks of consequence, and decidedly choice for the as-

signed grade. PCGS has certified just five examples of this date

finer than the present gem, and those coins must truly be splendid

gems indeed to surpass the quality of this gorgeous 1927-D Peace

dollar.

PCGS Population: 87; 5 finer (MS-66 finest).

1265 1928 MS-64 (NGC). Satiny and lustrous with an even sheen of

pale rose and light blue on both sides. One of 360,649 circulation

strikes of the date produced, far and away the lowest mintage fig-

ure in the Peace dollar series (1921-1935).

Gem Uncirculated 1928-S Peace $1

Among Finest Certified by NGC

1266

1928-S MS-65 (NGC). A high degree of lustre rolls languidly

across the satiny pale lilac surfaces ofthis gem Peace dollar. Splashes

of rich gold and pale peach toning crowd the rims, especially on

the reverse. Fewer than three dozen examples ofthis key San Fran-

cisco Mint date have been called MS-65 by NGC, with just one

1928-S Peace dollar certified finer by that firm. A great opportu-

nity for a Peace dollar enthusiast.

NGC Census: 31; 1 finer (MS-66).
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Choice Uncirculated 1928-S $1

1267 1928-S MS-64 (PCGS). A high degree oflustre cascades broadly

across the pale golden surfaces of this scarce and popular branch

mint issue. Housed in an old style PCGS holder.

Gem Mint State 1934-S Peace $1

1268 1934-S MS-65 (PCGS) . A bright and satiny gem example of this

prominent key date from the Peace dollar series. Decidedly choice,

both physically and aesthetically, and as lovely as the grade—and

our description—implies. Always in demand injust about any grade

from Fine to gem, though gems are definitely in the minority where

surviving specimens are concerned. For the record, fewer than 20

examples of the date have been graded finer than the present coin

by PCGS. An attractive gem 1934-S Peace dollar that will see strong

bidder support when it crosses the auction block.

Choice Uncirculated 1934-S Peace $1

1269 1934-S MS-64 (NGC). A high degree of lustre bursts forth be-

neath pale silver gray iridescence on this satiny 1934-S Peace dol-

lar. Splashes ofdeep silver toning crowd the obverse rim. A lovely

example, for the assigned grade, of this popular key date.

TI^DE DOLLARS

Choice Proof 1874 Trade $1

1270 1874 Proof-64 (NGC). A lovely gem with frosty motifs and deeply

mirrored fields. Rich and warm lilac-gray centers give way to vi-

brant splashes of iridescent blue, rose, gold, peach, and fiery brick

red. One of 700 Proof trade dollars of the date produced, a modest

Proofmintage within the series (eight dates in the series have higher

Proof iTtintages than the present 1874 trade dollar). A welcome ad-

dition to a U.S. type set or for an advanced trade dollar set.

From the Charles River Collection.

1271 1876 Type 1/ 1. MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty specimen with a touch of

pale champagne iridescence on the satiny surfaces. A touch of strik-

ing weakness at Miss Liberty’s head on the obverse and at the eagle’s

claw on the reverse, otherwise a fairly sharp coin in all other areas.

Reverse legends from broken and patched letter punches; the E in UNITED
is broken at the top, the E in STATES is broken at the top and lightly patched at

the bottom, the F in OF is broken at the top, and the E in AMERICA is also

broken at the top. Many of the letters in UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
are missing serifs as well. Curiously, the denomination, TRADE DOLLAR, is

from unbroken and otherwise whole letter punches.

Gem Proof 1876 Trade $1

1272 1876 Type I/II. Proof-65 (PCGS). A satiny golden gray gem

with splashes ofrich peach, rose, and electric blue in the protected

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUARITIES
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ailvl^ V tin* ot 1, 150 I’ruot trade dollars minced during our nation’s

sentenntal vear It is worth noting here that just three l^roof ex-

ainpleN of this ilate have been certified finer than the present coin

bv K t:s.

K'C.S PopuLition: 15; 5 finer within the designation (Proof-66 finest).

1273

1876 Type I/II. Proof-62 Cameo (NGC). An attractive cameo

Froot, especially for the assigned grade. The frosted motifs and

mirrored fields are in lively contrast to each other, and the rims

sport bright and rich golden halos.

Conventional wisdom among trade dollar specialists has it that all Type 1

obverses of 1876 (trailing ends of ribbon with LIBERTY on it point distinctly

to the viewer’s left) have three fingers on the underside of the branch hand,

while all Type II pieces (the aforementioned ribbon ends now point distinctly

downward) have four fingers in the same location. Recently a collector who
specializes in trade dollars sent “jpeg” images to Frank Van Valen of a Proof

1876 trade dollar with Type I obverse that hasfour fingers beneath the branch,

the same as found on Type II pieces ofthe same date. The collector then brought

the coin to Baltimore in March and showed it to Frank who confirmed the new

“discovery” personally. Frank and the coin’s owner then brought it around the

bourse floor to show to several prominent specialists and experts in the trade

dollar series, all ofwhom confirmed that it was, indeed, a new “discovery” in

the series. Now humorously referred to as the “Type 1.5” obverse, it remains to

be seen ifcoins from this “transitional” die are rare or merely have gone unno-

ticed before due to the conventional wisdom that “all” Type I 1876 trade dollars

have three fingers on the branch hand, thus causing collectors to ignore the

obvious. We would be interested to know if there are other “Type 1.5” obverse

coins out there!

Mint State 1876-CC Trade $1

“A Rare Prize”

1274

1876-CC Type I/II. MS-61 (PCGS). Fully brilliant with a blush

of pale gold at the rims. Sharply struck in all areas of the design. A
splendidly lustrous and visually enticing example of this popular

Carson City Mint trade dollar issue. A prized rarity in Uncircu-

lated despite a lofty mintage for the date of 509,(JOO pieces. Re-

garding this date, the oft-quoted Bowers Encyclopedia relates “Con-

sidering all Mint State grades combined, the 1876-CC is the rarest

ot all trade dollars, and even outranks the famous 1878-CX.'. Any
Mint State example ot the 1876-CC is a rare prize.” While 16 ex-

amples of the date have been certified finer than the present speci-

men by PCGS, a “logjam” of MS-62 coins (12 in total) suggests

to this writer that several MS-62 coins have been submitted more
than once in an attempt to get a Mint State-63 certification from

PCGS! Be that as it may, we are greatly pleased to offer the present

“rare prize” for your bidding consideration, but be prepared to

bid liberally, as much attention will undoubtedly be paid to this

lustrous rarity!

PCGS Population: 4; 16 finer (MS-65 finest).

Choice Proof 1877 Trade $1

1275

1877 Proof-64 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields form a

pleasing cameo, though such is not noted on the PCGS holder.

Rich steel gray with splashes of electric blue, peach, violet, and

gold. One of only 510 Proofs of the date struck, far and away the

lowest Proof trade dollar mintage figure in the series (save for, of

course, the 1884 and 1885 rarities).

Lustrous 1877-S Trade Dollar

Choice MS-64

1276

1877-S MS-64 (PCGS). A lustrous and brilliant example of this

popular branch mint issue. A sharp and attractive coin in all re-

gards. Even the so-called “common” dates of the design type are,

at the very least, scarce in choice Mint State, as here, and we sus-

pect that bidding activity on the present lot will bear that out.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lU^RITIES
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Gem Cameo Proof-Only 1879 Trade $1 Gem Cameo Proof 1879 Trade $1

(2x photo)

1277 1879 Proof-67 Cameo (NGC). A bright and splendid gem cameo

Proof trade dollar, sharply struck and visually appealing in all re-

gards. A hint of faint champagne graces the frosty motifs and mir-

rored fields, the toning being slightly more pronounced on the

reverse. A Proof-only issue, one of 1,541 Proofs of the date struck

without attendant circulation strikes (which effectively ended in

1878 in the trade series). Careful examination fails to reveal a det-

rimental mark of any consequence, a sure sign that the present

coin is as glorious as the assigned grade implies. Just two Proof

examples of the date have been certified finer by NGC.
NGC Census: 7; 2 finer within the designation (Prool-t)8 Cameo).

1278 1879 Proof-65 Cameo (NGC). Pale champagne toning graces

the lustrous mirror fields and frosted motifs of this attractive gem

Proof trade dollar. A pleasing gem in all regards, sharply struck

and readily worthy of the assigned grade.

This is one ofthe most evocative cartoons we have seen relating to the

United States trade dollar. Published in Harper’s Weekly on April 25, 1874, it

depicts an American citizen holding a basket, making a purchase with green-

backs, as no silver coins were in circulation at the time. Indeed, silver had

disappeared early in the Civil War, in 1862, and would not reappear in quan-

tity until April 1876. At the same time, American silver coins were being

made in quantity for export to China, with the result that Chinese could

enjoy “hard money” when American citizens could not. This is what trade

dollars were all about. Although trade dollars were made legal tender in the

United States under the Coinage Act of 1873 (such provision was repealed

on July 22, 1876), few such pieces actually circulated domestically.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lU^RITIES
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Splendid Gem Cameo Proof 1880 $1

Froot-68 Cameo NGC
Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

(2x photo)

1279 1880 Proof-68 Cameo (NGC). A high degree of lustre graces

the satiny, reflective mirror fields and frosted motifs of this visu-

ally stunning gem. A sharply struck beauty with a touch of faint

champagne toning on both sides. A truly beautiful gem that is es-

sentially flawless, and consequently among the seven finest ex-

amples of the date certified by NGC within any designation!

NGC Census; 7; none finer within any designation.

Deeply Toned Gem Proof 1880 Trade $1

1280 1880 Proof-65 (NGC). A richly toned gem Proof 1880 trade

dollar. A touch of central mint brilliance on the obverse gives way

to rich lilac-gray and gunmetal-blue on the obverse, while the re-

verse is wholly deep hlac-gray. Sharp and appealing.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Incredible Cameo Proof 1881 Trade $1

Impressive Rainbow Toning

(2x photo)

1281 1881 Proof-68 Cameo (NGC). Chiefly brilliant on the ob-

verse, though a halo of bright and vibrant rainbow toning en-

compasses much of the periphery. The reverse is a vivid display

of bright iridescent peach, gold, crimson, red, violet, blue, and

other shades too numerous to mention. A real “looker” among

Proof trade dollars. Indeed, the present specimen is among the

three finest Proofexamples of the date certified by NGC. If you

enjoy vividly toned 19th-century coins, then you can’t miss with

this beautiful trade dollar!

NGC Census: 1; 2 finer within the designation (Proof-68 Cameo).

Choice Proof 1882 Trade $1

1282 1882 Proof-64 (PCGS). Deep golden brown fields surround

Lightly frosted motifs. The obverse depiction ofLiberty exudes rich,

bold sky blue iridescence, while the reverse is an even blend of

pale electric blue, rose, and faint gold iridescence. Sharply struck

in all places.

Choice Cameo Proof 1883 Trade $1

1283 1883 Proof-63 Cameo (NGC). A sparkling cameo with bright

and frosty design motifs and deeply mirrored fields. Largely bril-

liant but with warm and deep golden iridescence beginning at the

rims. A lovely choice Proofexample of the final collectible date in

the trade dollar series; the 1884 and 1885 rarities are generally not

sought by mainstream collectors, and, indeed, were not even known

to numismatists until the early 1900s. An attractive coin, a visual

prize within the parameters of the assigned grade.

From the Charles River Collection. Earlierjrom Superior's sale of the

Jasha Heifetz Collection, October 1989, Lot 2454.
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V '>iir gold dollar section is tilled with superb quality coins, includ-

ing some troiii the Charles River Collection. High grades abound,

including both t*riK>ts and Mint State coins in grades as high as 67

and 68. .\n 1854 Type 11 piece could potentially fill a large hole (for

a small coin!) m an advanced type set, and a rare 1858 Proof gold

dollar is the sort ofcoin that can define an advanced cabinet. Wliether

pursuing this interesting 4()-year series by date or just as a type col-

lector, the gold dollars offered here are bound to be of interest. All

gold dollar photos arc 2x.

Choice Uncirculated 1849 Gold Dollar

Small Head, No L Variety

1284 1849 Small Head, No L on Truncation. MS-64 (NGC). A
satiny deep golden specimen with strong lustre and rich orange

highlights. A sharp and frosty specimen that approaches gem qual-

ity in many respects. A truly grand specimen from the first year of

gold dollar coinage.

Struck from a shattered reverse die, with a heavy break that runs from the

rim at 9:00, across the T in UNITED, and then to the wreath. Another die

crack e.xtends from the nm at 1 1 :00 between the ST in STATES and then to the

tip of the terminal wreath leaf.

1285 Quintette of Type I gold dollars: 1849 L on Truncation,

Closed Wreath. EF-45 1849-0 EF-45 1852 EF-45 1853

(2). AU-50; EF-45. All are attractive with some lustre remaining.

(Total: 5 pieces)

Choice AU 1851-C Gold $1

1286

1851-C AU-58 (NGC). A popular branch mint Type I gold dol-

lar. A few light marks are noted when magnification is applied,

but the overall appeal is quite substantial to the unaided eye. A
popular Charlotte Mint issue.

Choice Uncirculated 1854 Gold Dollar

Popular Type II Issue

1287 1854 Type II. MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty and lustrous honey gold

specimen with a dash ofpale rose iridescence here and there. Struck

from lightly clashed dies; this date in particular often shows much
heavier clash marks. A short-lived design type (1854-1856), one

that is eagerly sought in nearly all grades of preservation. The
present coin is as fine as many e.\amples of the date that we have

seen in MS-65 holders, and is certainly worthy of in-person ex-

amination as such. Please don’t take our word for it, but examine

this beauty and pass your own biddmgjudgment.

1288 Trio of Type II gold dollars grading EF-45: 1854 (2)

1855. Pale yellow gold surfaces with some mint lustre remaining.

(Total: 3 pieces)

Frosty Uncirculated 1855 Gold $1

1289 1855 MS-61 (NGC). Rich orange gold with intense cartwheel

lustre and satiny rose highlights. Nicely struck from lightly clashed

dies. Type 11 gold dollars are always in demand, and a pleasing

specimen (for the grade) such as the present coin should see a round

of spirited bidding activity.

1290 Trio of Type III gold dollars: 1856 Slant 5. EF-45. Golden

gray surfaces 1873 Open 3. EF-40. Golden yellow surfaces with

some lustre remaining. Vertical die file mark on neck. 1874 AU-
58. Lustrous golden surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)
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Incredible Proof 1858 Gold $1 Gem Proof 1863 Gold $1 Rarity

Proof-65 Ultra Cameo NGC NGC Proof-65 Ultra Cameo

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC None Graded Finer by NGC

1291 1858 Proof-65 Ultra Cameo (NGC). Rich and enticing orange

highlights on frosty motifs and deeply mirrored fields. The cameo

contrast is exquisite, as is the overall quality of the present coin.

From an unregistered but probably tiny Proofmintage for the date,

as perhaps nine to 12 or so Proofs can be traced today with any

certainty. The present date is so rare in Proofformat that we would

not be surprised to find that the three listed NGC-certified Proof-

65 Ultra Cameo examples of the date represented at least one

resubmission ofan already certified specimen. Of that we can’t be

certain, but we can definitely be certain ofjust how rare this coin

is. In his ProofEncyclopedia Walter Breen was only able to trace nine

examples. While Breen’s census lists are not always precise, with

some duplication and some pieces missed entirely, they give an

excellent indication ofjust how rare an issue this is in Proof, espe-

cially in gem Proof as here. A prize for an advanced collector.

NGC Census; 3; none finer within the designation.

In 1858, Proof gold coins were often ordered individually from the Mint.

No Mint records from that era exist regarding how many Proofgold coins were

actually sold, but we feel that probably fewer than 20 1858 Proof gold dollars

were actually distributed by the Mint that year.

Scarce 1858-S Gold $1

1292 1858-S AU-58 (NGC). A bright and lustrous honey gold com

with some prooflike reflectivity in the fields. From a mintage for

the date of 10,000 pieces, most ofwhich went into circulation and

remained there for a goodly stay, leaving surviving specimens in

the VF to EF range for today’s collectors. An underappreciated

date (many gold coins from San Francisco fall into the

“underappreciated” category) in a great collectable grade.

1293 1863 Proof-65 Ultra Cameo (NGC). Frosted motifs and deeply

mirrored fields display warm golden highlights on honey gold sur-

face. Some faint sky blue iridescence has graced the deep mirror

fields. A tiny toning fleck is noted on the obverse rim above the O
in OF, and another is seen at the reverse wreath at the inner 2:00

position. Aside from these tiny flecks, the surfaces verge on im-

maculate. From a stated Proof mintage for the date of 50 pieces,

but with perhaps just 12 to 15 or so examples known today. In-

deed, it is thought that a sizeable percentage of the mintage was

melted as unsold and never released. No examples ofthis date have

been certified finer within the Ultra Cameo designation by NGC,
a fact that speaks volumes about the present gem’s rarity. Mint State

coins of the date are perhaps the rarest of the decade, and are sel-

dom found, even when important collections cross the auction

block. As might be expected, additional market pressure is placed

upon the small available supply of Proofs, and we expect to expe-

rience such market pressure when the present gem crosses the auc-

tion block.

NGC Census: 2; none finer within designation.

From the Charles River Collection. Earlier from Superior’s sale ofA
Connoisseur’s Collection, January 1989, Lot 211.

Choice Cameo Proof 1874 Gold $1

Just 20 Proofs Produced

1294 1874 Proof-64 Cameo (NGC). Medium to deep orange gold

with frosty motifs and reflective fields. A few faint hairlines are

visible under low magnification, no doubt the decisive factor in

the coin’s grade. Additionally, some areas of“orange peel” texture

can be seen on both sides. One ofjust 20 Proofs ofthe date struck,

with somewhat fewer than that number known to today’s collect-

ing community. The appearance of the present coin makes for an

exciting opportunity for attentive gold dollar specialists.

NGC Census: 2; 3 finer (Proof-65 Cameo finest).

From the Charles River Collection.
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Exquisite Gem Proof 1877 Gold Dollar

Froot-65 DCAM
Mintage: 20 Pieces

1295 1877 Proof-65 Deep Cameo (PCGS). Intense orange highlights

on heavily trosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields. A splash of

pale rose adds to the intensity of this exquisite gem cameo Proof

gold dollar. From a reported mintage for the date ofjust 20 Proofs,

though the number ot Proofs for the date currently accounted for

leads us to believe that perhaps a few more than 20 were actually

produced, perhaps even on the order of 30 pieces or so. Regard-

less of the actual number distributed, it is thought that just 15 or

so examples ot the date can be traced with any certainty today. A
lovely coin for the grade, one that is just a hairline or two from a

much tmer grade; the mentioned hairhnes are negligible in size

and depth, and are mentioned for accuracy. Regardless, the present

specimen is the only Proof 1877 gold dollar certified by PCGS
within the DCAM category, a sure indicarion ofthe absolute quality

of the present com. Here is one that will both excite and enliven

the bidding activity, which we are certain will be nothing short of

fantastic for this incredible gem.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within the designation.

Superb Choice Cameo Proof 1878 Gold $1

Sole Cameo ProofofDate Certified by PCGS

Gem Cameo Proof 1880 Gold $1 Rarity

Only 36 Struck

1297

1880 Proof-66 Cameo (NGC). A pleasing honey gold cameo with

frosty morifs and mirror fields. The fields display a wealth of pale

ohve and mild orange iridescence. One ofjust 36 Proofs of the date

produced, with a portion of those coined on Valentine’s Day, and

another group coined in September, this according to Mint records

reported by Walter Breen in his Complete Encyclopedia. Of that num-
ber, we suspect that fewer than halfof the mintage can be accounted

for today. For the record, just three Proofs ofthis date have been cer-

tified finer by NGC within any grade designation!

NGC Census: 9; 3 finer within any designation (Proof-68 Cameo finest).

Delightful Gem Uncirculated 1880 Gold $1

The Childs Specimen

1298

1880 MS-67 (PCGS). A blazingly beautiful gem with satiny sur-

faces and incredibly active lustre. A popular low-mintage date from

the final decade of the denomination, one of only 1,600 gold dol-

lars of the date produced. Definitely a remarkable coin in that the

surfaces arefrosty, while the typical example of the date is apt to be

prooflike. Still as gorgeous as when first offered in August 1999,

and easily as exciting and desirable—some things never change!

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Walter H. Childs Collection,

August 1999, Lot 556.

1296 1878 Proof-64 Cameo (PCGS). A splendid coin that readily

approaches gem quality m many respects. The heavily frosted mo-

tifs and deeply mirrored fields display rich peach and gold toning

highlights. A whi.sper here and there of faint sky blue completes

this enchanting picture. The present coin is the only example of

the date called cameo by PCGS, though in all probability,

resubmissions will no doubt draw a few other cameo Proof ex-

amples out of the proverbial woodwork. Still in all, the present

beauty stands alone within the Cameo designation for the time

being, and worthy of serious consideration regardless of future

occurrences.

PCCiS Population; 1; no others certified Cameo in any grade as of this

writing.

Frosty Gem Uncirculated 1881 Gold $1

1299

1881 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny and frosty gem Mint State gold

dollar. Strong cartwheel lustre spins broadly across the bright golden

surfaces, enhanced by splashes of pale rose, peach, and sky blue.

Sharply struck and aesthetically appealing by any measure.
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Incredible Gem Uncirculated 1882 Gold Dollar

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

1303 1883 MS-64 (PCGS). Lustrous honey gold with a nuance offaint

rose iridescence.

1300 1882 MS-68 (PCGS). An incredibly beautiful and physically im-

posing gold dollar. Bright and extremely lustrous honey gold with

frosty, satiny surfaces, a sharp strike, and extraordinary eye appeal!

Once you have studied this particular coin in close detail it will

become readily apparent why no other example of the date has

received a finer grade from PCGS. Easily among the finest known

examples of the date, therefore representing an opportunity for

gold dollar specialists that should not be missed.

PCGS Population: 4; none finer.

Splendid Gem Mint State 1882 Gold $1

1301 1882 MS-67 (PCGS). A spectacular little golden gem with frosty

motifs and delightful cartwheel lustre. Bdch orange frost graces

the protected design areas, imparting an extra touch of “oomph”

to the overall appeal. Gorgeous!

Splendid Gem Proof 1888 Gold $1

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

1304 1888 Proof-67 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous yellow gold with rich

mint brilliance on the frosty devices, causing an extremely lovely

cameo contrast with the deeply mirrored fields. A whisper of pale

orange can be seen on the reverse. From a sizable Proofmintage for

the date of 1,079 coins, ofwhich only a fraction can be accounted

for today. Of those, just three other specimens are deemed equal to

the present coin by PCGS and that firm has not certified a single

finer example. In short, the present 1888 Proofgold dollar is quite

probably within the Condition Census for the date.

PCGS Population: 4; none finer within any designation.

Amazing Gem Uncirculated 1888 Gold $1

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

Frosty Gem Uncirculated 1883 Gold $1

1302 1883 MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty and lustrous gem example of the

date. One of 10,800 circulation strikes of the date produced.

1305 1888 MS-68 (PCGS). A satiny and lustrous gem of impeccable

quality. Warm honey gold with a faint display of rose and yellow

iridescence in the protected areas. A sharply struck gem with full

design details on both sides. Aside from a tiny area of altogether

natural planchet roughness in Miss Liberty’s hair, prolonged scru-

tiny fails to reveal any contact mark or blemish of significance.

Small wonder PCGS decided that this is one of the three finest

Mint State examples of the date they have ever laid eyes on! A true

gem, a coin that would pass the strictest tests for the assigned grade

and still come out with flying colors.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer.
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QUAK I El^ EAC;LES
U hat a ma^iiitu'cut selection ot quarter eagles we present in this

( ./j.'Sio Nu/e! W here else to start but with a particularly choice speci-

men ot the 17V(> No Stars issue, a classic first-year coin and an avidly

sought one year rv pe with a mintage under 1, ()()() pieces. Other early

pieces follow, dated 1804 and 1807, while Christian Gobrecht’s Coro-

net design is represented by both rare dates (like a Mint State 1852 i

Dahlonega coin!) and fine Proof specimens, including several from
]

the Charles River Collection. Bela Lyon Pratt’s unusual incuse de- !

sign of an Indian graces many more pieces, a fine selection that in-
i

eludes a diversity of dates and grades, a long run of this type that
j

includes several specimens of the 1911-D key issue and a few Matte

Proofs that are as desirable as any 20th century coin we can imagine.

Classic 1796 No Stars $2.50 Rarity

Breen 1, Rarity-5

1306 1796 Brccn-1. Rarity-5. No Stars. AU-58 (PCGS). Deep and

sultry orange gold on the obverse with lightly frosted motifs and

somewhat reflective field. The reverse is alive with rich yellow

brightness, and with pale orange iridescence on the high points.

The reverse field is fully proofiike. Some very faint marks arc

noted on either side, none of them worthy of individual men-

tion, and none ofthem equal to the task ofdisturbing the overall

appeal of this attractive specimen. From a tiny mintage for the

date ofjust 963 pieces, one of the smallest production figures in

the design type, or ofthe entire American series. A desirable one-

year type — later in the year 13 stars were added to the obverse

design. (Regarding stars, there are 16 in the reverse motif above

the eagle’s head, representing the 16 states in the Union by 1796.)

Fewer than a half dozen examples of this rarity have been certi-

fied at a finer grade than the present coin by PCGS, but eye ap-

peal should be a more important determinate than numerical

grade, as some high-grade pieces arc actually flawed in one way

or other. A rare quarter eagle in a popular collecting grade, a speci-

men that shows a wealth of eye appeal and would ideally repre-

sent this classic rarity in a collection of any description.

PCGS Population: 27; 5 finer (MS-65 finest).
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Impressive 1804 Quarter Eagle

14 Stars Reverse

(2x plioto)

1307

1804 Breen-1. Rarity-4. 14 Star Reverse. AU-58 (PCGS).

Sparkling deep gold with some olive and rose highlights. A nicely

struck specimen with a few faint, scattered marks, none worthy of

individual description. Absolutely pleasing in all regards.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale ofJuly 2002, Lot 694; ex William

Waber.

Mint State 1807 Quarter Eagle

Final Date ofDesign Type

1308

1807 Breen-1. Rarity-3. MS-61 (NGC) Lustrous olive-gold

with strong yellow frost in the protected areas. Nicely struck for

the date (and type) with only a tad ofweakness at the central de-

vices. A few light marks are noted, none of them individually re-

sponsible for the assigned grade. Indeed, the present coin is a

“peach” within today’s parameters for the assigned grade. Typi-

cally found at well-circulated levels, anything even approaching

Mint State within the date (or design type) is truly something rare.

From the final year of Robert Scot’s design, which began in the

first year of the denomination, 1796. The mintage for the date,

6,812 pieces, is the highest recorded mintage of the type—in most

other series or design types, the same mintage figure would regis-

ter among the lowest recorded mintages!

This design type by Robert Scot, referred to as Capped Bust to Right in A

Guide Book of United Stales Coins, was struck in just eight years during the 12

year stretch from 1796 to 1807. All of the mintage figures for the dates within

the design type are small, indeed, amazingly small in some instances, number-

ing far fewer than a thousand pieces on more than one date. In 1796, the first

year of the type, there were two distinct types produced. The first of these,

without obverse stars, was made to the tune of 963 pieces, while its brethren

from later in the year, that with obverse stars, saw a scant estimated production

ofjust 432 pieces! In 1797 the production figure wasjust 427 pieces, the lowest

recorded mintage of the type. The other mintages within the design type are

quite low as well, for instance, 1798 saw 1,094 quarter eagles produced, with

none struck again until 1802, when 3,03.S pieces were struck. The next coinage

for the type occurred in 1804 when two varieties were produced in a combined

mintage of 3,327 pieces, that with 13 reverse stars, and that with 14 reverse

stars, of which the 13 stars variety is by far the rarer of the two—perhaps the

rarest date ol the type for that matter. 180.3 saw a reported mintage ol 1,781

quarter eagles. In 1806 two distinct overdates were produced. The 1806/4, stars

8X5, shows a reported mintage ot 1,136 pieces in the Guide Book, while its coun-

terpart 1806/5, stars 7X6, shows a low figure ofjust 480 pieces! The “monster”

mintage for the design type occurred in the final year, 1807, as noted in the lot

description above.

Choice AU 1807 Quarter Eagle

(2x photo)

1309

1807 Breen-1. Rarity-3. AU-55 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous

yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights and some prooflike

reflectivity in the protected design areas. A few faint marks can be

found upon diligent searching, however no individual mark cries

out for the viewer’s attention. A hint of striking weakness here or

there, as should be expected for the design type, but still a bold

and pleasing coin in all regards. A plea,sing coin that should suit

quarter eagle specialists and gold type collectors with an eye for

quality.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale qfjtily 2002, Lot 695.

Uncirculated 1834 Classic Head $2.50

1310

1834 Breen-6138. Classic Head. MS-62 (NGC). Small Head

variety. Lustrous deep yellow gold with rich orange highlights in

the protected areas. A pleasing example ot the first year of Classic

Head quarter eagle coinage, especially within the assigned grade.

Mint State 1838 Classic Head $2.50

1311 1838 Breen-6146. MS-61 (NGC). A lustrous medium gold speci-

men with plenty of eye appeal. Nicely struck.
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C'hoice AU 1845-D Quarter Eagle

(2x photo)

1312

1845-D AU-S'® (NGC). Deep yellow gold with much yellow frost

m the protected areas. A few faint marks are noted upon careful

scrutiny, though none of them immediately draws the viewer’s

unaided eye. Nicely struck from lightly clashed dies. An elusive

date, one that is typically seen at VF or so, and far scarcer in choice

AU than its mintage of 19,460 pieces indicates.

1313

1847-0 Breen-6194. Doubled 18. AU-58 (NGC). Strong lus-

tre on yellow gold surfaces. An early New Orleans Mint quarter

eagle issue that Breen called “Rare EF, extremely rare AU,” de-

spite a somewhat sizeable mintage for the date of 124,000 pieces.

Much of the mintage saw prolonged use in the day to day com-
mercial transactions in the Crescent City area. The repunched date

variety offered here is much scarcer than the “normal” date vari-

ety of the year.

Breen-6194. “Double date. Rare. Doubling plainest at 18." Not only is there

repunchmg noticeable at the base of the 1 and the left side of the 8, but the

lower left serif of the 1 is embedded in the dentils below.

Choice AU 1848-D $2.50

(2.x photo)

1314 1848-D AU-58 (NGC). A bright yellow gold specimen with strong

and unyielding lustre and a hint ofwarm olive iridescence. Devoid

of marks that draw the viewer’s attention, and definitely choice as

such. Nicely struck for the date, with just a hint ofwear on the high

points weakening the otherwise strong and crisp design elements.

As with so many other dates from the era, the present issue is typi-

cally found in VF or EF, with AU or finer coins definitely in the

minority. Struck from misaligned dies; the eagle’s head points to

1 :(K) or so rather than the “normal” 12:(X) position. A true find for

an interested quarter eagle or Dahlonega Mint specialist.

1315 Quartette of Liberty quarter eagles: 1851 EF-45. Soft yel-

low gold with hints of rose-gray highlights 1871 -S EF-45.

Golden surfaces with rose toning at the devices 1878 AU-50.
Soft rose-gold with hints of gray at the peripheries 1907 MS-
62. Lustrous and attractive. (Total: 4 pieces)

1316 Quartette ofLiberty quarter eagles: 1852 EF-4(). Light graf-

titi 1878 AU-50. Light scratches 1878-S EF-45. Light

scratches 1903 MS-62. Reverse marks. Each is finer for sharp-

ness with lustrous surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

Mint State 1852-D Quarter Eagle Rarity

(2x photo)

1317 1852-D MS-62 (PCGS). Deep golden surfaces with rich orange

highlights, and with lustre that befits the assigned grade. Sharp

and crisp in all areas of the design save for a hint ofweakness at the

peripheral dentils on both sides. From a small mintage for the date

ofjust 4,078 pieces, ofwhich the typical surviving specimen is apt

to bejust EF or so. The Winter reference on Dahlonega Mint coin-

age noted just two Mint State examples of the date, though a few

more specimens have been accounted for since the publication of

that reference (1997). Whether this is due to “gradeflation” or

simply that a few more specimens have “come out of the wood-

work” in the ensuing years is anyone’s guess. Among the four fin-

est PCGS-certified examples of the date, only one exceeds the

grade of the presently offered coin! Indeed, the present MS-62
coin compares favorably, both aesthetically and physically, to the

Harry Bass specimen (October 1999, Lot 454), quite a feat when

you consider Harry had one of the finest “eyes” ever cultivated in

numismatics. A grand opportunity that probably won’t come your

way often in this lifetime, so please plan your bidding accordingly.

PCGS Population: 3; 1 finer (MS-63).

1318 1865-S AU-55 (NGC). Warm honey gold with some deeper or-

ange highlights and some areas ofheavy mint frost in the protected

areas. From a modest mintage for the date of 23,376 pieces, and

considerably scarcer than that mintage indicates, especially at AU;

the typical example of this date is just VF or EF.
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1319 1869-S AU-53 (PCGS). Rich and lustrous orange gold with much

yellow brightness in the recessed areas. A few scattered marks are

noted, none ofthem worthy of individual mention. A scarce date

at AU or finer, as much of the mintage of 29,500 pieces saw mod-

erate to heavy service in local commerce.

From Bowers ami Merena’s sale of the Flarry W. Bass, Jr. ,
Collection,

Noivmher 2000, probably Lot 221.

Underappreciated Uncirculated 1876-S $2.50

Among Finest Certified by NGC

1320 1876-S MS-62 (NGC). Bold cartwheel lustre on bright, satiny

honey gold surfaces. Some areas of warm orange iridescence are

noted on both sides. A rare and underappreciated date in all grades,

especially in Uncirculated. Just 5,000 circulation strikes ofthe date

were produced, with essentially the entire mintage finding its way

into circulation m California at or about the time of issue. Diag-

nostic “bar” on portrait at Liberty’s jawhne, a die mark that is also

seen on the 1876 Philadelphia quarter eagles (another low-mint-

age and underappreciated issue from our centennial year). It is

worth noting here that NGC has certified just a dozen Mint State

e.xamples of this date, none of those above MS-63. Indeed, the

present specimen, at “just” MS-62 is among the top three examples

of the date certified by NGC. A grand opportunity for an alert

Liberty quarter eagle .specialist presents itself here, and we hope

that our bidders are up to the ensuing task.

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer (MS-63).

Virtually Perfect Proof 1882 Quarter Eagle

Proof-68 Ultra Cameo NGC
Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

(2,\ photo)

1321 1882 Proof-68 Ultra Cameo (NGC). An incredibly beautiful

gem cameo Proof Liberty quarter eagle. Brightly frosted yellow

gold motifs and slightly deeper honey gold mirrors form an in-

tense cameo contrast that is seldom matched in Proof coinage of

the era. The fields are essentially flawless apd unmarred, and the

devices are so sharp and bold that they appear to be chiseled out of

raw gold. Regarding the rarity of this splendid gem, it is one of 67

Proofs of the date struck. Probably 35 or so Proofexamples of the

date can be successful traced today, making it one of the more avail-

able dates in the Proof format of the era. However, the present

specimen has but one peer in all of certified numismatics, and is

far and away finer than every other Proof 1882 quarter eagle that

has been certified by NGC and PCGS. All things considered the

present Proof Liberty quarter eagle is among the finest specimens

of U.S. gold coinage ever catalogued by the present writer, but

you will have to form your own opinion. We only hope that you

have the opportunity to examine this beautiful gem in person!

PCGS Population: 2; within any designation.

Gem ProofDCAM 1887 $2.50

Finest Graded by PCG$

(2x photo)

1322 1887 Proof-65 Deep Cameo (PCGS). A (deep orangc-gol(i gem

with heavily frosted motifs and well-mirrored fields. No marks of

merit or stray, heavy hairlines are present, and the overall appeal is

of a much finer grade. From a fairly large Proof mintage of 122

pieces, ofwhich perhaps 40 to 50 specimens can be accounted for

today. It is worth noting here that the present gorgeous gem Proof

is the only example of the date to be accorded the DCAM desig-

nation by PCGS. Simply put, a beautiful gem.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within designation.
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Cietn Cameo Proof 1892 $2.50

1323

1892 Proof-65 Cameo (NGC). Frosty deep golden motifs and

retlective fields. A nuance of olive iridescence graces the faintly

cloudy fields of this delightful cameo gem Proof A faint “copper

spot” is noted on Miss Liberty’s neck, no doubt as produced. One
of 105 Proofs of the date struck, though a fair proportion of that

mintage has been lost to time. Among the top halfdozen Proofs of

the date certified by NGC, and worthy of careful inspection and

consideration as such.

NGC Census: 3; 3 liner within the designation (Proof-67 Cameo finest).

From the Charles River Collection.

Choice Cameo Proof 1894 $2.50

1324

1894 Proof-63 Cameo (NGC). Deep honey gold with mirror

fields and frosty motifs that display a whisper of pale olive irides-

cence. From a somewhat sizable Proofmintage for the date of 120

pieces, with perhaps half or even more of that mintage currently

known to today’s collecting community. Consequently, the present

date is often selected for inclusion in U.S. gold type sets where a

pleasing Proof specimen is desired. It is worth noting here that

just 4,000 circulation strikes of the date were produced, which

puts pressure upon existing Proofs. A pleasing coin for the grade.

From the Charles River Collection.

Gem Cameo Proof 1896 $2.50

(2.\ photo)

1325

1896 Proof-66 Cameo (NGC). An impressive cameo Proof ex-

ample of the date. The motifs are heavily frosted and the fields are

deeply mirrored, the end result a delightful golden display. From a

Proofmintage for the date of132 pieces, with perhaps slightly more

than half that number currently known to today’s collectors. An
impressive coin for the assigned grade, as bidding activity on the

present lot will no doubt reflect.

1326

1898 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty honey gold gem with strong lustre

and decided olive highlights, Sharp and appealing.

1327

1900 MS-65 (NGC). A sparkling brilliant gem with intense cart-

wheel lustre, a sharp strike, and eye appeal that just won’t quit!

1328

1900 MS-64 (PCGS). Sweeping cartwheel lustre on bright honey

gold surfaces. Some rich peach toning is seen at the center of the

obverse.
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Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1903 $2.50

1329 1903 MS-67 (NGC). An intense degree ofcartwheel lustre fairly

leaps from the bright yellow gold surfaces of this sharp and attrac-

tive gem. Just four examples of the date have been certified finer

than the present specimen by NGC.
NGC Census: 35; 4 finer {MS-68 finest).

1330 1903 MS-64 (NGC). A satiny honey gold example of the date,

here with strong lustre and some areas of deep orange and violet

toning.

1331 1903 MS-64 (PCGS). Deep honey gold with strong lustre and a

dash of olive toning.

Gem Cameo Proof 1905 $2.50

(2x photo)

1332 1905 Proof-65 Cameo (PCGS). Bright and lustrous yellow gold

with honey highlights on the obverse, and with pale orange high-

lights on the reverse. Lightly frosted obverse motifs contrast nicely

with the deeply mirrored field, while the reverse devices show

slightly more mint bloom. Curiously, little or no frost is found on

the devices on quarter eagles of this era, especially beginning in

1902, as a mint employee polished the portrait area of the dies as

well as the fields. Even a modicum of frost is a welcome change on

issues of this date, ofwhich 144 Proofs were created. Gems such as

the present beauty are only found with diligent searching. Among

the finest examples of the date certified by PCGS, and worthy of

careful consideration.

PCGS Population: 2; 2 finer within the designation (Proof-66 CAM).

1333 1907 MS-63 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong lustre and

grand eye appeal for the assigned grade. From the final year of

Liberty quarter eagle coinage.

1334 1908 MS-64 (NGC). A satiny and attractive honey gold speci-

men with lively lustre and great eye appeal for the grade.

1335 Trio ofIndian quarter eagles grading MS-64 (ICG): 1908.

Pale yellow gold 1911. Lustrous with traces ofdehcate toning

1929. Reddish gold surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1336 Baker’s dozen ofindian quarter eagles: 1908 AU-50 1909

AU-55 1910 AU-55 1911 AU-50 1912 AU-58 1913

AU-50 1914-D AU-50 1915 EF-45. Cleaned at one time

1925-D AU-58 1926 EF-45. Cleaned 1927 AU-55 1928

AU-58 1929 EF-45. Cleaned. An attractive group with most

displaying lustrous surfaces. (Total: 13 pieces)

1337 Quintette ofindian Head quarter eagles: 1908 EF-40

1909 AU-50 191 1 AU-55 (2) 1913 AU-53. Each with attrac-

tive golden surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

1338 Group ofindian quarter eagles grading AU-55 to 58: 1909

1910 (2) 1911 (4) 1912 1914 (2). An attractive group, all

are lustrous with golden yellow surfaces. (Total: 10 pieces)

Splendid Gem Proof 1911 Indian $2.50

(2x photo)

1339 1911 Matte Proof-67 (NGC). Satiny sandblast surfaces display

an endless array ofscintillating points oflight that seemingly spring

to life with the aid of the glowing, bold lustre that lies beneath. An

incredibly beautiful gem that forcefully challenges the would-be

critic of Its quality to find a blemish of merit; the present writer

failed the challenge! From a sizable Proof mintage for the date of

191 pieces, with probably much more than half that number still

known today. Though modern collectors will undoubtedlyjudge

this piece to be a lovely quarter eagle, its method of surface finish

was not well accepted in the year and era of issue, and no more

Matte Proof pieces were issued after 1915. All this aside, we can

state unequivocally that the present coin is among the finest Proof

examples of the date extant today. We note here that NGC has

certified six examples of the present date at a finer grade, but ex-

amination of the present gem will convince you that topping the

quality of this coin would be a difficult task indeed.

N(iC Census: 21; 6 finer (Proof-68 finest).
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Uncirculated 1911-D $2.50

(2x photo)

1340 1911-D MS-61 (NGC). Bright and lustrous olive-gold with sat-

my surfaces. A pleasing example of this rare and popular key date

to the Indian quarter eagle series. Nicely struck and bearing a bold

D mintmark. Choice for the grade.

Key Date 1911-D $2.50

(2x photo)

1341 1911-D AU-58 (NGC). A lustrous and satiny honey gold example

of the key to the Indian quarter eagle series. Strong mintmark de-

tails; this issue often comes with a soft, “mushy” mintmark that

occasionally escapes notice. A choice coin overall despite a few

tiny marks that become apparent upon careful magnified viewing.

This one is worth a premium bid!

Choice Proof 1912 Quarter Eagle

(2x photo)

1343 1912 Matte Proof-64 (NGC). Bright honey gold with strong

lustre and finely textured light sandblast finish surfaces, a km to

but visually unlike the matte surfaces of the 1911 and other dates.

About as boldly rendered as Bela Lyon Pratt’s incuse design is ever

found, and quite lovely as such. From a sizable Proof mintage for

the date ot 197 pieces, making this date ideal for inclusion in a

type set or a “short box” approach to collecting whereby a cabinet

is formed from a small number ofvery high quality pieces. A su-

perb specimen for the grade, and within the reach ofvirtually any

collector who desires to own a Proof Indian quarter eagle.

Choice Uncirculated 1913 $2.50

1344 1913 MS-64 (PCGS). A highly lustrous specimen with intense

areas of pale sky blue, rose, peach, and golden iridescence.

1345 Quintette of Indian quarter eagles, averaging MS-61 to 62;

1913 (3) 1925-D 1929. Each is lustrous and attractive with

hints of rose. (Total: 5 pieces)

Desirable Key 1911-D $2.50

(2x photo)

1342 1911-D AU-58 (NGC). Glowing honey gold with rich orange,

rose, and peach highlights m abundance especially on the reverse.

Strong D mintmark. Nicely struck and devoid of serious marks. A
truly choice example of this key Indian quarter eagle issue, espe-

cially for the assigned grade.

1346 Quintette of Indian quarter eagles, average AU-58 to MS-
61: 1913 a 1914 (3) a 1914-D. Each is lustrous and attractive

with traces of delicate toning. (Total: 5 pieces)

1347 1914 MS-62 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold with distinctive olive

highlights.

1348 Pair ofindian quarter eagles grading MS-62: 1914 (NGC).

Yellow gold with splashes of pale reddish gold on both surfaces

1927 (PCGS). Lustrous orange gold surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)
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Choice MS-63 1914-D Indian $2.50

1349 1914-D MS-63 (NGC). Satiny and lustrous honey gold with warm

rose highlights. A lovely branch mint Indian quarter eagle that

perfectly defines the assigned grade.

1350 Pair ofIndian quarter eagles grading MS-62 (NGC): 1914-

D 1928. Both are lustrous and attractive. (Total: 2 pieces)

Choice Proof 1915 Indian $2.50

1351 1915 Matte Proof-64 (NGC). A satiny pale olive-gold specimen

with the subdued inwardly glowing lustre that is a trademark of

Matte Proof Indian quarter eagle coinage of the date. One of 100

Proofs of the date produced, the lowest Proofproduction figure of

the design type (1908-1915). A pleasing satiny specimen that ap-

proaches gem quahty in many regards.

From the Charles River Collection.

Gem Uncirculated 1925-D Quarter Eagle

Among Finest Graded by NGC

1352 1925-D MS-66 (NGC). Sparkling lustre and a hint of pale rose

iridescence grace the satiny surfaces of this delightful gem Indian

quarter eagle. The 1925-D issue is the final mintmarked issue of

the denomination. For the record, NGC has certified just one

example of the date at a grade finer than presented here. Truly as

choice as one would hope for the assigned grade!

NGC Census: 12; 1 finer (MS-67).

Gem Uncirculated 1925-D $2.50

1353 1925-D MS-65 (NGC). A bright and lustrous honey gold gem

Uncirculated example of the final branch mint issue in the quarter

eagle series (a tradition that began way back in 1838 with the branch

mint issues of Charlotte and Dahlonega). A satiny beauty!

1354 1925-D MS-64 (NGC). Frosty and lustrous with attractive rose

iridescence.

1355 1925-D MS-64 (NGC). Highly lustrous and equally attractive

honey gold with rose highlights.

1356 1925-D MS-64 (NGC). Bright and lustrous honey gold.

1357 1925-D MS-64 (NGC). A satiny specimen with intense cartwheel

lustre and bursts of rich peach and orange iridescence.

1358 1925-D MS-63 (NGC). Bright and lustrous honey gold with

warm rose iridescent highlights. Choice for the grade.

Gem Uncirculated 1926 $2.50

1359 1926 MS-65 (NGC). A high degree oflustre lights the lively rose-

gold surfaces of this satiny gem. Splashes of iridescent rose and

faint olive light the surfaces and add to the overall appeal. Only 10

examples of this date have been certified finer by NGC.
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1360 t*)26 .MS-64 (NGC). Strong lustre on honey gold surfaces.

1361 1926 MS-64 (NGC). Satiny honey gold with intense cartwheel

lustre.

1362

1926 MS-63 (NGC). A trosty golden beauty with lustre and eye

appeal that bespeak a much finer grade.

1363

Pair of Indian quarter eagles grading MS-63 (NGC) 1926

1928. Both are lustrous and attractive. (Total: 2 pieces)1364

1927 MS-64 (NGC). Frosty yellow gold with warm honey high-

lights.

1365

1927 MS-64 (NGC). A high degree oflustre increases the appeal

of this satiny beauty'.

1366

1927 MS-63 (NGC). Satiny honey gold with attractive rose high-

lights and strong underlying lustre.

1367

1927 MS-63 (NGC). Warm honey gold with a delightful array of

cartw'heel lustre, and with a display of rich orange toning at the

center of the reverse.

1369

1928 MS-64 (NGC). A frosty honey gold Indian quarter eagle

with bold lustre and just the right “look” for the assigned grade.1370

1928 MS-63 (NGC). Bright and frosty honey gold with lively

orange gold highlights.

1371

1929 MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny pale honey gold with strong lustre

and a whisper of flint sky blue toning. A pretty—and choice

—

coin for the grade.
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THl^EE-DOLLAR GOLD
Proofs from the Charles I^ver Collection star in our selection of

53 gold pieces, led by the very rare Proof-only 1876 but also includ-

ng remarkable and rare specimens from 1862, 1865, 1885, and 1886.

'or those who like coins that actually circulated, perhaps a pleasing

ipecinien of the only New Orleans emission, dated 1854, would do

he trick. There are many dates suitable for inclusion in a type set.

Uncirculated 1854 $3 Gold

1372 1854 MS-61 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with much yellow

brightness in the recessed areas. Pale rose highlights adorn both

sides. A nice selection for a U.S. gold type collection. A one-year-

only type issue, with DOLLARS in small letters on the reverse; in

1855 (and continuing until the end of the series in 1889), the de-

nomination was changed to a larger letter style.

1373 1854 AU-58. Highly lustrous honey gold with bright yellow frost

in the protected areas.

1374 1854 EF-45. Nice honey gold surfaces with bright orange lustre

in the protected areas.

Remarkable 1854-0 $3 Gold

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

1375 1854-0 AU-58 (PCGS). Warm orange gold toning over greenish

yellow gold surfaces. Good lustre remains, but more significantly,

traces of prooflike reflectivity are visible in the most protected ar-

eas. While slightly prooflike surfaces are reported for the issue, it is

an attribute very rarely seen, and when coupled with the original

color, as found here, it makes for an immensely desirable example.

Two die varieties are known for this issue, as described in Doug

Winter’s New Orleans Mint Gold Coins: 1839-1909, the present ex-

ample being the scarcer of the two with strong legends and a very

sharply impressed mintmark. While most 1854-0 S3 pieces are

found poorly struck, this coin is a highly satisfying exception. While

some softness is noted on the highest points of the hair and on the

feathers of the headdress, the majority of the details are very sharp.

The reverse is also boldly executed with full definition of the date,

denomination, and mintmark as noted above. The wreath shows

some softness, mostly at tlie knot, though it is in large part forgiv-

able, all things considered. Tied for finest graded by PCGS, and

likely among the finest examples known of this highly desirable is-

sue, the only three-dollar piece struck at the New Orleans Mint.

PCGS Population: 11 (likely representing several resiibniissions of the same

coin); none finer.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part II, October 1999, Lot 652.

1376 1854-0 VF-25. Medium honey gold with very few circulation

marks of any measure—circulation was kind to this specimen.

1377 1855 FF-45. Generous amounts of lustre remain on bright yel-

low gold surfaces.

1378 1858 FF-40. Lustrous honey gold with bright yellow highlights

in the recessed areas. A few faint scratches are noted on each side.
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Choice Canico Proof 1862 S3

Just 35 Struck

(2x photo)

1379 1862 Proof-64 (PCGS). A handsome golden cameo (though such

IS not noted on the old “first generation” PCGS holder). Deep

yellow gold with some olive highlights. The devices are heavily

frosted and the fields are highly reflective yet somewhat cloudy in

appearance. From a Proof mintage for the date ofjust 35 pieces,

though only a fraction of these e.xist today - it is notable that the

only piece Harry Bass ever owned is still impounded in the Bass

Collection at the ANA Museum. This fine piece has been off the

market for over a decade and is certain to get its fair share ofatten-

tion when it is offered to a new generation of collectors.

PCGS Population: 5; 3 finer (Proof-65 finest).

From the Charles River Collection.

Gem Proof 1865 $3 Rarity

Only 25 Struck

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

(2x photo)

1380 1865 Proof-65 (PCGS). Deep honey gold wdth a high degree of

orange and rose iridescence on both sides. A pleasing gem speci-

men from a small Proofmintage for the date ofjust 25 pieces, with

perhaps 12 to 15 or so specimens currently known. It is worth

noting here that Proof 1865 S3 gold pieces appearedjust three times

at auction during the 1990s, none ofwhich were the present coin.

A thoroughly impressive example of the die variety that Walter

Breen called a “restrike” (top part of E in UNITED, and the top

opening of each A on the obverse filled in, with only tops ofJBL

visible on Liberty’s neck). Regardless of its striking status, the

present com is undeniably rare, and equally as attractive. Housed

in an earlier generation green label PCGS holder, and held in the

same collection for over ten years.

PCGS Population: 6; none finer.

From the Charles River Collection.

Elusive 1865 $3 Gold

(2x photo)

1381 1865 AU-55 (NGC). Satiny yellow gold with some deeper honey

highlights in the protected areas. Generous amounts ofmint lustre

e.xplode on both sides of this scarce issue. Just 1,140 circulation

strikes of the date were produced, and the typically seen grade for

the issue is around EF or so. Pleasing AU specimens such as this

make grand additions to gold type sets as well as advanced $3 gold

cabinets.

Low-Mintage 1870 $3 Gold

1382 1870 AU-58 (NGC). Warm honey gold with intense lustre and

some pale yellow highlights. A scarce and popular low-mintage

date, a pleasing survivor from a mintage ofjust 3,500 circulation

strikes. A few faint marks are noted, none bold enough to warrant

individual mention.

1383 1874 EF-45. Bright honey gold with rich lustre and deep golden

highlights in the recessed areas.
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Important 1876 $3 Rarity

Proof-Only Issue

Just 45 Struck

Finest Certified by PCGS

1384 1876 Proof-65 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold surfaces with splashes

of rich orange iridescence. The devices of both sides have frosty

satin finishes that stand out nicely against the deeply mirrored Proof

fields. A tiny spot of opaque toning is noted near the D in

UNITED, a faint mark that will serve to identify this particular

specimen. A splendid cameo contrast is present, though such is

not noted on the older green-label PCGS holder. One ofjust 45

Proofs of the date struck, without related circulation strikes, thus

isolating this date as a Proof-only issue, and a highly prized rarity

as such. Indeed, along with the 1875 Proof-only rarity (of which

just 20 pieces were struck!), the present date is considered one of

the key Philadelphia Mint issues ofthe series. We suspect that per-

haps just 25 to 30 examples ofthis date currently exist in all grades,

and that figure may be somewhat on the high side. A grand and

glorious example of a greatly prized rarity, a coin that wiU un-

doubtedly see spirited bidding activity and a coin that will afford a

great amount of pride of ownership for its next steward.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within any designation.

From the Charles River Collection.

1385 1878 AU-55. Deep honey gold with bright rose iridescence and

rich lustre on both sides.

Gem Cameo Proof 1885 $3

1386 1885 Proof-65 Cameo (NGC). Frosty yellow motifs and reflec-

tive fields display a hint ofpale olive iridescence. A sharp and attrac-

tive example, one of 109 Proofs of the date struck. We suspect a

good portion of that mintage still exists, though in and of itself this

date is a prized rarity. Indeed, just 800 circulation strikes ofthis date

were produced, and today’s collecting community is more apt to

encounter a Proofofthe date than a circulation strike. All that aside,

the present coin is a pleasing example of the date and grade, and

certainly will hold its own when the bidding action begins.

NGC Census: 10; 7 finer within the designation (Proof-67 CAM finest).

From the Charles River Collection.

Gem Cameo Proof 1886 $3

1387 1886 Proof-65 (PCGS). Deep orange gold with heavily frosted

motifs and highly reflective fields, though the cameo designation

is not noted on the earlier generation PCGS holder. A lovely gem,

one of 142 Proofs of the date produced, with perhaps somewhat

more than half that figure still known to today’s collecting com-

munity. A delightful gem in all regards, a coin that is marginally

finer (by virtue of assigned grade) than the Bass specimen, a state-

ment that speaks volumes about the quality of this coin. A highly

important and much sought after date, one that will certainly elicit

strong bidding activity when it takes its place in the auction arena.

PCGS Population: 14; 2 finer (Proof-66 finest).

From the Charles River Collection.

1388 1889 Net EF-45 (ANACS). Deep olive-gold with some faint

brush marks in the somewhat prooflike fields.
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S4 C;c)Ll) STELLAS
Tu o outstanding specimens ofthe famed 1 879 Flowing Hair Stella

are up for bid in this sale, both offthe market for long periods oftime

and aceompanied by interesting provenances. The Stella has long been

an object ot great desire for American niimismatists, adopted into

many type sets and always displayed with great pride. The opportu-

nity to choose from two pieces ofsuch fine quality is happy occasion

indeed!

Impressive 1879 Flowing Hair $4 Gold Stella

Gem Proof-66 NGC

1389 1879 Stella. Flowing Hair.Judd- 163 5, Pollock-1832/3. Proof-

66 (NGC). 108.4 grains. Gloriously brilliant and lustrous bright

yellow gold surfaces with frosted motifs and lively satiny fields.

Less prooflike reflectivity than often seen on this issue, but this

provides for a greater degree of mint lustre and superb aesthetic

appeal. A very impressive ProofStella overall. Some central planchet

striations are seen on Miss Liberty’s portrait and the reverse star, as

always found for the type, though on the present beauty these stria-

tions are faint and unobtrusive. Sharply struck with excellent defi-

nition throughout the curls of the hair. The reverse definition is

likewise sharp, and though slight softness is noted on one of the

star points, all major details are fully visible. Easily among the most

famous of all U.S. coinage issues, the S4 gold Stella is no doubt on

the want lists ofmany collectors, and certainly on the wish lists of

countless more. The Flowing Hair style, as here, was designed by

Charles Barber, and though somewhat austere, is quite beautiful

in its simplicity. The 1879 Flowing Hair Stella is the most “com-

mon" of the four Stella issues (1879 and 1880, with Flowing Hair

and Coiled Hair styles for each date), that is if a coin with a mint-

age of425 (or perhaps a few more) pieces can ever be called “com-

mon.” We suspect that serious bidding will erupt before this prize

is awarded to its new owner, and we congratulate that fortunate

bidder in advance. Adding to the appeal of the present piece, it

was purchased by our consignor’s grandfather, an avid coin collec-

tor in the 1920s (the 1852 Augustus Humbert S50 in this sale ac-

companied by the B. Max Mehl invoice is part of the same collec-

tion). This coin has been carefully preserved in pristine condition

and passed dow'n through the same family until this presentation.

A beautiful gem of this famous and historic issue, offered here for

public sale for the first time in over 80 years.

NGC Census: 10; 2 finer within the designation (Proof-67 finest).

Conceived by Honorable John A. Kasson, United States minister to Aus-

tria in 1879, the $4 gold Stella was so-named for the star that dominates the

reverse design (Latin: stella=star). Kasson also served as chair of the Committee

of Coinage, Weights, and Measures earlier in his congressional career. He was a

staunch advocate ofthe United States developing a denomination that would be

valued and weighed metrically, as used in Europe, and would thus circulate at

par with such well-used world gold issues as the Spanish 20 pesetas, Austrian

eight Horins, Italian 20 lire, Dutch eight florins, and the French 20 francs. The

Committee of Coinage, Weights, and Measures considered Kasson's proposal,

forwarding the suggestion that a name “suitable for the four-dollar coin would

be ‘one Stella’ analogous to one eagle, both the star and the eagle being national

emblems on our coins.” Kasson’s proposal did not break new ground, for earlier
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proposals had resulted in Paquet’s pattern $5 pieces of 186H and tiie later Bicktord

pattern issues of the 18711s, Foreij’n exchange rates of the time were seldom

constant (some things never change), and even a denomination such as Kasson’s

proposed $4 coinage would never precisely fit the exchange rates of the day nor

quite match the coins of Europe it sought to compete with—it would still be

necessary to make exchange computations and give change using other smaller

denominations. All that aside, Kasson's $4 denoinination was still greeted with

congressional enthusiasm. Both Charles E. Barber and Ceorge T. Morgan were

responsible for designs of the $4 gold piece. Those designed by Barber bore a

portrait of Liberty with hair loose, today's “Flowing Hair" type, as offered here,

while Morgan’s design showed a more austere Liberty, hair tightly coiled and

coiffed, today’s “Coiled Hair" type.

From the Heifetz Collection

A Second 1879 $4 Gold Stella

1390 1879 Stella. Flowing Hair. Judd-1635, Pollock-1832/3.

Proof-64 (PCGS). Bright yellow gold surfaces accented by traces

of deeper orange-gold toning at the rims and to a lesser degree at

the centers. An easy example to identify by a small toning mark

at the foot ofUNUM, though the piece is free of all but the most

trivial marks which become evident only upon closer inspection.

Fine striations are visible on the central devices of both sides, as

seen on all examples to some degree. These are remnants of the

texture ofthe original planchet which were not struck completely

out in production, and as such they vary on every specimen in

how extensive they are, or in which orientation they run across

the coin. On the present piece, they are not severe, as the piece is

sharply struck with good central definition. Nice reflectivity in

the fields contrasts pleasantly with the bold satiny devices. A very

choice example that in this writer’s experience, could easily chal-

lenge some gem pieces seen in the marketplace today. Housed in

the same PCGS holder as it was when our consignor purchased it

in October 1989, adding to the freshness of the offering, while

the famous and interesting pedigree adds to the overall appeal of

this specimen.

A gold Stella is counted by many numismatists among the most highly prized

United States coins, a true classic that is highly sought after and deservedly ap-

preciated for its striking design and relative rarity. The previous owner of this

particular specimen, Jascha Heifetz, was similarly exalted, both in his lifetime

and to the present day as one of the greatest violinists ever recorded. Born in

Imperial Russia in 1900, Heifetz proved himself as a prodigy with his instru-

ment at an early age, beginning his lessons at age three and giving his first public

performance in 191 1 in St. Petersburg, Russia. His family left Russia for America

at the time of the revolution, where his debut at New York’s Carnegie Hall in

1917 catapulted him to great fame while still a teenager, due to his spectacular

performance best summed up by a noted critic of the day who wrote, “The 16-

year-old violinist seemed the most unconcerned of all the people in the hall as

he walked out on the stage and proceeded to give an exhibition ofsuch extraor-

dinary virtuosity and musicianship as had not previously been heard in that his-

toric auditorium.’’ Jascha Heifetz would continue giving regular performances

met with high acclaim around the world until October 23, 1972 when he si-

multaneously gave his last public performance and made his last recording, bring-

ing to an end an astounding recording career ofover 60 years. For years after, he

dedicated his time to teaching students of the violin.

He is still recognized for his superb technique and precision which he main-

tained even later in life when most musicians would have lost some ofthe vigor

with which they played as younger artists.

From the Charles Ritvr Collection. Earlier from Superior's sale oj the

Jascha Fleifetz Collection, October 1989, Lot 4295.
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halfeac;les
What an mcredible run of halt'eagles we have to offer! The prop-

ert>' of several different consignors, the following 70 pieces contain

some of the nicest and most collectible S5 gold piece we have seen.

One consignment was small but incredibly important, a family hold-

ing of two pieces that have been together since about 1850; the 1795

Small Eagle S5 that begins this section and the gem 1803/2 that fol-

lows soon thereafter. From the Charles Ifiver Collection, many fine

Proof specimens of the Coronet design are offered, including those

dated 1865 (a great rarity), 1881, and 1903, with an Indian Head Proof

of 1914 added for good measure. Those collectors fascinated by the

Choice AU 1795 Small Eagle $5

Breen 1-C, Rarity-6

A Family Treasure Since the Mid-1800s

1391 1795 Breen 1-C. Rarity-6. Small Eagle. AU-58 (NGC). A
deep honey gold specimen ofour nation’s first gold coinage. Rich

violet and orange patina highlights the fields and motifs of this

attractive rarity, which is as original as is ever seen. A faint hint of

wear, a touch ofstriking softness at the reverse center (though most

of the eagle’s breast feathers are discernible) and a few faint circu-

lation marks are the only demerits worth mentioning, and those

are so trivial as to border on meaningless. In short, the present

coin is a delightful example of the type and grade, and it also has a

special story. It seems the present coin was obtained by an ancestor

of our present-day consignor sometime in the mid 1800s (circa

1850 or so) in Newburyport, MA. From there the coin passed

down through the generations to the present consignor’s family.

Curiously enough, the family resides here in New Hampshire not

very far from Wolfeboro. This variety was extremely rare when

Breen first described it in 1966, noting that it was “not in WGC
(the F.C.C. Boyd collection) or Melish; not even in Eliasberg.”

early dates will find superb specimens of the 1798 and 1823 to bid

on, while aficionados of the Liberty S5 series can compete to own
San Francisco Mint rarities like 1858-S, 1867-S, and 1874-S in nice

grades. Especially nice pieces from the Philadelphia Mint come in

ten year intervals in this Classics Sale, with world-class quality speci-

mens of the 1841, 1851, and 1861 all coming together here. Dahlonega

coins include e.xcellcnt coins from 1845 and 1855, while the 1861-1)

issue is a favorite for its connection to the raiding troops of the Con-

federacy who took the Mint (and took the liberty of issuing some

coins). The Bass 1848 S5 is a coin for the ages and an old friend we

are happy to see once again.

The rarity rating has dropped a bit since then, but it is still a very

elusive die marriage among those coined in this first year of half

eagle production. Choice and desirable, literally out ofthe numis-

matic marketplace for more than 150 years and publicly offered

here for the first time.

Classic 1798 Large Eagle $5

Large 8, 13 Stars Reverse

1392 1798 Breen 2-D. Rarity-3. Large 8, 13 Stars. MS-62 (NGC).

Warm olive-gold with strong, bright lustre in the recessed areas.

Nicely struck from lightly clashed dies with just a hint of design

weakness at the eagle’s head on the reverse. A readily recognizable

die variety, here owing to the advance state of the reverse with

large cuds at the top ofES in STATES, and again at the top of the

O in OF, as well as other small cracks and areas of die rust. An

attractive coin for the grade, and among the top dozen examples

of the issue certified by NGC.
NGC Census: 6; 6 finer within the designation (MS-64 finest).
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Scarce 1802/1 HalfEagle Variety Choice AU 1802/1 $5

Breen 1-C, Rarity-5 Low Overdate

1393 1802/1 Breen 1-C. Low Overdate. Rarity-5. AU-58 (NGC).

A highly lustrous specimen. Bright yellow gold surfaces display

warm olive and deeper gold highlights. A satiny specimen with

some faint, scattered marks, none of them worthy of individual

mention on our part. An ever-popular overdate issue offered here

in a great collector grade.

Called the Low Overdate variety in numismatic literature, with the top of

the 2 in the date slightly distant from the bust line above; on the slightly more

common High Overdate variety of the year, the top of that numeral and the

bust line above are essentially connected.

The latest invention from 1878,

“patent compound duplex elliptic

lock for the mouth ofthe bank of-

ficial who knows the ‘combination’

to the safe. All in fun, of course.

Cartoon from the New York Daily

Graphic, October 29, 1878.

1394 1802/1 Breen 1-D. Low Overdate. Rarity-4+. AU-58 (NGC).

Rich and deep yellow gold with bursts of yellow brilliance in the

protected areas. A lot of lustre remains on the satiny surfaces, and

only a few faint well-hidden reverse hairlines are noted, though

low magnification must be used to detect them. In short, a pleas-

ing coin, and an altogether suitable example of this popular half

eagle issue.

(From the JVew York Daily Graphic, October 29, 1878.)

PATENT COMPOUND DUPLEX F.LI.IPTIC LOCK FOR THE MOUTH OF THE

BANK OFFICIAL WHO KNOWS THE “COMBINATION.”
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Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1803/2 $5

Ort'the Market Since the 1850s

Among the Three Finest Certified by NGC

(2x phoco)

1395

1803/2 Breen 1-C. Rarity-4. MS-65 (NGC). A highly original

gem example of this bold overdate issue with sparkling, lustrous

olive-gold surfaces highlighted by warm yellow gold. The satiny

texture adds much to the visual appeal. Overdate details plainly

evident to the unaided eye. Devoid of all but a few faint marks,

and choice as such. Some faint planchet adjustment marks, as made

at the mint, are noted at the high points ofLiberty’s portrait, while

a touch ot reverse striking weakness is noted at the eagle’s dexter

claw, the arrow shafts, and the edge of the shield in that area. De-

spite these mint-made imperfections, the present coin is every bit

the gem the holder purports it to be. The present coin has been in

the same family since the mid-185()s and recently came “out of

the woodwork.” Though never before offered in numismatic

circles, the caretakers of this piece have preserved its superb sur-

faces very nicely. Among the three finest of the date certified by

NGC, and important as such. A truly lovely coin in all regards that

has been closely held for the better part of 150 years. A first-ever

public offering ofan extraordinary quality specimen and very im-

portant as such.

NGC Census: I; 1 finer (MS-66).

Variety’ with broken T in L1BEH.TY; the lowest right serif of that letter is

nussmg. Another variety of the year has a complete, unbroken T in LIBERTY.

Faint die polishing marks are noted m the fields of both sides. Earlier die state

than the Harry Bass Core Collection specimen, with only two reverse die cracks.

Cine vertically oriented from star seven downward, running tangent to the leftmost

shield border, and continuing to the rim directly below. Another crack is seen

thnnigh TEH, and very faintly to the rim right of D. No clash marks are seen.

Mint State 1805 HalfEagle

(2.\ photo)

1396

1805 Close Date. MS-62 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with dis-

tinctive olive highlights. A lustrous specimen with a strong strike

for the date, and without marks of consequence. A pleasing coin.

An obverse die crack runs upward from the rim through the 0 in the date

and then into Miss Liberty's tresses.

Mint State 1806 HalfEagle

Round Top 6 Variety

1397

1806 Breen 5-E. Rarity-3. Round Top 6, 7X6 Stars. MS-62

(NGC). Bright olive-gold with lightly frosted motifs and moder-

ately reflective surfaces. Nicely struck from a lightly clashed re-
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verse die, with much of the central details on both sides in robust

relief. Some taint and unobtrusive file marks can be seen on the

reverse though they blend well with the surrounding design ele-

ments. An altogether pleasing example of the date and grade.

Choice AU 1806 HalfEagle

Round Top 6, Stars 7X6

(2x photo)

1398 1806 Breen 5-E. Rarity-3. Round Top 6, 7X6 Stars. AU-58

(PCGS). Lustrous yellow gold with warm olive highlights on the

satiny surfaces. A few faint circulation marks are seen; none ofthem

are, however, deep enough or offensive enough to warrant indi-

vidual mention. Some faint planchet adjustment marks, as struck,

can be seen at the center of the reverse. A pleasing coin in all re-

gards, choice for the grade, and easily worthy of serious bidding

activity.

Choice Uncirculated 1807 Bust Left $5

1399 1807 Breen 5-D. Rarity-3. Bust Left. MS-63 (NGC). Warm

and lustrous honey gold with rich orange highlights especially

on the reverse. A choice coin overall, with just a few faint ob-

verse marks that are barely worth mentioning; the reverse, if

judged alone, would certainly ring in at a finer grade. Nicely

struck in all areas of the design, with just a smidgen ofweakness

here or there. Decidedly choice for the grade, and among the

most pleasing MS-63 examples of the design type that we have

encountered in some time.

From the Charles River Collection. Earlierfrom Superior’s sale of the

Jascha Heifetz Collection, October 1989, Lot 4329.
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Mint State 1807 Bust Left $5

1400 1807 Breen 5-D. Rarity-2. Bust Left. MS-62 (NGC). Abun-
dant cartwheel lustre cascades across frosty light yellow gold sur-

faces. The bold strike brings all details into full definition, includ-

ing the curls over the ear and all areas of the eagle’s feathers and

shield. Some scattered contact marks and minor hairlines account

for the grade as assigned, but the eye appeal is very nice. A tiny rim

bruise is barely noticeable below' the 5 of the denomination. As

Breen noted in 1966, “this, 1810, and 1812 are probably the most

easily obtained dates ofthe Capped Bust Left design,” making them

a natural choice for type collectors. This fine example would no

doubt suit most collectors’ cabinets quite nicely.

Popular 1810 HalfEagle

Large Date, Large 5

1402

1810 Breen 1-A. Rarity-2. Large Date, Large 5. AU-50; sharp-

ness of AU-55, but with faint hairlines from an old brushing ap-

parent on both sides. Bright yellow gold with olive highlights. A
popular issue that is often selected to represent the design type in

U.S. gold coin type sets.

Sharp 1811 HalfEagle

1403

1811 Breen 1-A. Rarity-4. Tall 5. Net EF-45 (ANACS). AU
details, Scratched. Good lustre remains on nice even yellow gold

surfaces with some coppery toning near the peripheries. Some hair-

lines are present, no serious circulation marks. This example was

recently uncovered in an old-time New England holding and shows

some short scratches inside of star 3, as if someone attempted to

determine whether or not it was real gold. Well, it is, and it is also

still a sharp and appealing specimen ofthis type, one that should fall

within the range of many collectors who would otherwise be un-

able to own a coin of this visual and technical quality.

Scarce 1808 HalfEagle

1401 1808 Breen 4-B. Rarity-4. AU-58. Lustrous olive-gold with

some proofiike refiectivity in the protected areas. Otherwise natu-

ral surfaces display faint hairlines on both sides, and a tiny toning

spot is noted in the field behind Miss Liberty’s shoulder. No other

shortcomings ot note are present, indeed, the overall quality lends

itsell readily to praise. Worthy of in-person examination before

bidding.

Popular 1811 HalfEagle

Breen 1-B, High Rarity-3

1404

1811 Breen 1-B. Small 5. Rarity-3+. EF-40 (ANACS). Lus-

trous yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights. A scattering of

tiny ticks can be seen on both sides, though none of the marks are

serious enough to warrant individual attention. Struck from a

slightly rotated reverse die, with the denomination on the reverse

at the 5:00 position rather than the 6:00 position. An attractive

coin overall, and physically finer than the EF-40 grade su^ests.
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Uncirculated 1812 HalfEagle

Breen 1-B, High Rarity-3, Wide 5 D

1405 1812 Breen 1-B. Rarity-3+. Wide 5 D. MS-61 (NGC). A lus-

trous olive-gold specimen wnth prooflike reflectivity in the fields and

satiny texture to the devices. A scattering offaint marks is noted, none

overly bold or worthy ofindividual attention. A frosty coin with some

deeper orange gold in the protected areas, especially on reverse.

Lustrous AU 1812 $5

1406 1812 Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). Lustrous deep gold

with a high degree of olive iridescence. The fields are satiny and

devoid of marks of consequence, while intense deposits of mint

bloom enhance the protected regions.

Choice Uncirculated 1823 HalfEagle

The James A. Stack Coin

1407 1823 Breen 1-A. Rarity-4. MS-63 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold

with distinctive orange and olive highlights. A frosty Uncirculated

specimen with a high degree ofunderlying cartwheel lustre and strik-

ing originality. Nicely struck for the issue, with just a hint ofweak-

ness at the eagle’s talons on the reverse. Free of unsightly marks or

blemishes, and decidedly choice as such. One ofthe few dates in the

design type (1813-1829) that can be found with any regularity (regu-

larity being relative in this instance). Even with that in mind, it is

worth noting that a choice MS-63 specimen such as the present

coin is a rarity in the absolute sense. To quote the cataloguing ex-

pertise ofQ. David Bowers during his landmark work on the Harry

W. Bass, Jr. Collection, Part 11, “on an absolute basis, very few 1823

half eagles exist, and no doubt a survey of leading dealers would

reveal that many ifnot most have never handled even a single speci-

men in any grade.” This particular piece comes with a pedigree to a

fine collector, formed by an individual whose eye for quality' is well

known to modern connoisseurs. It would be a stellar addition to a

type set ofworld-class quahty.

PCGS PoptiKition: 6; 4 finer (MS-64 finest).

From Stacks’ sale of theJames A. Stack, Sr. Collection, October 1994,

Lot 1069.

1408 1834 Breen-6503. Classic Head, Crosslet 4. VF-35; sharpness

ofEF-45, surfaces lightly brushed, marks on Miss Liberty’s cheek

as well. Bright yellow gold surfaces beginning to tone to deep gold

at the rims. According to Breen’s 1988 Encyclopedia, this scarce

variety was first discovered byJ.H. Clapp.
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UlCi Pair ol'Cla»iic Head hall'ea^les grading EF-45: 1834 Plain

4. V'lt vellou gold surfaces with faint rose at the peripheries

I83t>. liolden yellow surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

Uncirculated 1835 Classic Head $5

1410

1835 Breen-6504. MS-60 (NGC). Bright and lustrous yellow

gold with distinctive olive highlights. Nicely struck, and easier on

the eye than the assigned grade implies. An ideal selection for a

gold type set where a modest budget is a consideration.

Breen-6504. "First Head, Small Date.”

Choice Mint State 1841 HalfEagle
An Unheralded Rarity

1411 1841 MS-64 (NGC). A satiny beauty with frosted motifs, some-

what reflective fields, and a high degree of lively cartw'heel lustre.

A sharply struck and visually exciting survivor from a modest mint-

age ofjust 15,833 circulation strikes. This date in choice MS-64,

as here, is considerably rarer than most collectors imagine, despite

the appearance ofa “tiny hoard” mentioned by Walter Breen that

turned up in 1953. A few faint marks are present, mainly relegated

to the reverse, and even these are not bold enough to immediately

draw the viewer’s attention. The present specimen ranks among

the top 10 examples of the date certified by NGC, a meritorious

achievement indeed. Don’t get caught napping when this beauty

crosses the auction block, for who knows how long it will be be-

fore another comparable specimen is seen!

NGC Census: 8; 2 finer (MS-65 finest).

1412 Group of Liberty half eagles: 1843 AU-55. Lustrous yellow

gold 1845 EF-45. Soft golden gray surfaces with some lustre

remaining 1861 EF-45. Rose-gold surfaces 1903-S AU-58.

Lustrous 1906-D MS-60. Lustrous with a hint of rose-gray at

the peripheries 1906-S. AU-58. Lustrous with just a whisper of

rose 1908 AU-58. Lustrous rose-gold. (Total: 7 pieces)

Lustrous Choice AU 1843-D $5

{2x photo)

1413

1843-D AU-58 (NGC). Bright and lustrous yellow gold with

some olive highlights and with some prooflike reflectivity around

the devices. A nicely struck example of the date, a coin with few

marks of any size or detriment, and choice as such. The Winter

reference on the Dahlonega Mint notes two die varieties of the

date. The present variety. Winter’s “8-E,” features a small D mint-

mark directly above the V in FIVE on the reverse. Winter notes

“This is by far the rarer of the two varieties of this year and it

should sell for a significant premium due to its rarity and impor-

tance.” A nice coin and a rare variety—let the bidding begin!

From the “Ashland City" Collection.

Notable Uncirculated 1845-D HalfEagle

(2.\ phoco)

1414 1845-D MS-62 (PCGS). A frosty specimen with strong cartwheel

lustre. The obverse exhibits warm olive and rich golden highlights,

while the reverse is aglow with fiery sunset orange and deep rose

highlights. A sharply struck coin with complete and full details in

all areas, something that can’t be said for the vast majority of

Dahlonega issues. A rarity in Mint State despite a sizable mintage

for a southern mint issue of this period of 90,629 pieces. Some

stray contact marks are noted, as is a natural planchet lamination in

the upper portions ofMiss Liberty’s tresses; it does absolutely noth-

ing to detract from the overall appeal of this Dahlonega rarity.

Among the top seven examples of the date certified by PCGS, and

certainly notable as such. This could very well be the Dahlonega

Mint half eagle you have been waiting patiently for, so please bid

accordingly.

PCGS Population: 3; 4 finer {MS-65 finest).

1415 Pair of Liberty half eagles 1847 AU-58. Lustrous rose gold

surfaces 1861 AU-55. Subdued golden yellow. (Total: 2 pieces)
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Gem Uncirculated 1848 $5 Rarity

Finest Certified by NGC
The Harry W. Bass, Jr. Specimen

(2x phoco)

[416 1848 MS-65 (NGC). Blazing honey gold with frosty motifs, lightly

prooflike fields, and warm olive and rose iridescence throughout.

A touch of central striking weakness is present, as often seen on

half eagles of the era, though here the design details are present,

just not bold and crisp. While not marked as such on the NGC
holder, tiny surface marks and other highlights prove this to be the

Harry W. Bass, Jr., specimen (Lot 986, October 1999). The rare

variety with repunched 1 in date, not listed in Breen, and first

discovered by the present cataloguer (FW) while describing half

eagles in the Harry W. Bass, Jr., Collection (see note below). A
prized rarity in all Mint State grades, despite a lofty mintage for

the date of260,775 circulation strikes. Even the popular Red Book

shows a dramatic increase ofmore than three times the value at MS-

60 than the date shows at AU-50. An important opportunity for

advanced half eagle specialists awaits.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

Rather than reinventing the wheel, so to speak, we graciously borrow the

Bass Collection description ofthis little-known variety, as follows: “The serifof

a previously punched 1 sticks out from the upright of the existing 1 in the date,

at a point about one-third up the upright of that numeral. In addition, some

roughness in the die is noted as a raised plateau (in a minuscule sort of way, of

course) in and around the other date numerals. What may be the remains ot an

8 can be just seen in the loops of the first 8 in the date as well. Ifsuch is the case,

then the raised plateau effect was probably the result of a depression around the

date, caused when most of the remnants from the first date were polished from

the die.”

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part 11, October 1999, Lot 986; purchased by Bass in April 1967from a

party he referred to as "N.K.S.
”

417 1848-D AU-50. Sharpness ofAU-58, but with old, light scratches

and hairlines on both sides. Highly lustrous yellow gold. A rarity

in EF or finer.

Choice Uncirculated 1851 $5

Among Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1418 1851 MS-64 (NGC). A satiny beauty that approaches gcni quality

both physically and aesthetically. Frosty honey gold with an overlay

of pale rose iridescence. With its mintage of 377,505 circulation

strikes, circulated specimens are not particularly challenging, but this

date is a great rarity in choice Mint State. Indeed, the present speci-

men is one ofjust two examples of the date called MS-64 by NGC,
with that firm having granted a finer grade to only one piece. An

unsung treasure in the half eagle series awaits your successful bid.

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer (MS-65).

Lustrous 1853-C HalfEagle

Ex Heifetz Collection

(2x photo)

1419 1853-C AU-50 (NGC). Bright and lustrous yellow gold with

decided olive highlights. A few minor ticks can be seen on the

surfaces, though no one particular mark is worthy of individual

mention. A touch of striking weakness is seen at Liberty’s coronet

on the obverse, and directly opposite that on the reverse, near the

juncture of the olive branch and arrow feathers. C mintmark on

reverse weak and faint, as sometimes seen. While 65,571 examples

of the date were struck in Charlotte, the typical survivor from that

mintage is generally VF to EF, with AU pieces such as the present

coin actually quite scarce. An attractive example of the date, very

choice for the grade assigtied, and housed in the same NGC holder

in which it was purchased by our consignor at the sale of theJascha

Heifetz Collection in 1989.

From the Charles River Collection. Earlier from Superior’s sale of the

Jascha Heifetz Collection, October 1989, Lot 4411.
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Choice Uncirculated 1855-D Large D $5

Finest Certified by PCGS

(2x photo)

1420

1855-D Large D. MS-63 (PCGS). Highly lustrous orange gold

with all the eye appeal and physically quality you would want in an

MS-63 coin! Some central flatness is seen in Miss Liberty’s lowest

tresses and at the eagle’s neck, as is typical for the issue. One of

22,432 examples of the date struck, with the typical extant speci-

men at VF and occasionally EF. A scarce and vastly

underappreciated date in any grade even close to Mint State. The

Winter reference notes that this date is “Rare in About Uncircu-

lated and most pieces in this grade range are no better than AU-
50. It is very rare in higher AU grades and is extremely rare full

Mint State.” For point of reference, the Bass Collection had no

example of the date finer than AU-58, and we can be certain that

it was not because Harry Bass did not seek a Mint State specimen!

We end here by simply stating that the finest PCGS-certified ex-

ample ofthis branch mint rarity is about to cross the auction block!

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

Important 1856-0 $5 Rarity

{2x photo)

1421

1856-0 AU-58 (NGC). Warm honey gold with generous

amounts oflustre in the protected areas. A nicely struck coin, with

any design weakness caused by circulation and not the coining

presses in New Orleans. A scattering of small marks are present,

though none are deep or disturbing to the present writer. One of

only 10,000 e.xamples ofthe date struck in our southernmost mint,

and a long appreciated rarity, especially in AU or better grades. By

the time collectors started to appreciate branch mint coinage, the

vast majority ot 1856-0 half eagles had become well-worn to the

point ot VF or even lower. In EF the date is rare, and its rarity

escalates upward in AU or finer. Very few Mint State examples of

the date can be accounted for today, and those few pieces owe their

existence to chance rather than design. Among the dozen finest

examples ofthe date certified by NGC. A grand opportunity awaits

an alert specialist when this rarity crosses the auction block.

NGC Census: 6; 6 finer (MS-62 finest).

Desirable 1856-S $5

From the S.S. Central America

1422

1856-S AU-55 (PCGS). Lustrous yellow gold with generous deeper

orange-brown toning on both sides contributing to the visual ap-

peal. Though the 1856-S has the seventh largest mintage for half

eagles ofthe decade, survivors approaching Mint State are very rare.

As an artifact of the wreck of the S.S. Central America, the piece is

extremely rare as only 30 examples of the 1856-S S5 were recov-

ered. Considering the lightly circulated condition of the present

piece, it is likely that this was “spending money” ofone of the pas-

sengers rather than part of the larger official shipment of gold that

contained boxes of 1857-S $20 pieces, ingots, and the like. An in-

teresting and historical piece from one of the most famous ship-

wrecks of the gold rush era, accompanied by its original box and

certificate signed by Tommy Thompson ofthe Columbus-America

Discovery Group.
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Choice AU 1858-S HalfEagle Rarity

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1423 1858-S AU-58 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with much mint

brightness in the protected areas. Some hght marks arc seen, none

ofthem overbearing or deep, and none ofthem capable of dissuad-

ing a bidder from active pursuit of this unsung rarity. From a mint-

age for the date of 18,600 pieces, evidently all of which went into

circulation in San Francisco and the surrounding environs. The vast

majority ofknown specimens of the date are VF or so, with even a

nice EF specimen considered quite rare by those in halfeagle circles.

For the record, the present coin is tied for finest graded by NGC;
no example ofthe date has been graded Mint State by that firm, and

the same rings true for PCGS. Indeed, only four AU-58 1858-S

halfeagles have been graded by NGC, andjust two have been called

AU-58 by PCGS. That equates to mrify in anyone’s book! Don’t let

this opportunity go unanswered when it’s time to bid!

NGC Census: 4; none finer.

1424 Selection ofLiberty and Indian Head halfeagles: 1861 EF-

40 1884 EF-45. Light scratches 1893 EF-45 1898 AU-50.

Lightly cleaned 1900-5 VF-35 1906 EF-40 1906-D EF-45

1909-D EF-45 1915 AU-55. A nice group all with yellow gold

surfaces and traces of rose. (Total; 9 pieces)

Incredible Gem Uncirculated 1861 HalfEagle

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1425 1861 MS-66 (NGC). Incredibly lustrous honey gold surfaces dis-

play a vivid array ofgold, faint orange, and peach iridescence. Sharply

struck in virtually all places, withjust a hint ofweakness at the top of

Miss Liberty’s highest hair bun. The surfaces are essentially flaw-

less, as should be expected when such a lofty grade is applied, but

rest assured, the present specimen easily lives up to the gem quality

the NGC holder announces. The present gem is among the finest

surviving specimens extant from a luintage of 688,150 pieces, and

should be appreciated for the physical and visual treasure that it is.

Don’t let this so-called “common date” halfeagle escape your grasp,

for we can virtually guarantee it will be quite sometime before a

comparable specimen appears in the auction arena.

NGC Census: 4; none finer.

Elusive 1861-D $5 Rarity

Final Dahlonega Mint Issue

(2x photo)

1426 1861-D EF-45 (NGC). Medium honey gold with distinctive or-

ange and rose highlights. Aisiphaerling of tiny marks are noted, none

sufficient to warrant individual attention by the present writer. A
prized rarity from the final year of Dahlonega Mint coinage, one of

just 1,597 circulation strikes produced, at least according to U.S. Mint

records; it is probable that some 1,000 or so pieces may have been

struck by that mint while in the hands of the Confederate States of

America. A greatly prized rarity in all grades, with the typical speci-

men available today in VF to EF. A popular issue that combines rarity,

history, and a date that may be directly linked to the Confederacy.

While there is no way the Confederate mintage can be told from the Union

coins, the possibility is exciting, giving all 1861-D halfeagle a direct (ifsomewhat

tenuous) connection to the Confederate States ofAmerica.
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Important Choice Cameo Proof 1865 $5

Just 25 Struck

(2x photo)

1427 1865 Proof-64 (PCGS). Warm honey gold with a dash of pale

rose. Heavily frosted motifs and mirrored fields form a strong cameo

contrast, though such is not recognized on the PCGS holder. One
ot just 25 Proofs of the date struck during the terminal year of the

CivU War; Breen estimated that only eight to 10 survive. Proofs of

this rarity are seldom offered in any venue, and those who seek a

specimen ofthe date in Proofneed a healthy dose ofpatience before

settling upon such a goal. It would be a shame to let this piece get

away it the issue appears on your want hst.

PCGS Population: 7; 3 finer (Proof-66 finest).

From the Charles River Collection.

Underrated 1865-S $5

Lustrous AU 1867-S $5

Condition Census

None Graded Finer by NGC

(2.\ photo)

1429 1867-S AU-58 (NGC). A lustrous honey gold coin with bursts

ot deep orange highlights in the protected areas. At the risk of

sounding monotonous we point out that virtually every date and

denomination from the era produced at the San Francisco Mint is

a rarity in high grade, and the present coin is no exception. Along

those lines, the present date is a greatly appreciated rarity above

VF! In fact, David Akers once noted that the date is “only available

m circulated grades and low grades at that.” One ofjust three ex-

amples of the date called AU-58 by NGC, and it is worthwhile to

note that PCGS has not certified an example of the date above

AU-53 (and only two examples are graded at that level by that

firm). A grand opportunity to own a truly rare half eagle with one

flash of your bidding paddle—just be certain it’s the last bidding

paddle in the air when this prize is sold.

NGC Census: 3; none finer.

Low-Mintage 1868 $5 Rarity

photo)

1428 1865-S AU-55 (NGC). Lustrous and brilliant honey gold with a

whisper ofpale rose iridescence. Nicely struck for the date withjust

a hint ofweakness in a few obverse stars and at the arrow feathers on

the reverse. A tiny rim depression, probably as struck, can be seen

on the obverse at 2:01), otherwise the coin is devoid of all but a few

faint hairlines and scattered tiny marks. Much scarcer than its some-

what sizable mintage of 27,602 pieces indicates, with the typically

encountered example of the date Fine to VF.

1430 1868 AU-58 (NGC). Deep honey gold with rich orange and peach

iridescence. Nicely struck and devoid of all but some tiny marks.

One ofjust 5,700 circulation strikes of the date produced. As you

may imagine, the typical survivor from that low mintage is apt to be

VF, sometimes EF, and very rarely finer. In AU or finer—there are

a few Mint State examples ofthe date known—the rarity ofthe date

escalates dramatically. Yet another prized rarity from the Liberts- halt

eagle series, one that will undoubtedly draw a great deal ofbidding

attention when it enters the auction arena.

NGC Census: 13; 2 finer (MS-61 finest).

(2x photo)
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Rare 1870-S HalfEagle Condition Census 1874-S HalfEagle

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1431 1870-S AU-53 (NGC). Lovely honey gold with a warm sheen of

pale rose toning. Free ofall but some light, trivial marks, and choice

as such. David Akers called this date “generally available only in Fine

or VF condition and, on rare occasions, EF;” the present specimen

presents one ofthose “rare occasions” to our bidding audience. Much
rarer across the board than its modest mintage of 17,000 pieces indi-

cates, especially when finer than EF, as here. Neither NGC nor

PCGS has certified a Mint State example of the date, another indi-

cation ofjust how rare the date actually is in high grades.

NGC Census: 5; 11 finer (AU-58 finest).

Low-Mintage 1871 HalfEagle Rarity

1433 1874-S AU-58 (NGC). Deep orange gold with rich lustre and

deeper orange highlights. Faint S mintmark on reverse. From a

mintage for the date of 16,000 pieces, and a date that is consider-

ably scarcer than the mintage figure indicates. Indeed, in AU such

as offered here, a major gold rarity emerges. NGC has not certi-

fied an example of the date finer than the present coin, and, nei-

ther has PCGS! Don’t let this elusive Condition Census rarity es-

cape your grasp!

NGC Census: 4; none finer.

Uncirculated 1877 HalfEagle Rarity

Mintage: 1,132 Circulation Strikes

(2x photo)

(2x photo)

1432 1871 AU-58 (NGC). Lustrous orange gold with deeper highhghts

and some prooflike reflectivity in the fields. A few faint marks are

seen, none of them bold enough to deter a serious bidder. From a

scant mintage for the date of 3,200 pieces, from which the typical

survivor is apt to be just VF or so. Another prized rarity that will

undoubtedly muster a great deal ofbidding activity before it makes

its way to an advanced half eagle cabinet.

NGC Census: 10; 3 finer (MS-61 finest).

1434 1877 MS-61 (PCGS). A somewhat prooflike and highly lustrous

example of this rare low-mintage date. Frosty motifs and reflective

fields display deep orange and peach iridescence. Nicely struck, not

fully so, but close enough that all major design details are at least

visible. A prized rarity in all grades, as should be expected for a date

that saw a circulation strike mintage ofjust 1,132 pieces. At EF or

AU, the date is considered a modest rarity, and at Uncirculated, its

rarity and desirability increase dramatically. Finally, it is worth not-

ing that the present specimen is among the four finest e.xamples of

the date certified by PCGS (and only /tne examples have been called

Mint State by that firm).

PCGS Population: 2; 2 finer (both MS-62).
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Second Low-Mintage 1877 $5 Rarity

(2x photo)

1435

1877 AU-58 (PCGS). A bright and lustrous choice AU example

ot this rare low-mintage key date, a coin with prooflike reflectivity

m the fields and strong physical character overall. A rarity in all

grades, although a few Mint State specimens ofthe date are known

to today’s collecting community. The present coin is one offewer

than a dozen examples of the date called AU-58 by PCGS, wdth

just five examples certified finer by that organization. A date that

is well known to half eagle specialists as an issue that is difficult to

find above VF or EF. Devoid of all but a few faint marks, and de-

cidedly choice as such.

PCGS Population: II; 5 finer (MS-62 finest).

Another 1877 HalfEagle Rarity

(2x photo)

1436

1877 AU-58 (PCGS). Rich and lustrous orange gold with rose

and peach iridescence. The fields are somewhat reflective and, while

sporting a few tiny marks or abrasions, are particularly free of deep

gouges and scratches. A genuinely delightful example of this rare

issue. The chance to bid on three specimens in one sale may be an

opportunity unparalleled in the long history' ofnumismaric auctions,

a circumstance that allows every potential bidder a chance at adding

this low-mintage issue to his or her collection.

PCGS PopiiUtton: 1 1 ; 5 finer (MS-62 finest).

Choice Cameo Proof 1881 HalfEagle

Mintage: 42 Pieces

Ex Heifetz Collection

(2x photo)

1437 1881 Proof-64 Cameo (NGC). Sparkling honey gold with frosty '

motifs and mirror fields that display a nuance of rich orange irides-

cence. From a Proofmintage for the date ofjust 42 pieces, ofwhich

40 pieces were struck on February 19, 1881, with two additional

pieces later in the year. It is doubtful, however, ifmore than a dozen

or so of those 42 Proofs are extant today. Of the Proof 1881 half

eagles currently known, a few have problems from mishandling over

the years, and the present choice Proof is among the seven finest

examples of the date certified by NGC. Off the market for nearly

15 years, pedigreed to a famous collection, and very desirable.

NGC Census: 1; 6 finer within the designation (Proof-66 CAM finest).

From the Charles River Collection. Earlierfrom Superior’s Sale of the

Jascha Heifetz Collection, October 1989, Lot 4496.

1438 Trio ot Liberty half eagles: 1881 AU-58. Lustrous and attractive

1893 AU-55. Subdued golden gray surfaces 19()1-S MS-61.

Lustrous with just a whisper of rose. (Total: 3 pieces)

1439

1883-S MS-62 (NGC). Bright honey gold with strong lustre, a

nuance of pale olive toning, and grand overall eye appeal for the

assigned grade. Choice for the grade.

Gem Mint State 1885-S $5

1440

1885-S MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty gem of the finest order. Broad

cartwheel lustre cascades brightly across satiny rose-gold surfaces. A

sharply struck gem, one of a baker’s dozen examples ot the date

certified MS-65 by PCGS, with Just tw'o examples certified finer

by that firm. Absolutely choice for the assigned grade.

PCGS Population: 13; 2 finer (both MS-66).
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1441 1895-S AU-58 (NGC). Bright pale honey gold with strong lustre,

a coin that presents an initial impression of a finer grade.

Gem Mint State 1897 $5

(2x photo)

1445 1900 MS-64 (NGC). Strong cartwheel lustre spins vividly on the

satiny rich golden surfaces ofthis attractive choice Uncirculated Lib-

erty halfeagle. A whisper ofiridescent sky blue and rose graces both

sides.

1446 1901-S MS-64 (NGC). A frosty golden specimen with a wealth of

pale olive iridescence. Just a few faint marks from a gem classification.

What at first appears to be a fairly large planchet mark above the 9 in the date

proves to be something else entirely under low magnification. Careful examina-

tion readily presents a couple of potential scenarios. The flaw could either be a

large die chip, which is the first and easiest diagnosis to arrive at, but further ex-

amination leads tliis writer to conclude that it is a flake ofgold from another planchet

that was struck through onto the obverse of the present coin.

1442 1897 MS-65 (NGC). Satiny honey gold gem surfaces show a nu-

ance of pale olive and a sheen of crisp and bold cartwheel lustre.

Sharp and appealing, a gem at the physical and aesthetic level. Just a

half dozen examples of the date have been graded finer than the

present coin by NGC.
NGC Census: 53; 6 finer (MS-66 finest).

Proof 1898 HalfEagle

1443 1898 Proof-60 (ANACS). Honey gold frosty motifs encircled by

mirrored fields, though the fields have suffered myriad tiny marks

in the century since this Proofhalfeagle left the Mint. From a mint-

age for the date of 75 pieces, a specimen that will no doubt draw

bidding attention.

Choice Uncirculated 1899-S $5

1444 1899-S MS-64 (NGC). A highly lustrous halfeagle. Bright honey

gold surfaces show some prooflike reflectivity and pale rose toning

highlights.

1447 1901-S MS-64 (NGC). Bright and lustrous honey gold with splen-

did peach iridescence in abundance.

Gem Cameo Proof 1903 $5

(2x photo)

1448 1903 Proof-65 Cameo (NGC). Sparkling yellow gold with lightly

frosted motifs, deep mirror fields, and a nuance of rich pale orange

iridescence. An enticingly sharp and thoroughly attractive gem Proof

ofthe date, one of 1 54 Proofs struck. Although we suspect a consid-

erable number of survivors are extant today from that mintage, few

of them exhibit cameo contrast (the dies were polished differently

during the 1 902- 1907 era in Liberty coinage, resulting in more uni-

formly brilliant Proofs).

NC'iC Census: 6; 7 finer within the designation (Proof-68 CAM finest).

From the Charles Rhvr Collection.
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1449

1903-S MS-64 (NGC). A highly lustrous deep golden half eagle

with a bold strike and eye appeal that su^ests a finer grade. A mi-

nor edge clip makes its presence known in the obverse dentils at

U):IX) and at the corresponding place on the reverse rim at 8:00.

Neat!

1450

1906-S MS-64 (NGC). Highly lustrous honey gold with bright

yellow iridescence in abundance, especially on the reverse. Sharply

struck and decidedly choice for the assigned grade.

1451 1907-D MS-64 (NGC) . Warm orange gold with strong lustre and

great eye appeal. The final branch mint issue in the Liberty Head

halfeagle series.
1452

1908 Liberty. MS-64 (NGC). A satiny honey gold example ofthe

final date in the long-lived (1839-1908) Liberty half eagle series.

Sharply struck and thoroughly appealing.

Choice Mint State 1908 Indian $5

(2.\ photo)

calls to mind a finer grade. Indeed, the surfaces call to mind a state

somewhere between circulation strike and matte I'roof, for such is

the satiny texture ofthis impressive Indian halfeagle from the debut

date of the series.

1454

1909 MS-63 (NGC). A lustrous choice Mint State specimen, a

coin with a generous quotient ofeye appeal for the assigned grade.

1455

1909-D MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous with rich rose high-

lights in the recessed areas. Perhaps the most popular and affordable

date in the Indian half eagle series for a U.S. gold type coin collec-

tion.

1456

Group of Indian half eagles: 19()9-S AU-58. Lightly cleaned

long ago 1910-S AU-58 191 1 AU-58 1913-S AU-58 1914-

S (2). AU-58; AU-55 1915 AU-58. Each is lustrous with traces of

delicate rose toning. (Total: 7 pieces)1457

1910 MS-63 (NGC). Highly lustrous yellow gold with some warm
honey highlights. A pleasing coin for the grade.

Elusive Mint State 1912-S $5

1458

1912-S MS-62 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with a distinctive olive

glow. An issue that obtains key date status in Mint State despite a

sizeable mintage of 392,()()() pieces. Choice for the grade, as bidding

activity for this lot w'iU no doubt indicate.

1453

1908 Indian. MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty olive gold beauty! The sur-

faces glow with rich underlying lustre, and the eye appeal readily
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Gem Proof 1914 HalfEagle

(2x photo)

1459 1914 Matte Proof-65 (NGC). An impressive gem Proof. Satiny

matte surfaces display warm and attractive olive highlights. One of

125 Proofs of the date struck, though far fewer than that number

exist today; perhaps some Proofs of the date were spent during the

Great Depression, when five dollars was a small fortune to some

people. A truly appealing gem that is every bit as special as the as-

signed grade implies, and every bit as beautiful as well.

Front the Charles River Collection.

Choice Mint State 1914-D $5

1460 1914-D MS-63 (PCGS). Deep and rich honey gold with splashes

ofwarm rose and orange iridescence. A visually enjoyable example

of the date and grade combination.

GOLD EAGLES
Much like our selection of half eagles, the eagle offering in this

lie includes early types, popular rarities from branch mints, and a

irilhng array of Proofs from the Charles River Collection. Begin-

ing with the elusive 1797 Small Eagle type, those who admire the

andcraft ofthe gold coins from the first Philadelphia Mint will have

chance to compete for several fine coins, including a nice AU
798/7 overdate and a popular 1801 eagle. Those who pursue the

iberty $10 series will find a long list ofrare dates to ponder: 1842-0

1 Mint State, 1865 in AU, 1873-CC in AU, an incredible 1874 gem,

374-S in AU, 1876 in AU, and nice specimens ofthe 1897 and 1902

sues that stand as “condition rarities.” The listing of Proofs is in-

edible: 1860, 1862, 1878, 1892, 1893, 1896, 1903, and 1905, each

fwhich is an impressive quality specimen. A number of collectible

idian $10 with Augustus Saint-Gaudens’ beautiful design round out

lis denomination.

Classic 1797 Small Eagle $10

Rarest of the Small Eagle Issues

(2x photo)

1461 1797 Taraszka-7, Breen 1-A. Rarity-5. Small Eagle. AU-58

(NGC). Satiny yellow gold with pale olive highlights and gener-

ous amounts of lustre on both sides. The fields are modestly

prooflike in appearance. Some faint marks are noted, none ofthem

deep or crying out for individual catalogue attention. Obverse stars

arranged 12 left, four right, a truly unique situation among early

American coinage. From a reported mintage for the date and type

of 3,615 pieces, the smallest mintage of the Small Eagle design

type within the denomination. Only the 1795 9 Leaves variety is

rarer within the design type, than the present issue. In fact, it is

thought that 50 to 60 1797 Small Eagle eagles are known. A grand

opportunity for advanced U.S. gold type collectors or equally ad-

vanced early eagle specialists.

NGC Census: 7; 7 finer (MS-62 finest).

Struck from the same reverse die used to produce 1796 Small Eagle eagles.

From an early state of the obverse, with a die crack just forming at the rim below

the 13th star, and protruding in the field near a point above the tip ot Liberty’s

bust; this die crack later becomes heavier.
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Popular 1797 Heraldic Eagle $10

1462 1797 Taraszka-12, Breen 2-C. Rarity-4. Large Eagle. Net

EF-40; appearance ofAU-55, but with tiny well-hidden scratches

on both sides. Bright pale olive-gold surfaces show a wealth of

detail and some prootlike renectivity. The noted scratches are tiny

and appear on the obverse in clusters behind Miss Liberty’s hair

and at the center ofher neck, while the reverse scratches are noted

at the shield and head details of the eagle. It is certainly worth

noting that, despite the mentioned flaws, the sharpness ofthe coin

is actually remarkable, with bold hair details on the obverse and

equally sharp devices on the reverse. All things considered, the

present coin is worthy of in-person inspection and just as worthy

of consideration for placement in an early gold type collection.

Famous 1798/7 Eagle Rarity

Stars 9X4

(2x photo)

1463 1798/7 Taraszka-9, Breen 1-A. Rarity-4+. Stars 9X4. AU-
55 (PCGS). A highly lustrous yellow gold specimen with distinc-

tive olive highlights on the modestly frosted motifs and decidedly

mirrored fields. A wealth of strong mint lustre graces both sides.

A greatly prized rarity in all grades, and a date with a stated mint-

age of900 pieces (according to the Guide Book). For the record, all

1798 eagles are overdates, and come in two distinct varieties, that

with obverse stars arranged 9X4, as here, and a second variety with

the stars arranged 7X6 (that variety being much rarer than the pres-

ently offered variety). A few faint marks are noted, perhaps the

most prominent of these a faint curved scratch from beneath the 8

m the date that arcs upward to the tip of Liberty’s bust. All things

considered, a choice coin for the grade. Here is a classic American

gold rarity, a variety for which Walter Breen estimated that per-

haps just 17 or 18 examples were known. Our research indicates

that perhaps as many as 100 examples can currently be accounted

for of the date (both varieties), though few ofthose equal the qual-

ity of the present specimen.

PCGS Population: 8; 7 finer (MS-61 flnest).

From an early state of the dies, lacking the obverse die crack that ranges

from the border at 1 :00 and passes through the L in LIBERTY, as described at

Lot 561 in the May 2000 catalogue of the Harry Bass Collection (Bowers and

Merena). Additionally, this reverse is also known to have been paired /iifer with

a 1797-dated obverse die.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUM^ITIES
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Lustrous AU 1801 Eagle

(2x photo)

1464 1801 Taraszka-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-3. AU-55 (PCGS).

Warm olive-gold on the obverse with pale rose highlights, with

the reverse chiefly bright yellow gold with olive highlights.

Prooflike in the fields, especially on the obverse. 1801 eagles are

the single most readily available date ofthe design type (1797-1804),

and examples of the date are frequently selected for inclusion in

U.S. gold type collections.

Important Mint State 1842-0 $10 Rarity

Condition Census

Among Three Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1465 1842-0 MS-61 (NGC) . Medium honey gold with rich ohve high-

lights and underlying lustre that enhances the overall appeal. From

a modest mintage for the date of 27,400 pieces, the vast majority

of which rolled off the presses at the New Orleans Mint and di-

rectly into circulation. Today the typical survivor from the pro-

duction run is apt to be just VF or so, with specimens at AU or

finer considered important rarities. In Mint State, the term “for-

midable rarity” pops to mind for this elusive date! Indeed, just three

Uncirculated 1842-0 eagles have been graded by NGC, one of

which is lesser in grade than the present coin, and one which is

higher on the grading scale. An exciting opportunity comes to the

fore when this Mint State 1842-0 eagle enters the auction arena.

NGC Census: 1; 1 finer (lVlS-62).

1466 1844-0 VF-35. Medium honey gold with some ohve highlights.

Some faint marks are noted, though the coin is still quite present-

able for the assigned grade.

1467 1847 AU-5() (PCGS). Lustrous medium gold with some prooflike

reflectivity in the fields, especially on the reverse. Nicely struck.

1468 Quartette ofLiberty eagles; 1851-0 EF-4(). Subdued yellow

gold 1881 EF-40. Light scratches 1893 EF-45. Golden yel-

low with rich golden rose at the peripheries 1906-0 EF-45.

Golden yellow surfaces with magenta toning at the devices. (To-

tal: 4 pieces)
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Popular 1S53/2 Overdate Eagle

1469 1853/2 AU-55 (PCGS). Vibrant honey gold with strong lustre

on both sides, and with much brightness in the protected areas. A
tew taint marks are noted, none of them overbearing, and all of

them as should be e.xpected for a lightly circulated gold piece.

Remnants ot an underlying digit, long supposed to be a 2, plainly

visible in the lower loop of the 3 in the date. A prize at the as-

signed grade level; just a half dozen e.xamples of the date have ob-

tained the AU-35 grade from PCGS, wdth a solitary example of

the date graded finer by that firm. To date, no example of this

issue has been called Mint State by PCGS, thereby making the

present specimen one of the finest certified examples extant.

PCC;S Population: 6; 1 finer (AU-58).

William K. Idler was one of the first Philadel-

phia coin dealers, and set up shop by 1859, in a small

room attached to the front of his house. On dis-

play were rare coins, minerals, curios, and other

items. In 1860 Idler issued tokens advertising the

business, the dies being cut by Robert Lovett, Jr.

who was also associated with the 1861-dated Con-
federate States of America cent. Idler went on to

have close connections with the Mint, and through

his son-in-law, John W. Haseltine, many choice

delicacies were brought to the market, including

1804-dated silver dollars.

Choice Cameo Proof 1860 Eagle Rarity

{2x photo)

1470 1860 Proof-64 Deep Cameo (PCGS). A satiny delight. The
heartily frosted motifs and mirrored fields are a pleasing medium
orange-gold study in cameo contrast, the devices seemingly afloat

on a sea ot reflective molten gold. From a reported Proof mintage

for the date ofjust 50 pieces, though Breen expostulated that “at

least 30 Proofs sold in sets, rest melted January 1862 [1861?| as

unsold; not over 10 traceable.” He mentions that a few of the

known specimens are “impaired” as well. Two of Breen’s “trace-

able” specimens are permanently impounded in museum collec-

tions, one at the Smithsonian Institution, the other at the Ameri-

can Numismatic Society. The present beauty compares easily and

favorably to Bass: 1473 (October 1999) for quality and appeal, and

is among the finest extant Proofs of the date as a result. For the

record, PCGS has certified two examples of the date as Proof-64

DCAM, as here, with none finer. Rare, beautiful, important, de-

sirable, we think you get the picture!

PCGS Population: 2; none finer within any designation.

americ:an numismatic rarities
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Impressively Rare 1862 ProofEagle

None Graded Finer by PCGS

(2x photo)

1471 1862 Proof-64 Cameo (PCGS). Rich and deep orange-gold

surfaces with frosty motifs and mirror fields. A few faint hairlines

keep the present coin from a much finer grade. One ofjust 35

Proofs of the date produced, though it is doubtful the entire pro-

duction run found buyers. Indeed, common wisdom today places

the number of survivors from that scant Proof mintage at just 10

to 15 specimens, including one specimen that re.sides permanently

at the Smithsonian Institution, and another that makes its perma-

nent home at the American Numismatic Society. The present coin

is among the finest Proofs of the date certified by PCGS. The

1862 eagle in Proofformat is one of the great rarities in the entire

U.S. eagle series, a date that rivals just about any other Proof or

circulation strike issue ofthe design type for rarity and desirability.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer within any designation.

Important 1865 Eagle Rarity

1472 1865 AU-55 (NGC). Warm honey gold with rich golden high-

Hghts and strong lustre present; the fields are somewhat prooflike in

appearance. A popular rarity. From a scant circulation strike mint-

age for the date ofjust 3,980 pieces, with far fewer than 100 ex-

amples known today in all grades. At VF, the date is considered quite

rare, and at EF or finer the rarity of the date increases dramatically.

In fact, the present specimen is equal in assigned grade to the Harry

W. Bass, Jr. specimen (May 2000, Lot 657), and is notable as such. A
fine opportunity for an advanced eagle specialist.

NGC Census: 4; 3 finer (MS-60 finest).
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Desirable 1873-CC $10 Rarity

Among Finest Certified by PCGS

1473 1873-CC AU-50 (PCGS). Bright and luminous lustre graces the

medium orange-gold surfaces of this prized rarity from the Car-

son City Mint. From a small mintage for the date of4,543 pieces,

with the typical survivor from that production run VF or so, rarely

EF, and even rarer yet at the AU level. To date neither PCGS nor

NGC has certified a Mint State e.xample! A few faint marks are

noted, as should be expected from a coin that spent a fair amount
of time in circulation, but none are severe enough to warrant our

individual description. Only two examples ot this greatly prized

rarity have been certified finer than the present specimen by PCGS,
both ot those AU-53. A grand opportunity for advanced eagle spe-

cialists and Carson City Mint aficionados alike.

PCGS Population: 6; 2 finer (both AU-53).

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1874 Eagle
Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

The Harry Bass Coin

1474 1874 MS-65 (NGC). A satiny gem with flashes ofbold lustre and

warm rose iridescence, especially on the reverse. A sharp and pleas-

ing specimen devoid ot all but some minor, inconsequential marks.

When catalogued as part of the Flarry Bass collection, this coin was

described as “a high Condition Census specimen,” a statement that

still holds true today. Indeed, Breen called this date “extremely rare

above EF.” The present lustrous gem is one ofthree examples ofthe

date called MS-65 by NGC, with no specimens graded higher by

that firm. A memorable opportunity for eagle specialists.

NGC Census: 3; none finer.

From Slack’s sale ofthe Battle Family Collection, October 1984, Lot

1121; Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part II, October 1999, Lot 1543.
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Elusive 1874-S Eagle Rarity

Among Three Finest Examples Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1475 1874-S AU-55 (NGC). Bright and lustrous honey gold with much

brilliance in the protected areas. Nicely struck, and with only a

few faint marks testifying to its brief stay in circulation. One of

only 10,000 examples ofthe date produced, and another San Fran-

cisco Mint issue for which the typical grade available today is apt

to be just VF or so, when found at all. Breen’s Encyclopedia called

this date “prohibitively rare above VF,” a notion that still holds

true today. No Mint State examples of the date have been graded

by NGC, with a solitary AU-58 the finest example of the date

seen by that firm. In fact, the PCGS Population Report mirrors the

exact same numbers for the date as the NGC Census Report (see

below). Rare and important.

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer (AU-58).

Classic 1876 Eagle Rarity

Mintage Just 687 Circulation Strikes

(2x photo)

1476 1876 AU-55 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with a touch ofprooflike

reflectivity around the reverse devices. A classic rarity in the eagle

series, one ofjust 687 examples of the date struck for general circu-

lation along with a small Proofmintage of45 pieces. A few scattered

marks are seen, none bold enough to warrant individual mention. It

is thought that less than 10% of the original circulation strike mint-

age for the date can be accounted for today, and the typical survivor

from the mintage is just VF or so. At AU, the date becomes rarer

yet. For the record, NGC has not certified a Mint State example of

this date! The mintage ofthe 1876 eagle is second only to that ofthe

legendary 1875 eagle in terms of rarity, with the 1875 mintage just

100 pieces. Indeed, the only other dates within the entire denomi-

nation (1795 to 1933) with smaller listed mintage figures are the

1907 Indian eagles ofthe Wire Rim and Rounded Run, With Peri-

ods styles. A grand opportunity awaits you here.

NGC Census: 3; 3 finer (AU-58 finest).
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Important Cameo Proof 1878 Eagle
A Prized Proof Rarity

Mintage: 20

(2x photo)

1477 1878 Proof-63 Cameo (NGC). Frosty honey gold motifs and

mirrored fields display a whisper of pale peach iridescence. Some
hairlines in the reflective fields account for the assigned grade. Just

20 Proofs of this date were struck, and it is thought that perhaps

just eight to 10 Proof examples of the date still e.xist in all grades.

One of the most highly prized Proofdates among Liberty eagles, a

series where Proofs tend to be much more elusive than those of

other denominations. Tied for finest certified by NGC. Indeed,

just two Proofexamples ofthe date have been certified by that firm

m any grade! An important opportunity in all regards and off the

market since our consignor purchased it in the Heifetz sale in 1989.

NGC Census: 2; none finer within any designation.

from the Charles River Collection. Earlier from Superior’s sale ofthe

Jascha Heifetz Collection, October 1989, Lot 4819.

Elusive 1878-S Eagle

1478

1878-S AU-55 (NGC). Deep honey gold with much yellow

brightness in the protected areas. A few faint marks are noted for

accuracy, though the viewer’s eye is unlikely to settle upon any

one mark in particular. The 1878-S eagle is most often seen in VF
to EF , though the preponderance ot pieces are typicallyjust Vff At

AU, as offered here, the date takes a leap into the ranks of genu-
inely rare dates. It is worth noting here that just four examples of
the date have been called Uncirculated by NGC. Another nice

opportunity for eagle specialists.
1479

Quintette of Liberty eagles: 1881 AU-55 1882 AU-55
1897 AU-58 1901 AU-58 (2). Each is lustrous and attractive.

(Total: 5 pieces)

Choice Uncirculated 1884 Eagle

1480

1884 MS-63 (NGC). A satiny honey gold gem with strong lustre

and a whisper of pale rose iridescence. Sharply struck. A scarce

date in choice Mint State or finer, certainly much scarcer than its

mintage of76,890 pieces suggests. The present specimen is among
the top 15 examples of the date certified by NGC.

NGC Census: 7; 8 finer (MS-65 finest).

Uncirculated 1887 Eagle
1481

1887 MS-62 (NGC). Satiny honey gold with warm rose irides-

cence. Nicely struck. From a modest mintage for the date and era

of 53,600 pieces. The present coin is among the dozen finest ex-

amples of the date certified by NGC, and is worthy of serious bid-

der consideration as such.

NGC Census: 8; 4 finer (MS-64 finest).

New Orleans Mint Eagle Collection

Complete from 1888-0 to 1906-0

1482 A complete date run ofNew Orleans Mint eagles from 1888

through the final issue in 1906. Mostly purchased by our con-

signor from the late 1970s to the mid 1980s and not offered since.

A nice beginning set of well matched coins, all with bright yellow

gold surfaces and nice lustre: 1888-0 AU-58 1892-0 AU-
58 1893-0 AU-55 1894-0 AU-55 1895-0 MS-60
1897-0 AU-55 1899-0 AU-55 1901-0 MS-60 1903-0

MS-60 1904-0 AU-58 1906-0 AU-58. (Total: 11 pieces)

All are from auction sales of the late 1970s and early 1980s, chiefly

Stack’s and Bowers and Ruddy.

1483 1890 MS-61 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold, a nice looking coin for

the grade.
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Choice Cameo Proof 1892 Eagle

None Certified Finer by PCGS

(2x photo)

[484 1892 Proof-64 (PCGS). A frosty cameo Proof (though such is

not noted on the holder). Satiny medium gold motifs contrast nicely

with lively orange gold mirrors. From a Proofmintage for the date

of 72 pieces, though it is thought today that perhaps just 30 or so

Proof examples of the date can be accounted for. Some faint ob-

verse hairlines and reverse cloudiness in the field are all that keep

this piece from the gem category. One of the five finest examples

of the date that PCGS has certified within any designation.

PCGS Population: 5; none finer within any designation.

From the Charles Rwer Collection.

Choice Uncirculated 1892-S Eagle

1485 1892-S MS-63 (NGC). Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre revels

across the lively honey gold surfaces ofthis attractive Liberty eagle.

Lightly marked in places but not enough to disturb the overaO vi-

sual effect. Sharply struck. An elusive issue in choice Uncirculated

despite a sizeable mintage for the date of 115,500 pieces. We note

that NGC has certified just one example of the date finer than the

present coin, which points to a shortage ofchoice Mint State 1892-

S eagles in our opinion.

NGC Census: 8; 1 finer (MS-64).

Lovely Cameo Proof 1893 $10

An Underrated Rarity

None Graded Finer by NGC

1486 1893 Proof-64 Cameo (NGC). Frosty honey gold motifs and

deeply mirrored fields display a wealth of orange iridescence. A
sharply defined and very attractive Proof Just 55 Proofs ol the

date were struck, with somewhere around 20 pieces surviving to-

day, most ofwhich are not as nice as this example. Among the half

dozen finest examples certified by NGC (some ofwhich may rep-

resent resubmissions). A grand opportunity for an alert Liberty

eagle specialist or an advanced Proof type collector.

NGC Census: 6; none finer within the designation.

From the Charles River Collection.

1487 Group ofLiberty eagles grading MS-62 (PCGS): 1893 (2)

1894 1900 1901 1901-S 1907. All are lustrous with

golden surfaces and some traces ofdelicate toning. (Total: 7 pieces)
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Choice Proof 1896 Eagle

(2x photo)

1488

1896 Proof-64 (PCGS). An engaging cameo with the frosted

deep honey gold motifs and rich orange gold mirror fields, though

such is not noted on the holder. A gorgeous coin with striking

golden hues, with perhaps the only visual detriment being a touch

of cloudiness in the fields. One ofperhaps 25 to 30 Proofs of the

date surviving from the Proofmintage of78 pieces. A visually en-

gaging eagle that should enjoy a strong realization when it crosses

the auction block.

PCGS Population; 9; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-66 finest).

From the Charles River Collection.

Superlative Gem Uncirculated 1897 Eagle

(2,x photo)

1489

1897 MS-66 (NGC). Creamy smooth honey gold surfaces dis-

play warm lustre and delightful rich rose highlights. A sharply struck

gem specimen, definitely a coin that is worthy ofthe assigned grade.

Among the five finest examples of the date certified NGC, and

totally desirable as such.

NGC Census: 4; 1 finer (MS-67).

Choice Uncirculated 1898 Eagle
1490

1898 MS-64 (NGC). A frosty beauty with strong lustre and eye

appeal that easily meets the requirements of the grade. Delightful

honey gold with rich rose highlights. We’ve all seen MS-65 coins

that would have trouble measuring up to the present MS-64 coin

for quality and eye appeal!

1491

1901-S MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty golden specimen with strong

cartwheel lustre and a nuance of pale rose toning. Sharply struck.
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Choice Mint State 1901-S $10

492 1901-S MS-64 (NGC). A satiny and frosty beauty of the finest

order, a coin that defines the MS-64 grade. Heavy lustre and strong

peach iridescence add to the overall charm of this lovely Liberty

eagle.

Elusive Gem Mint State 1902 Eagle

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

(2x photo)

Brilliant Proof 1903 Eagle

(2x photo)

1494 1903 Proof-65 (NGC). A fully brilliant Proof with rich yellow

iridescence in the protected design areas. The high points and ar-

eas of the reflective fields show some light golden cloudiness. Per-

haps 40 or so Proofexamples ofthis date survive from the mintage

of 96 pieces, done here in the second year of the brilliant Proof

format. Another Liberty eagle Proof rarity that will experience a

good deal ofbidding activity when it crosses the auction block.

NGC Census: 10; 4 finer within any designation (Proof-66 finest).

As with the Proof issues of the preceding year, 1902, the portrait of Miss

Liberty was lightly polished in the die on the gold Proof coinage of 1903, which

is characteristic of all authentic Proof strikings of the date. Indeed, “cameo”

Proofs of the date are seldom found.

From the Charles Riper Collection.

493 1902 MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty gem with a high degree ofwarmly

rotating cartwheel lustre. A satiny, lovely beauty. One of 82,400

circulation strikes of the date produced, the second lowest Lib-

erty eagle mintage figure of the 20th century issues (1901-1907).

Not a single example of the date has been graded finer than the

present coin by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 2; none finer.
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Gem Proof 1905 Eagle

Finest Certified by PCGS

(2x photo)

1495

1905 Proof-66 (PCGS). A flashy gem brilliant Proof specimen

with a hint of frost on the design high points, especially on the

reverse. A startlingly brilliant Proof that is a pleasure to behold

and stands up well to careflil scrutiny. Just 86 Proofs of the date

were struck, with perhaps 30 or so examples existing today from

that mintage. It is noteworthy that the present specimen is finer

than Bass:1661 (October 1999), which speaks highly for the over-

all quality of the present piece. The finest Proof 1905 certified

PCGS within any designation, and a coin that would be at home

in advanced U.S. gold cabinet.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within any designation.

From the Charles Rioer Collection.

Choice Mint State 1907 Indian $10

No Periods

1496

1907 No Periods. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty orange gold with sat-

iny lustre and olive highlights. An attractive Mint State example of

the other Saint-Gaudens design, from the first year ofthe design type.

1497 Quartette of Saint-Gaudens eagles: 1907 No Periods, hr -45

1908 Motto. EF-45 1909 FF-45 1914 AU-50. Each is at-

tractive with soft golden surfaces and a hint ofrose. (Total: 4 pieces)

1498 Pair ofindian eagles: 1908 No Motto. AU-58. Subdued golden

surfaces with traces ofreddish gold at the devices 1914-S AU-50.

Lustrous rose-gold surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

Gem Sandblast 1908 Indian $10

1499

1908 Motto. Matte Proof-65 (NGC). An engagingly beautiful

ohve-gold Sandblast or Matte Proof from the first year of the de-

sign type with IN GOD WE TRUST on the revere. Careful scru-

tiny reveals a seemingly endless field oftiny, scintillating diamonds

with a heavy glow of lustre seemingly emanating from within, for

such is the beauty and enchantment ofSandblast Proofgold coin-

age. One of 116 Proofs of the date struck. An outstanding speci-

men in all regards.

From the Charles River Collection.

1500 Trio ofindian eagles grading AU-58: 1908 Motto 1912

1914-D. Each with lustrous and attractive yellow gold surfaces.

(Total: 3 pieces)

1501 1913 MS-62 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with deep yellow high-

lights and a high degree of lustre. A few stray marks from a much

finer grade.

1502 Trio ofMint State Indian eagles: 1913 MS-62. Lustrous and

attractive with just a hint of toning 1932 (2). MS-63; MS-62.

Both are lustrous with one having a minor obverse planchet Haw,

(Total: 3 pieces)
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1503 1914-D MS-63 (PCGS). Rich and full cartwheel lustre chases

wisps of pale rose and peach iridescence across the satiny honey

gold surfaces of this attractive branch mint Indian eagle.

Choice Uncirculated 1914-S $10

(2x photo)

I 1504 1914-S MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold with extraordinary

bursts of bright rose, peach, and yellow iridescence. An impres-

sively lustrous example of this popular branch mint issue. Fewer

than a dozen examples ofthe date have been graded finer by PCGS.

PCGS Popufition: 64; 10 finer (MS-65 finest).

Lustrous Uncirculated 1915-S Indian $10

1505 1915-S MS-62 (NGC). A highly lustrous specimen with satiny

golden surfaces. Hints of pale rose iridescence add to the overall

visual appeal. A lovely coin for the grade, one that is much finer

overall than the numerical interpretation implies. One of just

59,000 examples of the date, the fourth lowest regular-issue eagle

of the Indian design type, and always desirable as such.

1506 1926 MS-64 (NGC). A satiny beauty with creamy matte-like

surfaces, a high degree of lustre, and a nuance of pale rose that

enhances the overall appeal. Choice for the assigned grade, as des-

ignated by the NGC rating.

Impressive Gem 1932 Eagle

(2x photo)

1507 1932 MS-66 (NGC). Heavily frosted surfaces display glowing,

robust lustre that supports a whirlpool of lively rose and peach iri-

descence. A visually splendid gem, a coin that presents the artistic

glory that Roosevelt and Saint-Gaudens envisioned for our coin-

age.
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I X^UL^LE EAGLES
«.>ur oxiiting prcsfiitation of rare U.S. gold coins continues with

this largest denomination ever produced for circulation, the double

eagle. The S20 gold piece is the subject ofDave Bowers’ latest book,

r/ic Offiiial Red Book of L^nited States Double Ea_ffle Gold Coins, which

can be ordered now frotn theANR Publications Department. Among
the tine pieces available in the next few dozen lots include two ship-

ureck treasure coins, one from the familiar S.S. BrotherJonathan, while

the other coin, an 1856-S, is more shroudeci in mystery and may
trace its lineage back to Florida’s historic “Fort Capron Treasure.”

Another tine grouping ot Proot coins make their appearance, most

from the Charles River Collection, a particularly impressive group

ot massive gold coins struck especially for collectors, each a great rar-

ity. Dates include the extremely elusive Civil War-date 1863, 1886,

1890, the 1896 from the Norweb Collection, 1903, 1906 and a pair

ot rare and beautiful Roman Finish Saint-Gaudens coins, dated 1909

and 1910. Important business strike pieces include the challenging

1864, a superb 1884-S, an equally lovely 1891-S in Choice Mint State,

and nine MCMVII Fligh Relief S20 for your bidding pleasure. If

you’ve ever wanted to own one (who hasn’t?), now may be the time

for you to acquire this prize!

1508

Sextette ofLiberty double eagles: 1850 Net EF-45 1855-

S Net EF-40 1876 Net VF-35 1879 EF-4() 1879-S Net

EF-40 1896-S Net EF-4(). All are finer for sharpness with mi-

nor problems. (Total; 6 pieces)

Lustrous AU 1853/2 $20

1509

1853/2 AU-53 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous honey gold with rich

mint brilliance m the protected areas. A few scattered marks are

noted, these chiefly gathered on the obverse. What is purported

to be the remnants ofan underlying 2 can be seen within the lower

loop ot the 3 in the date (see below). Always popular as one ofjust

two overdates known in the double eagles denomination (the other

being the popular 1909/8 Saint Gaudens double eagle issue). Over-

all. an attractive and pleasing example of the date.

Ouring the course ot nearly 20 years ofwriting catalogue descriptions, the

present writer has had the opportunity to examine many examples of the so-

called IH53/2 double eagle, as otVered here. Examples of this popular rarity have

crossed the writer s desk in grades ranging from VF up to Mint State, with es-

sentially every stop imaginable in between. The present coin is, however, the

eartirst die state ever witnessed by this writer, and it reveals an interesting die

feature. C . arcful examination ot the date area reveals the remnants of a much
smaller 1 m date, as though a smaller four-digit date punch was used in the

double eagle die, then recognized as the wrong punch, and repunched with the

larger double eagle punch. It this were so. it would account for the fact that the

supposedly underlying 2 has never quite convinced many people of this tlaic'i

overdate status. Perhaps what is seen m the lower loop of the 3 in the date is the

remnants ofa much snuller 3, which would correspond smoothly with the snuller

1 that is seen on the present early die state com. Indeed, what may be the rem-
nants ol a smaller 5 can be seen in the lower loop of the 5 of the present speci-

men. All this, ofcourse, isjust speculation on the writer’s part, but it certainly is

of interest here, and probably to other double eagle specialists as well.

AU 1855-S Double Eagle

1510

1855-S AU-50 (NGC). Medium honey gold with much lustre

remaining in the protected areas. A popular date that is found in a

wide range of grades today which allows for many collectors to

own a pleasing Type I double eagle.

Saltwater 1856-S $20

1511 1856-S MS-63 (SEGS). “Saltwater Surfaces” marked on holder.

Deep yellow gold with subdued lustre on lightly and uniformly

granular surfaces, an indication ot prolonged submersion in seawa-

ter. Few marks are present and no indication of actual wear is seen.

Nearly all 1856-S $20 pieces from the S.S. Central America have been curated,

nicely revealing unatfected and lustrous surfaces beneath the encrustation,

thereby removing the “Ship of Gold” as a possible source for this coin. Some

double eagles from the S.S. Yankee Blade show similar granularity, but this date

is too late to have been included in that treasure. Our best guess is that it actually

comes from the same historic wreck as Lot 1662 in ourjanuary Classics Sale,

one ofthe pieces otTered with the Sebring Collection ofShipwreck coins (though

not actually consigned by Mr. Sebring). Lot 1662 in that catalogue was also an

1856-S $20 that was a part of the Fort Capron Treasure, a cache of gold coins

lost in 1857 in the surt near Fort Pierce, Florida when a Seminole War payroll

was lost overboard before reaching shore. Most of the coins were branch mint

gold coins dated 1850 to 1856. More details are available in that catalogue (and

in the study by Carl Clausen therein cited). Such a provenance is historic in-

deed!

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Lovely 1857-S $20

From the S.S. Central America

1 1512 1857-S MS-62 (PCGS). Predominantly brilliant yellow gold sur-

;

faces with some golden toning at the rims. Pleasing satiny surfaces

!

with bold lustre and nice eye appeal. Accompanied by the original

box and and certificate signed by Tommy Thompson of the Co-

lumbus America Discovery Group.

I

Uncirculated 1861 Double Eagle

1513 1861 MS-62 (PCGS). Satiny and highly lustrous honey gold with

few marks of note and eye appeal that far exceeds that which one

might expect for the assigned grade. Indeed, ifthe numerical grade

on the present coin’s holder were to be covered with tape and passed

around, the assigned grade of MS-62 might not even enter the

conversation! A pleasing and thoroughly choice example of Type

1 Liberty double eagle coinage, one that will definitely see spirited

bidding activity.

1514 Quintette ofdouble eagles: 1862-S VF-35. Subdued honey

gold surfaces 1883-S AU-58. Lustrous 1900 MS-60. Lus-

trous 1904-S (2). AU-55. Lustrous; AU-50. Cleaned. (Total: 5

pieces)

i;

Cartoon depicting the rush to California after gold was discovered in 1848.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ILARITIES
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Magnificent Cameo Proof 1863 $20

A Monumental Rarity

None Certified Finer by PCGS

(2x photo)

1515 1863 Proof-64 Cameo (PCGS). A visually enticing and thor- to be paid for in gold coins, typically available only from a bul-

oughly exciting example ot this greatly prized rarity in the double lion dealer, or at a premium in terms of “greenback” paper cur-

eagle series. A bright honey gold specimen with frosted motifs rency. Neither the Norweb nor Browning collections, both no-
and deeply mirrored fields that form a pleasing and sharp cameo table for their fine Liberty $20s and containing a number of

contrast. Though the reported Proof mintage for the date is just Proofs, contained an 1863 Proof The present beautiful cameo

30 pieces, it is probable that only 10 or so examples can be traced gem Proof double eagle is one ofjust ttvo called Proof-64 CAM
with any certainty today, and two of those are permanently im- by PCGS, with no Proof examples of the date certified finer

pounded in museum collections, with another rwo or three speci- within any designation by PCGS. At the risk of sounding like a

mens bearing notable impairments. It is thought that probable hackneyed toastmaster, this truly is a “golden” opportunity for

sales at the Mint in 1863 amounted to just 15 or 20 of the 30 an advanced double eagle specialist.

Proofs produced. Such coins were obtainable at the Mint but had PCGS Population; 2; none finer within .my designation.

Lustrous Choice AU 1864 $20
1516

1864 AU-58 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous honey gold with dis-

tinctive rose highlights. A few faint marks are noted, none of

them overbearing in appearance. A fairly scarce issue despite a

lotty mintage for the date ofmore than 204,000 circulation strikes.

Of the surviving portion of that mintage, only four specimens

have been certified finer than the present coin by PCGS, none

of those above MS-62. Definitely rare above EF, as bidding re-

sponse will no doubt prove.

PCXIS Population: 14; 4 finer (MS-62 finest).

Choice Uncirculated 1865-S $20

A BrotherJonathan Coin1517

1865-S MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty, brilliant honey gold with warm

peach and rose highlights. A choice coin for the grade, one that is

devoid of all but the most trivial marks. Indeed, ifjudged by the

reverse alone, the coin would easily grade MS-64 or finer. Sharply

struck. The reverse die shows serious cracks through STATES OF
AMERICA, and in other places as well. A pleasing coin that has

plenty going for it, including grand eye appeal, superb physical

quality for the assigned grade, and its origin as a ireasure coin!

From Bowers ami Meretia 's sale ofthe S.S. Brother Jonathan Treasure

Coins, May 1999, where the present specimen was jhirt ofa i;nmp otfnv

pieces that was sold as Lot 671. Inventory #766.
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Choice AU 1871-S $20

1518

1871-S AU-58 (NGC). Bright honey gold with some prooflike

reflectivity in the recessed areas. Generous amounts of mint bril-

liance fairly leap from the surfaces of this attractive, lightly circu-

lated double eagle.

1519 1873 Open 3. MS-61 (NGC). A frosty Mint State specimen with

strong lustre and a nuance of pale rose. Ifjudged by the reverse

alone, the grade would far exceed that which is assigned. One of

the few dates in the Type II double eagle series that can be readily

obtained in Mint State grades, though MS-60 to 62 is the usual

grade for Uncirculated specimens of the issue.

1520 1873 Open 3. AU-58 (NGC). A highly lustrous and satiny speci-

men with warm olive iridescent highlights on both sides.

1521 Quartette ofdouble eagles grading AU-58: 1873 (2) 1876

1876-S. All are lustrous and attractive. (Total: 4 pieces)

AU 1873-CC $201522

1873-CC AU-50 (NGC). A highly lustrous example ofthis scarce

and desirable Carson City Mint double eagle, one of 22,410 ex-

amples produced. Warm honey gold with areas of explosive yel-

low lustre, tempered by some orange highlights on the high points.

A few faint marks are noted, as is typically seen on large gold coins

such as this; circulation was typically unkind to such large golden

items. An attractive com for the grade, a specimen that is liable to

incite strong bidding activity.

1523

1874-CC VF-35 (PCGS). Medium honey gold with some bright

yellow lustre in the recessed areas. A popular Carson City Mint

double eagle issue from the early days of that production facility.

1524

1875 MS-61 (NGC). Satiny, lustrous, and decidedly finer than

the overall grade implies.

1525

1875-CC EF-45 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with rich rose iri-

descence in the protected areas. A few faint marks are noted, none

ofwhich demand the viewer’s immediate attention. Always popular

as a type coin.
1526

1876 MS-60 (NGC). Lustrous and brilliant with pale rose irides-

cence among the central devices. The fields are somewhat

prooflike, while the devices are frosty, the end result a modest yet

noticeable cameo appearance. The last date of is.sue for Type II

double eagles.

1527

1876 AU-58 (NGC). Highly lustrous with rose and olive high-

lights. Many would call this specimen Uncirculated.

1528

1876 AU-58 (NGC). Strong lustre on a satiny honey surfaces.

Rich areas of olive and rose highlight both sides.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUARITIES
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1529 1876-CC VF-20 (NGC). Light honey gold with some lustre and

peach iridescence in the protected areas, especially on the reverse.

The final Carson City Mint Type II double eagle issue.

1530 1882-S MS-61 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with a hint of or-

ange iridescence. The fields are chiefiy proofiike, adding a mod-
est cameo effect.

1531 1883-CC EF-40 (NGC) . Medium honey gold with some deeper

highlights on the high points. Some underlying lustre is noted,

mainly on the reverse.

Choice AU 1884-CC $20

1532 1884-CC AU-58 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre graces the

bright honey gold surfaces. A few faint marks arc noted as should

be expected. Regarding the present specimen, the present writer

has seen coins of lesser quality in holders adorned with far finer

numerical grades.

Impressive Choice Uncirculated 1884-S $20

None Certified Finer by PCGS

(2x photo)

1533 1884-S MS-64 (PCGS). Intensely lustrous honey gold with a

nuance ot pale rose, olive, and faint sky blue. A few scattered marks

are noted, though the surfaces are far less bagmarked than typi-

cally found for this date. A scarce issue in choice MS-64 grade,

this despite a somewhat sizable mintage for the date of 916,000

pieces. In fact, the present coin is among the dozen finest examples

of the date certified by PCGS!
PCGS Population: 12; none finer

From the Charles River Collection.

1534 Trio ofMint State double eagles: 1884-S MS-60. Pale golden

with hints of rose "tt 1892-S MS-60. Lustrous with traces of deli-

cate toning 1899 MS-60. Obverse lacquered. (Total: 3 pieces)

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUVRITIES
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Impressive Choice Cameo Proof 1886 $20

{2x photo)

1535 1886 Proof-64 (PCGS). A visually exciting cameo Proofexample

of the date (though the “cameo” status of the present coin is not

noted on the green label PCGS holder). Bursts ofdeep sunset gold

and orange grace the frosty motifs, while the deeply mirrored fields

are imbued with the spirit of pale olive and rose. A greatly prized

rare date in the Liberty double eagle series, one that saw a circula-

tion strike mintage ofjust 1,000 pieces, and a modest Proofmintage

ofonly 106 pieces. It is estimated that perhaps just 1 5 or so circulatkm

strikes of the date are known, and the Proofpopulation is perhaps in

the range of 50 to 55 pieces. In other words, should 100 serious

collectors of Liberty double eagles suddenly appear in today’s nu-

mismatic marketplace, perhaps two dozen or more of them would

go “begging” where this date is concerned owing to the small exist-

ing population of Proofs and circulation strikes. A lively, colorful

specimen that will undoubtedly see spirited bidding activity.

PCGS Population: 8; 5 finer within designation (Proof-66 finest).

From the Charles River Collection.

1536 1889-S MS-61 (NGC). A high degree of lustre on satiny honey

gold surfaces. The fields are somewhat reflective, especially no-

ticeable on the obverse. Choice for the assigned grade, with a re-

verse that pushes the MS-64 category.

Choice Cameo Proof 1890 $20 Rarity

Among Top HalfDozen Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1537 1890 Proof-64 Cameo (NGC) . Sparkling yellow gold highlights

adorn the frosty central motifs of this splendid rarity'. The fields

are deeply mirrored and faint bursts ofrich orange iridescence grace

both sides. Just 55 Proofs of the date were struck, and probably

fewer than 20 of those can be accounted for today, including those

permanently impounded in museum holdings. An undeniably elu-

sive rarity, a date for which NGC has certified just three finer ex-

amples within the CAM designation.

PCGS Population; 3; 3 finer within designation (Proof-65 CAM finest).

From the Charles River Collection.
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1538

1890-CC AU-55 (NGC). Strong cartwheel lustre on warm honey
gold surfaces. The reverse displays some psale rose iridescence.

Choice Mint State 1891-S $20
None Graded Finer by PCGS

(2x photo)

1539

1891-S MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with iridescent rose

and pale olive highlights. A scarce date at M.S-64, and extraordi-

narily rare at MS-65 or finer, despite a sizable mintage for the date

of nearly 1.3 million pieces. In fact, the present coin is tied for

finest certified by PCGS, a fact that highlights the rarity of this

date at MS-64 or finer.

p( t tS population: 3<h none finer.

{'rom the (Juirlvs Riivr Collection.

Choice Mint State 1895 $20

1540 1895 MS-64 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with distinctive olive

highlights, a pleasing example for the grade. Just five examples of

this date have been certified finer by NGC.
Fwm the Charles River Collectwn.

1541 1895 MS-62 (NGC). Satiny and lustrous with strong eye appeal

and a minimum of marks for the assigned grade.

1542 1895 MS-62 (NGC). Satiny and lustrous with some scattered

marks keeping it from a much higher grade. The fields are some-

what prootTike, especially so in the protected areas.

1543 1895 MS-62 (NGC). An impressive coin for the grade. The de-

vices are frosty and the fields are satiny and somewhat reflective,

adding greatly to the overall appeal. Decidedly choice for the as-

signed grade.

Gold was discovered in Cripple Creek, Colorado, on the

southwestern slope ofPikes Peak, in the early 1890s. By 1892 the

district was a boom area, and by 1895 it created a worldwide sen-

sation. In time, over 1,000 mining companies were busy in the

district, mostly selling shares to investors, although a few dozen

actually turned a profit for their owners. When all was said and

done an estimated $400,000,000 ofthe precious yellow metal was

extracted from the 1890s through about 1915. The availability of

gold in quantity was one of the factors that prompted the build-

ing ofthe new Denver Mint, authorized in 1905 and first used for

coinage in 1906. Shown here is the Nightingale Mine on Boll Hill,

near Cripple Creek, one ofmany operations. In the background

arc mine heads and processing plants.
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Impressive Cameo Proof 1896 $20

The Norweb Specimen

(2x photo)

1544 1896 Proof-65 Ultra Cameo (NGC). A blazingly beautiful

cameo gem Proof example of the date. The lustrous, frosted mo-

tifs stand boldly out from the deeply mirrored fields. Honey gold

overall with pale traces of faint orange iridescence. From a fairly

prolific Proofmintage for the date of 128 pieces, with perhapsjust

25 or so specimens currently accounted for. It is quite probable

that perhaps 40 to 50 or so examples ofthe date never found buy-

ers, as numismatics in 1 896 was certainly in its infancy in this coun-

try (or perhaps “toddler” stage). A truly splendid gem Proof speci-

men of the date, one that will both excite and entice would-be

bidders, so please plan your bidding strategy accordingly. Held by

our consignor as one of the prizes of his collection since the time

of the Norweb sale, and accompanied by the royal blue custom-

made Norweb holder.

NGC Census: 4; 4 finer within designation (Proof-66 Ultra Cameo finest).

A brief note under Lot 4015 in Part 111 of the Norweb Collection reveals

who the owner of the “Hostetler Collection" was. According to the entry

under that lot, "Mr. Hostetler was an attorney in Cleveland (the Norweb's

hometown|, and a close friend of the Norweb family. On the recommenda-

tion of the Norwebs, he sold a number of his pieces through New Nether-

lands Coin Company during the early 1960s.” Mrs. Norweb bought a num-

ber of other fine double eagles from the Hostetler Collection in December

1960, via New Netherlands, though this com was apparently bought directly

from Hostetler nearly a year earlier along with an 187H in AU, an 1879-CC in

EF, andan AU 1904.

From the Charles Riivr Collection. Earlier from Bowers and Mcrcna 's

sale of the Norweb Collection, Noivmber 1988, Lot 4056; earlier still

from the Fiostetler Collection, January 11, 1960.

1545 1897-S MS-63 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with a touch ofpale

olive iridescence. A lot of branch mint double eagle for the as-

signed grade.

1546 1898-S MS-63 (NGC). A satiny specimen with bold lustre and

frosty olive surfaces. Choice for the grade.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUMUTIES
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CJtMii Uncirculated 1900 $20

1547

1900 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty, satiny gem Uncirculated Liberty

double eagle. Warm cartwheel lustre clings lovingly to the satiny

golden surfaces, intermingling there with a mi.x of pale rose and

faint olive iridescence. Scarce at the gem MS-65 grade level, as are

most Liberty double eagles ot the late 19th and early 2()th centu-

ries. Just three e.xamples of this date have received a finer grade

from NGC, all of those called MS-66.

Choice Cameo Proof 1903 $20

(2.\ photo)

1548

1903 Proof-63 Cameo (NGC). Bright and lustrous yellow gold

with frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields. The frost on the

motifs is fairly light compared to dates prior to 19(12, but still much
more frost appears here than on the typical 1903 Proofdouble eagle.

While 158 Proofs of the date were struck, perhaps 50 exist today,

indicating that much ot the original mintage may have been melted

at the Mint as unsold. The present beauty is among the dozen fin-

est examples ot the date to receive a Cameo designation from NGC.
NGC Census: 6; 6 finer within the designation (Proot'-65 Cameo finest).

1549

1904 MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny honey gold specimen with strong

lustre and surfaces that come oh-so-close to gem. Harry Bass liked

this coin, and so will you!

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Harry IV. BassJr., Collection,
|

Part / I ; November 2000, Lot 907.

1550

1904 MS-64 (NGC). A lustrous honey gold specimen with dis-

tinctive olive highlights. A pleasing coin for the assigned grade.

1551

1904 MS-63 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold. A lot of coin for the

grade.

1552

1904 MS-63 (NGC). Frosty mattelike honey gold with delight-

ful lustre and pale olive highlights.

1553

1904 MS-64. Intensely lustrous satiny surfaces display he.i\ty or-

ange gold iridescence. A beautiful coin for the grade.
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1554 Pairof'Mint State double eagles: 19(14 IVlS-63 (PC'X'iS). Lus-

trous with hints of orange gold 1927 IVlS-64 (NCIC'). Lustrous

nearly full mint brilliance save for a couple of minor copper spots

on the obverse. (Total: 2 pieces)

Imposing Gem Proof 1906 $20

None Certified Finer by NGC

(2x photo)

1555 1906 Proof-65 (NGC). Bright and highly lustrous yellow gold

with a smidgen ofolive iridescence. The devices show only a scant

amount of frost, owing to the highly polished dies (including the

devices) in use for Proof double eagles since 1902. From a Proof

mintage for the date of 94 coins, with far fewer than that number

accounted for today. A lovely gem, one ofjust two examples ot the

date called Proof-65 by NGC, with none certifiedfiner!

NGC Census: 2; none finer within any designation.

From the Charles Riner Collection.

Choice ProofMCMVII High Relief $20

Wire Rim Variety

(2x photo)

1556 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. Proof-64 (NGC).

A satiny yellow gold Proof of what most collectors and numis-

matic enthusiasts consider to be the finest of all U.S. coinage de-

signs. Medium gold and somewhat satiny surfaces display warm
olive highlights. The impression ot the dies was sharp and crisp

for the present specimen, and all of the design details are fully

rendered as no doubt was the desire ofboth Augustus Saint-Gaud-

ens and Teddy Roosevelt. Absolutely choice within the assigned

grade’s parameters, and absolutely desirable as such. Perhaps the

nicest part of offering a MCMVII High Relief double eagle is

knowing that each and every specimen we offer, from the heavi-

est circulated specimen through to absolute gem quality, will find

willing buyers! Bid liberally here, for certainly more than one of

the aforementioned “willing buyers” will have their trained eye

on this lovely specimen.

In 1905, President Teddy Roosevelt, arguably tlie president who took the

most active and personal interest in our coinage designs, was sadly disappointed

with the mediocre appearance ofAmerica's coinage designs of the era. The presi-

dent had only recently taken an interest in ancient Greek coins, having just seen

some on display, and he vocally lamented the fact that the coinage of his “bully

pulpit” era was mainly plain and insipidly uninspired by comparison to those an-
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; u..' jrt An -rdiiijjK, Ri>0'<-velt coiitniitcd with his long

Oi.“ u .uumuii- ,• Augustus Saiiu-Causlciis, paying the sum ot'$5,(KKI to him to

-•slcsig.‘ the entire U S eoin.ige spectrutii, trom the small bronze cent all the way

up the denominational ladder to the large gold double eagle. Samt-Claudeiis,

AmerKa's most admired sc ulfitor. kept his studio and family home in C-ornish, New
Hampshire (just a . ouple ofhours tfom our otrices here in downtown Wolfeboro),

\s here he prepared the many sketches and working niixlels for his ideas.

By the summer of iyd7, Saint-Gaudens had nearly completed the work on

the Indian Sid design as well as the new $20 design (which was based on his

statue ofVictory. part of the Sherman Victory Monument which stands proudly

tiKlay in Ness York City's Ontral Park), tin August 3, 1907, Saint-Gaudens

succumbed to cancer without having seen an e.Kample of his work m its legal

tender form. His stunning design svas finished by his assistant. Henry Hering.

.Meansvhile. a great “svar" of svords and bombast (Roosevelt called it his “pet

crime") had broken out between the Mint and Charles Barber on one side, and

the "tlf Rough Rider, " President Roosevelt, on the other. Barber, who his-

torically had never cared a whit lor anyone's work but his own, was gravely

upset that Roosevelt had unkind svords for his dune, quarter, and hall dollar

designs (svhich had circulated as current coin of the realm since 1892), and he

was also incensed over the fact that an outside artist had been chosen to redesign

our country's coinage. Further. Barber protested that the high reliefof the dies

would prevent the coins from striking, stacking at banks, and on and on, caus-

ing Roosevelt to state that the MCMVll $20 coins would be produced ifit took

all slay to strike just one coin! Despite the outright audacity ofBarber's shenani-

gans, the MCMVll High Rebel double eagles were eventually produced to

the tune of several hundred pieces a day, though not without difficulties

—

each coin needed three blows from the dies to be rendered to its full design

advantage. In time, however, somewhat more than 11,250 High Relief

MCMVll double eagles were produced to the “OF Rough Rider's" satisfac-

tion. Barber then redesigned the dies, making them flatter in depth and con-

siderably less slynamic in appearance, remaining thusly through the demise of

the series in 1933.

Beautiful MCMVll High Relief$20

Gem Mint State

Flat Rim Variety

(2.x

1557 MCMVll (1907) High Relief, Flat Rim. MS-66 (PCGS).

All enchancingly beautiful example of this highly prized issue, a

satiny gem with lustrous rich yellow surfaces and a nuance of

pale olive iridescence. Sharp and appealing, a coin that shows the

much heralded Saint-CJaudens design to its finest and fullest de-

gree. This coin type has been cherished for decades by collectors

for its stunningly artistic theme as well as the prestige that comes

with ownership of a specimen. Fortunately, enough MCMVll
High Relief double eagles were produced to afford today’s col-

lecting coiiinumity a steady stream ofspecimens ofthe date, rang-

ing trom the occasional VF and EF coin, though AU, and up-

lOCo)

ward into gem Mint State grades. Indeed, it is a rarity that can be

enjoyed by nearly any collector who desires an example. When
gorgeous gem Mint State coins such as the pre.sent specimen come

up tor bid, the level of participation becomes more intense, as

many collectors desire only the very finest coins for their cabi-

nets, and often wait patiently for a specimen such as this to come

to the fore. Indeed, the present gem is among the finest examples

of the date seen by PCGS, with just three other High Relief

double eagles graded finer than the present specimen by that firm.

Need we say more?

PCGS Population: 27; 3 finer (MS-68 finest).

americ:an numismatic rarities
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Another Pleasing MCMVII High Relief $20

Choice Mint State-64

Flat Rim Variety

(2x photo)

1558 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Flat Rim. MS-64 (NGC). Sat-

iny, somewhat frosty deep golden surfaces display strong lustre and

a wealth of eye appeal, especially within the parameters of the as-

signed grade. Nicely struck and devoid of any individual marks

that vie for the viewer’s attention. Another lovely and exciting

example ofone ofthe most popular—and arguably the most beau-

tiful—design types in all of U.S. numismatics.

I I 1

Appealing Mint State MCMVII High Relief $20

Wire Rim
Choice NGC MS-64

(2x photo)

1559 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, 'Wire Rim. MS-64 (NGC).

Bright and satiny yellow gold with a nuance of pale olive toning.

A superbly struck example, truly ofadmirable quality and superb

visual appeal, a coin that exceeds the assigned grade in many re-

spects. Close, careful scrutiny reveals full, unbroken lustre on

the high points, and save for a faint, old scratch beneath the re-

verse eagle, it is indeed challenging to find another mark! An en-

chanting numismatic item, a mythological siren if you will, call-

ing persuasively to would-be bidders. Unlike the sirens from the

tales of Ulysses, however, there will be no harm done should you

approach the present beauty too closely. Indeed, the only “harm”

that can possibly befall you would be for you to fall short in your

bidding endeavors and, consequently, leave this lovely golden

beauty behind.
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Choice Uncirculated MCMVII High Relief S20
Vi'ire Rim Variety

(2x photo)

1560 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-63 (PCGS).

Atiocher appealing specimen of this beautiful and ever-popular is-

sue. Satiny yellow gold with strong olive highlights and bold lus-

tre. Absolutely choice for the grade, and impressively beautiful in

all Its design glory. Housed m a “first generation” PCGS holder,

as purchased by our consignor in the fabulous Jascha Heifetz Col-

lection sale in 1989, and off the market since that time.

From the Charles River Collection. Earlierfrom Superior’s sale of the

Jascha Heifetz Collection, October 1989, Lot 5203.
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Choice AU MCMVII High Relief $20
Flat Rim Variety

1562 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Flat Rim. AU-58 (NGC).
Highly lustrous yellow gold with satiny surfaces that display pale

olive toning highlights. Some prooflike reflectivity is seen in the

obverse field. Another attractive choice AU MCMVII High Re-

lief double eagle for your bidding pleasure.

1561 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Flat Rim. AU-58 (NGC). Glit-

tering yellow gold with olive highlights, strong lustre, and eye ap-

peal that easily exceeds the assigned grade. Free ofmarks ofconse-

quence, and a truly pleasing example. We often wonder whether

Augustus Saint-Gaudens and Teddy Roosevelt had any idea that

their coinage ideas would become the benchmark of beauty and

character m American numismatics that all other coin designs are

measured against!

Another Choice AU MCMVII $20

Flat Rim Variety

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Choice AU MCMVII High Relief

Wire Rim Variety

i 1563 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. AU-55 (PCGS).

Bright and satiny yellow gold with strong lustre and a nuance of

olive iridescence. A few scattered marks do little to detract from

the overaU appeal of the present coin. How fortunate we are to be

able to offer such a nice run of MCMVII double eagles to our

bidding audience!

Final MCMVII High Relief$20

Wire Rim Variety

1564 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. AU-53 (NGC). A
lightly circulated example of this ever-popular issue, one that still

displays a good deal of lively lustre in the protected areas. Possibly

carried as a pocket piece or spent during the Great Depression,

this lightly circulated specimen makes for an attractive and highly

affordable example ofthis great and popular issue, a coin that won’t

break the numismatic budget but one that will still deliver a great

deal of satisfaction to its new owner.

1565 Pair ofNGC-certified double eagles: 1908 No Motto. MS-

63. Lustrous with hints of reddish gold in the fields 1911-D

MS-61. Lustrous orange gold. (Total: 2 pieces)

1566 Trio ofdouble eagles: 1908 No Motto. AU-58. Subdued sur-

faces 1910 MS-63. Lustrous with obverse scratch noted 1923

MS-60. Lustrous rose-gold surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

Exquisite Gem Proof 1909 $20

Desirable Roman or Satin Finish

(2x photo)

1567 1909 Proof-66 (NGC). Bright and highly lustrous yellow gold

surfaces display the uniform satiny texture, the trademark of Ro-

man Finish double eagles of the era. A truly gorgeous coin for the

grade, one ofonly 67 Proofs of the date produced. It is reasonable

to suspect that perhaps half that number or so are still available,

making for an elusive rarity by any account. A nuance of pale olive

iridescence serves to enhance the outstanding gem quality of this

lovely Proof that has been a centerpiece of the Charles River Col-

lection for 15 years. We suspect that would-be bidders on the

present lot will fall immediately in love with this outstanding gem

coin, so please bid for this coin as though you really mean it!

NGC Census: 5; 3 finer (Proot-68 finest).

From the Charles River Collection. Earlier from Strperior’s sale of the

Moreira Collection, Part 3, January 1989, Lot 4058.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ITARITIES
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Impressive Gem 1909-S $20

1568 1909-S MS-65 (NGC). A glistening beauty of the finest order, a

gem representative of the assigned grade in every way. The shim-

mering lustre is as lively as is ever seen on a Saint-Gaudens double

eagle, while the iridescent orange, peach, and rose highlights prac-

tically scream for attention. Cursory examination reveals a dehght-

ful gem, and careful scrutiny confirms the viewer’s first impres-

sion. For the record, just two 1909-S double eagles have obtained

liner grades from NGC than the present gem, and we can easily

see why!

NGC Census: 144; 2 finer (both MS-66).

1569 1909-S MS-64 (NGC). A sparkling and highly lustrous beauty

with pale rose iridescence on satiny honey gold surfaces. Defi-

nitely choice for the assigned grade.

Choice Proof 1910 Double Eagle

Roman Finish

(2x photo)

1570 1910 Proof-64 (NGC). Bright lemon yellow gold with satiny lus-

tre and a nuance of pale olive iridescence. Wire rim details en-

circle much of the coin on both sides. A lovely and satiny gem

Proof, totally unlike the matte or sandblast Proof finish used on

other dates in the design type. One of 167 Proofs ofthe date struck,

with probably half or more of that number known to today’s col-

lectors. All things considered, a most desirable issue by any stan-

dards. A lovely coin for the assigned grade, one that should give

continual enjoyment to its next owner.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUMUTIES
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Gem Uncirculated 1910 $20

1571 1910 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty and highly lustrous honey gold gem

with rich peach and rose highlights. Sharp and appealing, and tree

of all but some faint, well-hidden marks. Just four examples of the

date have been certified finer by NGC, making acquisition of a

lovely MS-65 specimen such as this even more appealing.

NGC Census: 42 : 4 finer (MS-66* finest).

1572 1910-D MS-64 (NGC). Strong underlying lustre on satiny rose

gold surfaces.

1573 Five Mint State double eagles: 1910-D MS-62 (2) 1914-D

MS-62 1914-S MS-63. Light hairlines 191 5-S MS-62. A lus-

trous group. (Total; 5 pieces)

1574 1911-D MS-65 (NGC). A highly lustrous and satiny gem with

lively olive iridescence. A no-questions-asked “65.” -

1575 1911-D MS-65 (NGC). Vibrant cartwheel lustre highlights the

bright honey gold surfaces ofthis satiny and undeniably gem double

eagle.

1576 1911-D MS-65 (NGC). Another bright and lustrous gem.

1577 1911-D MS-64 (NGC). A pleasing golden specimen with strong

lustre and nice overall appeal.

1578 1911-D MS-64 (NGC). Another choice and lustrous example.

1579 1911-D MS-64 (NGC). And another nice specimen of the date

with grand lustre and eye appeal.

1580 Pair of 1911-D double eagles grading MS-62 (NGC). Both

are lustrous and attractive. (Total: 2 pieces)

1581 1911-S MS-64 (NGC). A satiny specimen with glowing lustre

and a touch of pale rose toning.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ITARITIES
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ISSJ Pdirot Sdii Francisco double eagles: 1911-8 MS-62 1916-

s MS-(>.V both with attractive surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

1583

1913-D MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty and lustrous honey gold speci-

men with a dash of rich yellow iridescence on both sides. A popu-

lar branch mint double eagle.

1584 1914-D MS-64 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous with pale rose high-

lights. An attractive coin for the grade.

1585 Trio of Mint State double eagles: 1914-S (2). MS-62; MS-
61 1925 MS-62. Each is brilliant and lustrous. (Total: 3 pieces)

1590

1927 MS-66 (NGC). An incredibly lustrous gem with a bold strike

and eye appeal that just won’t quit! A truly delightful gem that

easily warrants the assigned grade.

Gorgeous Gem Uncirculated 1928 $20

1591

1928 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty, satiny gem of the finest order.

Intense cartwheel lustre fairly leaps from the nearly pristine sur-

faces ol this attractive specimen.

Flashy Gem Uncirculated 1927 $20

1586 1915 MS-62 (PCGS). Highly lustrous honey gold with rich rose

and pale orange highlights. An attractive coin for the grade.

1587 1915 MS-62. Lustrous medium gold with strong eye appeal for

the assigned grade.

1588 Pair of double eagles grading MS-63: 1925 1927. Both

are lustrous and attractive. (Total: 2 pieces)

Gem Mint State 1926 $201589

1926 MS-66 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem of the finest order.

Rich honey gold surfaces display a nuance of pale rose and olive.

Sharp and attractive, and devoid ofall but some faint, trivial marks,

as might be expected for the assigned grade. While fully 10 score

and more examples of the date have been called MS-66 by PCGS,

just one specimen has been graded finer by that firm. Ifyou are of

extraordinary patience you may want to wait for that solitary MS-

67 com to enter the marketplace, or you may pursue this choice

gem .MS-66 double eagle in lieu of waiting. The choice is yours.

[rom the Charles Ritvr Collection.

Frosty Gem Uncirculated 1928 $20

1592

1928 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty and highly lustrous specimen

with sweeping areas of delightful sky blue, peach, and rose irides-

cence. Absolutely choice for the grade, and easily worthy of the

“star” designation given by NGC.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC I-U^RITIES
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PRIVATE AND TERRITORIAL
GOLD COINS

Territorial gold coins, and their diminutive cousins, the Califor-

ia small denomination gold coins and tokens, appeal to the histori-

al interest ofevery numismatist. While fine condition pieces do come

long, a coin is more likely to have a good story than bejaw-droppingly

eautitul, as in other series. Many of the pieces in the following lots

ave great stories: the California small denomination gold coin that

/as found in a Michigan garden after the turn of the 20th century,

le Augustus Humbert slug purchased from B. Max Mehl and in the

line collection ever since, and the U.S. Assay Office $50 coin that

/as passed down as a family heirloom ever since the days ofthe Gold

Uish. Other pieces have other narratives to tell: the 1849 Norris,

iregg, and Norris, thought to be the very first coin struck during

le Gold Rush in California, is a fine example. Many ofthe Califor-

ia small denomination pieces that follow have a provenance back to

larry Bass, a man who really enjoyed these pieces and had an excel-

nt eye for quality.

(2.x photo)

1593

Undated (1837-42) C. Bechtler $1 gold. 28 GR. N Reversed.

Kagin-4. Rarity-4. MS-61 (NGC). Lustrous olive-gold with

some prooflike reflectivity in the protected areas. The popular type

with a backward N in ONE in the denomination. Not one of the

rarest of the C. Bechtler issues, but still a prize in any grade even

remotely approaching that of the present coin. A lasting numi.s-

matic tribute to America’s first “gold rush.”

Uncirculated 1849 Norris, Gregg & Norris $5

Kagin-2, Rarity-5

Plain Edge Variety

(2x photo)

1594

1849 Norris, Gregg & Norris S5 gold. K-2. Rarity-5. Plain

Edge. MS-61 (NGC). Bright and lustrous olive-gold with reflec-

tive fields and modestly frosted eagle motif Some striking weakness

manifests itselfat the eagle’s wings and knees, and at the shield on its

breast, where the numeral 5 is not fuUy struck up. Among the earli-

est of all California private gold issues, both by stated date, 1849,

and by historical record. In his pioneering study California Cowers

and Assayers, author Dan Owens noted “The firm ofNorris, Gregg,

& Norris is believed to have been the first quantity issuer of gold

coins in California.” On May 31, 1849, the half eagles of Norris,

Gregg, & Norris first received published notice in the San Fran-

cisco area, thereafter receiving wide acceptance in every day mon-

etary exchanges. The present example is among the finest speci-

mens of this rare issue certified by NGC. What Cahfornia “pio-

neer” gold collection would be complete without a coin dated 1849?

NGC Census: 4; 5 finer (MS-64 finest).

Popular 1849 Moffat & Co. HalfEagle

1595

1849 Moffat & Co. $5 gold. K-4. Rarity-5. AU-58 (NGC).

Deep yellow gold with warm rose highlights and plenty of mint

bloom in the protected areas. The overall design type ofthis popular

issue closely copies that of the federal half eagles of the era, though

MOFFAT & Co. adorns her coronet rather than LIBERTY. A
few faint marks are noted, as should be expected, however none of

those are worthy of individual mention. An altogether pleasing

example of a fairly rare and desirable private gold issue from the

halcyon days of the ’49ers.

The dies for this meaningful and important issue were prepared by Albert

Kiiner, a well-known and prolific engraver of dies who offered his talents to

more than one California private gold issuer. Kiiner arrived in San Francisco in

July 1849, with dies for the present issue no doubt among the very first works

he preformed after relocating there. He remained in that city until the report of

his death in 1906. For another piece by Kiiner, see Lot 2775 in the following

session.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUkRITIES
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Popular 1849 Mortal & Co. $5

1596

1849 Moffat & Co. $5 gold. K-4. Rarity-5. EF-40 (NGC).
Pale olive-gold with a hint of underlying lustre. Some surface

roughness is seen though no serious gouges or other distractions

are noted. An ever-popular issue from Moffat &: Co., one of the

most prominent and best known of the independent gold coin is-

suers m Gold Rush California. Scarce.

Intriguing 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 “Slug”
880 THOUS, Reeded Edge

With B. Max Mehl Invoices, March 13 and 23, 1925

1597

1851 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-5. Rarity-5-. 880

THOUS. Reeded edge. VF-30, overall sharpness of EF-4() or

so, but with some noticeable scratches on both sides. Bright olive-

gold with some lustre remaining in the protected areas. A scatter-

ing ofmarks is seen on both sides, the most serious of these at 7:00

and 9:00 on the obverse, and within the engine-turned rings de-

sign on the reverse. Accompanied by two invoices from B. Max
Mehl, and exciting as such. A nice example of the type despite a

few shortcomings.

The present lot is accompanied by two original invoices, representing two

different letterheads, from the famous B. Ma.x Mehl ofFort Worth, Te.xas. The

first, dated March 13, 1925, is a "Selection Consigned on Approval” form with

a depiction of the Mehl Building at the top of the page. On four lines in the

"Description” column appears “California $50.00 gold / 1851. Variety with 880

/THOUS. Fine to very fine / for coin.” The price is $140, though that is crossed

out and 135.00 is written in. “Please return” appears handwritten in ink below.

It is rubber-stamped at lower right in six lines “MAR 24 1925 / RECEIVED
PAYMENT / Your Business is Appreciated / B. Max Mehl, / by [signature of)

M. Ferguson / Thank you [hand written as well|.” The second sheet is on Mehl's

standard stationery with B.MAX MEHL / NUMISMATIST / Importers ofand

Dealer in ; RARE COINS MEDALS and PAPER MONEY / ofALL COUN-
TRIES and PERIODS / Fort Worth, Te.xas at the top. The letter is addressed to

Mr W.T. Smith, Warren, Ohio, and reads: “Dear Mr. Smith: / Pleased to ac-

knowledge the receipt / of your remittance for $135.00 in settlement / of in-

voice of the 13th inst. and thank you /
very much for it and your promptness. 1

am ' sure the com will always prove a gratifying / source ofpossession to you. / Is

there anything else that you / would care for on approval at this time? / Cordially

yours. B Max Mehl" (signed in ink).

1852 U.S. Assay Office ofGold $10

884 THOUS. Variety

1598

1852 U.S. Assay Office of Gold $10. K-12a. Rarity-5. 884

THOUS. AU-58 (NGC). Deep gold with warm, rich orange

highlights. Some faint stray marks are seen, but the overall integ-

rity of the piece is essentially undisturbed, especially so in the en-

gine-turned design on the reverse. A fairly scarce variety that will

no doubt see a good deal of bidder interest when it crosses the

auction block.

1852 USAOG $50 “Slug”

887 THOUS
Pedigreed to 1852

1599

1852 U.S. Assay $50 gold. K-13. Rarity-5. 887 THOUS. EF-

45 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold with strong orange highlights and

a generous dose of underlying lustre. Some scattered marks are

seen on this circulated leviathan from the Gold Rush era, though

none of them are deep or harmful to the overall integrity of the

piece. A historic coin with a neat twist—according to our con-

signor, it was acquired by a family member in California in the

185()s and has been handed down over the years. A treasured arti-

fact from one family’s adventures in the heady days of the Califor-

nia Gold Rush, offered here outside of the family for the first time

in 150 years!

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUMUTIES
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Lovely 1853 U.S. Assay Office ofGold $20

Choice AU

1600

1853 U.S. Assay $20 gold. K-18. Rarity-2. 900 THOUS. AU-

58 (NGC). Deep yellow gold with rich orange highlights and strong

lustre in the protected areas. A few faint circulation marks are present,

none of them of particular import, with two rim creases as struck,

one each at 4:00 and 5:00, noted for accuracy. A popular Gold Rush-

era issue that makes a grand entry-level introduction to the fascinat-

ing series loosely gathered under the category “territorial gold.”

Rare 1855 Wass Molitor & Co. $10

Kagin-6, Rarity-7

(2x photo)

1601

1855 Wass, Molitor & Co. $10 gold. K-6. Rarity-7. EF-40.

Sharpness ofthe assigned grade, but with a scattering oftiny marks,

scrapes, and some small rim dings. Medium olive-gold with deeper

orange gold highlights in the protected areas. The rare and desir-

able variety with final date digit on a raised circular area, probably

the result of a plug having been inserted into the die to change it

from an earlier date, possibly 1852. A rare variety that seldom en-

ters the numismatic marketplace, and therefore a coin that should

see spirited bidding activity.

1854 Kellogg & Co. $20

1602

1854 Kellogg & Co. $20 gold. K-1. Rarity-5. AU-58 (NGC).

Warm olive-gold with some underlying lustre in the protected ar-

eas. Modeled after the federal double eagles of 1850 and on, but

with KELLOGG & Co. on Liberty’s crown. Some stray marks are

noted, none of them beyond what should be expected for a gold

coin of such considerable size at the assigned grade; indeed, the

marks arefewer than one might expect for a lightly circulated coin.

CALIFOFLNIA SMALL
DENOMINATION GOLD
All Small Denomination gold photographs are 2x.

1603 1854 Octagonal 25^. Liberty Head. BG-105. Rarity-3. MS-

64 (PCGS). A lustrous, attractive gem with reflective fields and

frosty devices that present a strong cameo contrast. Five obverse

stars around Large Head ofLiberty, DOLLAR far to the left in the

reverse design. Die State I, before polishing separates Liberty’s hair

from back of her coronet.

Finer than Lee:5; Heiftz:6; Texas:4()04.

From Bowers and Ruddy’s sale of the Newport Collection, January

1975, Lot 744; Bowers and Mcrena’s sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr.,

Collection, Part I, May 1999, Lot 2502.

1604 Trio of CaUfornia Small Denomination gold quarter dollars, all of

the Liberty Head style: 1854 Octagonal. BG-105. Rarity-3. AU-

50, small obverse scratch 1871 Octagonal. BG-717. Rarity-3.

MS-61. Die State III 1871-G Round. BG-838. Ranty-2. MS-

60. Die State 11. All are attractive for the grade. A neat threesome.

(Total: 3 pieces)

1605 Pair of Liberty Head California Small Denomination gold half

dollars, both octagonal style: 1854-FD BG-306. Rarity-4. AU-

55. Die State 11 1871-G BG-924. Rarity-3. AU-50. Die State 1.

A choice duo. (Total: 2 pieces)

1606 Round California Small Denomination gold halfdollar threesome:

1853 BG-430. Ranty-3. Liberty Head. MS-62 PL 1876 BG-

1039A. Rarity-6+. Liberty Head. Baby Head variety. AU-55 PL

1873 BG-1051. Rarity-5-. Indian Head. MS-63 PL. Three de-

lightful examples oftheir respective issues. A great group with some

scarce varieties included. (Total: 3 pieces)

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lAARITIES
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Popular ISSi-DHRI California Gold $1

1607 1853-DERI Octagonal $1. BG-514. Liberty Head. Rarity-

5+. AU-58. A bright and lustrous olive-gold specimen ofthis scarce

and desirable denomination from Period 1, a coin type that would

have seen some circulation in the heady days ofthe Gold Rush era

prior to the opening ot the federal mint in San Francisco in 1854.

Faint obverse scratch noted for accuracy. Die State 11, obverse die

crack present. An attractive coin in all regards.

1608 1855-NR Octagonal SI. BG-533. Liberty Head. Rarity-4-.

AU-50. Lustrous olive-gold with some prooflike contrast. A scarce

and popular issue.

Rare 1854-FD California Fractional Gold $1

BG-602, High Rarity-6

1609 1854-FD Round SI. BG-602. Liberty Head. Rarity-6+. AU-
50. Bright yellow gold with olive highlights on highly reflective

surfaces and lightly frosted motifs. Obverse rim scrapes and some

edge irregularities suggest to the present writer that this rarity was

once a jewelry piece, though others may draw differing conclu-

sions. Worth looking at!

1610 Two California Small Denomination gold quarters, both of the

Indian Head style: 1872 Octagonal. BG-791. Rariry-3. MS-64

PL. Die State II. Bright olive-gold with strong cameo contrast

1875 Round. BG-847. Rariry-4. MS-63 PL. Small Head variety.

Attractive olive-gold with nice cameo contrast. A nice pair. (To-

tal: 2 pieces)

“1852” Octagonal Quarter Rarity

BG-799V, High Rarity-7

A Specialist’s Dream

1611 1852 Octagonal 250. Indian Head. BG-799V. Rarity-7+. MS-
64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous with deep cameo contrast between

the frosty orange gold motifs and the deep mirror fields. A classic

rarity in the series, and a variety that is missing from virtually ev-

ery major collection of California Small Denomination gold. For

instance, the Texas Collection, one of the finest collections ever

assembled, did not contain a specimen. From the same obverse die

as BG-799U, but coupled with Breen’s reverse B (in place of the

usually seen reverse C). Indeed, the present coin rivals the quality

and overall appeal of the Jay Roe specimen. The very rare back-

dated variety with the 1 joined to the Indian’s bust, and with the

Indian’s hair connected to the tops of the 5 and 2 immediately

below. Among the finest half dozen examples of the variety certi-

fied by PCGS, and a splendid opportunity for advanced California

Small Denomination Gold specialists as such.

PCGS Population: 5; 1 finer (MS-65).

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Harry IV. Bass, Jr. Collection,

May 1999, Lot 2565; earlierfrom Isador Herman, Nopember 1973.
1612

1880 Octagonal 250. Indian Head. BG-799X. Rarity-3. MS-
64 (PCGS). One of the popular Aztec Head varieties, here with ob-

verse stars distributed five left, eight right. Highly lustrous orange

gold surfaces with distinctive cameo contrast present on both sides.

Die State II, reverse O crudely recut. A choice specimen overall.

Finer than Texas:4123.

From Bowers and Ruddy’s sale of the Newport Collection, January

1975, Lot 757; Bowers and Merena’s sale ofthe Harry W. BassJr. Col-

lection, Part I, May 1999, Lot 2567.

Gem Uncirculated 1868 Round 250

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

1613

1868 Round 250. Liberty Head. BG-806. Rarity-3. MS-66

(PCGS). A frosty, sharp, and lustrous honey gold specimen with

rich olive highlights. A lovely gem of exquisite quality and eye

appeal as one glance will quickly convince you. Die State I, with-

out reverse die break. A grand opportunity for an attentive Cali-

fornia Small Denomination gold specialist.
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PCGS Popiiljtioii: 12; none finer.

finer than Te.\as:41('i().

From Bowers and Mcrena’s sale of the Harry IV. Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part I, May 1999, Lot 2585.

1614 1868 Round 25?. Liberty Head. BG-806. Rarity-3. MS-64
(PCGS). Another plea.sing example ofthe variety, with orange gold

highlights on lustrous, satiny surfaces.

Equivalent to Texa.s:4160.

From Bowers and Mercna’s sale ofthe Harry IL Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part I, May 1999, Lot 2586.

1615 1871 Round 25(t. Liberty Head. BG-809. Rarity-4-. MS-65
(PCGS). A satiny gem with a high degree of lustre on pleasing ol-

ive-gold surfaces. Type with seven obverse stars around robust head

of Liberty, two berries inside each branch on the reverse wreath.

Just three examples ofthis variety have been certified finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 19; 3 finer (MS-66 finest).

Finer than Lee:24().

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part I, May 1999, Lot 2588; earlierfrom RonaldJ. Gillio, 1975.

Scare 1873 Indian Head Quarter

BG-872, Rarity-5

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS
1616

1873 Round 25^. Indian Head. BG-872. Rarity-5. MS-65
(PCGS). A lustrous honey gold gem with strong design features

and warm olive toning highlights. This elusive variety has a period

after the date but no period after CAL on the reverse. No example

ofBG-872 has been certified finer than the present coin by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

Finer than Texas:4221.

From Stack 's sale ofJuly 1981, Lot 964; Bowers and Merena ’s sale of

the Harry IT Bass, Jr. Collection, Part I, May 1999, Lot 2619.

Elusive 1873 Round Indian 250

BG-874, Low Rarity-6

1617

1873 Round 250. Indian Head. BG-874. Rarity-6-. MS-64
(PCGS). A pleasing prooflike specimen ofdelightful overall qual-

ity, richly toned in deep orange gold with some lilac highlights.

Strong cameo contrast ptesent on both sides. Just two examples of

BG-874 have been certified finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 8; 2 finer (MS-65 finest).

Finer than Texas:4222 (ex Jay Roe/Lee:298; Heiftz:206).

From Bowers and Mcrena’s sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part 1, May 1999, Lot 2620.

Scarce 1874 Round Indian 250

None Graded Finer PCGS

1618

1874 Round 250. Indian Head. BG-876. Rarity-4-. MS-65
(PCGS). Lustrous devices and reflective fields display warm olive

highlights and a splash of rich peach in the Indian’s headdress. A
pleasing gem specimen of a moderately scarce variety, this easily

attributed by the low 7 in the date. Among the finest examples of

the variety seen by PCGS; that firm has not certified a finer ex-

ample than the present lovely gem.

PCGS Population: 10; none finer.

Finer than Texas:4224.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Harry IT Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part I, May 1999, Lot 2621.

1619

1875 Round 250. Indian Head. BG-878. Rarity-3. MS-65
(PCGS). A deeply prooflike gem with highly reflective fields and

frosted design elements that form a pleasing cameo contrast.

Splashes of rich orange adorn the devices. The Small 5 variety,

with that numeral leaning noticeably to the left in the date. Die

State II, obverse die shattered. Just one example of this variety has

been certified finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 1; 1 finer (MS-66).

Finer than Texas:4226.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale ofthe Harry W. Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part I, May 1999, Lot 2624.

1867 Octagonal Liberty 500

BG-905, Low Rarity-5

None Graded Finer by PCGS

1620

1867 Octagonal 500. Liberty Head. BG-905. Rarity-5-. MS-
66 (PCGS). A frosty and lustrous gem with attractive oHve high-

lights on the satiny golden surfaces. An elusive variety, particularly

when found so fine. A touch of striking weakness is noted on the

reverse, as virtually always seen for this variety. Among the finest ex-

amples of the date certified by PCGS, and certain to please as such.

PCGS Population: 5; none finer.

Finer than Texas:4254 (ex Norweb:1088 October 1987).

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Harry IT Bass, Jr. Collection,

Part I, May 1999, Lot 2644.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ILARITIES
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162 1 186X i.Vt4^onitl SOf. Liberty Head. BG-906. Rarity-4+. MS-
65 (I't'GS). vitmy and trusty gem with strong lustre and pale

olise highlights. Nicely struck for the issue, and among the finest

examples ot the variety certified by PCGS; just four examples h,ive

received a tmer grade from that service. A moderately scarce vari-

ety that IS easily recognized by the double berry to the left of 1 in

the date on the rex'erse.

HCtlS Population: 12; 4 liner (MS-66 finest).

Equivalent to Lee:321; Texas:4255.

From Stack ’s sale ofJuly 1 9S7, Lot 970; Bowers and Merena ’s sale of

the hdarry IV. Bass, Jr. Collection, Parti, May 1999, Lot 264.7.

1626

“1858-K” Octagonal $1. BG-1306. Liberty Head. Rarity-3.

AU-58. Rich honey gold with lustrous .surfaces and a hint of pale

olive iridescence. A popular backdated issue that was actually pro-

duced circa 1906-08.

1622

Pair ofOctagonal Indian Head California gold halfdollars: 1875/

5 BG-934. Ranty-4. MS-64 PL 1872 BG-940. Ranty-4. MS-
64 PL. An exceptional pair of bright olive-gold cameo specimens.

(Total: 2 pieces)

1623

1871-G Octagonal $1. BG-1109. Liberty Head. Rarity-4-.

AU-50. Deep honey gold with plenty of lustre and deep golden

highlights. A choice example of a popular gold dollar issue.

1624

1875 Octagonal $1. BG-1127. Indian Head. Rarity-4. AU-58.

Bright yellow gold with frosty motifs, mirror fields, and dehghtRil

pale olive highlights. Always desirable when so fine in appearance.

Round 1872 Indian Head Dollar

BG-1206, High Rarity-6

1625

1872 Round SI. Indian Head. BG-1206. Rarity-6+. EF-45.

Deep golden brown with lighter golden high points and some iri-

descent neon blue highlights. Very lightly cleaned long ago, indeed,

a century ago, but for good reason—according to our consignor,

this specimen was found in a Michigan garden by the consignor’s

grandmother in 1904, 100 years ago! Since then, any traces of old

cleaning have long since toned, leaving a hghtly circulated and highly

attractive specimen of this rare issue for our bidding pleasure today.

The successful bidder on this lot will be only the second owner of

this particular specimen in the past century.

1627 Alaska pinches and a too-wah, too, all choice AU or so: Gne pinch:

1897 Round. Indian Head to left 1897 Round. Indian Head

to right. 1898 Octagonal. Indian Head to left 1898 Octago-

nal. Indian Head to right “1862” (1910) 2 Too-Wah. Eskimo

obverse, dogsled reverse. A neat group. (Total: 5 pieces)

1628 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition coins in box of issue.

Three-piece set, average grade MS-63. Set consists of 1/4 DWT
(penny weight), 1/2 DWT, and 1 DWT issues. Housed in small

burgundy box of issue with the AYPE seal on top of box; this is

only the third such set this writer has seen in the past dozen or so

years. Scarce and desirable when so finely preserved. (Total: 3 pieces

1 box)

1629 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition 1 DWT gold tokens. Both

nice AU. Miner obverse, shield reverse type. Two 1 dwt (penny-

weight) tokens illustrating two distinct die pairs. A nice duo. (To-

tal: 2 pieces)

Struck from two distinctly different die pairs. Some of the immediately

noticeable differences on the obverse include the final A of ALASKA. On the

first variety, the right foot ofthe A rests on the brim ofthe miner’s hat, while on

the second variety that foot rests squarely on the crown of the hat. The miner's

pan on the first variety is considerably larger and much closer to the shovel

handle than that on the second specimen. The shovel blade on the first variety

points between the P and E in AYPE (closer to the E), while the blade on the

second variety points to the center of the top of the E. There are other subtle

obverse differences as well. On the reverse of the first variety (as above) the 1 in

the denomination has a pointed top, while the 1 on the second variety has a flat

top. On the first variety the shield is smaller and has seven distinct sun rays on

the design, while the second variety offers a larger shield with just six sun rays in

the design. On the first variety, DWT is much smaller than it appears on the

reverse of the second variety. The two wreath styles are also remarkably differ-

ent, perhaps the most prominent difference being in the berry count. On the

first variety there are seven berries left and six right, while on the second variety

there are nine berries left, eight right.

1630 Quartette of 1904 Louisiana Purchase Exposition gold charms:

Denomination as 1/4 (2) ir Denomination as 1/2 (2). All are either

AU or choice AU. Obverse fleur-d’lis divides date, LPE on the

leaves, reverse with LOUISIANA GOLD around a circle with

“fraction” within. (Total: 4 pieces)
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PATTERN COINS
Patterns are one of the many fields in American numismatics

vhere a thorough knowledge ofthe series is ofgreat assistance when

t comes to choosing pieces for your collection. The ways to collect

latterns are endless - by metal, by design type, by date (like Harry X
ioosel famously did with 1873), by denomination, etc. With the

mbiication ofthe new updatedjudd 8th edition, learning about pat-

erns has become a bit easier, and the excellent online resource at

inm’Jispatterns.com gives up to date ideas on rarity. Condition Cen-

lUses, and the like. For the collector who does some homework, an

luction presentation like the one that follows becomes a real treat —

iignificant rarities, some which almost never appear on the market-

dace, in addition to popular types and pieces with superb pedigrees

o famous collections like Woodin, Farouk, Lohr, Share, and more.

\ three-coin set of 1869 pattern coins, intact since the day it was

nade, is an unusual treat, whereas the 1860 “Coin Without a Coun-

ry” transitional halfdime is a familiar and popular collectible for half

lime and pattern collectors ahke. A half dollar collector, James B.

^ryor, owned one of the three known 1864 half dollars in aluminwn

is part ofhis superb collection focusing on that denomination, and it

s offered below. A superb run of pattern dollars recalls our Septem-

)er 2003 auction of the East Coast Pattern Dollar Collection, and

•ctually includes a few of that sale’s highlights that are now available

)nce more. A newly discovered Martha Washington
/
Sacagawea

loUar trial is tied for finest known and is sure to see significant inter-

'st, as is a specimen ofthe largest pattern ever made — the famed and

mportant 1877 HalfUnion or $50 piece.

1631 1856 pattern half cent. Judd-177, Pollock-205. Rarity-5.

Proof-50 (PCGS). Copper-nickel. Plain edge. From the regular

dies of the date and denomination. Medium golden brown. One

of about 50 or so pieces struck, apparently in two copper-nickel

alloys, one at 88% copper, 12% nickel alloy, the other at 90% cop-

per, 10% nickel alloy. As might be imagined, these are virtually

indistinguishable to the unaided eye. A popular adjunct to the

American half cent series, and frequently collected as such.

1850 “Holey” Cent Pattern

Judd-119, Low Rarity-6

1632 1850 pattern cent. J-119, P-134. Rarity-6-. Proof-63 (PCGS).

Billon. Plain edge. Deep steel gray with some chocolate brown

highlights. The popular “ring” or “holey” cent pattern, the billon

specimens with central perforation known as the “original” issue.

Dies aligned 360° (as opposed to the normal 180° alignment used

for most U.S. coinage endeavors). A classic small cent issue that

has long been popular with pattern specialists and small cent afi-

cionados ahke.

“German Silver” 1853 Pattern Cent

Judd-151, Low Rarity-6

{2x photo)

1633 1853 pattern cent. J-151, P-178. Rarity-6-. Proof-64 (PCGS).

“German Silver” or copper-nickel (copper 60%, nickel 40%). A
quarter eagle-cent hybrid, the obverse die that ofthe Liberty quarter

eagles in current production in 1853, the reverse with ONE CENT
on two lines within a scanty, open topped wreath. Bright silver

gray with strong lustre on mirrored fields and frosted motifs. A
pleasing example ofa fairly scarce pattern, one that appeals equally

to small cent collectors and quarter eagle specialist.

“1851” Liberty Seated Cent Pattern

Judd-159a, High Rarity-6

Mint Electrotype

1634 “1851” (1854) pattern cent. J-159a, P-186. Rarity-6+. Proof-

63. Copper. Plain edge. 73.9 grains. Mint-made electrotype. Lus-

trous and deep chocolate brown with pale rose and medium blue

iridescence. According to the latest edition of the Judd pattern

reference, edited by Q. David Bowers, the obverse of this issue

was “struck from a die created by reducing design elements of an

1854 silver dollar, but with crossbar of4 not evident, thus appear-

ing as ‘1851’.” A very scarce issue with perhaps just a dozen or so

specimens known. An attractive example of a pattern that should

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ILARITIES
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al 111 I ibiTiv Sealed a oiiuge \peeialists and tanciers of rare pat-

tern iwues

t ri "i tk>urr> jnJ Mertru 'i iu/e ofrhe Ri^rs M. Fred, Jr., and Peter

d llarii, M.O. Collections, .Wwrnher 1995, Lot 2165.

Gem Proof 1854 Large Cent Pattern

1635

1854 pattern cent. J-161, P-187. Rarity-4. Original. Proof-

65 BN (PCGS). Bronze. Plain edge. Choice chocolate brown

surfaces reveal reflective undertones of blue, violet, and gold,

giving this piece exceptional visual appeal. Struck multiple times

to bring up good detail, no serious flyspecks or marks, clash marks

visible at throat and elsewhere attest to the large production of

this variety in the 185()s. One of the most popular pattern variet-

ies, one that fits in easily with a collection of large cents or small

cents, or even to bridge the gap beween collections ofboth! The

present specimen is one of the very nicest that a collector is apt

to run across.

PCGS Population: 10; 3 finer (Proof-66 BN).

1636

1854 pattern cent. J-161, P-187. Rarity-4. Proof-63 BN
(PCGS). Bronze. Plain edge. Attractive deep tan with splashes of

gold and red iridescence in the protected areas. An attractive ex-

ample of this popular “large cent” type.

1637

1854 pattern cent. J-164, P-189. Rarity-5. Proof-60 BN.
Bronze. Plain edge. Deep golden brown with some lustrous

woodgram effect on the obverse, even chocolate brown on the

reverse. Low magnification reveals some faint pitting and obverse

brush marks. The reverse is double struck from a die that rotated

one full legend letter’s width before the second impression. Neat

and scarce.

1638

1855 pattern cent. J-168, P-193. Rarity-4. Proof-63 BN
(ANACS). Bronze. Plain edge. A popular Flying Eagle pattern

with large obverse eagle, about the size of a circulating large cent.

Warm tan with deepening highlights. Some underlying lustre is

noted, especially at the devices. Nicely struck from lightly clashed

dies. An affordable “flying eagle” pattern.

Popular 1858 “Skinny Eagle” Pattern Cent
Judd-202, Rarity-5

1639

1858 pattern cent. J-202, P-245. Rarity-5. Proof-64

(ANACS). Copper-nickel. Plain edge. Reflective fields and lightly

frosted motifs exhibit rich orange and gold highlights. Boldly ren-

dered in the dies and exhibiting a sharpness of design that is crisp

and uniform throughout. A popular Flying Eagle design type that

Mint Director Snowden once called “a small eagle, volant pre-

sented in a different position from that on a legal cent.” The “dif-

ferent position” has earned the admiration and respect of Flying

Eagle and Indian cent collectors alike over the years, and there has

always been a soft spot with those collectors for this “skinny eagle”

variety.

Popular 1858 Copper-Nickel Indian l0

1640

1858 pattern cent. J-212, P-256. Rarity-4. Proof-64 (PCGS).

Copper-nickel. Plain edge. Medium golden brown with delight-

ful rose and pale blue iridescence in the protected areas. The de-

vices are lightly frosted and the fields are somewhat reflective. Some

tiny obverse flecks become apparent under low magnification. The

popular Indian Head issue that would take hold in the following

year, coupled with the fancy and famous ornamented shield re-

verse style. A popular favorite with Indian cent specialists and pat-

tern collectors alike.
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Popular 1858 Indian Cent Pattern

Judd-213, Rarity-5

1641

1858 pattern cent. J-213, P-251. Rarity-5. Proof-63 (PCI).

Copper-nickel. Plain edge. Highly reflective mirror fields and

lightly frosted motifs display bright gold, pale rose, and a hint of

faint violet. Some faint toning flecks are noted on the obverse,

though these are all but invisible to the unaided eye. A popular

transition issue, here with the obverse as adopted in 1859, but with

the reverse used in 1858 for Flying Eagle cents. Low Leaves vari-

ety (J-213 also has a High Leaves reverse variety).

Popular 1859 Indian Cent Pattern

Judd-228, Reverse of 1860
1642

1859 pattern cent. J-228, P-272. Rarity-1. MS-65 (PCGS).

Copper-nickel. Plain edge. A sparkling honey gold specimen with

pale sky blue and rose iridescence in the recessed areas. Sharp and

appealing, a pattern that has long been adopted by Indian cent afi-

cionados. Federal shield at top of reverse wreath, as adopted in

1860. Fewer than 10 e.xamples of this popular issue have received

finer grades from PCGS than the present specimen from PCGS.
PCGS Population: 54; 9 finer (all MS-66).

Popular 1863 Bronze Indian Cent Pattern

1643

1863 pattern cent. J-299, P-359. Rarity-3. G-6. Bronze. Plain

edge. A well-circulated medium tan specimen that evidently saw

many years (if not decades) of circulation before it was plucked

from pocket change for the scarce and popular pattern that it is.

Dies at medal turn, aligned 360° (instead of the usual 180°). An
affordable example of this popular issue.

Rare 1865 Indian Cent Pattern in Nickel

Judd-406, Low Rarity-6

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

1644

1865 pattern cent. J-406, P-476. Rarity-6-. Proof-65 (NGC).

Nickel. Plain edge. Plain 5. A frosty, mattelike gem with extraor-

dinary eye appeal and a hint of pale champagne iridescence on the

warm silver gray surfaces. At the uspatterns.com website, Saul

Teichman noted “these are so-called regular dies trial pieces but

most of these off-metal coins were deliberately struck for sale to

collectors often as part of complete sets.” From the same dies as

Snow die trial I-II, called in the Snow reference the Plain 5 over

Fancy 5 variety. Repunching is seen beneath the flag of the 1 in

the date, within the upper loop of the 8, and also at the upper left

corner of the 5 (also his Snow-1 variety under “regular issues”).

An extraordinary gem, one that is among the finest examples of

the issue certified by NGC.
NGC Census: 3; none finer.

1645

1868 pattern cent. J-605, P-670. Rarity-5. Proof-55

(ANACS). Nickel. Plain edge. Deep golden gray with some lus-

tre in the recessed areas. Very similar in overall design to the circu-

lating nickel three-cent pieces of the era, here of course, much

smaller in diameter. A lightly circulated specimen, perhaps a pocket

piece at one time. All things considered, a coin that has fared well,

especially for the assigned grade.

From Bowers and Merena 's sale oj the Flerman Flalpern & Gerald O.

Warner Collections, March 1997, Lot 2011.
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Rare 1869 Nickel Pattern Proof Set

In Original Leather and Velvet Wallet

1646

1869 nickel pattern Proof set, includingJ-666 Ic., J-676 3c.,

and J-684 5c. Each grades Proof-64. A remarkable artifact, a

minor three-coin set in nickel as issued by the U.S. Mint for col-

lectors of the day. Uniting nearly identical designs on each of the

three denominations, distinguished only by their size and the Ro-

man numerals on the reverse, the Mint produced these sets ofone

cent, three cents, and five cents and sold them for S9 per set. The

first auction appearance ofsuch a set, according to research by Saul

Teichman, was in the J. Colvin Randall sale of October, 1869,

though it was in an Ed Cogan sale in 1871 where the issue price

was first revealed. The coins contained are: 1869 cent, J-666,

P-741. Rarity-5. Bright silver gray with abundant lustre and deeply

reflective fields. Some flyspecks noted, circular lint mark at coro-

net, arc die crack along profile, a beautiful specimen 1869 three

cents, J-676, P-753. Rariry-4. Quite similar to a standard three-

cent nickel in design, finely reflective silver gray surfaces and frosted

designs, light flyspecking, planchet chip left ofwreath on reverse

1869 five cents, J-684, P-763. Rarity-5. Attractive silver gray

with subtle toning, more reflective on reverse than obverse, only a

few little specks.

The fact that such a set has survived so long together is thrill-

ing — each of the coins is of some value individually, and each

could probably be certified at fancy numbers, but it would be an

incredible shame to break up what must be one of the very few

surviving intact sets. The w.allet is black leather, quite worn out-

side, lower clasp hardware now missing, while the inside is sump-

tuous purple velvet that remains in excellent condition. Pattern

collectors could be attracted to Judd numbers and population re-

ports, but an object like this exemplifies the real attraction for pat-

tern connoisseurs— a deep connection to Mint history and col-

lectors of the past. We think our consignor would agree that it

would be best if this set stayed together and as carefully preserved

as when he first encountered it.

Popular 1863 “GOD OUR TRUST” 20 Pattern

1647

1863 pattern two cents. J-312, P-377. Rarity-4. Proof-64 BN
(PCGS). Bronze. Plain edge. Deep chocolate brown with bright

golden brown and mahogany highlights. Somewhat different over-

all than the adopted style of 1864, with GOD OUR TRUST on

the obverse ribbon, and other minor differences in the design seen

as well. Attractive and neat!

Popular 1863 Bronze “Large Cent” 30

Judd-319, Rarity-5

1648

1863 pattern three cents. J-319, P-384. Rarity-5. Proof-64

BN (PCGS). Bronze. Plain edge. Bright and attractive golden

brown with rich olive and rose highlights. Obverse of Liberty as

seen on the regular-issue large cents of 1843-1857, though dated

1863. Reverse denomination as 3 /
CENTS within small wreath.

Struck to determine the feasibility of issuing a large cent-sized

bronze coin of the three-cents denomination (which would have

circulated side by side with the small silver “trimes” of the era).

“Originals” (weight about 144 grains) and “restrikes” (weight about

119 grains) exist ofJ-309, though it is unclear which the present

encapsulated specimen is. Regardless, the present item is a neat

pattern issue that appeals to large cent speciahsts and pattern col-

lectors alike.

Rare 1865 Copper 30

Judd-411, High Rarity-6

1649

1865 pattern three cent. J-411, P-482. Rarity-6+. Proof-65 RB
(PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. Medium to deep tan with warm chest-

nut highlights. A scarce and popular issue, struck from dies that very

closely resemble the circulating nickel three-cent pieces of the date,

though the devices are somewhat larger on the present pattern speci-

men. Saul Teichman’s website, uspatlems.com notes thatJ-411 is rep-

resented by “less than a dozen known” specimens. Indeed, only one

example of the date has been certified finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 1 ; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-66 RB).
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Copper Pattern 1865 Three Cents

Judd-411, High Rarity-6

1650 1865 pattern three cents. J-411, P-482. Rarity-6+ Proof-64.

Copper. Plain edge. Deep chocolate brown with incredibly bright

neon blue and rose iridescence on the high points. Sharply struck

from dies that are extremely similar to that of the adopted design

type of the year, but with the reverse ribbon ends extending into

the dentils below. An exquisite example of a rare variety.

Splendid Pattern Proof 1865 3^

Copper, Judd-413, Rarity-5

The Eliasberg Specimen

1651 1865 pattern three-cent nickel. J-413, P-484. Rarity-5.

Proof-66 RB (NGC). Copper. Plain edge. From the regular-is-

sue dies of the denomination and date. A gorgeous coin by any

account. Rich iridescent oxblood blends sublimely with pale sky

blue, violet, and a dash ofgold on the pristine surfaces of this at-

tractive pattern issue. Not extraordinarily rare, but certainly highly

unusual when so finely preserved. In fact, the present gem is the

finest example ofJ-413 certified by NGC within any color desig-

nation, BN, RB, or RD! Simply superb and certain to cause at

least a minor stir when it crosses the auction block.

NGC Census: 1 ;
none finer within any designation.

From Thomas Elder’s sale ofthe Peter Gschwend Collection,June 1908,

Lot 235;John H. Clapp estate to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. in 1942; Bow-

ers and Merena’s sale ofthe Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., Collection, May 1996,

Lot 160.

Proof 1868 Copper 30

Judd-619, Low Rarity-7

1652 1868 pattern three-cent nickel.J-619, P-688. Rarity-7-. Proof-

63 BN (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. Similar to the regular-issues

style of the date and denomination, though the head of Liberty and

the Roman numeral on the reverse are marginally smaller. A prized

rarity among copper pattern specialists, J-619 is seldom offered in

any venue. Indeed, its last auction appearance was in 1998, and that

was the only known appearance ofJ-619 in the past decade. We are,

of course, quite pleased to offer up the present specimen, and we

feel confident that it will find a new home.

NGC Census: 1 ; none finer within the designation.

Copper 1870 Three Cents Pattern

Judd-798, Low Rarity-7

(2x photo)

1653 1870 pattern three cent. J-798, P-885. Rarity-7-. Proof-64

RD (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. Bright and lustrous mint red

with some deeper brown toning highlights. Areas of smoky gray

are noted, especially on the reverse. Coined with Barber’s Liberty

Seated obverse design, and with a reverse from the regular die used

to coin the silver three-cent pieces ofthe date. In the latest issue of

the Judd reference, editor Q. David Bowers notes that this piece

was “made in quantity as a numismatic curiosity, the obverse ap-

parently being intended for the Standard Silver five cents of this

year, and the reverse being a slightly mismatched (in terms of di-

ameter) trime die.” A prized rarity, J-798 is probably known to

the tune of fewer than a dozen specimens.

PCGS Population: 3; 3 finer within any designation (Proof-66 RD finest).

Gem Proof 1881 Pattern Nickel 30

Judd-1668, High Rarity-6

The Harry W. Bass, Jr. Specimen

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

(2x photo)

1654 1881 pattern three cents. J-1668, P-1869. Rarity-6+. Proof-

65 (PCGS). Nickel. Plain edge. A sparkling silver gray specimen

with a hint ofchampagne toning on the high points. An impressive

cameo gem example ofthis popular “Liberty nickel” three-cent pat-

tern. Charles E. Barber’s head ofLiberty, virtually as adopted for the

nickel five-cent pieces of 1883-1913, appears on the obverse, while

an agricultural wreath and the Roman numeral III appear on the

reverse. Examples ofJ-1668 have appeared just three or four times

at auction in the past decade. Further, this attractive coin was in the

Harry W. Bass Collection, another indication ofits fine quahty. One

ofjust three examples ofJ-1668 called Proof-65 by PCGS, wdth no

specimens recorded at a finer grade. A grand opportunity presents

itself here, and we hope you will rise to the occasion.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer within the designation

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Flarry W. Bass, Jr. Collection

Part I, May 1999, Lot 1032; earlier, purchased from Lee Hewitt, April

17, 1972.
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CitMii Canu'o Proof 1867 Pattern Sf

Jiuld-570, Rarity-5

Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1655

1867 pattern nickel. J-570, P-638. Rarity-5. Proof-66 Ultra

Cameo (NGC). Nickel. Plain edge. A delightfully appealing

cameo gem example of this scarce and popular pattern issue. The

obverse design is completely reminiscent of that of the circulating

nickel three-cent pieces of the date, though here Liberly’’s coronet

IS adorned with a five-pointed star as well as the LIBERTY. Re-

verse with the denomination within a scanty wreath, IN GOD
WE TRUST at the top rim in tiny letters. The finest example of

J-570 certified by NGC within any grade designation.

NGC Census: 1; none finer within any designation.

Copper Pattern 1867 Shield Nickel

Judd-573, Low Rarity-6
1656

1867 pattern five cents. J-573, P-649. Rarity-6-. Proof-64

RB (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. From the regular dies for the

date and denomination, without rays as part of the reverse design.

Lustrous medium brown with bright orange and red iridescence

in the protected areas. The devices are lightly frosted and the fields

are richly mirrored. One of two reverse varieties for J-573, here

with two of the stars above CENTS pointing between the letters

E and N and T and S respectively (on the other variety, those stars

point directly to the E and T). A pleasing example for the grade.

Scarce 1871 Nickel Five-Cent Pattern

1657

1871 pattern five cents. J-1050, P-1184. Rarity-6-. Proof-64

(PCGS). Nickel. Plain edge. Mildly reflective fields and lightly

frosted motifs display warm and lustrous silver gray toning high-

lights. Obverse similar to the circulating nickel three-cent pieces

of the date, reverse with V / CENTS reverse; the V m the de-

nomination is curiously "shaded” with the thick upright to the

viewer's right. An attractive example of a scarce and popular pat-

tern issue.

Popular 1881 Pattern Five Cents

Judd-1671, High Rarity-6

Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1658

1881 pattern nickel. J-1671, P-1872. Rarity-6+. Proof-66

(NGC). Nickel. Plain edge. Frosty motifs and mirror fields dis-

play a whisper ofpale champagne iridescence. A lovely cameo gem,

though the cameo designation is not noted on the holder. The

present pattern issue represents the first appearance of Charles

Barber’s Liberty Head design which would later be adapted for use

in the Liberty nickel series (1883 to 1913). The present coin is the

only example ofJ-1671 called Proof-66 by NGC, with no other

examples of this rarity graded finer within the designation; PCGS
has not certified an example of this issue that is equal to or finer

than the present coin!

NGC Census: 1 ;
none finer within the designation.

Aluminum 1896 Pattern

Judd-1772, High Rarity-6

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

1659

1896 pattern five cents. J-1772, P-1989. Rarity-6+. Proof-

64 (PCGS). Aluminum. Plain edge. A bright silver gray speci-

men with strong lustre on reflective fields and modestly frosted

motifs. While a “disposable” metal that is known in great quan-

tities in the 20th and 21st century, aluminum was once a rare

and exotic metal with a value which exceeded that of gold and

silver. Sharp and appealing, and rare and exotic as well. One ot

just two examples ofJ-1772 called Proof-64 by PCGS, with none

certified finer.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer within the designation.
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Mint State 1860 Transitional HalfDime Rarity

Obverse of ’59, Reverse of ’60

(2x photo)

660 1860 pattern half dime. J-267, P-315. Rarity-4. MS-62
(NGC). Silver. Reeded edge. Deep .silver gray with warm golden

highlights and somewhat prootlike fields. Some striking weakness

is present, as is usually the case for this issue. The “coin without a

country” as it has been called, this issue is struck from an obverse

die with stars (as used 1838-1859) and a cereal wreath reverse (as

used 1860-1873), with UNITED STATES OF AMERICA no-

where to be seen; it was lost in the transition between the two die

styles. An incredibly popular pattern issue that has been “adopted”

by Liberty Seated halfdime specialists, a fact that practically guar-

antees strong demand every time an example ofJ-267 crosses the

auction block.

Rare 1867 Copper Dime Pattern

Judd-587, Low Rarity-7

Finest Graded by NGC

(2x photo)

661 1867 pattern dime. J-587, P-652. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 RB
(NGC). Copper. Reeded edge. A sharp and attractive example

struck from the regular issue dies of the year. Deep chestnut and

rose iridescence mingles with bright electric blue on both sides.

The uspattcrns.com website notes that “although described as regu-

lar dies trial pieces, these off-metal pieces were actually deliber-

ately struck for sale to collectors.” Repunched 18 in date. The

present gem Proof example ofJ-587 is the finest specimen certi-

fied by NGC within any grading designation, which increases the

importance and desirability in our opinion.

NGC Census: 1; none finer within any designation.

Rare 1870 Copper Dime Pattern

Judd-839, High Rarity-7

1662 1870 pattern dime. J-839, P-930. Rarity-7+. Proof-58. Cop-

per. Reeded edge. Bright and reflective red though obviously

brushed and cleaned at one time, hence our assigned grade. Al-

though not treated kindly by previous owners, the present coin is

beginning to retone in deep chocolate shades, and the rarity ofj-

839 speaks for itself! A rarity that will see strong bidding support

despite minor shortcomings.

Rare 1870 Standard Silver 100 Pattern

Judd-844, Low Rarity-6

Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1663 1870 pattern dime. J-844, P-943. Rarity-6-. Proof-66

(NGC). Silver. Plain edge. An imposing gem despite its tiny stat-

ure. Warm silver gray surfaces display strong lustre and bursts of

bright iridescent neon blue. Pale rose highlights adorn the high

points. A rare pattern design type which, as is often the case, was

actually sold in sets with other designs and denominations at the

Mint for the smashing sum ofS 1 5 .00; this design type is also known

in silver with reeded edge, in copper with reeded or plain edge,

and in aluminum with reeded or plain edge. Choice for the grade.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

1870 Standard Silver Dime Pattern

Judd-844, Low Rarity-6

1664 1870 pattern dime. J-844, P-943. Rarity-6-. Proof-62

(PCGS). Silver. Plain edge. Bright and lustrous with deepening

shades ofgold gathering at the rims. Devices are moderately frosted

and the fields are mirrored. Broadly repunched D in GOD on the

obverse. A pleasing example for the grade.
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CJcm Proof IS70 Copper Dime Pattern

Jiidd-846, Low Rarity-7

Finest Certilled Vt'ithin Any Designation by PCGS

1665

1870 pattern dime. J-846, P-945. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 RB
(PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. Bursts of brilliant mint red shine

brightly on the lustrous medium tan surfaces of this attractive gem.

Deeper brown highlights grace the high points. These popular cop-

per dime patterns were sold in sets with other designs and denomi-

nations for S15 per set, according to the uspattems.cmi website. Re-

gardingJ-846, that same website states that “about a halfdozen are

known.” The present specimen is the only Proof-65 example ofj-

846 certified by PCGS within any designation (BN, RB, or RD).
PCGS Population: 1; none finer within any designation.

Rare 1870 Standard Silver Dime Pattern

Judd-862, High Rarity-7

(2.x photo)

1666

1870 pattern dime. J-862, P-950. Rarity-7+. Proof-62

(PCGS). Silver. Plain edge. Pale champagne highlights on reflec-

tive surfaces. Absolutely choice for the grade, with just a few faint

obverse hairlines the only marks ofdetriment. One ofperhaps just

a dozen or so of the j-862 rarity currently known, examples of

which were sold in sets with the other designs and Standard Silver

denominations. The present specimen is one ofjust two examples

ofJ-862 certified by PCGS. Variety with broadly repunched D in

GOD on obverse ribbon below Liberty’s bust.

PCGS Population: I; 1 finer (Proot-65).

Superb Gem Copper 1871 Dime Trial

1667

1871 pattern dime. J-1087, P-1223. Rarity-7+. Proof-65 RD
(PCGS). Copper. Reeded edge. Bright orange-red color on deeply

reflective surfaces. An area below the date is fading to deep violet-

red, some light toning on reverse. A superb example ofan extremely

rare dime pattern, presumably struck to create a very small issue of

Proof sets in copper. A few tiny flyspecks are visible, including a

spot hidden deep within Liberty’s shield, and only a few single

hairlines keep this piece from a higher grade (though we ought to

note that it still resides in a first generation PCGS holder). Boldly

struck and very appealing. An important pattern issue.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer. Only three examples have been certified

by PCGS.

Gem Proof 1875 Copper 20(i Pattern

Judd- 1414, High Rarity-7

Finest Certified by NGC

(2x photo)

1668

1875 pattern twenty cents. J-1414, P-1557. Rarity-7+. Proof-

65 RB (NGC). Copper. Reeded edge. Fiery crimson and chest-

nut iridescence on frosty motifs and mirror fields. Splashes of iri-

descent blue and bright crimson enhance the overall visual effect.

Another pattern that is struck from regular-issue dies of the date,

but deliberately made for sale to collectors as part ofcomplete off-

metal sets, which included the .same issue in aluminum, at that

time a highly precious metal. A sharply struck gem. The present

coin is the finest example ofJ-1414 certified by NGC within any

color designation, BN, RB, or RD, and as such will see spirited

bidding activity from pattern specialists.

NGC Census; 1; none finer within any designation.
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Rare 1870 Standard 250 in Copper
Judd-879, High Rarity-6

None Graded Finer by NGC

(2x photo)

S69 1870 pattern quarter. J-879, P-976. Rarity-6+. Proof-65 RB
(NGC). Copper, Plain edge. William Barber’s Liberty Seated de-

sign. A bright and lustrous red specimen with some warm lilac

highlights on the high points. Some faint flecks are noted on each

side, and a few hairlines make their presence known under low

magnification. One ofjust three examples ofJ-879 caOed Proof-

65 RB by NGC, with no examples of the issue certified finer

within the RB designation by that firm.

NGC Census: 3; none finer within the designation.

Rare Copper 1870 Quarter Pattern

Judd-884, High Rarity-6

)70 1870 pattern quarter. J-884, P-982. Rarity-6+. Proof-64 BN
(NGC), Copper. Reeded edge. A richly toned copper quarter dol-

lar pattern, one that displays Barber’s Liberty Seated design in a

fine manner. Rich olive, gold, and blue iridescence graces the

medium brown surfaces. Sharply struck. Perhaps just a dozen or

so examples ofthis copper pattern rarity are currently known, with

the present specimen being one ofjust six examples ofJ-884 certi-

fied by NGC within any grade or color designation! A pleasing

example of a popular rarity.

Popular 1870 Standard Silver 250 Pattern

Judd-894, Rarity-5

1671 1870 pattern quarter. J-894, P-1001. Rarity-5. VF-35 (NGC).

Silver. Reeded edge. Amazingly enough, a circulated example of

this scarce and popular issue, perhaps spent during one of the bank-

ing crises of the late 19th-century, and thereafter moderately cir-

culated until the choice VF grade was obtained and this unusual

piece was plucked from circulation. Attractive gold and violet iri-

descence in the recessed areas.

1838 Copper Restrike Half Dollar Pattern

Judd-81, Low Rarity-7

Only J-81 Certified by NGC

(2x plioto)

1672 1838 pattern halfdollar. J-81, P-88. Rarity-7-. Proof-66 BN
(NGC). Copper, Reeded edge. Deep chocolate brown with gen-

erous amounts ofiridescent blue and bright chestnut red. Obverse

very similar to regular-issue half dollars as first issued in 1839, re-

verse with fanciful perched eagle. A prized rarity probably restruck
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III the Lite ISWK or early lS7Us and ilated 1838. According to Saul

leichinan's website “an estimated half dozen are

known lit this in both silver and copper. Its first auction appear-

ance III copper was in llaseltine’s February 1877 sale.” The present

coin IS the usputtems.com plate coin. Further, it is the only example
ot 1-81 certified by NGC in any t^ade desiffiation! The height of

beauty- meets the height of rarity.

NCiC- Census: 1; no other certified in any designation.

From Heritd^'s 2001 ANA Sale, August 2001, Lot 8303.

Rare Copper 1862 Half Dollar Pattern

GOD OUR TRUST
Judd-296, High Rarity-6

1673 1862 pattern half dollar. J-296, P-354. Rarity-6+. Proof-64

BN (PCGS). Copper. Reeded edge. Glossy medium to deep tan

with some chestnut highlights. From the regular-issue obverse die

of the date, reverse with GOD OUR TRUST above eagle’s head.

A dozen or slightly more examples ofJ-296 are accounted for to-

day, yet its popularity with Liberty Seated half dollar collectors

and pattern specialists alike seldom wanes. The present coin is

among the finest PCGS-certified examples of the issue, and will

see strong bidding demand as a result.

PCGS Population: 1 ; 2 finer within any designation (Proof-65 bN finest).

Rare Aluminum 1864 Pattern 50^

Judd-393, Rarity-8

Finest ofjust Two Certified by PCGS
Ex Pryor Collection

{2x photo)

1674 1864 pattern half dollar. J-393, P-461. Rarity-8. Proof-67

(PCGS). Aluminum. Reeded edge. Medium silver gray with frosty

motifs and reflective fields. Sharply struck and aesthetically ap-

pealing, free of unsightly blemishes and absolutely choice for the

grade as such. The finest specimen ofjust two examples ofJ-393
certified by PCGS. As the uspattcrns.com website notes “these and

the other ‘With Motto’ patterns of this date and also 1863 and

possibly 1865 are actually restrikes made circa 1869 and into the

early 1870s and were offered with restrikes of the other denomi-

nations in complete sets.” These sets included silver pieces, cop-

per pieces, nickel, and aluminum, as offered here. One ofjust three

examples of the issue reportedly known, the others being the

Farouk coin and a specimen in theJanuary 1975 Kagin’s sale. This

coin is perhaps the finest ofthem, an incredibly important pattern

issue with an impressive provenance.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

Ex. Empire Coin Company’sfixed price sale of the Major Lenox R.

Lohr Collection ofpatterns, 1961; Stack’s sale ofthe R.E. Cox, Jr. Col-

lection, April 1962, Lot 2217; William Mitkofj toJames Bennett Pryor

in May 1974; Bowers and Merena ’s sale ofthe Pryor Collection,January

1996, Lot 186.
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1873 Copper Pattern Half Dollar Rarity

Judd-1272, High Rarity-7

Solitary NGC-Certified Specimen

{2x photo)

S75 1873 pattern half dollar. J-1272, P-1414. Rarity-7+. Proof-

66 RD (NGC) . Copper. Reeded edge. Regular issue dies ofdate,

Close 3, no arrows at date. Deep orange-red with frosty motifs

and heavily mirrored fields. Lively medium tan highlights grace

the high points of this sharply struck gem. According to the

uspatterns.com website, “although these are described as regular die

trial pieces in the standard references, it is more likely that the off-

metal trials of this year were deliberately struck for sale to collec-

tors as part ofcomplete off-metal sets.” In fact, the present coin is

featured as the uspatterns.com plate coin, where it is noted “photo

courtesy of Superior and is believed to the Lohr coin.” A truly

great coin with superb eye appeal and with a probable pedigree

that links it to one of the great pattern cabinets of all times, that of

Lenox Lohr, a collection purchased intact by Empire Coin Com-
pany (Q. David Bowers and James Ruddy) in 1961. Finally, it is

worth noting that the present coin is the finest example ofJ-1272

certified by NGC within any designation.

NGC Census: 1 ;
none finer within any designation.

Rare 1863 Judd-347 Aluminum $1 Pattern

High Rarity-7, Finest Graded by NGC
Ex Share Collection

(2x photo)

1676 1863 pattern dollar. J-347, P-419. Rarity-7+. Proof-66

Cameo (NGC). Aluminum. Reeded edge. Light silver gray sur-

faces show frosty motifs and modestly reflective mirrors along with

subtle shades ofgold and gray iridescence in places. Sharply struck

with a few minor handling marks noted for accuracy. An extreme

and highly respected rarity in the pattern dollar series, perhaps one

ofjust four examples ofJ-347 known, which includes a specimen

permanently ensconced in the ANS Collection. The only example

of the date certified by NGC, which certainly attests to the rarity

ofJ-347. The present coin is assumed to be the Harry X Boosel

specimen sold by RARCOA in 1972. Aluminum patterns of this

era are great delicacies owing to the precious metal status that alu-

minum enjoyed in the mid and late 18th-century.

NGC Census: 1 ; none finer within any designation.

From our Classics Sale ofSeptember 2003, Lot 55.
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Karo IS65 Liberty Seated $1 Pattern

J-435, Low Rarity-7

The Judd Plate Coin

{2x photo)

1677 1865 pattern dollar. J-435, P-508. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 RB
(NGC). Copper. Reeded edge. Lively mirrored fields show deep

rose toning with light brown highlights, and with some pale olive

toning at the peripheries. E.xceUent surfaces free of marks of con-

sequence. Two faint, tiny toning spots are present at Liberty’s right

wrist, another is mentioned below the cut end of the olive branch

on the reverse; all are insignificant and are brought to your atten-

tion more as a courtesy than as a warning. Struck from the same

dies asJudd-434 in silver, and about equally as rare, with perhaps a

dozen known and at least three of those impounded in museum

collections. The Judd book refects a slightly lower population for

the copper strikmgs from these dies, which in combination with

the number in museums makes this a far rarer coin in current mar-

ket terms than its silver counterpart. Pollock found only seven ap-

pearances with possible duplication. The present com is the finest

example ol j-435 certified by NGC. Another star attraction, a

worthy addition to an advanced Liberty Seated dollar collection or

a cabinet of patterns and trials.

NGC Census: 1 ; none finer within any designation.

Ex Dr. Wallace Lee; Bowers and Mereita 's sale ofJanuary 1999, Dn
303; our Classics Sale ofSeptember 2003, laif 59.

Lovely 1871 Standard Silver $1 Pattern

None Graded Finer by PCGS

(2x photo)

1678 1871 pattern dollar. J-1133, P-1270. Rarity-6+. Proof-64

(PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. Attractive old cabinet toning on

medium silver gray surfaces with some gold and richer blue high-

lights at the peripheries. The devices are satiny and the fields are

deeply mirrored. Some wire rim details present, but with a bit of

flatness at Liberty’s globe hand and hair curls. Grand eye appeal
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with overall quality very close to that of a gem, with only some

very minor hairlines noted under extreme scrutiny and a light abra-

sion at the right ribbon end at base of reverse serving as an identi-

fier. The reverse die is identical to other Standard Silver dollars of

this era, the obverse featuring 13 stars in a beautiful and well-bal-

anced design. The combined population figures of PCGS and

NGC indicate 17 specimens ofJ-1 133 have been certified, in con-

cert with Teichman’s estimate ofjust over a dozen known when

one considers the probability of resubmissions to the grading ser-

vices. At least two examples ofJ-1 133 are impounded, the speci-

mens in the Mint Gabinet at the Smithsonian Institution and the

Mitchelson coin in the Connecticut State Library. Tbe former Bass

Foundation coin is now owned privately. FCGS has never certi-

fied a specimen finer than Proof-64, the grade of this specimen. A
beautiful silver striking of this popular pattern design.

PCGS Population: 5; none finer.

Important 1876 “Liberty by the Seashore” Pattern $1

Judd-1467, High Rarity-7

One ofFive Struck, Only Three Traced

(2x photo)

1679 1876 pattern dollar. J-1467, P-1618. Rarity-7+. Proof-64

Cameo (PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. Brilliant silver gray with

deeply mirrored fields gently framed with golden iridescence. A
beautiful example boasting superlative eye appeal and overall sur-

face quality. The devices are fully struck and heavily frosted. Some

light surface hairlines should not be confused with the diagonal

planchet preparation lines seen on both sides. This preparation

dovetails nicely with Teichman’s suggestion that, since this vari-

ety tends to weigh precisely 420 grains, they were meant to be

trade dollar patterns, essais in the true sense rather than pieces-de-

caprice. This example, weighed before encapsulation in 1993,

weighs 419.9 grains. A tiny planchet flaw is noted for identifica-

tion right of the far end ofthe obverse exergual line, another simi-

lar inborn depression is present right of the upper serif of E in

ONE. A very desirable rarity in the series, and of great impor-

tance to trade dollar collectors. Only five specimens are said to

have been struck, of which Teichman has located three examples

today, including this piece:

1.

The finest known piece is the Boyd-Farouk-Judd piece,

which is the only one certified at a higher level (Proof-66 by NGC).

It was once owned by pattern pioneer William Woodin and last

sold in 200 1

.

2. The Rogers Fred piece, sold in 1995, graded then and now

as Proof-63 by PCGS.

3.

The present specimen, last sold in 2003 as Proof-64 (NGC),

now certified as Proof-64 CAM by PCGS. It is the finest of two

examples ofJ-1467 certified by PCGS.

Pollock found appearances ofone piece in two 1965 Kreisberg

sales and of another piece in two Merkin sales, likely earlier ap-

pearances of numbers 2 and 3 above. This piece was created in

1876 when numismatist and Mint Director Dr. Flenry Lindeman

considered an update in coinage designs; documentation shows

that the reverse die (accomplished by William Barber) was first

used m August 1876 and specimens struck from it were forwarded

to Lindeman personally. Its rarity and importance has few equals

in the series, and any pattern cabinet that includes one may rightly

be considered to be of world-class quality.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within any designation.

From our Classics Sale, September 2003, Lot 80; Bowers and Meretta ’s

sale ofNovember 1993, Lot 1406.
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Extremely Rare Martha Washington $1 Trial

Struck in 1999

Rare 187*^ Silver Dollar Pattern

{2x phoco)

1680 1879 pattern dollar. J-1605, P-1801. Rarity-7-. Proof-62

(NGC). Silver. Reeded edge. William Barber’s tightly coiffed

portrait of Liberty on the obverse, narrow “square” eagle design

on reverse. Bright silver gray with reflective surfaces that display

deeper gray iridescence and traces of hairlines that no doubt ac-

count for the assigned grade. A rare variety in silver, one that has

appeared fewer than 10 times at public auction in the past de-

cade. Not the finest example ofJ-1605 extant, but one of such a

small handful of the variety known that grade is not quite so im-

portant as acquisition. One ofjust three examples ofJ-1605 certi-

fied by NCIC.

NCtt' Onsus: 1 ; 2 finer (Proof-65 finest).

(2x photo)

1681 “1759” (i,e. 1999) Martha Washington
/ Sacagawea dollar

trial, J-2185. MS-66 (NGC). 8.19 grams, 126.2 grains. A lovely

gem specimen ot this exciting modern rarity, a recently discov-

ered pattern type that has captivated the numismatic community.

The present specimen is rather similar to the example featured in

our December 2003 Classics Sale, a coin that was announced on

newspaper headlines in October as the first one to come to light in

private hands. This piece now becomes the fourth example known,

including one in the Mint collection that was photographed at the

Smithsonian Institution but not placed on deposit there.

The surfaces of this piece resemble the December ANR speci-

men, bright gold showing light blue and violet toning that appears

to manifest in parallel lines. The edge of the coin, examined be-

fore encapsulation, is toned a chocolate brown. The lustre on this

piece is far bolder than the DecemberANR specimen, with strong

cascades of lustrous cartwheel on both sides. The strike and sur-

face quality are both excellent, with no marks of significance,

though we note a diagonal nick above H ofMARTHA in the right

obverse field for future identification. The December specimen,

graded MS-63 by NGC, realized $20,700; that example had a few

scattered marks and a tiny reverse rim nick, not surprising consid-

ering that it was found in circulation! That piece showed some

evidence of die clashing above the date, as does this piece though

the clash marks appear less distinct here.

As we noted in December:

The present offering is a pattern in the truest sense of the word

—

a special striking to serve the U.S. Mint while in the testing process of

a not-yet-released circulating coin. In 1999, stocks of Susan B. An-

thony mini-dollars had become depleted through active circulation of

the previously unwanted denomination through urban mass transit sys-

tems and the Postal Service. When supplies on hand were forecast to

run out by that year’s end, a new issue of 1999 Susan B. Anthony dol-
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lars, the modern-day equivalent ofthe 1921 Morgan dollars, was coined

in anticipation for a hrand new experiment in American coinage: a

plain-edged “golden" dollar which would not be so easily confused

witli the quarter dollar of similar diameter. Sacagawea and her infant

son Jean-Baptise were chosen as the central device for the new coin.

After testing various alloys and clad planchet stocks, the Mint deter-

mined that a manganese-brass clad planchet was ideal for both its tech-

nical properties, assuring acceptance in vending machines already de-

signed to accept the Anthony dollars, and for long-term durability of

the unique “golden” color that served as the coin’s hallmark during

the extensive pre-release publicity effort. The present piece is appar-

ently struck in the adopted alloy; its weight is within a tenth of a gram

of the official weight standard for the Sacagawea dollar.

The U.S. Mint enlisted the assistance ofseveral ofits private sector

contractors to test the alloys and planchet stocks before the official re-

lease ofthe Sacagawea dollar in early 2000. Three companies were used

for this purpose, each ofwhich provided metals and technology to the

Mint: Olin Brass ofEast Alton, Illinois; PMX Industries ofCedar Rap-

ids, Iowa; and IDX, Inc. of El Dorado, Arkansas. Instead of coining

monetized and legal tender Sacagawea dollars to release to these three

companies for possibly destructive testing, the U.S. Mint used the fan-

tastic 1759 Martha Washington dies—a design motif used for internal

testing purposes since 1965 but largely unknown in the numismatic

community until recent years. According to a Coin World article in the

June 24, 2002 issue, “anti-tarnish tests were conducted at the Phila-

delphia Mint on January 8, 2000, on Sacagawea dollar blanks struck

with the experimental Martha Washington obverse. Mount Vernon

reverse experimental dies, according to Mint e-mails.” The Coin World

article continued:

“Seven processes were explored: one on circulation quality strikes,

three on Uncirculated [Mint set] quality coins, and three on Proofqual-

ity strikes. The coins were struck on at least four different kinds of

presses, with the blanks subjected to one of five burnishing methods.”

In addition to this internal Mint testing, the private sector firms

conducted similar tests. According to the June 16, 2001 issue of Coin

World, “James Halsey, President of IDX, Inc., said numerous samples

in different alloys bearing the Martha Washington obverse and Mount

Vernon reverse dies—special designs for experimental coinage—were

shipping to IDX for testing.”

The present example, like the piece in our December sale, was

apparently submitted to one of the burnishing tests, as this piece

shows far more extensive (though attractive) toning than the fully

brilliant specimen in Heritage’s November 2003 sale, a coin that

appears to have never been subjected to any sort of anti-tarmsh

testing. For a comparison of the two surface quahties, readers are

referred to uspatterns.com, where pictures of both our December

specimen and the Heritage example are placed side-by-side in full

color. Those two examples are the only specimens of the

Martha Washington /
Sacagawea dollar trial ever offered

publicly, and they are the only ones beside this one con-

firmed in private hands. We are very excited to offer another of

these fascinating modern rarities, utilitarian patterns that were vi-

tal to creating the distinctive and revolutionary “golden dollar” of

2000. With the recent proposal to feature First Ladies on later U.S.

dollar issues, we can only foresee an increase in interest in the ex-

tremely rare Martha Washington patterns of 1999.

NGC Census: 2; none finer.

1873 Indian Princess Trade Dollar Pattern

Judd-1310, Rarity-4

1682 1873 pattern trade dollar. J-1310, P-1453. Rarity-4. Proof-

60 (NGC). Silver. Reeded edge. Muted golden highlights on pale

silver gray surfaces. Devoid of marks of consequence, but with

hairlines from a long ago brushing that no doubt account for the

assigned grade. Barber’s attractive Indian Princess obverse here

coupled with a small eagle reverse, the eagle very close in nature

to that found on the adopted trade dollar design of 1873. A pleas-

ing pattern for the grade.

According to the website uspattems.com, is “one of the designs that

was sold by the mint in six-piece sets for $30. The sets were made in .silver with

both plain and reeded edges, copper and aluminum.” Along with J-1310 (silver

with reeded edge),J-1311 was also struck in silver, but with a plain edge. J-1312

is the same trade dollar design but in copper with a reeded edge, while J-1313 is

an aluminum rendering with a reeded edge style; this coin is possibly unique, as

only the Farouk coin is confirmed. The same die combination makes its pres-

ence known again at j-1314, there struck in white metal with a plain edge.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Incredible 1876 Commercial Dollar Pattern Rarity
Pedigreed to the U.S. Mint, Woodin, Newcomer, Boyd, Farouk, Judd, Kosoff

(2x photo)

1683 1876 pattern commercial dollar. J-1472, P-1623. Rarity-8.

Proof-64 (PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. A splendid rarity which

was last offered in our sale of the East Coast Collection ofPattern Dol-

lars (September 2003), where the following able description appeared;

“One of the most desirable of all trade dollar patterns in existence,

with an almost unbroken provenance from the U.S. Mint into the

1980s. Brilliant silver gray with light golden toning at the rims,

heavily frosted central devices contrast sharply with bold mirror

fields. Double struck to bring up detail—very similar to some of

the silver dollar patterns dated 1870 and 1871, which may have been

struck in this later period, as most ofthe 1873 and 1875-dated dollar

patterns were struck but once. The eye appeal is superb, as the long

string of famous collectors who owned this piece from 1909 to 1985

obviously took great care to be proper stewards. A few minor hair-

lines have accumulated over the years, several riny lint marks serve

as positive identifiers of this specimen: one just inside the denticles

at 3:00 on the obverse, another left of the three leaf cluster above

GOD on the reverse, one curling through the last A in AMERICA,
another above R ofGRS on the reverse. A spot which appears sig-

nificant in the 1985 photograph of this piece on the obverse above

the flags is very subtle in person, while a smaller one above I of

AMERICA is a plain identifier.

"Abe Kosoff, who owned this piece for more than two decades

as part ot an eight-piece set of 1876 trade dollars in silver, wrote

about his set in a Coin ll'orlcl article in 1970: ‘In 1876, our centen-

nial year, much thought was given to our coinage. In fact, attempts

were made to improve our silver dollars and our double eagles,

and the latter was changed slightly. In the silver dollar series, how-
ever. we have evidence of several proposed changes.’ Indeed, the

dies represented were largely created through Mint Director

Lmdeman’s interest in improving dollar designs, but many mulings

'such as the one with an aged No Motto reverse!) were produced

tor sport, probably for himself or for eventual profiteering. This

variety uses the lovely 1876 ‘Liberty by the Seashore’ obverse with

the Commercial dollar pattern die produced in 1871 before the

trade dollar series received the name it would stick with through

the duration of its production. Only two such pieces were struck,

the other from the famed Granberg Collection, variously graded

over the last decade and a half as Proof-61 (PCGS) or Proof-63

(NGC). Both were once owned by William Woodin, the former

Secretary of the Treasury under Roosevelt and coauthor of the

Adams-Woodin pattern book (though Edgar Adams was the nu-

mismatic brain behind it, and Woodin’s collection the primary

illustrative force). The bulk of Woodin’s patterns, said to be sev-

eral crates full, came directly from the Mint’s stockpile of undis-

tributed pieces in one large transaction in 1909. Woodin’s friend

Edgar Adams negotiated the sale of Woodin’s cache of patterns in

1911, with one lot going to Wisconsinite Granberg and the other

(S15(), ()()() worth at the time) to Waldo Newcomer of Baltimore.

Ot course, Woodin still kept thousands ofpieces, but it seems that

this piece went to Newcomer in 1911, only to be sold to E.C.C.

Boyd in the late 1930s. Around 1945, Abe Kosoff negotiated the

sale ofBoyd’s patterns to King Farouk, the infamous Egyptian au-

tocrat who devoted more time to his collections than his citizenry,

and Kosotl was in the auction room in Cairo when the patterns

were once again sold into the numismatic marketplace. Kosoffsold

many pieces from Farouk’s collection to Omaha eye doctor J.

Hewitt Judd, who picked up the Adams-Woodin gauntlet with

his new work on patterns which first appeared in 1959. Within a

decade, Kosoffhad purchased the entire Judd Collection, and sold

most of it at fixed prices, keeping only a few particularly charming

pieces for himself Among his favorites was his set of 1876 trade

dollars, which he considered a national treasure - he consigned the

set to Q. David Bowers for sale in 1985. This piece has been the

plate coin in Judd’s book for decades, and keeps that honored po-

sition in the new 8th edition.

“When the chips finally fall, one collector will become heir to

a tradition that has included the author of every major book on
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patterns published in the 2()th century, a string of devotees that

includes a king, a Cabinet official, an ophthalmologist, a banker,

and a coin dealer. A specimen of this variety has not sold publicly

since this exact coin last crossed the block 18 years ago. For a mod-

ern collector who enjoys the rich history of patterns as much as

those men mentioned above, there are few greater prizes than the

piece presently offered.”

The present coin is, far and away, the finest oftwo examples of

j-1472 certified by PCGS. Even ifwe could, we probably would

not need to say more!

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

As detailed above, an historic and impressive provenance: The U.S.

Mint in Philadelphia to William Woodin, probably in 1909 amonj^ his

“several crates,” marketed via Ed^ar Adams to Waldo C. Newcomer in

1911, thence to New Yorker Frederick C.C. Boyd, whose collection was

sold circa 1945 to King Farouk of Egypt. From Sotheby’s sale of “The

Palace Collection ofEgypt, ” March 1954, Lot 1965; through Kosoff toJ.

FlewittJudd, to Abe Kosoff in the 1960s, into Kosoffs personal collection.

Last sold publicly in Bowers and Merena ’s sale ofRare Coins from the Abe

KosoffEstate, November 1985, Lot 1100; our Classics Sale ofSeptember

2003, Lot 100. This was the plate coin in both the Pollock book and the

Judd book, up to and including the most recent edition.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ITARITIES



Classic 1877 $50 “HalfUnion” Pattern Rarity
Gilt Copper, Judd-1547, Low Rarity-7

1684 1877 $50 pattern.J-1547, P-1720. Rarity-7-. Proof-62 (PCGS).

Gilt copper. Reeded edge. Large Liberty Head by William Barber

on obverse, federal eagle on reverse similar to that on double eagles

of the era. Bright and lustrous yellow gold gilt with strong olive

highlights. Scattered hairlines appear on both sides, and rich orange

gold highlights gather at the rims. A classic rarity, one offewer than

a dozen examples in copper known to exist, with some specimens

permanently impounded in such collections as that of the

Smithsonian Institution, Connecticut State Library, and the Harry

W. Bass, Jr. Research Foundation. It is worth reporting here that

there are two half union patterns struck in gold, Judd- 1546 with

Large Head design, and Judd-1548, with Small Head design. Both

ot these treasures are permanently impounded in the National Nu-
mismatic Collections at the Smithsonian Institution. While today’s

pattern enthusiasts may never hope to legally own a gold halfunion

pattern, it is entirely possible for a small handful ofserious collectors

to obtain gilt copper specimens such as offered here. On the other

hand, please don’t think that these half union patterns “grow on

trees" as nothing could be further from truth. Indeed, to the best of

our knowledge, the last time a specimen ofJ-1547 was offered at

auction was in the late 1990s. An important opportunity to obtain a

rare gilt copper example ofa pattern issue that would have become

our nation’s largest denomination circulating coin had it been

adopted. Specimens ofJ-1547 always meet with incredible bidding

activity on those rare occasions when they cross the auction block.

In the eighth edition ot United States Pattern Coins Experimental and Trial

Pieces edited by Q. David Bowers, the editor noted the following: “Then come
the large and impressive $50 patterns of the year. The inspiration for these came

directly from the $50 gold ‘sings' of California produced in 1851 and 1852, as

well as the round $50 coins of Wass, Molitor & Co., and separately Kellogg &
Co., m 1855.

“In 1877, Dr. Linderman reactivated the idea, although the need at that

time for a $50 coin is not recorded m any accounts seen by the editor. Most

likely, it was a pet project. Not much can be added to Don Ta.xay’s comment

that these $50 coins ‘are believed to have been ordered by Director Linderman

(an avid coin collector) for his own use. Moreover, Mint correspondence sug-

gests that such a large and heavy coin would be especially susceptible to sawing

and filling with base metal, an ongoing concern of Mint officials.’ The gold

impressions of the two varieties (J-1546 and J- 1548) are treasures in the Na-

rional Numismaric Collection at the Smithsonian Institution. Interestingly, these

are believed to have been part of the Mint Cabinet earlier, but had been traded

away m the 19th century, going to none other thanJohn W. Haseltine. the Phila-

delphia dealer with close Mint connections."
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COMMEMOl^TIVE
SILVER COINS

Coinincniorativcs arc ajoy to collect, and now is as good a time as

y to add to a partial set, upgrade a set, or begin a collection anew!

fcourse, there are no rules, pierse, that insist commemoratives must

gathered in sets - a grouping of pieces commemorating states is

•OK, or perhaps you’d just like to own one type or another bc-

ase of some special attraction to it. Recently, many people have

and beautifully toned coins especially attractive, and some are of-

ed in the lots that follow. Many of the most popular issues are rep-

;ented herein, from the Isabella c^uarter (our nation’s only corn-

?morative quarter before the State quarters, unless you count the

iginal 1932 Washington!) to the gold issues of the various exposi-

ms ofyesteryear.

685 1893 Isabella quarter. MS-63. Sharp and lustrous bright silver

gray with a hint of champagne at the rims.

686 1900 Lafayette dollar. MS-61 (NGC). Fully brilliant and highly

lustrous. Our nation’s first commemorative silver dollar, curiously

struck in December 1899 with the 1900 date.

687 Pair of 1921 Alabama half dollar design types: 2X2. MS-

62. Brilliant and lustrous Plain. MS-63. Lustrous with soft golden

rose highlights on both surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

688 Quintette of commemorative half dollars grading MS-64:

1936 Albany 1946 Iowa 1934 Maryland 1920 Pilgrim

1921 Pilgrim. A very nice group with all having lustrous surfaces

and traces of rose toning. (Total: 5 pieces)

689 1937 Antietam. MS-66 (PCGS). Warm champagne cartwheel

lustre graces the frosty surfaces of this attractive gem.

690 1937 Antietam. MS-66 (NGC). An intensely lustrous gem with

a rich sheen ofpale champagne iridescence, A lovely gem example

of this numismatic tribute to the most costly single-day engage-

ment of the Civil War.

1691 1935 Arkansas. MS-66 (NGC). Satiny silver gray with pale lilac

highlights. A “clean” and sharply struck example.

1692 Pair ofArkansas PDS sets. 1935: Philadelphia. MS-63. Lustrous

with golden highlights Denver. MS-63. Lustrous with traces of

delicate golden toning San Francisco. MS-64. Lustrous with

bright golden toning on both surfaces. 1936: Philadelphia. MS-
64. Satiny surfaces with just a whisper of delicate toning Den-

ver. MS-64. Satiny lustre with golden highlights San Francisco.

MS-63. Satiny silver gray surfaces. (Total: 6 pieces)

1693 1937 Arkansas PDS set certified MS-66: Philadelphia (NGC)
Denver (PCGS) San Francisco (NGC). Lustrous lilac-gray

with pale pastel highlights on all three pieces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1694 1937 Arkansas PDS set grading MS-65 (NGC). Each is highly

lustrous and richly toned in shades of gold, indigo, and violet. An

equally matched and delightfully appealing trio. (Total: 3 pieces)

1695 1937 Arkansas PDS set: Philadelphia. MS-64 Denver. MS-
65 San Francisco. MS-65. Each is lustrous and attractive with

various degrees ofgolden toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

1696 1938 Arkansas PDS set: Philadelphia. MS-65 Denver. MS-
64 San Francisco. MS-64. Each is lustrous and attractive with

various degrees of rose-gold toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

1697 1939 Arkansas PDS set grading MS-64. Each is lustrous and

attractive with delicate rose-gold toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

Impressive Gem 1939-S Arkansas 500

1698 1939-S Arkansas. MS-66 (PCGS). Satiny silver gray with areas

of gathering golden deepness at the rims. Just three examples of

the date have been certified finer by PCGS.

1699 1936-S Bay Bridge. MS-66 (NGC). A .satiny gem with an in-

tense display of deep and dark violet, orange, sea green, and rose

iridescence.

1700 Quintette ofcommemorative half dollars grading MS-64:

1936 Bay Bridge. Satiny lustre with just a liint of rose 1936 Dela-

ware. Lustrous with a hint of dehcate toning 1920 Maine. Lus-

trous with delicate rose-gold surfaces 1923-S Monroe. Satiny rose-

gray surfaces 1936-D San Diego. Lustrous. (Total: 5 pieces)

1701 Quintette of commemorative half dollars grading MS-65:

1934 Boone. Satiny 1936 Bridgeport. Lustrous with toning

flecks mostly on the reverse 1935 Connecticut. Lustrous soft

golden gray 1938 New Rochelle. Lustrous with just a whisper

of rose-gold 1925 Stone Mountain. Soft silver gray surfaces.

(Total: 5 pieces)
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1702 IV4S UiKMit: SiHdll IV34 I’DS set: Philadelphia. MS-64. Liis-

troiis IVnscr. .MS-63. Satiny lustre San Francisco. MS-63.
Satins liiNtre lutaJ: 3 pieces)

1703 I'hree Boone PDS sets. 1935: Philadelphia. MS-63 Den-
ver. .MS-62. San Francisco. MS-62. Each is satiny ss ith delicate

golslen toning. 1936: Philadelphia. MS-65. Lustrous Denver.

AU-55. Cleaned long ago San Francisco. MS-65. Lustrous. 1937:

Philadelphia. MS-63. Lustrous Denver. MS-64. Lustrous with

delicate golden toning San Francisco. MS-63. Lustrous with

delicate golden toning. (Total: 9 pieces)

1704 Se.xtette of commemorative half dollars: 1936-S Boone. MS-
64. Lustrous with just a whisper of gold 1946 Iowa. MS-64.

Lustrous with hints of rose-gray at the rims 1936 Long Island.

MS-64. Satiny lustre tir 1935-S San Diego. MS-64. Lustrous with

splashes ot faint golden toning on both surfaces 1925 Stone

Mountain. MS-64. Satiny golden rose lustre 1935 Texas. MS-
65. Satiny with just a whisper of delicate toning. (Total: 6 pieces)

1705 1938 Boone PDS set: Philadelphia. MS-64 Denver. MS-64
San Francisco. MS-65. Each is lustrous and attractive with

splashes or golden rose. (Total: 3 pieces)

1706 Group ofMint State commemorative halfdollars: 1925-S

California. MS-63. Lustrous 1936 Cleveland. MS-63. Lustrous

with just a whisper of rose-gold at the peripheries 1936

Gettysburg. MS-62. Attractive golden gray surfaces 1922 Grant.

No Star. MS-63. Lustrous with a hint oflilac-gray at the peripher-

ies 1924 Huguenot. MS-62. Frosty lustre 1918 Illinois. MS-
62. Lustrous with splashes of pale golden toning 1936 York.

MS-63. Lustrous with delicate gold. (Total: 7 pieces)

1707 Group ofcommemorative half dollars: 1925-S California. MS-
63. Lustrous with golden rose at the peripheries 1936 Cleve-

land. MS-62. Satiny champagne surfaces 1893 Columbian. MS-
63. Lustrous with delicate champagne toning at obverse periphery

1925 Lexington. MS-63. Lustrous with soft mottled orange-

gray toning 1923-S Monroe. MS-63. Lustrous with grayish blue

on both surfaces 1926-S Oregon Trail. MS-62. Lustrous with

silver gray at the devices 1920 Pilgrim. AU-58. Soft silver gray

surtaces. A well hidden die crack is noted on the reverse within

the sails 1935 Te.xas. MS-60. Cleaned long ago. (Total: 8 pieces)

Beautifully Toned Gem 1892 Columbian 50^
Among Top 20 Certified by NGC

1711 1892 Columbian. MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant centers give way to

intense displays of rich violet and neon blue iridescence on the

obverse, with a similar display on the reverse that is tempered with

vibrant peach and crimson highlights. A sharp and appealing ex-

ample ofthe first commemorative coin issued by the United States

within the half dollar denomination.

NGC Census: 17; 3 finer (all MS-68).

1712 Octette ofcommemorative half dollars: 1892 Columbian.

MS-63. Lustrous 1893 Columbian. MS-61. Satiny lustre with

just a hint of delicate toning 1935 Hudson. MS-60. Lustrous

with whispers ofgolden rose highlights 1936 Long Island. MS-
60. Cleaned at one time 1926 Oregon Trail. Net AU-50; sharp-

ness ofAU-55, polished 1936 Robinson. AU-58. Satiny lustre

with a whisper of gold 1935-S San Diego. AU-58. Soft golden

rose surfaces 1925 Vancouver. MS-62. Cleaned. (Total: 8 pieces)

1713 1893 Columbian. MS-65 (NGC). A richly toned gem. Some origi-

nal mint brilliance peeks through the rich rose, carmine, electric

blue, and faded peach iridescence gathered on both sides.

1714 Sextette of commemorative half dollars: 1936 Columbia PDS
set grading MS-65. All are lustrous with golden surfaces and

splashes of golden brown 1936 Rhode Island PDS set grading

MS-64. Each is lustrous and attractive. (Total: 6 pieces)

1715 Quintette of commemorative half dollars grading MS-65:

1936 Elgin. Satiny golden gray surfaces 1925 Lexington. Lus-

trous golden surfaces 1936 Lynchburg. Lustrous with bright

golden surtaces 1937 Roanoke. Lustrous with delicate cham-

pagne toning 1936 Wisconsin. Lustrous golden surfaces. (Total:

5 pieces)

1708 Complete set ofCarver-Washington commemorative half dollars,

1951 through 1954, grading MS-63 to MS-65. All are lustrous

and attractive with a few displaying golden toning. (Total: 1 2 pieces)

1709 1936 Cincinnati PDS set grading MS-64 (PCGS): Phila-

delphia. Satiny with splashes ofgolden brown at the peripheries

Denver. Lustrous rich rose-gray surfaces San Francisco. Satiny

lustre with just a hint of delicate golden toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

1710 1936 Cincinnati PDS set grading MS-64. Each is lustrous and

attractive with golden surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1716 1922 Grant. With Star. MS-63 (NGC). Dusky silver gray with

strong lustre and some pale peach toning. Issued to commemorate

the birth of our 18 th president, Hiram Ulysses Grant.
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1717 1928 Hawaiian. MS-60. Lustrous silver gray with pale golden

highlights and some faint hairlines on both sides. Still, a nice ex-

ample of the key issue in the “early” (1892-1954) commemorative

half dollar series.

1718 1936 Long Island. MS-66 (NGC). A satiny gem with strong

lustre that glows warmly beneath attractive golden surface high-

lights. A dash ofpeach and rose can be seen on the reverse.

1719 1936 Lynchburg. MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny and lustrous

Lynchburg half dollar with warm golden toning on the obverse,

and with pale sky blue and faint champagne iridescence on the

reverse.

Obverse wich bust of Senator Carter Glass to left. This coin was produced

while Senator Glass was alive, despite his protestations that live Americans did

not belong on coins of the realm.

1720 Pair of 1921 Missouri commemorative half dollar design

types; 2^4. MS-62 Plain. MS-61. Both are lustrous with

delicate champagne toning, a few flecks of golden brown toning

are noted. (Total: 2 pieces)

1721 1936 Norfolk. MS-67 (NGC). A bright and lustrous gem with

areas ofdeep orange, crimson, and violet toning at the rims, espe-

cially on the obverse, no doubt caused by long term storage in an

old style coin album.

1722 Trio ofcommemorative halfdollars grading MS-66: 1936
Norfolk . Lustrous with golden rose highlights 1928 Oregon

Trail. Lustrous with delicate golden toning at the peripheries

1937-D Oregon Trail. Lustrous champagne surfaces. (Total: 3

pieces)

1723 Quintette of Oregon Trail commemorative half dollars:

1926. Lustrous with hints ofsky blue and lilac at the peripheries

1933-D. Lustrous champagne surfaces 1934-D. Lustrous rose-

gold surfaces 1936. Lustrous golden surfaces 1936-S. Lus-

trous pearl gray surfaces. (Total 5 pieces)

1724 1936 Oregon Trail. MS-67 (NGC). A frosty, satiny beauty with

a hint of pale violet iridescence on highly lustrous silver gray sur-

faces.

1725 1937-D Oregon Trail. MS-67 (NGC). An attractive and en-

tirely gem Mint State example of the date. Glowing silver gray

surfaces display areas of pale gold and warm violet iridescence.

1726 1938 Oregon Trail PDS set grading MS-64. All are lustrous with

attractive golden toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

1727 1939 Oregon Trail PDS set grading MS-65. Each has attrac-

tive and lustrous rose-gold surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1728

1915-S Panama-Pacific. MS-63. Lully brilliant with a hint of pale

gold. Rcpunched S mintmark to west (to right ofthe existing mint-

mark; another variety exists with repunched mintmark to north,

or above the existing mintmark).

1729 1926 Sesquicentennial. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty pale champagne

surfaces with grand eye appeal and strong cartwheel lustre.

1730 Pair ofcommemorative halfdollars grading MS-64 (NGC):

1926 Sesquicentennial. Satiny champagne lustre over both sur-

faces 1927 Vermont. Lustrous with just a whisper of rose-gray.

(Total: 2 pieces)

1731 1935 Spanish Trail. MS-65 (NGC). A satiny and lustrous beauty

with a whisper of warm golden toning. Definitely a gem in all

regards.

1732 Complete set ofTexas commemoratives 1934 through 1938.

Grades range from MS-63 to MS-65. All are lustrous and attrac-

tive with the majority displaying golden toning. (Total: 13 pieces)

1733 1936 Texas. MS-67 (NGC). A fully brilliant and highly lustrous

gem with intense eye appeal that just won’t quit!
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\ iviilly loned Cietii 1925 Fort Vancouver 50^

1734 1925 Fort Vancouver. MS-66 (NGC). A highly lustrous steel

gray specimen with a wealth ot deep peach, crimson, violet, rose,

and blue iridescence on both sides. Vivid toning at its finest.

1735 Complete set ofBooker T. Washington 1946 through 1951.

Grades range from MS-63 to MS-64. All are lustrous and attrac-

tive with some dispLiying various degrees and shades of toning.

(Total: 18 pieces)

COMMEMORATIVE
GOLD COINS

(2.x photo)

1736 1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar. Jefferson portrait gold

dollar. MS-64 (NGC). A sparkhng specimen that exhibits many
claims to a much finer grade, even when carefully scrutinized un-

der low magnification. Frosty honey gold with rich rose and peach

highhghts. Certainly a “gem” within the assigned grade, and en-

tirely worthwhile as such.

1737 Quartette of commemorative gold coins: 1903 Louisiana

Purchase gold dollar. Jefferson portrait. MS-62. Lustrous and at-

tractive 1905 Lewis & Clark gold dollar. AU-58. Lustrous with

splashes of faint rose 1916 McKinley gold dollar. MS-62. Lus-

trous rose-gold 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. MS-63.

Golden surfaces (Total: 4 pieces)

1738 Quartette of commemorative gold coins: 1903 Louisiana

Purchase gold dollar. Jefferson portrait. AU-58 (2) 1903 Louisi-

ana Purchase gold dollar. McKinley portrait. AU-58 1926 Ses-

quicentenmal quarter eagle. MS-63. All are lustrous and attrac-

tive. (Total: 4 pieces)

1739 Pair ofLewis and Clark gold dollars grading AU-58: 1904.

Rich red-gold surfaces 1905. Lustrous yellow gold. (Total: 2

pieces)

Satiny Gem 191 5-S Panama-Pacific Gold $1

(2x photo)

1740

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty

pale olive-gold gem with intense lustre and the overall appearance

of a sandblast or matte Proof coin. Simply gorgeous, visually and

aesthetically, and unlike many of the Panama-Pacific gold dollars

we have seen before.

Lustrous 1915-S Panama-Pacific Gold $1

Sparkling Gem MS-66

(2x photo)

1741

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-66 (NGC). A spar-

kling gem of the highest order. The bright yellow gold surfaces

display a nuance ofpale rose and deeper honey gold, and the lustre

is unflagging in its brilliance. An absolutely gem example of this

popular issue.

(2x photo)

1742

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-64 (NGC). Deep

golden surfaces glisten with bright mint lustre.

(2x photo)

1743

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-64 (NGC). A satiny

delight with strong lustre on pale honey gold surfaces.
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1744

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-64 (NGC). A satiny

and lustrous honey gold specimen with rich peach and rose irides-

cence in the protected areas. Choice for the grade.

(2x photo)

1745

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-64 (ICG). A satiny

Panama-Pacific gold dollar with strong lustre and a nuance ofpale

rose toning. An attractive coin for the grade.

Gem Mint State 1916 McKinley Gold $1

(2x photo)

1746

1916 McKinley gold dollar. MS-65 (NGC). Frosty golden sur-

faces with a great degree of cartwheel lustre on both sides. Mod-

estly prooflike in the fields.

(2x photo)

1747

1916 McKinley gold dollar. MS-64 (NGC). Sparkling honey

gold surface with warm rose highlights. The first of two years of

the design type.

1748 1916 McKinley gold dollar. MS-64 (NGC). Frosty honey gold

with strong lustre and a generous wealth of eye appeal, especially

where the assigned grade is concerned.

1749 Pair of gold commemoratives grading AU-58. 1916 McKinley

gold dollar 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. Both display

lustrous surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

Gem Uncirculated 1917 McKinley Gold $1

1750 1917 McKinley gold dollar. MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous

gem of the finest order. Rich orange and peach iridescence graces

the satiny surfaces of this delightful gem. The second and scarcer

of two dates of the design type.

(2x photo)

1751 1917 McKinley gold dollar. MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold

with attractive rose highlights and warm, forceful cartwheel lustre.
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Cit'Mi Uncirculated 1922 Grant Gold $1

VX'ith Star Variety

(2x photo)

Gem Uncirculated 1915-S Panama-Pacific $2.5o

1752 1922 Grant gold dollar. With Star. MS-66 (NGC). Rich or-

ange gold lustre warms the serene golden surfaces of this frosty

and attractive gem Grant gold dollar. Designed by Laura Gardin

Fraser to celebrate the lOOth anniversary of Grant’s birth. Mark-

Iree and worthy of the assigned grade.

1754

1915-S Panama-Pacific quarter eagle. MS-66 (NGC). A sat-

iny mattelike gem with pale golden surfaces. Much yellow bright-

ness and a dandy amount of frosty lustre are but two of the calling

cards of this beauty. An altogether exciting and pleasing example

ol our nation’s first commemorative coinage within the quarter

eagle denomination.

Choice Mint State 1922 Grant Gold $1

No Star

(2x photo)

1753 1922 Grant gold dollar. No Star. MS-64 (NGC). Bright yel-

low gold with satiny surfaces and strong underlying lustre.

Along with the 1922 Grant issues—silver half dollars with and without star,

and gold dollars of the same two design types—Laura Gardin Fraser also de-

signed the 1921 Alabama Centennial halfdollar (with and without 2X4 in field),

and the Fort Vancouver Centennial half dollar. She also paired with her hus-

band, James Earle Fraser (ot ButTalo nickel renown) in designing the Oregon

Trail half dollar scries.

Gem Uncirculated 1915-S Panama-Pacific $2.50

1755

1915-S Panama-Pacific quarter eagle. MS-65 (NGC). Satiny

gem honey gold surfaces display lively lustre. Choice for the as-

signed grade.

Gem Mint State 1926 Sesquicentennial

(2x photo)

1756

1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. MS-65 (NGC). A sat-

iny gem of impeccable quality and eye appeal. Bright honey gold ;

surfaces show strong lustre that bounds from rim to rim in a stu-

pendous manner.
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HAWAIIAN COIN
Lincoln cents are very popular among error collectors, and this is

one of the nicest condition ones we have encountered in some

time.

Choice 1883 Kingdom ofHawaii $1

>7 1883 Hawaiian dollar. MS-63 (PCGS). Kingdom of Hawaii.

AKAHI DALA. Intensely lustrous silver surfaces with heavy

splashes of rich violet and royal blue at the obverse rim, and with

rich champagne iridescence on the reverse. A few faint obverse

marks keep this from a much finer grade, though the present piece

is certainly choice within the limits of the assigned grade! Struck

at the San Francisco Mint at the insistence of Claus Spreckels, a

German immigrant to Hawaii who became close friends with King

Kalakaua I, and who at one time had a monopoly on sugar imports

to the entire West Coast of the United States.

The mintage for the 1883 Kingdom of Hawaii dollar was 500,000 pieces, of

which 453,652 pieces were recorded as redeemed and melted at a later time, a

figure that amounted to some 9/96 of the entire mintage.

EPJLOR COINS
rror coins have much to teach a receptive collector about the

ing process, and they are just fun to collect - few things can

ntly grasp the attention of a non-collector more than a fantasti-

misstruck coin, or a piece struck on a planchet intended for

ber! The 1943 copper cents are a prime example of this, though

1 ofthose cents on dime planchets offered are errors that cost the

Mint more to manufacture!

8 1903 cent. 15% off center to 2:30. MS-63 BN (NGC). Lustrous

Light brown with deeper toning around devices and strong eye ap-

peal. Struck off-center to a notable degree and a desirable clock

position, leaving a full date despite its significant misstriking. Boldly

defined and very pretty, a great coin for an error coin type set of

date set of off-center Indians.

9 1957 cent on dime planchet. Net AU-55 (ANACS). UNC de-

tails, Cleaned. Abundant cartwheel lustre on bright silvery sur-

faces with a hint ofgolden tone. Some speckled toning is noted on

both sides. A very attractive piece, lightly hairlined but not seri-

ously affected in terms of overall visual appeal. Some weakness in

the usual areas, as expected on this type ofwrong planchet error,

nicely centered with nearly full peripheral legends present. Silver

1760

A pair of scarce silver Lincoln cent off-metal errors, both

certified by ANACS: 1957-D Net VF 20, EF Details, dam-

aged. Silver gray with some remaining lustre, light hairlines on

both sides. Heavy horizontal scratches are noted above CNE and

through T ofCENT, vertical scratch above E in STATES, dig off

Lincoln’s nose. A very scarce silver Lincoln Wheat cent 1963

Net VF-20, EF Details, damaged. A somewhat puzzling coin,

seemingly only worn as we can detect no serious damage to merit

such a harsh net grade. Even wear with traces of lustre, many scat-

tered tiny marks, reverse somewhat darkly toned, attractive over-

all and a nice example ofa pre-1965 silver Lincoln wrong planchet

error. (Total: 2 coins)

1761 1960 cent on dime planchet. Large Date. Net AU-55
(ANACS). UNC details. Cleaned. Deep silver gray toning with

much lustre remaining. Some subtle hairlines are all the evidence

that remains of some light cleaning. Good strike, E of E

PLURIBUS UNUM a trifle weak but otherwise fully struck up,

good centering with essentially complete peripheral legends. An-

other scarce silver off-metal Lincoln cent error, an ideal inclusion

in either a wrong planchet type set or an advanced date set ofLin-

coln cent wrong planchets.

1762 1962 cent on dime planchet. Net AU-50 (ANACS). UNC de-

tails, Edge damaged — tooled. Pleasing lightly toned silver gray

with attractive coppery toning at peripheries on both sides. Good

lustre and especially sharp strike, with none of the expected re-

verse weakness— indeed, this may be the best struck cent on sil-

ver dime planchet we have encountered. The reverse shows some

smoothing below the Memorial, where some scrapes have now
been evened over; the encapsulation hides the edge damage well

enough that we cannot discern what the insert refers to as edge

damage. Perfectly centered and very desirable overall, a silver Lin-

coln cent that should see strong bidding.

1763

1965 cent. Broadstruck with second strike 90% off center at

12:00. MS-63 RB (NGC). An incredibly impressive error cent!

Full mint color only barely faded to violet and orange in areas. Dra-

matically broadstruck on center with a large dished rim, then struck

again far off-center with LIBERTY and Lincoln’s shoulder com-

plete in the area of the second strike. The reverse in that area is only

stretched from an indent and did not receive a second reverse im-

pression. Only a thin scratch through B of LIBERTY on the pri-

mary strike, undoubtedly a counting wheel mark, keeps this piece

from a gem grade. A very nice striking error for any collection.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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1764 vi-m i>n dime planehct. MS-6U (AN ACS). Lustrous nickel

gras ssith gsK>d cartwheel on both sides. A pleasing coin, far more

than the consersative grade would suggest, with only some faint

hairlines noted. Some tiny marks inside the right obverse periph-

ery probably pre-e.\isted striking, but the thin planchet did not

allow for the metal to completely fill the cent dies and thereby

receive a bold strike. Some ot Lincoln’s details are a bit weak, E

FLURIBUS UNUM is soft, IN GOD WE TRUST interrupted

by the rini. A very' nice e.xample ofa scarce vs'rong planchet error.

1765 A pair ofLincoln cents on dime planchets, both certified by

ANACS 1978 AU-5(). Gray with bright coppery and golden

toning and good remaining lustre. Peripheral details somewhat

vs'eak, a tew little nicks and scrapes, centrally bold and quite ap-

pealing 1984 MS-63. Abundant cartw'heel lustre remains under

deep gray toning, though an area of silver gray surface remains

atop reverse. Weak area right of date, some minor marks and

scrapes, other peripheral areas of weakness. A nice pair of these

popular error coins. (Total: 2 pieces).

1766 1973 nickel on cent planchet. MS-61 BN (ANACS). Brightly lus-

trous gold and olive w'ith abundant remaining mint color and some

streaks ofdark toning. Far more attractive than the assigned grade

would suggest, only a few flyspecks, peripheral roughness due more

to striking pressure stretching the undersized planchet than any-

thing else. Nice full date and nearly full legends, ideal centering, a

very nice example of the type. For some reason, most Jefferson

nickels on cent planchets seem to be dated in the late 1970s and

early 1980s, leaving this 1973 issue as rather scarce by comparison.

A nice addition to an error collection.

1767 1979 nickel on cent planchet. MS-60 RB (ANACS). Full or-

ange and rose mint color remains unfaded despite the color desig-

nation, complete lustre on both sides lends additional eye appeal.

A sharp and appealing coin with the appearance of a gem but for a

deep horizontal scratch under NTICE ofMONTlCELLO. Oth-

erwise this example is superb and problem-free, well centered and

with fully realized details. A nice example of a popular error type.

1768 A pair of 200()-P State quarter errors. Two dramatic striking er-

rors, both gems and both certified: New Hampshire. MS-67

(NGC). Uncentered broadstrike. A blazing and boldly lustrous

specimen, far nicer looking than most normal New Hampshire

ejuarters we have seen! All details are especially crisp, planchet

stretched to an impressive 26 mm. A most desirable error quarter

Virginia. MS-65 (ICG). Struck 10% off-center to 6:30. A fully

lustrous gem, bright gray at centers with pleasing coppery toning

at peripheries. A very attractive specimen. (Total: 2 pieces)

1769

1905. Broadstruck on a Type I planchet. MS-62 (PCGS).

Highly lustrous silver gray with only light traces of toning at the

extreme peripheries. The eye appeal is that ofa higher grade, with

only some light hairlines accounting for the grade as assigned. A
very rare error on a coin as large as this, broadstruck on a planchet

that was never “upset” to give it a rim. This lack ofa retaining rim

made the coin spread out, with a substantial unstruck area framing

the edge of the die, especially around 5:00 on the obverse. No
reeding is present, a fact somewhat visible through the holder. An

eye-catching and dramatic striking error that will undoubtedly

appeal to advanced error collectors and Barber specialists.

PROOF SETS

1770

1890 Proofset, six pieces, cent through dollar: Cent. Proof-

62 BN. Dipped long ago, now naturally retoned Nickel. Proot-

64. Central golden highlights Dime. Proof-63. Frosty motifs

and mirror fields with rich gold, rose, and electric blue toning 'ti

Quarter. Proof-64. Similarly toned to the dime Halt dollar.

Proof-63. Toned as the dime and quarter Dollar. Proof-63. A

gorgeous coin for the grade with toning similar to the dime, quar-

ter, and half dollar, but here on a larger and grander scale. A nice

group. (Total: 6 pieces)

From the Charles River Collection.
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Impressive Six-Piece 1895 Proof Set

Includes the Proof-Only “King ofMorgan Dollars”

771 Six-piece 1895 Proof set, all NGC-certified: Cent. Proof-

65 RJ3. Deep chocolate brown with heavy violet iridescence

Nickel. Proof-64. Reflective and lustrous with a hint ofpale cham-

pagne Dime. Proof-66. A flashy, fully brilliant gem with strong

cameo contrast (not noted on the holder) and a halo of faint gold

at the rims Quarter. Proof-67. A virtual twin to the dime just

described (again, cameo not noted on holder) Halfdollar. Proof-

66. A nice visual match to the dime and quarter, though the cameo

contrast (not mentioned on the holder) is much stronger on the

reverse Morgan dollar. Proof-66. A gorgeous gem cameo

Proof (once again, not noted on holder), and a virtual twin to the

other silver pieces in the set, though here the golden toning at the

rims is a touch deeper than on the other coins. The undisputed

“king” ofMorgan dollars, a Proof-only date that saw a production

run of 880 pieces, with perhaps 600 to 650 of those currently

known to today’s collecting community. A splendid set all told,

one that was probably kept together since the date ofissue—simi-

lar toning highlights on the silver coins and consecutive NGC se-

rial numbers strengthens that line of thought. Off the market for

over a decade. (Total: 6 pieces)

From the Charles River Collection.

Five-Piece 1938 Proof Set

1772 Five-piece 1938 Proof set, cent through half dollar, all PCI-

certified: Cent. Proof-65 RD. Blazing orange surfaces devoid

of spots. Nickel. Proof-66. Sharp and brilliant with a nuance of

pale gold. Dime. Proof-66. Fully brilliant. Quarter. Proof-

67. Fully brilliant. Half dollar. Proof-66. Fully brilliant with a

touch ot frost on the obverse devices. A nice set all told. (Total: 5

pieces)

1773 Selection offive-piece Proofsets, 1950-1954. Each of the five

sets contains cent through half dollar. Grades run Proof-62 to 65,

average closer to Proof-63 or 64. Some coins are toned, others

brilliant. Still others have tiny spots or blemishes, and some show

cameo contrast. This is a nice group all told, and would-be bid-

ders should view the coins before a decision is rendered. (Total: 5

sets; 25 pieces)

1774 1970 Proofset with No S dime rarity. Five pieces, cent through

half dollar, all gem quality, as issued. Some light blue toning has

bedecked the coins, especially on the obverse of the cent. Rare

and desirable. Housed in original Mint packaging. (Total: 5 pieces)

MINT SETS

1775 1949 Mint set in original issue holder. A complete Uncircu-

lated set of 1949-dated coinage housed in the original cardboard

holders with green paper wrapping. One each of the cent through

half dollar are included from the Philadelphia and Denver mints,

and one each of the cent, nickel, dime, and halfdollar are included

from the San Francisco Mint (no quarters were struck there in

1 949) . The coins all show varying degrees of toning, as is common

for the issue, though none ofthem are overly dark or unappealing.

A great opportunity—these sets are being broken up in large quan-

tities yearly, and fewer are found in their original packaging every

year. (Total: 28 pieces)
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MlSc:hl I ANHOUS U.S. COINS
1776 Quintette of certified 1861-dated coins: Cent. AU-58

(NC.CV .Mottled surfaces Three-cent silver. AU-58 (ANACS).
Ciuninetal-blue and rose toning over both surfaces 1861/0 half

dime. .AU-50 (NGC). Subdued gray surfaces with mottled brown-
ish gray at the peripheries 1861 half dime. MS-64 (NGC). In-

termingled iridescent rainbow toning on both surfaces Half

dollar (2). AU-58 (NGC). Lustrous with golden toning at the pe-

ripheries; EF-45 (ANACS). Splashes ofgunmetal-blue and golden

brown at the peripheries. (Total: 6 pieces)

1777 Baker’s dozen ofcertified coins: 1864 cent. Copper-nickel.

.MS-60 (PCI). Lustrous with minute spotting noted under magni-

fication 1873 cent Open 3. AU-58 (PCI). Attractive surfaces

1891 cent. MS-63 RD (PCI). Lustrous, a few minute spots can be

seen under magnification 1916-S dime. MS-65 (PCI). Lustrous

rose-gold surfaces 1935 dime MS-67 FB (NGC). Lustrous with

splashes of sky blue and golden brown on the obverse, the reverse

with splashes ofiridescent blue, gold, and violet 1864 two cents.

Large Motto. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Attractive 1853 half dime.

Arrows. MS-61 (ANACS). Splashes ofgolden orange and blue over

lustrous surfaces 1873 halfdime. MS-60 (ANACS). Splashes of

mottled blue and rose on both surfaces 1883 dime. AU-58
(ANACS). Mottled blue, rose, and orange toning over lustrous

surfaces 1885 dime. AU-55 (ANACS). Rich intermingled blue,

and golden toning 1906 dime. MS-62 (ANACS). Splashes of

rose and blue over lustrous surfaces 1839 half dollar. Reeded

Edge. EF-40 (NGC). Rich silver gray surfaces 1877-S half dol-

lar. AU-55 (ANACS). Lustrous with splashes of pale golden or-

ange on both surfaces, mostly at the peripheries. (Total: 13 pieces)

1778 Quintette of nickel and silver three-cent pieces: Nickel:

1866 AU-58. Lustrous rose-gold 1870 AU-58. Soft golden gray

surfaces 1875 MS-60. Lustrous soft silver gray surfaces with few

minute spots noted. Silver: 1851 MS-64. Lustrous golden gray

with hints of faint rose at the centers 1862 AU-50. ICich rose-

gray surfaces with iridescent blue at the peripheries. (Total: 5

pieces)

1779 Trio of certified coins: 1884 nickel three cents. Proof-65

(PCGS). Refiective with traces of delicate champagne highlights

1909 nickel. Proot-65 (NGC). Reflective with splashes of pale

sky blue and rose on the obverse, the reverse is reflective with a

splash ofgolden orange 1927-D quarter. MS-64 (PCGS). Lus-

trous golden gray surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1780 Quartette of silver and gold coins: 1862 silver three-cent

piece. MS-63. Lustrous with golden brown toning at the periph-

eries. Struck from heavily clashed dies 1879 dime. Proof-63.

Reflective with traces of delicate gold toning at the rims 1876

trade dollar. MS-61. Mixture of deep rose-gray, gunmetal-blue,

and gold toning on both surfaces 1857 gold dollar. AU-58. Red-

dish gold surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

1781 Quartette of coins: 1864 silver three-cent piece Proof-62.

Lightly cleaned at one time 1912 dime. MS-63. Lustrous satiny

golden gray 1902 halfdollar. MS-61. Mixture ofdeep rich silver

gray and gold at the peripheries 1891 half eagle. AU-58. Sub-
'

dued golden orange surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)
I

1782 Pair of NGC-certified Proof coins: 1893 dime. Proof-63.

Refiective and attractive with golden toning at the peripheries

1890 quarter. Proof-62. Refiective deep rich rose-gray toning with

deep gunmetal-blue at the rims. (Total: 2 pieces)

1783 Quartette ot PCGS-certified silver coins: 1943 Walking Lib-

erty half dollar. MS-66. Satiny lustre with just a hint of delicate

toning 1902 Morgan dollar. MS-65. Lustrous with faint mottled

golden gray toning on both surfaces 1904-0 Morgan dollar.

MS-65. Lustrous with rich reddish brown and iridescent blue at

the peripheries 1923 Peace dollar. MS-65. Satiny lustre. (Total:

4 pieces)

1784 Trio of silver dollars: 1843 Liberty Seated. EF-45. Rich blue

and gray toning over both surfaces 1876-S trade. Type I/I. AU-
58. Soft bluish gray surfaces 1877-CC trade. AU-58. Lustrous.

(Total: 3 pieces)

1785 Group of Morgan and trade dollars: Morgan dollars: 1878-

CC AU-58 (PCI) (2). One is lustrous with reddish gold toning at

the devices; the other has a mixntre ofmottled toning on both sur-

faces 1880-0 AU-58 (PCI). Obverse is mottled bluish gray with

blue at the rims, the reverse has golden gray toning 1891- S AU-
50 (PCI). Lustrous with splashes of brownish gray mostly on the

reverse with some darker areas 1893 AU-50 (PCI). A hint ofgold

at the rims. Trade dollars: 1876 AU-55 (PCI). Lustrous with a

whisper ofgolden highlights mostly on the reverse 1877-S AU-
55 (ANACS). Golden toning at the rims. (Total: 7 pieces)

1786 Trio ot Mint State coins all in “Numistrust Corporation” holders:

"it 1882-0 Morgan dollar. MS-66; our grade MS-65. Fully bril-

liant 1887 Morgan dollar. MS-67; our grade MS-64. Pale gold

and lilac toning highlights 1912 quarter eagle. MS-63; our grade

MS-60. (Total: 3 pieces)

1787 Pair of Indian Head gold coins: 1911 quarter eagle. AU-58
a 1913 half eagle. MS-62. (Total: 2 pieces)

1788 1913 dated gold type set: Philadelphia quarter eagle. AU-50

Philadelphia half eagle. AU-58 Philadelphia eagle. AU-55 'it

Denver double eagle. AU-50. A nice group housed in a custom

plastic holder. (Total: 4 pieces)

1789 Pair of certified gold coins: 1884 half eagle. AU-58 (NGC).

Lustrous with a hint ofrose 1881 eagle. MS-61 (PCGS). Doubled

Date. Lustrous rose-gold. (Total: 2 pieces)

END OF SESSION
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Friday, June 25- 10:00 am Sharp

Signature II Room • Double Tree Hotel

Colonial Coins; U.S. Half Cents - Quarter Dollars;

Numismatic Americana: Lots 2001-2824

COLONIAL AND EARLY
AMERICAN COINS

We are pleased to present a diverse selection of early American

oins, called “colonials” despite the fact that many were struck in the

eriod between the end of colonial rule by Great Britain and the

itification of the U.S. Constitution. Two fine specialized collec-

ons are included; The Boston Collection of Vermont coppers,

irmed by a speciahst over many years and including a fine run of

and selected varieties. Many ofthe pieces were purchased privately

om Dr. Robert I. Hinkley, whose superb collection was catalogued

y Frank Van Valen and John Kraljevich of our staff in 2001. The

ains were chosen with many factors in mind, including strike and

alor. With many of the best collections of Vermont coppers now
ispersed and absorbed into the marketplace, including the Hinkley

ibinet and the fine group owned in turn by Ryder, Boyd, andjohn

Ford, Jr., pleasing Vermont coppers are bound to come onto the

larket one or two at a time rather than in substantial variety runs,

he coins in this collection stand tall with those in many ofthe finest

allections sold over the last 20 years. Another specialized collection

a group of Talbot, AUum, and Lee token mulings, made in En-

land but avidly collected as a corollary to the American series. Many
fthese rarities are in especially choice condition. Two lovely Libertas

mericana medals are included in this section because of their high

emand among collectors of pre-federal and early U.S. Mint coins,

icluding a rare specimen in silver, though we recommend those in-

rested in medals to the fine selection at the end of this session.

Choice VF Pine Tree Shilling

2001 1652 Massachusetts Pine Tree shilling. Noe-1. Rarity-2.

Large Planchet VF-35. 58.3 grains. Pleasing silver gray with at-

tractive olive highlights and some apparent lustre in protected ar-

eas of the reverse. Struck on a broad square planchet, a bit ragged

at base of reverse with M lacking, reverse legends complete, cen-

ters boldly defined. A tiny rim nick is noted over IN, a few other

trivial little nicks, really a nice example for this grade range overall.

The Noe-1 variety is the quintessential Large Planchet Pine Tree

shilling, and this collectible specimen is certain to attract a wide

range of bidding activity.

Superb Quality Pine Tree Shilling

Noe-5, Large Planchet

(2.\ photo)

2002 1652 Massachusetts Pine Tree shilling. Noe-5. Rarity-4.

Large Planchet. AU-58 (PCGS). 71.0 grains. A superb speci-

men of this ever-popular and historic issue. Abundant lustre is
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pn-sciu on hkcK toned \ur' ices, with medium gray tending to

pale blue at eente^^ and light champagne at peripheries. Sharply

Ntruck and entirely devoid ot the planchet splits that plague this

issue, legends complete with only tops ofMAS off the edge and a

tew other letters only minimally affected but crowding at periph-

eries. The surface qualitv’ is excellent, with only the most minor

marks; a tiny dull nick under the lowest left branch of the pine tree

identifies this coin. Similar in quality to the two best Haiti coins

but on a rounder and more pleasant planchet. An ideal coin for a

colonial coin connoisseur, a memorable specimen of this famous

early emission of the Boston mint crHull and Sanderson.

Lovely St. Patrick’s Farthing

Ex. Vlack-Griffee

2003

(ca. 1667-1669) St. Patrick’s farthing. B-208, Griffee 1-4/

Oa. VF-20 (PCGS). Graded VF-35 when offered in the Griffee

Collection sale, a much more accurate grade for this fine speci-

men. Pleasing light brown with some ruddy highlights around the

obverse periphery, the golden brass splasher on the reverse covers

nearly the entire top halfof that side in amorphous and impressive

fashion. Mostly smooth, some light granularity in the weakly struck

areas in the lower right obverse and inside the left reverse rim.

Mint-made depression under E of PLEBS, another smaller one

below harp. An exceptional specimen despite some unevenness of

strike; the sharp detail on both sides more closely resembles that

found on an EE coin than on a VF coin. No significant problems,

only a couple of scattered hairlines. An excellent type coin, fourth

finest known of the 10 specimens of this variety known to John

Griffee, worthy ofany high quality colonial cabinet.

From the collections of Robert Vlack andJohn Griffee; McCawley-

Grellman’s 2003 C4 Sale, Sovemher2003, Lot 97. Noyes photo 72448.

2004

1773 Virginia halfpenny. Newman 27-J. With Periods, 7 harp

strings. MS-64 RB (PCGS). An archetypal survivor ofthe Cohen

hoard ofMint State Virginia halfpence. Fully brilliant red surfaces

have now mellowed and oxidized over time, with the central ob-

verse fields now a dark shade of brown framed by fuUy lustrous

bright mint color. The reverse is nearly full red still, with some

light spotting as typically seen. The color on this piece is ideal, an

original shade rather than the sickly pink-orange sometimes seen

on specimens that have endured an attempt at improvement. Some

scattered contact points are visible but only under a glass. A very

nice type com for one of the true colonial coins that is actually

collectible m Mint State thanks to the mishandling of the original

distribution of these coins in colonial Virginia.

2005

Undated Elephant token. B-186, Hodder2-B. Thick planchet. (i-

4. 219.4 grains, a curiously robust weight. Counterinarked MB in

monogram directly above the elephant atop the obverse, the

countermark filled m with gilt or something similar to create a

most unusual appearance. The capital letters in joint monogram
form appear to be a very old mark, placed with discernment in the

largest open space on the coin. The coin is medium brown with

some iridescent undertones, shows several rim bruises and a

planchet fissure at the elephant’s head; much of the reverse detail

is obscured by wear. A very interesting specimen.

2006 1760 Voce Populi halfpenny. Nelson-3, Zelinka 7-E. VOOE
variety. EF-40 (PCGS). Smooth medium brown surfaces, full

ofeye appeal, with pleasing gloss and some light iridescent under-

tones. Some verdigris is built up in protected areas, light reverse

planchet fissures, some central softness is most notable on reverse

and is somewhat typical of the issue. No serious marks, very nice

for the grade and quite similar to the Zelinka plate coin in terms of

overall quality. This popular variety is called the VOOE variety

due to the die crack that has closed the C in VOCE entirely. A
nice type coin for any early American cabinet.

2007 A quartette of 1760 Voce Populi halfpenny varieties, includ-

ing a rare contemporary cast counterfeit Nelson-4, Zelinka

2-A. Cast counterfeit. F- 15, but nearly as made. 89.5 grains. A light-

weight sand cast with typical granular surfaces. Mahogany brown,

fissures across reverse, good detail overall, quite rare N-6, Z. 5-

D. G-4. Medium brown and granular, some obverse scratches, re-

verse bolder than obverse, all legends clear N-12, Z. 15-N. P

before bust. F-15. Superb glossy dark chocolate brown with tan

devices. Some abrasions on central figure, nicely centered and very

attractive N-15, Z. 3-A. VF-20. Medium brown and tan with

some olive verdigris. Mostly smooth, bold and appealing, some scat-

tered tiny marks, a challenging variety. (Total: 4 pieces)

2008 A pair ofpopular pre-federal type coin issues: French colonies.

1741 -A sol de 12 deniers. Paris Mint. B-394. EF-4(). 80% of sil-

vering remains, good eye appeal, some light obverse planchet fis-

sures 1787 Massachusetts cent. Ryder 3-G. Rarity-2. VF-20.

Nice even chocolate brown with moderate granularity. Good eye

appeal and plenty of detail. (Total: 2 coins).

2009 An interesting pair of certified colonial issues, both graded

by PCGS: French colonies. 1767-A sou. Breen-701. RF
Countermark. F-15. Honey tan with deep brown undertones and

excellent eye appeal for the assigned grade. Nicely defined, good

surface quality, a desirable example 1788 Massachusetts cent.

Ryder 10-L. Rarity-2. EF-45. Smooth medium brown with good

eye appeal. Tiny patches of surface scale hug rim above EA ot

WEALTH and TS ofMASSACHUSETTS, rim bruise over M on

reverse with a few smaller rim nicks elsewhere, no serious flaws.

Early die state. A pleasing type coin. (Total: 2 pieces)
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Superb 1776 Continental Dollar

AU-58 (PCGS)

2011 1785 Nova Constellatio. Crosby 1-B. Rarity-4. VF-30. 1 1 2.6

grains. Glossy smooth chocolate brown, an ideal shade on ideal

surfaces. Struck marginally off-center to I :()(), the reverse die edge

showing over the star between CONSTELLATIO and NOVA.
Choice for the grade with no problems. A scarce variety, with

AU and EL coins populating the Condition Census. Really a very

pretty Nova.

Exceptional 1785 Crosby 2-A
“Small Close Date”

(2x photo)

2010 1776 Continental Currency dollar. Newman 2-C. Rarity-3.

CURRENCY, Pewter. AU-58 (PCGS). A lovely and essentially

Uncirculated specimen of one of the great early American classics.

Frosty silver gray, muted to pewter gray in areas, with some bright

prooflike surface still visible around devices and legends, especially

so on the reverse. The high points remain crisp, with the sunface

still smiling, and all designs are completely bold. Unobtrusive raised

corrosion is present over ESS ofCONGRESS, a tiny speck present

under ray 4 on the obverse. Such corrosion is visible on even finer

specimens and comes with the territory on this particular alloy, and

pieces that show none of it are very rare indeed. A thin scratch is

noted from the tip of the gnomon for accuracy. A marvelous speci-

men of this Revolutionary War issue, similar in quality to the sec-

ondary Ford coin (at $29,900), and perfectly worthy of a place in a

world class cabinet of early American rarities.

2012 1785 Nova Constellatio copper. Crosby 2-A. Rarity-5+. EF-

40. 123.7 grains. A boldly struck and very sharp specimen of a

very rare Nova Constellatio variety. Glossy dark chocolate brown

with hard, smooth surfaces. Impressively boldly struck, with

most of the obverse dentils visible, US completely bold and de-

fined, and even some definition on the eye on reverse, a portion

of the design that is almost never struck up on this elusive Crosby

number. Some raised inactive verdigris is hidden in the protected

areas of the obverse, and a tiny nick under the star beneath N of

CONSTELLATIO is mentioned for future identification. Rod
Widok’s census of Nova Constellatios includes one AU (a grade

assigned by ANACS and perhaps not relevant, but the coin has

not been seen), a few EEs including the Robison coin which was

not as boldly struck and the Griffee Sale coin that was called “one

of the finest known” despite being bent. Widok notes the 2001

EAC sale coin as finest known in “side by side comparison w/

Garrett coin”; that coin was graded EF-45 and sold for over $6,000.

The Red Book lists a VF coin at $1,750, assuming a typical strike

and not one as bold as that seen here. A future highlight in a col-

lection ofNova Constellatios, one of the very nicest we have seen

of this “small close date” variety.
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2013

1785 Nova Constellatio copper. Crosby 4-D. Rarity-3. Large

US, Pointed Rays. AU-53 (PCGS). Glossy medium brown with

very bold details. A nice-looking and high-grade specimen of the

variety, surfaces smooth but for some scattered raised specks, a single

speck is noted under last O ofCONSTELLATIO. Ideally centered

and handsome, though a gentle brushing would bring out the natu-

ral gloss on the hard surfaces to a greater degree. A lovely choice for

a rspe collection, though Nova ConsteOatio specialists would have

dilFiculry finding a better example of the die marriage as well.

Sharp 1785 VERMONTS Landscape Copper
Ryder-2

2014

1785 Vermont copper. Ryder-2. Rarity-2. Landscape,

VERMONTS. VF-30 (ICG). Sharper than the piece in our March

2004 sale graded EF-40. Glossy light to medium mahogany brown

with some woodgram appeal. A lovely example, somewhat weakly

struck at the base of the obverse like so many others seen of this

variety (including the aforementioned March 2004 specimen). Cen-

tral detail is exceptionally strong on both side, reverse legends com-

plete though ST ofSTELLA is weak, a few very fine planchet stria-

tions but only the fissure at T ofVERMONTS is noteworthy, no

trace of the die break as on Hinkley:2289. A lovely Vermont land-

scape copper, desirable as a type coin or as a specimen of this Ryder

number, a coin worth chasing given the elevated prices realized given

for somewhat better pieces in the Hinkley and Ford cabinets.

Superlative EF 1785 Ryder-3

One of the Finest Seen

elements are nicely rendered. A bit of inlxirn roughness is noted in

areas such as under NTS ofVERMONTS and at the tips ofsome of

the rays on the reverse, but this planchet unevenness is from the

time of striking and not later corrosion. The color and detail on this

specimen are impeccable—far above average quality to be sure. Of
similar quality to the primary Hinkley coin, catalogued by the present

author-Hinkley once owned this coin and preferred his double

struck one, but we could see an equal number ofrandomly chosen

pre-federal coin enthusiasts preferring this coin. We like this coin

better than the first Ryder-3 from last October’s Ford sale; the Ford

“two cent piece” was a horse of a different color entirely. A Ver-

mont of stellar quality that deserves a place in an advanced cabinet.

From William Anton to Dr. Robert I. Hinkley in 1972; Hinkley to

our consignor in March 1993.

Interesting Tan 1785 Vermont Landscape

Ryder-4, VERMONTIS

2016 1785 Vermont copper. Ryder-4. Rarity-4. Landscape,

VERMONTIS. VF-35. 105.5 grains. A very unusual but de-

lightful Ryder-4. Pleasing golden tan with mostly smooth surfaces.

Extremely late die state, with the bulge below ILES PUBLICA
now absorbing much of ILES. Struck off-center by a small margin

on a clipped planchet, an alignment that allows for the peripheral

beading atop VERMONTIS and below the date to be shown in

especially bold fashion. Reverse legends complete, a few trivial

planchet fissures, weak area between DECIMA and STELLA.

Ryder-4s are challenging in high grades and show some ofthe most

miserable striking in the entire Vermont series; witness the fact(s)

that Hinkley owned only two specimens and one had a serious

“stretch” strike. An important major variety, the only one using

the VERMONTIS rendering of the Republic’s name. A coin

worthy of strong support, far finer than most examples of this va-

riety we have encountered.

Purchased from Richard August in 1987.

Sharp 1786 VERMONTENSIUM Copper

2015

1785 Vermont copper. Ryder-3. Rarity-5. Landscape,

VERMONTS. EF-40. 115.0 grains. A Vermont landscape of

impressive quality and quite probably a Condition Census speci-

men of the Ryder-3 die marriage. Choice even chocolate brown

surfaces on an oblong planchet, 28.7 mm x 27.5 mm. The periph-

eral beading is very nearly complete, all legends are bold, all design

2017 1786 Vermont copper. Ryder-6. Rarity-2. Landscape,

VERMONTENSIUM. EF-45, granular. 126.5 grains. A very

sharp specimen showing very little circulation wear hut finely

granular on both sides. All of the obverse legends and date are on

the planchet and legible, not a foregone conclusion on Ryder-6,

with only MON showing some weakness. The last tew letters ot
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DECIMA arc weak, otherwise the reverse is quite bold and the

central designs on both sides are nicely rendered. Reverse ideally

centered, obverse aligned to the base of the planchet. A worth-

while type coin with exceptional sharpness.

From the P. Watsoti Estate.

2018

1786 Vermont copper. Ryder-6. Rarity-2. Landscape,

VERMONTENSIUM. EF-40, or so. 126.0 grains. A sharp and

very attractive coin, surfaces smooth and appealing on both sides,

the obverse tuUy EF with exceptionally bold detail, the reverse

nearly EF with some areas of softness. Chocolate brown and deep

tan on the obverse with a splash of dark olive toning at the plow

handle, reverse a more even chocolate brown. Planchet void at rim

right ofRES, softness at rim opposite at MO, obverse legends oth-

erwise complete. Reverse is a trifle weak at CIM of DECIMA
with a few insignificant striations. A Vermont copper of superb

quality, a beautiful rendition of the ever-popular landscape design.

With the Elinkley, Smith, and Ford collections now dispersed,

Vermont coppers are apt to be somewhat scarcer in the market-

place in upcoming years—though landscape coppers of this qual-

ity are elusive and in high demand at all times.

2019

1786 Vermont copper. Ryder-7. Rarity-3. Landscape,

VERMONTENSIUM. VF-30. 122.6 grains. Deep chestnut

brown with tan devices. An appealing and sharp specimen, finely

granular but nicely centered. Full legends are seen on both sides

with only the first N ofVERMONTENSIUM not legible, cen-

tral details visible and bold, excellent visual appeal. The date is

especially strong. Ryder-7 was called Rarity-4 m the Ford sale, we

have used a more conservative figure but in high grades this vari-

ety is quite elusive indeed.

2020

1786 Vermont copper. Ryder-8. Rarity-4-. Landscape,

VERMONTENSIUM. EF-45, granular. 106.8 grams. One of

the sharpest specimens we have seen, with details essentially as sharp

as the best Ford coin and somewhat stronger than the primary

Hinkley coin. Of course, sharpness is not everything and surfaces

and strike need also be considered. This piece shows finely granu-

lar surfaces that still retain a measure of gloss and strong eye ap-

peal. The plow is a bit weak as on the 1 linkley coin and others of

this advanced die state, an area of soft strike reveals some inborn

pitting under DEC ofDECIMA. Interestingly, die fatigue through

VERMONTENSIUM is more prominent and bold on this speci-

men than any we have seen, including some little die breaks among

the letters of that word that we’ve never seen before. The obverse

is perfectly centered and shows full legends, the reverse is nearly

centered and shows the weakness noted above. A very nice quality

example, attractive and extremely sharp, a specimen of this variety

any collector would be proud to own.

2021

1786 Vermont copper. Ryder-9. Rarity-3. Baby Head. VF-
35. 109.4 grains. An extremely sharp example, fully equal to the

Ford coin in terms of sharpness though that piece was on a pleasing

even planchet. Brassy tan with darker mottlings, an interesting and

attractive shade, on surfaces that range from smooth to heavily

flawed. Ofcourse, most Baby Heads are on badly flawed planchets-

perhaps more so than any other Vermont variety-and this one shows

a number of depressions above VERMON, a large depression over

T L ot ET LIB, and smaller scattered ones elsewhere. The legends

and date are complete with only the first few letters ofAUCTORl
merging into the rim; the central details are far stronger than nor-

mal and show almost no circulation wear whatsoever. Far finer than

most Baby Heads and worthy of strong support.

from William Atiton to Dr. Robert I. FUnkley; Hinkley to our con-

signor in March 1993.2022

1786 Vermont copper. Ryder-10. Rarity-4. Mailed Bust Left.

VF-25. 106.9 grains. A lovely example of this variety. Even olive-

brown with medium brown devices. The obverse is remarkably

complete and smooth for a Ryder- 10, with ideal centering and

only a few little voids at center, no massive flaws. A light abrasion

is seen on the shoulder. The reverse is similarly pleasing, centered

on an oval planchet that leaves the top halfof the date digits struck

up and complete peripheral legends intact. A large flaw is seen

near the base of the seated figure and shield, some smaller fissures

also present. A long subtle die crack from rim above E of

VEILMON to the figure’s forehead is visible. Similar in overaO

quality to the second Ford coin, the reverse is bolder but also more

flawed. For those who have sought a pleasing Ryder-lO for some

time, this example may come as a breath of fresh air. For those

who seek a specimen of the 1786 Mailed Bust Left type as a more

general variety, this example is also of top-notch quality.
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2023

1786 Vermont copper. Ryder-11. Rarity-4. Mailed Bust Left.

VF-20. 1 18.6 grains. Pleasing tan color with scattered olive high-

lights. Moderately granular on both sides, more rough on obverse

than reverse, still somewhat glossy and very appealing. The ob-

verse legends are complete, INDE and a portion of the date are

visible on the reverse, the side most often misaligned. A dark speck

under O ot VERMON will identity this specimen. Hinkley’s best

piece had similar sharpness, and most Ryder- 11 both lack detail

and show imperfect surfaces. A fine e.xample of this variety.

Superb 1787 Vermont Ryder-12

Smooth and Appealing

2024

1787 Vermont copper. Ryder-12. Rarity-3+. Mailed Bust

Right. VF-30 (ICG). 135.6 grains. Overstruck on a 1785 Nova

Constellatio undertype. Large US. Smooth light brown with golden

undertones and superb eye appeal. The surfaces are hard and glossy,

the details are boldly rendered, the undertype details are abundant

including a 1785 date between the seated figure’s head and INDE.

Ryder- 12s are often found overstruck, and many seem to have sur-

vived in attractive condition. This piece was termed Condition

Census at the time ofits last auction appearance in 1989; its surfaces

are certainly similar quality to other CC pieces (Hinkley:2342,

Ford:33 and 34), though it is not quite as sharp as any of those. Still,

with the EF-4() Hinkley piece bringing S3,910 and the AU Ford

piece selling for nearly 510,000, we expect this piece will be a val-

ued addition to a pre-federal cabinet.

From Bowers and Merena’s Four Landmark Collections sale, March

1989, Lot 5078. The superb Vermont collection therein was once the prop-

erty ofRon Guth.

Barely Worn 1787 Vermont Copper
Strong BRITANNIA Reverse

2025

1787 Vermont copper. Ryder-13. Rarity-1. Mailed Bust

Right, BRITANNIA. AU-50 (PCGS). Golden tan with some

darker toning, the surfaces retaining some frost though no proper

lustre remains. A lovely example of this variety, admittedly the

easiest one in the series to locate in high grade. This being the

case, a true connoisseur, such as the one who assembled this col-

lection, will seek out a specimen with a superb strike and an early

enough die state that some of the reverse legend remains. Some
portion ofeach letter ofBRITANNIA remains, and a ghost of the

1787 date is also present on this oft-used die. The surfaces are a

little flaky, as usually seen, but are not heavily striated or badly

flawed; we only note a single pit under the obverse figure. This

piece shows almost no wear and retains excellent eye appeal. One
ot the nicest Ryder-13s around, certified in an old “green label”

holder, offered with a fine pedigree.

From Bowers and Merena’s Four Landmark Collections sale, March

1993, Lot 5080, part ofa collection formed by Ron Guth.

Choice VF 1787 Vermont Ryder- 14

2026

1787 Vermont copper. Ryder-14. Rarity-3. Mailed Bust

Right. VF-35. and choice. 115.5 grains. Choice smooth light

brown with hard glossy surfaces. A thoroughly attractive specimen,

boldly struck at centers and free of significant post-striking defects.

Ideally centered, like most Ryder 14s, but far better struck centrally

than even most finer specimens. A planchet depression and lamina-

tion affects MON behind the obverse figure’s head; the obverse is

otherwise about as close to perfect as you might see on a VF Ver-

mont. The reverse is equally lovely, with only a few parallel lamina-

tions under ET L. Indeed, the reverse more resembles a choice large

cent of the 1830s in terms of color and gloss than a Vermont! A
marvelous type coin, or an upgrade for many variety collectors. The

Ford sale used a Rarity-4 rating for this variety.

High-Grade 1788 Vermont Copper

2027

1787 Vermont copper. Ryder-16. Rarity-1. Mailed Bust

Right. EF-45. 106.3 grains. Mottled mahogany and deep tan with

fine glossy surfaces. The absolute centers of both sides show oval

depressions where pre-existing roughness was not completely

struck out; we have never seen a Ryder- 16 that completely lacked

these depressions. Rim atop obverse and same area at base ot re-

verse is more oblong than round and thereby allows for a complete

date, tiny rim notch over seated figure’s head, no serious post-

striking flaws. An ideal ty'pe coin, as Ryder- 16 is a relatively com-
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inon Vermont variety that can be purchased in an EF grade witli-

out mortgaging the fiunily Firm. This specimen is nicer than all of

the Hinkley coins (his finest was cleaned and retoned, but equally

sharp) and rivals all but two of the Ford coins. Of those two, one

was a dramatic double strike in high grade and the other was the

undergraded Parmelee coin, A delightful copper that will see strong

bidding.

2028

1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-16. Rarity-1. Mailed Bust

Right. VF-35. 113.7 grains. Glossy surfaces are smooth and tan

on the obverse, mottled tan and mahogany with a trace of micro-

scopic granularity on the reverse. A sharp and appealing specimen,

typical central obverse depression shows an added interior planchet

void, planchet flaw at seated figure's shoulder, trace of light pit-

ting m field under IN ofINDE. Well defined, technically perhaps

finer than our grade indicates, and very attractive overall. A desir-

able Vermont type coin.

Elusive 1788 VT Ryder-17

2029

1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-17. Rarity-4. Mailed Bust

Right. VF-30. 121.5 grains. An above average quality specimen

of this challenging variety. Nice mottled chocolate brown with

mostly smooth surfaces. Some raised specks are noted under the

shoulder on the obverse and atop the head and ET on the reverse,

but these do not seriously affect the eye appeal. Well centered with

full dentils on the reverse and nearly full dentils on the obverse,

clear date, good central detail with no central depression, like the

Ford coin called Condition Census. Indeed, the centers of this

com are better struck up than either of the Ford coins (the second,

graded About Very Fine, was nowhere near as nice as this and

brought SI,725) and all three Hinkley coins. A coin an experi-

enced Vermont collector will undoubtedly appreciate, and a fine

addition to any cabinet.

From a 1968 Hollinbeck-Kagin sale to Dr. Robert I. Hinkley, to our

consignor in March 1993.

Extremely Sharp 1788 Ryder-18 Vermont
Struck on 1782 Irish Halfpenny

2030

1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-18. Rarity-4+. Mailed Bust

Right, ET LIB INDE EF-40 (PCGS). Overstruck on a 1782 Irish

halfpenny, probably a contemporary counterfeit. Pleasing golden

tan and steel on evenly granular surfaces. Sharply struck with excel-

lent detail. The only thing that gets in the way of the devices and

legends as they were intended to be seen is the exceptionally bold

undertype-the complete 1782 date may be seen, as well as aU of the

peripheral legends GEORGIVS III REX and HIBERNIA. Some

letters are bolder than others, such as the intact GEORGE but aU

are plain with a glass and some effort. The profile is better struck up

than usual, as in later states the central obverse loses a great deal of

its definition. Similar to Ford:48 in appearance; the only finer one

in the Ford collection was also one of that sale’s great prizes: a su-

perb Mint State coin showing plentiful red! The Hinkley com is

tough to compare, since it lacked the detail of this coin but had

smooth lovely surfaces-notably, Hinkley only owned that one speci-

men at the time of his death whereas many other varieties were

owned in multiples. This coin was once in the great collections

formed by Dave Bowers and Dr. Hinkley.

From the Q. David Boivcrs collection to Dr. Robert I. Hinkley in

1972; Hinkley to our consignor in March 1993.

2031 1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-19. Rarity-5. Mailed Bust

Right. F-15. 103.8 grains. A challenging Vermont variety in

choice circulated grade. Two-tone dark tan and black on smooth

appealing surfaces. Glossy and attractive, a few vertical planchet

fissures on reverse including one under ND of INDE, tiny rim

nick overM ofVERMON, a few very minor old hairline scratches.

A beautiful specimen of a variety that is tough to get much better.

The Ryder plate coin in the Ford sale was called Choice Very Fine;

it was the only specimen in the Ryder-Boyd-Ford collection.

Hinkley likewise only owned one, a coin called VF-20 but show-

ing “faint uniform porosity.” This one holds up well under com-

parison to the latter coin and deserves a spot in an equally well-

formed cabinet.

From the P. Watson Estate.

2032 Pair of 1788-dated Mailed Bust Right Vermont coppers, in-

cluding an extremely heavy weight Ryder-20: Ryder-20.

Rarity-3. VF-20, granular. 161.8 grains, only 22 grains lighter than

the Boyd-Ford Ryder-3 “two cent piece” that ranks as the heavi-

est Vermont on record. The heaviest Ryder-20 seen by Tony
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jrlotio was a i. omparativt-K svelte 130.7 grains, and the heaviest

ever remrsied by him was a 157-grain Kyder-24 noted on page 50

ot his (me ssork .Mottles! sleep olive-brsnvn with tan high points

and granular siirt'aces. In many ways this is a rather typical Ryder-

20, a bit sharper than most, reverse aligned to the bottom with the

slate intersecting the rim, no significant post-striking damage. The
central reverse is better struck than the secondary Ford coin, per-

haps not surprising considering how thick this planchet is. A rather

remarkable Vermont, one that feels noticeably different in hand

(it weighs as much as a large cent). A nifty addition to any Ver-

mont collection Rysler-2 1 . Rarity-5. F- 1 2. 128.4 grains. Smooth

chocolate brown with some highlights of ruddy tan. A pleasing

coin for the grade, scattered contact marks and light hairlines con-

sistent with the time spent in circulation. AUCTORl is tight to

the rim, planchet roller line behind bust at VE, die breaks as usual

at truncation ot bust and upwards from date to left side of seated

figure’s waist. An attractive circulated specimen ofan elusive vari-

ety. Hinkley only ever owned one, a slightly sharper coin with

significant granularity. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the P. IVatson Estate.

2033 1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-22. Rarity-5-. Mailed Bust

Right. F-15. 1 13.5 grains. A choice specimen for the grade, with

chocolate brown fields and golden tan devices, the reverse domi-

nated by the attractive lighter tan shade. Obverse is nicely cen-

tered, die edge visible at bottom rim, IB and bases of date digits

hug rim on reverse. Pit at seated figure’s knee, break in the same

vicinity stretches under IND. A lovely specimen for the grade and

worthy of the attention of specialists.

From the P. IVatsori Estate.
2034

1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-23. Rarity-4. Mailed Bust

Right. VF-30. 115.0 grains. Tan devices contrast sharply with

black fields to impressive effect. A sharp specimen, nearly the rival

of the Ford coin in terms of detail, though the surfaces are not as

pleasing. Scattered contact marks noted, dull dig under R of

AUCTORl, scattered hardened surface detritus blends into pa-

tina. Ciood overall eye appeal, far sharper than most, similar over-

all quality to the Ryder-23 that Hinkley kept as his primary coin

after he parted with this one in 1993 although with a few more

marks. A challenging variety m grades over VF.

Purchased by Dr. Robert I. FEnkley from Richard Picker; FUnkley to

our cotisi^nor in .March 1993.

Condition Census Level 1788 Ryder-24

2035

1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-24. Rarity-3. Mailed Bust

Right. VF-35 (PCGS). 108.9 grains. Graded EF-40 in the 1989

sale of the Brooks Collection, a grade that more accurately de-

scribed the sharp strike and bold details. Glossy light brown with

exceptional surface quality and overall visual appeal. Usual weak

spot at absolute center of reverse-even the superb AU Norweb
piece showed such a depression. The only flaw is a very thin hair-

line across the central obverse that is only seen under scrutiny;

indeed, this coin has earned the term choice by staying in such nice

shape all these years. This coin just makes the bottom of the Con-

dition Census, the end ofwhich is perhaps defined by the Taylor

coin, which shows an inferior obverse strike in comparison to this

one. Not a rare variety, but improving on this piece would take

significant effort and expense.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale ofthe Brooks Collection, June 1989,

Lot 2025.

2036

1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-25. Rarity-2+. Mailed Bust

Right. EF-45. 121.5 grains. Dark olive-brown with high points

toned gray and tan. Finely granular but still glossy and attractive,

excellent sharpness, ideal obverse centering with full dentilation,

reverse a trifle misaligned to 9:30 with the tops ofINDE at the rim.

Nice full date, central strike better than usually seen, full break from

chest on obverse. No signs of undertype; overstruck specimens are

scarcer than those on virgin flans and usually come atop Irish

halfpennies. Sharpness similar to the secondary Ford coin (at S 1 , 1 50)

but better struck. A very nice example of the variety or type.

Purchased from Richard August in 1988.

2037

1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-27. Rarity-2. Mailed Bust

Right. EF-45. 110.7 grains. Sharpness very close to Mint State,

sharper than the Ford coin described as “wonderfully sharp” with

the “sharpness of About Uncirculated.” Medium brown with

evenly granular surfaces. About as well centered as ever seen, a

few scattered pits but no noteworthy marks, one ofthe very sharpest
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(it not the sharpest) specimen of this variety we have encountered.

In lower grades Ryder-27 is not elusive; indeed, we are a bit puzzled

at the Rarity-4 rating given in the brilliantly written Ford catalogue.

VF and EF are not unheard of grades for Ryder-27s. On this piece

the fine detail in the hair, profile, and cuirass are all present, while

the reverse shows bountiful detail-five neatly separated fingers

wrapped around the olive branch, definition in the drapery and the

face of the seated figure, five toes, and more detail on the leg than

the Ford coin showed. Hinkley’s best showed far more wear than

this one. This variety is very scarce with choice surfaces; most are

like this one. A potential upgrade for most collectors.

Sharp 1788 Ryder-29 Rarity

038 1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-29. Rarity-5. Mailed Bust

Right. VF-25. 102.1 grains. A sharp and appealing specimen of a

rare and easily identified variety. The obverse is an attractive mix-

ture of black and medium brown patina, the reverse is even me-

dium brown. Mostly smooth with only the lightest trace ofgranu-

larity in areas ofthe obverse, well-detailed for the variety with some

of the figure’s chin and profile clear in the shadow of the massive

diagonal die crack. CTORl is interrupted by the rim, with only

the bases of R1 visible. The reverse is misaligned to 3:00, with

only the bottoms of ET LIB visible but the 1788 date complete

and plain, though a tiny lamination is noted under the shield at the

second 8. Reverse soft at center, obverse better defined than most,

overall about the quality ofthe secondary Ford coin (obverse shown

on the Ryder plate) at a bit more than $6,000. A most acceptable

specimen of a very challenging variety, both more attractive and

sharper than the Flinkley coin (at $5,750), the only specimen in

that collection and retained rather than this one due to its more

perfect centering. The finest is the amazing Mint State Ford pri-

mary coin, one of the highlights of the Ryder-Boyd collection. A
strong candidate for inclusion in any advanced Vermont cabinet.

Purchasedfrom Richard Picker by Dr. Robert I. Hinkky; Hiukley to

our consignor in March 1993.

Bold and Pleasing 1788 Ryder-31

GEORGIYS III REX

)39 1788 Vermont copper. Ryder-31. Rarity-5-. Mailed Bust

Right, GEORGIVS III REX. VF-30. 117.4 grains. An excep-

tionally nice example of one of the most popular varieties in the

Vermont series. Smooth liglit brown on both sides, the reverse

perfectly even and glossy, tlie obverse showing some areas of ma-

hogany patina in front of the profile and some built up olive verdi-

gris in the obverse legend. The visual appeal is superb on all fronts,

as this piece notably lacks any significant planchet flaws, a

fact that makes it stand out when compared to both Ryder-Boyd

coins and most other examples seen. A minor curved mint clip

over 111 leaves only the tops of 17 ofthe date visible, but this planchet

shows no fissures, chasms, or depressions like most Ryder-31 s. The

obverse strike may be described as exceptional, with no depres-

sion and bold detail on the central device; the reverse shows only a

light central depression, the tops of LIB are off the planchet. Two
little nicks on the cheek on the obverse are noted. When the

Hinkley primary coin brought in excess of $8,()()(), it was due to

the piece’s choice color and smooth surfaces, as its sharpness was

far less than this coin. The Ford pieces were sharp but deeply

flawed. This example is both sharp and on an unflawed planchet,

making it one ofthe nicest Ryder-31 s around. Our consignor con-

sidered this coin equal to the Norweb piece, another Ryder-31

struck on a nice planchet. With this variety being chased by Ver-

mont specialists and pre-federal type collectors alike, we suspect

that only a strong bid will be competitive for this fine piece.

2040 A trio of Connecticut coppers related to Machin’s Mills, includ-

ing the elusive Vlack 13-88CT muling: 1788 Miller 2-D. Rar-

ity-1. (2). One is VG-10, smooth medium brown and nice for tbe

grade, the other is EF-40 or better but granular, very dark brown

with mahogany undertones. Both are from the early unbroken die

state 1788 Miller lOl-D or Vlack 13-88CT. Rarity-4. VG-7. A
muling ofa Machin’s Mills “GEORGIVS III REX” obverse with

a standard Connecticut copper reverse. Medium brown with some

orange undertones, flawed planchet shows granularity and some

striations, devices still quite bold, more elusive than its rarity rat-

ing would suggest. An interesting trio for those interested in the

workings of Machin’s Mills. (Total: 3 pieces)

2041 A beginner’s collection of ten New Jersey coppers in circu-

lated grades: 1787 Maris 6-D. Rarity-1. VG-10, sharper but

dark and granular 1786 Maris 16-L. Rarity-2. G-4. Date weak,

reverse heavily striated 1786 Maris 21-N. Rarity-3. VG-7, rough

but all design elements are present 1787 Maris 32-T. Rarity-3.

VG-10. Appealing chocolate brown, some raised scale on obverse,

good date and devices 1787 Maris 56-n. Rarity-1. VG-8. Even

dark brown, no sign of undertype, fairly pleasing 1787 Maris

63-

s. Rarity-1. Large planchet. VG-10. Finely granular, dent in-

side reverse rim at 7:30, all devices and legends bold 1787 Maris

64-

t (2). Rarity-1. Both are F-15. One is glossy medium brown

with a few areas of light pitting, the other is black and tan with

more widely scattered roughness 1788 Maris 65-u. Rarity-4.

G-5. Dark brown with scattered pits, central obverse extremely

weak and showing some pinscratches, fuU date and reverse legends

1787 Maris 68-w. Rarity-4. G-6. Smooth medium brown, a

few significant obverse planchet depressions, heavy rim nick at 7:00

on reverse, no date. (Total: 10 pieces)
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2042 A i|uarttite ot' New Jersey varieties, representing four ma-
jor Red Book types: .v 17S6 Mans 15-L. Rarity-3. F-15. Smooth

inotticsl tan ami mahogany, the reverse somewhat woodgrained,

corrosion spot at mane, a tew other little raised specks elsewhere

on obverse, mint clip over LUR, a nice specimen 1787 Maris

43-d. Rants- 1. Small planchet. VF-2(). Very attractive smooth dark

brown and tan, nicely detailed 1787 Maris 63-s. Rarity- 1. Large

planchet. VF-20. Light brown, evenly granular, scratches above

and over reverse shield, perfectly centered and quite attractive

1788 Mans 67-v. Ranty-l. F-15. Lovely chocolate brown, nearly

smooth and quite glossy, diagonal planchet flaw across left side of

reverse, reverse sharpness at least VF, a nice 1788 Newjersey. (To-

tal: 4 pieces)

2043 A duo ot pre-federal type coins: 1787 Newjersey. Maris 43-d.

Ranty-l. VF-25. Glossy light brown with smooth surfaces and

only a few minor marks “1783” Washington Unity States cent.

lireen-1 188. EF-4(), reverse corrosion. Black and mahogany with

traces of tan. (Total: 2 pieces)

2044 1787 Newjersey copper. Maris 56-n. Rarity-1. VF-25. 110.3

grains. Overstruck on a 1787 Machin’s Mills imitation halfpenny,

Vlack 19-87C. Dark olive-brown and steel with .some raised inac-

tive red flecks at central reverse. A remarkable overstrike even in

the context of the nearly-always overstruck Maris 56-n. The 1787

date of the undertype is complete and as bold as the Newjersey

legends, dominating the top of the obverse at precisely 12:00.

Enough of the Machin’s Mills legends persist on the reverse of the

Newjersey to allow for attribution of the undertype. The surfaces

are mostly hard and glossy despite some microgranularity, some

scattered hairlines noted, no serious marks. A perfect type coin, or

an exceptionally eye-catching overstrike that would be a conver-

sation piece in any cabinet.

2045 1788 Newjersey copper. Maris 77-dd. Rarity-4. Running Fox.

F-12. 138.0grains. A collectible specimen ofthis scarce and popular

major variety. .Medium brown and steel, evenly granular on both

sides but retaining a measure of gloss. Good eye appeal, raised in-

active green specks across center of shield to UNUM, tiny mint

clip above UM, an especially bold running fox, reverse generally

sharper than obverse, complete date, a few little scratches here and

there. Not a perfect specimen, but quite nice all things consid-

ered, and certainly more desirable than a piece in a technically

higher grade where the running fox cannot be seen!

2046 A group of Machin’s Mills imitation halfpennies by Vlack num-

bers in circulated grades: 1778 V. 11-78A. Rarity-3. VG-10.

Perhaps slightly sharper, centered on a striated gray-brown

planchet. full date and legends, a very collectible example 1778

V. 12-78B. Rarirv'-3. VF-20. Deep olive green patina from burial

IS alternatively glossy and smooth and finely corroded with raised

deposits. Sharpness as the secondary Ringo specimen, mint clip at

12;(M) on reverse, bold date and designs, an attractive piece 1778

V. 13-78B. Rarity-5. VG-10 or so. Unnatural faded rose and

brown with granular surfaces, retoning from an ancient cleaning

and heading for a natural appearance with patience, (iood sharp-

ness, BRITAN a bit weak from die state but date bold, a decent

circulated specimen ofa variety that seems underrated at Rarity-5

1787 V. 18-87G. Rariry-4. G-6. Finely granular charcoal gray,

date weak, obverse plain, a decent piece 1787 V. 21-I-87D-1.

Rariry-6. Faded mahogany, retoning slowly. G-4. The spread

planchet late die state, GEORG and NIA are all that remain of the

legends, many nicks and marks, two heavy dents on Britannia

1788 V. 23-88A (2). Rarity-2. One is VF-30, medium brown with

some raised deposits but very bold and attractive, the other is heavily

granular and is probably the value ofa Good or VG. (Total: 7 pieces)

2047

A selection of six English-style halfpennies, including four col-

lectible contemporary counterfeit issues: George 11. 1736 Young

Head. Choice Extremely Fine. Lustrous light brown w'ith darker

brown highlights, exceptional eye appeal, glossy and lovely

George 11. 1750 Old Head. Extremely Fine. Highly glossy choco-

late brown with hints ofred in protected areas, scattered light marks,

a nicely preserved piece George III. 1774 counterfeit. Extremely

Fine. Smooth glossy medium browm, clashed dies show e.\cellent

detail, complete date, some scratches at central reverse, familiar

and fairly faithful die work George HI. 1775 counterfeit. Very

Good. Dark chocolate brown, some light granularity but still at-

tractive, amateurish die work but not crude sir George 111. 1775

counterfeit. Very Fine or better, sea salvaged. This coin is almost

certainly from the 1785 wreck of the Faithful Steward in Delaware

Bay, as its die work and corrosion pattern closely resemble others

seen from that American wTeck. Mahogany and olive green, a cres-

cent ofcorrosion atop obverse, else fairly well-detailed, one of the

best pieces we’ve seen from this wreck George HI. 1778 Machm’s

Mills imitation. Vlack 11-78A. G-5. Well worn, some dents and

light reverse fissures but no heavy corrosion, easily identifiable.

(Total: 6 coins)2048

1787 Auctori Plebis token. B-1147. VF-35. 122.2 grains. Even

and glossy chocolate brown with better eye appeal than usually

encountered on this often-ugly issue. Nicely centered and well

struck, date nearly entirely on planchet, shallow obverse details are

plain. A tiny patch of verdigris between the date and exergue is

noted. An interesting token that reveals that Connecticut cents

made it to England before the Conder craze of the 1790s and were

interesting enough to the minters there to be copied. Since its in-

clusion in the Guide Bixik, many colonial type collectors have sought

a specimen but have been disappointed with what they find —
these are tough to find nice and almost never turn up in some-

thing close to Mint State. We note that PCGS has certified no

Mint State specimens, and that this piece is nicer than some we

have seen in AU holders.
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Choice 1789 Mott Token
Thick Planchet

!049 1789 Mott token. B-1020. Thick planchet, Plain edge. MS-61
BN (PCGS). Glossy chocolate brown with excellent eye appeal and

none of the planchet laminations and disturbances that so often plague

this variety. Late die state with both sides showing rust and fatigue,

large internal die break at corner of clock. The obverse (the clock

side, which PCGS has chosen to face down), is impressively struck,

with all 12 digits visible on the clock face— a rare phenomenon that

is worthy ofa premium. The reverse shows it usual strike, soft at cen-

ter with no shield detail. The evenness ofcolor and boldness ofstrike

of tills piece make it an excellent choice for any collector.

050 1789 Mott token. B-1020. Thick planchet. AU-50. 165.0

grains. Even glossy chocolate brown, smooth and appealing. A
lovely example, struck off-center to 9:00 relative to the clock

side, boldly struck with nearly full definition on the clock face

and a nearly complete shield as well. Some verdigris under the

beak, tiny rim bruise over CL of CLOCKS, late die state with

fatigue on both sides and a massive break at the corner of the

clock. Formerly housed in a PCGS AU-50 holder, with the label

accompanying this lot. A very nice specimen of this early Ameri-

can token.

051 (ca. 1792) Kentucky token. B-1155. Plain edge. MS-63. 153.0

grains. Reflective and highly lustrous medium brown surfaces yield

undertones ofgold and rose faded from mint color. Excellent cart-

wheel and superb eye appeal for the grade, no significant marks,

boldly struck on both sides. About as choice as one could hope for

in a Kentucky token, finer than many seen in significantly higher-

graded certified holders.

From Bowers and Merena ’s sale ofthe Somerset Collection, May 1992,

Lot 258. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

2052

(ca. 1792) Kentucky token. H-1155. Plain edge. AU-50. 151.7

grains. Choice tan with deeper brown highlights, the reverse re-

flective and showing beautiful iridescent undertones of olive and

rose faded from mint color. Nicely struck with CAUSE complete

on scroll, choice for the grade. A lovely specimen on all accounts.

2053

(ca. 1792) Kentucky token. B-1156. Lettered edge. AU-55.

185.4 grains. Lustrous iridescent light brown with splendid re-

maining mint color faded into the fields and some traces of

proofiike surfaces around legends and devices. A beautiful token,

nicely struck and showing only the most minor contact points here

or there. A very choice type coin.

THH FHANKLIK

2054

1794 Franklin Press token. B-1165. MS-62 BN (PCGS). Even

and lustrous medium brown surfaces with some reflectivity on

the reverse. A lovely specimen with excellent color, boldly struck

though some tiny marks on the planchet were not completely oblit-

erated on the obverse, central reverse is as bold as ever seen, late

die state with internal break at press on obverse. A very popular

token issue, scarcer in Choice Mint State than many would realize

though EFs and AUs are quite common.2055

1794 Talbot Allum & Lee cent. B-1030, thin planchet. VF-
20. 115.2 grains. A rarity within the Talbot, Allum, and Lee se-

ries. Even dark brown with finely granular surfaces. Even w'ear on

a meager planchet, all major design elements present, serious die

crack from rim above L of TALBOT to ship’s rigging at rear of

vessel. Rim device PAYABLE AT THE STORE OF only about

half visible due to the extremely thin area upon which to imbue

the lettering. Good eye appeal, a rare opportunity for a specialist

in this series.
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2056

1795 Talbot, Alluni & Lee cent. Breen-1035. EF-45. 155.6

grams. A most pleasing coin for the grade and perhaps worthy of

an AU assignment. Choice medium brown with lighter tan color

around legends and devices where the original mint color was last

to fade. Smooth and glossy, the obverse appears microgranular

under a glass and the reverse appears prooflike. Boldly struck with

all portholes on the ship present and Liberty’s knee defined. This

would be an ideal type coin, especially for someone who wants

only one nice TAL cent, since the thick planchet variety displays

the design so much better than those struck on thinner planchets.

Gem Birmingham TAL Muling
Prooflike

2057

1794 Talbot, Allum, & Lee muling. B-1040. TAL obverse,

1793 Birmingham boy reverse. MS-65 PL. 139.1 grains. Lon-

don edge. An exceptional gem, the TAL obverse essentially full

blazing mint red, only light mellowed and fully prooflike. The

Birmingham reverse is perhaps 60% mint red, also deeply reflec-

tive and lovely to behold. There are no marks or flyspecks to note,

just choice surfaces and splendid visual appeal. The TAL side is

crisply struck, the Birmingham side shows some softness of strike

on the boy’s head as always seen but is otherwise one of the bold-

est examples we have seen. Overall quality similar to the piece in

the 2003 Stack’s Americana sale. Lot 1057, that piece called “finer

than the nicest we had previously seen” yet did not show any-

where near as much original mint color. This specimen must be

one of the very finest extant, though a few gems are holed up in

closely held Conder token collections. A highlight in any collec-

tion ofTAL millings.

D&H Warwickshire 54.

The Talbot, Allum, and Lee tokens were struck in England for American

use and circulation at a time when the British Conder craze was nearing its

height. Large numbers of TALs were struck, though the attempts to circulate

them appear to have mostly failed, with a large proportion of the mintage (2,990

lbs. worth!) being sold to the U.S. Mint for use as halfcent planchets. The TAL
tokens were also collected in England at the time by the “asses chasing pence” as

one token so plainly put it. This created a demand for unusual mulings, many of

which are otTered in the present sale, combining the TAL “Liberty and Com-

merce" obverse with other token dies to create instant rarities. The populations

of some of these are very tiny indeed, but those that survive are often in lovely

condition.

2058

1794 Talbot Allum & Lee muling. B-1043. TAL obverse, 1793

Stork l/2d reverse. EF-45. 155.6 grains. Liverpool edge. Attrac-

tive medium brown and tan. Smooth surfaces exhibit many tiny

contact points and abrasions, none individually serious, tiny rim nick

over Y in LIBERTY. Mint clip at RY ofPROMISSORY. Sharply

struck and very appealing, a desirable example of this scarce muling. >

D&H Hampshire 52. i

Exceptional TAL/Stork Muling
Rare London Edge

2059

1794 Talbot, Allum, & Lee muling. B-1044. TAL obverse,

1793 stork l/2d reverse. MS-64. 150.6 grains. London edge. A

flawless specimen of this extremely rare variety. Gorgeous irides-

cent brown with some mint color around the figure of Liberty

and reflective surfaces on both sides. Importantly, this piece shows

no spots, unlike the other examples we have seen illustrations of:

the September 1995 EAN piece had a big spot by the stork’s feet

and the Stack’s January 2003 piece had a spot under E of LIB-

ERTY. Neither the Laird Park specimen nor the NN60 coin were

illustrated, and this coin could easily be either of them. Both sides

show crisp strikes, the obverse is gem-quality, the reverse shows

some very light haymarks. The interestingly decorated London

edge is bold. A key to an advanced collection of TAL mulings,

here represented by one of the nicest pieces around, a token that

should be considered a possibility for finest known.
D&H H.impshire 52a.

2060

1794 Talbot, Allum, & Lee muling. B-1049. TAL obverse, J.

Howard reverse. MS-60. 115.3 grains. London edge. Even and

attractive light brown with darker brown devices. The surfaces are

glossy and show no significant marks or problems, tiny rim nick

below last E ofCOMMERCE, other apparent rim nicks are actu-

ally the edge lettering interfering on a very thin planchet. The thin

planchet causes the soft striking on Howard, as always seen, but

his face is pretty well defined. A lovely example, finer than the

above grade suggests, and worthy of a place in any cabinet.

D&H Hampshire 56.
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Rare 1799 New York Communion Token

2061 1799 New York Associate Church token. Breen-1172. VF-
20. Lead. 82.1 grains. Even dark gray with many tiny nicks, as

usually seen and typical of the soft composition. Some parallel

scrapes are present on the dated obverse, which reads “N. York
/

1799,” leaving no doubt as to the location or date of this specimen

like so many other of the communion tokens listed by Breen. Rim
bruise under second CH ofCHURCH on reverse. An important

early American token, issued to members of this church’s congre-

gation to prove their membership (and good standing) at Sunday

services. While Breen lists other earlier tokens of similar utility,

his interpretation of their initials is questionable at best and cre-

ative at worst; this token should be considered the earliest dated

American communion token. All are cast in lead and this condi-

tion is rather typical, though .some appear with heavy damage as

well. Included in many advanced colonial cabinets and worthy of a

strong bid.

Very Sharp 1820 Northwest Company Token

1062 1820 Northwest Company token. B-1083. F-15. 135.1 grains.

Holed for suspension, as nearly always seen, the Ford coin being

the only privately held exception that we know of A very sharp

specimen, more finely detailed than the example in our March

2004 sale that realized 14,600. The obverse is darkly toned with

blue overtones and some hints of brass. The reverse is attractive

golden brass with a peripheral crescent of dark coppery toning.

The obverse is finely granular and shows some striations, but the

detail is excellent for the type. The reverse is similar defined, with

COMPANY much sharper than the previously cited piece, though

the oval hole confirms that this piece was worn for some period of

time. A deep pit is noted above AN ofCOMPANY. The diago-

nally reeded edge is exceptionally bold, sharper than just about

any we’ve encountered. Overall a very nice specimen of this rar-

ity, superior to most extant and one that could be included with

pride in a connoisseur’s collection.

2063

1783 Georgius Triumpho. Breen-1184, Baker-7. VF-25. 139.9

grains. Choice glossy chocolate brown with excellent surface qual-

ity and ideal color. A beautiful specimen, perhaps worthy ofa higher

grade than we have assigned. A very tiny rim tick is mentioned over

T of TRIUMPHO, so small that even the most finicky collector

would not be turned off by it. Good central reverse detail despite

the advanced die state. A marvelous piece for the grade.

2064

1783 Washington & Independence. Restrike. Breen-1193,

Baker-3. Copper. Proof-64 BN (PCGS). An exceptionally at-

tractive and colorful specimen, toned with a lively mixture ofcol-

ors including gold, rose, pale blue-green, and orange, a pastiche

nearly impossible to describe but wholly attractive. Deeply reflec-

tive and finely detailed, double struck to bring up bold detail, an

effort that is quite obvious under low magnification. No notable

flaws, a semicircular die crack connects ATES on the reverse and

descends inside the rim to the exergue. The Taylor restrikes of

this issue have grown in popularity over the years, largely due to

their availability in high grades. This pleasing specimen will un-

doubtedly catch the eye of many interested bidders.

2065

1791 Washington Large Eagle cent. Breen-1206, Baker-15.

AU-53 (PCGS). Pleasing medium brown with some gray ton-

ing. An attractive specimen with only light scattered marks and no

serious flaws. One ofthe more underrated ofearly American types,

far more interesting to our minds as a Washington piece that was

actually struck in the year it was dated than one of the later back-

dated pieces like the Unity States or other pieces. This type was

known to Jefferson, Washington, and others of the time period

and saw some circulation in America alongside early large cents

and other period coppers. A fine addition to a growing collection

of early American coins.
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Choice Mint State 1791 Washington Cent

2066

1791 Washington Small Eagle cent. Breen-1217, Baker-16.

MS-64 BN (PCGS). Choice chestnut brown surfaces are alive

with lustre and show some traces ofmint color around the periph-

eral legends. Lightly retlective, nicely struck with full epaulet de-

tail, a charming specimen with no serious Haws. A coin that was

actually struck in the date named on the reverse, thus unlike many

ot the Washington bust coppers commonly excepted in the early

American series. The Small Eagle cents (and their Large Eagle

brethren) were produced in Birmingham and apparently sent to

America in some numbers; a letter sent to Thomas Jefferson in

March 1793 pronounces that “the face likenesses on both are the

same die and a good likeness of the President, tho the Eagles and

motto are different.” Ironically enough, this was the same month

that the Chain cents were released into circulation, an idea that

brings to mind delightful images of receiving a piece such as that

offered here along with a nice Mint State Sheldon-2! Of course,

though Mint State Chain cents are six-figure coins today, these

English-made Washington pieces are still well within the reach of

many collectors despite the fact that they are somewhat elusive in

grades as nice as the present example. The specimen in our Janu-

ary sale, certified as MS-64 BN by NGC, realized S3,220.

Nice 1787 Club Rays Fugio

Ex. Picker Collection2067

1787 Fugio. Newman 4-E. Rarity-4-. Club Rays, UNITED
STATES. VF-30 (PCGS). A choice Club Rays Fugio cent from

a famed collection. Nice medium brown with a mahogany tint,

smooth and pleasing throughout. A thin planchet fissure runs di-

agonally through the 8 ofthe date to the motto, no great surprise,

indeed it is only surprising that there are not more of them. A few

Hecks of raised deposit present at the right side of the sundial and

at the tip of one of the sun rays. A bold and pleasing coin with

nearly full sundial detail, a firm strike, and complete legends. The

cataloguer ofthe 1984 Picker sale called this “a perfect light brown

planchet, free of defects,” After decades in the numismatic com-

munity as a scholar, collector, and dealer, the fact that Richard

Picker chose to include this coin in his collection should speak

volumes to prospective bidders who seek this type or variety.

f-rom Stack's sale ofthe Richard Picker Collection, October 1984, Lot

287.

2068 1787 Fugio cent. Newman. 4-E. Rarity-4-. Club Rays. VF-
25 (PCGS). Attractive light brown with excellent detail on both

obverse and reverse. Nearly full sundial details, good strike overall,

tveo small planchet fissures at lO of FUGIO, a few' raised specks on

reverse. E.xcellent visual appeal for the grade, a charming specimen

ot the scarce Club Rays variety. Many specimens of this variety fea-

ture disfiguring planchet Haws, moreover, specimens in this grade

range are rather elusive compared to the ease offinding a well-worn

example. A superb selection for a colonial type collector.

2069 1787 Fugio cent. Newman. 9-P. Rarity-4. Pointed Rays,

STATES UNITED. EF-40 (PCGS). Medium brown with good

eye appeal. A sharp specimen with full details on the sundial and

sunface, finer than many at this assigned grade level. Many shal-

low parallel planchet striations are present, as so often seen on Fugio

cents, but none swallow the design details. Some weakness at the

right periphery, including the date. A good type coin or example

of this less common Newman variety.

Choice Mint State 1787 Fugio Cent
2070

1787 Fugio cent. Newman. 11-X. Rarity-3. Pointed Rays,

STATES UNITED. MS-63 BN. 134.7 grains. Lively cartwheel

lustre remains on beautiful chocolate brown surfaces rich with faded

mint color. An exceptional example, about as lovely a Mint State

Fugio as one could ever want for a type coin. The planchet is

unHawed and complete, the strike is bold nearly everywhere but

absolute center, with the central reverse showing a bit more weak-

ness than the obverse. The surfaces are essentially immaculate but

for tiny nicks that pre-existed striking. We have the Bank ofNew
York to thank for beautiful Fugio coppers like this surviving to the

present day, and ofthe hundreds ofBank ofNew York Hoard pieces

we have seen, very few which could match this one for eye appeal.

From Bowers and Merena 's sale of the Lo^an and Steinlvrc; Collectioih,

Noivmher 2002, Lot 217. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.
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2071 1787 Fugio cent. Newman. 15-Y. Rarity-4. 8 Pointed Stars.

VF-35 (PCGS). A bold and appealing specimen of the challeng-

ing 8 pointed stars variety. Attractive light brown with better than

expected details for the grade, including all numerals on sundial,

sunface, and two well-defined eight pointed stars on reverse,

an unusual circumstance since the bottom star is typically so poorly

struck. An inoffensive area of roughness is noted to the left of the

sundial, some softness at base of obverse, planchet flaws at MINI

)

and inside ring atop reverse. Lovely eye appeal, a very nice choice

for a Fugio collector.

2072 1787 Fugio cent. Newman. 19-SS. Rarity-6-. Pointed rays,

STATES UNITED. G-7. 136.1 grains. Even chocolate brown with

finely granular surfaces. All legends and details are visible, centers

somewhat worn as expected, little rim nick over G in FUGIO,

quite nice for the grade. A fully detailed and worthwhile specimen

of a very rare variety using the “Wide Date” obverse die.

Beautiful Libertas Americana Medal in Silver

“A Medal Designed by Dr. Franklin”

;073 (1783) Libertas Americana medal. Betts-615. Silver. About

Uncirculated. 929.2 grains, a particularly stout example that

weighs 100 grains more than the LaRiviere piece and nearly 150

grains more than the Bass specimen. A particularly lovely speci-

men of this classic rarity, one of perhaps 100 that were produced;

we would be surprised ifmore than a quarter survived today and

have seen fewer than 10 specimens all told in this metal. Deeply

reflective silver gray surfaces show deep gray toning around the

peripheries, as ifimbued by a box or storage method, with subtle

golden and rose toning in the fields. Only the lightest wear on the

high points, as indicated by the grade above. Some hairlines are

present, long stutter scratch in obverse field from below A of

LIBERTAS to across from chin, tiny rim nick above I in SINE on

reverse serves to identify this piece. The light abrasions mentioned

here are rather typical of silver Libertas Americana medals, as true

gems are extremely rare.

A masterpiece in the round, the designs were created by

Franklin and executed by the team ofE.A. Gibelin, a painter.

and Augustin Dupre, who engraved the dies. The medals were

struck in 1783, and silver specimens were presented to the min-

isters at the court of Louis XVI, foreign diplomats included.

George Washington was given a silver specimen in 1790, and

Thomas Jefferson described his medal of “Infant America pro-

tected by Minerva from the lion” in his inventory of his art col-

lection, further noting that it was “A medal Designed by Dr.

Franklin.” While Washington’s piece is currently in the Massa-

chusetts Historical Society, the whereabouts ofjefferson’s is not

known. Many silver Libertas Americana medals have been pre-

served in museums and are simply not available for purchase or

even viewing, a point which has caused its outright rarity to be

overrated at times-the Dreyfuss sale indicated that fewer than

five exist. This does not alter the rarity of the medal in the mar-

ketplace, as years can go by (and usually do) between offerings.

The silver Libertas Americana medal was a famed collector’s item

even in 1783, and its fame has only grown over the intervening

centuries. We are pleased to present such a fine specimen of this

famous work of art.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUVRITIES
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Lovely Copper Libertas Americana Medal

2074 (1783) Libertas Americana medal. Betts-615. Copper. Ex-

tremely Fine. 751.1 grains. Rich medium brown surfaces are

smooth and glossy. Some light roughness around peripheries in-

side rim and in front ofMinerva’s profile, perfect rims, only light

scattered marks. A very attractive piece within the grade range.

The cud has not been tooled off, as so often seen even on pieces

that would otherwise be gems. A dark spot under Liberty’s tresses

at the right end of the obverse exergue identifies this medal.

Franklin famously believed that his design looked better in

copper than silver, and enough copper medals are around to show

that the design and sentiment were popular in the 1780s and 179()s.

Mintages estimates hover around several hundred, but no docu-

mentary evidence has yet been unearthed pointing to a precise fig-

ure. For a Revolutionary War medal bearing Franklin’s most per-

sonal imprimatur, a medal that also happened to serve as the de-

sign inspiration for some of the most beautiful U.S. coins ever

struck, to be within the financial means of so many collectors is

extraordinarily fortunate. This is a fine specimen that would a suit-

able addition to any collection that incorporates pieces from the

cradle days of the United States.

From Presidential Coin and Antique Company’s sale ofOctober 2000,

Lot 577.

2075 “1792” (i.e. circa 1860) Dickeson cent “trial.” Breen-1378,

Pollock-6001,Judd Appendix C. MS-63. 208.7 grains. Deeply

reflective fields show lovely gold toning with rich violet highlights.

A few little contact points, spot over T in CENT, lint mark at

eagle’s beak. Almost as nice as the example in our March 2004 sale

that reahzed S862.50. As noted in the description of that piece,

this fantastic creation was produced around 1860 by Dr.

Montroville W. Dickeson using a rusted-out revenue stamp die

that he presumed was somehow related to the 1792 Eagle on Rock

patterns. It remains a fascinating and collectible early numismatic

item today.

HALF CENTS
One of the highlights of the present sale is its selection of half

cents, led by the many fine Proofs from the Joseph Medio Collec-

tion. The Medio Proofs include a complete date run from 1836 to

1857 in Proof format, led by some truly exceptional quality pieces.

Many show fine pedigrees, a process that would have been impos-

sible to trace were it not for the important research of Pdchard

Coleman, published in the EAC journal Penny-Wise and as an inde-

pendent monograph. Coins available for bids include some that once

graced the cabinets of Byron Reed, the Garrett family, John Jay

Pittman, Walter Childs, Louis Eliasberg, and King Farouk, to name

just a few. Other consignments are also included, helping to make

this a banner halfcent event: a superb specimen of the key 1796 No

Pole is a magnificent offering, one of the rarest coins in the series in

nearly unbeatable condition. A newly discovered 1795 C-5a

overstruck on a 1794 half dollar die trial is a profound rarity, a coin

that is as historic as it is elusive - yet it was found through luck and

skill in recent months. Only four similar pieces exist, so we are cer-

tain this piece will receive a lot ofattention. Add to these great rari-

ties nice specimens of collector grade coins and anyone who enjoys

half cents is certain to find something very desirable.

Note: All uncertified halfcents and large cents are graded in ac-

cordance with “EAC” style net grading standards, often more con-

servative than so-called “market grading.”

I
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Sharp and Attractive 1793 Half Cent

076 1793 Cohen-3, Breen-3. Rarity-3. F-15 or better. Sharpness of

VF-35, patches of planchet roughness. An attractive example de-

spite the surface flaws so commonly found on this first half cent

issue. Nice even chocolate brown with excellent definition through-

out. Rather than being granular all over, thus swallowing the detail,

the patches ofplanchet roughness are largely reserved to areas around

the periphery: right of and below the date (which remains com-

plete), a vertical swath of the right obverse field, the top of the re-

verse including the area around the last S in STATES, above ERI of

AMERICA. The overall visual impact is very nice, and no substan-

tial contact marks are present. Worthy of strong consideration, a

1793 halfcent nearly everyone would be proud to own.

Glossy Brown 1794 Half Cent

)77 1794 C-2a, B-2b. Rarity-2+. Small edge letters. VF-25.

Sharpness of VF-35, obverse scrapes. Manley 1.0, a rare early die

state. Attractive glossy dark chocolate brown. The surfaces are not

perfectly smooth, with some minor roughness at the reverse pe-

riphery and light granularity elsewhere, but the eye appeal is very

nice and the overall effect of the surfaces is pleasing. A very sharp

specimen of a variety that provides collectors with a significant

challenge in grades finer than VF. Some old abrasions and scrapes

on the obverse are noted, mostly in the field under Liberty’s chin.

All details are nice and bold. No clash marks are visible. Far finer

than the usually available C-2a, a very desirable half cent.

)78 Quartette of circulated 18tb-century half cents: 1794 C-

2a, B-2b. Rariry-2+. Small edge letters. G-5, sharpness of F-12,

even granularity. Dark, nearly black, with lighter brown high

points. No serious marks 1794 C-4a, B-6b. Rarity-3. Small edge

letters. VG-8, sharpness of VF-25 or so, surfaces smoothed and

recolored. Attractive mottled medium brown and tan with brassy

highlights. Some light scattered pits have been smoothed on the

obverse, especially above LIBERTY, while the reverse is evenly

granular. Better looking than it sounds 1795 G-6a, B-6a. Rar-

ity-2. No Pole. G-4, sharpness ofVG-8, heavy but even granular-

ity. Light brown and olive with reasonably good detail, though

HALF CENT is weak as usual. A tiny halfcent at only 76.9 grains,

with a mint clip near 9:00. No sign of undertype 1797 C-1
,
B-

1. Rarity-2. 1 over 1. VG-10, sharpness ofVF-20, granular. Black

and tan with some faint old scratches and finely corroded surfaces.

Lots of Talbot, Allum, and Lee undertype is visible on both sides.

A reasonably nice example when seen. (Total: 4 pieces)

2079 1795 C-1, B-1. Rarity-2. Lettered Edge. VG-8. Sharpness of

F-15, finely granular surfaces. Even deep brown with hints ofma-

hogany, probably retoned long ago but quite pleasant in appearance.

The surfaces are very finely granular, but otherwise this coin is ex-

tremely nice for the grade, with no severe post-striking defects. The

edges are bold and problem-free, no nicks are seen, good detail

throughout. A desirable example of this important variety.

Glossy AU 1795 HalfCent

Lettered Edge

2080 1795 C-2a, B-2a. Rarity-3. Lettered Edge, Punctuated Date.

AU-55 (PCGS). Glossy medium brown surfaces are smooth and

lovely, while deep olive highlights frame the central devices and

reverse legends. A most attractive specimen, free of roughness or

significant defects, as sharp as one could reasonably hope to ac-

quire for a representative variety set or date run of half cents. The

central reverse shows softness, typical for the issue, but the dentils

and legends are especially well defined. The obverse portrait of

Liberty is likewise nicely detailed. A few minor contact marks may

be noted, none serious, though we note a shallow dig right of

Liberty’s throat and a thin and unobtrusive old scratch from below

5 to near the tip of the pole. A tiny surface speck is present under

the right ribbon end on the reverse. An endlessly popular “arm’s

length” variety, the “Punctuated Date” is so-called for the comma-

like die injury between the first two digits of the date. In condi-

tion such as this, the variety is quite scarce. Only seven Lettered

Edge 1795 halfcents ofall Cohen varieties have been certified Mint

State by PCGS.
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Important 1795 1/2^ over 1794 50^ Die Trial

Cohen-6a over Overton-105

2081 1795 C-6a, B-6a. No Pole. Rarity-3 as a variety, Rarity-8

overstruck on a cutdown 1794 half dollar die trial, Judd-17,

Overton-105. VG-10. Sharpness ofF-15, minor rim nicks. 81.8

grams. An important new discovery in the halfcent series. Attrac-

tive light brown with generally nice surface quality. Some scat-

tered tiny pits, several irregularly spaced nicks or cuts on the ob-

verse rim, a few minor abrasions and scratches from time spent in

circulation. Of course, such minor defects matter little consider-

ing the raritv' and interest in a coin such as this, showing abundant

detail from the e.xtremely rare 1794 halfdollar die trial it was struck

over! The obverse is struck over the half dollar’s reverse with es-

sentially upside-down rotation. When seen upside down, the halt

cent obverse reveals amazing details of the half dollar reverse, in-

cluding a crisply defined eagle’s head at 17 of the date and the

dexter wing in the left obverse field. A substantial portion of the

wreath is visible, with NT ofUNITED clear. On the half dollar’s

obverse (the half cent reverse), much of LIBERTY is visible on

either side of the fraction, with LI in the vicinity of CA of

AMERICA and RT between the left ribbon end and the dentils.

The unique formation of the wreath and berries on the reverse are

enough to absolutely determine that this undertype was from the

Overton- 105 dies.

This specimen represents only the second halfcent known to be

struck over a cutdown copper striking of 1794 Overton-105; the

other piece struck over a 1794 Overton-l()5 was discovered by Walter

Breen in 1957 but its whereabouts are currently unknown. The

present specimen was discovered unidentified at an Ohio coin show

and purchased by Christopher Young. The identification of the

undertype was made by Young and the present cataloguer in Febru-

ary 2004. Other 1795 C-6a half cents are known to be struck over

copper halfdoUar die trials, namely: the piece in the September 2003

Superior sale (over 1794 Overton-101), the Ruby piece (Superior,

2-1974:196, over 1795 Overton-117), and a specimen over a cut

down 1794 Overton- 104 die trial reported by Breen. Only one in-

tact 1794 half dollar die trial in copper exists, struck from the

Overton- 108 dies and permanently impounded in the National

Numismatic Collection. The discovery ofthis piece brings the total

population in collector’s hands to only five known pieces, with tw'o

of those never selling publicly.

This piece is a coin with multiple important aspects. Of course,

grade isn’t one of them; despite the fact that this coin is a relatively

attractive coin with good remaining details, it is perhaps typical among

pieces of this variety. Only a handful of half cents in total have ever

been found over half dollar trials, all from the 1795 C-6a dies. Such
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items are still extremely rare despite the very plain uiidertype on this

com and those others seen, in addition to the fact that half cent col-

lectors have been looking at nndertypes (usually TAL cents and spoiled

large cents) on the 1795 No Pole varieties for years. To a pattern col-

lector. its importance is perhaps greater as tliis is the only means a

pattern collector has to acquire a specimen ofthe extremely rarejudd-

17 variety. While other undertypes may pop up as time goes on, we

can hardly imagine a complete copper 1794 halfdollar turning up! Of
course, we would love to eat our words in that regard.

This half cent tells us a great deal about the early Mint, about

the attempts to perfect the striking of the large half dollars, and

about the planchet sources for half cents. Breen identifies the

Overton-105 die marriage as one of the first 1794 half dollars

struck, delivered in October 1794 (on the same day, incidentally.

as the first 1794 dollars). Thus, the piece that resides underneath

this half cent was likely one of the very earliest attempts from the

half dollar dies, much like the intact (4verton-108 in the NNC.
The copper 1794 Judd-19 dollar trial in copper is a similar crea-

ture; it too remains in the Mint cabinet. After the purchase ofhun-

dreds ofpounds of Talbot, Allutn, and Lee tokens, it became clear

that the Mint sought the cheapest source of copper to be used on

the modest half cents; even misstruck large cents (or cast-off die

trials!) would be sufficient. To have so much historical interest

bound up in a single coin is unusual, and the fact that the market

evaluates this as worth less than a brightly toned 2t)th-century com-

memorative half dollar is puzzling. That puzzle is an opportunity

for savvy collectors, and we hope that those connoisseurs will be

drawn to this fascinating lot.

mirrr
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Copy ofthe plan for the new Capital on the Potomac, hy Pierre Charles

Enfant, a young French engineer and architect. This plan from the early

?0s, carried out with many modifications, eventually became the city of

ishington, DC.

Flip-Over Double Strike 1795 1/20

2082 1795 C-6a, B-6a. Rarity-2. No Pole. Flip-over double strike.

VG-8. 79.7 grains. Sharpness ofVG-10, a few light old scratches.

Exceptional smooth dark chocolate brown surfaces are as nice as

could be expected for the issue. Mint-made rim notch at 9:00 and

same location on reverse, a few scattered light old scratches make

no impact on the superb visual appeal, old abrasion through AT of

STATES noted for accuracy. A rare and visually interesting flip-

over double strike, reminiscent of the 1797 C-1 in our September

2003 sale. This piece shows both undertype ofa cut-down Talbot,

Alluin, and Lee cent that served as its initial planchet stock, and

abundant evidence of the first strike—all ofAMERICA from the

rear of Liberty’s hair to the date on the dominant obverse, TY of

LIBERTY under NIT ofUNITED, much ofLiberty’s profile and

the truncation of the bust (above OF) on the reverse, and 17 ofthe

date above AM ofAMERICA. A very desirable coin, made only

neater by how attractive it is for the grade, and a fine addition to

any cabinet of early American copper coins.
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2083 1796 C-1, B-1. Rarity-6. No Pole. F-15 (ANACS). A remark-

able example of this most desirable variety. Dark brown and steel,

near ebony, with dark olive highlights in areas. The detail is ex-

ceptional for a 1796 No Pole, as most known specimens rank some-

where between awful and wretched. This coin shows full legends

and design elements, including a well-detailed profile of Liberty,

most ot the peripheral dentilation on both sides, and an excep-

tionally bold date. The surfaces are neither perfect nor unattrac-

tive, with fine granularity yielding to a few scattered pits in areas.

A few old dull scratches are noted behind Liberty’s cap and verti-

cally at central reverse. The bisecting obverse die crack is defini-

tive for this variety. The sharpness for a Fine coin is superb, and

this numerical assignment is far less important than its sharpness

compared with the small population of other extant specimens.

Only 1,390 pieces were struck of this date including both this and

the far less elusive With Pole variety.

While a 1796-dated halfcent is the key to any halfcent collec-

tion, the 1796 No Pole (one ofonly tw'o varieties for this rare date)

is the ultimate major variety. Though all halfcent collectors seek a

specimen to include in their set, few end up with one the quality

of this coin. Ironically, the best pieces are gems—and are off the

market long into the future in closely held and well-known col-

lections. Beyond those few coins, the choice becomes slim if the

collector has a taste for coins better than Good. Cohen’s Condi-

tion Census was UNC(3)-F(2)—VG(3). Breen’s was essentially

identical, with a few more Very Goods included that were cited

only from 19th-century auction appearances. Roger Cohen’s per-

sonal coin, a rough AG deemed “satisfying” in his 1992 auction

sale, later turned out to be a counterfeit but was included in the

J.R. Frankenfield sale as a space-filler. Bill Weber also lacked this

variety, and Dr. Lee’s coin was a rough AG that served John

Whitney’s set until he finally found a better one. Going back

through all the great halfcent collections of the past, few ever had

a coin that compared to this one and even fewer had one that stood

out as clearly better than this example. We note that PCGS has

only certified a specimen graded VG or finer four times, two of

them the aforementioned Mint State pieces and two others in the

VG-VF range. This example is actually both of those two VG-VF
listings, as it was once certified as F-12 and F-15 by PCGS; its F-

12 PCGS ticket is enclosed with the present lot. An undoubted

highlight in whatever cabinet it next graces, and one of the high-

lights of our sale.

Extremely Rare 1796 No Pole HalfCent
The Key to the Half Cent Series

Among the Top Ten Known

,1

|i

ii
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Classic 1796 Half Cent Rarity

__ With Pole

>084 1796 C-2, B-2. Rarity-4. With Pole. G-6. Sharpness of F-15

or so, heavily granular surfaces. A desirable and well-detailed speci-

men of the classic key rarity of the half cent series. Dark brown,

nearly black, with evenly rough surfaces. All important design el-

ements are present—a full bold date, nicely rendered portrait of

Liberty, and all obverse and reverse legends. The extreme center

of the reverse is weak, as usually seen, though all letters are com-

plete. Some areas of the fields were hghtly smoothed long ago,

most notable on the obverse though a few very old scrapes are

present at and above central reverse. The rims are nicely preserved

for the grade and the color is even, with nice contrast between the

devices and surrounding fields. While 1796 half cents are rarities

in any grade, specimens finer than this may rightly be caOed ex-

tremely rare, with a choice circulated specimen a nearly impos-

sible dream. Most known examples are very low grade, with even

Poor or Fair coins finding ready homes. Those who have sought a

decent specimen ofthe date owe it to themselves to view this coin

and consider it carefully, as its detail and reasonable eye appeal set

it apart from most others in this grade range.

Very Sharp 1797 1 Over 1 Half Cent

Late Die State

2085

1797 C-1, B-1. Rarity-2. 1 over 1. AU-55 (NGC). Manley 4.0

or later, close to the terminal 5.0. Highly glossy chocolate brown

with some tan highlights on devices. Many scattered tiny contact

marks are present, including a thin scrape right of the date, a few

nicks in the lower right obverse field, and many even smaller ones

that pre-existed striking. Very advanced die state with several cracks

as described by Breen and Manley, right side ofY of LIBERTY
and ICA ofAMERICA not fully struck up to the fully shattered

condition of these dies. An impressive coin for both its dramati-

cally advanced state and its exceptional condition.

NGC Census: 1; 4 finer (MS-66 RB finest). Only one Mint State coin has

been graded by NGC.

2086

1797 C-1, B-1. Rarity-2. 1 Over 1. F-15 (PCGS). Manley 1.0,

perfect dies. Appealing chocolate brown with smooth surfaces and

excellent eye appeal for the grade. Some darker toning frames the

design elements on the reverse. As expected for the grade, some

scattered circulation marks are present, though none are serious;

we do note a minor spot under the first A ofAMERICA. Nicely

detailed, some minor surface dirt present on the reverse. Struck

from the rare early die state, showing no bulges or notable cracks.

A very nice coin for the enthusiastic halfcent collector.

2087

1797 C-3a, B-3c. Rarity-3. F-12 (ANACS). Manley 3.0, late

die state. Deep olive-brown with bluish hues and traces of salmon

remaining from an old cleaning. Smooth and with a measure of
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jpival, v.atti:rcd tinv iiurks (.oiiiinensurate with grade, nice detail

with .>iil\ MMiie letters ot A\lhRlCA showing weakness. Traces

ot inidertvpe, presutiiably troni a spoiled large cent, present near

on obverse, quite possibly RTY from LIBERTY. As noted

by .Manley, "almost all specimens of 1797 C-3a are in very low

grades," with this e.xample quite desirable by comparison for its

abundant detail. An interesting variety, coined in 1800 despite its

earlier date, and worthy of a place in any copper collection.

Choice Mint State 1800 Half Cent

2088

1800 Rarity-1. MS-63 RB (PCGS). Manley 3.0, a very

scarce die state. Lively cartwheel lustre on beautiful surfaces that show

an even blending of original red and violet-brown faded from mint

color. A particularly beautiful example; 18(K) halfcents do turn up in

Mint State, which allows a collector to be choosy about quality. Only

a few widely scattered flyspecks are seen, a short scratch below the

right ribbon end is the only mark we could turn up under a glass that

was worth noting, and the overall visual appeal is very pleasing in-

deed. An excellent choice for a date set, or for a type coUector who
seeks a date that is a bit scarcer than others of this type.

Mint State 1800 HalfCent

2089 1800 C-1, B-1. Rarity-2. MS-62 BN (PCGS). Manley 4.0.

Choice cartwheel lustre spins across lovely steel brown surfaces,

with some traces ofmint color remaining at central reverse. A lovely

coin for the grade, full ofvisual appeal, with very few' marks. The

reverse is a bit mottled in appearance, and a patch of extremely

shallow' surface pitting is noted under magnified scrutiny in front

of Liberty’s nose. Far more attractive than many in higher-graded

holders, a coin worthy of a strong bid.

2090 Group of sharp Draped Bust half cents: 1800 C-1, B-1.

Rarity-2 (2). EF-40, sharpness of AU-55 or better, cleaned to a

pale rose and worth properly retoning; VF-25, sharpness ofEF-

45. pitting across central obverse with a dark tone 1803 C-3, B-

3. Rarity- 1 . AG-3, a few points sharper bit granular and flattened

1804 C-8, B-7. Rarity- 1. Spiked Chin. VG-10, sharpness of

EF-40, heavy dents in right obverse field. Dark steel brown with

smooth surfaces, late die state 1804 C-13, B-10. Rarity-l. Plain

4, stemless. F-15, sharpness of VF-20, a few scattered pits and

marks. Pleasing mottled tan 1805 C-3, B-3. Rarity-4. G-5,

sharpness ofVG-10, hairlined. Olive-tan with some scattered pits,

cleaned long ago 1805 C-4, B-4. Rarity-2. VG-10, sharpness of

F-5, scattered nicks. Attractive dark brown w'ith some roughness

in protected areas 1806 C-1, B-3. Rarity-1. Small 6, stemless.

VF-20. Attractive dark brown 1807 Ci-l, B-1. Rarity-l. EF-

40. Highly glossy mottled dark olive-brown with superb eye ap-

peal. A very nice half cent 1808/7 C-2, B-2. Rarity-3. VG-7,

pleasing medium brown with minor contact marks 1808 C-3,

B-3. VF-20, sharpness of VF-30, some light roughness in areas.

Glossy dark olive. (Total: 11 pieces)

Scarce 1802/0 Half Cent
Struck on Off-Center Large Cent

2091

1802/0 C-2, B-2. Rarity-3. Reverse of 1802. VG-10. Sharpness

ot F-12, some faint old scratches. A technically fascinating speci-

men despite its somewhat typical grade. Even chocolate brown with

some very subtle undertones on mostly smooth surfaces. A minor

patch ofcorrosion is present at CE ofCENT, a few faint old scratches

are noted on the obverse, some dull nicks and scattered contact

marks. All or nearly all 1802 half cents are thought to have been

struck over spoiled large cents (misstruck pieces converted into use

as planchets), but few show such a tantalizing and fascinating

undertype as here. A line ofdentils, which resembles a line ofdents

or some kind of damage, may be seen from Liberty’s chin to the

rim. When examined upside down in relation to the half cent de-

sign, it becomes clear that these are dentils from a badly misstruck

large cent, namely from the vicinity over F of OF on the reverse.

Some traces of leaf detail from the large cent undertype are seen

above IBE of LIBERTY on the half cent. From the distance and

position of the top of F to the dentils, we guess that the undertype

was a Sheldon-232 but we cannot be sure. What makes this piece

especially interesting (to us at least!) is the divot opposite this line of

dentils, in the area of ERl ofAMERICA on the reverse of the half

cent. This divot, produced at the time of striking, is most probably

the remnant of the significant cupping or curvature left in the off-

center large cent when it was cut down to make a halfcent planchct.

The pressure from the half cent dies clearly did not straighten the

somewhat cupped large cent misstrike enough, leaving the dent-

like artifact that may be seen today. In this one little coin, which just

so happens to be a fairly nice coin for the grade and a fine represen-

tative example of a very scarce date, we have a microcosm of turn-

of-the- 19th-century minting technology at Philadelphia and a truly

frm piece for the half cent enthusiast.

2092

1803 C-1, B-1. Rarity-l. AU-55 BN (NGC). Manley 3.0.

Strong lustre remains on attractive medium brown surfaces rich

with highlights ofgolden tan and subtle faded mint color. Reverse

heavily cracked as often seen, some flatness of strike is related to

this die state. Many pinpoint contact marks arc present at central

obverse, but none are individually distracting. A pleasing example

of this date.
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Challenging 1803 C-4 HalfCent

2093 1803 C-4, B-4. Rarity-4. AU-50 BN (NGC). A nice example

of this elusive variety. Glossy medium brown with scattered high-

lights of ruddy tan, mostly around the periphery on the obverse.

Some surface dirt is present but easily lifted, many tiny scattered

circulation marks, only a diagonal dig left ofL ofLIBERTY mer-

its individual mention. “Medal turn” or 360° die alignment, as

sometimes seen. Finer than most seen of this die pair, perhaps

among the top 1 5 or so examples known in terms of overall qual-

ity. An upgrade for many collectors and worthy of consideration

by specialists.

2094 1804 C-12, B-11. Rarity-2. Crosslet 4, Stemless. MS-60 RB
(ANACS). Mottled rose and steel with some golden undertones

and strong remaining lustre. Only some minor scattered marks are

noted, traces of an old fingerprint remains behind Liberty’s head,

tiny spot under M ofAMERICA. Perhaps dipped long ago, but still

fairly attractive and a very sharp example of this Cuide Book variety.

2095 1805 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. Small 5, Stemless. AU-55. A charm-

ing and highly lustrous example, very close to Mint State and un-

doubtedly worthy of that grade in terms of “market grading.”

Mottled chocolate brown with tan faded from mint color. Smooth

and very attractive. No marks of consequence, though magnifica-

tion does pick up some old slide marks on Eiberty’s cheek. Nicely

struck. Tougher to find in high grade than some other dates of this

type (1804 and 1806 come to mind), a very desirable little halfcent.

From Bowers and Merena ’s sale of the Sebring & Garbe Collections,

March 1996, Lot 1214. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

2096 1805 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. Small 5, Stemless. VF-35. Sharpness

of EF-45, obverse rim bruise. Manley 2.0, the usual state. Beau-

tiful glossy chocolate brown with smooth surfaces and lovely

visual appeal. Aside from a little bit of raised scale inside the

wreath under H ofHALF, the surfaces are choice. A rim bruise

left of L of LIBERTY is really a minor consideration; another

little nick is noted over the first T ofSTATES. A very nice half

cent for a date collector.
;

2097 1805 C-1, B-1. Rarity-l. Small 5, Stemless. Double struck reverse.

F-15. Sharpness ofEF-40, but both sides show scattered scratches.

Light brown with deeper olive highlights and smooth surfaces. Some

verdigris clings to design elements. Several light scratches are present

at central obverse, diagonal scratch through A in STATES on re-

verse. Reverse nicely double struck with a chattered impression cre-

ating two distinct images. A de.sirable error coin.

2098

Quartette ofhalfcents spanning three types: 1806 C-1, B-

3. Rarity-1. EF-45 (PCI Green Label). Steel and golden tan with

smooth surfaces and scattered marks 1809 C-6, B-6. Rarity-1.

AU-55 (PCGS). Even dark chocolate brown with some verdigris

trapped in protected areas. Good eye appeal, though removal of

some surface dirt would improve the gloss and overall visual im-

pact 1850 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. AU-58 (PCGS). Medium brown

and orange-red with some softness of strike. Ex. Benson collec-

tion 1854 C-1, B-1. Rarity-l. MS-63 BN (NGC). Chocolate

brown with subtle lustre and some reverse surface buildup around

design elements. (Total: 4 pieces)

Boldly Lustrous 1806 Half Cent

2099 1806 C-4, B-4. Rarity-l. Large 6, Stems. MS-64 RB (PCGS).

Manley 1.0, the early die state with clear recutting visible on the 6

of the date. A highly lustrous and very attractive example of this

date. Bright mint red color remains around periphery and framing

design elements at central obverse, while the reverse shows nearly

half of its original mint color, mellowing elsewhere to pleasing

medium brown. Good eye appeal, free of the spotting often seen.

The top of the wreath is a bit better struck than usual, with some

definition in the right top leaves. Two abrasions in the right ob-

verse field keep this coin from being graded full gem MS-65, but

they are minor considerations overall. Reverse rotated 40° clock-

wise, another common aspect of the Cohen-4 variety. A fine type

coin or a pleasing Mint State piece for a date set.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer in any designation.

2100 1806 C-4, B-4. Rarity-l. Large 6, Stems. MS-60. Manley 2.0.

Pleasing steel brown on the obverse with hints offaded mint color,

medium brown on the reverse with abundant mint color persist-

ing. Very nice cartwheel lustre and overall eye appeal. Some tiny

“kegmarks” are noted, as often seen, but the visual impact is su-

perb. Top leaves of reverse wreath are a bit softly struck, but other

details are nicely realized. While this date is available in some quan-

tities in high grade due to a substantial hoard, the quality of this

coin would merit its inclusion in nearly any cabinet.

2101 1807 C-1, B-1. Rarity-l. MS-60BN (NGC). Late die state with

no dentils remaining. Very dark brown, nearly black, with subtle

lustre on smooth surfaces. A few minor scrapes and abrasions prob-

ably account for the assigned grade, including one below Liberty’s

lowest hair curl and another across the cheek. Heavy die erosion

lines are present in this very advanced state of fatigue.
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tiusive VF 1808/7 Half Cent

2102 1808/7 C-2, B-2. Rarity-3. Overdate. VF-25 (PCGS). Manley

1.0, the usual early die state. A most pleasing specimen ofthis popu-

lar overdate, in a challenging grade. Nice even medium to light brown

on the obverse, a shade of darker olive-brow'n on the reverse with

an area oftan at the right base ofthe wreath. Smooth and attractive,

two tiny spots noted above 18 and left of bottom hair curls, long

thin diagonal scratch from O ofOF to central reverse, no disfigur-

ing marks or other major flaws. Far scarcer than the normal date

variety of 1808, Roger Cohen called his number 2 “decidedly rare

above VF.” To confirm his point, we may note that PCGS has cer-

tified only five better than Very Fine, an amazing statement for a

Rarity-3 variety! We imagine one half cent collector will feel very

lucky to add this piece to his or her collection.

2103 1808/7 C-2, B-2. Rarity-3. Overdate. F-15 (NGC). Manley 1.0.

Even glossy dark chocolate brown with very minor underlying

granularity but the overall appearance ofa smooth coin. Some han-

dling marks, as expected at this grade level, including a tiny nick at

the obverse rim at 10:30. A nice circulated example of this elusive

and popular overdate variety, free of serious impairments and of

sulTicient quality for a w'cll-formed collection of dates or major

varieties.

2104

1808 C-3, B-3. Rarity-1. AU-58 (NGC). Manley 2.0. Even

medium gray-brow'n on the obverse, a bit closer to tan on the re-

verse. A sharp and attractive coin, exhibiting smooth surfaces and

good overall quality despite the presence of some minor verdigris

trapped in protected regions. A thin diagonal scratch is hidden in

Liberty's hair, otherwise very few contact marks of note. The only

noii-ovcrdate variety of the year, and the variety usually chosen

for inclusion in a better grade date set.

2105

A substantial date run of Classic Head half cents: A fine

grouping of halfcents, most grading in the EF range though many
show some signs of cleaning. The 1809/6 is rather worn, but oth-

erwise the group shows only scant signs of circulation 1809/6 it

1825 (2) 1826 (3) 1828 (3) 1832 1833 (2) 1834 (2) it

1835 (3). (Total: 17 pieces)

2106 1810 C-1, B-1. Rarity-2. AU-55 (PCGS). Nice glossy medium
brown surfaces exhibit excellent visual appeal. The peripheries are

somewhat soft as usually seen, some minor scattered contact marks

including a tiny dig on Liberty’s bust. This date is more challeng-

ing to find in high grades than most of this type, and good quality

pieces with light circulation are especially in demand with date

coOectors. This lovely specimen will fill an empty place in one

collection quite nicely.

2107 1811 C-2, B-2. Rarity-3. VG-7. Sharpness of VG-10, many old

scratches on both sides. Attractive medium brown. Nearly smooth

with only shallow roughness, the noted scratches mostly blend in

and do not seriously interrupt the eye appeal. A key date in the

series in affordable condition.
2108

1828 C-2, B-3. Rarity-2. 12 Stars. MS-63 BN (NGC). Manley

2.0, with die line from star 7 still visible, a scarcer die state. Light

brown with golden and olive highlights and excellent cartwheel

lustre, the reverse a bit more darkly toned than elsewhere. An at-

tractive specimen ofthis famous variety, good surface quality, scat-

tered tiny nicks including a couple on Liberty’s cheek. While rela-

tively common in lower grades, pleasing and original .specimens of

this variety in Mint State can be challenging to come by.

NGC Census: 7; 4 finer (MS-65 BN finest).

2109

1828 C-2, B-2. Rarity-1. 12 Stars. MS-63 BN (PCGS). Bold

lustrous cartwheel present on smooth brown .surfaces, with dark

chocolate brown yielding to a crescent of golden tan at the right

obverse periphery while the reverse exhibits lovely frosty tan and

some traces offaded color. A very appealing example of the popu-

lar 12 Stars variety, nicely detailed and showing no defects. Ideal

for a high-grade type set or collection of major varieties.

From Superior Galleries’ sale ofFebruary 1999, Lot 6.
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“One Sided Proof’ 1828 C-3
Early Die State, Prooflike Obverse

1110 1828 C-3, B-2. Rarity-8- as a one-sided Proof, according to

Breen. MS-60 PL obverse, MS-60 or better reverse. Manley

1.0. From our sale of September 2003, where we described this

piece as follows:

“An interesting and important coin, unlike other specimens of

this variety we have seen and dissimilar from the typical Mint State

examples of this variety. The obverse is fully prooflike, with mod-

erate reflectivity in all fields and a cri.sp strike which shows fine

texturing on the central obverse device. The medium brown ob-

verse exhibits pleasing ohve and gold undertones and significant

flash. The reverse is frosty and lustrous, with no sign ofreflectivity,

and boldly appealing golden olive surfaces. The edges are neatly

beveled, with complete dentils broad and ideally centered at the

rims. A tiny speck of corrosion is present in the dentils above the

crown of Liberty’s head, thin scratch from Liberty’s forecurl to-

ward rim, only minor handling marks including a faint hairline

from star 3 into field.

“The clash marks described by Manley for the earliest die state

are present, though faint, and the spine over H is long and thin.

Breen notes one example ofa one-sided Proofknown to him, seen

circa 1955, and two others reported—this piece, long held pri-

vately, may be one of those pieces. While Breen reports a perfect

unclashed example, none were seen by Manley prior to the publi-

cation of his pioneering die state study. Indeed, Manley suggests

that most ‘Breen State I’ specimens are actually later state examples

from reground dies showing a much shorter spine on the reverse

—

even the Breen plate coin for ‘State I’ appears to fit this descrip-

tion, a fact that casts doubt on the existence of a specimen from

unclashed dies. The present coin, at absolute worst, is a superb

specimen ofthe earliest recorded states ofthese dies. Alternatively,

the coin may also be an extremely rare one-sided Proofof the sort

Breen reported—a rarity lacking from every important half cent

collection offered publicly over the last halfcentury. With its finely

mirrored obverse, this piece is one of the most attractive and in-

teresting specimens of the date and variety available to advanced

collectors of the series.”

Ex Ken Bressett Collection; our sale of September 2003, Lot 123.

The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

Exemplary Mint State 1828 Half Cent
13 Stars

2111 1828 C-3, B-2. Rarity-1. 13 Stars. MS-65 RB (NGC). Manley

4.0. Glorious cartwheel lustre on bright surfaces that retain nearly

half of the mint color on the obverse, faded elsewhere to pleasing

medium brown. The reverse is a trifle more faded, rich with lovely

violet-brown tones with much mint red persisting there as well. A
very attractive specimen, showing only a few little flyspecks aside

from a bit ofverdigris outside F ofHALF and T ofCENT. Nicely

struck and free of significant contact marks, the present example

would be an ideal choice for a well-formed cabinet.

Lively Gem 1831 First Restrike HalfCent
Reverse of 1836

2112 1831 B-2. Rarity-6-. First Restrike, Reverse of 1836. Proof-

66 RB (NGC) Bright orange-red mint color overwhelms the

highly reflective obverse, while the reverse has mellowed to deep

violet with bright highlights ofmint color adhering to the periph-

eral legends and central design elements. A beautiful specimen of

this great rarity, likely within the Condition Census ofthe variety.

Nicely struck from the bold and unbroken state ofthe dies, equiva-

lent to Breen’s State I; later states after the reverse broke typically

show some signs ofweakness. A few tiny specks are noted, includ-

ing a spot right of the inside point of star 4 which serves as an

identifier, and some very minor hairlines may be detected under

magnified scrutiny. The details are fully realized, and the fields

show pleasing reflectivity, especially on the obverse. A few

lintmarks are present, including one southwest of star 13, left of

the top of F in HALF, and above N m CENT. A very minor dis-

coloration inside the dentils below star 13 may be the “stain south-

west of the thirteenth star” that Breen notes as a defining charac-
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: .\t the I'tJ? K-ii bvck speciiiK-n, which, like this example,

\s ^trlkk trmn the early state ot'the dies.

.\tttoiij; slate collectors, 1831 is one ot the great challenges of
the entire half cent series, far rarer than 1793 and rivaling 1796 as

a slate, .^inong original strikes, no Mint State specimens are known,
so most collectors chsxsse a Proof example to represent the issue.

Prsiot specimens can be divided into very rare originals, rare first

restrikes as here, and very rare second restrikes, such as that sold in

our January Classics Sale (at $34,500). Though the first restrikes

are perhaps the most frequently available ofthe various varieties of
1831 halt cents, they still appear at auction at a rate of less than one
per year, and very few indeed could surpass this example in overall

quality. It outshines the lovely Lee example (Superior, May 2003,
Lot 303) and compares favorably to the very finest known examples.

Indeed, NGC has certified only one example in the RD designa-

tion, and that service has awarded a higher grade to only one ex-

ample in any designation. We foresee this example finding a place

of honor in a very fine cabinet of half cents.

NGC Census: I; 1 finer (MS-67 RB).

Per/wpj the piece from B. Max Mehl’s sale of the James Ten Eyck

Collection, May 1922, Lot 1015.

Exceptional Full Red 1835 Proof Half Cent
The Pittman Coin

Charming Proof 1833 HalfCent

2113 1833 C-1, B-1. Rarity-5 as a Proof. Proof-64 BN (PCGS)
Highly reflective fields on both sides are toned even chocolate

brown with highlights of gold and pale blue. Extremely sharply

struck with high rims and evidence ofdoubling in the dentils. Very

nice surface quality, only the most minor contact marks, scattered

planchet Hakes, and tiny specks noted under magnified scrutiny,

though a spot over the upper ribbon at the back of Liberty’s head

is noted for future identification. Breen’s State 111 (“found only

on Proofs"), with a delicate crack connecting stars 2 through 7

and a single bold die clash. This clash is most clear at central re-

verse, just inside the wreath. A popular Proof issue in an exceUent

state of preservation.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer within designation. Three finer examples

have been graded in the RB and RU designations combined.

2114 1833C-1. B-1. Rarity-1. MS-63 BN (NGC). Frosty light brown

with splendid lustre and traces offaded mint color. Some tiny con-

tact marks are seen under magnification. A most eye appealing

specimen of the date or type.

2115

1835 C-2, B-2. Rarity-5 as a Proof. Proof-64 RD (PCGS). A
simply stellar specimen ofthis Proofissue, one of the very finest in

existence. The surfaces show full, resplendent, and essentially

unfaded mint color, rich orange-red, with deeply reflective fields

on both sides. Some traces of an old fingerprint and some light

specks are present, more significant on the obverse than on the

immaculate reverse, but such is to be expected on a full red Proof

copper of this vintage. Very boldly struck, with full detail present

and traces of doubling among the dentils. A beautiful half cent,

giving the modern viewer an idea ofwhat Proof half cents looked

like at the time of striking, a rare find among the preponderance

ot red-brown and brown Proofhalfcents in collections today. Some
light hairlines are present under magnification, but the surfaces

show no significant Haws. We note a curved horizontal lintiiiark

at the base of the lowest curl on Liberty’s neck and a tiny spot

outside star 3 for future identification. With only eight specimens

certified by PCGS, the low assigned rating of Rarity-5 for this

issue seems questionable; it certainly appears at auction less fre-

quently than 1833 or other Proofissues in this rarity range. A prize

from the Pittman Collection, bound to be a point of pride for its

next owner as well.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer within designation. A single Proof-65 RB
specimen has been graded by PCGS.

From Lester Merkin’s sale of September 1967, Lot 33; David Akers

Numismatics’ sale ofthejohnJay Pittman Collection, October 1997, Lot

144; Bowers and Merena's sale ofAugust 1999, Lot 10;Joseph Medio.
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Gorgeous 1836 Half Cent Rarity

Proof-Only Issue

Exceptional 1840 Proof Half Cent
Second Restrike

From the Childs Collection

2116 1836 B-la. First Restrike. Rarity-6. Proof-64 BN (NGC)
Rich chocolate brown surfaces retain delightful highlights ofvio-

let and mint color at left side of obverse, with variegated blue,

olive, and golden undertones throughout. Fully reflective and

boldly rendered, a beautiful specimen of this popular date. A spot

above star 1 appears to be all that keeps this piece from a full gem

designation, as the surface quality is superb; another tiny spot is

present outside star 3 and scattered light flecks are present on the

obverse. Magnified scrutiny reveals raised die polish lines on

Liberty’s cheek, consistent with the attribution as a First Restrike,

though the obverse bulge is very slight indeed. A truly splendid

example in aU respects. The 1836 is one of the real “stoppers”

among the half cent series, and we imagine the present specimen

would be a suitable addition to any savvy collector’s holdings.

NGC Census: 5; 1 finer within designation (Proof-66BN). A single “Origi-

nal” has been certified as Proof-66 RB. This piece has been certified and listed

in the Census as an 1836 “Original,” not surprising since the distinctions laid

out by Breen to dilferentiate “Originals” from First Restrikes are vague enough

that distinguishing the two by his standards borders on impossible. No better

standards have yet been applied to this issue. It is interesting to note that the

new guide Penny Prices lists prices for First Restrikes and Second Restrikes of

this date, but has no listing for “originals” whatsoever.

2117 1840 B-3. Rarity-6. Second Restrike. Proof-63. 77.8 grains.

A simply marvelous Proof half cent, essentially gem quality, con-

servatively graded here in deference to the “EAC” style tradition

of rendering the Proof-65 grade only to coins that retain nearly

full mint color. In every other way, and undoubtedly in the mar-

ketplace, this coin is aU that would be expected of a gem, with

deeply mirrored fields on both sides showing careful stewardship

since mintage and no man-made problems. The obverse blends

shades ofmint red with sedate blue, while the reverse shows olive

green, gold, and violet tones naturally faded from mint color. A
few intersecting toning lines under Liberty’s chin were likely im-

parted by folds in the now-lost piece of tissue that protected this

jewel so admirably for so many years. This coin has been kept raw

since the 1999 Childs sale, as it was sold at that time, and does

show a bit of surface haze that would be easily removed by a cop-

per expert. Some collectors see a red flag when an important rar-

ity is sold raw, but the quality of this piece should allay any fears

potential bidders may have—indeed, examining such a piece with-

out a certification holder is an unusual treat. A high wire rim may

be seen on the obverse from 1 1:00 to below 3:00, and the parallel

planchet preparation lines may be seen with a glass. The high points

show some minor flatness of strike, a none-too-infrequent occur-

rence within the genre. Researcher Richard Coleman has noted

only 16 specimens ofthis Proof-only emission, including this lovely

piece. A true prize for those who appreciate beautiful rare coins

and their provenance, one of the stars of the Medio Collection.

From Bowers ami Meretia 's sale of the Walter H. Childs Collection,

August 1999, Lot 26. The original Childs lot ticket accompanies this lot.

(2x photo)
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Poiligrcetl Ciem 1841 Original Half Cent
Froot-Only Issue

(2x photo)

2118

1841 B-1. Original. Rarity-5. Proof-65 BN (NGC). A lovely

e.xample of this important and rare issue. Deeply reflective sur-

faces appear tan overall, but when seen with the right light reveal

impressive flashes ofmint color at the peripheries with field high-

lights ofblue, violet, and gold. The surfaces are immaculate, with

no significant contact marks or specks. Indeed, only a lintmark at

the bottom opening of the first A in AMERICA is noted as an

identifier on this jewel of a Proof half cent. The visual appeal is

lovely, with finely defined details and superb color adding to the

pleasing equation. The arc die crack from stars 3 through 6 defines

this issue. We have encountered very few specimens that match

this e.xample for both technical quality and eye appeal.

NGC Census: 5; none finer within designation. Two Proof-65 1G3 have

also been certified.

From Stack ’s sale of the Milton A . Holmes Collection, October 1 960,

Lot 13.14; Stack’s session of Auction '80, Ai{^ust 1980, Lot 1023;

NERCA’s sale ofJanuary 1981, Lot 11; Stack’s session ofAuction ’89,

July 1989, Lot 1515; Superior Galleries’ sale ofMay 1991, Lot 17; Su-

perior Galleries ’ sale
(.f
May 1994, Lot 128; Chris Victor-McCawley’s

fixed price list 47, March 1995; Bowers and Merena’s Rare Coin Re-

view 109,January 1996; Bowers and Merena’s sale ofNovember 1997,

Lot 75; Superior Galleries’ sale ofFebruary 1998, Lot 75;Joseph Medio.

Rare Second Restrike 1842 ProofHalfCent

2119

1842 B-3. Rarity-6. Second Restrike. Proof-63. 86.2 grains.

Boldly refiective surfaces retain a high degree ofmint color, faded

salmon on the obverse with pleasing pale orange and deep violet

tones on the reverse. A very attractive specimen with only some

minor specks and toning in the fields. The surfaces show some

microscopic and inoffensive contact points, with a very shallow

surface scratch noted from throat to curl. A curved Imtmark above

star 1 and a tiny pinpoint spot under Liberty’s eye identify this

well-pedigreed specimen, listed as number 4 of the four (iroup I

pieces described by Richard Coleman in his monograph on Sec-

ond Restrike halfcents (there noted as 85.0 grains). A rare Proof-

only date, well struck and nicely preserved, worthy ofstrong con-

sideration.

From Thomas Elder’s sale ofJuly 1920, Lot 787; Stack’s sale of the

William H. Fenn III Collection, October 1976, Lot 31; Heritage’s sale of

the Dr. ErnestJ. Montgomery Collection, August 1997, Lot 8116; Chris

V'ictor-.McCawley’s lists 56-58 (1998); Superior Galleries’ sale ofMay
1999, Lot 1439.

Very Rare Proof-Only 1843 HalfCent
First Restrike

2120

1843 B-2. First Restrike. Rarity-6. Proof-65 RB (NGC).

Abundant original mint color remains, in a lovely shade oforange-

red, with pale violet overtones and traces ofgold. Highly attractive

and nicely reflective, a superb quality e.xample of this very elusive

issue. A few planchet chips are present inside star 1 1 in addition to

one below Liberty’s jawline, some scattered flecks are noted un-

der magnification but do not negatively impact the eye appeal, a

single fleck above the curl at the back of Liberty’s neck is visible

on the coin and matches with the 1976 ANA plate. Extensive re-

search by Richard Coleman has unearthed 16 different specimens

of the 1843 First Restrike, placing this firmly within the Rarity-6

category (13-30 known). The present example boasts strong origi-

nality and would be an excellent representative of the date in any

advanced half cent cabinet.

NGC Census: 5; none finer within any designation. NGC has certified

only six specimens in total.

Erom Paramount’s Century Sale (Hazel Hinman Collection), .ipril

1965, Lot 111; Stack’s 1976 ANA Sale, August 1976, Lof 191; Bow-

ers and Merena’s sale ofAugust 1999, Lot 12; Joseph .Medio.
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The Byron Reed 1844 Half Cent Very Rare 1845 Proof Half Cent
Second Restrike First Restrike

(2x photo)

121 1844 B-3. Second Restrike. Rarity-6. Proof-65 RB (NGC).
A beautiful example ot this rare issue, one ofjust 19 specimens

recorded in research by Richard Coleman. The highly reflective

surfaces exhibit a lively shade of gold tinted olive green. Boldly

struck with some trace ofwire rim in areas, excellent surface qual-

ity, some light scattered planchet flakes noted, most particularly

on the top halfofthe reverse, and some very microscopic flyspecks

seen here and there. Nearly full strike, boldly defined throughout.

An unusual line of planchet fissures, probably an artifact of the

rolling process, runs diagonaUy below and inside star 3, but careful

examination is required to notice it. An exceptional specimen of

this rarity, one of only three certified by NGC, and boasting a

very desirable provenance.

NGC Census: 1; 1 finer (Proof-66 RB).

From Spink Amcrka/Christic’s sale of the Byron Reed Collection,

October 1996, Lot 8; Superior Galleries’ sale ofSeptember 1997, Lot 23;

Teletrade Auction 1005, December 1997; Legend Numismatics; Superior

Galleries’ sale ofSeptember 1999, Lot 370;Joseph Medio.

2122 1845 B-2. First Restrike. Rarity-7. Proof-64 RB (PCGS). An
impressive specimen of this extremely rare issue, called Rarity-7

though research Richard Coleman could locate only four specimens

in his extensive researcher into this series. Deeply mirrored surfaces

are dominated by bright red mint color, faded to deep violet in the

fields ofthe reverse but nearly unfaded on the obverse. Some minor

spots are visible, including one southwest of star 7. A mark hidden

against the dentils outside stars 3 and 4 identifies this specimen but

is barely seen except with magnification. The strike is full and the

visual appeal is superb. A great rarity in the series, with only the

Farouk-Norweb, Cass-Brobston-Dupont and Dupont-TAD-
Naftzger coins identified by Coleman aside from the one presently

offered. A true prize for a halfcent specialist.

PCGS Population: 3; 2 finer (Proof-66 BJS finest). PCGS does not distin-

guish between First and Second Restrikes on the Population Report.

C. David Pierce Collection; Hollinbeck Stamp and Coin Co. fixed

price lists, 1945; Stack’s sale ofMarch 1949; Leon Bookman Collection

to Abner Kreisberg; William Doyle Galleries’ sale of the Loye Lauder

Collection, December 1983, Dit 303; Bowers and Merena’s sale ofJanu-

ary 1989, Lot 75; Superior Galleries’ sale of theJ.R. Frankenficld Col-

lection, February 2001, Lot 163; Richard T. ColemanJr.;Joseph Medio.
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I he Jackson-Eliasbcrg 1846 Second Restrike

Halt Cent

(2x photo)

2123 1846 B-3. Second Restrike. Rarity-6. Proof-64 RB (PCGS).

Lively blue-green, gold, and rich violet toning surrounds areas of

rich mint color. Deeply reflective and wholly attractive, a beauti-

fully preserved specimen of this rarity. Some flatness of strike is

noted on the highest points of the designs, a common occurrence

on Second Restrike half cent Proofs. A few spots may be seen,

including one outside star 2 on the rim, and a curved lintmark is

present above star 3. Richard Coleman has cited only 18 known

specimens of this issue m his research work on Second Restrikes.

This example’s visual appeal and provenance set it apart, and makes

it a potential highlight in a collection ofProof-only half cents or a

broader collection by date.

PCGS Population: 5; none finer within designation.

From United States Coin Co. 's sale ofthe Malcom N. Jackson Collec-

tion, May 1913, Lot 1434; Thomas Elder to John Clapp to Louis E.

Eliasberji, Sr.; Bou'ers and Merena’s sale of the Louis E. Eliasherg, Sr.

Collection, May 1996, Lot 465; Superior Galleries’ sale of September

1997, Lot 24; Bowers and Merena’s sale of September 1998, Lot 102;

Joseph .Medio.

Choice 1847 Second Restrike Half'Cent

Ex Garrett, Naftzger Collections

2124 1847 B-3. Second Restrike. Rarity-5. Proof-64 RB (PCGS).

A steUar quality e.xample of this Proof-only issue. Rich orange-

rose mint color shows golden green and deep violet highlights,

with no “brown” in sight. Both obverse and reverse are highly

reflective and very boldly struck. Some very tiny scattered tly-

specks are present, but the fields are otherwise immaculate. A
planchet depression inside star 1 1 and a tiny flaw on the rim out-

side star 9 identify this piece and connect it with a majestic pedi-

gree to one of the finest collections ever formed. One of the less

elusive of the rare Proof half cents of the 1840s, Richard Coleman

lists 30 different specimens m his census. Of course, few of those

would stand out like this one in terms of overall quality and prov-

enance; indeed, this piece was once certified as a gem (Proof-65

RB) by NGC. Any collector whose cabinet includes this piece is a

lucky one!

PCGS Population: 5; 3 finer (Proof-66 RB finest).

EromEd. Frossard’s sale ofApril 1880, Lot 436a; Bowers and Ruddy’s

sale ofthe Garrett Collection, November 1979, Lot 40; Stanley Kesselman

toR.E. "Ted” Naftzger,Jr.; Heritage’s 1996ANA Sale, August 1996,

Lot 6496; Superior Galleries’ sale of February 1998, Lot 756.
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Lovely 1848 First Restrike Half Cent
Proof-Only Issue

Rare Proof 1849 First Restrike

Ex. Farouk, Robison Collections

(2x photo)

2125 1848 B-2. First Restrike. Rarity-5. Proof-60+. 83.5 grains. A
very well struck specimen for this sometimes ill-struck issue, show-

ing boldly defined details and nicely mirrored fields on both ob-

verse and reverse. Some mint color remains, adhering to devices

and peripheries on both sides, with pleasing bright blue highlights

on otherwise medium brown surfaces. No significant spots are

noted, though magnified scrutiny reveals a short dig under star 8

and a few very minor signs ofhandling. The eye appeal is very nice

for the grade, making this a thoroughly desirable example of this

elusive Proof-only date.

The distinction between an original and a First Restrike, missed during this

piece’s last auction appearance, is most easily seen in the size and shape of the

berries on the reverse. The original shows large round berries, while the First

Restrike (as here) shows skinny “small” berries. The Breen halfcent book shows

both for easy comparison.

From Heritage’s 1999 ANA Sale, August 1999, Lot 5097 (as an

original).

2126 1849 B-2. First Restrike. Rarity-6. Net Proof-60 (ANACS).
“Cleaned.” Even golden tan with famt iridescent highlights. Good
eye appeal, though the mirrors are only lightly reflective, the coin

having been cleaned sometime before its 1965 auction appearance

and very likely during its time in the Farouk Collection. It has

nicely retoned since and presents a good appearance. A few dentils

below star 13 are flatly struck, short vertical nick present above

Liberty’s jawline, a few minor specks noted. A piece that should

be examined, as its net grade does not suggest how much eye ap-

peal still remains.

From Sotheby’s sale of the Palace Collection ofEgypt (King Farouk),

February 1954, Lot 1700; Paramount’s Century Sale (A. Buol Hinman),

April 1965, Lot 123; Stack’s sale of the Robison Collection, February

1982, Lot 384; Superior Galleries’ sale of September 1988, Lot 1775;

Superior Galleries’ sale ofthe Thomas Chalkley Collection,January 1990,

Lot 119.

Rare 1849 First Restrike Proof

Ex. Lauder-Lee-Frankenfleld

K*-t

(2x plioto)

2127 1849 B-2. First Restrike. Rarity- 6. Proof-60+. 83.3

grains. Highly reflective deep olive-brown surfaces show

subtle golden highlights. Excellent eye appeal and choice

surfaces for the grade, formerly housed in a Proof-63 PCGS
holder and assigned that grade raw in the 2001 Frankenfield

sale. A trace of a wire rim is present at the base of the re-

verse. Two distinctive hnt marks serve to identify this speci-

men: a curlicue beneath 8 of the date and another horizon-

tal hnt mark under E ofCENT. A spot is noted inside star

3, and a very shallow scrape is visible under magnified scru-

tiny from Liberty’s cheek to her curl. A very nice example

of this rare issue, enumerated as number 16 (of 28 cited,

including possible duplication) in Richard Coleman’s 2004

study in EAC’s Penny-Wise.

From William Doyle Galleries’ sale of the Loye L. Lauder

Collection, December 1983, Lot 311; Dr. Wallace Lee; Superior

Galleries’ sale of theJ.R. Frankenfield Collection, February 2001,

Lot 167. The original Frankenfield lot ticket accompanies this lot.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ITARITIES
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First Restrike Proof 1852 Half Cent

(2x photo)

2132

1852 B-2. First Restrike. Rarity-5. Proof-60. 82.2 grains.

Highly reflective surfaces show bright golden toning, with pale

blue undertones in the obverse field and deeper violet-amber high-

lights around the reverse devices and legends. Some light mottled

toning present within the top obverse periphery, some faint hair-

lines, good overall visual appeal. A well-struck and desirable speci-

men of this rare Proof-only date, the only date of the 1850s with

no examples struck for circulation.2133

1853 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-65 BN (NGC). Thoroughly lus-

trous even chocolate brown. Full of visual appeal, an attractive

specimen despite some minor reverse flecks and a touch of surface

dirt noted under magnification. A bold example of the type.

2134

1853 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-65 BN (NGC). Medium brown

with abundant cartwheel lustre. Some faded mint color remains at

central reverse and inside the date numerals. A very attractive speci-

men, exhibiting excellent surface quality and very few contact

marks. A half cent worthy of a fine type or date set.

IS2

2128 .\ dealer'^ grv>uping ofCoronet Head halfcents: A nice qual-

it\ grouping, average grade FF-4U with some in the high AU range.

A less \hov\ light evidence of cleaning, but generally the pieces are

nice tor the grade w 1849 (2) 1850 (4) 1853 (2) 1854 (3)

1855 it 1856 (2) 1857. (Total: 15 pieces)

2129 1850 C-1, B-1. Rarity-7- as a Proof. Proof-60 BN (ANACS).
Chocolate brown surfaces show golden and deep violet toning on

reflective surfaces. Some scattered flecks and contact marks, ex-

tensive planchet depressions inside the dentils ofboth sides is un-

usual for Proofs ofthis period. Breen reported about a dozen Proofs

known of this date; we are not certain that this is one of them.

2130 1851 C-1, B-1. Ranty-l. MS-64 BN (NGC). Light brown and

golden tan with traces ofmint color adhering to peripheries. Frosty,

though the lustre is made somewhat subtle by the presence ofsome

minor surface dirt. Some minor scattered contact points and light

flecks, but still a desirable example.

Gem Proof-Only 1852 HalfCent
First Restrike

(2x photo)

2131 1852 B-2. First restrike. Rarity-5. Proof-65 RB (NGC).

Deeply reflective surfaces show a pleasing mottling of color: rich

mint red-orange, golden and sea-green highlights, peeks of rose

and blue. A flashy and attractive specimen, showing a minimum

of tlyspecks though we note specks on an inside point of star 10

and after the final A in AMERICA. Only magnified scrutiny picks

up any hairlines or minor contact points. Especially well struck. A
worthy specimen of this rare Proof-only date for a fine cabinet, or

an ideal inclusion for a Proof-only type set.

NGC Census: 1 ; 2 finer in designation. No RD specimens have been certi-

fied by NGC.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUKRITIES
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Choice Proof 1854 Half Cent

(2x photo)

2135

1854 B-2. Rarity-6 as a Proof. Proof-64 RB (NGC). Bright

rose-orange mint color shines through in most areas, faded to at-

tractive pale gold in areas with shades ofdeep blue. Deeply reflec-

tive, a lovely Proof striking with the rust lump on I ofUNITED
bold. There are some scattered tiny flyspecks, more on obverse

than reverse, and some light minor hairlines noted. This piece does

not appear on the NGC Census for some reason; they have certi-

fied only four specimens as Proof, all ofwhich are Proof-63 BN.

This example stands out among Proof specimens of this date and

would be an ideal addition to any advanced half cent collection.

Elusive Proof 1855 HalfCent

2138 1855 C-1, B-l. Rarity-1. MS-63 BN (PCCiS). Medium brown

with traces offaded mint color and splashes oftoning. Better struck

than often seen, some scattered marks.

Proof 1856 Half Cent

(2x photo)

2139 1856 B-3. Restrike. Rarity-5. Proof-65 BN (NGC). Choco-

late brown with reflective fields showing deep violet toning with

traces ofohve green. Nicely struck and free ofany significant marks,

but perhaps cleaned long ago to achieve this unusual color. Still

quite attractive, a bold example of this rare Proof issue, one of

only 36 specimens noted in Richard Coleman’s census.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

From Superior Galleries’ sale of September 1997, Lot 26.

2136

1855 C-1, B-l. Rarity-6 as a Proof. Proof-63 RB (PCGS).

Reflective surfaces exhibit a mix ofbright orange and golden green

toning. Nicely struck, mark noted above star 1, lintmark under

star 9, probably cleaned long ago. A desirable example of this rare

Proof issue.

PCGS Population: 3; 2 finer within designation (Proof-64 ItJ3).

From Bowers and Merena’s sale ofMarch 1998, Lot 10.

2137

1855 C-1, B-l. Rarity-1. MS-65 RB (NGC). Lustrous golden

tan with much remaining mint color adhering to design elements.

Smooth and attractive, with nearly immaculate fields. A linear struck-

through, like a lintmark, is noted left of star 11 near the back of

Liberty’s hair. A very desirable example for a date or type set.

Charming Proof 1857 HalfCent

2140 1857 B-2. Restrike. Rarity-5. Proof-63 BN (PCGS). Lovely

deep mahogany brown on the obverse, golden tan with olive over-

tones on the reverse. Nicely reflective and full ofeye appeal. Some

raised surface deposits are noted at the base of the obverse, in front

ofand across the bust and around the date, probably accounting for

the grade as assigned. Pew marks are present aside from some minor

hairlines. A pleasing example of this final Proof halfcent issue.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC PARITIES
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I AKCiECENTS
Strictly by the numbers, our selection of large cents includes five

C hams, two 1794 Head ot 1793s, three 1799s, two 1804s, and six

IhrcKsts! As the mortar between those bricks, pieces like a pleasing

1793 Liberty Cap, S-13, and an extremely sharp 1796 Liberty Cap,

S-81, stand out. A Condition Census S-114 could be mentioned,

and specimens ot both the 1804 and 1823 Restrikes always see active

bidding. The 1839/6 overdate is not often seen in VF-20, as offered

here, and late date specialists will be interested in a new specimen of

the 1846 N-19 with a substantial rim cud. Many of the pieces have

interesting pedigrees, including some most recently in theJoe Medio

Collection. As a final punctuation, two Proof 1857 Small Date cents

end this offering.

Attractive 1793 Chain Cent

Sheldon-2

(2x photo)

2141 1793 Sheldon-2. Rarity-4+. Chain AMERICA. VG-10+.

Sharpness ofVF-2() or so, rim bruises. Attractive tan, a nearly un-

heard ofshade for Chain cents, with obverse surfaces showing fine

scattered granularity and the reverse showing a more even kind of

microscopic granularity. Several light rim bruises are seen on both

sides, most notably across the top ofthe obverse, though the most

severe one is above the final A in AMERICA. None of these af-

fect the legends. A natural planchet striation is noted across Liberty’s

eye. Sheldon-2 is the scarcest of the collectible Chain cents, and

many of the best known collections have included only a low grade

example. This shows good color and sharpness, with a full date

and the usual bolder reverse, and would be a nice selection for

anything from a r)'pe set down to a specialist’s collection of early

date varieties.

Glossy 1793 Chain Cent

2142

1793 S-3. Rarity-3-. Chain, AMERICA. F-15. A highly ap-

pealing specimen of this American classic. Smooth dark chocolate

brown with significant gloss, the reverse a shade darker and nearly

black. A remarkably problem free specimen for the grade, with a

pit seen after Y in LIBERTY, another more subtle pit inside the
||

rim below 3:00 possibly smoothed eons ago, and some traces of
|

very light surface roughness on the reverse. Some scattered con- i

tact marks are visible, as expected for this level of circulation, but

none substantially impact the excellent visual appeal. Breen’s state
j

III, with clear clash marks around Liberty’s visage. Chain cents in
j

this grade are ever-constant desiderata ofAmerican numismatists. .

A used but not abused specimen of the first cent issue of the U.S.
|

Mint. With so many collectors seeking a specimen much like this !

one, strong bidding is to be expected. '

,

From Bowers and Merena 's sale ofNovember 2001, Lot 2581. I

Another Desirable 1793 Chain Cent
2143

1793 S-3. Rarity-3-. Chain, AMERICA. G-6. Sharpness of

F-12, but the hair has been strengthened by tooling. Deep choco-

late brown with some dark tan highlights and significant gloss. A

sharp and attractive specimen, well detailed on both sides, but an

ambitious collector of a forgotten decade improved upon the al-

ready existing detail by delicately engraving hairlike lines in the

worn high point ofthe central obverse. The reverse periphery from

12:00 to 3:00 shows some similar improvements, with an area of

roughness showing signs of mechanical smoothing. The surfaces

are not perfectly smooth, but they are forgivable. Some scattered
j

contact marks, including a nick at the rim over the last A of

AMERICA. A charming cent with its improvements and imper-

fections, a reminder that each collector should leave their coins as

nice as they found them—and no nicer! Worthy of viewing and

consideration.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC I-kARITIES
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Very Sharp 1793 Chain Cent

With Periods

Circulated 1793 Chain Cent

With Periods

(2x photo)

2144

1793 S-4. Rarity-3+. Chain AMERICA, With Periods. AU-

50 (NGC). Mottled steel brown with some areas of mahogany

highlights, most notable on the reverse. Glossy despite very fine

granularity on both sides, nearly smooth in appearance, with some

subtle lustre persisting in the legends of the reverse. The sharpness

is excellent, with bold detail in Liberty’s hair and profile, strong

upset rim, and aU legends crisp. A few light hairlines arc noted

above Liberty’s head, tiny rim bruise should not offend most at

3:30 on obverse, patches ofshallow roughness below chain and at

STA on reverse. An attractive specimen of this scarce major vari-

ety, a lightly circulated coin with vastly more detail than most

known Sheldon-4 cents. This coin would handsomely represent

the type in a set of major American coin designs or stand proudly

among a group of other Sheldon varieties.

2145

1793 S-4. Rarity-3. Chain AMERICA, With Periods. F-12

(ANACS). Medium brown with some darker mottling. Some scat-

tered faint granularity is present, not an uncommon condition on

a Chain cent ofcourse, and the top halfof the coin is stronger than

the bottom halfas often seen. A few tiny rim nicks are noted, most

serious over D ofUNITED, but none are disfiguring The overall

eye appeal is quite pleasant for a Chain cent that withstood a lengthy

stay in circulation, and all details are present and accounted for

despite the strike-related weakness at the base of the date. The

With Periods variety is scarcer than the most often seen “Leaning

R” or Sheldon-3 variety, and is viewed as a separate major variety

within the Chain cent type. Many are the collectors who hope

that some day their cabinets may include a 1793 Chain cent, though

only one will achieve his or her goal with the purchase of this lot.

Sharp 1793 Wreath Cent

2146

1793 S-9. Rarity-2. Wreath. Vine and Bars edge. G-6. Sharp-

ness ofVF-35, holed and plugged. Black and ruddy brown, recol-

ored and glossy but somewhat attractive. The surfaces are quite

smooth and the detail is excellent. A neat circular hole has been

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUVRITIES
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Jiv ri'ciK pluj^gfil behind I iborcy’s head, with some smoothing

siMble m that tield, while the details at T of UNITHI) and the

siirroimdmg area have been lightly retooled. Not a problem-free

voin, but a sharp and relatively pleasing example of this classic is-

sue tor those minding their numismatic budgets carefully.

From Flmta^’s FI’S Sale.JdiitutrY Lot 5026. The ori^ituil

lot thket Jiiomfhiriies this lot.

Rare 1793 Liberty Cap Cent

2147

1793 S-13. Rarity-4-. Liberty Cap. G-5. Sharpness of F-12,

granular surfaces. Pleasing chocolate brown surfaces show mostly

even roughness with areas ofmore significant pitting at the base of

the reverse. The details on this coin are far finer than usually en-

countered for this type, with complete legends and a bold date. It is

useful to note that, of the 38 specimens ofSheldon-13 in the Stur-

geon hoard of 1793 Liberty Cap cents (the largest group ever as-

sembled), only five sold for more than this piece realized—a testa-

ment to how this ranks among other pieces offered in the contem-

porary marketplace. The surfaces show some evidence of smooth-

ing, but the color is very nice and the overall eye appeal is more than

acceptable for the issue. The specimens from the Sturgeon sale were

entirely absorbed into the marketplace at the time of the auction,

and offerings like this one tend to see active competition.

From Bowers and Merena ’s sale ofthe Roy Sturgeon Collection,Janu-

ary 2002, Lot 35.2148

1794 S-17a. Rarity-5-. Head of 1793. F-12 +. Sharpness ofVF-

25 or finer, even planchet roughness. Mottled deep chocolate

brown and tan on the obverse, more even dark brown on the re-

verse. E.xceptionally sharp for this very rare variety and Head of

1793 type, strong in peripheral legends and central devices, the

facial features ofJoseph Wright’s beautiful Liberty are clear. The

planchet, though evenly rough in a way that leaves the detail in-

tact, IS notably free of laminations or planchet voids—the words

"serious planchet problems” occur so often in the census of this

variety that one might assume that Mr. S.R Problems was an im-

portant early collector of the series! The present example is glossy

and very attractive, a sharp contrast to descriptions of the variety

like those penned by Walter Breen (“found on the same kind of

streaky blanks as the last 1793 Caps ... planchets arc often out of

round and usually have lamination defects”) or more colorfully by

Jack Robinson (“the planchet appears to have been a mud-ball

rather than copper stock considering the stnations, fissures, and

laminations”). This coin, though granular, is far from a mudball,

and is free ol other fiaws aside from some light old scratches, most

notable at the bottom of Liberty’s neck. The Condition Ciensus

includes a single impressive AU (impounded in the ANS), a single

EF, and three VFs—nearly all the better ones are locked away in

private cabinets of long duration. This piece is certainly among

the ten best known of this rare and important variety and appears

to challenge the six-coin Condition Census; it is without ques-

tion finer than most of the F-12 coins in the census. From our

study of those known, we would rank this coin as fifth finest of

the variety. Its acquisition would be a source of pride for any col-

lector of this popular year.

Extensively Pedigreed 1794 S-18b

Zabriskie-Miller-Newcomb-Sheldon-Downing

(2x photo)

2149

1794 S-18b. Rarity-4. Head of 1793. EF-40. Sharpness ofAU-

50, but lightly cleaned before 1909. A very important cent and

one of the highlights of the present offering of early copper. Sil-

very steel brown surfaces appear dark brown with mahogany high-

lights in indirect light, but yield attractive pale blue nuances under

further examination. The surfaces are smooth and very appealing,

this in part due to a light polishing before the first known offering

of this cent in 1909 that has left the fields somewhat reflective.

The details are superb, boldly portraying this distinctive head r\-pe

that was one ofjoseph Wright’s only creations in the Mint’s em-

ploy before he succumbed to yellow fever. Few fl.iws may be noted

AMERICIAN NUMISMATIC I-LARITIES
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even by the most exacting collector—a thin scratch from chin to

dentils, a minor planchet flaw under 9 of the date, a few tiny con-

tact points. The rims are perfect, and the edge lettering reveals

one ot the most exciting a.spccts about this coin—the yellow ink

within the letters H and D of HUNDRED, the mark of famed

cent collector Homer K. Downing. Indeed, when your cataloguer

first poured this coin out of an unmarked envelope, the very first

thing to catch my eye was the yellow edge ink, a symbol that meant

three things: this cent was dated 1794, it was owned by Homer
Downing, and it was a very special coin. Indeed, this piece is ranked

among the top dozen known in the most recent census of 1794

cents, and its provenance is nearly unrivaled. Collectors of 1794

cents by variety are a special sort ofnumismatist, reveling in prov-

enance perhaps more than anyone else. The authors of three still-

standard references owned this coin: Henry Miller (Connecticut

coppers), Howard Newcomb (post-1815 large cents), and Will-

iam Sheldon (pre-1815 large cents). It was plated in one of Henry

Chapman’s finest sales, that of the collection of Captain Andrew

Zabriskie, where Chapman described it as “Hays No. 3. Extremely

fine. Even impression. Has been cleaned years since—now a pale

pink color.” Today this magnificent cent looks better than ever, a

sharp example of one of the most beautiful designs ever rendered

in copper. We are pleased to be able to handle it, and we have no

doubt its next owner will immensely enjoy appending his or her

name to this marvelous pedigree chain.

From Henry Chapman’s sale oj the Andrew C. Zabriskie Collection,

June 1909, Lot 734; Thomas L. Elder’s sale of the Henry C. Miller

Collection, April 1917, Lot 655; J.C. Morganthau & Co. ’s sale of the

Howard R. Newcomb Collection, February 1945, Lot 19; Dr. William

H. Sheldon to Homer K. Downing; New Netherlands Coin Company’s

1952 ANA Sale, August 1952, Lot 1636; Harold Bareford to Herman

Halpern in September 1985; Stack’s sale ofMarch 1987 (Halpern dupli-

cates), Lot 107.

ous consideration. The obverse shows two minor rim bruises over

L and Y of LIBERTY, while on the reverse a more serious bruise

is present over ED ofUNITED and a few small ones are seen else-

where. The lelt reverse periphery shows some shallow roughness.

Not a perfect coin, but still very appealing overall and quite ac-

ceptable compared to other 1794 cents in this price range. An ex-

cellent choice for a beginning type collector.

Very Sharp 1794 Sheldon-23

2152 1794 S-23. Rarity-4+. AU Details (NCS). “Damaged.” One of

the sharpest known specimens of this very scarce variety. Highly

glossy light brown with smooth and attractive surfaces. As the NCS
holder suggests, this coin has some flaws— otherwise it would be

among the top three specimens known. There are several

pinscratches across Liberty’s neck, many tiny nicks on both sides,

and several rim bruises and rim nicks ofvarying severity. The prob-

lems, when added up, still leave this coin appreciably finer than

most Sheldon-23s extant, and at a certain price they are certain

able to be overlooked in favor of the superb sharpness. Two AU
specimens lead the Condition Census (one ofwhich is in the ANS),

with the Census then slipping to Very Fine. This example would

be looked upon favorably next to a low-grade specimen, and should

be considered for inclusion in a variety collection.

2150 1794 S-22. Rarity-1. VF-20 (ANACS). Light brown with olive

highlights. An attractive specimen of this popular and well-ren-

dered variety. The surfaces are glossy despite some minor surface

roughness, only a tiny rim nick above 9:00 on the obverse is worth

noting. An ideal type coin.

2151 1794 S-22. Rarity-1. F-12. Sharpness ofVF-30, rim bruises and

reverse roughness. Attractive light brown, retoned after a long ago

cleaning but now quite attractive. Some minor hairlines are still

noticed under careful examination, but overall they are not a seri-

2153 1794 S-28. Rarity-2. F-12. Sharpness of EF-45 or perhaps a bit

finer, but evenly granular throughout. Deep olive-brown, essen-

tially black, with corroded surfaces but excellent detail. The rims

are full and unflawed, no marks are noted, and all design elements

are fully realized. Though the surfaces are not ideal, this is a desir-

able 1794 cent that shows very little evidence of circulation.

2154 1794 S-30. Rarity-1. VF-20. Sharpness ofAU-50 or thereabouts,

but showing fine granularity. Even black color retains a measure

of gloss and positive if unusual eye appeal. A strangely attractive

coin, the surfaces are microscopically granular but overall rather

inoffensive. The detail is abundant and the nearly immaculate fields

give this piece a really excellent look, all things considered. A tiny

rim nick is noted under the 4 of the date, a still smaUer one over

the first T in STATES is equally unobtrusive. Some deep olive

spots at central reverse nearly evade notice. A really splendid op-

portunity for someone who wishes to buy a very sharp 1794 cent

without spending an exorbitant sum.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ITARITIES
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Cilossy EF 1794 Cent

2155 1794 S-43. Rarity-2. EF-45 (NGC). Even chocolate brown with

deep tan highlights on the obverse and reverse devices. A very at-

tractive coin, boldly struck from well-made dies. Some trivial con-

tact marks are noted, including a curved dig above Liberty’s pole

and a thin scratch under C ofAMERICA. Perhaps recolored, but

nicely and evenly accomplished to give this piece very nice eye

appeal. Early die state with no heavy breaks, only a light bulge

over A of STATES. This elegant design appeals equally to type

collectors and variety specialists, and the present example will un-

doubtedly see active bidding by members of both camps.

2156 1794 S-49. Rarity-2. VG-8. Sharpness of F-15, scattered fine pit-

ting and some light hairlines. Attractive medium brown and dark

tan with positive visual appeal. Mostly smooth to the naked eye;

only under magnification do some occasional microscopic pits and

old hairlines make themselves known, and even then they are not

terribly offensive. Weakly struck at northeast quadrant of reverse

periphery, vertical die crack through E of LIBERTY. A pleasing

specimen of this popular variety, one which uses the same obverse

die as the famed Starred Reverse.

2157 Quintette of 1794 large cents: A good tun for the beginning

variety collector. Net grades range from Good-5 to VG-10, all

somewhat sharper but with varying states ofplanchet roughness

S-55. Rariry-2 S-57. Rarity-1 S-59. Rarity-3 S-63. Rar-

ity-2 S-65. Rarity-1. (Total: 5 pieces)

2158 A pair of 1794 large cent varieties, both grading VG-8: S-

56. Rarity-3. Office Boy reverse. Sharpness of VF-20. Tan with

some rosy undertones from an old cleaning, granular surfaces, three

obverse rim bruises and a few smaller ones on the reverse S-57.

Rarity-1. Sharpness of F-15. Medium brown with some bluish

and golden undertones, surfaces lightly granular on both sides but

more so on the reverse, rim nick under 1 of date. A pair of decent

low-grade specimens of this most popular date. (Total: 2 pieces)

obverse and reverse. A desirable specimen ot a scarce variety, one

rarely encountered in VF and finer.

2160

1795 S-76a. Rarity-5. Lettered edge. VG-7. Sharpness of F-15

or a bit better, moderate roughness. Light brown with areas of

mahogany surface corrosion. Finely granular with scattered areas

ofpitting, though the eye appeal is better than one might imagine.

All details remain bold. A few old vertical scratches are noted in

the right obverse field near Liberty’s chin, a few tiny rim nicks

present atop reverse. A rare sub-variety', one that is especially elu-

sive in elevated grades. One Mint State specimen is known, but

the sixth finest known specimen is only Fine and scudzy! Interest-

ingly, on this specimen the word FOR is doubled on the edge. A
tough variety, one that many advanced collectors own only in

wretched condition.

Lovely Mint State 1795 Cent

2161

1795 S-76b. Rarity-1. MS-63 BN (ANACS). A bold and lus-

trous example of this date and type. Superb frosty medium brown,

even and thoroughly appealing, with smooth surfaces. Sharply

struck from centers to peripheries and exhibiting excellent visual

appeal for the assigned grade—this coin did not end up in this

particular holder due to a problem. Some scattered marks are

present, many ofwhich undoubtedly preceded striking, but none

are serious and no large planchet defects are noted. A delightful

Mint State example ofthis popular Plain Edge variety, one worthy

ofvery strong bidding consideration indeed.

2159

1794 S-61. Rarity-4. VF-30 (PCI). Gray-tan with areas ofme-

dium brown and underlying mahogany, retoning from an old clean-

ing and now quite attractive. Some very faint roughness is noted

around the obverse periphery, a few pits on reverse, mostly smooth

and pleasing. Minor rim bruise over E of UNITED, a few scat-

tered contact marks consistent with the amount of wear, good

overall detail. Breen’s State III with heavy clash marks on both

2162

1795 S-76b. Rarity-1. Plain edge. Double Struck. VG-8

(PCGS). A profoundly misstruck coin, struck initially off-center

to 3:00 by 25% or so, then struck again 20% off-center to 10:00.

Smooth dark chocolate brown with excellent eye appeal for the

grade, the date is hold (including a portion of another date) and

plenty ofdetail remains on both sides for positive attribution. Well

circulated but very nice to look at, a charming early mint error.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUVRITIES
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High-Grade 1796 Liberty Cap Cent
Sheldon-81

(2x photo)

2163 1796 S-81. Rarity-3-. Liberty Cap. AU-50 (PCGS). A very sharp

and lovely example ofthis scarce issue. Highly glossy medium brown

surfaces show lively undertones of blue and tan. Smooth and very

attractive, good striking detail on both obverse and reverse, many

tiny scattered marks on both sides. A few light scratches cross the

cap horizontally, short parallel scratches are noted on Liberty’s neck,

and magnification reveals a short scratch after Y ofLIBERTY. De-

spite these light marks, the 1796 Liberty Cap is a famous challenge

to locate in high grade. Indeed, PCGS has certified only 11 as Mint

State. Among specimens of Sheldon-81, one of the less elusive die

marriages of the 1796 Caps, this specimen likely ranks among the

top 15 to 20 specimens extant. Many fine copper collectors have

gotten by with including a far worse 1796 Cap in their collections;

only a few have been graced by finer than this. We expect that many

among the present generation ofcent enthusiasts would be delighted

to add a specimen of this caliber to their cabinets.

2164 1796 S-81. Rarity-3-. Liberty Cap. F-12. Sharpness of EF-4(J,

granular surfaces. Even dark steel brown with ruddy highlights

around some devices and legends. Evenly granular on both sides, a

condition that so often plagues otherwise sharp and appealing 1796

Cap cents. Nicely detailed aside from sonic modest weakness at

central reverse, only a tiny nick under the fraction requires men-

tion, though the ear and areas of Liberty’s hair exhibit some minor

re-engraving. An attractive example of this scarce variety despite

its shortcomings.

Condition Census 1796 S-114

Ex. Bitler-Arconti-Clark

2165 1796 S-114. Rarity-5. VF-20. A superb specimen of this rare

variety, boasting excellent color and surfaces for any variety of this

elusive date. Smooth light to medium brown with excellent eye

appeal and no serious flaws. Some weakness of strike, as some-

times encountered, is noted near the base ofthe reverse, and some

tiny marks there no doubt pre-existed striking. Other marks are

unobtrusive, like a tiny rim nick over D of UNITED and an old

and thin vertical scratch across Liberty’s jawbone. Any date col-

lector would be pleased to have an example of the 1796 Draped

Bust that was so beautiful and nicely preserved, but a variety col-

lector would be even more pleased to have a coin tied for fifth

finest known of the die marriage (and boasting an interesting

provenance). A well-known and highly desirable cent.

Admiral Worthington S. Hitler was awarded a Silver Star for action in the

Pacific during World War 11, when he served as the commander of a cruiser, the

USS Sail Lake City. He retired as a Rear Admiral and died in 1987. While as-

sembling his cent collection in the 1 940s, Hitler was also a well-known collector

of sea shells. His entire cent collection was sold to Abe Kosoffin 1960, with

many choice pieces ending up in a 1973 A-Mark auction catalogued by Jack

Collins.

From Old Colony Coin Auctions, October 1958, Lot 115; Copley

Coin Co. to Admiral Worthington S. Bitler; sold to Abe Kosoffin 1960;

A-Mark’s sale of the Admiral Bitler Collection, March 1973, Lot 80;

John G. Wood; Heritage’s 1994ANA sale. Lot 5066; Anthony Terranova

to Mick Arconti; Arconti to Robert C. Clark in January 1999; Bowers

and Merena’s 2000ANA Sale, August 2000, Lot 264. The 2000ANA
lot ticket accompanies this lot.

2166 1797 S-120a. Rarity-3. Plain edge. F-12. Sharpness ofVF-25,

reverse corrosion and obverse abrasions. Mottled deep olive-brown

with autumnal shades oforange and mahogany in the obverse fields.

Good sharpness and decent overall visual appeal, though the re-

verse is rather heavily granular. The obverse fields show some subtle

evidence of smoothing, but the appearance of that side is quite

nice all things considered. A challenging variety in grades better

than Fine, and when encountered at all this die marriage is usually

heavily worn or shows a variety of surface problems.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Lindesmith & LtRinierc Collec-

tions, November 1999, Lot 307. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.
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\X id«^ Mrlecciitii ol'Drajwd Bust large cent varieties dated 1797

to 1807: A iiue run ot' varieties for the beginning early date cent

enthusust. or a fine grouping for a dealer specializing in affordable

early material, hach is net graded Good-6 to F-15, a number much
sharper but showing surface flaws of one sort or other. Many are

pleasing low-grade examples ot the named die varieties: 1797

S-120a. Rarity-2. Gripped edge 1798/7 S-152. Rarity-2.

GK-erdate* 18(H) S-197. Rarity-1 1801 S-224. Rarity-1 1802

S-232. Rarit\'-1 1802 S-228. Rarity-2. Error fraction 1803

S-250. Raricy-3 1803 S-254. Rarity-3 1803 S-258. Rarity-

1

1807/6 S-273. Rarity-1 1807 S-276 (3) Rarity-3, (Total: 13

pieces)

2168 1797 S-120b. Rarity-2. Gripped edge. VG-10. Sharpness ofVF-

20, recolored. Matte surfaces appear smooth to the naked eye but

yield the impression ofmicroscopic granularity inside the obverse

periphery under magnified scrutiny. Recolored a dark shade of

brown, nearly black, with the typical mahogany undertones; an

old recoloringjob that retains a measure ofvisual appeal. A single

nick is noted at the center of the reverse, tiny rim nick under the

fraction, another tiny rim nick is centered under the date. A rather

pleasing coin, sharper than most seen ofthis popular Gripped edge

variety.

2169 A collection of a dozen early date large cent varieties, in-

corporating dates from 1797 to 1809: 1797 S-120B. Rarity-

2. VG-10, sharpness ofVF-25, edges filed. Pleasing milk choco-

late brown with microscopicaUy granular surfaces, some hairlines

or slide marks from an album across central obverse, edges filed to

imitate the rarer S-120A 1797 S-134. Rarity-4. G-6. Sharpness

ot F-12, rough surfaces. Dark brown, central obverse burnished,

actually quite attractive 1797 S-136. Rarity-3-. F-12. Nice

chocolate brown, centers a bit bluntly struck on both sides, a very

pleasing coin 1798 S-184. Rarity-2-. G-4. Sharpness of F-15,

very rough surfaces. Dark brown and mahogany, the reverse is rela-

tively nice 1800/98 S-194. Rarity-3-. VG-8. Sharpness of F-15

or better, evenly granular. Even medium brown 1802 S-227.

Rarity-2. VG-10, sharpness of VF-25, evenly granular. Glossy

ebony with reasonably good visual appeal 1802 S-236. Rarity-

1. F-12. Sharpness ofVF-20, scratch right ofY in LIBERTY.

Glossy medium brown with nice surfaces 1803 S-254. Rarity-

3-. VG-7. Sharpness of EE-40, corroded and cleaned. Uneven or-

ange and olive green, dug surfaces, still sharp 1805 S-267. Rar-

ity-1. VG-7. Sharpness ofVF-20 or so, patches of corrosion. Ol-

ive-brown and mahogany, mostly smooth and glossy with patches

of raised scale 1806 S-270. Rarity-1. G-5. Sharpness of VG-7,

light granularity. Dark brown and olive 1807 S-271. Rarity-1.

G-5. Glossy chocolate brown with faint underlying granularity

1809 S-280. Rarity-2. G-6. Sharpness ofF-15, corroded surfaces.

Dark olive-brown with moderate granularity on both sides, but

still a pleasing specimen. (Total: 12 pieces)

Impressive Error 1797 Cent
Struck Over Reverse Brockage

2170

1797 S-138. Rarity-1. Reverse of 1797, Stems. Struck over

reverse brockage. F-12. Sharpness ofVF-20, finely granular sur-

faces. Attractive light brown and steel with good eye appeal. A fasci-

nating specimen, boldly struck over a reverse brockage that was found

to be unacceptable for circulation and restruck normally. On the

obverse, the incuse letters AME ofAMERICA are clear at 97 ofthe
j

date towards the truncation of the bust, with generous areas of
|

incused wreath detail also plain at the right side ofthe obverse when

oriented with Liberty looking up. On the reverse, the original strike

was shghtly off-center, with OF AMERICA entirely visible at the

right rim outside ofthe legend from the properly accomplished strike.

While double strikes of this era are relatively common (though still

rare in relative terms), pieces struck over brockages are quite un-

usual indeed! This piece retains good overall eye appeal, and would

make a showcase addition to a collection ofDraped Bust large cents.

A fascinating coin worthy of a strong bid.

2171 1797 S-140. Rarity-1. EF-40 (ANACS). Medium brown with

many golden highlights, a trifle bright from a long ago cleaning

but naturally retoning and quite attractive. Smooth and sharp with

only marks coimnensurate with the grade. Advanced die states,

approximately Breen’s State Vll, though Breen’s description of

cracks appears a bit muddled. A desirable example of the date.

2172 1798 S-155. Rarity-3. Reverse of 1796. F-12. Sharpness ofVF-

20, many scattered contact points. Pleasing medium brown with

some subtle undertones of rosy tan, glossy and largely smooth.

Well centered and evenly struck, nicely detailed for this variety.

Many tiny scattered contact points are noted on both sides, more

so on the obverse than reverse, with none being an individual dis-

traction. An appealing example of the Reverse of 1796, certainly

worthy of consideration.

I
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2173 Sextette of Draped Bust large cents, 1798-1807: 1798 S-

169. Rarity-3. VG-8, sharpness of F-15 or better, evenly granular

surfaces. Deep olive tone 1802 S-227. Rarity-2. VF-2.3. Deep

brown with .some underlying iridescence. A nice cent 1805 S-

267. Rarity- 1. VG-7, sharpness ofVF-20, evenly granular surfaces.

Ebony patina 1806 S-270. Rarity-1. VG-8, sharpness of F-15,

retoned. Mahogany and deep brown, spot tooled at top ofwreath,

perhaps cleaned long ago 1807/6 S-273 (2). Rarity- 1. Overdate.

One is G-6, sharpness of VG-8, lightly cleaned long ago, now a

pleasing light brown. The other is VG-10, sharpness of VF-20,

areas of roughness. Mottled olive-brown. (Total: 6 pieces)

Very Rare 1798 S-180

1174 1798 S-180. Rarity-5+. VG-7. Sharpness ofVF-20 or so, finely

granular surfaces. Steel brown with an almost matte appearance

given by the very fine granularity. A sharp specimen of this very

rare variety, with good detail in the hair and face, though the bot-

tom of the date and fraction are both a bit weaker than other areas

of the legends. Aside from a shallow pit in front of Liberty’s nose,

there are no serious marks or flaws; the rims are intact and the

color is even. Breen’s state III with the cud atop the reverse just

reaching the corner of E in STATES. An incredibly challenging

variety to find in decent shape; the current CC is 35-30-25-20-

15, and even a coin such as this could make the top dozen. A new

find and an opportunity for large cent specialists.

Rare 1799/8 Cent

175 1799/8 S-188. Rarity-4. Net VG-8 (ANACS). “Fine details,

Corroded-Cleaned.” Very dark brown with some maroon under-

tones, recolored but retaining a measure of appeal. The surfaces

show some very faint granularity, like so many 1799 cents in this

grade, but the term “corroded” overstates the problem. Indeed,

the surfaces are actually quite appealing and hide none ofthis coin’s

natural detail. The date is nice and clear, including the bottoms of

both 9s and the overdate characteristics. All legends are likewise

bold, withjust some weakness at the tops ofOF and ES ofSTATES.

Tiny rim nick over TA of STATES, scattered marks as expected

for the grade, no serious problems. All things considered, this is a

collectible and very desirable example of this popular key date in

the series, one whose elusiveness was as well-known to cent en-

thusiasts in 1860 as it is today.

Pleasing 1799 Cent Rarity

2176 1799 S-189. Rarity-2+. Perfect date. VG-10. Sharpness ofVF-

20 or so, finely granular. Highly glossy mottled patina of dark ol-

ive-brown with some mahogany undertones, a bit thin at the rims

from handling. The surfaces show scattered granularity, not even

and all-engrossing, and not affecting the pleasing visual appeal in a

serious way. A few very faint old scratches blend into the patina in

front of the bust and behind the hair ribbon, but aside from that

there are no major post-striking defects on the fields, design ele-

ments, or rims. The dare is very bold, though weak at the lower

extremities as always seen, and all other design elements are nicely

defined. As a date collector’s coin, this piece would be an excel-

lent choice — sharp, attractive, and not a serious problem speci-

men. A flawless coin for the same amount ofmoney as this would

be severely deficient in sharpness, leaving this coin as a strong con-

tender for an advanced collection.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ICARITIES
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Problem-Free 1799 Cent

2177 1799 S-189. Rarity-2+. Perfect date. VG-8. A very pleasing

e.xainple ot this key date. Glossy even chocolate brown, a splendid

color, with pleasing surfaces and even wear. The date is bold,

though the usually weak bases of the numerals are worn to the

rim, and all needed details are present. This well-circulated coin is

notably free of significant flaws, though many scattered contact

marks are seen. We note a dull vertical nick hidden in Liberty’s

curls, a nearly invisible rim bruise at 8:00 on the obverse, and a

tiny nick on the rim below 1 of the fraction, but these are hardly

flaws worthy of serious consideration. Indeed, we wish that ah

VG 1799 cents looked like this—but they do not, with most show-

ing roughness, serious scars, or attempts at later improvement. A
superb e.xample for a quality-conscious collector, perhaps conser-

vatively graded by us, and worthy of very strong competition.

Purchasedfrom Doug Bird.

2178 Trio oflarge cents from the turn ofthe 19th century: 1800

S-204. Rarity-4. F-12, sharpness ofVF-35, granular surfaces and

some shallow reverse patches. Unusual mottled ohve green and

tan, some gloss remains, a sharp example 1801 S-220. Rarity-3.

F-12, sharpness ofEF-40, many thin scratches on both sides. Glossy

and even medium brown, smooth, many fine scrapes and thin

scratches 1802 S-232. Rarity- 1. 1/000 fraction. F-15, sharpness

ofEF-40, microscopically granular. Steel and black, some very light

corrosion m front of Liberty’s face. (Total: 3 pieces)

2179 1801 S-216. Rarity-1. VF-35. Sharpness quite close to Mint State,

but burnished long ago to remove some shallow obverse pits. Glossy

medium brown with traces oftan, the reverse retaining some appar-

ent traces of lustre. Smooth and attractive, the obverse detail some-

what blunted by burnishing but the overall visual effect remains

natural and pleasant. The faint scattered pits that were once present

on this specimen appear as only little specks under magnification

today. The reverse was apparently untouched and remains highly

detailed, including very bold clash marks. While a problem coin,

this example would provide a collector with a very sharp early cent

that retains good eye appe,il for a fraction ofwhat an unaffected Mint

State com would cost. Viewing is reconunended.

2180 Pair oflarge cents. 1801 S-221. Rarity-2. Corrected fraction.

VG-IO, sharpness ofVF-25, rough surfaces. Dark browm with tan

highlights, some glass, reverse only lightly granular, a reasonably

attractive specimen of the variety 'if 1802 S-230. Rarity- 1. VF-

25, sharpness of EF-45, retoned. Deep steel brown with some iri-

descent undertones remaining from an old cleaning. Sharp, smooth,

and very attractive. (Total 2 pieces)

2181

1802 S-230. Rarity-1. VF-30. Sharpness ofAU-55, subtly tooled

and recolored. Highly glossy mottled golden tan blends with pleas-

ing olive-brown. Abundant lustre remains, especially on the ob-

verse. A very attractive coin, though a skilled hand has delicately

removed a spot of corrosion on the cheek and smoothed a larger

spot on Liberty’s drapery. A few tiny pits and nicks may be seen

elsewhere. Breen’s state V with extensive cracks atop the reverse.

This coin presents itselfwell and its sharpness alone falls well within

the Condition Census. An opportunity to by “an arm’s length

Unc” for a reasonable sum.

Byron Reed’s 1802 S-235

2182

1802 S-235. Rarity-3+. EF-40 (PCGS). Glossy medium brown

with good eye appeal. Some scattered specks ofverdigris are noted

within the reverse details, many tiny scattered marks, long thin

scratch present from rim to rear curl. A sharp and attractive ex-

ample, boasting an older pedigree than any Sheldon-235 in the

Condition Census, having been present in the Reed Collection

prior to his death in 1891. Reed owned some splendid copper coins

as part of his American coin cabinet, including many high-grade

Proofand Mint State half cents and large cents. This pleasing ex-

ample will give one fortunate collector the opportunity to add an

elusive provenance and desirable coin to his or her collection at a

somewhat modest price.

From Spink America/Christie’s sale if the Byron Reed Collection,

October 1996, Lot 246.

2183

1803 S-258. Rarity-1. AU-50 (PCGS). Glossy and very attrac-

tive medium olive-brown with lovely tan and golden brown un-

dertones faded from mint color. Smooth and well preserved,

though several tiny contact marks are present on the obverse, es-

pecially in the right obverse field. A bit of verdigris clings inside
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th e rim below tlic fraction on the obverse. The overall eye appeal

is very nice. This die state shows a fascinating arc die crack from

9:00 on the obverse through I ofthe date, with several clash marks

also visible around the central obverse device. A highly collectible

and appealing specimen of the date.

1184 1804 S-266a. Rarity-2. AU-55 Corroded (PCI). “Scratched.” An
oh-what-a-shame example of this key date. The lower half of the

reverse retains some lustre and faded mint color, but the top of the

reverse and all ot the obverse was once covered in some fairly seri-

ous corrosion that someone took it upon themselves to scrape off,

leaving heavy scratches and abrasions behind. The obverse is now
a deep mahogany and olive mixture with good detail and many

scrapes, the reverse is partially lustrous golden tan and otherwise

the same dark mahogany and green. All important details are still

present, but obviously the visual appeal is rather different than had

this been left as a nice AU coin. A bargain-hunter’s chance to buy

a very sharp example.

Desirable VF 1804 Cent

185 1804 S-266a. Rarity-2. Perfect dies. VF-20. Sharpness ofVF-

30, some shallow surface roughness in areas. Glossy and very at-

tractive chocolate brown with exquisite eye appeal. A truly lovely

coin, even in color and seemingly smooth to the naked eye, though

magnified examination reveals some very shallow granularity that

does not inhibit the excellent visual appeal. The northwest reverse

shows some weakness of strike, a hallmark ofgenuine 1804 cents,

and a bit ofold verdigris is present within the details of the bow on

the reverse. No significant marks or other distractions. Cents of

this date were struck from only one pair of dies, and the date is

well known as the second key in the series behind only the 1799.

Sharp examples are very scarce, but when encountered at all they

are apt to show severe planchet problems or other flaws. The present

example deserves a place in a fine cabinet of cents, and will no

doubt be a point of great pride for its next owner.

From Bowers and Merena ’s sale ofthe Lindesmith & LaRiuiere Collec-

tions, November 1999, Lot 326. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

186 1804 (ca. 1860) Restrike. MS-63. Pleasing and even light brown

with somewhat reflective surfaces. Some pale olive undertones may

be seen, and good lustre remains. A highly attractive specimen of

this popular issue, struck byJoseph Mickley around 1 860 using an

altered 1803 obverse die and an 1820 reverse die. In the earliest

days ofAmerican numismatics, as now, 1804 was a very challeng-

ing date, especially so in high grade. Since the time that these pieces

were struck—apparently in copious quantities for the adolescent

American numismatic scene—many collectors have chosen to in-

clude a specimen in their date set as a representative of 1804 or as

an added curiosity. This example is a very pleasant one and should

see strong bidding.

From Bowers and Merena ’s sale of the Sebring & Garbe Collections,

March 1996, Lot 399. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

Lustrous 1805 Cent

2187 1805 S-267. Rarity-1. MS-62 BN (NGC). Lustrous medium
brown with undertones of deep maroon, most notable at central

reverse. Good eye appeal and cartwheel on both sides, no serious

marks though the occasional contact point is noted under a glass,

some minor specks adhere to design elements. Breen’s State 11 with

heavy clash marks noted. A very attractive and high-grade speci-

men of the date, worthy of a fine cabinet.

NGC Census: 5; 2 finer (MS-64 BN finest).

Lustrous 1805 Cent

2188 1805 S-267. Rarity-1. EF-45. Sharpness of AU-50, spot be-

hind Liberty’s hair ribbon. Lovely mottled medium brown with

glossy surfaces and some remaining lustre, especially on the re-

verse. The surfaces are hard and smooth, and the visual appeal is

superb. The noted spot is shallow and entirely on the surface,

not a severe flaw. All details are sharp, and only minor scattered

marks are present. Not a Condition Census specimen, as many
examples of this die marriage somehow survived in high end AU
and Mint State, but a stellar addition to a well-formed set and a

truly desirable early copper.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Sebring & Garbe Collections,

March 1996, Lot 402. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

2189 1807 S-276. Rarity-1. VF-25. Sharpness ofEF-45 or so, some

minor pits. Pleasing even honey tan with some golden highlights

around the central reverse devices. An attractive specimen of this

variety, obverse misaligned to 6:00, surfaces mostly smooth though

a few areas ofshallow roughness are seen below UNI ofUNITED
and OF. Individual pits are present inside Liberty’s second lowest

curl, on her bosom, and below L in LIBERTY; another patch is

seen around T in CENT. Despite a few httle drawbacks, this is a

desirable type coin and sharp specimen of this final date of the

Draped Bust series.
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High-Grade 1808 S-278

2190 1808 S-278. Rarity-3. EF-40. An appealing example of the date

or variety. Glossy and pleasing dark steel brown with lighter tan at

central reverse. The surfaces are smooth and well preserved, with

only scattered dull nicks or minor contact marks such as the one

between stars 2 and 3 and the nick under E of STATES. A bit

softly struck at the base of the reverse, as sometimes found, excel-

lent visual appeal throughout. Turban Heads are famously hard to

find with good color and surfaces, which means this coin may well

find a happy home in a nice type set.

Purchased from Dou^ Bird.

2191 Quintette of sharp Turban Head large cents. 1808 S-279.

Rarity-1. F-15, sharpness of VF-25 or better, some shallow ob-

verse roughness. A very attractive coin with good gloss and a nearly

choice reverse, good eye appeal 1809 S-280. Rarity-2. VG-10,

sharpness ofVF-20 or so, areas ofminor roughness within reverse

periphery. Black with tan highlights, dig under Liberty’s chin, a

nice specimen of a tough date 1810/09 S-281. Rarity-1. VG-7,

sharpness of VG-10, light roughness at obverse periphery. Nice

light brown 1810 S-283. Rarity-2. F-12, sharpness ofF-15, mi-

nor abrasions. Smooth medium brown 1812 S-288. Rarity-3.

VF-25, sharpness of VF-35, light marks and scratches. Glossy

chocolate brown. (Total: 5 pieces)

2192 Quartette of Turban Head large cents, all showing sharpness of

VF or better: 1810 S-282. Rariry-2. F-12, sharpness ofEF-40,

granular surfaces. Dark tan and black, obverse finely granular, re-

verse more significantly rough 1812 S-288. Rarity-3. F-12,

sharpness of VF-30, polished. Chocolate brown with iridescent

undertones and some brightness on the obverse, the reverse is more

natural in appearance 1814 S-294. Rarity-1. Crosslet 4. F-15,

sharpness ofVF-30, even granularity. Pleasant two-tone mahogany

and black with granular surfaces 1814 S-295. Rarity-1. Plain 4.

F-15, sharpness ofAU-50, tooled. Smooth chocolate brown with

orange-red in some protected areas, three initials tooled off cen-

tral reverse, some signs of smoothing elsewhere. (Total: 4 pieces)

Attractive High-Grade 1810 S-285

2193

1810 S-285. Rarity-2. AU-55 BN (NGC). Glossy and attrac-

tive deep brown with some subtle undertones ofmahogany. A very

nice example, especially free of contact marks, with only some

minor specks of verdigris noted among the rear curls and intrica-

cies of the reverse wreath. A single speck is noted between 8 and 1

ofthe date. Advanced die state, right stars cracked and dentils weak

as usually seen, radial die erosion lines plain on both obverse and

reverse. With only a dozen and a half examples of the date certi-

fied as Mint State by NGC, the addition of an AU-graded speci-

men to a copper collection is an opportunity to carefully consider.

2194

1813 S-292. Rarity-2. AU-50 (ANACS). Medium brown with

some subtle blue undertones and brassy highlights on the design

elements. Probably lightly cleaned long ago, but attractive and

smooth. Nicely detailed, only minor contact points here and there,

with none of the corrosion that so plagues this date and others of

this type. A desirable specimen of a scarce date.

2195

1813 S-292. Rarity-2. VF-30 (ANACS). Smooth and attractive

chocolate brown on the obverse, while the reverse shows some

darker mottlings. An attractive specimen, struck from a late state

of the dies and showing some radial die erosion lines, a few light

scratches in the left obverse field but no other serious flaws. A
collectible specimen of this scarce date.

2196 A substantial group of certified large cents, ranging from

1813 to 1857: 1813 S-292. Rarity-2. VF-30 (ANACS). Smooth

dark brown with orange undertones from a long-ago cleaning

1816 N-2. Rarity-1. MS-60 RB (ANACS). Bright orange with

some cartvt'heel lustre and mellowing deep violet around the pe-

ripheries, dipped some time ago 1820 N-13. Rarity-1. AU-

55 (ANACS). Mottled olive and steel with some lustre and a trace

of hairlines in the fields 1838 N-1. Rarity-1. AU-55 (PCI).

Glossy medium brown obverse, reverse is tan with orange high-

lights and some traces ofroughness 1844/81 N-2. Rarity-2. AU-

50 (NGC). Medium brown with ruddy undertones from an old

cleaning, some light scratches near star 2 1846 N-9. Rariry-2.

MS-60 BN (ANACS). Light brown with some verdigris trapped

in protected areas, especially on the reverse 1849 N-8. Rarity-

2. AU-55 (ANACS). Light brown with some iridescent under-

tones and a light lamination on star 7 1852 N-14. Rarity-1.

AU-53 (PCI). Matte dark brown 1857 N-4. Rarity-1. Small

Date. MS-61 BN (NGC). Glossy medium brown with some ver-

digris in protected areas. (Total: 9 piece.s)

2197 1814 S-294. Rarity-1. Crosslet 4. AU-55 (NGC). Mottled

medium brown, maroon, and brassy gold on finely granular sur-

faces. Very sharp details, close to Mint State. Scattered dark specks

on the right side of the reverse appear to be a foreign substance,

perhaps old lacquer, and may be removable. A well detailed ex-

ample for a type collection.
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High-Grade 1814 Cent

198

1814 S-295. Rarity-1. Plain 4. AU-55 (PCGS). Glossy dark

chocolate brown with halos oflighter color around the profile and

some stars. A slight “double profile,” occasionally seen on speci-

mens of this Sheldon variety, is plain near the lips and chin. A very

sharp specimen ot the date, one that type collectors usually choose

to include in their sets due to the challenge of finding one of the

other dates of this head style (1808-14) in near Mint State grades.

A few minor contact marks are seen on both sides, most notable at

central reverse, but this does not seriously affect the eye appeal. A
pleasing example for the grade.

Gorgeous Mint State 1817 Cent

2201 1817 N-16. Rarity-1. 15 Stars. AU-50. Glossy dark brown on

the obverse, a shade lighter on the reverse with glossy medium brown

surfaces showing some pleasant woodgrain effect. A very attractive

specimen ofthis popular and unusual variety. Devoid ofserious con-

tact marks or flaws, just a pleasant cent to add to your cabinet.

From Bowers and Mercna ’s sale of the Sebring & Garbe Collections,

March 1996, Lot 469. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

2202 Group of unattributed large cents. Grades range from VG to

EF with average grade for middle dates about VF, late dates are

generally a bit better. Most have some sort of minor problem or

other, but none are wretched: 1817 1825 1826 1828

1829 1831 1833 (2) 1834 1837 1838 1839 (2)

1840 (2) 1842 1843 (2) 1845 1846 1849 1853

1856. (Total: 23 pieces)

199 1817 N-13. Rarity-1. 13 Stars. MS-65 BN (NGC). Superla-

tive cartwheel lustre on lovely rich brown surfaces that retain abun-

dant faded mint color. A striking and beautiful coin, notably not a

Newcomb- 14, a variety commonly associated with the Randall

Hoard. Newcomb-13s are far less common in Mint State, while

still present in enough quantity to make this attractive variety a

candidate for a superb date or type set. The obverse fields are es-

sentially immaculate, with just some very minor planchet fissures

outside the stars noted under high magnification. A few very tiny

contact marks are visible on the reverse, with a few specks noted

for accuracy near ME of AMERICA. The overall eye appeal is

utterly superb, making this charming cent worth chasing if this

date is on your want list.

Newcomb-13 is an interesting variety, not usually associated with the Randall

Hoard and rather common in most grades. Among the Mint State pieces known,

many ofthem retain a fascinating green tint, as struck, making one wonder about

the source of the distinctive copper used to strike this die marriage.

200 A large grouping ofmiddle and late date large cents. Rang-

ing in grade from VG to EF, average grade Fine, and including

some better varieties such as 1817 N-15 and better dates such as

1823, this would be a nice beginning to a copper collection or a

fine attribution tutorial for a new collector. Many of the pieces

show some surface flaws or granularity, but none are wretched.

Dates include: 1817 1818 1819 1822 (3) 1823 1827 (2)

1835 1836 1838 1839 1840 (with an old collector’s

ticket as A-5) 1842 1843 1844 1845 (3) 1847 1848

(3) 1850 1851 (5) 1852 (2) 1853 (4) 1854 (2) 1855

1856 (2). (Total: 41 pieces)

2203 Group ofcertified large cents grading MS-63: 1818 N-10.

Rarity-l. MS-63 RB (PCGS) (2). One is substantially mint red,

the other shows only traces; both are fairly typical Randall Hoard

survivors with good lustre, eye appeal, and a few spots 1820 N-
13. Rarity-1. MS-63 BN (NGC). Lustrous light brown with gold

and olive-blue undertones and lots oflustre 1831 N-6. Rarity-

1 . MS-63 BN (PCGS). Lively lustre on golden brown surfaces with

some traces of mint color remaining, especially on the reverse.

Heavy spotting near star 1 and around ES ofSTATES keeps this

coin from a higher grade level 1844 N-6. Rarity-3. MS-63 BN
(NGC). Pleasing medium brown with nice surfaces and some soft-

ness of strike 1846 N-19. Rarity-4. MS-63 BN (NGC). Even

lustrous medium brown with good eye appeal and a minor spot at

the left base of the wreath 1856 N-18. Rarity-1. MS-63 FU3

(PCI). Strong lustre with surfaces showing more than half mint

color, spot noted after date. (Total: 7 pieces)

2204 Quintette ofcertified large cents grading MS-62 1818 N-
10. Rarity- 1. MS-62 BN (PCGS). Dark brown with abundant

surface dirt, in need of a brushing 1834 N-2. Rarity-1. MS-62

BN (PCGS). Abundant cartv/heel lustre, medium brown with deep

olive on the obverse, tan with deep blue on the reverse. A nice

looking cent 1838 N-1. Rarity-1. MS-62 BN (NGC). Even

medium brown with some lustre, lamination at star 11 1842 N-
6. Rarity-1. Large Date. MS-62 BN (PCGS). Glossy medium

brown with some faded mint color and a lamination in the dentils

over OF. Very attractive for the grade 1852 N-22. Rarity-1.

MS-62 (PCI). Olive and faded red with strong lustre and nice sur-

faces, some spotting at central reverse. (Total: 5 pieces)
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2205 1819 N-2. Rarity-1. MS-64 BN (PCGS). Frosty lustre cascades

across medium brown surfaces that retain traces offaded mint color

along the profile and highlights of pleasing violet-blue. An attrac-

tive cent, showing lively surfaces with only a few minor marks. A
few microscopic green specks are noted on the reverse, some deep

mahogany patina above and below ME of AMERICA, good eye

appeal throughout. A nice example for a date or variety collector

of this variety.

Though called an 1819/8 overdate on the PCGS holder, only 1819

Newcomb-1 is widely considered to be an overdate. The Newcomb-2 obverse

die, also called the “Large Date” obverse, shows recutting throughout the dig-

its, including above the 8 and m the loop of the 9. Noted cent specialist John

Wright refers to this recutting as the result oftwo different sizes ofdate punches

being used.

2206 1819 N-2. Rarity-1. MS-62 BN (NGC). Lustrous medium
brown with good eye appeal. Very sharp, smooth and attractive,

no significant marks and finer than the grade may imply. Some
surface dirt is present, though good cartwheel shines through; light

brushing with a camel’s hair brush would improve this immensely.

A spot is present at Liberty’s throat. Dropped planchet lamination

present above A ofSTATES with another light lamination noted

above TE of UNITED. A pleasing example of this variety, one

not considered to be represented in the Randall Hoard.

The NGC holder erroneously refers to this piece as an 1819/8. As noted

above, only Newcomb-1 is widely accepted as an overdate variety for 1819.

2208 1820 N-13. Rarity-1. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Nearly full mint red

color, in an especially rich and attracrive shade, persists on highly

lustrous surfaces. Some areas have barely mellowed to a deep shade

near brown. Three reverse spots are noted, typical for this Randall

Hoard variety and all others, with two near AM ofAMEl-UCA and

the other above the final A. No nicks and only a few fiyspecks; the

trace of a fingerprint right of E of ONE could be John Swan
Randall’s or Ed Cogan’s ifyou’re feehng fanciful. 1820 N-13 is more

common in Mint State than in any other grade, but most are either

brown or heavily spotted red and brown. This example is one of the

better ones around (and we’ve seen more than most, we dare say).

2209 1820 N-13. Rarity-1. MS-64 RB (ANACS). Full cartwheel lus-

tre remains on surfaces toned a combination ofbrown and salmon-

orange faded from mint color. A few little spots are present, none

serious, as is often seen on Randall Hoard cents. Two minor nicks

are seen at central reverse, but the fields are mostly free of signifi-

cant contact points. A very attractive example.

2210 1820 N-13. Rarity-1. MS-64 BN (PCGS). A beautiful specimen

of this popular Randall Hoard variety. Superb cartwheel lustre on

deep brown surfaces, showing highlights of tan and deep olive in

areas. The fields are all but free of marks and the visual appeal is

very nice. A single spot at F ofOF is noted for accuracy. An ideal

type coin.

2207

1819 N-9. Rarity-1. MS-64 RB (NGC). Highly lustrous sur-

faces show a pleasing blend ofbnght mint red color and faded deep

brown. A rather typical Randall Hoard cent in many ways, though

retaining a greater proportion of original mint color than many

survivors from that famous find. Many tiny dark specks are present

on the left side of the obverse, a trait common to many Randall

Hoard cents, and a few dull contact points may be seen at central

reverse. A very good-looking cent, full of lustre and most accept-

able for any cabinet.

Proof 1821 N-1 Large Cent

Ex Mougey2211

1821 N-1. Rarity-6 as a Proof. Proof-60 BN (PCGS). Lightly I

mirrored surfaces arc mostly dark brown with splashes ofolive and ^

orange. Nicely struck with definitive Proof detail in design ele-
|

ments and peripheries. The letters ofthe reverse legend show clear

double striking. Some scattered contact marks are visible, enabling

plate matching with past auction appearances as far back as 1910.

Once cleaned, now mostly retoned. 1821 was the first year oflarge

scale Proof cent production; it is also a year that is challenging to

find in Mint State grades. This historic Proof example would be

an ideal addition to a date set, or stands on its own two feet as an

unusually early example of Proof coinage from the U.S. Mint.

From Thomas Elder’s sale of the Peter Mousey Collection, September

1910, Lot 134; Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Chris Schenkel Collec-

tion, November 1990, Lot 18; Superior Galleries’ sale of Octolvr 1992,

Lot 151; Bowers and Merena’s sale ofjanuary 2001, Li>r 41.
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1212 1821 N-2. Rarity-1. EF-45 (PCGS). Mottled olive-brown with

ruddy orange undertones and glossy surfaces. Some hairlines are

noted under scrutiny, and a horizontal nick under star 7 serves as

an identifier. A sharp specimen of this challenging date.

J213 1822 N-11. Rariry-2. EF-40. Sharpness of AU-55, scattered re-

verse pitting. Glossy medium brown with a mahogany tone. A very

attractive coin, especially on the obverse. Some scattered areas of

minor pitting are noted, including a place among the dentils above

star 6 and on the reverse around OF AM. A sharp piece with strong

eye appeal despite minor imperfections.

Ex. Herman Halpcrn; Bowers and Merena ’ s sale of the Halpern and

Warner Collections, March 1997, Lot 77. The original lot ticket accompa-

nies this lot.

1214 1823/2 N-1. Rarity-2. Overdate. VF-20. Sharpness of FF-40,

retoned. Glossy dark brown with some brassy tan highlights on

the reverse. Probably cleaned long ago, but fairly natural in ap-

pearance and actually very attractive—especially for a specimen of

this popular key date. Scattered light marks are present on the ob-

verse, including some light abrasions on Fiberty’s cheek and in the

field in front ot her face, but the rims are perfect and the flaws arc

not individually significant. The sharpness is superb for the date,

and the overdate characteristics stand out boldly. A coin that should

not be overlooked by anyone who seeks an above average speci-

men of this elusive variety.

215 1823 N-2. Rarity-2. EF-40 (NGC). Attractive medium olive-

brown wdth darker toning around devices and a somewhat darker

brown reverse. A pleasing specimen of this key date rarity, one

with no significant surface corrosion despite the presence of mi-

croscopic amounts of verdigris. Only a few minor marks are vis-

ible, including some little nicks on Fiberty’s throat that are incon-

sequential to the eye appeal. A sharp specimen, finer than the vast

majority of known examples, and fully qualified to represent the

date in a nice set oflarge cents.

216 Sextette of 1823 large cents: Six examples of this key date, four

of which are the overdate and two of which are the perfect date.

Grades are circulated, mostly in the VG to Fine range, with one of

the overdates showing strong VF sharpness but with occasional

pitting. None are problem-free, all showing a measure oflight sur-

face irregularity, but each is a desirable and sharp specimen of this

date. A lot that should be viewed, an ideal grouping for a dealer

who has strong demand for collector grade specimens of the Ma-
tron Head series.

Hue of the perfect date specimens is of the latest die state, showing a sub-

stantial break over stars .S and 6.

2217 1823 “Restrike.” Copper. MS-63. 177.3 grains. Much mint red

remains around peripheries, with lustrous milk chocolate brown

toning elsewhere. The strike is more bold than often found, with

no significant weakness at central obverse or reverse, and tbe eye

appeal is positively lovely. Usual late die state with trisecting ob-

verse crack. A very popular addition to an advanced large cent col-

lection, the 1823 Restrike is a 19th-century concoction to fill the

hole for a scarce 1823 cent in contemporary cent cabinets. The

copper pieces far outnumber the rare silver specimens. Unlike the

1804 Restrike, an actual 1823 obverse die was used to coin the

present issue. Those who seek a specimen of this fascinating fan-

tasy would be hard-pressed to locate a nicer one.

From Bowers and Merena ’s sale ofthe Halpern & Warner Collections,

March 1997, Lot 153. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

Unusual 1825 Cent Error

Double Struck With Indent

2218 1825 N-9. Rarity-2. Double struck with partial indent. AU-
50. A most unusual error for an 1825 large cent, and one that thank-

fully remained in superb condition. Lovely even light brown with

lustre remaining around the stars and in protected areas, the color

in those areas somewhat lighter as it was the last to fade. Smooth

and choice with no significant flaws. This coin was first struck as

a partial indent strike, with the arc ofthe blank planchet that struck

this piece clear from above star 4 to the cheek to the rim at 18. The

reverse was struck once in this initial strike, and then struck again

when the coin was reinserted into the coining chamber, with a

rotation of only a few degrees between strikes. The reverse shows

clear doubling at the denomination and at the bases ofmany of the

letters in the peripheral legend. A very interesting coin and a unique

addition to a collection oflarge cent errors.
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Lustrous Mint State 1826 Cent

2219

1826 N-5. Rarity-2+. MS-65 BN (NGC). Lustrous medium
brown on the obverse, frosty golden tan on the reverse, with some
traces of mint color around some stars and letters. A very attrac-

tive Mint State coin, boasting significant cartwheel and impres-

sive eye appeal. Some spotting is noted, including an area above

OF on the reverse; a hidden dig over Liberty’s ear will serve to

identity this specimen. Some doubling, like a double profile but

in a different location, is present above Liberty’s head—an inter-

esting and quite unusual circumstance. A beautiful 1826 cent, per-

haps within the top 10 specimens of this Newcomb variety known,

and worthy of strong support.

NGC Census (non-overdate): 4; 1 finer (MS-66 BN).

From Heritor’s 2001 FUN Sale, Lot 6129.

2220

1827 N-11. Rarity-1. MS-64 BN (PCGS). Lovely cartwheel

lustre highlights frosty light brown surfaces. Some faded mint color

is also present. A very attractive cent, a specimen of the variety

most often included in high-grade date sets for its sharp strike and

its occasional appearance in grades such as this. The golden re-

verse does show some minor spotting, the obverse less so, but no

severe marks are noted. An ideal choice for a savvy date collector.

PCGS Population: 3; 2 finer (MS-65 BN). The finest RB is only MS-63.

Highly Lustrous 1828 N-3

2221

1828 N-3. Rarity-2. EF-40. Sharpness ofAU-55, but there is a

significant pit under the first 8 of the date. A beautiful coin, ex-

hibiting full cartwheel lustre on both sides with choice chocolate

brown color and highlights of gold in those areas where the mint

color was last to give up and fade. Only the most minor contact

marks are found even with study; the reverse is essentially immacu-

late. An area ofgreen toning is present at TA ofSTATES but shows

neither raised corrosion nor incuse pitting. Sort ofa tragic coin, as

the deep pit under the date is really the only flaw. The Condition

Census of this variety is problematic. The last CQR stated a CCi

of 65-6()+-6()(6)-55(4+), suggesting a great bounty of 1828 N-3s
in high grade. The Noyes "maroon” book on middle dates agreed,

listing four pieces between 60 and 65 with the caveat that “many
other Mint State examples probably exist.” Apparently they never

turned up, as in Noyes’ more recent effort, Pernty Prices, the CC is

given as 60+(2)-60-50(2)-40(3)— a far cry from the alleged abun-

dance of Mint State examples! Advanced collectors of the series

should seriously consider this coin, as it may challenge the new
Condition Census.

2222 1828 N-6. Rarity- 1. MS-62 BN (NGC). The obverse is lustrous

and deep chocolate brown, while the reverse is lighter and exhib-

its orange-brown surfaces with abundant cartwheel and golden

undertones. Scattered raised obverse die rust as on all specimens

of Newcomb-6, some scattered contact marks, a few spots at cen-

tral reverse blend into the toning. A desirable high-grade example.

2223 1829 N-2. Rarity-2. AU-50. Glossy olive-brown with superb

eye appeal and some lustre remaining. The fields are free of all but

the most minor contact marks and the overall visual impact is very

nice for the grade. A spot of dark toning inside star 12 blends in

and is not raised corrosion. A very pleasing coin for a date collec-

tion.

From Bowers and Meretia’s sale of the Sebring & Garhe Collections,

March 1996, Lot 541. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

2224 1835 N-15. Rarity-2. EF-45. Sharpness ofAU-55, very faint ob-

verse hairlines. Chocolate brown with strong reverse lustre and

lots of remaining mint color on that side. A patch of hairlines is

visible on the top half of the obverse, with some orange-red simi-

lar to mint color seen in that area. The visual appeal is that of a

Mint State coin, and the reverse appears essentially Mint State. A
coin that should be viewed but retains strong eye appeal.

Ex. Herman Halpem; Bowers and Merena ’s sale of the Halpern &
Warner Collections, March 1997, Lot 95. The original lot ticket accompa-

nies this lot.
2225

1837 N-7/8. Rarity-1. MS-66 BN (PCGS). A frosty and beau-

tiful gem specimen, showing exquisite lustre on attractive medium

brown surfaces. Some mint color remains on the reverse. The fields

are as free of marks as one would expect for the assigned grade,

and no significant spotting is noted. Indeed, this “green-label”

specimen may be the nicest PCGS-66 example ofthe date we have

seen in quite some time. A premium quality .specimen of this in-

teresting variety, easily identifiable by the arc die crack through

STATES OF.

PCGS Population for the major variety (Medium Letters): 3; 1 finer (MS-

67 BN). Four examples have been graded MS-66 RB with none finer within

that designation.
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2226 1837 N-9. Rarity-1. MS-64 BN (BCXiS). Highly attractive golden

brown with abundant lustre on both sides, the reverse toned an

especially nice shade of gold from mellowed mint color. A very

pleasing specimen of the variety with only a scant few obverse hair-

lines keeping it from a higher grade. A fine addition to any date or

variety collection.

^2227 1838 N-1. Rarity-1. MS-66 BN (NGC). Even deep steel brown

with traces of blue undertones and some faded underlying mint

color. Thoroughly lustrous with nice cartwheel on both sides. No
marks of consequence are visible. A good quality type coin.

2228 1838 N-1. Rarity- 1. MS-64 BN (FCGS). Medium brown with

subtle lustre on the obverse, closer to tan on the reverse with

somewhat stronger lustre. Some light spotting is noted on both

sides, especially inside star 2 on the obverse. Nicely struck for

the variety.

Elusive 1839/6 Overdate

VF-20 (PCGS)

S2229 1839/6 N-1. Rarity-3+. VF-20 (PCGS). A pleasing circulated

specimen of this celebrated variety. Deep olive-brown on the ob-

verse, dark chocolate brown on the reverse. Good sharpness, with

the distinctive plain hair cords—a holdover from the original 1836

date of this die—easily seen without a glass. The overdate charac-

teristics are likewise quite plain. The surfaces show some very light

granularity in areas, more significant on the reverse than the ob-

verse, but the eye appeal is still positive. This variety is one of the

most challenging to find for a dedicated collector, with most known

specimens in very low grades and only a handful better than VF.

Only one Mint State example is known. Die State I, with no sign

of the obverse die crack. A very desirable specimen.

2230 1839 N-2. Rarity-2. MS-63. 1 lighly lustrous chocolate brown

with traces of faded mint color around the obverse device elements

and plentiful mint color across the reverse. A superb quality coin,

noted in Bill Noyes’ condition census as tied for seventh finest

known of the variety. A well-pedigreed and nicely preserved cent

with nearly immaculate surfaces and extremely nice visual appeal.

Dr. William Sheldon, the cataloguer ofthe 1954 Anderson-Dupont

sale, described this cent as “Mint State; mint red toning to me-

dium steel. Few pinpoint nicks in the obverse field, otherwise very

choice despite weak striking at right on both sides.” A cent that

would add to any cabinet of choice early copper.

From Stacks’ sale ofthe Anderson-Dupont Collection, September 1954,

Lot 191', Flerman Halpern; Bowers and Merena’s sale ofthe Halpern and

Warner Collections, March 1997, Lot 100. The 1991 lot ticket accompa-

nies this lot.

2231 1839 N-5. Rarity-2. Booby Head. MS-64 BN (NGC). Highly

glossy rich chocolate brown with generous cartwheel lustre on both

sides. A blush of faded mint color enriches the central reverse.

Excellent overall eye appeal for the grade, nearly immaculate fields,

a few inconsequential nicks near Liberty’s jawline and chin the

only apparent flaws keeping this coin from a still higher grade. A
very nice quality Booby Head for a collection of major varieties.

2232 1839 N-8. Rarity-1. Head of 1840. AU-55. Choice chocolate

brown with smooth, glossy surfaces. Only the most inconsequen-

tial contact marks are noted, with some traces oflustre still present.

A highly desirable example of this popular variety.

In the 1997 catalogue description of this coin, the provenance included an

unnamed Abe KosotT sale from 1937, impossible considering his first sale was

held in 1940.

Ex. Herman Halpern; Bowers and Merena^s sale of the Halpern and

Warner Collections, March 1997, Lot 102.
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Rare 1840 N-2 Proof Large Cent

(2x photo)

2233 1840 N-2. Rarity-6 as a Proof. Proof-63 RB (PCGS). Brightly

reflective fields are framed in gold at the obverse periphery, but

dominated by gold all over the reverse. The central obverse is a

blend ofrose, violet, and pale green, probably retoned from a long-

ago wiping on the side of this Proof that was exposed when issued

in case or box. The rims are neatly squared and evidence ofdouble-

striking is clear within the dentils. Some light flyspecks are noted,

including a patch under star 11, and a short vertical scratch inside

the top of the wreath is the only notable contact mark. A U-shaped

lintmark lies horizontally under the bun and left of star 10. A very

sharp example and an unquestioned Proof striking. Of the six

Proofs of this date graded by PCGS, only this piece and a Proof-

62 have received the ITB designation; the rest are BN. A very de-

sirable specimen of this rare issue.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within designation.

From Bouvrs and Merena 's sale of October 2000, Lot 280.

2234 Sextette ofcertified large cents grading MS-64 BN: 1840

N-6. Rarity- 1. (NGC) Lustrous olive-brown wdth some mottled

toning and traces of faded mint color at central reverse. A trace of

an old fingerprint is noted on the obverse 1845 N-10. Rarity-

3. (NGC). Glossy medium brow'n with traces offaded mint color

1848 N-20. Rarity-3. (NGC). Lustrous light brown with golden

undertones and pleasing traces ofmint color on the reverse 1848

N-20. Rarity-3. (PCGS) Highly glossy chocolate brown with a

few scattered surface specks 1848 N-35. Rariry-2. (NGC)
Highly lustrous dark chocolate brown with beautiful undertones

ot pale blue and a trace of faded mint color on the reverse 1857

N-1. Rarity- 1. Large date. (NGC). Lustrous light brown, mel-

lowing to a deep shade away from the peripheries. (Total: 6 pieces).

Rare Proof-Only 1841 N-1 Cent

2235

1841 N-1. Rarity-5. Proof-62 BN (NGC). Medium brown sur-

faces retain good reflectivity and show attractive toning highlights

of slate blue with touches ofviolet-tinged mint color below the date

and around the wreath on the reverse. The obverse fields appear to

show some light flakes under magnification, almost certainly the

vestiges of an ancient coat of easily removable lacquer. Indeed, this

piece would probably boast an improved look should the lacquer be

removed. As it is, the eye appeal is nice for the grade with some light

contact marks keeping it from a higher numerical designation. We
note a dig in the field in front of Liberty’s lips and a light abrasion

under star 2. An opportunity to purchase a rare Proof-only variety.

NGC Census: 1 ;
9 finer wichin designation (Proof-65 BN finest).

2236 1841 N-4. Rarity-1. MS-66 BN (NGC). A superb quality Mint

State coin. RJch cartwheel lustre on both sides over choice me-

dium brown and steel surfaces, with abundant bright orange mint

color still surrounding the wreath and the denomination on the

reverse. Lively opalescent undertones may be .seen under careful

examination. Well struck and bold throughout, no major marks,

only a very thin diagonal scratch above star 13 is noted under mag-

nified scrutiny. A beautiful specimen of the date, worthy ofstrong

consideration and an equally strong bid.

NGC Census: 3; none finer in any designation.

2237 Trio of 1840s-era large cents, including two lovely Mint State

pieces. 1841 N-4. Rarity- 1. MS-60+. An exceptional piece and

a possible inclusion within the Condition Census of the variety.

Abundant cartwheel lustre on immaculate chocolate brown sur-

faces, peeks of mint color adheres to devices and letters. Mint clip

under star 1 affects dentils there and over AT of STATES. A re-

markably nice coin that should not be overlooked 1846 N-5.

Rariry-2. AU-50, sharpness ofAU-55, shallow surface roughness

at central reverse. Glossy medium brown with patches of deep ol-

ive 1849 N-11. Rarity-1. MS-6(). Full lustre on medium brown

and golden steel surfaces. Excellent color and no substantial flaws,

a very worthwhile coin. (Total: 3 pieces)

2238 1843 N-5. Rarity-1. AU-55. Frosty light brown and olive on

the lustrous obverse; the reverse is a shade darker brown with traces

ofmint color and strong cartwheel lustre. Smooth and very attrac-

tive, essentially problem-free for the grade, with just a bit of sur-

face buildup in some protected areas.

From Bowers and Merena 's sale ofthe Pennsylvania Cabinet, \ovcm-

ber 1997, Ut 109.
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Impressive Mint State 1844/81 Cent

2239 1844/81 N-2. Rarity-2. Date over inverted date. MS-65 BN
(NGC). A marvelous specimen of one of the most desirable of all

late date cent varieties. Lively medium brown surfaces show full

cartwheel lustre and significant frost, with pleasing touches ofpale

blue and golden toning. Exceptional visual appeal, few marks of

consequence though we note a dull nick over the truncation of

the bust and another over star 7. A few light scratches are hidden

within the leaves right ofT in CENT. Nicely struck and well de-

tailed, with the overdate characteristics especially bold. The three-

digit 184 date logotype was first punched into the die upside down,

then corrected and finished with the final date digit, the same cir-

cumstance as the more common 1851/81. This famous variety is

elusive in high grades and nearly unheard of in Mint State quality;

NGC has certified only eight in all Mint State grades with this

piece standing out as the single finest seen by that service. The

Condition Census ofthe variety is recorded as 65-63-60+(2)-60(5)

in CQR. A superb example that deserves a place in a world-class

cent collection.

NGC Census: 1 ; none finer.

>240 1844 N-3. Ranty-2. MS-64 RB (NGC). A superb specimen of

the rare late die state with obverse rim cud. Highly lustrous sur-

faces exhibit abundant mint red color, mellowed in areas but very

lively overall. About halfthe original red persists. The surface qual-

ity is very nice, some flyspecks and traces ofan old fingerprint are

noted, a few short nicks above star 6 are only seen under scrutiny.

A natural lamination may be seen on the rim over star 4. Flatly

struck at obverse center, a defining characteristic of this advanced

die state. A sizeable rim cud is present on the obverse from stars 9

to 11. This die state is challenging to find in most grades, and the

present piece may be ofCondition Census quality for both the N-
3 variety and the die state. An intriguing coin worthy of a pre-

mium bid.

NGC Census: 3; none finer within designation.

Itim cuds are found on several different varieties of late date large cents,

with many commanding strong premiums due to their great rarity. A rim cud

appears to be raised metal outside the dentils, the result of the periphery of the

die breaking away in a very late die state.

1241 Octette of late date large cents. A nice grouping despite some

problem coins. Grades range from VF to AU, some lightly cleaned:

1844 1847 1850 1851 1852 1855 (2) 1856. (To-

tal: 8 pieces)

2242 1846 N-19. Rarity-4 for the variety, Rarity-7 for the die state.

Late die state with large rim cud. VF-20. According to Bob
Grellman, this is the ninth recorded specimen of this very rare and

dramatic cud. Glossy chocolate brown with good eye appeal, some

dark buildup inside reverse legends, scattered nicks consistent with

grade, a long thin scratch from throat to below star 2 is the only

notable defect. The cud is outside star 12 and appears to take a

more curved form than the Brown specimen illustrated in the new-

est Grellman book, perhaps an indication that this is a later state

than previously described by specialists. An important new dis-

covery that will be of significant interest to specialists in the series.

2243 Trio oflarge cents from the late 1840s: 1847 N-24. Rarity-

1. MS-65 BN (NGC). Pleasing cartwheel lustre on frosty light

brown surfaces. Good eye appeal, tiny spot bidden within leaves

under final A ofAMERICA 1848 N-8. Rarity-3-. MS-65 BN
(NGC). Glossy medium brown with golden overtones and a trace

ofmint color persisting at central reverse 1849 N-22. Rarity-1

.

MS-65 BN (NGC). Frosty medium brown with good lustre and a

trace ot laded mint color in protected regions of the obverse pe-

riphery. An attractive specimen of a date that is more challenging

in Mint State than others of this decade. (Total: 3 pieces)

2244 1847/7 N-31. Rarity-5. Large 7 over small 7. EF-45. Sharp-

ness ofAU-50, minor flake of surface corrosion at tip of Liberty’s

coronet. Glossy medium brown with subtle undertones and a few

traces of mint color clinging to devices and legends. Sharp and

extremely attractive, the tiny piece of raised surface scale right of

star 5 a rather inconsequential consideration. Nicely struck with

the recutting on the final date digit plain. A rare and popular vari-

ety that is elusive in top grades, with this example likely among
the 10 best examples extant. A worthy addition to a collection of

large cent varieties.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Boys Town Collection, March

1998, Lot 301.

2245 A trio of“naked eye” Newcomb varieties from the 1850s:

1851 N-18. Rarity-1. MS-65 BN (NGC). Golden brown with

rich olive highlights and strong cartwheel lustre. An easily identi-

fied variety, showing a die crack through Liberty’s hair bun and a

die chip on her cheekbone 1854 N-23. Rarity-2. MS-65 BN
(NGC). Lovely lustrous chocolate brown with traces of mint red

around .some devices and legends. A thin vertical scrape is noted

left of star 12. A triangle of small die chips identifies this obverse

die without the benefit ofa glass 1855 N-9. Rarity-1. Knob on

ear. MS-65 BN (NGC). Grellman state e. One of the most fa-

mous of all late date varieties, here seen in an impressive late state

with a large raised break under T of LIBERTY. Pleasing golden

brown, nearly tan, with abundant lustre and some traces of mint

red. A spot under Liberty’s nose is noted for accuracy. A desirable

trio. (Total: 3 pieces)
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2246

1852 N-11. Rarity-1. MS-66 RB (NGC). An exceptional com,

lull blazing mint red on the reverse while the obverse has mel-

lowed ever so slightly to a rich blend of mint color and pleasing

violet. The coin is still perhaps 80% red. A few little flyspecks are

seen, nothing serious. A very attractive and well-preserved speci-

men of the date.

2247 1853 N-10. Rarity-1. MS-64 RD (PCGS). Bright mint color

m a pleasing shade of orange-red. Some minor flyspecks, as ex-

pected, but no serious spotting. A planchet depression is noted in

Liberty’s neck, a deep horizontal scratch over stars 6 and 7 prevent

a higher grade from being assigned. A lively RiU red cent.

2248 1853 N-25. Rarity-1. MS-65 RB (NGC). Highly lustrous steel

brown with a bluish overtone and lively traces of peripheral mint

color on both sides. Exceptional cartwheel and overall eye appeal,

only a tiny old nick on Liberty’s nose keeps this from a higher

grade. A beautiful specimen.

Beautiful Proof 1855 Cent

Proofs and the prootlike circulation strikes which followed, but

this piece leaves no ijuestions as to its Proof status. It is included

near the top ofboth 1 )enis Lormg’s and I )el Bland’s census of PrtMif

large cents. A very nice quality specimen, worthy of placement m
a fine copper collection or a likely addition to a Proof type set.

NC'.C Census; I ; none finer within designation. Only two pieces have been

graded l’roof-65 RD. with none iiigher in any designation.

From Bouvrs and Merena ’s Burhop and Davis Collection, Septemk-r

1996, Lot 54; Denis Loring to Tom Turissini; 2001 FAC Sale, April

2001, Lot 531. The 1996 Bouvrs and Merena lot ticket and a former

owner's manila envelope accompany this lot.

Popular 1857 Small Date Proof
Newcomb-3

2250 1857 N-3. Rarity-5-. Small Date. Proof-64 BN (NGC). Fully

reflective with the obverse toned a pleasing sea green with violet

halos around devices, the reverse closer to golden tan with attrac-

tive shades of pale blue around the peripheral legends. A heavy

wire rim is present around much of the base of the obverse. Good

eye appeal, though a large toning spot is present inside star 11,

with a smaller spot behind the top curl of the bun and another off

Liberry'’s nose. Some trivial planchet chips and tiny lintmarks, no

significant contact marks. A pleasing example of the final chapter

among Proof large cents (unless one counts the fantastic 1868-

dated concoction that featured the precise same design).

NGC Census (Small Date): 1 ;
1 finer (Proof-66 BN). The vast majority of

Proofs graded are ot the Large Date variety.2249

1855 N-10. Rarity-5 as a Proof. Slanted 5s. Proof-65 BN
(NGC). Brightly reflective fields exhibit abundant highlights ot

mint color .idhering to devices, with the reverse showing mint color

blending into otherwise chocolate brown surfaces. Some lively iri-

descent highlights of violet-blue and sea green are mostly found

on the obverse. A sharp and highly appeahng example of this popu-

lar Proofissue, boldly rendered and very well preserved. Individual

small spots under stars 5 and 6 identify this pedigreed specimen;

only a few faint flecks under star 10 and a small number of tiny

contact points otherwise require mention. This die marriage pro-

duced both Proofs and circulation strikes, unlike the Proof-only

Newcomb- 1 1. Bob Grellman noted in his opus on late date large

cents that the Proofs of this variety appear to have been struck

after a round of normal circulation pieces were produced. He fur-

ther mentions that it is “extremely difficult" to discern betw'een

Popular Small Date Proof 1857 Cent

Newcomb-5, Proof-Only

2251 1857 N-5. Rarity-5+. Small Date. Proof-63 BN (NGC). At-

tractive tan surfaces show abundant golden toning and even

reflectivity. Some subtle flyspecks present on lower obverse, spot

within hair over shoulder curls, two spots apparently removed from

under star 1 and under jawline. Heavy wire rim around portions

ofboth obverse and reverse, good overall visual appeal. A popular

issue as a Proof emission from the last year of the large cent, as a

Proof-only variety, and as the last numbered variety in the

Newcomb series. Gems of this die variety are rare, and most col-

lectors will find this specimen more than acceptable.

From the Charles Rhvr Collection.
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SMALL CENTS
Higliligliting our offering ofsmall cents is the exciting Kansas Col-

lection ofred Lincoln cents. Collected well before the present enthu-

isiasm for these issues was in full .swing, our consignor had the good

fortune to focus on these rarities long before it was widely recognized

just how rare many of them truly are. Off the market for years, these

y'oins are an exciting opportunity for the serious collector ofgem Lin-

icoln cents. Additional highlights include two specimens of the famed

j<l 856 Flying Eagle cent, a gem Proof 1877 Indian Head cent, and many

i.ither popular issues in superb states of preservation.

Choice Proof 1856 Flying Eagle

Snow-9

(2x photo)

2252 1856 Flying Eagle. Snow-9. Proof-64 (PCGS). Deep golden

brown verging on chocolate with chestnut highlights on the cen-

tral motifs, and with a blaze of rich orange gold at the rims. A
sharp and appealing specimen of what is perhaps America’s most

popular and desirable small cent rarity—haven’t we all yearned to

own a choice 1856 Flying Eagle cent at least once in our collecting

lifetime? Snow-9, as offered here, is one of the most commonly

encountered varieties of this famous rarity, though in comparison

to virtually any other small cent issue, the Snow-9 is still a greatly

prized rarity. Researcher Rick Snow notes that “these were prob-

ably struck during a long period starting in late 1857 and continu-

ing until I860.’’ AU told, an example that would do justice to vir-

tually any Flying Eagle or Indian cent collection.

Popular 1856 Flying Eagle Cent

Snow-3

(2x photo)

2253 1856 Flying Eagle. Snow-3. MS-60. Pale golden brown with

splashes of rich orange-gold and a generous amount of lustre

present, surfaces lightly cleaned long ago, now naturally retoned.

A faint rim bruise at 5:00 on the obverse is noted for accuracy,

with other surface disturbances at an ab.solute minimum. Variety

with repunched 5 in date. An altogether acceptable example of

what may be the most popular rarity in the U.S. small cent series.

Regarding Snow-3, the Snow reference notes: “coins from this die pair rep-

resent about 20% of all 1856s seen. The quantity struck is probably no more

than 700 pieces with at least 500 examples surviving. Many remain unattributed.

By correlating the surviving population of this issue with historical records it is

nearly certain that this issue makes up most or all of the 634 specimens origi-

nally distributed to Congress to help promote passage of the pending coinage

bill. For this reason, many collectors pursue this variety specifically as the ‘Mint

State’ format Flying Eagle.”

Gem Mint State 1857 Flying Eagle

2254 1857 Flying Eagle. MS-65 (NGC). Bright and lustrous gold with

pale rose toning highlights. A sharply struck and aesthetically ap-

pealing gem from the first regular-issue year of this short-lived

series. A grand way to begin or add to a gem collection of Flying

Eagle cents.

2255 Trio of PCGS-certified Mint State small cents: 1857 Fly-

ing Eagle. MS-63. Lustrous golden surfaces with a touch of detri-

tus in the protected areas 1864 Bronze. MS-64 RD. Bright and

lustrous golden red 1898 MS-65 RD. Fiery golden red with

iridescent crimson highlights. All in early PCGS holders. (Total: 3

pieces)

2256 Pair of Flying Eagle cents: 1857 AU-58. Mottled surfaces

1858 Small Letters. MS-62. Lustrous with lovely rose highhghts.

(Total: 2 pieces)
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Popular 1S58/7 Flying Eagle Cent Rarity

Choice Mint State

Early Die State, Clear 8/7 Details

(2x photo)

2257

1858/7 Snow-1. MS-64. Strong underlying lustre on warm
golden brown surfaces. Blushes of faint rose, neon blue, and olive

grace both sides. An early die state example of this popular rarity,

displaying the “broken” wing tip, “belly button” (actually the re-

mains of the serif of a 1!) in the field below the eagle, and the

strong and unmistakable upper right section of the underlying 7,

as plain as day and sharp as well. This is one variety that is loved by

Flying Eagle specialists, and we suspect more than one collector

who wears the specialist cap will have their eyes on this coin when
It comes up for bids!2258

1858 Small Letters. MS-64 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous golden

brown surfaces with rich Ulac, blue, and rose iridescence in places.

A few faint obverse flecks can be seen though they do little to hinder

the viewer's enjoyment of the coin. Sharply struck. Late die state of

Snow-5 (see below). Housed in an old-style PCGS holder.

Snow-5. “Low Leaves, Doubled Die Reverse. A Type 3 reverse with the

denomination strengthened using a Type I denomination punch. Slight dou-

bling visible at the base ofONE. Heavy extra outlines on lower half of the de-

sign. Late die stage: rim cuds around entire rim e.xcept between 5:30 and 6:00.”

2259

1858 Small Letters. MS-64 (NGC). A glistening golden tan

specimen with wisps ofpeach and rose iridescence on satiny fields

and nicely contrasting devices. Sharply struck. A tiny fleck near

the center ofthe obverse in the eagle’s wing feathers is mentioned

for accuracy.

2260

1858 Small Letters. MS-64 (NGC). Satiny honey gold with in-

tense lustre, a great strike, and superb eye appeal for the assigned

grade.

2261 1859 MS-64 (NGC). Fiery rose-gold on the obverse, lighter gold

on the reverse, with a wealth of strong cartwheel lustre on both

sides. A pleasing gem example of this one-year-only type; the re-

verse laurel wreath was replaced in 1860 by an oak wreath with a

federal shield at the top, which remained on the reverse through

the close of the design type in 1909.

2262

1860 Pointed Bust. MS-64 (PCGS). Glittering golden surfaces

with strong lustre and nuance of pale rose iridescence. Consider-

ably scarcer than its compatriot issue with rounded tip to bust.

2263

Pair ofMint State 1860 Indian cents: Pointed Bust. MS-63.

Lustrous with a few spots noted on both surfaces Round Bust.

MS-64. Lustrous with a few faint toning spots noted under mag-

nification. (Total: 2 pieces)

Gem Proof 1861 Indian Cent

(2x photo)

2264

1861 Proof-65 (NGC). Satiny medium gold with modestly re-

flective fields and lightly frosted motifs. Splashes of rich pale blue

and rose iridescence mingle with splashes of bright gold. From a

Proofmintage for the date ofperhaps 400 to 500 pieces, though as

Q. David Bowers noted in his reference on the series “such esti-

mates vary widely, and 1 have seen numbers as low as 100 and as

high as 1 ,000.” A sharp and appealing specimen that stands up well

to careful scrutiny. For the record, just three examples of the date

have been graded finer by NGC.
NGC Census: 18; 3 finer within the designation (l’roof-66 finest).
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Gem Red Proof 1864 Bronze Indian l0

(2x plioto)

2265 1864 Bronze. Proof-65 RD (PCGS). A sparkling deep red gem
with frosted motifs and reflective mirrored fields. The motifs are

sharply rendered, and mild cameo contrast adds to the overall ap-

peal. From an unknown but most likely fairly low Proof mintage

for the date and type. In A Buyer’s and Enthusiast's Guide to Flying

Eagle and Indian Cents by Q. David Bowers, the author notes: “the

Guide Book suggests that just 150 Proofs were made, an enticingly

low number that is often quoted, but I suspect may be on the low

side. In 1977 in his Encyclopedia ofProof Coins Walter Breen stated

that 100 or so were struck, also very enticing. My guess: 400 to

500.” Regardless of the quantity actually produced or distributed,

bronze 1864 Indian cent Proofs have aWays been in high demand,

especially when as attractive as the present specimen.

PCGS Population: 9; 2 finer within the designation (Proof-67 RD finest).

2266 1864 L on Ribbon. MS-65 BN (NGC). Medium brown with

warm underlying lustre and a generous amount of mint red at the

peripheries. Sharp and appealing. A scarce and popular issue from

the first year ofbronze cent coinage in the design type, here with

the L for its designer,James Barton Longacre, on the Indian's head-

dress ribbon; this was added late in 1864, thereby producing the

scarcest variety of the year.

Choice Red Proof 1865 Cent

(2267 1865 Proof-64 RD (PCGS). Mirrored fields and lightly frosted

motifs display intense lustre and strong red brilliance. A dash or

two of pale rose graces the obverse, while the reverse sports a cen-

tral blast of faint violet iridescence. From an estimated Proof dis-

;
tribution of 750 to 1,000 or so pieces. A pleasing specimen, and a

coin that approaches gem in most respects.

Gem Red Proof 1867 Cent
Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

(2x plioto)

2268 1867 Proof-65 RD (PCGS). A bright red gem Proofwith lightly

frosted motifs and richly mirrored fields. A nuance of pale violet

iridescence has crept into the reverse design, adding greatly to the

overall appeal. One of just a dozen examples of the date called

Proof-65 RD by PCGS, with no .specimens graded finer within

the RD designation by that firm.

PCGS Population: 12; none finer within the designation.

Choice Mint State 1867 Cent

2269 1867 MS-64 RD (PCGS). A frosty red specimen w'ith strong

lustre and great eye appeal. A few faint flecks appear under low

magnification, but the “naked eye” appeal is wholly acceptable.

Closely spaced dentils at the bottom ot the obverse, widely spaced in all

other places.

2270 1868 Proof-64 RD (PCGS). A delightful red Proof Indian cent,

pale mint red at the centers with deeper red and orange highlights

at the rims. Sharp and appealing. Struck from a rotated reverse

die, here aligned at about 355° as opposed to the normal align-

ment of 180°; this alignment anomaly is frequently seen in Proofs

of the date.

2271 Quartette ofProofIndian cents: 1868 Proof-64 RB (PCGS).

Mottled surfaces 1882 Proof-65 RB (NGC). Reflective with

iridescent toning on the reverse, some spotting on both surfaces

1897 Proof-65 IkB (NGC). Reflective with iridescent blue-green

and magenta on both surfaces, some spotting noted 1898 Proof-

65 RB (NGC). Rich brown with magenta highlights. (Total: 4

pieces)
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2272 1868 MS-64 RD (PCGS). A sparkling red specimen with strong

lustre and some tlashes ot warm orange iridescence. Sharply struck

and aesthetically appealing.

2273 Group of Proof and Mint State small cents: 1868 MS-6()

RB 1880 Broof-6() 1890 Broof-62 1893 (2). Proof-63;

Proof-61 1902 Proof-61 1909 Indian. MS-63 Rl) 1919

MS-65 RO 1925 MS-64 RD. All the Proofs show various de-

grees ot rainbow toning on both surfaces, while Mint State pieces

are lustrous and attractive. A few seen with spots. (Total: 9 pieces)

2274 1869 MS-64 RD (NGC). Frosty and lustrous with pleasing or-

ange-red surfaces that display strong golden highlights. Nicely

struck from lightly clashed dies.

2275 1870 MS-63 RD. Frosty pale red surfaces display strong cartwheel

lustre. Some faint obverse hairlines and a scattering of tiny flecks

can be seen under low magnification.

Gem Red Proof 1871 Indian Cent
2276

1871 Proof-65 RD (PCGS). Bright golden red with splashes of

deeper orange, rose, and carmine present on both sides. A pleas-

ing and sharply struck gem, one of some 850 to 1,100 Proofs of

the date produced. Snow-1, with 7 and 1 in date noticeably sepa-

rated (called the Wide Date; Snow-2 has those two numerals

nearly touching and is called the Close Date). Among the finest

RD examples of the date certified by PCGS; that organization

has certified just one specimen of the date at a finer designation

than the present.

PCC;S Population: 27; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-66 RD).

Choice Red Uncirculated 1872 Cent

(2x photo)

2277

1872 MS-64 RD (PCGS). A satiny red specimen of one of the

prominent key dates in the Indian cent series. The frosty surfaces

display bright red highhghts with some deepening highlights on

the high points. Sharply struck in all places, a definite plus for a

date that is typically seen weak at the top of the reverse shield.

Repunching noted at the tops of the 7 and 2 in the date. A beauty

and, needless to say, a rarity in such a fine grade!

Choice Red Uncirculated 1872 Cent

2278

1872 MS-64 RD (PCGS). A flashy red gem with some warm i

orange highlights. An altogether pleasing example of this key rar-

ity in the Indian cent series. A touch of striking weakness is noted

here or there, as is more often the case than not for this particular
j

date. Still, choice for the assigned grade and worthy ofinclusion in

your Indian cent collection.

2279 1872 MS-64 RB (ICG). Lustrous red and brown woodgrain sur-

faces. Nicely struck on the reverse for this key date; it is often

quite flat at the top of the shield.

2280 1873 Close 3. Proof-63 RB. Bright golden red on the obverse,

medium tan on the reverse, reflective fields and frosty motifs on

both sides.
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Gem Uncirculated 1873 Close 3 Cent
None Graded Finer by PCGS

2281 1873 Close 3. MS-65 RB (PCGS). A high degree oflustre graces

the bright and frosty orange surfaces, while some pale violet iri-

descence mildly adorns the design high points. An attractive and

sharp gem that is tied for finest certified by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 14; none finer within the designation.

2284 1874 MS-66 RB (NGC). A frosty and lustrous orange-red gem
with a touch of deepening color on the high points. Choice and

attractive, sharply struck, and among the finest examples of the

date certified by NGC within any color designation.

NGC Census: 2(1; none finer within any designation.

2285 1874 MS-65 RB (NGC). Frosty, lustrous orange-red surfaces with

pale violet and rose toning highlights. A pleasing gem example of a

popular date.

Gem Red 1873 Open 3 Cent
Finest Graded by NGC

(2x photo)

!2282 1873 Open 3. MS-66 RD (NGC). A frosty red gem with in-

tense lustre and a nuance of deeper toning on the high points.

Nicely struck from lightly clashed dies. A lovely gem that holds up

well to careful scrutiny. One look will suffice to explain why the

present gem is the finest example of the date certified by NGC
within any color designation—BN, RB, or RD!

NGC Census: 1; none finer within any designation.

Faint clash marks on both sides, top of D in UNITED broken, die chips

around I in LIBERTY.

2286 1874 MS-64 RD (PCGS). A frosty red Indian cent with rich or-

ange highlights and some violet iridescence on the high points.

Nicely struck and choice for the grade.

Gem Red Mint State 1876 Cent

2287 1876 MS-65 RD (PCGS). A highly lustrous red gem Indian cent

from our nation’s centennial year. Bright red surfaces show nu-

ances ofpale gold and faded peach iridescence. Sharp and pleasing

for the date, with just a hint ofweakness at the tips of a few feath-

ers in the Indian's headdress.

Gem Mint State 1873 Open 3 Cent
MS-65 RD PCGS

(2x photo)

2283 1873 Open 3. MS-65 RD (PCGS). Blazing red surfaces with

rich orange and rose highlights. Some faint flecks become appar-

ent under low magnification, but the unaided eye sees exactly what

the coin is purported to be, a lovely red gem. Variety with several

raised die lumps on the Indian’s portrait, especially at the jawline.

Just three examples of the date have been certified finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 21; 3 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD finest).

2288 1876 MS-65 IkB (NGC). Satiny warm golden red with rich pale

violet toning on the high points. The reverse is slightly deeper in

tone and exhibits faint flecks under low magnification. Still, an

attractive gem example.
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CJoni Red Proof 1877 Indian Cent
A Superb Specimen

(2x photo)

2289

1877 Proof-66 RX) (PCGS). A startlingly beautiful red Proof

example of the most desirable key date in the Indian cent series.

While perhaps 1,250 to 1,500 Proofs of the date were distributed

(a figure taken from .4 Buyer’s and Enthusiast’s Guide to Flying Eagle

and Indian Cents by Q. David Bowers; this figure varies from source

to source), the date is still a formidable stumbling block in gem
Proof Many collectors rely on the extant Proof population for a

high-quality example of the date, as gem Mint State examples are

ol the greatest rarity; this places undue pressure on Proofs of this

date, perhaps more than on any other date in the Indian cent se-

nes. From the reverse die first used in 1872, with a “blob” at the

upper right serif of the T in CENT on the reverse. The present

beauty is among the dozen finest Proofs ofthe date graded by PCGS
within the RE) designation, and is bettered by only two Proof ex-

amples of the date within any color designation from PCGS. This

is what gem quality is all about!

PCGS Population: 10; 2 finer within any designation (both Proof-67 RD).

Splendid Gem Proof 1878 Indian

2290

1878 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). A blazing orange-red .specimen with

rich rose and gold iridescence in the design motifs. Sharp and ap-

pealing, and among the finest Proofexamples of the date certified

by PCGS; that firm has certified just one example ofthis date finer

within any designation. A grand opportunity in many respects.

PCGS Population: 10; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-67 RD).

2291

1878 Proof-65 RD (PCGS). A delightful gem Proof in all re-

spects. The rich orange mirror surfaces and lightly frosted devices

display a wealth ofattractive cartwheel lustre. A sharp and pleasing

gem m all regards. With some unusual die artifacts around the L in

LIBERTY on the Indian’s headband. Intriguing, and certainly

worth a good look from prospective bidders.

2292 1878 MS-64 RD (PCGS). Glossy and highly lustrous with

splashes ofviolet, crimson, and gold on lively red surfaces. Sharply

struck. L7ie artifacts around L in LIBERTY.

2293 1878 MS-64 RB. An impressive specimen with deep red, gold,

and chestnut highlights that form an enticing woodgrain effect.

The underlying lustre is warm and mellowed and is an appropriate

match to the visual quality of this attractive coin.

2294 Sextette ofMint State Indian cents: 1879 MS-65 BN (NGC).

Splashes of iridescent toning on both surfaces 1883 MS-65 RB
(NGC). Iridescent green, blue-green, magenta, and gold can be

seen on both surfaces 1896 MS-66 RB (NGC). Lustrous with

splashes of violet and blue iridescence 1899 MS-65 RB
(ANACS). Lustrous with splashes of pale brown and some spot-

ting noted 1900 MS-65 ILB (NGC). Some faint spots are noted

under magnification 1908-S MS-63 RB (PCGS). Verdigris on

E ofCENT. (Total: 6 pieces)
2295

1881 Proof-66 RB (NGC). A splendid gem Proof with choco-

late brown surfaces that display intense violet, indigo, and neon

blue when twirled beneath a bright light source.

2296

1882 MS-65 RD (PCGS). A bright and lustrous red gem with a

hint of pale violet at the centers on both sides. A natural planchet

flaw can be seen at the right side of the reverse shield, not in the

least detrimental to the overall appeal, and affording a nice insight

into mint technology of the late 19th century.

2297

1883 MS-65 RD (PCGS). Bright orange-red with strong lustre

and pale rose highlights. Struck from heavily stressed dies; por-

tions of the obverse design seem to be drawn into the field.

PCGS holder marked "Ally Collection.

"
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1,2298 1883 MS-65 RD (NGC). An amalgam of bright gold and rich

red comes to fiery life on the satiny and highly lustrous surfaces of

this attractive gem.

f2299 1884 Proof-67 RB (PCGS). An impressive gem Proof of the

hnest order. Deep red and orange surfaces display a nuance ofpale

sea green and rose on the high points. Among the finest examples

ofthe date certified by PCGS; that firm has certifiedjust one Proof

example of this date in a finer grade within any color designation.

PCGS Population: 14; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-68 RB).

! Gem Mint State 1885 Cent
None Graded Finer by PCGS

2300 1885 MS-66 RB (PCGS). Intense cartwheel lustre rotates viv-

idly on pale red and rose surfaces. The reverse displays stronger

red than the obverse. A sharp and pleasing gem in all regards. One
ofjust five examples of the date called MS-66 Rj3 by PCGS, with

no other example of the date certified finer by that firm within

any color designation.

PCGS Population: 5; none finer within in any designation.

2301 1885 MS-65 RD (NGC). A gorgeous bright red gem with in-

tense cartwheel lustre and eye appeal that easily measures up to the

assigned grade! Just two examples of the date have received finer

grades from NGC within the RD designation. A real “looker” for

your bidding pleasure.

NGC Census; 17; 2 finer within the designation (both iVlS-66 RD).

Choice Red Proof 1886 Cent
Type II Obverse.

(2x photo)

2302 1886 Type II. Proof-64 RD (PCGS). An attractive and lus-

trous orange specimen with delightfully deep rose highlights in

places. Sharp and appealing. Obverse design with lowest feather in

Indian’s headdress pointing between the C and A ofAMERICA.
Among the dozen finest examples of the date certified by PCGS
within the RD designation, and sure to satisfy as such.

PCGS Population: 9; 3 finer within the de.signation (Proof-66 RD finest).

Gem Red Uncirculated 1888 Indian l0

2303 1888 MS-65 RD (PCGS). A blazing orange-red gem with some

deeper orange and pale violet toningjust beginning to creep into

the peripheral regions. Sharply struck. A few faint flecks can be

seen under low magnification, but the unaided eye sees nothing

but a glorious red gem Indian cent.

2304 1889 Proof-67 BN (PCGS). Glossy deep tan with pale rose iri-

descent highlights. A pleasing gem, sharply struck and visually

enchanting.
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Hla/ing Cicni Proof 1889 Indian Cent
None tiraded Finer by PCGS

2305 1889 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). An intensely lustrous deep red speci-

men with blazing areas oforange, violet, and rose on both sides. A
truly splendid Proof Indian cent, a coin that is among the finest

certified Proofs of the date in the opinion of PCGS; no examples

of the date have been certified finer by that firm within any color

designation (BN, RB, RD). Gem quality personified!

PCGS Population: 9; none finer within any designation.

2306 1892 Proof-66 RB (PCGS). An impressive gem Proof Indian

cent. The lightly frosted motifs and heavily mirrored fields display

medium golden highlights with a hint ofpale olive. A real “looker.”

Blazing Red Uncirculated 1893 Cent

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

2307

1893 MS-66 RD (PCGS). An extraordinary gem cent with in-

tense orange and red surfaces that display unimpeded lustre and

just a hint of pale violet on the high points. A splendid gem that is

tied for finest certified by PCGS within any color designation.

PCGS Population: 20; none finer within any designation.

Gem Red Proof 1894 Cent

None Graded Finer by PCGS

2308

1894 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). Explosive lustre and rich orange

highlights on lightly frosted motifs and reflective fields. A pleas-

ing gem and a com that is tied for finest certified within any color

designation by PCGS.

Pt tiS Population: 9; none finer within any designation.

Superb Gem Uncirculated 1894 Indian 1^

None Certified Finer by PCGS
Snow-2, Misplaced 94 in Dentils

2309 1894 MS-66 RD (PCGS). An undeniably appealing gem in ev-

ery respect. Strong cartwheel lustre blazes broadly across the sat-

iny red surfaces. The strike is bold and crisp, and the visual appeal

is nothing short of stunning. A scarce variety with the tops of an

errant 9 and 4 in the dentils immediately below those numbers.

Probably one of the finest examples of this variety extant, though,

of course, the variety is not mentioned on the PCGS holder.

PCGS Population: 21 ;
none finer within any designation.

2310 1894 MS-64 RD (ANACS). Frosty deep golden red with intensely

blooming lustre. Some faint flecks are noted on both sides.

2311 1897 Proof-65 BN (PCGS). Medium chocolate brown with fan-

tastic bursts of rich rose, violet, and sea green.

Accompanied by an Eagle Eye Photo Seal certificate.

Gem Red ProofCameo 1898 Cent
Among Top HalfDozen Certified by PCGS

2312

1898 Proof-65 RD Cameo (PCGS). A blazing red gem with a
'

splash or two of rich violet iridescence. A few faint flecks can be

seen under low magnification, but the overall appeal is still sub-

stantial.

PCGS Population: 1; 5 finer within the designation (Proof-67 RD CAM
finest).

Lively Gem Proof 1899 Cent

2313 1899 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). Incredibly bold golden red surfaces.
|

A gem by any and all standards, sharply struck, vibrantly alive with
,

color, and appealing in every respect.
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12314 1899 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A lustrous golden red specimen with

exquisite eye appeal. The obverse is chiefly gold in appearance,

while the reverse is bright red and orange. Minor flecks noted on

the reverse, these apparent only under high magnification, and

mentioned solely for accuracy. The unaided eye sees nothing but a

blazing red gem!

2315 1899 MS-65 RD. Lustrous bright red with warm orange and gold

highlights.

Blazing Red Gem 1900 Cent

2316 1900 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A blazing red Mint State gem. The

strike is sharp and the lustre is yielding, and the overall eye appeal

is just this side of exquisite. Some faint flecks are seen under low

magnification, though none of them are worthy of serious con-

sideration. Just a halfdozen examples ofthis date have been graded

finer by PCGS within any color designation.

PCGS Populacion: 52; 6 finer within any designation (MS-67 RD finest).

2317 1901 Proof-66 RB (NGC). Snow-PRl, broadly repunched 90

I

m date (discovery attributed to this writer in Snow’s reference The

I

Flying Eagle & Indian Cent Attribution Guide, Second Edition Vol-

ij ume 6, 1900-1909. Blazing rose-red surfaces with pale lilac high-

I

lights on the obverse, while the reverse is bright and brilliant golden

Ij

red. A pleasing gem and a scarce and desirable variety all yours

I

with one successful bid.

I

Accompanied by an Eagle Eye Photo Seal certificate.

p318 Quartette ofsmall cents grading MS-65 RD: 1901 (PCGS).

j
Lustrous with a few faint flecks visible 1905 (NGC). Lustrous

with a few minor spots noted mostly on the obverse 1907 (NGC).

Satiny lustre with minute spots noted under magnification 1913

(PCGS). Attractive with a few minute spots noted. (Total; 4 pieces)

Gem Red Proof 1902 Indian Cent

2319 1902 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). A superb gem red Proof that is be-

ginning to tone to attractive lilac and warm crimson. Superbly

struck and every bit the gem the holder proclaims it to be.

Gorgeous Gem Proof 1903 Cent

2320 1903 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). Blazing red fields display intense

areas ofgold, pale rose, and light violet iridescence. Sharply struck

and decidedly gem in all respects.

2321 1904 MS-65 RD (NGC). A frosty golden red gem with intensely

active cartwheel lustre and grand eye appeal.

Lovely Gem Proof 1907 Indian l0

2322 1907 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). A lively mix of red, gold, and pale

sky blue adorn the obverse of this cameo gem, while the reverse

displays rich violet iridescence on the high points of the wreath. A
pleasing coin in all respects, and readily among the finest PCGS-
certified examples of the date extant; just one example of the date

has been certified finer by PCGS within any designation.

PCGS Population: 14; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67 RD).

2323 1908-S MS-64 RD (PCGS). Bright golden red surfaces show

strong lustre and a good measure ofaesthetic appeal. A nice example

ofour nation’s first branch mint coinage in the denomination.

Gem Red 1909-S Indian Cent

(2x photo)

2324 1909-S Indian. MS-65 RD (PCGS). A glittering red gem with

intense lustre and eye appetil that just won’t quit. From the final

date of the Indian cent series, and the date with the lowest mint-

age; in fact, its mintage of309,000 is the lowest regular-issue mint-

age in the entire small cent series (1857-present). Only 10 examples

of the date have been graded finer by PCGS within the RD desig-

nation. We suspect a key date with as much appeal as the present

coin holds will fare quite well when it crosses the auction block!

PCGS Population: 106; 10 finer within the designation (MS-67 RD finest).
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Choice Uncirculated 1909-S Indian Cent

2325 1909-S Indian. MS-64 RX). Bright and lustrous golden red. One
ot the key dates in the Indian cent series. Careful examination re-

veals a faint yet attractive woodgrain toning effect in the fields.

2326 1909-S Indian. MS-63 BN. A lustrous pale rose-brown speci-

men of a popular low-mintage branch mint rarity. One of only

309, ()()() examples of the date struck, by far the lowest regular is-

sue mintage in the entire small cent series, 1857 to the present.

Lincoln Cents
Our offering of Lincoln cents is led by the exciting Kansas Col-

lection ofred Lincoln cents. As noted earlier, these beautiful Lincoln

cents were gathered before the current craze for collecting such pieces

began. All of the coins in the Kansas Collection are housed in early

green-label PCGS holders that are rarely seen today, as the vast ma-

jority ofthese high-grade rarities in the marketplace were sent to the

grading services in more recent years. Many of the vibrant red rari-

ties ofthe Kansas Collection are tied for the finest certified by PCGS,

and the exceptions are outpaced by precious few examples.

2327 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln. MS-66 FOD (PCGS). A beautiful blazing red

gem with fiery golden iridescence. A boldly struck representative

example of the first year—and type—of Lincoln cent coinage.

Splendid Gem Red 1909-S V.D.B. Cent

2328

1909-S V.D.B. Lincoln. MS-65 RD (PCGS). Incredibly bright

golden red surfaces wath extraordinary lustre and eye appeal to match.

A delighttully lustrous gem example ofwhat may be the most popular

of all small cent issues, a date that drove generations of collectors

wald with the prospect of finding an “S-V.D.B.” in pocket change!

Indeed, how many other U.S. coins can you name that are known

by their initials? Its mintage of484,000 pieces is among the smallest

mintage figures in the entire small cent series, and is far and away

the lowest production figure in the Lincoln cent series. All this adds

up to a classic issue in a classic collectable grade.

Impressive 1909 Lincoln Cent
Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

2329

1909 Lincoln. MS-67 RD (PCGS). An outstanding gem cent

in all regards. The surfaces are as bright and lustrous as when struck

some 95 years ago, and the blend of red and gold iridescence is

exquisite. Further, no example of the date has been graded finer

than the present specimen, making it a “shoo-in” for a “registry

set” classification. Definitely gem quality!

PCGS Population; 44; none finer.

Frosty Red Gem 1909-S Lincoln

2330 1909-S Lincoln. MS-66 RD (PCGS). A blazing red gem with

intense underlying lustre and a nuance of pale gold. Truly superb,

a sharply struck gem chat holds up well under careful scrutiny. Only

two examples of this date have been certified finer by PCGS, and

those are probably safely ensconced in high-grade Lincoln cent

sets. The present gem is just a grading point below the previously

mentioned two specimens, making acquisition of the present coin

a wise move on the part of this lot’s successful bidder.

PCGS Population: 91; 2 finer (MS-67 RD finest).

2331 1910 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Blazing red surfaces display strong cart-

wheel lustre and warm orange highlights. A few faint flecks are

noted under magnification. A satiny gem. Fewer than 20 examples

of the date have received a finer grade from PCGS.

PCGS Population: 116; 16 finer (MS-67 RD finest).

2332 1910 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Another splendid and fully lustrous red

example of this popular early date in the Lincoln cent series. A few

faint flecks are noted under low magnification.

PCGS Population: 116; 16 finer (MS-67 RD finest).

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1911 Cent

Among Finest Certified by PCGS

(2x photo)

2333

1911 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A satiny and highly lustrous gem ex-

ample of the date. Blazing red surfaces display an array ot gold .iiid
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orange highlights, especially on Lincoln’s portrait, A C'ondition

CDensns example of the date, at least where LCCSS is concerned;

they have certified just a half dozen examples of the date at the

present grade, with only one specimen certified finer by that firm.

Simply lovely!

PCGS Population: 6; 1 finer (MS-68 RO).

Gem Red Uncirculated 1912 Lincoln l0

‘2334 1912 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny red gem with extraordinary

lustre and eye appeal to match. Just a half dozen examples of the

date have been certified finer by PCGS, making an excellent op-

portunity for an alert Lincoln cent specialist.

PCGS Population: 48; 6 finer (MS-67 RD finest).

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1913 Cent2335

1913 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Blazing deep red surfaces with bright

orange and gold highlights. A sharply struck gem, a coin that is

exceeded in grade by just four PCGS-certified specimens of the

date. Lovely.

PCGS Population: 54; 4 finer (MS-67 RD finest).

Exemplary Gem 1914 Cent

{2x photo)

2336

1914 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A truly splendid specimen of the date,

one with extraordinary eye appeal and cartwheel lustre that just

won’t quit! Bright red surfaces are exceptionally “clean” and lively

for the assigned grade. Only three examples of the date have been

certified finer by PCGS, something worth considering while plan-

ning your bidding strategy on the present lot.

PCGS Population: 27; 3 finer (MS-67 RD finest).

Important Red Gem 1915-D Cent
None Graded Finer by PCGS

(2x photo)

2337

1915-D MS-66 RD (PCGS). Highly lustrous mint red surfaces

with a display of faint orange and rose on the obverse. A truly

splendid gem example of this early Denver Mint issue, a coin that

has 15 peers in the PCGS Population Report, but to date, no ex-

ample of the date has achieved a finer grade from that particular

certification service. Ifyou are accustomed to collecting the “fin-

est of the fine” then you will do well to take a careful look at the

present gem.

PCGS Population: 16; none finer.2338

1916 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny and highly lustrous pale red

gem with splashes of rich gold and iridescent orange. Sharply

struck, and with faintly granular surfaces that rival the quality of

the Matte Proofs of the era. Fewer than 20 examples of the date

have been certified finer by PCGS, Simply gorgeous.

PCGS Population: 132; 16 finer (MS-67 RD finest).

Extraordinary Gem 1917 Lincoln Cent
Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

(2x photo)

2339

1917 MS-68 RD (PCGS). A truly extraordinary gem Mint State

Lincoln cent of the date. The satiny red surfaces are alive with

broadly sweeping lustre and intense splashes of pale iridescent or-

ange, rose, and gold. Sharply struck and easily worthy of the as-

signed grade, just one other example of this date has been called

MS-68 RD by PCGS, with none certified finer. A visual treat,

and a coin that may truly be the finest example of the date extant.

PCGS Populntion: 2; none finer.
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Oiitstaiuling Reel Gem 1918 Lincoln

Among the Finest Certified by PCGS

(2x photo)

2340

1918 MS-67 RX) (PCGS). An intense cartwheel of lustre spins

smoothly on the satiny, blazing red surfaces of this nicely struck

gem. Add a splash of pale iridescent rose and gold, and the aes-

thetic appeal easily measures up to the physical grade. A fairly com-

mon date in all grades save for the high-level gem range, with fewer

than 10 examples of the date called MS-67 RX) as here, and just

one specimen graded finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 8; 1 finer (MS-68 RD).

examples of this date have been certified MS-66 Rl) by PCGS,
just four have been graded finer by that firm.

PCGS Population: 64; 4 liner (MS-67 Rl) linest).2343

192()-D MS-64 RD (PCGS). Satiny red surfaces with strong lus-

tre and a touch of deepening red on both sides. A sharply struck

and thoroughly appealing example, a coin that readily approaches

the gem classification in all respects.

2344

1921 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny red gem with intense cart-

wheel lustre that blazes forth brightly on both sides. A few faint

tlecks become apparent under magnification, though the unaided

eye is not challenged by these intrusions. A nuance of pale rose

iridescence graces both sides, adding to the overall charm and aes-

thetic appeal of this delightful gem. Just nine examples of the date

have been certified finer than the present specimen by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 53; 9 finer (MS-68 RD finest).

Incredible Red Gem 1919 Cent
Among Finest Graded by PCGS

(2.x photo)

2341

1919 MS-68 RD (PCGS). An outstanding gem in all regards!

The surfaces exhibit intense cartwheel lustre that cascades broadly

beneath bright orange, red, and pale rose highlights. The devices

are sharply rendered, and the eye appeal is exceptional in all re-

gards. The present gorgeous gem cent is among the 15 finest ex-

amples of the date certified by PCGS in the RX3 designation; of

that number, only one has received a finer grade (and what a spec-

tacular gem that must be!). Essentially as fine an example of the

date as you may ever see offered at public auction, and worthy of

your bidding consideration as such, especially if you are “into”

high-quality Lincoln cents.

PCGS Population: 14; 1 finer (MS-69 RD).

2342

1920 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A bright and lustrous red gem with a

splash of pale rose and sky blue iridescence on both sides. Some

faint flecks are noted under magnification, but the overall gem

quality ofthis specimen speaks for itself Whilejust over three score

Famous 1922 “Plain” Cent Rarity

No D, Strong Reverse2345

1922 “Plain.” No D, Strong Reverse. AU-55 (PCGS). A high

degree of underlying lustre adorns the golden brown surfaces of

this attractive specimen. Die Pair 2, weak obverse coupled with

strong reverse; while the Denver Mint obverse die had been heavily

repolished several times, thus eliminating the D mintmark, it was

nonetheless later coupled with a strong, new reverse die, thereby

creating the popular 1922 “Plain” rarity. Obverse with soft, mushy

features, and with the second 2 in date and TRUST the sharpest

physical details present. The reverse is crisp and bold in its design,

and has a somewhat woodgrain effect as well. A popular issue, es-

pecially when so finely preserved.

2346

1923 MS-65 IfD (PCGS). A lovely red gem with splashes of pale

gold and rich rose iridescence. Highly lustrous and nicely struck.

2347

1924 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A frosty and highly lustrous satiny red

gem with an innate beauty that cries out to the beholder! Sharply

struck and aesthetically appealing, with deep crimson iridescence

just beginning to adorn the reverse rim. While nearly three score

examples of the date have been called MS-66 RD by PCGS, just

three have received a finer grade from that prestigious organiza-

tion. We sincerely suspect that the present coin would give any ot

those three “finer” specimens a true run for the money.

PCGS Population: 54; 3 finer (MS-67 IG.) finest).
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2348 Six pack of early Lincoln cents, all MS-66 RD (PCGS). All

arc lustrous blazing red and spot-free unless noted: 1 923 1930.

(Ine tiny reverse fleck 1931 1932 1933. One reverse fleck

at the bottom rim 1934. Faint tiny flecks both sides. A nice

group! (Total: 6 pieces)

Superb Red Gem 1926 Cent
None Graded Finer by PCGS

2349 1926 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A satiny red gem of the highest or-

der! The flashy golden red surfaces display intense cartwheel lustre

and overall visually appeal that is easily equal to the quality of the

assigned grade. No example of this date has been certified finer

by PCGS, and a glance at the present specimen will serve to il-

lustrate just how grand a coin would need to be to surpass the

present piece!

PCGS Population: 46; none finer.

Lustrous Red Gem 1927 Cent
None Graded Finer by PCGS

2350 1927 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A sparkling and highly lustrous red

gem with splashes of pale rose and neon orange. A delight to be-

hold, a sharply struck gem that practically defines the assigned

grade’s parameters. No examples of this date have been certified

finer than the present coin by PCGS, which should make the

present piece all the more attractive to those who fancy superb

quality early Lincoln cents.

PCGS Population: 21 ; none finer.

2351 1927 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Blazing red surfaces with intense lus-

tre and strong eye appeal. Essentially as fine as you are liable to

find for the assigned grade.

Superb Gem Red 1928 Cent
None Graded Finer by PCGS

2352 1928 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A blazing red gem with intense deep

golden highlights and lustre that just won’t quit. A nicely struck

gem that has been lovingly preserved for the better part of a cen-

tury, all for the benefit of today’s collecting community. Simply

superb for the grade, and a date that has fewer than three dozen

equals and no betters in the PCGS Population Report.

PCGS Population: 34: none finer.

2353 1928-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Satiny and highly lustrous medium
red surfaces. A nicely struck gem that is deserving ofstrong bidder

attention. Fewer than a dozen examples of the date have received a

finer grade within the RD designation by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 65; 9 finer (all MS-66 RD).

2354 1929 MS-66 RD (PCGS). An exemplary gem example of the date

and grade. Flashy and highly lustrous red surfaces are essentially as

fine as you are apt to see for the assigned grade; indeed, we feel

confident the present specimen would easily challenge any of the

20 examples of the date certified at a finer grade by PCGS!
PCGS Population: 277; 20 finer (MS-67 RD finest).

Exciting Gem Uncirculated 1929-D
None Certified Finer by PCGS

2355 1929-D MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny red gem with strong un-

derlying lustre and even rose iridescence on both sides. An im-

pressive gem and a coin that is among the 14 finest examples of the

date certified by PCGS. You won’t find a finer “RD” example of

this date in a PCGS holder!

PCGS Population: 14; none finer.

2356 Quintette ofLincoln cents, each grading MS-65 RD (PCGS). All

are bright and fiery red, lustrous, and spot-free unless noted:

1929-S 1930 1930-S. Faint flecks near date 1935-S 1942-

D. A pleasing group. (Total: 5 pieces)

2357 1930-D MS-66 BD (PCGS). Intense cartwheel lustre graces the

satiny medium red surfaces of this pleasing gem. Sharply struck

and aesthetically appealing, as should be expected for the assigned

grade. Just a half dozen examples of the date have been certified

finer by PCGS, a fact that speaks highly for the present com.

PCGS Population: 83; 6 finer (MS-67 RD finest).
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2358 1931-S MS-65 RD (PCGS). Satiny, lustrous red surfaces with

strong eye appeal for the assigned grade. A popular date, one of

just two dates in the Lincoln cent series with a mintage figure that

falls below the one million mark, in this case 866,000 pieces (the

other example is, ofcourse, the 1909-S V.D.B. rarity). Absolutely

choice for the grade.

2359 Selection of Lincoln cents grading MS-66 RD (PCGS). All are

blazing lustrous red and spot-free unless noted; 1932-D 1934.

A few faint flecks 1935 1935-D. Faint reverse flecks 1937-

1) 1937-S 1938-S. Light reverse flecks 1939-D 1942-S.

A great group of Lincolns! (Total: 9 pieces)

2360 1933-D MS-66 RD (PCGS). Blazing red surfaces adorned with

fiery lustre and loaded with eye appeal.

PCGS Population: 227; 13 finer (MS-67 RD finest).

2361 Eight great Lincoln cents grading MS-66 RD (PCGS). All are lus-

trous blazing red gems, spot-free unless noted: 1934 1934-D.

Faint reverse fleck at O in ONE 1935 1936-S 1937-S

1938. Tiny obverse rim fleck near date 1938-S 1939-S. A
great group in aU regards. (Total: 8 pieces)

2362 Selection ofLincoln cents grading MS-67 RD (NGC). A lustrous

group ofgems, spot-free unless noted: 1935 1936-D 1938-

D 1938-S 1942. Faint fiecks 1944-S. Faint Hecks 1947-

S. Some faint toning spots. A grand group of bright and Hashy

Lincoln cents. (Total: 7 pieces)

2363 1938 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). Fiery orange-red with high reflectivity

and strong eye appeal.

2364 Quintette of Lincoln cents grading Proof-65 RD (PCGS).

All show wisps of golden toning highhghts, and all are spot-free

unless noted: 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942. Faint flecks

present on both sides. (Total: 5 pieces)

2365 Trio ofsmaU cents grading MS-67 RD (PCGS): 1938-S 1940-

D 6’ 1954-S. A lustrous threesome ofblazingly red gems. (Total: 3

pieces)

2366 Quartette of PCGS-certified ProofLincoln cents: 1939 Proof-

65 RD (2). One with faint flecks 1940 Proof-65 RD 1941

Proof-64 RD. Reverse rim fleck at 5:00. (Total: 4 pieces)

2367 Selection of PCGS-certified ProofLincoln cents: 1950 Proof-

66 RD 1951 Proof-66 RD. Faint flecks 1952 Proof-66 RD
1953 Proof-66 RD 1954 (2). Proof-66 RD; Proof-64 RD

1957 Proof-66 RD 1958 Proof-67 RD 1959 Proof-67 RD.

Obverse fleck near point of bust. A great group of Proofs. (Total:

9 pieces)

2368 Selection of Proof Lincoln cents. All are bright and lustrous i

gems, and problem-free unless noted. Some show faint toning high-

lights: 1951 Proof-67 RD (NGC) 1952 Proof-68 RD (NGC)
tfr 1953 Proot-68 ILD (NGC). Faint fleck on Lincoln’s lapel

1953 Proof-67 RD (NGC) 1954 Proof-68 RD (NGC). Faint

fleck in upper right wheat stalk 1955 Proof-68 RD (NGC)
1956 Proof-65 RD (ANACS). Tiny fleck on Abe’s collar 1958

Proof-66 RD (ANACS). Some flecks on Lincoln’s neck 1959

Proot-67 RD (ANACS). First Proof ofthe Lincoln Memorial type.

A nice selection overall. (Total: 9 pieces)

Choice Uncirculated 1955 Doubled Die Cent

2369 1955 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Smooth

medium brown with generous amounts of mint red in the pro-

tected areas. No, you are not seeing double, but rather examining

the obverse doubling on one ofAmerica’s most famous and popu-

lar error coins. A wealth ofunderlying cartwheel lustre adds greatly

to the overall appeal of this choice Mint State specimen.

2370 1972 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-65 RL3 (PCGS). Blazing red

with bright gold highlights. A popular doubled die obverse vari-

ety with Lincoln cent collectors. (The present writer remembers

these being advertised in 1972 for S20 apiece in various numis-

matic periodicals, with sales lines like “these will soar in value

soon” and the like!)

This ends our offering of the Kansas Collection of red Lincoln cents.

Gem Red 1909-S V.D.B. Cent

(2x photo)

2371 1909-S V.D.B. MS-65 RD (PCGS). A satiny gem specimen of

this perennial favorite among Lincoln cent enthusiasts—and any-

one else who appreciates a classic rarity. Bright golden red on the

obverse and deep orange red on the reverse, both sides enhanced

by intense cartwheel lustre. A lovely coin that holds up well under

careful examination, one that should satisfy anyone with an urge

to bid for—and own—this American numismatic classic.
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Choice Uncirculated 1909-S V.D.B.

2372 1909-S V.D.B. MS-64 RD (PCI). A blazingly lustrous golden

specimen, a choice coin by any standards. Some faint flecks be-

come apparent under low magnification, but they easily elude the

unaided eye. Arguably one of America’s most famous and most

popular small cent varieties, here presented in a popular collector

grade.

2377

2373 1909 Lincoln. Matte Proof-65 RB (PCGS). A satiny golden

brown specimen with intense lustre and splashes of rich golden

iridescence mingled with pale mahogany highlights. An impres-

sive gem Prooffrom the first year of the design type, one of2,352

such Proofs produced.

2374 1909 Lincoln. Matte Proof-64 RD (PCGS). Rosy red lustre

typical of the satiny surfaces found on Matte Proof Lincolns. Mi-

nor spotting is noted, commensurate with the grade.

2378

2379

2380

2381

2375 Pair of PCGS-certified Proof Lincoln cents: 1909 Matte

Proof-64 ILB (PCGS). Mottled toning with faint bluish highhghts

on the high points 1938 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). Brilliant and 2382

reflective surfaces with an obverse spot noted under Lincoln’s chin.

(Total: 2 pieces)

1909-S Lincoln. MS-65 RD (PCGS). Frosty golden brown sur-

faces with intense cartwheel lustre. A pleasing red gem from the

first year of the design type.

1909-S Lincoln. MS-65 RD (NGC). A blazing red satiny gem
that is about as fine as might be found within the MS-65 grade.

Decidedly choice and worthy of strong bidding activity.

1909-

S Lincoln. MS-65 RD (NGC). A satiny, frosty specimen

with lustrous red surfaces that display a nuance ofpale rose. Abso-

lutely choice for the assigned grade. A popular issue from the first

year of the design type.

1910 Matte Proof-64 RB (PCGS). Blazing red surfaces with rich

golden highlights and a hint of violet on the high points. An at-

tractive Proof from a mintage of 4,083 pieces.

1910-

S MS-65 RD (PCGS). Blazing orange-red tempered with a

touch of rose iridescence. Sharp and frosty. An attractive gem de-

spite a few faint obverse flecks.

Foursome of Lincoln cents grading MS-64 RD (PCGS):

1911 1913 1925-D 1928-D. All are lustrous and choice, a

nice group in all regards. (Total: 4 pieces)

Gem Red 1909-S Lincoln l0

2376 1909-S Lincoln. MS-66 RD (NGC). A golden red frosty gem
with strong cartwheel lustre. One ofthe most popular key dates of

the series, a scarce and desirable issue at the gem Uncirculated level.

While overshadowed by its cohort with designer’s initials V.D.B.

on the reverse, 1909-S Lincoln cent is nonetheless a desirable is-

sue in its own right.

2383 1912 Matte Proof-65 BN (PCGS). Deep chocolate brown with

bands of pale gold, red, and faint electric blue. Just a half dozen

examples of this issue have been certified finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 19; 6 finer within the designation (Proof-66 BN finest).

2384 Quartette of Lincoln cents grading MS-64 RD (PCGS):

1912. Faint toning spot behind Lincoln’s head 1917. Faint re-

verse flecks 1927-D 1931-S. Some light obverse flecks on

this popular low-mintage date. A nice group all told. (Total: 4

pieces)

2385 Quartette ofPCGS-certified branch mint Lincoln cents:

1912-D MS-64 BJ3. Light reverse flecks 1917-S MS-64 RB
1921-S MS-63 RB 1925-S MS-64 RB. A lustrous group. (To-

tal: 4 pieces)
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238b ' S \\S t.4 R|! Satiny medium red with pale rose

hif^lhh^hts I ustrous. Some t'amt reverse Hecks are noted.

2387 U*13 .Watte l’root-64 KI) (PCGS). Bright red and gold with im-

pressive orange highlights m the fields. Some faint Hecks adorn

the obverse, otherwise e.xtremely choice for the assigned grade.

2388 Trio ot Denver Mint Lincoln cents grading MS-64 RD
(NGC): 1913-DsIr 1919-13. Faint Hecks near the date 1922-

1). A scattering ot faint Hecks present on both sides. (Total: 3 pieces)

2389

1913-S MS-64 RD (NGC). Bright red with deep golden toning

highlights. A triHe “mushy” on the obverse, though nowhere near

as soft as frequently seen for the date. A strong representative of

the assigned grade in all respects.

Choice Red 1914-D Cent
Desirable Key Date

luWITtb STATtS,

(2x photo)

2390 1914-D MS-64 RD (PCGS). Frosty deep red with generous

amounts oflustre and splashes ofbright orange. A few faint Hecks

become apparent under magnification, though none are overly

offensive to the unaided eye. Sharply struck. A popular key date,

one that is easily as desirable as its 1909-S V.D.B. counterpart in

the pantheon of Lincoln cent rarities.

2391 Pair of Lincoln cents grading MS-65 RB (NGC): 1915-D

1917-D. An impressively lustrous pair ofDenver Mint gems, both

more red than brown. (Total: 2 pieces)

2392 1916-D MS-66 BN (NGC). A satiny mattelike gem with heavy

underlying lustre on medium brown surfices. Splashes ofrich rose

and pale red enhance the overall appeal.

Gem 1916-S Cent
None Graded Finer by PCGS

2393

1916-S MS-65 RB (PCGS). A highly lustrous deep red gem with

bursts of brighter red in the fields and with lively violet irides-

cence on the high points. Sharp and appealing, a gem that would

do justice to any Lincoln cent collection. Something worth noting

when you plan your bidding strategy: no example of this early

branch mint issue has been graded finer than the present coin by

PCGS within any color designation—BN, RB, or RD!
PCGS Population: 22; none finer within any designation.

2394

1916-S MS-65 RB (NGC). A delightful gem with satiny sur-

faces that are just beginning to take on some deeper golden high-

lights. Nicely struck and fully lustrous, a coin that has a matte-like

appearance and an enormous amount of eye appeal.
2395

1916-S MS-64 RD (NGC). Deep orange-red with intense cart-

wheel lustre. Rich rose iridescence graces both sides ofthis sharply

struck specimen.

I

2396

1917-S MS-64 RD (PCGS). Frosty orange-red with strong lus-

tre. A hint of reverse weakness is seen at the O in ONE, which is

typical for the date (and the era, especially among coins from the

San Francisco Mint). Still an undeniable gem in all respects.

2397

1918-D MS-65 RB (PCGS). Deep orange brown with intense

lustre that glows warmly beneath the toning highlights. A nicely

struck gem, and a coin that is tied for finest certified by PCGS
within the RB designation.

PCGS Population: 16; none finer within the designation.

2398

1918-S MS-64 RD (PCGS). Lustrous orange gold surfaces with

splashes of deep orange in the protected areas. Nicely struck tor

the date.
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2399 1919-S MS-64 RD (PCGS). Pale orange-red with bright golden

cartwheel lustre and splashes of iridescence violet.

2400 1919-S MS-64 RD (NGC). Sultry pale orange with some violet

iridescence present on the high points.

Gem Uncirculated 1920-S Cent
Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

2401 1920-S MS-65 RB (NGC). A sharp and appealing warm orange-

brown specimen with satiny surfaces and intense underlying lus-

tre. Early date branch mint Lincoln cents are currently “hot” in

today’s numismatic marketplace, and we suspect active bidding will

be the order of the day when this attractive coin crosses the auc-

tion block.

NGC Census: 18; none finer within the designation.

2402 1921-S MS-65 RB (ANACS). Strong underlying lustre graces

the satiny red and tan surfaces of this sharp and attractive gem.

More “R” than “B” on this attractive gem. An interesting obverse

die break runs from the rim diagonally upward across the bottom

of the S mintmark, and from there across the bottom tips of the 9

and first 1 in the date.

2403 Pair of scarce and popular certified Lincoln cent varieties:

1922 “Plain.” VF-35 (PCI). Medium to deep tan. Soft obverse

details, sharp reverse 1944-D/S Die I. VF-30 (ANACS). Deep

tan. Top ofunderlying S distinct under low magnification. A nice

pair all told. (Total: 2 pieces)

2404 1922-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Sparkling deep red surfaces with

plenty of eye appeal. A nicely struck example of a popular branch

mint Lincoln cent issue.

2405 1922-D MS-65 RD (NGC). A frosty, brilliant, and highly lus-

trous red gem example of this popular branch mint issue, A faint

toning fleck in the right wheat stalk on the reverse is the only

mark of note, and when all things are considered its significance

dwindles dramatically. Obverse design details just beginning to

weaken near the D mintmark and coat lapel immediately beneath.

Choice and attractive for the assigned grade, and among the finest

examples of the date called RD by NGC.
NGC Census: 18; 2 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD finest).

2406 1923 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Blazing red lustre with fiery gold and

orange highlights. A sharply struck and thoroughly appealinggem.

2407 1923-S MS-65 RB (NGC). Satiny rose-red surfaces with bright

lustre and attractive golden highlights. Sharply struck, this date is

often found mushy in areas. A pleasing gem overall.

2408 1923-S MS-63 RI9 (PCGS). Lustrous pale salmon red with a few

faint flecks noted.

2409 1924 MS-65 RD (NGC). A bright and lustrous gem. Rich red

surfaces display strong golden cartwheels and areas of deep irides-

cent orange at the rims. Gorgeous.

2410 1924-D MS-64 RD (PCGS). Satiny pale rose-red with rich

golden highlights and strong cartwheel lustre. A few faint flecks

are noted, though the overall appeal is substantial enough that they

can be easily forgiven. A nice coin in all regards.

Reverse die aligned at about 150° instead of the usually seen 180°.

2411 1924-D MS-63 RD (PCGS). Satiny golden red surfaces with

strong underlying lustre.

2412 1924-S MS-65 BN (PCGS). Lustrous chocolate brown with rich

rose and pale violet iridescence. Choice for the grade.
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Incredibly Toned 1925 Gem Lincoln I 0

None Graded Finer by NGC

2413 1925 MS-67 RD (NGC). An intensely lustrous gem! The rich

red surfaces display intense areas of gold and pale orange irides-

cence. A sharp gem specimen, an eye-catcher in all regards. No
example ot this date has been graded finer by NGC within any

designation.

NGC Census: 24; none finer within any designation.

2414 Trio ofLincoln cents grading MS-65 RD (NGC): 1925 1929-

S 1933-D. Three delightful gems! (Total: 3 pieces)

2415

1926 MS-67 RD (NGC). A blazing red gem with incredible fi-

ery orange and crimson highlights that enliven the peripheries of

this beautiful Lincoln cent. Of the more than 550 MS-63 or finer

1926-dated Lincoln cents certified by NGC, less than 5% have

been accorded the MS-67 RD grade assigned to the present gem,

and none have been graded finer by that firm!

NGC Census: 27; none finer.

2416

1926-D MS-64 RD (PCGS). Bright rose-red surfaces with strong

lustre and impressive orange iridescence. A few faint flecks are

noted under magnification, but none of them are worrisome or

offensive. In short, a pleasing choice RD 1926-D Lincoln cent.

2417

1926-S MS-63 RD (PCGS). Satiny medium red with some

golden highlights. A lustrous example of the date, one that obtains

semi-key status in choice Uncirculated or finer.

2418 Quintette ofLincoln cents grading MS-65 RD (PCGS): 1927

1930 1931 1932. A few light flecks around the date

1933. One light fleck above LIBERTY. A choice group of gems

overall. (Total: 5 pieces)

2419 1927-S MS-64 RD (AN ACS). Highly lustrous satiny red surfaces

display some faint flecks under low magnification.

2420

1927-S MS-64 RD (PCGS). Satiny medium red with bursts of

gold and orange. Strong aesthetic appeal for the assigned grade and

color designation. Moderately scarce at this level, and worth your

bidding attention.

Gem Red 1928 Lincoln Cent
Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

2421 1928 MS-67 RD (NGC). Explosive lustre runs rampant on the

deep orange surfaces of this satiny gem. Sharp and appealing. No
1928 Lincoln cent has received a finer grade from NGC than the

present gem, and only eight other specimens have tied it for qual-

ity in the eyes of that certification service.

NGC Census: 9; none finer.
I

I

2422 1928-S MS-64 RD (NGC). Lustrous pale rose-red with bursts of

gold. Warm orange highlights grace both sides of this satiny speci-
,

men. Nicely struck and appealing for the grade.
j

2423 1929-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). A frosty red gem with blazing mint i

lustre.

2424 1931-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Highly lustrous deep crimson with

pale salmon, rose, and fiery red as well. A lovely gem specimen of

a popular branch mint issue.

2425 Quintette ofLincoln cents grading MS-67 RD (PCGS):

1934 194()-D 1942-D 1944-D 1944-S. Each is lustrous

and attractive. (Total: 5 pieces)

2426 Quintette ofLincoln cents grading MS-67 RD (PCGS);

1934 1940-D 1942-D 1944-D 1944-S. Each is lustrous.

(Total: 5 pieces)

Gem Red Satin Proof 1936 Cent

(2x photo)

2427

1936 Satin Proof-66 RD (PCGS). Satiny p.ale golden red with

strong underlying lustre. From a small mintage for the date ot 5.569
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pieces. Rej;arding the Satin Finish Proofs, David Lange's fine ref-

erence on the Lincoln cent series, 'I'lw Complete Guide to Lincoln

Cents, notes “tliough Satin Finish Proofs are clearly scarcer than

Brilliant Proofs, circumstantial evidence suggests that a greater

number w'cre made. The Mint’s own estimate was that two-thirds

of the total number of coined were of the Satin Finish. It’s quite

possible that their owner’s disappointment with them caused these

coins to be spent or otherwise mishandled.” A sharply struck gem
whose grade has been exceeded by but one specimen in the eyes of

PCGS. A grand opportunity for Lincoln cent enthusiasts and Proof

coin specialists alike.

PCGS Population: 22; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-67 RD).

Gem Red 1936 Doubled Die Obverse Cent

Type I

A “Five Star” Rarity

(2x photo)

2428 1936 Doubled Die Obverse. Type I. FS ly-014, Breen-2135.

MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny beauty with strong lustre and de-

hghttul eye appeal. Rich rose and bright orange flashes temper the

bright red surfaces of this popular rarity. In their Clienypicker’s

Guide, authors Bill Fivaz and J.T. Stanton give this variety their

highest rating for desirability—five stars—and note “of the three

major 1936 Lincoln doubled dies, this and #2 are the strongest and

most desirable.” As for desirability, the present gem is one ofjust

five examples of the variety’ called MS-66 RD by PCGS, with just

one example certified finer by that firm within any color designa-

tion. That sure sounds like “desirability” to us!

PCGS Population: 5; 1 finer within any designation (MS-67 RD).

Gem Red Proof 1937 Cent

None Graded Finer by PCGS

(2x photo)

1429 1937 Proof-67 RD (PCGS). An intensely lustrous gem of the

finest order. The devices are modestly frosted, and the fields are

deeply mirrored. Deep golden red, with a hint of fiery orange are

the building blocks of this coin’s beauty. From a Proof mintage

for the date of just 9,320 pieces, of which the present coin is

among the finest certified by PCGS within any designation, BN,
RB or RD!

I'CCiS Population: 9; none finer within any designation.

2430 1938 Proof-67 RD (NGC). Bright fiery orange with some lighter

salmon and rose highlights. A few faint flecks materialize under

low magnification yet the eye appeal is still substantial. Nearly 400

examples of this popular Proof issue have been called Proof-67

RD by NGC, but none have been graded finer!

2431 Selection ofProofand Mint certified Lincoln cents. 1939-

D MS-66 RD (ANACS) 1939-S MS-66 RD (ANACS) 1940

Proof-64 RD (PCGS) 1945-D Doubled Die Obverse. MS-65

RD (ANACS) 1951 Proof-65 RD (PCGS) 1953 Doubled

Die Obverse. Proof-65 RJD (ANACS) 1961 Proof-65 Deep

Cameo (PCGS) 1962 Proof-67 RD (ANACS) 1963 Proof-

67 Deep Cameo (PCGS) 1964 Proof-69 RD (PCGS) 1968-

S Proof-66 Cameo (ANACS) 1969-S (2). Proof-68 Deep

Cameo; Proof-66 Cameo 1995 Doubled Die (2). MS-67 PJ)

(PCGS); MS-66 RD (PCGS). (Total: 15 pieces)

2432 Quartette of branch mint Lincoln cents grading MS-67 RD
(PCGS): 1940-D 1942-D 1944-D 1944-S. Each with

lustrous and attractive surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

2433 Sextette ofLincoln cents grading MS-67 RD (NGC): 1940-

S 1941 -D 1942 1942-D 1944-D 1944-S. All are bright

and frosty gems. (Total: 6 pieces)

2434 1943-D/D Steel. MS-64 (PCGS). A bright steel gray gem with

rich sky blue highlights. Repunched D mintmark plainly evident.

A scarce and popular variety that has recently come into its own.

2435 1943-S Steel. MS-68 (PCGS). An intensely lustrous gem with

bright silver and sky blue highlights. Tied for finest certified ex-

ample of the date in a PCGS holder.

PCGS Population: 46; none finer.

2436 1948-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). An impressively brilliant and lus-

trous red gem of the finest order, and a coin that has not seen its

better in a PCGS holder. In fact, fewer than three dozen examples

of the date have attained the assigned grade of the present gem.

Simply gorgeous.

PCGS Population: 33; none finer.
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,l*t liS' Blazing lustrous red with decided pink

overtones t.'nl\ three examples of the date have been certified

finer b\ I’f 'ClS.

Choice Red Uncirculated 1955 Doubled Die
Obverse l0

(2x photo)

2438

1955 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-63 RD (NGC). A bright red

and highly lustrous example of this ever-popular Lincoln cent is-

sue. Indeed, the typical 1955 Doubled Die Obverse Lincoln cent

is more apt to be brown, and sometimes with splashes of faded

mint red. A fully red specimen such as the present coin is an un-

common occurrence for the date, and special bidding attention

will undoubtedly reflect the interest. Some faint toning spots are

noted, particularly above LIBERTY on the obverse, otherwise very

choice for the assigned grade.
2439

1955 Doubled Die Obverse. AU-58 BN (PCGS). A pleasingly

lustrous deep tan specimen ofone of the most popular and famous

of all small cent issues. In AU-58, as here, the 1955 Doubled Die

Obverse cent is among the most popular of all collector coins—it

is at once desirable, attractive, and highly affordable to most col-

lectors. Certain to see strong bidding competition, so don’t be left

out when it crosses the auction block!

2440

1958-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). As ablaze with fiery lustre and

bright red brilliance as on the day it was struck! Fewer than three

dozen e.xamples of this final branch mint issue in the wheat cent

series have been called MS-67 RD by PCGS, as here, w'ith none

graded finer by that firm.

PCXIS Population: 35: none finer.

2441 1993-S Proof-7() RD Deep Cameo (PCGS). A splendid gem Proof

Lincoln cent of the finest order, with strong cameo contrast be-

tween the frosrv' motifs and deeply mirrored fields. A beauty that

stands at the “top of the pop” as they say nowadays—we can’t re-

sist saying here “none graded finer by PCGS!”
Pl t.S Population: 54: none finer.

TWO-CENT PIECES
The star of this small grouping of tw'o-ccnt pieces is a nice ex-

ample of the elusive 1867 Doubled Die Obverse, a dramatic variety

within this short and interesting scries.

2442 1864 Large Motto. MS-66 RB (NGC). Generous amounts of

frosty red on medium red-brown surfaces. A wealth of underlying

lustre is present on both sides. Struck from lightly clashed dies.

2443 1864 Large Motto. MS-65 RD (PCGS). Frosty golden red with

strong lustre and an equally strong strike. An attractive gem, a coin

that has never been dipped or fussed with, and, in today’s market-

place, a fairly scarce item as such. It is difficult to believe that such

gem quality can be had at such a small price!

2444 1867 MS-65 RB (PCGS). Satiny iridescent golden tan with some

olive highlights and warm underlying lustre.

2445

1867 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-63 BN (PCGS). Lustrous

golden brown with deep chestnut highlights. Bold doubling at IN

GODWE TRUST, as well as at many ofthe design features around

the ribbon and top of the shield. Just two examples of this scarce

and popular variety have been certified finer within the BN desig-'

nation by PCGS. !

PCGS Population: 2; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-f)4 13N),

2446

1868 Proof-66 BN (NGC). Medium chocolate brown with vi-

brant iridescent rose, blue, and gold on both sides. No Proof ex-

ample of this date has been certified finer within the BN designa-

tion by NGC.
NGC Census: 4; none finer within the designation.

From the Charles River Colleetum.
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2447 1870 I’root-63 K15 (I’CICJS). Cliictly red with medium brown high-

lights. A few faint .speeks are seen but tlie overall appeal is quite

fine for the grade.

NICKEL THICEE-CENT PIECES
A superb run ofMint State and Proofthree-cent nickels is led by an

iipressive gem 1 865 and two superb specimens ofthe Proof-only 1 877

sue. Nice three-cent nickels are still inexpensive in today’s market,

id this Classics Sale provides advanced enthu.siasts of the series and

?wcomers a chance to add a nice coin (or several!) to their holdings.

Splendid Cameo Proof 1865 Nickel 30

Finest Graded by NGC

1448 1865 Proof-67 Cameo (NGC). Bright and enticing with a nu-

ance ofpale champagne toning. A splendid gem cameo Proofex-

ample of the date in every regard! The motifs are frosty, the fields

are deeply mirrored, and the resulting cameo contrast is as rich

and visually fulfilling as one is apt to see on a Proof of the design

type. The present impressive gem is the finest Proof of the date

graded by NGC, and is a coin that rightfully stands alone at the

“top of the heap” for the date where quality and beauty are con-

cerned.

NGC Census: 1; none finer within any designation.

1449 1865 MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty, well-struck gem specimen from

the first date ofthe denomination. Highly lustrous with pale golden

highlights.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale ofthe Cabinets of Craig M. Morgan,

M.D., Stephen C. Leckar, and the Columbia and Time Capsule Collec-

tions, November 1998, Lot 1274.

450 1865 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty gem from the first year of the de-

sign type. Lustrous surfaces display pale gold, violet, and sky blue

iridescence. Unusually beautiful and from unclashed dies as well

(see below).

From an extremely early state ofthe die pair, here with the ATES in STATES

on the obverse visibly connected to the front of Liberty’s coronet by a series of

heavy, raised die lines; the same phenomenon is visible through the date nu-

merals upward to the lowest hair curls, then to ICA in AMERICA.

2451

1866 Proof-65 (PCGS). An attractive silver gray Proofwith frosty

motifs and delightfully mirrored fields. From an estimated Proof

mintage for the date of 725 or slightly more examples, a fairly low

Proofmintage within this design type. A blush ofpale rose adds to

the appeal of this attractive gem.

2452

1866 Proof-65 (NGC). Splashes of rose and gold on attractive

steel gray surfaces. Rainbow iridescence is the order of the day,

especially on the reverse.

2453 1866 Proof-65 (NGC). A delightful cameo gem with pale pastel

highlights on frosted motifs and mirrored fields. A pleasing gem
in all regards.

2454 1866 Proof-64 (PCGS). Lightly frosted motifs and reflective fields

display pale rose and faint sky blue iridescence.

Gem Cameo Proof 1867 Nickel 30
None Certified Finer by PCGS

2455

1867 Proof-66 Cameo (PCGS). A bright champagne specimen

with deeply mirrored fields and moderately frosted motifs. From a

Proof mintage for the date of slightly more than 625 pieces, most

of which were released in sets of various denominations. One of

just eight dozen examples ofthe date called Proof-66CAM by PCGS
with none certified finer by that firm in any grading de.signation.

PCGS Population: 12; none finer within .any designation.

2456

1867 Proof-66 (NGC). A glittering gem Proofwith lightly frosted

motifs and mirror fields that refiect pale champagne iridescence.
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2457

2458

2459

2460

2461

2462

2463

1868 Proof-65 (PCGS). Lightly frosted motifs and mirror fields

display full mint brilliance. Some horizontal striations are seen on

the reverse denomination, as frequently found for the denomina-

tion, possibly a result of the planchet production process.

1868 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny and highly lustrous pale golden

gem with strong eye appeal for the assigned grade. An interesting

reverse die crack can be seen at the upper right of the wreath.

2464 1871 Proof-65 (PCGS). Reflective fields and lightly frosted

motifs display engaging deep champagne iridescence.

1869 Proof-65 Cameo (NGC). A pleasing cameo with pale

champagne highlights on frosted motifs and mirrored fields.

1869 Proof-65 (PCGS). A flashy gem with rich rose and gold

iridescence on highly frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields. A
sharp and appealing specimen, one ofmore than 600 Proofs of the

date produced.

Gem Cameo Proof 1870 Nickel 30

1870 Proof-65 Cameo (PCGS). A lively and lovely cameo gem.

The frosted motifs and mirrored fields display a high degree of

brightness and some pale champagne iridescence. Just five examples

of the date have received a finer grade from PCGS. A lovely coin

that would add greatly to any nickel three-cent collection.

PCGS Population; 12; 5 finer within the designation (Prool-66 CAM
finest).

Quartette of PCI-certified Proof nickel three cents: 1870

Proof-63. Reflective with minute spotting noted under magnifi-

cation 1874 Proof-63. Pearl gray iridescence on both surfaces,

the reverse with a splash of gold 1878 Proof-63. Reflective

golden surfaces 1885 Proof-62. Reflective with a whisper of

golden rose. (Total: 4 pieces)

1871 Proof-65 Cameo (PCGS). Frosted motifs and deeply mir-

rored fields display bright and attractive golden lustre.

2465 1871 Proof-65 (PCGS). A lustrous and satiny gem with some-

what reflective fields and mildly frosted motifs. Pale champagne

highlights dominate both sides.

2466 1872 Proof-65 (NGC). Frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields

form an outstanding cameo contrast. Splashes of bright gold en-

hance the overall appeal.

2467 1872 Proof-65 (NGC). Pale silver gray with bursts ofchampagne

iridescence on the satiny motifs and reasonably mirrored fields.

2468 1873 Close 3. Proof-66 (NGC). A satiny gem. Lightly frosted

motifs and faintly reflective surfaces display attractive wisps ofpale

rose, faint sky blue, and a dash here and there of warm orange

gold. An aesthetically appealing beauty.

2469 1873 Close 3. Proof-65 (PCGS). An attractive medium gray

specimen with much mint brilliance on the reflective fields and

faintly frosted motifs. Pale champagne highlights on both sides.

2470 1873 Close 3. MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty gem with intense cart-

wheel lustre and rich golden highlights. Sharp and appealing and

easily worthy of the assigned grade.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUMUTIES
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2471

1874 Proof-65 (NGC). Deep champagne toning highlights on

lightly frosted motifs and satiny, somewhat reflective fields. An

appealing specimen.

2472

1875 Proof-66 (PCGS). An attractive medium gray specimen

with satiny, somewhat reflective fields, lightly frosted motifs, and

a nuance of piale rose on both sides.

2473

1875 MS-66 (PCGS). A startlingly lustrous gem with appealing

shades ofgolden toning on both sides. Sharp in strike and undeni-

ably worthy of the gem classification.

From Bowers and Mercna ’s sale ofthe Cabinets of Craig M. Morgan,

M.D., Stephen C. Leckar, and the Columbia and Time Capsule Collec-

tions, November 1998, Lot 1284.

Gem Proof-Only 1877 Nickel 3 0

2477

1877 Proof-65. Pale golden gray surfaces with frosty motifs, sat-

iny, somewhat reflective fields, and nuance ofpale rose iridescence.

From Bowers and Mcrena’s sale of the Lindesmith & LaRiviere Col-

lections, November 1999, Lot 497.

2478

1877 Proof-63 (PCI). Lightly frosted motifs and deep mirror

fields display splashes of bright iridescent champagne toning.

2479

1878 Proof-66 (PCGS). A satiny and thoroughly enjoyable ex-

ample of this desirable Proof-only issue. Somewhat reflective

(mostly satiny) fields and hghtly dusted motifs display faint yet bold

rose iridescence.

2474

1876 Proof-66 (NGC). Muted gold, rose, and pale blue high-

lights grace the satiny fields and frosted motifs of this gem Proof

2475

1876 Proof-65 (PCGS). A high degree ofcartwheel lustre graces

the reflective golden gray fields and faintly frosted motifs.

2480

1878 Proof-65 (NGC). Pale gold, olive, and rose highlights adorn

the frosty motifs and mirror fields of this gem Proof specimen.

2481 1879 MS-66 (PCGS). A sharp and impressive gem. The devices

are frosty and the fields are somewhat prooflike though satin tex-

ture is the order of the day overall. Attractive golden highlights

add to the charm of this undeniably gem nickel-three cent piece.

2482 1879 Proof-66 (NGC). Rich champagne iridescence on frosted

motifs and reflective fields. Nicely struck.

Proof-Only 1877 Nickel 30

Gem Cameo Proof

2476

1877 Proof-66 Cameo (NGC) . Heavily frosted motifs and richly

mirrored fields form a strong and undeniable cameo contrast. Add

a splash of pale champagne and a nuance of dusty rose, and the

aesthetic appeal is heightened dramatically. The quality and the

appeal easily merit the assigned grade, and it is worth noting that

just six examples of the date have been certified finer than the

present piece by NGC.
NGC Census: 23; 6 finer within the designation (Proof-67 CAM finest).

2483 1880 Proof-66 (PCGS). A pleasing gem in all regards. Bold cart-

wheel lustre spins radiantly around the frosty motifs and satiny fields

of this delightful gem.

2484 1880 Proof-65 (NGC). Smoky topaz highlights on frosted motifs

and mirrored fields.
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2485 1880 MS-67 (NGC). A satiny and deeply lustrous pale golden

gray gem with a panoramic display ofbnght pastel highlights. Ab-
solutely deserving of the assigned grade, and one of only two ex-

amples ot the date to achieve such a meritorious mark from NGC,
with none certified finer by that firm. From a modest circulation

strike mintage for the date ofjust 21,000 pieces, and considerably

scarcer m gem Mint State than in gem Proof
NGC Census: 2; none finer.

2486 1880 MS-65 (PCGS). Broad cartwheel lustre sweeps across pale,

frosty golden surfaces.

2487 1881 Proof-67 (NGC). An impressive gem with bursts of deep

gold and pale peach on reflective fields and lightly frosted motifs.

Were we to choose a solitary word to describe the present coin, it

would no doubt be exquisite.

2488 1881 Proof-66 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem Proof specimen

with lightly frosted motifs and somewhat satiny though reflective

fields.

2489 1881 Proof-66 (PCGS). Golden gray surfaces glow with warm
rose and gold iridescence.

2490 1882 Proof-67 (NGC). A satiny beauty! The medium silver gray

surfaces display a nuance of pale rose on the obverse, while the

reverse displays light, delicate peach iridescence. Simply gorgeous.

2491 1882 Proof-66 (PCGS). A dynamic gem Proof The frosty mo-

tifs and mirrored fields display warm rose and faint lilac irides-

cence.

2492 Pair of Proof-63 nickel three-cent pieces: 1882. Mottled

rose, gold, and gray toning over reflective surfaces. A minor

planchet flaw is noted on the reverse 1887. Iridescent gold, pale

sky blue, green, and rose on both surfaces. Minute spotting is noted

under magnification. (Total: 2 pieces)

2493

1883 Proof-67 (PCGS). An impressive gem Proof with frosty

motifs and mirrored fields. Sharply struck. Pleasing pale cham-

pagne iridescence graces both sides.

2494 1883 Proof-67 (NGC). A high degree of lustre graces the bright

silver and pale golden obverse, while the reverse displays a more

subdued array ofbrilliance tempered with pale gold and peach iri-

descence. Just four examples of the date have been certified finer

within the designation by NGC.
NGC Census: 72; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-68 finest).

2495 1883 Proof-66 (PCGS). Bright silver surfaces adorned with a

nuance of rich champagne iridescence. The fields are highly re-

tdective, and the motifs are faintly frosted.

2496 1883 Proof-66 (NGC). A lovely gem Proof with rich gold and

rose iridescence on the high points of the frosty motifs, and with

splashes ofrich gold on the highly reflective fields. A real “looker.”

2497 1883 MS-62. Satiny golden gray with strong lustre and rich golden

highlights. Choice for the grade.

2498 1884 Proof-67 Cameo (NGC). A truly splendid gem Proof of

the date. The frosted motifs and mirrored fields display a broad

array ofpale gold and taint rose iridescence, while crisp lustre bursts

forth on both sides. Just one example of this Proof date has been

graded finer than the attractive cameo gem presented here.

NGC Census: 7; 1 finer within the designation (Proor-68 CAM).

2499 1884 Proof-66 (PCGS). Lightly frosted motifs and well mirrored

fields display an array of pale pastel iridescence on both sides.

2500 1884 Proof-66 (NGC). A pleasing gem in all regards. Warm
golden highlights grace reflective fields and frosted motifs, the end

result an engaging cameo.

2501 1884 Proof-65 (NGC). Pale pastel pink and sky blue on frosty

motifs and mirrored fields. A delight to behold.

2502 1885 Proof-66 (PCGS). A splendid gem Proof Radiant cart-

wheel lustre graces the frosty motifs and satiny field on the ob-

verse, while the reverse field is much more reflective and the de-

vices are slightly less textured. Pale champagne, rose, and sky blue

adorn the reverse.
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!503 1886 Proof-66 Cameo (NGC). An impressive gem cameo ex-

ample of a popular Proof-only date. Urilliant silver gray fields sup-

port lightly frosted motifs. Liberty’s portrait is adorned with

splashes of pale gold, especially in her tresses.

NCiC Census: 9; 5 finer within the designation (Proof-67 Cameo finest).

!504 1886 Proof-66 (PCGS). A “flashy” gem Proof example of this

popular Proof-only issue. Highly reflective mirror fields and mod-

estly frosted motifs form an attractive cameo contrast.

!505 1887/6 Proof-65 (PCGS). Lustrous steel gray with satiny sur-

faces and a hint of pale rose. Underlying 6 plainly evident.

!506 1887/6 Proof-65 (ANACS). A satiny gem Proof with pale rose

and faint sky blue iridescence on frosted motifs and satiny though

reflective fields. Underlying 6 fully visible under low magnifica-

tion.

!507 Trio ofnickel three-cent pieces: 1887/6 Proof-64 (PCI). Re-

flective with splashes offaint grayish gold on both surfaces 1887

Proof-64 (PCGS). Reflective with lovely rose-gray surfaces 1889

MS-62 (PCI). Lustrous golden gray surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1508 1887 Proof-66 (NGC). A whisper ofpale champagne iridescence

graces the frosty motifs and satiny, somewhat reflective fields.

1509 1887 Proof-65 Cameo (PCGS). A pleasing cameo Proof with

lightly frosted motifs and reflective mirror fields. Warm silver gray

with a nuance of pale gold.

510 1887 Proof-65 (PCGS). Deep golden highlights on reflective

fields and lightly textured motifs.

,511 1888 Proof-65 (PCGS). An impressive gem cameo, though such

is not noted on the PCGS holder. Heavily frosted motifs and highly

reflective fields display warm golden highlights.

512 1888 Proof-65 (NGC). A gloriously beautiful Proof A high de-

gree of lustre spins rapidly across the satiny fields and frosted mo-

tifs of this impressive gem specimen.

Impressive Gem Cameo Proof 1889 Nickel 3^1

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

2513 1889 Proof-67 Cameo (NGC). A startlingly lovely gem Proof

nickel three-cent piece. Frosty motifs and deeply mirrored fields

display a broad array of strong lustre and a nuance of pale rose iri-

descence. No examples ofthis date have been certified finer within

the Cameo designation by NGC.
NGC Census: 2; none finer within the designation.

2514 1889 Proof-67 (PCGS). A lovely gem Proof from the final date

of the design type and denomination. Satiny yet reflective fields

and frosted motifs combine for gem quality in the truest sense of

the word. Indeed, the grade of the assigned coin may seem some-

what conservative in some viewer’s eyes.

PCGS Population: 46; 1 finer within any designation (Proot*-68).

2515 1889 Proof-66 (NGC). An attractive gem Proof from the final

date of the denomination. Frosted motifs and mirror fields display

warm golden iridescence.

SILVER THREE-CENT PIECES
Ifyou like nice Proof three-cent silver pieces, carefully scan over

the lots that follow to see some specimens oftop-shelf quality. Many

boast superb original color. A few nice Mint State coins would be

ideal in a fine type collection, especially the 1858 in a very rare MS-

67 (PCGS) grade. All silver three-cent photos are 2x.

Choice Proof 1856 Silver 3^

2516 1856 Proof-64 (PCGS). Generous amounts of silver brilliance

are tempered with splashes of deep iridescent gray and pale sky

blue. From an unknown but undoubtedly small Proofmintage for

the date, perhaps on the order ofjust a few dozen pieces. Frosted

motifs and deeply mirrored fields are but two of the engaging at-

tributes of this choice Proof silver three-cent piece. Among the

dozen finest Proofs of the date certified by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 7; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-65 finest).

From the Charles River Collection.
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2517 1857 MS-64 (NGC). Strong underlying lustre on heavily toned

surtaces. The obverse bull’s eye toning was probably imparted

by long-term storage m an old style coin album. Struck from

heavily clashed dies as well. A neat and attractive example of the

date and type.

Gem Proof 1858 Silver 30

2518

1858 Proof-65 (PCGS). Deep and reflective cobalt blue with

splashes of rich iridescent rose. A sharply struck gem Proof from

the final year of Type II coinage within the series. Perhaps just

300 or so examples of the date were produced, which pretty much

makes for an “instant rarity” in anyone’s book! A pleasing gem
that should draw appreciative bidding activity.

Exciting Gem 1858 Silver 30
2519

1858 MS-67 (PCGS). A spectacular circulation strike example of

this tiny silver issue, unfortunately overlooked by many due to its

smaller size. However, ifthe piece had been larger, the design would

be among the most distinctive ofthe era with the bold star and shield

on the obverse and the unusual denomination marker on the re-

verse. The present gem is boldly struck with full definition and com-

plete borders ofthe central shield, and with both outlines to the star

fully separated. The central devices ofthe reverse are similarly sharp.

Minor peripheral softness is noted in the legends and reverse stars,

however, all major features are complete. Struck from hea\'ily clashed

dies, with artifacts of same clearly visible on both sides under the

richly toned surfaces. Lovely gold, blue, rose and green iridescence

over the lustrous fields. Tied for finest graded by PCGS for the date,

as well as the Type II variation.

PC(iS Population: 10; none finer.

Gem Proof 1860 Silver 30

2520 1860 Proof-65 (NGC). Reflective fields and lightly frosted mo-
tifs display pale gold, peach, and electric blue on the obverse, while

|

the reverse is brilliant at the center with concentric bursts of vio-
j

let, indigo, and neon blue outward toward the rim. One of 1,000

Proofs of the date produced.

I

2521 1861 Proof-64 (PCGS). Sultry medium gray surfaces with bursts

of pale electric neon blue and peach.

2522

1863 MS-64 (NGC). Lustrous central brilliance surrenders to

flashy blue, rose, and gold iridescence at the rims.

2523

1864 Proof-66 (NGC). A fiery array of electric blue and rose

grace the frosty central motifs and deeply mirrored fields of this

gem Proof silver three-cent piece. One of 470 Proofs of the date

produced, a Proof production figure that ranks among the lowest

in the entire denomination.

2524

1869 Proof-65 (PCGS). Deep steel blue reflective surfaces sup-

port lightly frosted motifs. Splashes of pale ro.se grace the central

points. One of 600 Proofs of the date produced.
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2525 1871 Proof-66 (PCGS). Ileep golden surfaces display rich blue

and rose on the obverse, while the reverse sports an array ot rich

gold, sea green, and pale blue, A highly reflective gem with frosted

motifs.

Gem Proof-Only 1873 Silver 30

Terminal Date of Series

NICKEL FIVE-CENT PIECES
Nickel five-ccnt pieces have always seen broad-based collecting

interest, but we wonder if this is the year that the denomination will

“break out” the way Washington quarters have in the last few years.

The general public is excited for the release of the Lewis and Clark

commemorative nickel (though we’ve seen only a few in change),

and other new nickel designs arc apparently on their way. The very

first nickel five-cent piece struck was the 1866 With Rays type,

present in this Classics Sale in both gem Mint State and Proof for-

mats. The first Buffalo nickel — popular from the start - was struck in

1913, though the possibility of the denomination wearing off neces-

sitated a change to the “Type H” reverse, available here in lovely gem

Matte Proof Two popular overdates in the Buffalo series will be seen

below, the 1914/3 (a fairly recent discovery as Buffalo varieties go)

and the classic and very scarce 1918/7-D. The branch mint issues of

1926 are a challenge for advanced Buffalo nickel collectors, and

those who really study the series will want to at least look at the sharply

struck 1926-D, ifnot buy it! The gem-quality 1926-S is also a treat.

Several nice Proof specimens of the 1936 and 1937 issues (in two

formats in the case of the former date) round out the offering.

2526 1873 Proof-65 (NGC). Bright and lustrous lilac-gray centers give

way to rich steel blue and rose iridescence toward the rims. One

ofjust 600 Proofs of the date produced in what would be the final

date of the series; no circulation strikes were produced, leaving a

Proof example of the date the only option for completists in the

series.

2527 1873 Proof-63. Smoky quartz and gold highlights grace lustrous

silver gray surfaces. The reverse displays splashes ofdeep neon blue

and violet.

2528 1873 Proof-62. Medium silver gray at the centers with frosty

motifs and reflective fields. Halos of deepening gold approach the

rims on both sides.

Choice Proof 1866 Rays 50

2529 1866 Rays. Proof-64 (NGC). Muted golden gray with satiny,

mildly reflective fields and lightly frosted motifs. Sharply struck

with prominent centering dots on both sides. From an estimated

Proof mintage for the date of somewhat more than 200 pieces, a

figure based on sales of silver Proof sets. One of the lowest nickel

five-cent Proof issues in the history of the denomination (1866-

present), and exciting as such.

From the Charles River Collection.

Lustrous Gem 1866 Shield Nickel

2530 1866 Rays. MS-65 (NGC). A bright and lustrous gem with a

touch oflively champagne toning on both sides. Nicely struck from

a curious die pair (see below) with nearly complete design ele-

ments in all places.

It is no secret to toAiy’s collectors that the U.S. Mint had its problems when

it first began striking nickel three-cent pieces in 1865, and their larger relatives,

the nickel five-ccnt pieces of the following year, 1866. Nickel, a tough and du-

rable metal, was famous within the Mint for its ability to crack and chip even

dies of the finest steel. The present coin was struck from an obverse die that has

several small cracks that wend their way willy-nilly across the landscape, and a
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Old v'Uisidc Us esijtcs I >11 the reverse some faint die cracks encroach upon
S I \ 1 t S c>f AMtKIe A and the stars are seemingly resting on a raised bed of

heavy die hues resembling a trail of hay more than anything else. Several of the

letters 111 the legend have boxy, sheltlike unfinished areas around them as well.

.A truh neat die study tor anyone who cares to indulge.

2531 1866 Rays. MS-64 (NGC). Lustrous silver gray with some golden

highlights. A pleasing coin from the first year of the design type

and denomination.

champagne iridescence. Doubling most noticeable at the crtiss and

annulet atop the obverse shield, and in the surrounding design el-

ements as well.

2537

1872 Doubled Die Obverse. Proof-65 (PCGS). A pale golden

gem with frosty motifs and satiny, reflective fields. Die doubling

plainly noted at the top of the shield, where the bottom edge of

the cross, the annulet below, and the leaves and berries in that area

are all crisply doubled.

2532

Octette of Mint State and Proof certified nickels: 1866

Rays. MS-62 (PCI). Golden rose surfaces 1903 Proof-64

(PCGS). Reflective with a splash of golden orange on both sur-

faces 1912 MS-64 (PCI). Reflective rose-gold surfaces 1913

Type 1. MS-65 (ANACS). Lustrous with golden magenta at the

peripheries 1913 Type I. MS-62. Pearl gray surfaces 1936-S

MS-66 (PCGS). Lustrous with soft rainbow iridescent toning on

both surfaces 1938-D Buffalo. MS-66 (2). (PCGS). Lustrous

golden surfaces, one (NGC). Lustrous with splashes of soft irides-

cent toning. (Total: 8 pieces)2533

1869 Proof-66 (NGC). A flashy gem Proofwith strong lustre on

reflective fields and lightly frosted motifs. A whisper of pale rose

graces the obverse shield.

2534

1870 Proof-65 (NGC). A lovely gem with pale champagne high-

lights on lightly frosted motifs and satiny, mirrorlike fields.

2535

1871 Proof-65 (NGC). A satiny pale golden gem with generous

amounts of lustre m the protected areas.

2536

1872 Doubled Die Obverse. Proof-66 (NGC). A satiny gem

with somewhat reflective fields and frosty motifs that display pale

2538

1873 Close 3. Proof-65 Cameo (NGC). Crisp champagne high-

lights on reflective fields and modestly frosted motif Close 3 as

are all Proofs of the year. Among the 10 finest Proof examples of

the date certified by NGC.
NGC Census: 4; 6 finer within the designation (Proof-67 CAM finest).2539

1874 Proof-66 (PCGS). A visually impressive ProofShield nickel.

Satiny, somewhat reflective fields and lightly frosted motifs. The

obverse shield exhibits pale violet highlights, which add to the vi-

sual charm.

2540

1874 MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny golden gray with strong underlying

lustre.

2541

1875 Proof-65 (NGC). A glittering gem Proof Reflective steel

gray fields and faintly frosted motifs display warm gold and pale

rose iridescence.

2542

1876 Proof-66 Cameo (PCGS). A visually impressive gem.

Deep mirror fields and frosted motifs form a pleasing cameo con-

trast, with the overall effect lightly tempered by pale champagne

iridescence.
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2543 1878 Proof-66 Canieo(PCGS). An impressive cameo gem Proof

ot this important Proof-only date. Just 2,350 Proofs of the date

were produced, without attendant business strikes. The present

coin is a splendid gem in all regards. The fields are mirrored and

reflective, and essentially devoid of disturbance ofany sort, while

the frosty motifs can also claim the same lofty description. Lovely,

lively golden highlights mingle warmly with pale blue iridescence,

especially on the obverse. Simply delightful!

2544 1879/8 Proof-66 (PCGS). A lovely Proof in all regards. The

deeply mirrored fields and lightly frosted motifs display attractive

gold and pale sky blue iridescence. A pale rainbow of color resides

deep within the depths of the mirror fields, adding immeasurably

to the overall appeal of the present gem. Always popular, espe-

cially when so beautifully presented.

2545 1879 Proof-66 (NGC). Repunched Date. A frosty cameo Proof,

though such is not noted on the holder. Frosty motifs and mirror

fields display a hint of pale gold. Plain repunching shows to the

left ofthe date numerals while what is clearly die ejection or “shelf’

doubling shows on the right side of the numerals.

2546 1879 MS-65 (NGC). Satiny golden gray with strong lustre and

splashes of silver brilliance. A sharply struck gem survivor from a

mintage for the date ofjust 25,900 circulation strikes.

2547 1880 Proof-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem Proof with rich golden

iridescence on both sides. The impressively sharp strike here

breathes new life into the otherwise staid federal design. A “looker.”

A tiny but noticeable spike protrudes from the dentils on the obverse into

the field at the 7:00 position.

Gem Cameo Proof 1881 Shield

None Graded Finer by NGC

2548 1881 Proof-67 Cameo (NGC). Deep mirror fields and frosted

motifs display pale golden highlights. A superlative gem Proof

Shield nickel, sharply struck and appealing in all ways. No example

of the date has been certified finer than the present coin by NGC
within the Cameo designation.

NGC Census: 16; none finer within any designation.

Impressive Gem Proof 1881 Shield

2549 1881 Proof-67 (NGC). A truly impressive gem, both from a physi-

cal and a visual standpoint. Lightly frosted motifs and mirrored

fields display warm and subtle shades ofchampagne. Further, just

three Proofexamples ofthis date have been certified finer by NGC.
NGC Census: 22; 3 finer within the designation (Proof-68 finest).

2550 1882 Proof-66 CAMEO (PCGS). Reflective fields and frosted

motifs display pale heather and rose highlights. A sharply rendered

and highly attractive gem.

2551 1883 Shield. Proof-66 (PCGS) . Bursts ofradiant gold and peach

explode on the satiny surfaces ofthis lovely gem ProofShield nickel

from the final year of the design type.

2552 1883 Liberty. No CENTS. Proof-65 (PCGS). Intense splashes

of blue, gold, rose, and lilac grace the reflective fields and slightly

satiny motifs of this colorful gem.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC I^ARITIES
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-55J Selection ot' nickel rtve-cent pieces: 1883 Liberty. No
V L 1 S l*riK>t-63 ReHective wuhjust a whisper ofgold 1913

lUitValo. Type 1. MS-63. Attractive golden rose surfaces 1913-

1> Type 1 .MS-60. Silver gray surfaces with hints ofindescent ma-
genta 19 15-S AU-58. Splashes offaint rose and gold can be seen

on both surtaces 1917 MS-64. Golden gray surfaces 1925

MS-64. Satiny lustre with traces of golden toning mostly at the

peripheries. Some minute spotting is noted 1929-S MS-64.

Lustrous with splashes of golden rose, some spotting noted. (To-

tal: 7 pieces)

2554 1883 Liberty. No CENTS. MS-67 (ICG). A satiny gem with

intense cartwheel lustre and pale sky blue, rose, and faint gold iri-

descence on both sides.

2555 1883 Liberty. No CENTS. MS-66 (PCGS). Sparkling pale sil-

ver gray with rich cartwheel lustre on both sides, and with a nu-

ance ot rich peach iridescence in Miss Liberty’s tresses.

2556 1884 Proof-66 (NGC). Pale golden highlights on frosted motifs

and deeply mirrored fields. A beautiful gem Liberty nickel from

the second year of the design type.

2557 1888 Proof-66 Cameo (NGC). Sparkhng silver gray with frosty

motifs and reflective fields.

2558 1888 Proof-66 (PCGS). Burstsofgold. rose, and fiery peach grace

the satiny fields and faintly frosted motifs of this attractive gem.

2559 1892 Proof-65 (PCGS). Glistening golden iridescence on satiny

motifs and mirrored fields.

2560 1893 Proof-65 (PCGS). Satiny mirror fields and lightly frosted

motifs display lovely pale blue and silver highlights. An aestheti-

cally appealing gem.

2561 Trio ofPCGS-certifled nickels: 1895 Proof-64 1903 MS-
64 1913 Buffalo. Type 1. MS-66. AH are lustrous with a hint of

toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

2562 1898 MS-65 (NGC). Vibrant rose, gold, and illuminating sea

green grace both sides of this lustrous golden gray gem.

2563 1900 Proof-66 Cameo. A lustrous gem with faintly frosted mo-

tifs and satiny, reflective fields.

2564 1901 Proof-66 (PCGS). Gorgeous bright steel gray surfaces dis-

play rich sky blue toning on the lightly frosted motifs and deeply

mirrored fields. An aesthetically appealing gem.

2565 Pair of PCGS-certified Mint State nickels: 1902 MS-64,

lustrous with soft rose-gray surfaces 1919 MS-65. Frosty olive-

gray with rainbow iridescent highlights. (Total: 2 pieces)

2566

1909 Proof-66 (PCGS). Bright copper and gold toning high-

lights on lustrous surfaces. The motifs are lightly frosted and the

fields are somewhat satiny.

2567

1913 Buffalo. Type 1. .MS-67 (PCGS). A boldly lustrous gem
with splashes ot pale peach and champagne on the gorgeous matte-

like surfaces. Definitely as beautiful as the day is long! Indeed,

though some 10 score and more examples of the date have been

called MS-67 by PCGS, just a half dozen specimens have been

certified finer by that service.

PCGS Population: 204; 6 finer (MS-68 finest).

2568

Trio of Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1913 Buffalo.

Type 1. Mattelike rose-gray surfaces with minute spotting noted

under magnification 1915. Lustrous rose and gold surfaces

1926. Satiny pearl gray toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

2569

1913-D Type 1. MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny and highly lustrous

specimen with intensely deep golden toning highlights on both

sides. A touch of weakness at the bison’s shoulder is not in the

least detracting and is noted for accuracy. All told, the present speci-

men lives up to the assigned grade admirably.

Gem Proof 1913 Type II Buffalo 50

{2x photo)

2570

1913 Buffalo. Type 11. Matte Proof-67 (NGC). A satiny and

lustrous gem with the faintly textured surfaces called “matte” by

today’s collecting community. Pleasing peach toning is seen on

the obverse, while the reverse displays rich golden iridescence and

a touch of faint lilac. Boldly struck, as should be expected, and

absolutely choice in every other way as well. From a Proof mint-

age for the date of 1,514 pieces, interestingly, a half dozen fewer

Proofs than were struck of its Type 1 counterpart from earlier in

the year. Only five Proofs of the date have been certified finer bv

NGC, which certainly speaks highly of the present gem.

NGC Census: 30; 5 finer (all Proof-68).
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Choice Uncirculated 1914/3 Buffalo 50

(2x photo)

2571 1914/3 MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny and highly lustrous specimen

with intense gold, peach, rose, and violet iridescence faintly yet

evenly distributed on both sides. Careful examination under low

magnification reveals the remnants of the upper crossbar of the

underlying 3, the prominent diagnostic in this recently discovered

Buffalo nickel variety that has become the latest “darling” among

specialists in the series. A hint of striking weakness is seen at the

bison’s shoulder and head area on the reverse, as is frequently seen

for this date. Just four examples of this popular rarity have been

certified finer by PCGS, ranking the present coin among the fin-

est specimens available, and certainly as a Condition Census ex-

ample of the variety.

PCGS Population: 10; 4 finer (MS-66 finest).

2572 Two neat nickels: 1914/3 F-15 (NGC). Nice for the grade

1945-P MS-67 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous. Die crumbhng around

CENTS on the reverse. (Total: 2 pieces)

2575 Sextette of PCGS-certified Buffalo nickels: 1916 MS-63.

Satiny surfaces with gold, rose, and sky blue highlights 1920

MS-64. Golden rose surfaces with just a hint of sky blue 1921

MS-62. Satiny surfaces 1923 MS-64. Attractive sunset orange

and gray surfaces 1924 MS-64. Lustrous rose-gold 1928 MS-
64. Satiny silver gray. (Total: 6 pieces)

2576 1916-D MS-64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous silver gray with some faint

lilac iridescence. A touch ofweakness is noted—^where else?—on

the bison’s shoulder. Still, a pleasingly lustrous example of the date

and grade combination.

Choice Uncirculated 1917-S Buffalo 50

2577 1917-S MS-64 (PCGS). Lustrous medium golden gray with

champagne and sky blue iridescent highlights. Strong lustre graces

the smooth and essentially problem-free surfaces. Nicely struck

for the date, not fully so at the bison’s shoulder, but near enough

to mention.

Impressive Gem Proof 1914 Buffalo 50

2573 1914 Proof-66 (NGC). A delightfully lustrous gem Proof of the

date. Pale yellow and rose highlights grace the sharply struck de-

vices and satiny fields. One of 1 ,275 Proofs of the date produced.

Decidedly choice for the grade.

Gem Uncirculated 1915-D Buffalo 50

2574 1915-D MS-65 (PCGS). A high degree oflively lustre explodes

beneath the vibrant gold, peach, and rose iridescence on this at-

tractive gem from the early years of the design type. Nicely struck

for the date, with just a modicum ofweakness at the bison’s head

and shoulder; as the Lange reference noted: “this is the first date

from the Denver Mint in which weakness of strike becomes a fac-

tor.” A definite gem.

2578 1918 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny gem with intense lustre and

delightful golden toning highlights. Nicely struck for the date,

with a generous amount of details present on the bison; not

fully struck, mind you, but with enough pelt present to garner

your admiration.

Collector Grade 1918/7-D Buffalo Nickel

A Popular Rarity

2579 1918/7-D F-15 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with some deeper

slate highlights in the protected areas. Evenly worn but amazingly

free of marks and absolutely choice for the grade, and definitely a

worthwhile example of this prized rarity as such. A “half-horn”

specimen that should meet anyone’s requirements for the choice

Fine- 15 designation rendered by PCGS.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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2580 1018-D MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny golden gray with pale peach and

rose highlights and a wealth ot underlying lustre. A touch of strik-

ing weakness is seen on the reverse, though the bison’s head and

shoulder area are better than typically seen for this early branch

mint issue.

2581 1919 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny gem with bold lustre and an array

of pale rose, sky blue, and bright golden iridescence. Some strik-

ing weakness at the shoulder and head on the reverse, though the

majonrv’ ot the details there are outlined to some degree. Visually

enchanting.

Choice Mint State 1920-D 50

2582 1920-D MS-64 (NGC). A high degree ofcartwheel lustre graces

the .satiny silver gray surfaces of this attractive specimen. Warm
golden iridescence leaps from the surfaces on both sides, adding to

the overall charm. Some flatness of strike is noted at the top of the

bison’s head and lower portion of the shoulder, otherwise the de-

sign details are fairly cri.sp in all other areas. Choice overall.

2583 1921-S VF-35 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with some deeper

highlights in the recessed areas. In his reference on the Buffalo

nickel series, author David Lange notes that “1921-S is one of the

scarcest Buffalos in all grades,” noting further on that this date is

“difficult to locate in grade VF.” An attractive example for the

grade, and a coin that bears very few marks from its somewhat

lengthy stay in circulation. A scarce date in a solid collector grade.

2584 1923-S MS-63 (PCGS). A lustrous coin with intense gold, pale

sky blue, and faint rose iridescence on both sides. The surfaces

are glossy and e.xciting, and the eye appeal is equal to the task of

the assigned grade, indeed far finer than one would expect at this

grade level.

Connoisseur’s 1926-D Nickel

Incredible Sharpness!

No Finer Seen

(2x photo)

2585 1926-D MS-65 (PCGS). Exceedingly sharply struck, well

detailed, and of a quality finer than any ever seen by us. As

readers of our catalogues know well, grading numbers can often

be one thing and superb quality something entirely different. The

1926-D in particular is the bane of the Buffalo nickel specialist.

90% or more of all known Mint State examples of the 1926-D are

very flatly struck, often with the mintmark appearing as a blob,

and other details not present. The reason for this is at the Denver

Mint the dies were spaced ever so slightly farther apart in order to

speed the coining process, and the pieces struck did not fill up the

deep recesses of the dies.

Among the Mint State 1926-D nickels in numismatic circula-

tion perhaps one in 100, ifmdeed that many, can match the sharp-

ness, grade, and overall quality ofthe piece offered here. It is deeply

and richly lustrous, with iridescent toning, and with detailing so

extensive that we have never seen a finer one in .some 50 years of

buying and selling Buffalo nickels.

A Buffalo nickel specialist who recently conversed with us, said

he was a bit puzzled about “registry” nickels, inasmuch as leading

a certain category (not relating to 1926-D) the highest graded was

flatly struck. We talked about this at some length, suggesting that

perhaps there should be a “connoisseur’s registry” with sharply

struck examples, such as this 1926-D. In our opinion, likely shared

by many who have studied the Buffalo nickel series in depth, this

1926-D grading MS-65, but superbly struck, would be better than

one grading MS-68, MS-69, or MS-70, but not well struck. Of
course, we all have our opinions, and many people simply buy

numbers.

The preceding said, the present coin is offered for the consid-

eration ofthe connoisseur in the Buffalo nickel series, and the suc-

cessful bidder of this lot is sure to share our enthusiasm for sharp-

ness and quality, as the search is long and hard to satisfy these re-

quirements for this date!

2586 1926-D MS-64. A highly lustrous golden gr.ay example of the

date that comes amazingly close to gem quality but for a faint old

staple scratch across the Indian’s cheek. Nicely struck for a date

that is notorious for its flatness, with some shoulder and head de-

tail at the bison that is above average for this date.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUKRITIES
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Choice Uncirculated 1926-S Buffalo 50
Popular Low-Mintage Rarity

(2x photo)

2587 1926-S MS-64 (NGC). Medium golden gray with strong lustre

on satiny surfaces. Splashes of deeper golden toning can be seen,

especially on the reverse. Nicely struck for the date—not fully so,

but with enough “meat” in the bi.son’s shoulder and head area to

warrant specification. Careful scrutiny reveals a tiny spot ofgreen

detritus at the very bridge of the Indian’s nose on the obverse, a

taint detriment that could probably be flicked offwith the moist-

ened end of a finely pointed toothpick. Among the finest NGC-
certified examples of the date; that firm has certified just a half

dozen examples finer than the present specimen. A pleasing coin

that will do justice to any Buffalo nickel collection.

NGC Census: 65; 6 finer (MS-66 finest).

2588 1927 MS-67 (ICG). A frosty and lustrous gem with pale sky blue

iridescent centers that give way to crisp shades of pale gold and

rose. Nicely struck overall with just a hint of weakness in the

Indian’s hair above the knot, and a touch more at the lower edge

ot the bison’s shoulder. Still, a choice gem that calls for serious

consideration.

2589 1927 MS-66 (NGC). A splendid and satiny gem of the finest

order. Superb cartwheel lustre radiates boldly beneath splashes of

pale peach, rose, and sky blue iridescence. Struck from a some-

what worn obverse die, with faint “orange peel” surface highlights

on much of the Indian’s portrait. An engaging beauty that would

highlight any Buffalo nickel cabinet.

2590 Trio ofBuffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1927. Pearl

gray with minute spotting noted under magnification 1929. Lus-

trous with delicate rose in the fields H 1930. Lustrous and attrac-

tive with splashes ofmagenta, sky blue, and gold. (Total: 3 pieces)

Superb Gem 1929 Buffalo 50

2592 1929 MS-66 (PCGS). An intensely lustrous gem with bursts of

rich peach, rose, and gold pastel iridescence. A near flawless speci-

men with a bold-though not complete-strike on the reverse. A
coin that embodies the spirit of the MS-66 grade.

2593 Group of PCGS-certified Buffalo nickels: 1935 MS-66.

Lustrous pearl gray surfaces 1936 MS-66. Lustrous with a whis-

per ofdelicate toning 1936-D MS-66. Lustrous soft golden gray

1937 MS-66. Lustrous with delicate silver gray surfaces 1937-

D MS-66. Lu.strous rose-gold 1937-S MS-66. Lustrous with

just a whisper of pale sky blue at the centers with bright golden

orange at the peripheries 1938-D MS-67. Lustrous golden sur-

faces. (Total: 7 pieces)

Gem Satin Proof 1936 Buffalo Nickel

2594 1936 Satin Proof-67 (PCGS). A glorious gem indeed, a coin

with satiny silver gray surfaces that explode with lustre and a cha-

risma all its own. Indeed, all gem Proof Buffalo nickels should

look so fine!

Another Gem Proof 1936 Nickel

Satin Finish

2595 1936 Satin Proof-67 (NGC). A lovely satin finish Proof, some-

what reminiscent of the Roman Finish gold coins from 30 years

previous. Sharply executed uniformly lustrous and brilliant surfaces.

2591 1928-D MS-64 (PCGS). Lustrous and attractive with gold and

rose highlights at the obverse center; the reverse has soft golden

highlights.
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CJom Brilliant Proof 1936 ButValo Nickel

(2x photo)

2596 1936 Brilliant Proof-67 (PCGS). A highly lustrous and equally

rellective gem with a bold strike and a whisper of pale golden iri-

descence. One of 4,420 Proofs of the date struck, of which it is

thought that perhaps just one third of that amount, struck later in

the year, was of the Brilliant style as offered here.

Gem 1936 Nickel

Brilliant Finish Proof

(2x photo)

2597 1936 Brilliant Proof-67 (NGC). A lovely high-grade Proofwith

pleasing soft champagne toning over both sides. Sharp satiny de-

vices, strong mirrored fields and nice appeal.

Another Gem Brilliant Proof 1936 Nickel

2598 1936 Brilliant Proof-66 (NGC). Fully brilliant surfaces with

some mint frost noted on the devices. Pristine, with deeply mir-

rored fields and much to offer in terms of aesthetic appeal.

Gem Proof 1936 Buffalo Nickel

Brilliant Finish

2599 1936 Brilliant Proof-66 (PCGS). Fully brilliant and highly lus-

trous with a hint of pale champagne.

Gem Proof 1937 Buffalo Nickel

Extraordinary Quality

(2x photo)

2600 1937 Proof-68 (NGC). Brilliant reflective mirrors boldly accent

the eye appeal on this superb gem. The satiny devices are sharp

and lustrous. Only one Proofexample of the date has been graded

finer than the present coin by NGC, and that is a Proof-68

specimen.

NGC Census: 2S\ 1 finer (Proof-68 ).

Another Superb Gem Proof 1937 Buffalo 50

(2x photo)

2601 1937 Proof-68 (NGC). The absolute equal in quality and eye

appeal to the preceding lot, and an underbidder’s delight as such!

Simply gorgeous.

NGC Census: 25; I finer (Proof-68 ).
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Gem Proof 1937 Nickel

2602 1937 Proof-67 (NGC). A fully brilliant and exxeedingly reflec-

tive gem, sharply struck and chock-full ofeye appeal for the grade.

Gem Brilliant Proof 1937 5^

2603 1937 Proof-66 (PCGS). A superb gem with full mint brilliance.

Close inspection reveals some frosted texture on the date and other

devices.

Uncirculated 1937-D 3-Legged Buffalo 5^

2604 1937-D 3 Legged. MS-61 (NGC). Lustrous deep golden gray

with rose and deep lilac highlights. An altogether pleasing example

of a perennially popular error, and a coin that should see spirited

bidding activity when presented to the bidding audience.

2605 1942-P Type II. Proof-68 (NGC). Reflective with traces of

golden toning on both surfaces. A truly delightful gem Proof“war”

nickel, the only date of the metallic composition struck in Proof

2606 1950 Proof-68 (PCGS). A splendid gem Prooffrom the first year

of such coinage since 1942. Radiant splashes of gold, pale blue,

peach, and pale crimson vie for dominance on the multicolored

surfaces of this delightful gem. Tied for finest certified by PCGS,

and certainly noteworthy as such.

PCGS Population: 16; none finer within any designation.

2607 1971 No S. Proof-69 Cameo (PCGS). Reflective fields and

heavily frosted devices with a trace of gold. A popular rarity that

was released in a small quantity of Proof sets of the date.

HALF DIMES
The selection of half dimes includes something for every sort of

specialist in this diminutive denomination. Ifyou like early halfdimes

(or type coins), we offer /emr high-grade 1794 pieces and five 1795-

dated coins! An embarrassment of Flowing Hair riches, and a fine

opportunity to at last add a specimen of this type to your set. Other

early examples include a nice 1796 and three different 1797 coins

that were used as the plate coins in the Logan-McCloskey variety

reference on the series. An impressive run ofearly New Orleans pieces

from 1848, 1849, 1851, and 1855 includes some truly special gems

that must rank among the finest ever offered, certainly coins to con-

sider ifassembling a world-class collection ofthe series. All halfdime

photos are 2x.

Choice AU 1794 HalfDime
LM-1, V-1, Rarity-6

Finest LM-1 Certified by NGC

2608 1794 Logan McCloskey-1, Valentine-1. Rarity-6.AU-58
(NGC). Satiny lilac-gray with bursts of electric blue and rose at

the rims. Decidedly free of marks of consequence and choice as

such. The Logan-McCloskey reference calls this variety “a rare

die marriage that is very difficult to obtain in Mint State,” which

is definitely in line with the present coin’s grade—it is the only

example ofLM-1 called AU-58 by NGC, with no other examples

of the variety graded finer than the present coin by that firm. A
grand opportunity for an advanced half dime speciahst.

NGC Census: 1 ; none finer within the LM-1 category.
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L'licirriilatod 17^4 Mowing Hair HalfDime
l M-2, V-2, Rarity-5

The Loj;aii-McCloskey Plate Coin

2609

1794 LM-2. V-2. Rarity-5. .MS-6() (NGC). incdiuin golden

gr.iy spocitncn with strong underlying lustre on satiny surfaces.

Splashes of deep iridescent blue and rose forcefully enhance the

overall appeal. A few old, scattered marks account for the assigned

grade, though the unaided eye is hard-pressed to determine where

the disturbances are. Nicely struck for the issue, withjust a tad of

reverse central weakness present. Ghoice for the grade.

Mint State 1794 HalfDime
LM-3, Rarity-4

2610

1794 LM-3, V-3a. Rarity-4. MS-62 (PCGS). A pleasing Un-

circulated e.xample from the first year ofcirculating halfdime coin-

age. Generous amounts of underlying lustre highlighted by steel

blue, rose, and sky blue. Sharply struck in most places, with just a

touch of central weakness on the eagle’s breast feathers. Reverse

with mo inner berries and one outer berry beneath the eagle's

dexter wing, the only die combination where that reverse appears

for tins date. Ghoice and appealing for the grade, and certain to

create a spate ofactive and intense bidding activm" when this speci-

men crosses the auction block.

Choice AU 1794 HalfDime
LM-4, Rarity-4

Richly Toned

261 1 1794 L.M-4, V-4. Rarity-4. AU-58 (NGC). Rich shades ofvio-

let. gunmetal-blue, and rose engage the essentially mark-free sur-

faces of this attractive specimen from the first year of the Flowing

1 lair halt dime design type. A pleasing com overall, one that is

essentially free of all but the most trivial marks, and choice as such.

An ever-popular issue with t\pe com collectors and halfdime spe-

cialists alike—we suspect serious bidding activity will be the order

of the day when this attractively toned specimen crosses the auc-

tion block.

Uncirculated 1795 HalfDime
LM-10, Rarity-3, Late Die State

2612

1795 LM-10, V-4. Rarity-3. MS-61 (NGC). Rile golden gray

with nice underlying lustre. Devoid ofmarks ofimportance, though

.some faint hairlines are apparent under low magnification. Some

striking weakness is noted at the centers though much of the other

details are sharp, including the eagle’s head and eye. From an ad-

vanced state of the obverse die with the usual crack at TY and the

following star now a cud where a chip of the die has fallen away

—

which probably ended the usefulness of this obverse die in short

order. A pleasing coin for the grade, one that would make a grand

addition to an early half dime cabinet or an ISth-century type set.

AU 1795 Flowing Hair HalfDime
2613

1795 LM-IO, V-4. Rarity-3. AU-55 (PCGS). Medium silver

gray with some deeper toning highlights and strong lustre. Struck

from a rotated reverse die, with the eagle’s head pointing to the

3:00 position rather than the usual 12:00 when the coin is flipped

on its horizontal axis. A readily recognizable variety owing to the

large rim cud that encompasses the tops ofTY and the following

star on the obverse. Some obverse planchet adjustment marks, as

made, are noted from 7:00 to 10:00. Also of note are some minor

scratches on Miss Liberty’s neck which are essentially only seen

when viewed under low magnification. All things considered, a

thoroughly pleasing example of the date and design type.
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Attractive Choice AU 1795 HalfDime
LM-10, Rarity-3

2614 1795 LM-10, V-4. Rarity-3. AU-55 (PCGS). Lustrous with

silver gray centers that give way to deepening gold and violet ton-

ing highlights at the rims. A visually appealing specimen that is

tree of all but some faint, trivial circulation marks. From the sec-

ond and final year of the Flowing Flair half dime design type, and

always popular as a type coin. A pleasing coin in all respects.

Choice VF 1796 HalfDime

Z615 1796 LM-1,V-1. Rarity-3. VF-30 (PCGS). Deep lilac gray with

rich slate, warm gold, and rose iridescence in the peripheral re-

gions. A few light marks become apparent under low magnifica-

tion, but the unaided eye is treated to a fine and lovely coin in-

deed! The Logan-McCloskey reference notes that this variety is

“a scarce die marriage that is usually seen well worn.” A truly pleas-

ing example of the first year of the design type

Choice AU 1797 HalfDime
15 Obverse Stars Variety

!616 1797 LM-1, V-2. Rarity-3. 15 Stars. AU-58 (PCGS). Deep and

attractive lilac-gray with strong underlying lustre and a hint ofgold,

rose, and pale electric blue at the peripheries. Lightly struck at the

centers, as is typical for the issue, but with strong design detail else-

where. Devoid of all but a few faint marks that require magnifica-

tion to bring them to the fore. One of three obverse varieties of the

year (the other two varieties display 13 stars and 16 stars respec-

tively). This attractive specimen is the reference plate coin in Federal

Half Dimes, 1792-1837 by Russell J. Logan and John McCloskey. A
truly lovely coin that is worthy of strong bidder support.

Elusive Mint State 1797 16 Stars HalfDime
The LM Plate Coin

2617 1797 LM-2, V-4. Rarity-4. 16 Stars. MS-62 (NGC). Abun-

dant golden lustre is present on nice silver gray surfaces. Frosty

and pleasing, obverse as well struck as ever seen with only a tiny

depression at absolute center, reverse shows usual softness on eagle’s

breast but is otherwise remarkably well-defined. Magnified study

of this coin is a treat, revealing a perfect Draped Bust figure on a

tiny scale and many layers ofclash marks in the hidden parts of the

reverse. Excellent surface quality for the assigned grade, with only

a tiny pit off Liberty’s neck identifying this definitively as the Lo-

gan-McCloskey plate coin chosen to illustrate the LM-2 variety.

A beautiful type coin in an elusive and lofty grade.

NGC Census: 1; 1 finer (MS-64).

On a recent research trip to Monticello, the home of Thomas Jefferson

outside Charlottesville, Virginia, we were surprised to learn that a 1797 half

dime much like this was uncovered in an archaeological excavation. The coin

was found in a soil layer dating to 1830 and was perhaps VF-20 or so. It is still

the only U.S. silver coin from this period found there, though many coppers

and Spanish silver coins have been uncovered.

From the Ed Price Collection of halfdimes.

Mint State 1797 HalfDime
16 Stars Variety, LM-3, Rarity-5

The Logan-McCloskey Reference Plate Coin

2618 1797 LM-3. V-3. Rarity-5. 16 Stars. MS-61 (NGC). A lus-

trous silver gray specimen with warm though pale golden high-

lights on both sides. Nicely struck from lightly clashed dies, though

some faintness of strike is noted where typicaUy seen for the de-

.sign type—Liberty’s bust and shoulder, and the eagle’s breast, sin-

ister leg, and neck region. A nice coin for the assigned grade, with

no marks present that demand our individual descriptive atten-

tion. The present Mint State coin is the reference plate coin in

Federal FlalJ Dimes, 1792-1837 by Russell J. Logan and John

McCloskey, a volume that calls this variety “A scarce die marriage

that is very rare in Mint State.” Definitely one for a specialist in

the early half dime series.

From the Ed Price Collection ofhalfdimes.
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CJoni L’lu'irculateii 1829 Halt Dime

2619

1829 l.M-2, V-3. Rarity- 1. MS-65 (PCGS). Satiny lilac-gray

with Ntroiig iiiulcrlying lustre and splashes ot'indescem gunnietal-

blue and deep rose. Sharply struck from lightly clashed dies.

Choice Proof 1829 HalfDime
LM-5, High Rarit\-6+ as Proof

2620

1829 LM-5, V-6. Rarity-6+ as Proof. Proof-63 (NGC). Bril-

liant champagne at the obverse center gives way to deeper gold

and neon blue at the rim, while the reverse is a colorful amalgam

of bright orange, peach, violet, and royal blue. Ghoice for the as-

signed grade, and easily worthy of inclusion in an advanced half

dime cabinet.

Frosty Gem 1831 HalfDime
LM-5, V-5

2621 1831 L.M-5, V-5. Rarity-1. .MS-67 (NGC). .\ frosty and Itis-

trous gem with a hint of gold and some taint sky blue toning. A

iiicelv struck coin overall, indeed, as sharply struck as yoti are apt

to see on a circulation strike Capped Bust halt dime oj niiy ikic,

with full and complete design details present on both sides. Among

the seven finest examples of the date certified by NGC, and wor-

thy of careful attention as such.

N(iC! t\*nsiis 5; 2 finer (.MS-6S << finest).

Popular 1837 No Stars Half Dime
Lustrous Gem Uncirculated

2622

1837 Large Date. MS-66 (NGC). A lustrous gem with central

brilliance encircled by faint champagne toning. Sharply struck and

choice for the grade. Repunching seen at the date numerals (see

below). .A great beginning of, or addition to. a high-grade U.S.

U'pe set or half dime cabinet.

Breen-.^OU7. "T.ill peak to 1. At least three reverse dies. Proofs and earliest

business strikes show triple punching on 8. partial repnnchini; on other dipts;

later strikings, from repolished obverse die, no longer show partial extra digits.”

Splendid Gem Uncirculated 1838 HalfDime
The Eliasberg Specimen

2623

1838 No Drapery. MS-67 (NGC). A f'rostc' gem with bright gold

and sea green iridescence that vies for dominance of the satiny

obverse, while the reverse revels in grand degrees of violet, lilac,

and neon bltie. A lovely gem from a score ot examples ot the date

called MS-67 bv NGC, though it is worth noting here thatjust one

example has been graded finer by that firm.

NGC Census: 211; 1 finer (MS-6H).

From Bowers iiiid Mcri’ihi's sole ol the Louis E. Eliasheryi, Sr. Collec-

tion, Moy 1996, Lot 944.

Impressive 1840 HalfDime
A Vividly Toned Gem

2624

1840 No Drapery. MS-67 (NGC). A broadly sweeping display

of lustre lights up the deep neon blue surtaces of this boldly struck

gem. The devices are sharp and the only marks ot note .ire light
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clash marks on both sides and some faint hairline cracks around

the reverse wreath. A gorgeously and deeply toned gem that is

among the top half dozen examples of the date graded by NCiC.

NGC Census: 5; I finer (MS-68).

!625 1841-0 MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous silver gray with warm chain-

pagne highlights. Struck from repeatedly clashed dies. A nice ex-

ample ot the date and grade combination.

!626 1842 MS-64 (NGC). A sharp and highly lustrous halfdime from

the early days of the Liberty Seated design type. Deep gold in the

background supports intense neon blue iridescence on the obverse,

while the reverse is warm lilac-gray with bright gunmetal-blue

highlights. Choice and attractive.

Important Gem 1848-0 HalfDime
Finest Certified by NGC

.627 1848-0 Small O. MS-67 (NGC). A satiny gem with explosive

lustre and rich gold, navy blue, and lilac toning highlights. An

impressive halfdime with a bold strike and eye appeal that exceeds

what should be expected for the assigned grade. A date that is,

literally, unlisted in Breen’s Encyclopedia; the numerical listings go

from B-3254 for the 1848 Philadelphia issue to B-3255 for the

1849 Philadelphia issue, without any mention of an 1848-0 half

dime in between! Rare so fine, especially for the variety. The

present gem represents one of three reverse mintmark sizes noted

in A1 Blythe’s reference on Liberty Seated half dimes, where the

author notes: “The Large O and Medium O are scarce, especially

in Mint State, and the Small O is rare.” Rare and beautiful, an

unbeatable combination in just about any facet of the hobby!

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

Satiny Gem 1849-0 HalfDime
Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

2628 1849-0 MS-66 (NGC). A satiny pale golden gem with strong

lustre and equally active eye appeal. A hint of striking weakness

can be seen here or there, as is typical for the date, but the overall

strike is still much more than a cut above average. Faintly textured

obverse details point to light die rust, not an unusual happening

considering the miasmic surroundings of the New Orleans Mint.

A lovely gem in all regards, and a coin that is tied for finest certified by

NGC as well. You really can’t go wrong here!

NGC Census: 2; none finer.

Faint reverse (die cracks run from the rim in several places, then through the

legends and into the wreath.

Superb Gem Uncirculated 1851-0 HalfDime
Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

2629 1851-0 MS-66 (NGC). Full strong lustre plays beneath rich and

vibrant peach, gold, electric blue, and violet toning highlights. A sharp

and pleasing gem, one ofonly six examples of the date called MS-66

by NGC, with none graded finer by that firm. Rarer than its lofty

mintage of860,00 pieces indicates, especially so in gem Mint State, as

some of the mintage is beheved to have been melted in 1853 when

the new weights were announced for halfdimes through halfdollars.

NGC Census: 6; none finer.

Lustrous 1855-0 Arrows HalfDime
Gem Mint State

2630 1855-0 Arrows. MS-66 (NGC). Lustrous with a hint of pale

champagne at the rims. Nicely struck from noticeably clashed dies.
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I .-.ii j nun(.i^c tor the ilite ot htHI.IRR) pieces, the lowest mintage

figure ot the six issues in the arrows type (1853-1H55), ami a pro-

siuctiitii figure that is nearly one million coins less than the next

lowest mintage in the design t\pe, that of 1854-0. Definitely the

key to the type, and a distinct prize at the as.signed grade. In fact,

only two examples ot the date have been graded finer than this

spsecnnen by NGC. A great opportunity awaits an alert bidder when
this one crosses the auction block.

NGC Census; 7; 2 finer (MS-68 finest).

2631 1858 MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty silver gem with deepening shades

ot gold and lilac at the borders. Variety with date slanting notice-

ably and dramatically down to right.

frosted and the fields are mirrored. From a mintage for the issue of

800 or so Proofs, though Breen’s suggested number of “800-"

implies that some of the mintage was later melted as unsold. A
pleasingly toned gem for your bidding consideration.

Repuiiched date numerals. No doubt a very early obverse die state, for here

all four numerals show bold and unmistakable repunching at their bases. The

Breen Encyclopt'Ju calls for repunching at the 1 and 8 for variety B-dO'M, about

which he noted “this variety comprises the majority of Proofs (many later

melted).” The next variety in his reference is B-3()95, which calls for repunching

at the 1. 5, and 9, noting “Proofs (a minority) and business strikes." Perhaps the

present variety with all four date numerals repunched is a variety that Breen saw

in various die states, but here at its earliest state; it is hard to conceive of three

differrnl obverse dies used for such a modest Proof mintage, but stranger things

have occurred in numismatics.

Gem Cameo Proof 1859 HalfDime

2632 1859 Proof-66 Cameo (NGC). A bright and attractive gem
cameo Proofwith boldly frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields.

Kepunched date numerals, a diagnostic for the issue. From a Proof

mintage for the date of 800 pieces, though a goodly proportion of

that number may have been melted as unsold. From dies report-

edly by Anthony Paquet, and of a subtly different nature than the

usually seen half dime dies of the era; Liberty sits “taller in the

saddle,” the stars are hollow at the centers, and other distinct dif-

ferences are to be found. Among the three finest cameo Proofs of

the date certified by NGC, and desirable as such.

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67 Cameo).

2634

1860 Proof-65 (PCGS). Reflective fields and frosted motifs dis-

play rich gold, violet, and electric blue highlights on the obverse,

while the reverse is highlighted with an array of rich peach and

royal blue iridescence. From the first year of the denomination

with UNITED STATES OF AMERICA on the obverse. One of

1,000 Proofs of the date produced.

From the Charles River Collection.

2635

1860 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty and lustrous gem with a sharp strike

and great eye appeal. A pretty coin that meets the standards for the

assigned grade and then some!

See Lot 1660 for an example of the 1860 Transitional halfdime

rarity, which features obverse stars in place of UNITED STATES

OF AMERICA.

2633 1859 Proof-65 (NGC). A sultry gem with rich peach and rose

rainbow iridescence on deep lilac surfaces. The devices are lightly

2636

1865 Proof-64 (NGC). Medium golden gray with heavy lilac,

neon blue, and rose iridescence on the obverse, while the reverse

displays deep indigo and umber among portions ofthe cereal wTeath

design. One of 500 Proofs of the date struck in this, the terminal

year of the American Civil War.

Gem Proof 1859 HalfDime
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DIMES
Early dimes begin with two different varieties of the 1798/7

/erdate, both in pleasing grades. The 1802 is a classic among the

'raped Bust type, not as well known as its kindred half dime but

.lite challenging in its own right. A special gem 1828 dime may be

1 attraction for the type collector, and for Proof type collectors few

)ins are more elusive than a Proof \S37 No Stars dime! Barber dimes

1 Proofare led by a Proof-68 specimen ofthe 1897 from the Charles

aver Collection, while the popular Mercury series includes a speci-

len of the scarce 192 1-D in truly impressive MS-66 Full Bands.

Popular 1798/7 16 Stars Dime
JR-1, Rarity-3

(2x photo)

2637 1798/97 John Reich-1. Rarity-3. 16 Stars Reverse. AU-50

(PCGS). Lustrous medium steel gray with strong underlying lus-

tre and generous amounts of bright golden toning in the back-

ground. Sharp for the date and problem-free overall. Overdate

details plainly evident to the unaided eye. From a mintage for the

date of 27,550 pieces, a figure that includes several varieties—in-

cluding two different overdates and a Small 8 variety, among oth-

ers. A choice e.xample of a scarce and popular early dime variety,

one that should see strong bidding activity when it entets the auc-

tion arena.

Elusive 1798/97 Dime Rarity

13 Stars Reverse

Among Finest Graded by PCGS

(2x photo)

2638 1798/97 JR-2. Rarity-5+. 13 Star Reverse. EF-40 (PCGS).

Medium silver gray with warm golden highlights. Struck from

clashed dies, with heavy evidence of .such especially prevalent on

the obverse. Some central striking weakness is noted, especially

on the reverse, as virtually always seen for this date (and design

type). Devoid of all but a few faint marks, none of which are vis-

ible to the unaided eye. A rare issue, especially in comparison to

its counterpart with 16 reverse stars, perhaps on the order of three

or four times as rare. One ofjust four examples of this rarity called

EF-40 or finer by PCGS, with just one of those coins being Mint

State. A splendid opportunity for an early dime enthusiast.

PCGS Population: 1; 3 finer (MS-62 finest).

Scarce 1800 Draped Bust Dime
JR-2, Rarity-5

(2x photo)

2639 1800 JR-2. Rarity-5. AU-50 (PCGS). Medium silver gray with

lustrous golden highlights in the protected areas. Devoid ofmarks

of consequence, and choice for the grade as such. From an easily

recognizable die pair; obverse die pitting (raised lumps) is noted

between the 1 and 8 in the date, and also in the field near the

fourth star, while on the reverse RIC are boldly doubled at their

tops. Evidently a “middle grade” on the PCGS Population Report;

seven examples of the date have been certified at a lesser grade

than the present coin, four examples of the date have been called

AU-50, and seven examples of the date have received finer grades

from PCGS. A scarce variety in a pleasing physical and aesthetic

state.

Classic 1802 Dime Rarity

2640 1802 JR-4. Rarity-4. VG-10 (PCGS). A well-worn but scarcely

marked example of this rare and popular date among early Draped

Bust dime issues. Long-term storage in an old-style album has re-

sulted in deep splashes ofgold, carmine, rose, pale blue, and elec-

tric blue on both sides. One of 10,975 examples of the date struck

(though the reference on the subject by Davis, Logan, et al, sug-

gests that more than that number may have been produced). It is

worthy ofnote that just one dozen examples of the date have been

certified finer than the present coin by PCGS, the finest of those

being MS-62. A notable prize for an alert early dime collector.
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Popular 1807 Dime
Final Date ofthe Type

2641 1807 JR-1. Rarity-2. AU-55 (NGC). Medium silver gray with

strong underlying lustre; some deeper gray highlights crowd the

protected areas. Some lightness ol'strike is seen at the lower left of

the obverse and at an opposite spot on the reverse, as typical for

the date. Still, however, a strong representative of the date with

e.xcellent eye appeal for the grade.

2642 1821 JR-8. Rarity-2. Small Date. AU-58. A lustrous, attrac-

tive com that comes tantalizmgly close to a Mint State designa-

tion. Pale lilac-gray centers give way to medium blue and deep

rose iridescence at the rims. The surfaces are somewhat prooflike,

and generous amounts of bright mint frost inhabit the recessed

design areas. Perhaps fewer than halfa dozen examples ofJR-8 are

known in Mint State, which should make a choice AU-58 ex-

ample such as the present coin appealing to those who enjoy qual-

ity early American coins.

Gem Mint State 1828 Dime
Small Date Variety, JR-1

2643 1828 JR-1. Rarity-2. Small Date. MS-65 (PCGS). A “flashy”

prooflike gem specimen with reflective fields and frosty motifs, all

adorned with a whisper of pale champagne iridescence. Sharply

struck from lightly clashed dies—the clash marks show up as lightly

frosted areas in the fields. This lively gem is among the top five

examples ofthe Small Date variety certified by PCGS, withjust one

ot those five in a finer grade than the present coin. You could do far

worse than this piece when it comes to owning an example of the

date, but you can’t do much better, at least not in a PCGS holder!

PCC;S Population: 4; 1 finer (MS-67).

2644 Pair of Capped Bust dimes grading AU-58 (NGC): 1829

|R-6. Small 10 C. Warm lilac-gray and gold with underlying lus-

tre and great eye appeal 1835 JR-8. Attractive medium silver

gray with generous splashes oflustre. A great pair. (Total: 2 pieces)

2645 Pair of Capped Bust dimes: 1835 jR-3. AU-55 (ANACS).

Lustrous silver surfaces with bright splashes of rich orange irides-

cence 1836 JR-2. AU-50. Deep lilac-gray with electric blue

highlights. Nicely struck. (Total: 2 pieces)

Choice Proof 1837 No Stars Dime

(2.\ photo)

2646

1837 No Stars, Large Date. Proof-64 (NGC). Deep silver gray

with warm slate highlights on the obverse, and with an array of

rich neon blue and rose on the reverse. A sharp and vividly toned

coin that approaches gem quahty in many ways. From an unknown
but probably relatively small Proofproduction for the date; Breen

suggests “30+” pieces, but current day populations suggest either

a slightly larger mintage or a spate of resubmissions of Proofs of

the date to third-party grading services. Only five Proofs of the

date have been graded finer than the present coin by NGC, plac-

ing the present specimen among the 15 finest examples graded by

that firm. Numbers aside, this date in Proof is still a prized rarity,

as bidding for this lot will no doubt substantiate.

NGC Census: 10; 5 finer within the designation (Proof-67 finest).

Important Uncirculated 1845-0 Dime
Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

(2x photo)

2647

1845-0 MS-62 (NGC). Strong underlying lustre glows warmly

beneath pale rose, bright peach, and deep violet toning. Some scat-

tered marks account for the assigned grade, though none ofthe marks

are a detriment on their own. Liberty’s portrait is lightly granular as

a result ofdie rust in that area of the die. A great rarity in Mint State

despite a mintage for the date of230,000 pieces. Most of that mint-

age went immediately into circulation in New Orleans and the sur-

rounding environs, the end result being that most of the known

examples of the date are just VG to VF or so today. No 1845-0

dime has been graded finer than the present specimen by NGC (nor

by PCGS, for that matter!), which makes for a grand opportunity

for an advanced Liberty Seated dime collector.

NGC Census: 2; none finer.
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2648 1845-0 EF-45 (PCGS). Deep lilac-gray with rich electric blue

highlights in the fields. Some well-hidden scratches are noted,

though one must search diligently to locate them. A scarce date in

EF or finer.

PCGS Population; 1; 6 finer (MS-62 finest).

2649 1848 Level Date. MS-63 (NGC). A satiny lilac-gray specimen

with splashes ofiridescent gunmetal-blue and pale violet. The Level

Date variety (another variety of the date has the numerals slanting

downward to the right; the present variety is much scarcer than

the other). Sharply struck in all areas, a definite plus where this

date is concerned, as it is often found sorely wanting in details,

especially at Miss Liberty’s head.

Gem Mint State 1853 Arrows Dime

(2.\ photo)

2650 1853 Arrows. MS-66 (PCGS). Vivid peach and smoky orange

highlights are enhanced by a wealth of strong underlying lustre. A
sharply struck gem from the first year of the design type, a coin

that is free ofmarks ofconsequence and that holds up well to care-

ful, prolonged scrutiny. In a “first generation” holder.

2651 1853 Arrows. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty golden gray with strong

underlying lustre, a nuance of pale rose, and great overall eye ap-

peal for the assigned grade.

2652 Quartette of Proof dimes: 1862 Proof-64 (ANACS). Re-

flective, the obverse with iridescent rose-gold center and gunmetal-

blue at the rim, the reverse center is brilliant changing to gold and

ending with rich mottled blue and gold at the rim 1878 Proof-

62 (PCI). Reflective with splashes ofrose, golden brown, and blue

on both surfaces 1893 Proof-63 (PCI). Splashes of pale golden

brown and blue on both surfaces 1909 Proof-63 (PCI). Splashes

of pale bluish gray on both surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

Choice Proof 1874 Arrows Dime

2653 1874 Arrows. Proof-64 (PCGS). Deep golden gray centers give

way to deepening gray and blue at the rim on the obverse, while

the reverse is a uniform shade of deep, sultry blue-gray.

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1884 Dime

(2x photo)

2654 1884 MS-68 (NGC). A frosty, brilliant gem with outstanding

lustre, and with a whisper ofpale gold gathered at the rims. Nicely

struck for the date, not needle-sharp, but close enough that it war-

rants mention—this date is frequently found wanting where sharp-

ness is concerned. Among the top five certified examples of the

date in an NGC holder, and just one look will convince you that

the present coin is every bit the gem the label proclaims it to be!

NGC Census: 2; 3 finer (all MS-68 ).

Splendid Gem Proof 1897 Dime
Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

(2x photo)

2655 1897 Proof-68 (PCGS). Spectacular deep lilac-gray with heavily

reflective mirrors and boldly frosted motifs. The obverse displays

splashes of rich gold, peach, and pale sky blue in the protected

areas, while the reverse is a fiery display oforange, violet, sea green,

gold, and a host of other colors too numerous to mention. Fur-

ther, no Proof example of this date has been certified finer by

PCGS, and this present piece was graded over a decade ago. A
beautiful high-grade type coin from the Charles PJver Collection.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer within any designation.

From the Charles Riper Collection.
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2t>56 Proot-64 Cameo (NGC). A sparkling gem I'root' dime.

Ciciierous amouius ot mint brilliance remain at the center of the

-Hner\e. while dusky hints ot gold and violet warm the frosts’ mo-
tifs and mirror fields. The reverse is alive with rich peach and pale

electric blue iridescence.

From the ('.horles Riirr Colleitioii.

Choice Mint State 1900-0 Dime

2657 1900-0 MS-64 (PCGS). A frosts’ example of this New Orleans

Mint issue, one that approaches gem qualits’ in many respects. A
high degree of lustre graces the satiny champagne surfaces.

2658 1908 Proof-65 (PCGS). Reflective fields and lightly frosted

motifs display warm champagne highlights. A sharply struck gem.

Gem Uncirculated 1908-0 Dime

2659 1908-0 MS-65 (PCGS). A frosts’ gem with strong cartwheel lus-

tre on both sides, and a whisper of pale champagne on the obverse.

Nicely struck in all areas. Fewer than 10 examples of the date h.ive

been certified finer by PCGS.

PCC.S Population: 16; ‘> fmer (MS-67 finest).

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1915-S Dime
Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

2660 1915-S MS-67 (NGC). An intensely lustrous specimen with sat-

iny, brilliant surfaces that readily measure up to the assigned grade.

.A sharply struck com, and one of just two examples of the date

called .MS-67 by NGC, with no examples of the date certified

finer'

Ni .1 ( Census 2. none finer.

2661 1915-S MS-65 (PCGS). A pleasingly lustrous gem specimen with

pale rose and gold highlights. Among the top 15 specimens of the

date certified by PCGS.
I'CGS Population: 7; 8 finer (all MS-66).

2662 1916-D Mercury. G-4 (PCGS). Medium silver gr.iy with rich '

golden highlights at the runs. Well-w’orn yet mark-free, a truly

pleasing and affordable example of this perennially favorite rarity.

2663 1916-D Mercury. ACt-3 (PCGS). Silver gray w ith no major marks *

or disturbances. Attractive for the grade.

2664 1917-D MS-64 FB (PCGS). Lustrous and satiny with a dusky

sheen ot medium gold on both sides. Sharp and appealing.

Lustrous Uncirculated 1918-S Dime
PCGS MS-64 FB

2665 1918-S MS-64 FB (PCGS). Incredibly lustrous surfaces w’ith a

nuance ot pale golden toning, A boldly struck example of this popu-

lar early branch mint issue from the Mercury dime series, a date
|

that is outnumbered by about two to one in the PCGS Population
^

Report by examples without Full Band details. Choice for the grade, I

and sure to please its next owner,
|

i

2666 1918-S MS-63 FB (PCGS). Brilliant and satiny with strong cart-

w’heel lustre on both sides, and w’ith a touch of pale rose irides-
j

cence at the rims. Choice for the grade.
j

Choice Uncirculated 1919-D Dime
PCGS MS-64 FB

(2x photo)

2667 1919-D MS-64 FB (PCGS). A satiny beauty’ with strong under-

lying lustre and pale champagne highlights, especially on the re-

verse. A well struck specimen of this popular and elusive earlv

Mercury dime branch mint issue.
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Choice Uncirculated 1919-D Dime
MS-64 FB PCGS

(2x photo)

2668

1919-D MS-64 FB (PCGS). Satiny champagne surfaces with

lively lustre and pale lilac highlights. A sharply struck example of

this early branch mint Mercury dime issue, the present coin being

just a few faint marks from a gem classification. A pretty coin in all

respects, housed in a first generation PCGS holder.

2669

1919-D MS-63 FB (PCGS). A satiny pale golden specimen with

strong underlying lustre. Nicely struck.

Gem Mint State 1923-S 100

None Graded Finer by PCGS

2672

1923-S MS-66 (PCGS). A sparkling, satiny gem with under-

lying lustre that cascades beneath pale champagne highlights. A
superb gem, and among the finest examples of the date certi-

fied by PCGS; no 1923-S Mercury dime has been certified finer

by that firm.

PCGS Population: 4; none finer within the designation.

Choice Uncirculated 1923-S Dime
PCGS MS-64 FB

2673

1923-S MS-64 FB (PCGS). A highly lustrous specimen with a

display of warm golden tones on both sides. The satiny surfaces

are choice for the assigned grade, and the eye appeal is easily equal

to the task.

Gem 1921-D Dime
Full Split Bands

(2x photo)

2670 1921-D MS-66 FB (NGC). A satiny and lustrous gem example

of this date, one of the keys among Mercury dimes and always

highly sought after. Lovely silver gray at the centers with mottled

gold, russet, and deep blue increasing in intensity toward the rims.

A beautiful specimen, sharply struck, and suitable for a high-grade

collection as only a single piece has been graded finer by NGC.
NGC Census: 12; one finer (MS-67 FB).

2671 1921-D VF-30 (ANACS). Medium silver gray with warm golden

highlights. A choice and problem free example of this scarce and

popular key date from the Denver Mint.

Choice Mint State 1924-S Mercury 100

MS-64 FB PCGS

2674

1924-S MS-64 FB (PCGS). Highly lustrous. A sharp and attrac-

tive coin with a wealth of rich rose and glowing peach toning. A
truly appealing representative example ofthe date and grade com-

bination.

Choice Uncirculated 1925-D Dime

2675

1925-D MS-64 FB (PCGS). A satiny specimen with intense cart-

wheel lustre and a nuance ofrich golden toning that deepens some-

what at the bottom of the fasces on the reverse. A sharply struck

specimen with strong boldness of details in all the desired areas.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lEARITIES
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Sharp Cieiii Uncirculated 1926-D Dime
None Certified Finer by NGC

(2x photo)

2676

1926-D MS-66 FB (NGC). A high degree ot lively lustre whirls

enticingly beneath faint rose and pale champagne highlights. Sharp

and crisp design motifs are present and accounted for, much the

way Adolph A. Weinman must have envisioned his creation. A
modestly scarce date in Mint State that becomes a notable rarity

when sharply struck and in gem condition as here. The present

lovely gem is among the six finest e.xamples of the date certified in

the FB category by NGC.
NGC Census: 6; none finer within the designation.

Choice Full Bands 1926-S Dime2677

1926-S MS-64 FB (PCGS). A sparkling beauty that approaches

the gem category in many respects. Highly lustrous surfaces dis-

play warm and varied shades ofgold. Sharply struck and absolutely

worthy of inclusion in your Mercury dime set.

2678

1927-D MS-64 FB (PCGS). A frosty, satiny delight. The bright

and lustrous pale golden surfaces display a nuance offaint sky blue

and a touch of peach. Sharp in all design areas and choice for the

assigned grade.

2679

1927-S MS-64 FB (PCGS). A lustrous pale golden specimen with

eye appeal and physical quality that bespeak a finer grade.

Glistening Gem Proof 1936 Dime

2680

1936 Proof-66 (NGC). Fully brilliant and highly lustrous. A spar-

kling gem from the first year of Proofcoinage within the denomi-

nation since 1915. One ofjust 4,130 Proofs of the date produced,

a minuscule mintage when compared to the massive Proof mint-

ages of the past several decades.

2681

1938 Proof-67 (NGC). A highly reflective and equally lustrous

gem with a hint of bright golden iridescence at the rims.

2682

1942/1 MS-61 (PCGS). A high degree ofcartwheel lustre graces

the satiny, pale lilac surfaces ofthis attractive Mint State coin. Nicely

struck at the reverse center, and just a smidgen away from FB des-

ignation. A lovely Uncirculated example of a popular overdate,

and a coin that won’t “break the bank” for most collectors.

Choice AU 1942/1-D Dime

2683

1942/1-D AU-58 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous centers give way

to deep gold and crimson iridescence at the rims, the sort of ton-

ing that comes naturally over many years of careful storage. De-

cidedly choice for the grade despite a few faint marks. Indeed, many

might call this Mint State ifjudging by the reverse alone. Choice

for the grade.

2684

1942/1-D AU-55 (PCGS). Plenty of mint lustre remains on the

pale champagne surfaces of this popular and elusive branch mint

overdate. Choice for the grade.
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Choice Mint State 1945 Dime
Full Band Details

2685 1945 MS-64 FB (PCGS). A sparkling and highly lustrous speci-

men with a nuance of pale golden toning on both sides. Sharply

struck at the centers, and a date that is practically the “holy grail”

of Mercury dime collecting with the reverse central bands fully

split! Scarce and desirable with a full, sharp strike, and certain to

see a spate of heavy bidding activity as a result.

20-CENT PIECES
A brief offering of 20-cent pieces (a briefly lived denomination,

lespite being among those coins suggested byjefferson in the 1780s)

> led by a gem business strike (1875-S, the most frequently found

late but still rare in such lofty grades) and a nice specimen of the

hoof-only 1878.

2686 Trio oftwenty-cent pieces; 1875-CC F-12. Rich rose-gray sur-

faces 1875-S (2). ALf-53 (SEGS), Lustrous with just a whisper

of delicate toning; F-15, rich silver gray surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

Lustrous Gem Uncirculated 1875-S 20^

(2x photo)

2687 1875-S MS-65 (NGC). A frosty and lustrous gem with a whisper

offaint golden toning on both sides. Nicely struck in most areas of

the design, perhaps “95%+” full for those who base their numis-

matic decisions in part on numbers. A lovely example of this most

popular date within the short-lived series.

Choice Proof 1876 200

2688 1876 Proof-63 Cameo (NGC). Frosted motifs and mirrored fields

display an even wash ofpale golden toning. An attractive example of

one of the most unusual denominations in U.S. coinage.

Choice Proof 1876 200

2689 1876 Proof-63. A sharp and largely brilliant cameo Proof with

reflective fields, frosted motifs, and a halo of rich golden toning at

the rims. A choice example from a Proof mintage for the date of

1,260 pieces. Always popular due to its “oddball” denomination

(not to mention its affordable status).

Proof-Only 1878 200

2690 1878 Proof-63 (PCGS). Bright silver gray mixes with pale rose

and gold iridescence on the frosty motifs and mirror fields of this

popular Proof-only date from the terminal year of this short-lived

denomination. Just 600 Proofs were struck.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ITARITIES
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QUAK I HK nOLLAKS
Our Nflcction ot quarter dollars includes many ofthe most sought-

after ci'ins m the entire series. Beginning with a very nice EF 1796, a

one-year type' that is challenging m such a grade, and continuing

through to Standing Liberty and Washington quarters, the following

lots will attract die variety, date, and type collectors alike. The 1804

IS one ot the classic rarities in the series, perhaps overshadowed by

the 1796 but even more difficult to find, especially in choice Fine, as

offered here. A choice Mint State 1805 quarter will attract strong

bids, as will a similarly lovely 1819. Ciem specimens of the 1840-0

and the 1853 Arrows and Kays are likely to attract different kinds of

collectors - date collectors for the first, and high-grade type enthusi-

asts for the second - but both are special properties. A choice Mint

State 1857-S quarter is a rare coin, especially in light of the new dis-

coveries among gold pieces ofthat date! Two nice FroofSeated quar-

ters dated 1880 and 1882 both come from the Eliasberg Collection.

Stellar gem Proofs of 1891 and 1907, both graded Proof-68, will ap-

peal to those collectors who enjoy owning the absolute finest.

Popular 1796 Quarter Dollar Rarity

(2.x photo)

2691 1796 Browning-2. Rarity-3. EF-40 (PCGS). An impressively

delightful example of the date and grade. Medium slate gray with

rose and gold iridescence on the high points. Essentially devoid of

marks of any consequence, this despite a modest stay in circula-

tion. Always desirable as the first year of the denomination, and

the only quarter dollar issue with Draped Bust obverse and Small

Eagle reverse; in 1804, the next year to see coinage in the denomi-

nation, the Draped Bust motifwas retained for the obverse, but an

Heraldic Eagle reverse was featured. The variety with the top of

the 6 in the date close to Liberty’s bust (the other variety of the

year, B- 1 , has the top of the 6 more distant from the bust). Always

desirable as a one-year-only type as well as the first year of the

denomination. A pleasing coin such as the present specimen will

see spirited bidding activity before it finds a new home m an ap-

preciative collector’s cabinet.

Elusive 1804 Quarter Rarity

(2x photo)

2692 1804 B-1. Rarity-3+. F-12 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with

lighter high points. Some faint hairlines and a few light, unobtru-

sive marks are present, as should be e.xpected for a coin that spent

a considerable amount of time in circulation. None of the marks,

however, are deep or serious, and none impede the overall quality.

A rarity that is overshadowed by its predecessor in the denomina-

tion, the 1796 issue, though the 1804 is easily as rare in this writer’s

opinion. Truth be told, we see a dozen or more nice 1796 quarters

for every acceptable 1804 that crosses our desk. A rare date in a

perfect collector grade!
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Choice Mint State 1805 Quarter

Browning-4, Rarity-4

(2x photo)

2693 1805 B-4. Rarity-4. MS-63 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre

swirls vividly beneath pale silver, champagne, and faint sky blue

iridescence. Nicely struck for the date and design type, with only

a touch of lightness here or there; overall the design elements are

robust in appearance. A truly fine example of the date, a coin that

is exceeded in the PCGS Population Report by just five other ex-

amples of the date.

PCGS Population: 11; 5 finer (MS-65 finest).

2694 1806 B-4. Rarity-3. VF-20. Deep silver gray surfaces with smoky

gray and slate highlights. Sharpness and overall appearance of a

finer grade, but lightly brushed long ago.

Countermarked 1815 Quarter

2695 1815 B-1. Rarity-1. E Counterstamp. AU-50. Pleasing mottled

gold and pale sea green highlights on silver gray surfaces. Abun-

dant lustre remains in the peripheries of the obverse, while nearly

full lustre remains on the reverse. Rim nick at 12:00 on obverse,

some faint abrasions and hairlines, excellent eye appeal all things

considered. Tlie enigmatic “E” counterstamp lias still not been

successfully explained to our knowledge, though the phenomenon

has been well described: quarters dated 1815 and 1825, mostly in

high grades, are known with E and L countermarked atop Liberty’s

head. Other dates are not known (at least to us or tlie published

literature). Many numismatists have offered explanations, but no

proof has ever been uncovered. A scientific study ruled out the

idea that E meant “excess” and L meant “light,” as all of them

weighed about the same. The idea that they were prizes for En-

glish and Latin remains, but why not S for Science or G for Geog-

raphy? These countermarks remain one of the great “unsolved

mysteries” of American numismatics — we truly hope someone

figures it out someday!

Choice Mint State 1819 Quarter

(2x photo)

2696 1819 B-2. Large 9. Rarity-3+. MS-63 (NGC). Somewhat

prooflike steel gray fields and lightly frosted motifs show a gener-

ous amount of pale golden toning that deepens toward the rims.

Nicely struck in many areas, some lightness in other places, as of-

ten seen for the date and denomination. Any marks are soft and

negligible, and none are prominent enough to warrant an indi-

vidual description. Among the top dozen e.xamples of the date

currently in an NGC holder, a figure that includes those desig-

nated simply as 1819, and those designated by various Browning

numbers. A grand opportunity for quarter dollar specialists and

type collectors alike.

NGC Census: 6; 5 finer within any designation (MS-66 finest).

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC lUMCITIES
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Ib'il 1820 B-1. Lar^e 0. Rarity-3. AU-58. Natural blue, rose, and

k;v>ld at the rims, faintly cleaned long.igo. now retoning. No major

mark^ present, just some light hairlines. A natural and faint planchet

tliw runs diagonally across Liberty's portrait, as struck, though

not deep enough to warrant more than cursory notice here. A nice

com m all regards despite a tew shortcomings.

Choice Uncirculated 1831 Quarter

2698

1831 B-5. Rarity-3. Small Letters. MS-63 (NGC). Lustrous

steel gray with an amalgam ofwarm gold, pale blue, rose, and vio-

let iridescence on both sides. Sharply struck. Variety with

repunched 1 s in date.

From the Charles River Collection.

Gem Uncirculated 1840-0 Quarter

With Drapery

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

2699

1840-(') Drapery. Small O. .V1S-6.S (PCGS). A frosrv', satiny

gem with rich cartwheel lustre on golden surfaces. Faint cameo

-ontr.ist exists between the Irosted motifs and somewhat satinv

tields. Sharply struck, with even the smallest design elements i risply

presented to their hillest advantage. Small t) mmtmark variety (see

below). A detinue Comlition Census example of the date, one of

just two examples called MS-6.S by PCGS, with none certified

finer by that group. A grand opportunity for an advanced Libert)’

Seated quarter collector.

l*CX'iS Popul.itjon: 2; none finer.

Briggs 2-C.. “Obverse 2. Curved dace slants down left to right. A die scratch

in shield starts at juncture of shield and first pair of vertical lines. At a 45®angle
It goes through the 3rd and 4th set of vertical lines reaching halfway to the 5th

set ol vertical lines." ‘Reverse C. Mintmark centered over R ofQUAR. Circu-
lar in shape.”

Gem Mint State 1844 Quarter
Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

2700

1844 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty, satiny lilac-gray gem with intense

areas ot peach, electric blue, and deep rose on both sides. Sharply

struck in all areas, indeed, about as sharply struck as a Liberty Seated

quarter ot the era ever comes! While not a notably scarce date in

most grades, at the gem Mint State level, as here, the rarity of this

date approaches stratospheric heights. The present gem is one of

just tsvo called MS-65 by NGC. with no examples of the date

graded finer by that firm.

NCtC Census; 2; none finer.

Gem Mint State 1852 Quarter

The Eliasberg Coin, Ex Wilson, Clapp

2701 1852 MS-65 (PCGS). Broadly sweeping underlying lustre illu-

minates the lively peach, violet, and rose pastel iridescence of this

tine and dandy gem. Much scarcer than its mintage figure of

177,()6() pieces indicates, especially so in choice to gem Mint State;

a portion ot the mint.ige is believed to have been melted in early

1853 when the decision was made to change the weight standard

ot the denomination. Among the top five examples of the date

certified by PCGS. and no doubt a Condition Census coin as such.

As much a prize tod.iy as it was in the Wilson, Clapp, and Elias-

berg holdings (see below), and a fine coin to hang your pedigree

on as well!

PC(!.S Population: 2; finer (all MS-fifi).

L'.v David S. Wibon Collection, privately in 1906 to J..\I. Clapp:

John H. Clapp Estate to Eliasberg in 1942; Bouvrs and Merena 's sale of

the Eliasberg Collection, .April 1997, Lot 14.71.
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Gem Uncirculated 1853 Arrows Quarter

2702 1853 Arrows and Rays. MS-65 (NGC). A bright and frosty gem

example of one of the staples of type coin collecting in American

numismatics, the 1853 with arrows coinage, in this case in the

quarter dollar denomination. A lustrous coin with a touch of faint

champagne toning. Nicely struck. Just a dozen examples of the

date have been graded finer than the present gem by NGC.

Gem Uncirculated 1856 Quarter

J703 1856 MS-65 (NGC). Lively lustre and strong eye appeal. A nu-

ance of pale champagne graces the satiny surfaces of this attractive

gem. just three examples of this date have been certified finer by

NGC, all MS-66. A grand opportunity for type collectors and Lib-

erty Seated quarter specialists alike.

NGC Census: 8; 3 finer (MS-66 finest).

Choice Uncirculated 1857-S Quarter

Among Five Finest Certified by NGC

2704 1857-S MS-64 (NGC). Strong cartwheel lustre radiates briskly

on iridescent golden gray surfaces. Splashes of faint violet, peach,

rose, and gunmetal-blue adorn both sides. Sharply struck in all

areas. From a relatively modest mintage figure for the era ofjust

82,000 pieces, of which choice and gem Mint State survivors are

very seldom seen (or offered). Indeed, the present coin is one of

just four examples of the date called MS-64 by NGC, with just

one example certified finer. Struck in the early days of the San

Francisco Mint, with the large and forceful S mintmark of the era

in bold display on the reverse. A grand opportunity for any collec-

tor who appreciates rarity and quality.

NGC Census: 4; 1 finer (MS-66).

2705 1861 MS-63 (NGC). A satiny and lustrous coin with pale cham-

pagne highlights.

2706 Group of Proof Liberty Seated quarters: 1862 Proof-60.

Reflective with iridescent orange on the obverse, reverse is mostly

rich blue-green with hints ofrich orange 1866 Proof-60. Splashes

of iridescent toning on both surfaces 1871 Proof-62. Mixture

ofrose, gray, and blue toning over reflective surfaces 1876 Proof-

62. Mottled rainbow iridescence over reflective surfaces 1879

Proof-60. Lacquered 1880 Proof-60. Reflective with soft silver

gray at the peripheries 't? 1891 Proof-61. Faint mottled gray ton-

ing over reflective surfaces. (Total: 7 pieces)

2707 Quartette ofProof quarters: 1863 Proof-6() (ANACS). Re-

flective with golden highlights on the obverse and steel blue on

the reverse 1882 Proof-62 (ANACS). Magenta and blue irides-

cent toning over reflective surfaces 1886 Proof-61 (ANACS).

Mixture of steel blue and gold on the obverse rich steel blue on

the reverse 1887 Proof-63 (PCI). Reflective with just a touch

of gold on the rims. (Total: 4 pieces)
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2708

1864 Proot-63. Largely brilliant with frosty motifs and mirrored

fields, and with a hint of gold settling in at the rims. A choice

cameo survivor from the Proof mintage for the date ofjust 470

pieces.

2709

1866 Motto. Proof-64 (PCGS). Bright silver and gold centers

give way to deep electric blue toward the rims. An attractively toned

choice Proofexample of the first date in the denomination to bear

the motto IN GOD WE TRUST as an integral part of its design.

Just 750 such Proofs of the date were produced.

2710

1866 Motto. Proof-63 CAMEO (NGC). Frosty motifs and mir-

rored fields form a sharp and appealing cameo contrast. The ob-

verse portrait of Liberty is ablaze with pale lilac iridescence, while

the surrounding fields are deep lilac-gray. The reverse is chiefly

brilliant at the center, which gives way rapidly to deepening shades

of lilac and neon blue at the rim.

Gem Cameo Proof 1867 Quarter

2711 1867 Proof-66 Cameo (NGC). A sparkling and visually satisfy-

ing cameo gem. The devices are frosted and the fields are deeply

mirrored, and a pale golden sheen enhances both sides of this de-

lightful gem. Among the finest examples of the date certified in

the Cameo designation by NGC.
NGC Census: 2; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67 Cameo).

2712 1872 Proof-64 (NGC). Grand underlying bursts ofgold and peach

meld warmly with deep neon blue on both sides of this attractive

specimen. From a Proof mintage for the date of 950 pieces.

The reverse of the present specimen exhibits a small horizontal die line on

the sinister (viewer’s left) side of the shield, just below the horizontal shield

stripes. This particular reverse was used off and on into the early 1880s to pro-

duce Proofquarter dollars, and is often referred to as the "Reverse of ’72" when

described for later dates.

2713 Pair ofMint State quarters: 1876-S MS-fil (ANACS). Mix-

ture of pale blue and gold toning on both surfaces 1890 MS-63

(ANACS). Lustrous with iridescent blue, gray, gold, and magenta

at the peripheries. (Total: 2 pieces)

2714 1879 Proof-64 (ANACS). Pale champagne surfaces display de-

lightful neon blue at the rims. Somewhat frosty motifs contrast

mildly with the mirrored fields.

2715 1879 MS-64 (NGC). A frosty, sharp, and intensely lustrous

specimen that borders on gem quality in many respects. The ob-

verse is largely brilliant with deep gold, violet, and gunmetal-

blue toning at the rim, while the reverse is alive with splendid

neon shades of iridescent blue, indigo, gold, peach, and orange.

An aesthetic delight!

From the Charles River Collection.
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Impressive Gem Proof 1880 Quarter

Reverse of ’72

The Eliasberg Specimen

2716 1880 Proof-67 (NGC). An impressive gem Proof. Frosty motifs

and deeply inirrored fields range from modestly brilliant at the

centers outward to rich golden halos at the rims. A lovely gem, as

should be expected from the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collection.

Indeed, just four examples of the date have been certified finer

than the present coin by NGC.
NGC Census: 12; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-68 finest).

From the reverse die first used in 1872, as attested to by a small horizontal

die line at the dexter side of the shield just below the horizontal strips in the

design. This die was resurrected with some frequency after 1872. and used into

the early 1880s.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., Collec-

tion, April 1997, Lot 1529.

Gem Proof 1882 Quarter

Richly Toned

2717 1882 Proof-66 (NGC). An impressive gem cameo Proof though

such is not noted on the holder. An array of intense gold, violet,

peach, and neon blue on the obverse is countered by deep and

even violet and gunmetal-blue on the reverse. For those who en-

joy vividly toned gem 19th-century coins—indulge yourself!

Gem Proof 1882 Quarter

Ex Eliasberg Collection

2718 1882 Proof-65 (NGC). Reflective fields and frosty motifs dis-

play strong gold, violet, and electric blue iridescence, with deep

gold dominating the reverse. An attractive gem.

From Bowers and Mcrena 's sale of the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.
,
Collec-

tion, April 1997, Lot 1531.

Gem Proof 1882 Quarter

2719 1882 Proof-65 (NGC). Deep golden gray with concentric rain-

bow highlights that spread outward to the rim. A sharp and ap-

pealing gem, one that should prove to be especially exciting to

those who enjoy vividly toned 19th-century coinage.

Splendid Gem Uncirculated 1882 Quarter

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

2720 1882 MS-67 (PCGS). Repunched 18. A frosty and brilliant gem

that is easily deserving ofthe assigned grade. Highly lustrous. Nicely

struck from lightly clashed dies, though a touch of weakness is

noted at the center of a few obverse stars. Careful examination of

the date reveals the remnants of a previously punched date, plain-
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II. -.. d', this repuiiihing tailed 1)1111 kly t'roin the die and is typieallv

seen onlv in the earliest state ot the obverse die. siieh as ottered

here \ splendid gem 111 all regards, and a neat variety.

K CIS Population liS, none hner.

Amazing Gem Proof 1S91 Quarter

Condition Census Quality

2722 1890 Proof-67 Deep Canico (PCGS). The heavily frosted mo-

tits of this gem Proof ijuarter stand out m bold, stark relief against

the deeply mirrored fields, torming a textbook illustration ot what

cameo contrast is all about. A nuance ot rich gold toning enhances

the peripheries, and we mention a hint of cloudiness in the ob-

verse field near Liberty's knee more as a courtesy than to make

mark of a tank. Among the top five DGA.M Proofexamples ofthe

date certified by PGGS—need we say more?

P( CtS Pi>pulatu>n 4; 1 tincr within the designation (Proot-6K DC'AM).

2723

1891 Proof-68 (NGC). An amazing gcni Proof of the finest or-

der. The tully brilliant and heavily frosted obverse motifof Liberty

IS encircled by a halo ot rich iridescent plum and deep nacty blue,

though some of the heavily frosted stars still shine with full mint

brilliance. The central eagle motif is sharp, heavily frosted, and

largely brilliant, though rich violet iridescent hues are slowly en-

croaching upon the central devices. Heavy' cameo contrast is the

order ot the d.iy, though such is not noted on the NGCl holder.

One ot 6(10 Proots ot the date struck during the final year of Lib-

erty Seated quarter coinage. The present specimen is the only ex-

ample ot the date called Proof-68 by NGCl. with one other ex-

ample ot the date certified finer, that called Proof-68 but with the

NCiG designation. Perhaps one of the finest highlights of the

present sale, at least where quality and eye appeal are concerned.

N(l(; Census: 1; 1 t'liicr (l‘roof-(i8 ).

2724 1892 Proof-64 (NGC). A startlingly lovely toned Proof Barber

quarter from the first year of the denomination. The frosty- motifs

and mirror fields form a pleasing cameo contrast, though .such is

not noted on the holder. Both sides of this exquisitely colorful

specimen dispLiy deep gold, violet, rose, and electric blue irides-

cence. Sharp and aesthetically appealing

From the Chitrics River Collection.

2725 Pair of quarters grading MS-64 (PCGS): 1892. Lustrous

silver gray with a splash of magenta at the rim 1918-S. Mixture

of rich lilac-gray, steel blue, and pale yellow iridescence on the

obverse while the reverse is soft gray-gold. (Total: 2 pieces)

Gctti Uncirculated 1884 Quarter

2721 1884 .\lS-65 (PCGS). A sharply struck and frosty gem with warm
cartwheel lustre on both sides. The obverse displays a lilac center

with powerful electric blue highlights at the rims, while the re-

verse IS a rich blend ot pale rose and warm silver gray. From a small

circulation mintage strike ofjust 8,1)01) pieces.

Impressive Gem Proof 1890 Quarter

Proof-67 DCAM PCGS

amf.ric:an numismatic: rarities
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2726 Qu.irtettc of quarter dollars: 1892 MS-64, Satiny lustre with

golden rose toning on the reverse 1892-C) AU-58. Lustrous with

pale golden toning at the peripheries 1914 MS-6(). Deep rich and

attractive brownish gray surfaces 1917 Type I. MS-62. An attrac-

tive mixture ofgolden gray and rose-gray surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

Gem Proof 1896 Quarter

2727 1896 Proof-65 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirrored fields form a

pleasing cameo contrast (though such is not noted on the NGC
holder). Some silver brilliance at the centers give way to rich shades

of violet, gold, peach, and rose.

From the Charles River Collection.

2728 Trio ofMint State quarters: 1896 MS-62. Lustrous with deli-

cate gray toning at the peripheries 1929 MS-63. Lustrous golden

rose surfaces 1929-D MS-63. Lustrous golden rose. (Total: 3 pieces)

Gem Proof 1901 Quarter

2729 1901 Proof-66 (PCGS). An outstanding gem ProofBarber quar-

ter, a delightful cameo specimen, though “cameo” is not mentioned

on the old-style (pre-frame) PCGS holder. Barber’s rendition of

Liberty is sharp and heavily frosted, as is his rendition ofour nation’s

emblem, the American bald eagle on the reverse. The fields are

heavily mirrored with a hint of satiny texture, and a glancing whis-

per ofpale golden iridescence is seen, especially on the reverse. One

glance at the present coin will suffice to show that it is decidedly

choice ofthe assigned grade, and it would take a supremely pleasing

coin indeed to surpass the visually quality of the present specimen.

2730 Trio ofProofquarters: 1903 Proof-64 (PCI). Bluish gray ton-

ing over reflective surfaces 1911 Proof-62 (ANACS). Mottled

bluish gray and rose over refiective surfaces 1912 Proof-63 (PCI).

Refiectivc with lovely rose and lilac highlights. (Total: 3 pieces)

2731 1906 Proof-64 (PCGS). Pale champagne iridescence on light

golden gray surfaces. Choice for the grade.

Superb Gem Proof 1907 Quarter

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

2732 1907 Proof-68 (PCGS). An impressive gem cameo, though such

is not noted on the PCGS holder. The frosted motifs and mirrored

fields present a delightful canvas for time’s paintbrush, displacing a

depth ofgold and silver gray on the obverse that is in stark contrast

to the generous amount ofmint bloom at the center, while the re-

verse is a fiery mix of bright peach, gold, and neon blue. A lovely

gem Proof that is tied for finest certified of the date by PCGS.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer within any (designation.

Gem Uncirculated 1909-D 25^

2733 1909-D MS-65 (PCGS). Satiny silver surfaces display strong un-

derlying cartwheel lustre and delightful golden toning Inghlights. A
pleasing gem example of this early Denver Mint issue, a coin that is

among the top two dozen examples of the date certified by PCGS.

PCGS Population: 13; 9 finer (MS-67 finest).

2734 Quartette of quarters including a key date 1932-D Wash-

ington: 1913-D AU-55. Lightly cleaned at one tinted 1914-D

AU-58 (2). One with attractive golden gray surfaces, the other

with silver gray and gold toning mostly at the peripheries 1932-

D AU-58. Lightly cleaned at one time, now with pale golden or-

ange surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)
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2736 1V21 .\lS-64 (FCGS). Ikirsts of natural mint brightness mingle

with intense rainbow iridescence on both sides. The obverse is

chieny gold and blue, while the reverse is an amalgam ot crimson,

pale blue, and deep rose. Vividly toned!

2737 1923 MS-66 (PCGS). Rich crimson, peach, and pale golden iri-

descence on flashy, lustrous surfaces.

Key Date 1927-S Quarter
2738

1927-S EF-45 (PCGS). .Medium silver gray with warm lilac and

gold toning highlights. Obviously circulated but mark-free and

choice as such. From a mintage of396,()()() pieces, the second lowest

111 the design tv’pe—only the 1916 raritv', mintage .32,(11)0, has a

smaller prodiicnori figure than the presently offered date. A nice

com m a solid collector grade!

Lustrous Full Head 1929-D 25c

2739 1929-1) .MS-64 FH (PCGS). Bright cartwheel lustre spins viv-

idly beneath warm golden iridescence. A sharp and appealing com

that appro.iches gem quality m many respects.

2740 I932-I ) .MJ-.SH. A good deal of frosty lustre graces the pale golden

surt.ices ot this scarce and popular key date Washington quarter

from the first vear of the senes.

numismat ic: amhricana
Tokens, medals, and associated types ot Nimiismatic Ameru ana

have been pursued for just as long as rare coins have. I lowever, today

relatively tew people pursue such items as tlieir mam collecting in-

terest, thus ottering collectors who like to think independently with

a great opportunity to tmd historic and rare pieces with exceptional

values in the mode'rn marketplace. A (leorge 1 Indian Peace medal,

dug up in New Jersey, has amazing stories to tell (and is quite rare,

with perhaps a few dozen pieces of the general type known in all

grades), but the winning bid is bound to be in the low four figures.

Betts medals, attributed per the classic reference by C. Wyllys Betts

published in 1 S94, have been pursued tor two centuries. Indeed, they

were avidly collected even as the United States was fighting tor inde-

pendence! Over a long period oftime their beauty and historic charm

has not been lost on writers and collectors, but they are still little

known in the scheme ofthings. However,John W. Adams, the present

cataloguer (^john Kraljevich), and other scholars of the series hope to

contribute to an updating of the Betts te.xt in time.

In the present listing, the trio ofmedals known as 1758 Louisbourg

Taken, 1759 Quebec Taken, and 1760 Montreal Taken, tracing their

pedigrees to the Lucien LaRivere Collection, is a ready-made dis-

play of pieces commemorating great victories of the French and In-

dian War. The 1817 Amelia Island medal is perhaps the most tamous

piece ot numismatic Floridiaua, if such a word exists! The Washing-

ton funeral urn and Washington Benevolent Society medals would

be highlights in any sale. A unique ca. 1840 pass to the New National

Theatre, once owned by the partner ofEdgar Allan Poe, is a magnifi-

cent piece, one ot the prime rarities in a significant collection ofearly

American tokens ottered below. Items such as a Schoonmaker

storecard or a Wolte, Clarke, and Spies token would mean nothing

to most collectors, but to those who specialize in early American

tokens, the pieces ottered below are prizes that would have deserved

special note even among the most significant cabinets ofearly Ameri-

can tokens ever tormed. Careful examination of this section v\ ill be

rewarded, and tor those who are relative newcomers to the field of

numismatic Americana, we invite correspondence and further ques-

tions in order to torm a bidding strategy. The route less traveled is

sometimes the most enjoyable route of all!

Important George I Indian Peace Medal

Unearthed in New Jersey
2741

(ca. 1714-60) George I Indian Peace medal. Betts-162,

Qiiarcoopome IID. Fine or so. 223. H grams. 39. .5 iiiiii. .311

important Indian Peace medal find, exc.ivated by a metal detectorist

AiMHRIc:an numismatic: raritifts
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in southern New Jersey in 2()()3. I3ark brown, nearly black, sur-

faces retain sonic cartben encrustation, allowing for a pleasing and

natural appearance. The surfices are pimply on the obverse, but

the central figure remains fairly bold and the peripheral legends

are mostly legible. A chip is missing from the rim at 12:00 where a

banger was once attached, a common phenomenon; another chip

is noted under GEORGE near 7:00. The reverse is considerably

smoother with a black matte patina, some rim chipping near 2:00,

large Hake lacking between 4:00 and 5:00 along the exergue. The

dramatic yet simple image of the Indian drawing a bow against a

deer is still fully visible. The overall visual impact is quite accept-

able for a dug piece.

Nearly all specimens of this type are low grade and dug, mostly

from western Pennsylvania and upstate New York. The largest single

find was the Natrona Hoard, a group ofnine pieces dispersed in the

famed Frederick Taylor sale of 1987. Those pieces had not seen cir-

culation and most ofthem retained their hangers. Only one ofthose

mne was struck from this die pair. Lot 1135. Other specimens known

from this die pair include theJamieson plate piece, the Hunter speci-

men in the ANS, the Reford piece, and one sold by Stack’s in 1973.

The best of the general type this writer has seen was the LalTiviere

piece, which realized a princely $16,000.

The fact that this piece was recovered in South Jersey is espe-

cially appealing, as Indians and the Garden State are not usually

thought of in the same breath. Our consignor located this piece

among other 18th-century objects on a homestead site that had

long since tumbled down; a 1948 map of the area showed ancient

houses where none now existed. He first located 18th-century

spoon bowls, and proceeded to find 18th-century buttons and two

Spanish half reales of Carolus III and IV in the sandy soil off of a

cedar swamp, an area he described as approximately 400 square

feet. The day after this piece was located, a 1723 English halfpenny

was uncovered, along with cast buckshot and several William III

halfpence, two of them cast counterfeits. Our consignor noted in

correspondence that the diaries ofa nearby iron furnace noted In-

dians in the area as late as 1813, and that a local sawmill may have

employed Indians from the reservation at Brotherton, Burlington

County (now Indian Mills), which remained occupied until the

residents were removed in 1802. The provenance of this piece is

fascinating and exciting, and the opportunity to be the first collec-

tor to own this item since lost by a native American in the 18th

century is one not to be taken lightly.

1742 1686 French Royal Family medal. Betts-76, Breton-6. Mint

State. 447.0 grains. 41.1 mm. Plain edge. A beautiful copper strik-

ing of a French medal associated with the Indian Peace medal se-

ries, known to have been awarded in silver to native Americans

before 1725. Mottled medium brown with lively reflective sur-

faces showing golden, violet, and blue undertones. Traces of mint

color persist around some letters. A spot of surface corrosion is

noted under A of MAGNUS, three smaller ones under NIS of

Cl IRISTIANISSIMUS, excellent eye appeal with only the most

minor contact points. First struck in 1686, this piece could have

been struck anytime before 1 842 but was likely a late 1 8th century

production. This piece is an earlier die state that the silver piece

included in the LaRiviere collection, showing a less advanced re-

verse rim break at 4:00. A scarce and popular medal.

2743 1736 Jernegan Cistern medal. Betts-169. Silver. Choice

About Uncirculated. 312.3 grains. 38.9 mm. Lustrous silver gray

with exceptional toning of deeper gray in the fields and bright

blue at the peripheries. Minor vertical dig under ADORN on re-

verse, otherwise quite choice. A beautiful medal, issued as a sort of

lottery ticket in the giveaway of a massive silver vessel that took

place in 1736; the vessel later ended up in the Hermitage in distant

Russia. This medal was included in Betts for the inclusion of pal-

metto trees in the design, a reference to the Carolinas and Carib-

bean, and the implicit reference to the American plantations in

the legend GROWING ARTS ADORN EMPIIEE. Perhaps the

least elusive Betts medal in silver, and a fine place to start a collec-

tion of early American medals.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the LaRhnerc Collection, March

2001, Lot 2049.

2744 1739 Admiral Vernon medal. Betts-230. Pinchbeck metal.

Very Fine. 191.6 grains. 37.2 mm. Medium brown fields with

brassy golden high points and legends. Smooth and attractive with

no significant flaws, choice for the assigned grade. A scarcer type

with a full length Vernon facing right; this number was not in-

cluded in the LaRiviere collection or the significant consignment

of Betts medals in the November 2001 Bowers and Merena sale,

both catalogued by the present author Qohn Kraljevich). Vernon

was an international superstar in his day, a sailor-statesman who
made a boast in Parliament come true by defeating the massive

Spanish fleet with “six ships only.” So impressed was one Virgin-

ian with the Admiral while serving under him that he named his

estate Mount Vernon upon his return; the estate would gain fame

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Scarce 1741 Vernon Medal

2745 1741 Admiral Vernon
/ Cartagena medal. Betts-319. Pinch-

beck metal. Choice Very Fine. 1S6.<S grains. 37.S nnn. Smooth

chocolate brown with immaculate surfaces, a lovely piece for the

grade and perhaps worthy ofa full EF grade. Some softness ofstrike

on the highest points is rspical for these mass-produced medals

intended for the everyman. A scarce type, struck to commemo-
rate the 1741 "victory” (history has recorded it as a draw) at

Cartagena. A superb specimen on all accounts, and an important

major variey for any Vernon collection.

McCormick-Cloodhart 227.

2746 (ca. 1820-30?) 1756 Kittanning Destroyed medal. Bctts-400,

Julian .\lI-33. Copper. U.S. .Mint striking from original dies.

About Uncirculated. 929.1 grains. 45.5 mm. An especially early

restrikmg of the first .American medal struck. Pleasing tan mingles

with orange-red color, closely resembling mint color but under

studious scrutiny appears to be the remnants ot a centuries-old

cleaning. Some minor hairlines are noted, the rim at 3:1)0 on ob-

vers'c has received a sideways gash that is not particularly notable

trom either obverse or reverse. The details are well defined on the

substantial pl.mchet. The die cracks that later cause the death ot

the reverse die around 1874 are only tiny rivulets here, visible from

AT ot CORPOKATIDN through the shaking hands to the run

at ClFl. with another tollowing an arc from the wheat sheaf to

the topmost berry on the left of the spring below, fhe obverse

appears pertect. ttur dating of this piece to 1820-1830 is specula-

tive but probably not far off The Mint acquired these dies around

1800; by 1874, they were shattered and sunken into oblivion in a

tar later state than seen here. This piece tails much closer to

LaRiviere: 2076 than the lot that followed it (and happens to be

ottered m the ne.\t lot!). A tasematmg piece, coined from the first

medal dies ever engr.ived m America.

file Kittjmimg th.it was Jcstroyeil by Colont-l Jolin Arinslroiig was an In-

dian vilhigc where presumed raiders against frontier liritish comnuinities were

said to live; today, Kittanning is a bedroom eomnuimty outside Pittsburgh.

2747 (ca. 1830-74) 1756 Kittanning Destroyed medal. Betts-4()0,

Julian MI-33. Copper. U.S. Mint striking from original dies.

Mint State. 1202.0 grains. 47.6 mm. Deep mahogany bronzed

patina, even and attractive, though peeks of mint color persist in-

side some letters of the legend. A massive medal from the nearly

destroyed original dies ofAmerica's first medal— impressions from

these sacred dies being taken so long past their usefulness that e.x-

traordmary pieces like this exist. A rim nick is present at 1:00 on

the reverse, excess bronzing powder at 9:1 )( I on obverse on unstruck

portion of the planchet. The obverse die is cracked vertically from

the rim at 12:00, the reverse is swollen and nearly in three pieces,

with heavy cracks from 9:00 to 1 1 :00 and another internal crack

joining above center and stretching to the second H in FHll.A-

DELl’l IIA. An important piece for the Betts or U.S. Mint med.il

collectors, and a nifty indication ofjust how badly 19th century

collectors wanted one more strike from this fnnous and ancient dies.

I-'rom Bowers and Merena ’s sale of the LaRiriere Collection. Part II.

March 2001. Lot 2077.
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2748

(ca. 1850?) 1756 Kittanning Destroyed medal. Betts-400. Soft

metal copy of an original striking. Fine. 286.6 grains. 42.7

inm. A cast copy ofthis famous medal, probably produced for col-

lectors from a rare original in the middle of the 19th century and

here offered for study purposes. Medium pewter gray, some weak-

ness at central reverse and above central obverse, various scattered

nicks and edge bruises typical of the composition, letters some-

what bloated in appearance as typical with casts. No die cracks are

visible on this piece. An interesting item that probably was used

by an early American collector as a filler since the originals w'ere

such great rarities, perhaps in the era before the U.S. Mint started

widespread restriking from the broken original dies.

Scarce 1758 Louisbourg Taken Medal

2749

1758 Louisbourg Taken medal. Betts-411. Copper. Mint

State. 371.9 grains. 40.6 mm. A beautiful example of one of the

most beautiful designs in the Betts series. Bdch mottled mahogany

bronze patina, uneven but attractive, with glos.sy surfaces. Boldly

triple struck to bring up full detail in the classically inspired de-

signs by Cipriani, engraved byjohn Kirk. A very small rim nick is

noted at 11:00, a thin scratch is present under F ofFAIR, and some

light hairlines may be discerned under a glass. The overall visual

appeal is superb, through no small fault of the fine die work; the

Victory goddess on the reverse carrying a trophy of fish is espe-

cially refined and appropriate to the taking of the major fortifica-

tion at the tip of Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia.

The taking ofLouisbourg in 1758, given up in such casual fash-

ion by the peace ofAix-La-Chapclle to the considerable consterna-

tion of the New Englanders who took the fort in 1744, was a major

turning point of the French and Indian War. It also marked the be-

ginning of the American battles commemorated by the “Society for

Promoting Arts and Commerce,” aka the Royal Society of Arts.

These medals make a fine “short set” of Betts medals to pursue; the

pre.sent sale includes this piece in addition to the Quebec Taken and

Montreal Taken medals from the LalLiviere cabinet,

Front Bowers and Merena’s sale of the LaRivkrc Collection, Part 11,

March 2001, Lot 2085. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

2750

A starter collection of early medals, including two Betts medals: A

fine opportunity to begin assembling medals relating to early

America: 1739 Admiral Vernon medal. Betts- 183, McCornnek-

Goodhart 39, Pinchbeck metal. VF, holed at top. Smooth medium

brown with brassy highlights. A fiirly scarce variety 1759 Brit-

ish Victories medal. Betts-418. Brass. VF. Some little marks,

smooth brown with brassy highlights, an important historical medal

that celebrates the French and Indian War victories ofQuebec and

Niagara among others Great Britain. George IV memorial

mcdalct. Silvered brass. VF. Pleasing tan with nearly full silvering

remaining on rever.se, issued to commemorate the death ofGeorge

IV in 1830, obverse similar to that used on the Wolfe, Spies, and

Clark token muling of New York City. (Total: 3 pieces)

2751

1759 Quebec Taken medal. Betts-421. Copper. Choice About

Uncirculated. 419.8 grains. 39.8 mm. Glossy medium chocolate

brown with some reflectivity in the fields and subtle undertones ot

gold and sea blue. Some trifling roughness at peripheries, no sig-

nificant flaws, a beautiful specimen. One of the best known of the

French and Indian War medals, perhaps because of its fairly direct

inspiration from the Judea Capta issues of Rome. A fine example

with an unbeatable provenance — this was the medal that started

Lucien LaRiviere collecting early American medals.

Ted Craige, who lived on Long Island, not tar from New York City, was one of

the most carefril smdents ofcolonial and early American coins in his lifetime, being

particularly active in the 1960s. Later, portions of his cabinet became available and

Dave Bowers acquired his Connecticut coppers. Dave recalls that Ted was a meticu-

lous student of die varieties, corresponded and communicated frequendy with the

handful ofother dedicated enthusiasts, and was highly admired and well respected.

His untimely passing was a sorrowfril occasion for all who knew him.

Purchased hy Lncien LaRiuiere from Ted Craige on February 4, 1969,

the first in what was to become one of thefinest collections of Betts medals ever

assembled; Bowers and Merena’s sale of the LaRiviere Collection, Part 11,

March 2001, Lot 2095. The original lot ticket accompanies this lot.

Especially Choice 1760 Montreal Taken Medal

Ex. LaRiviere Collection
2752

1760 Montreal Taken medal. Betts-429. Copper. Choice Mint

State. 444.8 grains. 40.8 mm. An especially lovely specimen ofthis
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tainviu iiu-iUl. a ti-at i>t artistry in a time of war. Choice chocolate

hrvAMi with tailevl hues ot deep violet on the obverse and under-

tones ot honey tan on the reverse. The surfaces are excellently pre-

sersed, protected b\’ a thin layer ot lacquer that has kept this speci-

men liKikin^ better than nearly any other specimen ofthis medal we
ha\e seen. natural planchet lamination is present at the rim above

on the obverse, otherwise this e.xample is as problem free as

anyone could hope for. The taking ot Montreal essentially cinched

the deal for the English in the French and Indian War, removing

France from the continent and helping to bring about the head-to-

head struggle ot mother country and colonies in the next two de-

cades. The conqueror Amherst was celebrated with this fine medal,

whose design inspiration was pulled from an 18th-century coin cabi-

net which contained specimens of the Judea Capta series. A medal

of manifold attractions to a dedicated numismatist, and a superb

quality piece with an unbeatable provenance.

Purchased by Lucieri LaRimere fromJames D. King on April II, 1970;

Bowers and Merena’s sale of the LiRioiere Collection, Part II, March

2001, Lot 2100. The original LaRiviere lot ticket accompanies this lot.

2753

1763 Peace ofParis medal. Betts-446. Silver. Extremely Fine 337.4

grains. 44.4 mm. Pleasing deep gray toning with some lustrous

undertones remaining. Light hairlines noted on both sides, single

mark on rim below right corner ot building on reverse. Issued to

commemorate the end ofthe Seven Years War, the global conflict

that began in the woods of Pennsylvania and closed its last chapter

in the building depicted on this medal, located m Hubertsburg,

Germany. It was here that the Treaty of Paris was finally signed by

the Teutonic participants in the conflict, letting the war rest at

last. A necessary inclusion in any Betts collection.

2754

( 1766) William Pitt medal. Betts-516. Copper. Choice Mint
State. 372.9 grains. 40.2 mm. A beautiful portrait medal issued to

commemorate William Pitt’s successful oratory against the Stamp

Act. Rich lustrous medium brown, renective on both sides, with

abundant mint color remaining at peripheries and around legends.

No serious marks, spot at last D in PLEADED, a lovely specimen

on all accounts. Die crack from point of bust through GULI, not

quite as late as that seen on LaRiviere 11:21 12. A medal that many,

including the Norweb family, saw fit to include in their collec-

tions ot colonial coins, based upon its loose connection with the

1766 Pitt token, a smaller and cruder medalet that commemorated

the same event.

William I’itt. indeed a t'nend to America, is associated with the history sur-

rounding the despised Stamp Act. Here in Wolteboro, New Hampshire, on the

broad expanse ol Lake Wentworth (named for the last colonial governor of the

state) IS Stamp Act Isbnd, a large wotxled piece ofland that is sanctuary to many

forms ot wildlife. The name was given in the late 18th century so that local resi-

dents would not forget this particular anti-American act. Slightly over a century

ago some thought was given to changing the name, but tradition prevailed, and

Stamp Act Island is easily seen on maps ttsday.

Rare Silver 1784 Captain Cook Medal

2755

1784 Captain Cook Royal Society medal. Betts-553. Silver.

Choice About Uncirculated. 559.3 grains. 43.4 mm. Dark sil-

ver toning IS lighter in the obverse fields, while the highly reflec-

tive reverse fields show gorgeous toning ofviolet and blue. A very

beautiful e.xample with nearly flawless surfaces. This medal’s popu-

larity cannot keep up with the meager supply ot silver specimens,

as only 291 (the number cited in the excellent work by Eimer)

were struck in 1784 by the Royal Society. Nineteen pieces were

also struck in gold, one ofwhich will be ottered in the upcoming
Ford sales. While copper specimens do appear at auction once a

year or so, the silver examples are far more elusive and are worthy

of strong competition when they do appear publicly.

Purchased by Lucien LaRiviere from Ted Craigeon October 28, 1969;

Bowers and Merena’s sale of the LaRiviere Collection, Part II, March

2001, Lot 2135.

2756

1784 Captain Cook Royal Society medal. Betts-553. Cop-
per. Choice Mint State. 438.2 grains. 43.6 mm. One of only

574 pieces struck in copper in 1784. Beautifully blended rich choco-

late brown and faded mint color that now appears a coppery tan.

Boldly triple struck in a bipartite collar to bring up detail. No marks

or flaws, only trifling peripheral roughness. A beautiful .specimen

of this medal, struck by the Royal Society to commemorate the

life and achievements of Captain James Cook, the discoverer of

Flawaii. One of the most popular Betts medals, .avidly sought after

by collectors on three continents.
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2757 (ca. 1845-60) 1781 John Eager Howard at Cowpens medal.

Betts-595. Copper restrike. Choice Mint State. 695.6 grains.

46.4 inm. Edge marked CUIVICE with pointing hand. Highly re-

flective milk chocolate brown surfaces with faint golden under-

tones. A beautiful specimen ofthis masterfully accomplished medal,

struck at the Paris Mint from the original dies by DuVivier. The

designs are frosted and stand out boldly, and no significant marks

are noted. John Eager Howard of Maryland was awarded the gold

version of this medal for his gallantry at Cowpens, South Carolina

in January 1781 ; Daniel Morgan and William Washington also re-

ceived medals for this occasion, and together the three represent

some of the more beautiful designs in the Comitia Americana se-

ries. The dies were completed under the watchful eye ofjefferson

and remained in use until at least the end of the 19th century,

though this specimen is from an early series of restrikes coined

after the edges began to be marked with the pointing hand in 1845.

A valuable addition to any collection of early Americana.

2758 1783 Treaty ofVcrsaLlles medal. Betts-6()8. Silver. VF, plugged. 388.0

grains. 45.4 mm. Nice medium silver gray with splashes ofgold and

violet undertones. Scattered marks on fields and rims, holed and

plugged inside rim at 12:00. Probably struck for a pro-American

audience in the Netherlands, this medal depicts the lady Liberty

mounting a 13-striped shield on a pole that is topped by the Dutch

version of the liberty cap (called the “free hat”) while Louis XfV

looks on. The legend LIBERTAS AMERICANA is no doubt bor-

rowed from another contemporary medal which was already quite

famous by the end of 1783. Silver specimens ofthis “other” Libertas

Americana medal are quite scarce; it seems that this one survived

because someone liked it enough to wear it to display their affinity

for the American cause. Over two centuries later, we would do that

unknown character honor by showing as much desire to own it and

display it with pride as they did so long ago.

2759 1783 Treaty of Versailles medal. Betts-608. White metal or tin.

Very Fine. 493.9 grains. 45.6 mm. Deep pewter gray with bright

lustrous silver gray remaining in the protected areas of the design.

Some scattered marks as usually seen in this composition, a few

little rim scuffs, scratch under CONSENSV. A copper plug at the

obverse exergual line is common to all known specimens in this

composition, one that was certainly available inexpensively to all

who felt a kinship with the Americans. The Treaty of Versailles

ended the American Revolution, and this medal is a fascinating

souvenir of the excitement over the news that the war had ended

and a new republic was born.

2760 (ca. 1845-60) 1784 Benjamin Franklin Born Boston medal.

Betts-619. Copper restrike. Choice Mint State. 689.1 grains.

46.5 mm. Edge marked CUIVRE with pointing hand. An excep-

tional specimen of this popular medal, struck at the Paris Mint

before the American Civil War from the original 1780s era ob-

verse die by Augustin Dupre and a later copy reverse die with more

modern lettering. Glorious chocolate brown with fine golden

undertones, more deeply reflective on the reverse than the ob-

verse. No marks or nicks, a very worthwhile specimen. This was

among the last Franklin medals struck during his lifetime; he died

in 1790. The same obverse die was used on this number and Betts-

620, with a reverse inscription rather than the image of a winged

genius and temple with lightning rod, as seen here. A fine portrait

of Franklin by the best known engraver of his time, and a very

affordable beginning to a particularly choice collection of Betts

medals.

2761 (ca. 1845-60) 1786 Benjamin Franklin Born Boston medal. Betts-

620. Copper restrike. Choice Mint State. 697.7 grains. 46.3 mm.
CUIVILE with pointed hand on edge. Pleasing milk chocolate

brown with reflective surfaces, especially brightly so on reverse.

Usual die state ofthis generation ofParis Mint restrike, with spalling

(also known as “die rust”) in fields, rim cuds around periphery of

obverse, new reverse die. A handsome portrayal of Franklin by his

close friend Dupre. Offered with a set oftwo electrotype shells for

this medal, in copper. Obverse measures 48.7 mm, reverse mea-

sures 48.5 mm. Each is glossy dark copper and taken from an early

die state medal with original dies. An interesting association piece.

(Total: 1 medal, 2 electrotype shells)

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Elusive 1804 Joseph Priestley Medal
** The Father of Modern Chemistry”

2762 1804Joseph Priestly medal. BHM-566. Copper. Choice Mint
State. 1010.4 grains. 54.0 mm. A beautiful portrait medal memo-
rializing one of America’s great intellectuals. Highly glossy ma-
hogany surfaces show some mottled woodgraining ofdeeper tones,

to dramatic and especially beautiful effect. The portrait ofPriestley

is beautifully executed in high relief A few tiny nicks under the

second line of the reverse legends are inconsequential. The Latin

legends on this English medal celebrate Priestley as “our glory;”

he died an English expatriate in central Pennsylvania in 1804,

lOyears after arriving on American shores. He was a an open-

minded man of science and religion, called Jefferson a friend, and

was lauded as the discoverer ofoxygen in 1774; he ranks with David

Rittenhouse as one ofAmerica’s top scientific minds in 1800. This

memorial medal is a rare one; when the present cataloguer wrote

the description of this piece for the LaRiviere collection sale in

2001, it was the only one seen and it remains that way today. The

fact that this piece sold for well under estimate in the LaRiviere

sale, attributable to the lack of fame of this elusive medal, should

be remedied in this sale.

Fmm Glmdinin^’s sale ofNovember 1989, Lot 464 to Lticien LaRiviere;

Bouvrs and Merena ’s sale of the LaRiviere Collection, Part 11, March 2001,

Lot 2141. The ori^^inal LaRiviere lot ticket accompanies this lot.

Rare 1817 Amelia Island Florida Medal
The LaRiviere Specimen

2763 1817 Amelia Island medal. The Green Cross of Florida.

BHM-957 Copper. Extremely Fine. 260.7 grains. 33.1 mm.
The most famous early historical medal relating to the present state

of Florida, a decoration awarded by an army that barely existed

from a country that was never founded. Glossy chocolate brown
with medium tan highlights on the obverse, the reverse dominated

by this lighter shade. Only the most minor marks, tiny areas of

peripheral corrosion inside reverse rim identify this specimen as

the LaRiviere piece. A most attractive specimen, one of perhaps

15 or 20 that survive.

This medal was issued by Gregor MacGregor, a Scottish-born

con man who once invaded Columbia and twice settled a colony

in Nicaragua under his own flag. In 1817, he traveled throughout

the U.S. to raise money to “capture” Amelia Island, Florida from

the Spanish; he also raised a force of 150 men, only 55 ofwhom
were present for the “invasion” of this spit of sand near the Geor-

gia border. A shocked Spanish settlement gave up at the sight of

MacGregor on June 29, 1817 (the date on the medal with the

pompous legend VENI VlDl VICI), but in December the U.S.

Army showed up to politely ask MacGregor to leave. Their orders

instructed the troops to “remove from Amelia Island the persons

who have lately taken possession thereof ... to the great annoy-

ance ot the United States.” The best study on these medals is

Carling Gresham’s monograph General Gre^^or MacGregor and the 1817

Amelia Island Medal, available from the ANA library, which names

13 known specimens including four in museum collections.

MacGregor appears to have issued this medal between 1820 and

1823 as a fundraising device for his “colonization” of Nicaragua,

whereby a “land purchase” for the as-yet unsettled country got

the donor a title of Knight and recognition with the Green Cross

ot Florida, namely the medal seen here. Rarely offered, a prized

piece of Florida exonumia.

From Bonham’s sale ofMarch 1998, Lot 314; Bowers and Merena’s

sale of the LaRiviere Collection, Part II, March 2001, Lot 2142.
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Beautiful Hudson’s Bay Company Medal

2764 (1801?) Hudson’s Bay Company medal. BHM-1062,
Jamieson-20, LeRoux-490. Copper. Choice Mint State. 864.2

grains. 48.1 mm. A beautiflil ifenigmatic medal, associated strongly

with Canada’s Hudson’s Bay Company and included in many ad-

vanced collections of Indian Peace medals. Even chocolate brown

with finely reflective surfaces, the reverse showing some faint iri-

descent undertones. Essentially perfectly preserved, no flaws are

discernible even under study. Kuchler’s bust of George 111 is boldly

defined and well rendered, the thin spidery die crack descending

from reverse rim right of 12:00 is in an earlier state than some re-

strikes (see next lot) and Adams quotesJohn Ford in noting that this

crack is visible even on “original” strikings. The paper trail on “origi-

nals” is scanty, and it is not known how many were struck or to

what purpose, but the reverse shows the insignia ofCanada’s famed

Hudson’s Bay Company. The HBC was known to distribute med-

als to Indians, but we have not recorded any awarded specimens of

this medal. It is still avidly collected, with even the restrikes dating

from the mid- 19th century, though no definitive studies have shown

which ones are “originals” (or when such pieces were struck) and

which ones are Taylor restrikes from the 1850s. Suffice it to say that

some pieces show a more severe die crack on the reverse than this

one, including a Taylor muling using the Kuchler obverse ofBHM-
484 offered in the following lot. The majestic beauty of this medal

adds greatly to its desirability. Accompanied by a copper shell hous-

ing of 19th century manufacture, siinilar to cases used from the 1790s

well into the 19th century.

From Spink’s sale 16,July 1981, Lot 419; Bowers and Merena’s sale

of the LaRiviere Collection, March 2001, Lot 2020.

2765 (ca. 1862-1880) Hudson’s Bay Company medal. Obverse ofBHM-

484, LeRoux-490. Copper. Choice Mint State. 940.7 grains. 48.0

mm. Deep mahogany brown with highly reflective fields showing

subtle surface iridescence. Some scattered flyspecks do not harm

the excellent visual appeal. As noted in the previous lot, this Taylor

restrike shows an advanced state of the reverse die break, with a

piece now missing from the die and forming a raised cud on the

rim. Dating to the same period of Taylor’s Washington cent emis-

sions, this medal was included in the LaRiviere cabinet due to its

connection with the Hudson’s Bay Company. It is accompanied by

a copper shell housing.

From Glendininy’’s sale ofApril 1974, Lot 353; Bowers and Merena'

s

sale of the LaRiviere Collection, Part II, March 2001, Lot 2021.

Nice 1789 Washington Inaugural Button

2766 1789 Washington Inaugural Button. Baker-1016A, Cobb-5a.

Brass. Very Fine. 105.2 grains. 34.3 mm. Original shank still

attached. Pleasing light brown face, back darker, mostly smooth

with some areas of shallow scattered pitting. Some silvering re-

mains in the incuse design elements. Some scattered nicks and faint

abrasions, a few flecks of old lacquer here and there, a very sharp

specimen with very little actual wear. Specimens of this type, on a

whole, are relatively common, but once collectors start eliminat-

ing those that lack a shank or show significant damage from con-

tention fora place in their cabinet, the pickings become quite slim.

This piece would be a delightful way to represent this popular

LONG LIVE THE PRESIDENT type in any collection.

2767 1797 Washington Sansom medal. Baker-71 A, Julian PR-l. Cop-

per. Original reverse. AU. 402.6 grains. 40.5 mm. 2.6 mm thick.

Pleasing medium brown with orange-ruddy undertones, cleaned

generations ago and now almost entirely retoned. Some hairlines

may be seen under scrutiny. An early state striking from the origi-

nal dies by Reich. Free of significant marks and very desirable.

2768 1797 Washington Sansom medal. Baker-71 A,Julian PR-1. Bronzed

copper. Original reverse. Mint State. 590.4 grains. 40.6 mm. 3.7

mm thick. Mahogany bronze, near chocolate in areas but lighten-

ing to a ruddy tone in protected regions. Struck from the original

dies at the U.S. Mint, now heavily rusted on both die faces. The

die state is rather remarkable and undoubtedly is very late in the

die’s useful life-span, placing the striking of this piece in the 1850s

before the new second copy reverse was placed into production in

1859. A very desirable item for a Washingtoniana specialist.

2769

1797 Washington Sansom medal. Baker-71B, Julian PR-1.

White metal. Original reverse. Mint State. 363.8 grains. 40.5

mm. 3.1 mm thick. A beautiful specimen of this early Washington

medal in a scarce format. Bright reflective silver gray, pleasing and

untoned. A tiny pit under E ofPRESIDENCY is noted for iden-

tification, some light hairlines and trifling contact marks, a few

faint scratches in obverse fields, particularly at STA. This medal,

despite its 1797 date, was created in 1807 by Philadelphia entre-

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC ITARITIES
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t‘ - H - |i" -ph thri>iij;h the engraving talent ot'ayiningder-

lun treeLiiu r tuineii h'hn Keieh. Sansoin sent a specimen of this

mesial pn stKer' ti' 1 bonusJettersisn on March 25, 1807; copper anti

St hite metal sjvcimens w ere alst) struck for sale bv subscription as part

ot the Metlallic I hstors' ot the American Revolution series that Sansom

ci>nceivetl, a set that included a total of four medals. The U.S. Mint

bter used the dies, substituting a later copy reverse die artiund 1859.

(.''ngmal Sansom metiils are always widely sought after.

PurdiJifd hy Lticien Im

R

iviere from Riduird Picker in October 1968;

Boners and Merena’s sale oj the Lindesmitli and LtiRiviere Collections,

\oiemher 1999, Lot .W70.

(photo reduced)

2770 (1805) Washington Eccleston medal. Baker-85. Bronze.

Choice AU. 2362.5 grains. 76.0 mm. Choice dark chocolate

brown patina with mahogany undertones on the obverse. Glossy

and attractive, reverse shows some ofthe typical microscopic granu-

larity of the issue, halos offaded mint color around some letters of

reverse legend, splash of dark toning at corner of Washington’s

lips, some evidence of filing on rims as issued. One of the most

impressive of the Washington medals for its large size and ideal-

ized view of Washington as victorious general. Late die state with

heavy crack under OURS. A beautiful specimen.

2771 1799 Washington Funeral Urn medal. Baker 166A. Silver.

Very Fine. 131.4 grains. 29.3 mm. I lolcd for suspension at 12:00.

Pleasing deep silver gray with pale silver fields and attractive old

toning. Sharp at centers with full (iW monogram still visible on

urn, some hairlines but no major marks. One of the most popular

of all Washington-related items, the Funeral medals are so evoca-

tive for the knowledge that they were worn while mourning

Washington's death, both in organized processions and thereafter.

This sort ot “you are there” history lends an aura of desirability

lacking from many other Washington items, or iiuniismatic items

in general. This is a very pleasing silver striking on all accounts.

t his medal is the product otjacob I'erkms, talented engraver and inventor of

Newbury-ptirt, Massachusetts. Such pieces, typically holed at the top. were pro-

duced m quantity and wotn in variotis memorial parades, including on bebruary

22, 180(1, this being Washington’s birthday.

Perkins was well known in both America and England and had business en-

terprises in both places. Numismatically he is remembered for early dies on such

pieces as the token here offered, plus to an even greater extent, the Patent Stereo-

type Steel Plate used on many pieces ofcurrency, plus his innovations in prevent-

ing counterfeits. Ueyond that in other fields, he published papers on many aspects

ot physics, munitions, and other disciplines. One ofhis pet inventions was a steam-

powered cannon, thought to dispense with powder. However, proving tests did

not come up to expectations, and the idea was never adopted.

i.

^ liltniBliiUj A.r.l'..(lVA.KCBS^A
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^ OAir Bc Kliioit laavmisns M

2111 1864 Washington Letter to Hamilton medal. Baker-257A,

JAB-11. Copper. Choice Mint State. 1706.25 grains. 58.9 mm.
5.9 mm thick. Rich mottled medium brown with tones of olive

and tan. Glossy and smooth, only a few widely scattered marks

including a vertical nick under EO ofGEORGE on obverse, some

trifling roughness inside reverse periphery. Nicely struck and very

attractive, one of the nicest specimens in copper we h,avc seen.

Only 14 pieces are said to have been struck, the example from

the Bolen estate now in the ANS collection has a number 14

marked on the edge. Usually offered only when fine collections of
|

Washingtonia arc offered, this Civil War-era medal recalls i

Washington’s letter to Hamilton on the dangers of partisan dis-

agreement to the Republic. Accomplished by John Adams Bolen

and included in his own inventory ofworks as number 11.

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC RARITIES
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Choice 1808 Washington Benevolent

Society Medal

2773 1808 Washington Benevolent Society medal. Baker 327. Sil-

ver, with suspension. AU. 484.7 grains. 42.4 mm. A beautiful

specimen of this exceptionally pleasing design by John Reich. Sil-

ver gray surfaces show particularly pleasing toning — rich golds

and subtle blues— with strong lustre throughout. Some light hair-

lines are noted, but this piece is free from serious defects and ranks

perhaps in the top 15% ofthose we have seen. The details are well-

defined, capturing the artistry of Reich’s hand (and his signature

R at the exergue on both sides). A minor nick under C of SOCI-
ETY will identify this piece. Early die state with no obverse rim

cud. The Washington Benevolent Society of New York was one

of several such groups that sprang up a decade after Washington’s

death as political and social fraternities.

2774 (ca. late 1830s) Washington Tyrant Alcohol medal. Baker-332.

Silver. Very Fine or better. 39.2 grains. 20.8 mm. Reeded edge.

Holed for suspension at 12:00. Dark gray and navy blue toning on

the obverse with peeks of reflective silver gray, the reverse shows

more bright silvery lustre with some deep and pleasing toning.

Some scattered marks and abrasions, scratch under BALE on ob-

verse, surfaces and toning similar to the Ford specimen. An issue

ofone of the many Washington Temperance Benevolent Societies

that sprung up in the years before and after 1840, apparently worn

as a membership badge. Quite scarce, lacking from theJack Collins

list of items from the Boyd Collection and also missing from the

LaRiviere Collection. The Ford piece has not sold as of this de-

scription; it will be interesting to see what that piece brings.

Temperance was one of the great movements in the United States, beginning

in a significant way in the 1830s. Much press was given to those who “took the

pledge,” including in some instances entire crews ofAmerican Navy ships. In one

praising account of Navy actions in this direction, it was noted in passing that,

indeed, some alcohol was taken aboard, but just for “medicinal purposes.”

Other focal points on the American scene in the 1830s included the termina-

tion of the Second bank of the United States, South Carolina’s threat to leave the

Union because of the tariff (the great “nullification” controversy), and the ongo-

ing contest between the North and the South regarding slavery.

Very Scarce 1876 California Medal
Baker-410

2775

1876 California Centennial medal. Baker-410. Silver. Mint

State. 383.6 grains. 40.3 mm. Looped for suspension as others

seen. Reflective silver gray. A fascinating composition engraved

by Alfred Kuner, the California engraver who also accomplished

the 1850 Baldwin Vaejuero SIO among other pioneer types. Many
tiny contact marks, rim nick over M of MANKIND on reverse,

good eye appeal. A very scarce type, perhaps one of fewer than a

half a dozen known. The Ford cataloguer cited only three pieces

known to him: the Garrett piece with sold for over $1,000 in 1981,

and the two specimens in the Ford collection, ex. Boyd. The com-

bination of a stagecoach, a railroad, a portrait ofWashington, and

the San Francisco landscape all making appearances on the design

of this centennial medal makes this a very desirable rarity to col-

lectors in a number of specialties. Offered with: 1889 Thirteen

Links medal, published by the Chapman Brothers. Douglas-52A.

White metal. Choice Mint State. 53.5 mm. Deeply reflective bright

white surfaces, nearly gem quality. Reverse copies the 1853

Bushnell Fill Blessed Sun medal (1860) 1799 Washington’s Tomb
medalet by Merriam. Baker- 122C. AU. 30.9 mm. Mottled dark

toning on obverse, some dark toning on reverse. (Total: 3 pieces)

2776

An important pair of Lafayette medals, including the rare 1824

uniface medal byJames Bale: 1824 GENEILAL LAFAYETTE by

Bale. Fuld LA. 1824.1. Bronze. EF. 47.7 mm. 833.2 grains. Portrait

ofLafayette in civil dress to right in imitation ofthe Caunois design,

signed BALE under bust, reverse essentially uniface but for tiny P at

base inside rim. A very elusive medal, linked to the Bale-issued

Baker-201 and 202 medals of Washington and Franklin, dating to

ca. the 1824 visit of Franklin to the United States. Bale was an ap-

prentice ofTrested at the time; he formed Wright and Bale in New
York City with Charles Cushing Wright a few years later. Golden

tan, once cleaned but now retoned, scratches under truncation of

bust. Offered with 1824 GENERAL LAFAYETTE by Caunois.

Bronze. Choice AU. 46.7 mm. 742.1 grains. A much more com-

mon medal in beautiful condition, hght brown with iridescent and

reflective surfaces. Choice eye appeal. (Total: 2 pieces)

AMERICAN NUMISMATIC IU\RITIES
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2777 (ca. 1840s?) Lead seal impression from U.S. Consulate and

Agency ofClaims, Paris. Extremely Fine. 157.7 grains. 37.4 nun.

A most unusual otTcring, a soft metal impression ofa finely e.xecuted

diKument seal intended for use in the U.S. consulate in Paris. Our

attribution ol time period is based upon the style, but the piece could

be made earlier. Presumably this seal would have been used to offi-

cially mark passports, pay orders, or diplomatic correspondence. An
enigmatic but interesting piece that deserves flirther research.

2778 A fascinating pair ofearly Notary Public seals hand-engraved upon

coins, one ot great interest to collectors ofMichigan paper money.

(late 18th to early 19th century) engraved seal “Notary Public

North Carolina” around monogram “JH” in backward script.

Engraved on an unknown 34.6 mm silver coin, thus a bit too large

to be an early half dollar but possible a 4 reales or half crown. Ca-

pable but not beautiful engraving. Careful research by someone

with access to North Carolina’s historical archives should be able

to determine the timing and identity ofJH, much to the apprecia-

tion of the value of this piece (ca. 1835) E.W. Morgan,

Washtenaw County, Michigan. Notary Public seal engraved

“WASHTENAW Co. Mich NOTARY SEAL” around the en-

graved reversed signature “E.W. Morgan” in a very capable hand.

Engraved on the planed smooth reverse ofa 1797 British cartwheel

penny. Very attractive, smooth medium brown. Morgan was one

of the founders ofLower Town in Ann Arbor, Michigan. In 1833

he was among those who petitioned for the establishment ofa bank,

and he soon became the first cashier of the Bank of Washtenaw,

signing the obsolete notes issued by that bank. He also helped to

organize the Ann Arbor Savings Bank in 1869. An exhibit includ-

ing this seal and a Bank ofWashtenaw note would be great fun to

assemble. A very interesting and clearly unique piece of Michigan

numismatic Americana. (Total; 2 pieces)

Remarkable 1840 Theatre Pass

Owned by William E. Burton

Unique2779

(ca. 1840) New National Theatre, Philadelphia. Admittance

Pass. Silver. Choice EF. 115.1 grains. 42.1 x 40.9 mm, square

with truncated corners, neatly holed at top for suspension. Silver

gray with fine old toning, mostly pale gold

with underlying highlights of violet and

blue. Finely engraved on the obverse with

“New
/ National Theatre

/
Philada.” in

fancy script, with ADMIT TWO in capi-

tals below. The reverse shows cursive en-

graving with the name Win. E. Burton in

fine style. A remarkable token and artifact

ot the early theatrical history of the United

States, on a par with the struck admittance

tokens to the Theatre ofNew York and Park

Theatre, but in this case unique and hav-

ing the added cache ofa provenance to one

of the great figures in American theatre.

William Evans Burton was born in the

first years of the Nth century (either 1802

or 1804) in London and began a career as

an actor while in his 20s. He emigrated to Philadelphia in the 1830s

and quickly found a place on the American stage, becoming well

known for his performances as Bottom, Falstaff, Caliban, among

other characters. He hired Edgar Allan Poe to be his coeditor when

he took over the publication of The Gentleman’s Magazine in 1839; it

was soon known as Burton’s Gentleman’s Magazine and American

Monthly Remew. At about the same time. Burton founded his New
National Theatre on Chestnut Street in Philadelphia. The theatte

opened its doors in 1840, at which point Poe began to think that

perhaps Burton wasn’t in the magazine business for the long haul.

Poe wrote to Burton onjune 1, 1840, telling him “you are a man of

high passions ...[and] and have made yourself, in consequence, some

enemies.” He continued “Had 1 not firmly believed it your design

to give up your Journal, with a view of attending to the Theatre, 1

should never have dreamed ofattempting one ofmy own.” Poe left

Burton with a bad taste in his mouth and attempted his own maga-

zine, while Burton built up his New National Theatre and sold the

magazine in late 1840. The theatre was a beautiful and impressive

structure, but it folded in the late 1840s, leaving Burton to attempt

similar experiments in theatre management in New York City. He

also continued his acting career, becoming one of America’s most

known theatrical performers before his death in 1860.

The current piece must necessarily date from betw'een the late

1830s acquisition of the structure that would become the New
National Theatre and the late 1840s when the theatre closed. Its

engraving style is consistent with this time period, and we imag-

ine it would have been produced for the theatre’s opening in 1840.

Philadelphia was the nation’s fourth largest city in 1840 (behind

New' York, Baltimore, and New Orleans), and its cultural life was

perhaps second only to New York’s. The Walnut Street Theatre,

founded in 1809, is today America’s oldest still-operating theatre;

the Walnut Street, Chestnut Street, and Arch Street theatres were

the main competitors to Burton’s New National Theatre in 1840.

About the same time, the Chestnut Street Theatre issued similar

passes, hand engraved CHESNUT (sic) STREET THEATRE
with the name of a patron on the reverse. The only such piece

known today is the one from W. Elliot Woodward’s 54th sale (1882)

to the Garrett Collection (Part III ofthe NFA sales, 1985) to Stack's

January 1993 sale as Lot 1038. We believe this piece is of similar

importance, and worthy of a place in a world-class collection ot

objects relating to the history of the American theatre or in a tine

cabinet of American tokens. We note that its presumed date ot

1840 places it neatly within the Hard Times token period.
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1850 Charleston Slave Hire Badge

2780

1850 Charleston (SC) Slave Hire Badge. Servant. Very Fine.

87.1 grains. 51.2 x 50.6 nim. Number 1266. Holed at top for sus-

pension. Even dark brown patina with a measure ofgloss, not heavily

corroded or badly scrubbed like so many Charleston slave hire badges.

A tew light pits at center, very nicely preserved overall, stamps boldly

impressed though LE ofCHARLESTON is a trifle weak. Never

bent and restraightened. A nice quality specimen.

Ot all the numismatic items one can handle, perhaps none come

from such sad circumstances as the Charleston slave hire badges.

Worn by slaves who were permitted the named employment (ser-

vant was the most commonly seen), slave hire badges allowed an

enslaved person to be hired out for a designated period and thereby

bring his or her owner a steady income. 1850 is the first year that

production records exist for slave hire badges, published in the re-

cent Slave Badges and the Slave-Hire System in Charleston, South Caro-

lina by Greene, Hutchins, and Hutchins. Injanuary 1850, the city

paid a man named William Rouse for producing 2,400 servant

badges, 1,400 porters, 400 mechanics, 180 fruiterers, and 100 fish-

ers at a cost of 2.5 cents each; the city sold the tags for $2 a piece

for servants and raised an amount by December 1850 that suggests

not all badges were sold.

Many collectors desire to own a slave badge as a tangible re-

minder ofurban slavery; certainly we have encountered no object

that is such a personal artifact of the “peculiar institution.”

All known slave hire badges are from Charleston and nearby Charleston

Neck. SC. We lament that preponderance of false slave badges, both fantasy

pieces and ones that purport to be from one of the above named places. Having

seen more slave hire badges than all but a few numismatists, this pedigreed speci-

men is sold with our usual full guarantee ofauthenticity. We are happy to render

opinions on other slave hire badges, though most we are asked to examine turn

out to be counterfeit. Collectors of slave hire badges should either carefully ex-

amine dozens of specimens (as we have), or deal with a respected dealer with a

good knowledge of slave hire badges, such as Ikich Hartzog ofWorld Exonumia

or Stack’s, among a few others. The internet is not a good source for this kind of

material despite the fact that genuine pieces are occasionally offered there. In

the cataloguer’s opinion the best way to buy just about anything in the way of

classic tokens and medals is from an established professional dealer with e.xpcr-

tise in these fields. We are not trying to divert anyone from the occasional bar-

gain that might be “out there,” but here at ANR we are called upon to authen-

ticate so many different things for numismatic societies, museums, private col-

lectors and others, that we can say without fear ofcontradiction that more than

90% ofsuch things as Indian Peace medals, early American tokens, and the like,

bought in good faith from non-numismatic sources, are forgeries.

From World Exonumia ’s Sale 10,June 1999, Lot 3108; Bowers and

Mercna ’s sale of the LaRiviere Collection (though not consigned by Lucicn

LaRiviere), March 2001, Lot 2148.

2781

A pair of IVyOs-cra British aiitislavcry tokens; I) A H Middlesex

235. White metal, AU. 32.3 mm Bright silver gray, barely mel-

lowed in the highly reflective fields, some light scattered marks,

spot ot corrosion at central reverse. A very popular “Am I Not a

Man and Brother" type, called RRR in this composition in 1 )alton

& Hamer D & H Middlesex 1038b. Copper. Mint State. 27.2

mm. Choice glossy chocolate brown with good lustre. Another

type with the same “Am 1 Not a Man and Brother” obverse motif,

shaking hands reverse, LANCASTER LONDf'tN CR
LIVERPOOL edge, a popular piece that inspired the Low-54 va-

rieties in later years. (Total: 2 pieces)

Silver Franklin Medal by Gobrecht

2782 1824 Franklin Institute award medal. Julian AM-17. Silver.

About Uncirculated. 1006.25 grains. 50.8 mm. Silver gray with

boldly reflective obverse fields, subtle golden toning with bluish

tones surrounding obverse legends and devices. The reverse is more

matte and frosty with attractive light toning. An unissued award

medal, rather scarce as such. Some light hairlines on the obverse, a

few scattered reverse nicks. This type was used for three decades as

a reward to various inventors and scientific pioneers, using the

blank space on the reverse to name the person, their feat, and the

year awarded. The portrait by Christian Gobrecht, accomplished

before becoming a U.S. Mint employee, is one ofthe finest medallic

images of Franklin.

2783 (1877-1882) Lifesaving medal. First Class. Julian LS-7. White

metal. About Uncirculated. 962.5 grains. 50.9 mm. 6,0 mm thick.

A rare white metal striking of this handsome lifesaving medal by

Paquet. Pleasing silver gray with frosted deep gray devices and

highly reflective fields. Some little nicks around the rim and light

contact points in the fields, to be expected on a soft metal striking,

only a horizontal scrape in the upper obverse field is noted for

future identification of this rarity. Only a tiny number of speci-

mens were struck m white metal, quite probably including the four

“soft metal” strikes noted by Julian that were sent from James A.

Pollock to Henry Linderman in january 1877 to approve the dies.

Rich Hartzog’s 1986 reference noted only seven sales records and
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a iiiuKa^c v't otiK tun pictcs ai cortliiig ti> the late Clarl Clarlsoii.

\l>.'^t iinteii eollectK>n^ ot'hteNaving medals have lacked thisjuliaii

number m white metal, including the famed Dreyfuss sale. A rar-

itv that will undoubtedly appeal to specialists in the series.

27S4 pair c't 1S75 .Mecklenberg (NC) Centennial medals, Julian CM-
2S. These medals were accomplished by William Barber to com-
memorate the centennial ot the Mecklenberg Declaration of In-

dependence, issued m Charlotte in M.iy 1775. About 1,000 were

struck at the Philadelphia Mint in copper and in silver, Silver.

102.2 grams. 30.4 mm. About Uncirculated. Nicely toned deep

gray blue with rellective surfaces Copper. 170.4 grains. 30.3

mm. Choice Mint State. Lustrous chocolate brown with much
original color remaining. (Total: 2 pieces)

2785 1002 Assay Commission medal. JK AC-46. Silver. Mint State.

358.3 grains. 34.0 mm. One of only 40 pieces struck in silver,

engraved by Ceorge Morgan. Deep attractive gray toning with

highlights ol blue and golden amber. An important historical piece,

marking the “First Meeting of the Assay Commission in the New
Mint,” the Third Mint, built in 1901 and now housing Philadel-

phia Community College. A beautiful specimen of this popular

and very scarce medal.

2787

1896 Bryan money. “One Dam.” Zerbe-53. White metal.

Choice AU. 299.6 grains. 45.0 mm. Reeded edge. Bright silvery

lustre remains on most surfaces, faded in fields to pleasing medium
gray. Crisply struck, very sharp, free of major marks. Some light

hairlines are noted. A particularly fascinating type ofBryan money,

struck during the 1896 election. “ONE DAM” is a rather clumsy

pun on “ONE DIME.” Because ot its composition, this variety is

often found in much lower grade than offered here, making this

example a prime addition to a fine collection of Bryan pieces.

The donkey-headed goose is a singularly interesting animal, a reference to

the Populist Party (symbolized by a goose) taking over the Democratic Party.,

2786 1900 Bryan dollar. Zerbe-lO, HK-783. Silver, 37 mm. AU. Silver

gray with pleasing surface toning in shades ofgold, steel blue, and

deep gray. Some hairlines are noted, as usual for this non-

numismatically distributed souvenir, these made worse than they

really are by the prootlike surfaces. Some apparent abrasions on

the reverse appear instead to be light roughness, as made. An at-

tractive specimen of this very popular Bryan money type.

The so-called “Ciomparative dollars” pointed out something contusing about

the ca. 19(X) monetary situation— if41 2.5 grains ofsilver was only worth 48 cents,

why was that how much there was in a silver dollar? Of course, after the Act of

February 21, 1853, rarely did the metallic value ofa newly produced American silver

coin equal its fiduciary value, and Bryan's populist drive was abundandy poked fun

at by Bryan money varieties such as the lead dollars the size of pie-plates.

James j. Davis was U.S. Secretary of Labor through most of the 1920s. His

book The Iron Pnddkr sums up a contemporary view against Bryan:

"As soon as the strike was won. 1 threw myselfinto the task ofcombatting the

rising tide ofclass hatR-d led by Bryan, representing agrarians in a fight against bank-

en and industrialists. 1 was chairman ofthe mill workers’ Sound Money Club. Bryan

was running for president on a pLitfbrm declaring that the laboring man should “not

be crucified upon a cross of gold.” No laboring man wanted to be. I was on the same

side ot the fence vnth Bryan when it came to the crucifixion question, but on the

opposite side ofthe fence regarding the gold question. Ofcourse 1 knew litde about

finance, and could not answer the Nebraskan. But had he advocated the free and

unlimited coinage of pig-iron I could have talked him into a gasping hysteria. For,

we null fellows figured that this was exactly what Bryan's money theory amounted

to. His farmer friends had Ksmswed gold money from the bankers, spent it in drought

years plowing bnd that pRKluccd nothing, and then found themselves unable to pay

It back. They wanted to call silver and paper cash and pay the debt with this new kind

of money. He wanted a money system by w hich a farmer could borrow money to

put m his crop, then having failed to raise a crop (1 h.we mentioned the great drought

years) could yet pay back the money. But no farming nation can suffer great crop

losses ssathout being set back financially and stars'ed to where it hurts. You’ve got to

f igure ( lod's laws into your hunun calculations.

' Bryan might as well try to dodge the hungry days by advocating the free

and unlimited coinage of tomato cans,’ is the way one of the fellows put it; 'then

every man could borrow a dollar and buy a can oftomatoes. After eating the toma-

tiK's he could com the can into a dollar and buy another can of tomatoes. And so

on until he got too old to eat, and then he could use the last dollar from the tin can

in paving back the banker.’ Schemes like that are all right for orators and agitators

who make their living with words. But farmers and iron workers know what it is

that turns cIikIs into corn and what nukes the iron wheels that bear it to nurket. It

IS niuss le applied with the favor of (iod.

Extremely Rare Waterbury House Token
Ex. Edgar Adams2788

(ca. 1820s?) 'Waterbury House, New Haven, CT. Rulau-E

CONN-27. Brass. Extremely Fine. 4(1.7 grains. 2(1.3 nun. An

enigmatic and rare token attributed to New Haven, Connecticut.

Pleasing golden tan with lustrous golden halos around obverse

design elements. Finely granular but not disturbingly so, some

minor abrasions on reverse. Rare enough that there was still no

photograph ofan actual specimen in the Rulau book, called Rar-

ity-8 but lacking from Zeddies and most other important offer-

ings of early American tokens, including the 20(12 Steinberg sale.

A specimen in the 1989 Steinberg sale was a near-twin to this one

and brought over S2, ()()() in an auction that actually saw many bar-

gains within the token collection. The New Haven attribution is

based upon the N.H. on the obverse die, though the Waterbury

House thus far has defied precise identification. A unique token

with a “SIX” valuation on the reverse shows a federal eagle that

more neatly places this undated piece within the early American

period. A great rarity that has not been offered publicly in years.

The primed Edgar Adams envelope that accompanies this lot R'ads (in script)

“Conn-27
/
New Haven / Waterbury House PI. E.

/
28 mm Brass

/
Coll.”

2789

(1832) Green & Wetmore, New York City. Rulau-E NY 298,

Low-298. White metal. Fine or better. 116.2 grains. 28.4 mm.
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Rccdod edge. Deep pewter gray with some silver lustre adhering to

design elements. Obverse quite bold, reverse a bit softer, corrosion

spot t)n rim at 6:00. A very rare early New York C'dty storecard, one

ot only six specimens known tojoe Levine when he catalogued this

piece from Chet Krause’s collection in 1 999; his estimate was S 1
,300+

based upon its $1,100 price realized in 1991. C)nly two specimens

were known to the cataloguer of the 1989 Steinberg Collection,

which contained a piece slightly finer than this one that brought

$935, The second Steinberg sale in 2002 included a piece of similar

quality that was an absolute steal at $431.25. While its placement in

an earlier period that the Hard Times era has perhaps affected the

demand slightly, this remains one of the classic rarities of the e.arly

tokens ofNew York and deserves .strong bidding support.

C.liet Kr.iuse remains as one of the great icons of the numismatic community,

having founded Niimismiilk News in 19.52, which later grew into the Krause Pub-

lishing Company empire (which changed hands a few years ago and is now largely

owned by others). While Chet tended to his business ofproducing books, maga-

zines, and newspapers in many different fields, branching out from coins, he also

did much for the good of the numismatic hobby, often with the cooperation of

Cliff Mishler, a senior executive for Krause Publications. While some of these

projects no doubt were profitable, others such as the Numismatic Ambassador

program were not, and probably the sponsorship of Russell Rtilau's extensive se-

ries of books on tokens and medals used funds that might have generated better

revenue elsewhere ( but numismatists will be eternally grateful for what Rulaii has

done). Such monumental publishing projects as the multiple volumes on world

coins, Haxby’s four-volume set on obsolete currency, and more, will forever re-

main as a testimonial to this brilliant man.

From Presidential Coin and Antique Company’s Auction 50, 1991,

Lot 18; Chester Krause; Presidential Coin and Antique Company’s sale

qt March 1999, Lot 61.

2790

A selection of early tokens from New York City, all ca. 1820-30$.:

'w'J.E. Rulau-E NY 405. Brass. Choice EF. A superb specimen of

this rare and enigmatic token, featuring a federal eagle on the re-

verse Doremus, Suydam, & Nixon. Rulau-E NY 212. Brass.

Mint State. Fully lustrous and quite beautiful, about as nice as these

come Doremus, Suydam, & Nixon. Rulau-E NY 214. Brass.

EF. Smooth, glossy, and pleasing William H. Mott. Rulau-E

NY 615. Brass. VF. Smooth and pleasing, several obverse

pinscratches Wolfe, Clarke, & Spies. Rulau-E NY 962. Ob-
verse electrotype shell, as made. An interesting item relating to

this Washington issue Breton-997. Ships, Colonies, & Com-
merce token struck by Wright & Bale in New York. Copper.

Choice AU. A lovely piece. (Total: 6 pieces)

Exceptional Schoonmaker Token

2791

(1829-30) W.H. Schoonmaker, New York City. Rulau-E NY
782A. Silvered brass. Choice Extremely Fine. 92.4 graitis. 25.4

mm. Reeded edge. Most of the lustrous silvering remains and re-

mains bright, faded elsewhere to olive-tan or muted gray. A choice

e.xample with only fine scattered tnarks. Very sharp, a particularly

fine issite ot this early New York storecard advertisitig “Military

floods,” not priced above Fitie ($750) in Rulau. I'bc VF Zeddics

piece brought over $1, ()()() in 1990; both Steinberg sales lacked

thfs variety. More elusive thati Rulatt’s Rariry-5 rating suggests;

there was no piece anailahk to plate in his work.
2792

(1829-30) W.H. Schoonmaker, New York City. Rulau-E NY
784. Brass. Extremely Fine. 87.6 grams. 25.7 tntn. Reeded edge.

A very elusive issue, lackitig from both Steinberg sales and repre-

sented in Zeddies by only a wretched and holed piece that still

brought $385 iff 1990. Pleasing olive-tan, smooth atid attractive,

with some silvering retnaining in protected areas of the

Schoonmaker die. Muled with a Wolfe, Clarke, and Spies obverse

depictifig Andrew Jackson, an unfortunate situation since at least

one anti-Jackson found this piece and placed a few well-designed

scratches at central reverse. Aside from those marks and a few tiny

ones at central obverse, this piece is very nice for the grade and is

one of the best extant. Rulau does not plate any Schoonmaker

tokens whatever and does not price this storecard over Fine. A
fascinating card from an early American gun store on Broadway.

Incredible Lustrous Trested Card

Among the Finest Known
2793

(1825-29) Richard Trested, New York City. Rulau-E NY
922. Brass. About Uncirculated. 60.9 grains. 22.8 mm. Reeded

edge. One of the finest Trested storecards in existence, and quite

possibly the finest known specimen. Lustrous golden tan surfaces

retain good gloss and beautiful even color. Boldly struck and prob-

lem tree. Just like all babies have belly buttons, a collector could

think that all Trested storecards have holes: Zeddies’ was holed,

Steinberg’s 1989 specimen was holed twice, and Steinberg’s 2002

specimen was holed. This one is rather miraculous in its state of

preservation, yet even those holed pieces were desirable for their

great rarity and significance as a storecard from one of America’s

first die sinkers. This piece would be a high point in any cabinet.

The biography ofRichard Trested is lascinating, and over a period ofyears the

editor (QDB) has accumulated much information concerning him, although a lot

is yet to be learned. The present descriptions, byjohn Kraljevich, give much ofthe

flavor ot Trested’s work.

Today we can only contemplate the vast arnay of tokens and medals which

Trested must have created, relatively few ofwhich can be specifically attributed to

him today. Apropos of such mysteries, we know that Franklin Peale, chiefcoiner

at the Philadelphia Mint from 1839 until he was sunamarily fired in 1854, con-

ducted his own private medal-making business within that institution. In his His-

tory ql the U.S. Mint onil Coinage, Don Taxay called Pe,ile’s activities part of “a

workshop for their own gain.” Today relatively few specific metals can be attrib-

uted to Peale and the Mint during this period, apart from those delineated in R.W.

Julian's monumental study. No doubt there are dozens, perhaps far more, of to-

kens and medals produced in small format for private customers, the identities of

which we do not know.
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Rare aiul Important I rested Storecard

Riilau Plate Piece

2794

( 1823-24) Richard Trested, New York City. Rulau-E NY 924-

A. Brass. Extremely Fine. 86.7 grains. 28.3 mm. Reeded edge.

A superb specimen of a classic early American token rarity, the

storecard ot one of the nation’s first token engravers. Smooth and

glossy tan with excellent visual appeal. A nick right of the liberty

cap on the obverse identifies this piece as the Rulau plate coin, rim

bruise under York and a few other rim abrasions elsewhere, dig un-

der R in TRESTED on reverse. Finer than the Zeddies piece, a

provenance to which the Rulau work mistakenly attributes this speci-

men; that token has a cracked planchet from a heavy dig. Trested

was working in New York as early as 1821 and trained James Bale

before his death in 1829; Bale and Charles Cushing Wright formed

Wright and Bale when they bought the business from Trested’s

widow. This card identifies Trested as an “Engraver, Die Sinker,

Stamper, & Piercer” operating on William Street in New York. A
very rare card, lacking from both Steinberg sales and called “one of

the highlights” ofthe Zeddies Collection (that piece brought S2,86()

even with its split planchet). A more heavily worn piece in the 1986

Leidman sale brought SI,900 almost 20 years ago. A future high-

light in a world-class cabinet ofAmerican tokens.

2795 (1829-30) C. Wolfe, Spies, & Clark, New York City. Rulau-

E NY-958, Baker-588. Brass. Very Fine. 115.4 grains. 25.9 mm.
Faintly reeded edge. Pleasing smooth golden tan surfaces. Dig over

Washington’s head, a few nicks over oval around Jackson, a few

short old scratches. A scarce and popular issue, part of the famous

Wolfe, Spies, & Clark series but also important to Washingtoniana

collectors. An ideal “type” specimen.

2796 (1829-30) C. Wolfe. Spies, & Clark, New York City'. Rulau-E

NY-962, Bakcr-589. Brass. Fine. 97.3 grains. 25.8 mrn. Reeded

edge. Holed for suspension aboveJackson. Mottled golden tan with

some darker toning. Designs complete, legends intact, even wear

on central portraits. Many fine collections have gotten by with a

holed Wolfe, Spies, and Clark; many others have done without

this elusive issue entirely.

Lustrous Wolfe, Spies, and Clark Card

2797

(1829-30) C. Wolfe, Spies, & Clark, New York City. Rulau-

E NY-962A, Baker-589. Silvered brass. Choice AU. 104.0

grains. 25.8 mm. Reeded edge. Nearly full lustrous silvering re-

mains, an incredible circumstance on a card of this rarity. Excep-

tional eye appeal, a simply beautiful specimen. Only the lightest

wear is present on the high points, tiny specks at CU of CUT-
LERY and ED ot PLATED, areas of toning below Washington’s

portrait. No significant marks. One of the very finest specimens

extant, far finer than Zeddies:4194, called “a lovely high-grade

example of this card, rare in this [EF-40] grade.” That piece real-

ized S880 in 1990. A rare token in any grade, a piece like this could

rest comfortably in a collection for a lifetime while an upgrade was

sought in vain. A highlight of this consignment.

2798 (1829-30) C. Wolfe, Spies, & Clark, New York City. Rulau-E

NY-963, Baker-592. Brass. Choice EF. 132.4 grains. 25.8 mm.

Plain edge. A very rare variety, muling the Washington Wolfe, Spies,

and Clark obverse with another obverse showing George IV ofGreat

Britain. Smooth and glossy dark olive-brown with much silvering

remaining around devices and legends. Thin scratch noted at

Washington’s cue, dull dig behind George IV’s head. Perhaps 30

points finer than the Zeddies piece; Steinberg’s 2002 specimen was

withdrawn from the sale after it was correctly identified as an elec-

trotype. In cataloguing that piece (at least the research was genuine

even if the token wasn’t), we noted that this piece was missing from

the other Steinberg collections and the Boyd Washingtonia collec-

tion. The condition of this piece puts it in very elite company.

2799 (1832-33) Wright & Bale, New York City. Rulau-E NY 1003,

Baker-594. Copper. About EF. 44.5 grains. 18.9 mm. 1.0 mm
thick. Even glossy chocolate brown. Some scattered nicks, none

serious. Pum break atop reverse, bold central strike on both sides,

an appealing specimen of this scarce early engraver’s store card.

Charles Cushing Wright andJames Bale will two ofthe best known

engravers of the antebellum period, producing “DIES &; SEALS

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION” according to the present token. A

scarce item, called “very rare” in the 1989 Steinberg sale and lack-

ing from the 2002 Steinberg offering. An important token for New

York specialists and collectors of Washingtonia.

2800

(1833) Henderson and Tossing, Poughkeepsie, New York.

Rulau-E NY 1017, Baker-539. Silvered copper. EF. 44.8gr.ims.
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19.0 linn. 1.2 inin thick. Holed and plui^ed at 3:00. 1’leasing choco-

late brown and tan with abundant silvering still remaining, smooth

and glossy with only minor marks aside from the plug. Fuld had

only seen 10 specimens ofthis variety as ofthe 1965 update to Baker.

The 1 989 Steinberg specimen, like this piece, was once silvered and

likewise holed. A fascinating storecard issued by the first business

venture of Benson J. Lossing, the numismatist who became one of

America’s most popular historians by the end of the 19th century.

Issued when Lossing was only 20 years old, this piece used the same

Washington-head die used on the Wright & Bale storecard. Twenty

years later, Lossing was .singing Washington’s praises in his bestsell-

ing Pictorial Field-Book of the Revolution. Another vital token for the

New York or Washington collectors.

'^ear Gem Peale’s Philadelphia Museum Token

2801 1821 Peale’s Philadelphia Museum, Philadelphia. Rulau-E PA
395, Julian UN-22. Copper. Choice Mint State. 288.0 grains.

32.2 mm. An exceptional specimen of this issue, the finest we have

ever seen. Fully lustrous surfaces show most of the original mint red

color on both sides, nearly complete on the reverse, an e.xtraordinary

circumstance for this rare early Pliiladelphia Mint product. Number

27 engraved on central reverse, a number not hsted in the Rulau book.

Only 50 such pieces are thought to have been produced as special

admission passes to Charles Willson Peale’s Museum in Philadelphia,

a museum that included fossils, art, and coins among the e.xhibits. An

EF grade piece would be a superb specimen, leaving us to wonder if

this could be the single finest surviving example of the issue. A sure-

fire highhght in whatever cabinet it graces.

Among the items on display at Peale’s Museum was a pair ofpartridges sent as

a gift from Mount Vernon by George Washington. Today, still nicely displayed in

a glass case, these birds can be seen at the Harvard Mineralogical Museum. Peak

named his children after famous people, including Franklin Peak and Titian Peak,

both ofwhom were associated with the Philadelphia Mint.

Near Gem Peale’s Museum Token

!802 1821 Peale’s Philadelphia Museum, Philadelphia. Rulau-E

PA 398, Julian UN-23. Copper. Choice Mint State. 248.7

grams. 32.1 mm. An exceptional specimen of this admittance to-

ken, the finest we have encountered. Both sides show nearly full

mint color, faded in the fields to a pleasing violet blue, more faded

on obverse than reverse. The surfaces are boldly lustrous and re-

flective. Some light hairlines arc noted under magnified scrutiny,

tiny rim break noted under 4 of the date is also seen on other speci-

mens. An excellent match for the preceding lot; they are undoubt-

edly the finest pair that we have ever seen together and would cer-

tainly be a spectacular joint addition to a cabinet. This type, with

ADMIT THE BEARER within the wreath, is a bit more com-

mon than the type with engraved number, but it is also incredibly

elusive in grades approaching this. A very memorable specimen of

the U.S. Mint production.

2803 1825 Peale’s Museum, New York City. Low-269, HT-303.

Copper. Choice AU. 356.4 grains. 34.6 mm. Pleasing light

brown, even and smooth, with some lustre remaining. Heavy di-

agonal die crack across central obverse, some scattered marks and

abrasions though none are serious. Central reverse boldly struck.

Peale’s Museum was operated on Broadway by Rubens Peale, dis-

playing art and natural history specimens. A 1911 nostalgic work

on Broadway called Peale’s Museum “a place to which children

could be taken with safety.” It was bought out by P.T. Barnum in

1840. The copper passes were likely intended to admit season ticket

holders.

Very Rare Peale’s Museum Card

White Metal

2804 1825 Peale’s Museum, New York City. Low-270, HT-303A.

Rarity-8. 'White metal. Fine. 153.5 grains. 34.6 mm. Even pale

gray with some dark surface encrustation at rear of helmet on ob-

verse. Many scattered marks on obverse, reverse shows significant

granularity but the legends remain legible. A rim nick at 3:00 on

obverse will identify this piece. An extremely rare token in this

composition (and not all that common in copper either), this vari-

ety is unpriced in Rulau in aU grades. The Zeddies specimen was a

trifle more worn but had better surfaces; it realized $1,430 in 1990.

This variety was lacking from both Steinberg sales, the Roper sale,

the Oechsner sale, the Griner sale, the Hudson sale, the Vlack sale,

and probably others we never thought to look in. A great rarity in

the numbered Hard Time series that is undoubtedly missing from

many significant cabinets.
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Lovely Ricketts’s Circus Token Rarity

2805

Undated (ca. 1840?) Ricketts’s Circus token. Copper Re-
strike. Julian UN-32, Rulau-E PA 430. Choice Mint State.

174.0 gnuns. 28.2 mm. 2.2 mm thick. An exceptionally attractive

and well-preserved specimen of this famous early American to-

ken, coined at the U.S. Mint. Kich glossy chocolate brown with

some traces of mint color around reverse legends. Boldly double

struck, most notable on the reverse. Smooth and well-preserved

with no significant flaws. The Ricketts’ Circus token is an Ameri-

can classic, first struck in the 179()s when the circus was playing

host to George Washington and others at its Philadelphia perfor-

mances. The original strikings from that era are on thin planchets

and are extreme rarities, with the Benjamin Betts piece that sold

m November 1990 being the only specimen sold in memory (it

weighed 84.3 grams). All others seen are restrikes ofan unknown

period, though the dies appeared on the Mint register in 1841 and

again in 1856. All of the thick planchet pieces weigh between 170

and 174 grains, about what large cents coined ca. 1837 weigh inci-

dentally, so their planchet stock may have been the same. This piece

resembles most of this generation, though it lacks the reverse spot

of the piece that brought over S6,000 in the 1999 Stack’s Ameri-

cana sale. A similarly lovely specimen brought 53,300 in the Sep-

tember 1985 Bow'ers and Merena sale. This example is accompa-

nied by an ancient collector’s ticket reading (in fine script) Phila-

delphia
/
Rickett’s (sic)

/ Circus /
(which Washington

/
attended)

/

Bronze proof
/
ex. rare 7.50.” With as desirable and rare as this

token has been for nearly 200 years, sought after by early collec-

tors and known to an extent ofperhaps a dozen or so specimens in

all forms, we are surprised it is not w'orth more.

The original collector’s ticket accompanies this lot.

Extremely Rare H.&L Kirkman Token
The First Tennessee Token

2806

(ca. 1828-32) H. & I. Kirkman, Nashville, TN. Rulau-E

TENN-59a. Brass. Extremely Fine. 119.8 grains. 28.5 mm.
Pleasing brassy tan with darker haloes around design elements. Some

scattered abrasions are noted, with only a dig hidden at the base of

the anvil on obverse approaching somewhat remotely serious. Well

struck and centered, boldly detailed, far finer than the worn-out

VF-2n pieces from the Zeddies Collection that brought an impres-

sive 51,870 in the November 1990 Schenkel sale. That piece showed

weakness m the reverse legends, whereas they are crisp and bold on

the present specimen. The Rulaii plate piece, said to be from the

Garrett Collection though we can locate no specimen in the tour

Bowers and Ruddy sales, looks similar to the present piece in terms

of sharpness and may even be the same specimen. Called Rarity-8

by Rulau, this early Tennessee token is a great rarity within the early

American token series and appears at intervals ofseveral years in the

marketplace. We would not be surprised to find out that this ex-

ample is the finest specimen yet offered.

Mint State 1837 Molson Token
A Canadian Brewers’s Hard Times Token

2807

Canada. 1837 Ths. and Wm. Molson, Brewers, Montreal.

Charlton LC-16A1. Mint State. 167.3 grains. 29.3 mm. 2.1 mm
thick. One of the classics in the Canadian colonial token series, a

close analogue to American Hard Times tokens. Lustrous medium
brown and tan with frosty surfaces. Sharply struck with full re-

verse barrel detail, a superb specimen. William and Thomas Molson

were the sons ofthe founder ofthe Molson brewery,John Molson,

who in 1837 was the president of the Bank of Montreal and was

acutely aware of the lack of circulating small change. The same

“hard times” that affected the United States damaged the economy

of our northern neighbors, prompting a concurrent issuance of

tokens from a small number ofmerchants. This piece, for its evoca-

tive beer theme, is one of the favorites among them; it is also very

rare in Mint State. A superb example and a worthwhile addition

to even a collection of American Hard Times tokens.

Purchased from New Nethcrlauds Coin Company in September 1950.

2808

American flag countermark on 1812 Lower Canada One

Penny token. Charlton LC-47B1. Mark VF, coin VG. A fas-

cinating piece, ostensibly associated with pro-American sentiment

along the Canadian border during the War of 1812. A large and

well-rendered American flag is boldly marked on the token’s re-

verse. Though it shows only 12 stars and 11 stripes, the flag is

unmistakable. While this token was dated 1812, there is the possi-

bility that it was imported to Canada somewhat later, but sts'listi-

cally we imagine the flag countermark is still quite early. A very

unusual piece for the collector of Americana or Canadiana.
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2809 (ca. 1834-40) Houck’s Panacea, Baltimore. Countermark on

1829 0-117 half dollar. L-400B. HT-141. EF. Lively autumnal

golden toning on deep silver gray surfaces. Some light hairlines, ex-

cellent overall eye appeal. Half dollars are the most common format

for a Houck’s Panacea countermark, with this one nestled in the left

obverse field and a trifle weak at HO ofHOUCK’S. One ofthe most

famous and eagerly sought ofah countermarks, particularly so for its

placement in the Hard Times series. A lovely specimen.

Jacob Houck sold his panacea, "prepared solely from vegetable matter,” only

a few blocks from the Inner Harbor in Baltimore at 16 Hanover Street.

1810 (ca. 1834-40) Houck’s Panacea, Baltimore. Countermark on

1832 0-103 halfdollar. L-400B. HT-141. Choice EF. Excep-

tionally attractive toning of gold and pale blue, some lustre re-

mains. A very bold countermark, with a complete outline and full

crisp lettering. One ofthe prettiest specimens ofthis mark we have

seen in quite some time.

>811 A trio of desirable American merchant countermarks: W. Levis,

Philadelphia. Rulau-E PA 72, HTT-9()5. Hallmark on obverse of

1808 Lima 2 reales. Mark Fine, coin VG. Most commonly en-

countered on 2 reales, a desirable early Philadelphia mark C.O.

Brown, Olivet, Michigan in prepared punch, marked twice on

obverse and once on reverse of 1875 half dollar. Marks VF, coin

VG. A delicate mark that appears to be that of a watchcase maker

or something similar N. & L.B. Richardson, Athol, Mass, on

obverse of 1826 large cent. Stamp VF, coin Fine. A bold stamp,

perhaps that of a gunsmith. (Total: 3 pieces)

1812 (1849-52) Phillips Cheap Store, New Orleans countermark

on French 1811-A 5 francs. Marks VF, coin F. An especially

important mark from francophone New Orleans a decade before

the Civil War. The mark is oriented right side up on the obverse

on Napoleon’s head, several light contact marks are present on the

coin, pleasing dark silver gray toning. As perhaps would be ex-

pected, most ofthe Phillips Cheap Store marks are on French coins,

mostly 5 franc pieces like this. Anything from antebellum New
Orleans is popular, and this mark’s rarity makes it stand out as an

especially desirable advertising piece.

2813

(ca. 1857) J.L. Polhemus, Druggist, San Francisco, California

countermark on 1856-S half dollar. Mark Fine, coin About

Good. Pleasing even gray, coin worn smooth in appealing fashion,

x-mark on reverse, date and mintmark still plain. The Polhemus

countermark is oriented upside-down on the base of the obverse.

When a Polhemus mark on a $20 gold piece set a world-record for a

countermark, this issuer achieved a rare level offame within this spe-

cialty, but when this Gold Rush-era issuer’s pieces were found aboard

the S.S. CentralAmerica, he hit the spotlight yet again. PoUtemus marks

are most often found on half dollars, but a diversity of U.S. and for-

eign coins are known with his mortar and pesde advertisement. It

remains one of the most popular countermarks today.

2814 (ca. 1856) Yankee Robinson’s Quadruple Show
countermarked on 1854-0 With Arrows half dollar. Mark
EF, Coin VF. An exceptional specimen of this rare and historic

countermark, an admittance pass to Yankee Robinson’s travehng

comedy show and circus. Robinson was based out of Cincinnati,

Ohio and his career is covered in splendid detail in Dave Bowers

More Adventures With Rare Coins. This piece shows deep gray ton-

ing and light silver designs with no serious flaws. Bowers estimated

that only 10-15 specimens of this mark are known, most ofwhich

are on 1854 With Arrows half dollars; the fact that he was very

popular in the American South explains the mintmark. An im-

portant piece for those interested in circus history, an elusive mark

with an engrossing story.

2815 Encased postage. Take Ayer’s Pills. Three cents. HB-18. Fine or

thereabouts. Mica with some damage, but still better than average.

Stamp fairly choice. The case itself shows little wear and, ifgraded

separately, the reverse could probably be called AU. A nice ex-

ample of this popular variety. J. C. Ayer, patient medicine king

headquartered in Lowell, Massachusetts, was the most prolific com-

pounder of cure-alls during the second half of the 19th-century,

with his products handily outdistancing everything else on the

market, at least collectively. Ayer also advertised widely, including

billboards, almanacs, tokens, brightly lithographed trade cards and

more. As did the proprietors of Drakes Plantation Bitters, Ayer

struck out in areas beyond cure-alls, and at one time or another
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\\ lx iiMtKi-v.l in nunuUi turin^, railroailing, and more. Basking in

;iix MKvexx, he (lerMiaded the town fathers ot a certain Massachu-

xetts coininunirs to change its name to Ayer, at which time pay-

ment uas provided for a new town hall.

2816

Encased postage. Drake’s Plantation Bitters. One cent. HB-
100. Choice EF. A splendid e.xample close to the preceding in

condition. The stamp is bright blue, the mica is ofvery high qual-

ity, and the case is without impairments. The advertisement of

Drake is particularly bold.

Drake's Plantation Bitters, put up in amber log cabin shaped glass bottles,

was one ot the most popular cure-alls ofthe era. In its advertising, including on

the encased postage stamp, is the cabalistic inscription, "S.T. I860.X.,” which

caused no end ofspeculation by the public, a popular translation being “Started

Trade in 1860 with SIO.” However, the propounders of the concoction men-

tion simply that it referred to St CroLx, the source of rum, the main ingredient

ot Drake’s Plantation Bitters.

The marketing of this product knew no limits, and advertisements were

emblazoned on the right of way ot railroads, and even prominently on rocks

near what is now known as the Flume in Franconia Notch, in the White Moun-
tain National Forest in New Hampshire (not far from where the late lamented

Old Man of the Mountain used to gaze upon the landscape). Almanacs, typi-

cally titled T)ie \Ioming, Soon, and Sight, were put out at intervals, often giving

many details of the product, complete with testimonials and breathless copy.

Not content with just one product, P. H. Drake, D. S. Barnes, and associates

compounded a number of other patient medicines, of which Kathairon and

Me.xican Mustang Liniment where just two of a fairly long list.

The pursuit ofpatient medicine lore can be fascinating, and the federation

of historical bottle clubs (FOHBC) serves as a focal point for those interested.

It is easy enough to obtain go-with items for many such products, including

the aforementioned amber bottles in the case of Drake’s Plantation Bitters.

2817

Encased postage. J. Gault. 10 cents. HB-134. Ribbed frame.

EF or finer. A lovely specimen with the stamp being virtually

perfect and ofbright green color. The mica, iflooked at very care-

fully, has a few tiny flaws (as normal), but is far finer than usually

seen. The ribbed front of the case (an unusual feature) as well as

the plain back are both free ofproblems. The present encasement

is about as pristine as can be expected for this fairly scarce issue.

John flault. entrepreneur e.xtraordinaire, patented the encased postage stamp

on August 12, 1862. By that time he had invented and patented other devices,

had been to the West to seek his fortune in the gold rush, and had earned recog-

nition as an inventor and mechanic, primarily in Boston, but at the time of the

encased postage stamp, had recently moved to New York. The type of stamp

here olTered is an early variety, with ribbed frame, a style not used significantly

elsewhere. The reverse, blank on this variety save for peripheral inscriptions,

invited the insertion ofadvertismg. In due course, Gault interested several dozen

ditfercnt merchants in using such pieces as a medium ofexchange.

Today, encased postage stamps are a fascinating entry in the milieu ofcoin.ige

substitutes that proliferated in 1862 and 1863. Beginning early in 1862, gold coins

disappeared from circulation in the East and Midwest, followed in early summer

by silver. Then in the second week ofjuly. 1862. not even copper-nickel Flying

Eagle or Indian cents were anywhere to be seen. It was a comless society. Innova-

tion -aine to the fore, and soon postage stamps were pasted to cards and circulated

at face value, or put in printed envelopes, sometimes the outside of w hich bore

advertising. Still other substitutes included use of stamps themselves, paper script

ot various denominations (with three-cents and live-cents being the most popu-

lar), tickets, and more, joined by otficially issued currency put out by the Frea-

sury Department. Into this scene jumped Gault, whose encased postage stamp

featured a regular stamp of a denomination from the cent to 90 cents, corners

folded, placed on a little pad, and neatly encased in a two-part brass frame, front

and back. Across the front was a piece of transparent mica permitting viewing of

the stamp. On the back a space was etficiently utilized for advertising.

The encased postage stamp had the advantage of durability, as unprotected

stamps quickly became stained, tattered, and otherwise damaged. Although little

has been found in the way of contemporary newspaper reports, it is likely that

encased postage stamps were commonly seen in trade in the East and upper

regions ot the Midwest from late summer 1862 through early 1863. At the later

time a flood of privately produced copper tokens, today called Civil War cents,

overwhelmed most other substitutes. These often carried advertisements but

had the advantage that unlike encased postage stamps, which cost the price of

the stamp plus a premium to Gault, Civil War tokens, trading at one cent each

in commerce, could be bought in bulk for S7 per thousand pieces, thus yielding

a profit while at the same time advertising services or merchandize. In the mean-

time, the Treasury 13epartment stepped up its production of postage currency,

soon called fractional currency.

Encased postage stamps were soon forgotten, except by the numismatic com-

munity, which took an interest in them. Curiously, in the early 20th-century

such pieces were among the hottest areas of the market! Today, activity is much

more restricted, simply because relatively few examples exist in relation to the

population of the collecting community. Several worthw hile sources of infor-

mation beckon, including The Standard Catalogue of Encased Postage Stamps by

Michael Hodder and Q. David Bowers, Ciuil IVar Encased Stamps by Fred L.

Reed, III, and a brief listing ofsuch pieces in the regular editions ofPaper Money

of the United States by Robert Friedberg, and, in later editions, his sons. The

offering of the John J. Ford, Jr., collection of encased postage stamp, virtually

definitive, will no doubt expand the horizons of interest sharply.

2818

Encased Postage. Fantasy Strip ofthree 30 stamps in encase-

ment crudely mimicking the Feutchwanger eagle. As made.

53.6 X 26.1 min. Offered as a study piece, but quite possibly a cen-

tury old; we estimate its production date to be 1890 to 1910. Brown

copper housing still shows some mint red around eagle, design a

heavily curlicucd oval frame around eagle killing snake, mica pro-

tection over stamps is still quite clear with a line ofcrazing at center.

An interesting addition to a collection ofencased postage.

2819

1858 Reed Street Ferry, Philadelphia. AC PA 750A. Copper.

Choice Mint State. 40.5 grains. 27.5 mm x 16.5 mm. oval. Ol''-

verse with sidewheel steam ferry in the water, with inscription abewe

NAVY YARD ROUTE. Reverse with inscription and date 1858,
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A nice red and brown piece, spot under A in NAVY. This ferry ran

across tlie Delaware from tlie Philadelphia Navy Yard to C’-amden.

2820 A delightful quintette ofCivil War tokens: Civil War token, large

size (too large and not easily displayed with others!) issued in Phila-

delphia by N. & G. Taylor, Fuld 75()-V-4b. Rarity-7. Brass. MS-

63, somewhat prooflike. Quite scarce, especially so fine. The firm

ofTaylor widely advertised in almanacs, directories, and elsewhere,

and anyone interested could readily find enough information to write

a hook on this large and long-hved enterprise Civil War token.

Union Volunteer Refreshment Saloon, Philadelphia, Fuld 75()-W-

la. Rarity-5. Copper. Fine or better. During the Civil War Phila-

delphia provided the Refreshment Saloon for the hospitality of

Union soldiers, where they could drink, eat, rela.x, and socialize

Civil War token. Pritzlaff& Co., Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Fuld 510-

AG-la. Copper. MS-60 or finer, red and brown. Very sharply struck

Civil War token. John Eckhart, Wheeling, West Virginia . Fuld

890-B-3a. Rarity-7. Copper. EF. When this token was issued West

Virginia was a brand new star in the spangled banner Patriotic

Civil War token. Fuld 59/453. Rarity-8. Brass. EF. Obverse with

very rustic Indian head, facing left, stars around, dies very well de-

tailed; reverse with open wreath, also well detailed, including the

denomination 10. Quite scarce. (Total: 5 pieces)

2821 A fascinating quartette of tokens with a high numismatic interest:

A. B. Sage’s Numismatic Gallery No. 2. Copper. EF, spot on

obverse, cleaned long ago. Features the portrait of Henry Bogert,

young numismatist and printer, who one time was a partner with

Sage in the coin trade. Sage, the epitome of a young numismatist,

as a teenager was instrumental in the founding of the American

Numismatic Society, in a meeting held upstairs in his tamily at

121 Essex Street in lower Manhattan. His Numismatic Gallery

series started out with ambitious intent, but fewer than 10 people

were ever enshrined. Today, all examples range from scarce to rare.

Lovers of early numismatic Americana focus on these Sage tokens

as being especially desirable as a reflection of the early era of the

hobby A. B. Sage’s Numismatic Gallery No 5. Copper. EF,

cleaned and retoning. Frank Jaudon, portrait facing left Dob-

bins Electric Soap, I. L. Cragin & Co., Philadelphia. White metal.

AU. Features the Libertas Americana motifon the obverse, one of

a series of store cards based upon a die created by James A. Bolen,

ofSpringfield, Massachusetts, after the original by Augustin Dupre.

Dobbins Electric Soap was highly esteemed in its era, and was

widely advertised in many places, including on colorful trade cards

R. Lovett, Jr., Philadelphia, Die Sinker. White metal. Mint State.

A dime-sized token, the obverse featuring Saint George slaying a

dragon, the reverse with inscription and wreath proclaiming his

trade DIE/SINKER. Lovett was one of the best known die sinkers

and mentalist ofhis era, a prolific issuer oftokens for numismatists

(such as Idler and Cogan) as well, as it is said, pattern cents for the

Confederate States of America, not to overlook a veritable flood

of Civil War tokens. (Total: 4 pieces)

2822 A collection offour Dickeson medalhc issues, including the Con-

tinental Dollar: All are struck on thick copper planchets measur-

ing 38.4 mm in diameter, and each is Mint State. These pieces

seem to have had their origin circa 1876 by Dr. Montroville W.

Dickeson, this being numismatic tradition. However, it is known

that Thomas L. Elder, the famous New York City dealer, created

related pieces in the early 2()th century. For further information,

consult Richard Kenney, Struck Copies ofEarly American Coins, as

well as the excellent essay by Tom Del.orey m The Nuinismaiisi

Delorey Dickeson-1, HK-853. The Continental Dollar.

Choice reflective mahogany brown color, 4.5 mm thick i-

Delorey Dickeson-2. CONFEDERATIO/PERSEVERANDO
muling. Dark ebony patina, 4.0 mm thick Delorey Dickeson-

3, HK-866. Pleasing mahogany tan, 4.5 mm thick Delorey

Dickeson-4, HK-863. Rich woodgrained mahogany with deeper

tones, 3.5 mm thick. (Total: 4 pieces)

2823 Interesting trade tokens including for Alaska. Brass, nickel size.

Average grade EF: Hand-punched token lettered on one side

APPONAUG/HOTEL/BY/J HUDSON/No 50, and on the other

side 1867 and the ornate inscription 10. Apparently a check or

token ofsome type, a piece certainly made in limited quantities, as

much time would have been required. The coin invites research

by the buyer, the results ofwhich we would be pleased to note in a

future issue of The Numismatic Sun Token bearing on one side

the inscription SAM DANNENBAUM
/
NOME

/
ALASKA, and

on the other side B1CANCH/828/MARKET ST/S.F. CAL. A nice

link between the city of the Gold Rush and Nome, important in

the later Klondike Gold Rush IMPERIAL/CIGAR STOILE/

NOME inscribed on one side, blank reverse. Another interesting

“north to Alaska" piece. (Total: 3 pieces)

2824 Numismatic entertainment group. A delightful mixture of items,

dandy for the numismatic historian:

General Tom Thumb token. Brass. Quarter size. EF. Depicting on

the obverse a capped bust of Liberty facing left, taken from the contemporary

quarter, but without a date. The reverse has Tom Thumb standing by two

books. Tom Thumb was, ofcourse, one of P.T. Barnum's greatest attractions.

His activities enlivened newspaper columns for many years, including his mar-

riage to Laviiiia Warren, his visit to see Queen Victoria, and his disputes with

Barnum Double eagle motiftoken. Liberty Head obverse facing left, struck

in composition spiel-marke (literally in German “play money”). Reverse de-

picting a perched eagle. Half dollar size. Mint State, much lustre, some spot-

ting. Such pieces were very popular in the United States shortly after the middle

of the 19th century 1852 California counter in brass. EF. Liberty Head

facing left, styled from the double eagle, date 1852 below. Rather rustically

e.xecuted. reminding us at first glance of certain California dies, most particu-

larly the rather rustic products of Wass, Molitor & Co. the same year. The

reverse shows the national flag with the inscription CALIFORNIA/
COUNTER and stars. Reeded edge. No doubt issued as a gaming token or

poker chip, ideal for use on. for example, aboard the S.S. Yankee Blade on a run

from San Francisco down to Panama ir California counter. Another, slightly

smaller in size. EF. Flag and inscription on one side, perched eagle on the other.

Probably standing for a certain value in cents or dollars at the table “Puck”

slot machine token. Picturing on one side the upright slot machine known

as the “Puck,” made by Caille-Schiemer Company in Detroit, with agencies in

Chicago, New Jersey, and San Francisco. Mint State. Such devices are very

scarce today. The one offered here is especially scarce as it shows in the bottom

a cylinder-type music box that would pay a melody each time a coin was depos-

ited and the front wheel turned. The idea was to evade gambling laws, with the

roundabout logic that a nickel deposited resulted in a cheery tune, thus yield-

ing value for the money spent, even if a winning combination did not turn up

on the dial “Detroit” slot machine token. Another variety issued by Caille-

Schiemer, this depicting an upright slot machine known as “The Detroit." A
regular (without music box) style. Again, examples of such devices are very

rare today, and the present writer does not recaU ever having seen one. Caille,

whose advertisements su^ested that “Cail” was the way to pronounce it, is

pronounced “C.aylee” by collectors and historians today. Headquartered in De-

troit, the firm turned out a large series of gambling devices, which formed a

challenge to the larger Mills Novelty Company (of Chicago). Caille also was

distinguished as an early maker of outboard motors for boats. (Total: 6 pieces)

END OF SESSION
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SESSION FOUR
Friday, June 25- 6:00pm Sharp

SiGNATui^ II Room • Double tree Hotel

Gold Dollars tliroi{qh Double Ea^^les, Gold Gommemoratives, Pioneer Gold

Lots 3001-3916

UNITED STATES GOLD COINS
U. S. GOLD DOLLARS

U. S. TYPE I GOLD DOLLARS

3001 1849 Open Wreath, No L. Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely full

golden lustre saturates both sides of this exquisite strike. A glass

reveals a graffito ‘A’ below the wreath tie.

3002 1849 Open Wreath, With L. Brilliant Uncirculated and en-

joying its fair share of icy mint frost. There is a tiny obverse mark

on Liberty’s chin, as well as some shallow scuffing at areas of the

reverse rim.

3003 1849 Open Wreath, With L. Another. Choice About Uncircu-

lated. Lightest wear, deep gold surfaces show two obverse

pmscratches of little consequence.

3004 1849 Closed Wreath. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated were it not for

some ever so subtle field lines visible under close scrutiny with a glass.

The “arm’s length” visual appeal of this specimen is absolutely su-

perb, there being gorgeous unbroken velvet-like lustre complement-

ing a razor-sharp strike. A splendid jewel despite its shortcomings.

3005 1850 Brilliant Uncirculated. The obverse is that of a wonder-

fully vibrant Choice specimen. The reverse, however, is rather

muted and reveals a small stain just above the wreath bow. An un-

common date in full Mint State.

3006 1850 ‘O’ Choice About Uncirculated, close to Mint State. One of

only 14,000 struck at New Orleans, distinguished by sharp stars

and mintmark. enriched with bold red-gold toning for robust

beauty. NGC AU58.

3007 1851, 1856 Extremely Fine. A decent pair representing the more

common One Dollar Gold coins. Each has typical wear commen-

surate with the grade. The latter has a couple tiny rim nicks. 2

pieces.

3008 1852 'Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A well struck ex-

ample that has nice yellow-gold toning over well-kept surfaces.

3009 1853 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Crisply detailed strike

complements wonderfully smooth lustrous fields to give this coin

the beauty of a carved gem. PCGS MS63.

3010 1853 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second example display-

ing virtually identical strike and bold beauty all framed by high

protective rims.
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3011 1853 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. Dazzling sunset

patina ainplities fully struck details. Wonderful eye appeal is the

result.

3012 1853, 1862 About Uncirculated. A pair oflightly worn specimens.

Each IS still quite lustrous. 2 pieces.

APPEALING CHOICE 1853 ‘O’ GOLD DOLLAR

lenlaiged)

3013 1853‘0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An exacting strike re-

sults in full hair on Liberty, full date and large crisp mintmark.

Perhaps only a hairline from yet higher grade. A very scarce date

that is rarely encountered in such high quality. NGC MS63.

3014 1854 Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually in the Choice category.

A premium quality example of the last Type 1 date boasting rich

lustre and a full, satisfying impression of the dies. NGC MS62.

U. S. TYPE II GOLD DOLLARS

CHOICE 1854 INDIAN PRINCESS
GOLD DOLLAR

3015 1854 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep gold lustre shows a

hint of red on this sharply struck example of Longacre’s three-year

type. LIBERTY is complete, reverse is unusually full with only a

trace ofdie clash and a hint ofweakness at the top of the 8. A lovely

example of this rare type. PCGS MS63. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3016 1854 Another. Choice Extremely Fine. Deep yellow-gold surfaces

bear a few trivial tics, an exacting strike assures eye appeal.

3017 1854 A third. Extremely Fine. An attractive and problem-free ex-

ample of this difficult to locate gold piece. Subdued champagne

surfaces add to this coin’s charm.

LOVELY MINT STATE 1855 GOLD DOLLARS

3022 1855 A fifth. Brilliant Uncirculated. Pleasing overall lustre, two

tiny obverse rim tics can be found with a glass.

(enlat^d)

3018 1855 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated with the richly lustrous

beauty ot higher grade. This delighthil Type II coin’s obverse shows

a meticulously detailed Liberty head, the reverse displays die clash

and a virtually invisible 8 as seen even on the sharpest strikes. PCGS
MS63. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

(vufar^d)

3020 1855 A third. Brilliant Uncirculated, and on the threshold of

Choice. Pleasing full lustre gives the Indian Princess Liberty head

added dimension on this sharply struck example. PCGS MS62.

3021 1855 A fourth. Brilliant Uncirculated or slightly finer. Another

high quality Indian Princess showing characteristic die clash, lus-

tre intensifying around the reliefs. NGC MS61.

3019 1855 A second. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Jewel-sharp

devices rest on lustrous fields given added frosty dimension by bold

die clashing. LIBERTY is sharply incised on headband. This ap-

pealing coin presents a legendary design at its virtual finest. PCGS
MS63. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

(mlarj^ed)

(enldi^d)
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U. S. TYPE III GOLD DOLLARS
3023 1856 Slant 5. Choice About Uncirculated. Lustre is apparent in

protected areas, a faint reverse rim tic is noted for accuracy.

3030 1878 Choice About Uncirculated. Some prooflike reflectivity

complements a forceful strike. One of only 3,000 husinesi strikes.

ANAC:S Cache AU55I'L.

3024 1857 Brilliant Uncirculated or slightly finer. Frosty gold shows

dashes of coppery red for added visual dimension. NGC MS61.

APPEALING 1859‘S’ GOLD DOLLAR

3025 1859‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated, not far from the threshold of

Mint State. This early San Francisco strike shows much lustre with a

scattering ofminute contact tics, very boldly impressed date and large

‘S’ for added visual appeal. One of 15,000 struck in an age before

iTiintmarks were collected or even preserved with any regularity.

3026 1871 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. One of3,900 business strikes.

Glowing lustre drenches this jewel quality strike for the boldest

visual appeal. PCGS MS63.

3027 1871 A second. Brilliant Uncirculated, essentially Choice. Bold,

reflective fields give a prooflike appearance to this rich orange-

gold jewel. PCGS MS62.

3028 1874 Choice About Uncirculated. Close scrutiny reveals mint state

details that were lightly wiped some time ago.

RARE LOW-MINTAGE 1875 GOLD DOLLAR

(cnlar^d)

3029 1875 Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually fully Choice. Lovely

prooflike fields complement crisply struck devices, including the

sharp spike from Liberty’s throat that is diagnostic for the 400 busi-

ness strikes produced in this truly low-mintage year. This coin is

certain to be the centerpiece ofsome outstanding collection. NGC
MS62. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

NEAR-GEM 1884 GOLD DOLLAR

3031 1884 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a boldly

prooflike virtual Gem boasting an exceptionally full strike personi-

fied by crisply incused LIBERTY and full veins in the reverse

leaves. One of5,230 business strikes. PCGS MS64.

GORGEOUS GEM PROOF 1885 GOLD DOLLAR

3032 1885 Gem Brilliant Proof. High wire rims frame meticulously

struck devices and crisp lettering to create unimprovable beauty

for this late date Proof Here is a coin that would be difficult to

duplicate for outstanding visual quality. One of only 1105 proofs

producedfor this date. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3033 1886 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A wholly prooflike e.x-

ample that is lustrous and well struck. Attractive orange-gold ton-

ing further enhances this coin’s eye appeal.

CAMEO GEM PROOF 1888 DOLLAR

3034 1888 Gem Brilliant Proof. Here is a deep Cameo example of a

Proof mintage oj 1,079. This coin’s boldly frosted head, wreath and

lettering stand out dramatically from the deepest mirror fields,

emphasizing the coin’s marvelous beauty. NGC PF65 CAM. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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IKh CJhM 1889 GOLD DOLLAR

3035 1889 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Boldly prootlike, a splendid

jewel ot the tmal date ot the Gold Dollar series. Gleaming fields

complement lightly frosted devices for e.xceptioiial beaut)'. The
visual appeal ot this glittering Dollar cannot really be exaggerated.

NC:C .MS65BL.

3036 1889 A second. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An im-

pressive example of this final year of issue. Champagne lustre is

coupled with blazing detail. PCGS MS64.

U.S. QUARTER EAGLES ($2.50 GOLD)
U. S. CAPPED HEAD QUARTER EAGLES

(S2.50 GOLD)

MINT STATE 1831 QUARTER EAGLE

(enlarj^’d)

3037 1831 Breen 1. Brilliant Uncirculated and prooflike. A handsome

example that was carefiilly struck, with pleasing lustre. Comparable

to thejames A. Stack example in our October 1994 .sale, which also

displayed prooflike glitter. One of4,520 struck and always in demand

by date and t\'pe collectors. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

U. S. CLASSIC HEAD QUARTER EAGLES
(S2.50 GOLD)

3038 1834 About Uncirculated. Deep yellow gold is highlighted by lus-

tre around the reliefs, all framed by high and well-defined rims.

CHARMING 1836 QUARTER EAGLE

3039 1836 Script 8. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Bright light yel-

low lustre saturates this beautifully struck example ofa short-lived

design. A ntore than ideal type example for any quality collection

of U.S. Gold. NGC MS63.

3040 1838‘C’ Extremely Fine or nearly so. Deep gold is edged in deeper

red, a glass finds traces of a past gentle cleaning. One of 7, 880 struck

at Charlotte and a wholly suitable example for any fine collection.

MINT STATE 1839‘D’ QUARTER EAGLE

3041 1839‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A meticulous strike, splendid

detail and subtly matte gold surfaces make this e.xample of the last

Classic Head date a standout. One of 13,674 struck at DaliIone(;a,

bearing a recut ‘9’ that long ago caused this to be called 1839/8.

Struck long before collectors took note of mintmarks or even ot

collectible Gold, few were saved in this outstanding condition.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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U. S. LIBERTY HEAD QUARTER EAGLES
($2.50 GOLD)

EXCITING MINT STATE 1840‘C’

QUARTER EAGLE

3042 1840‘C’ Brilliant Uncirculated. One of 12,822 struck at Char-

lotte, of which a far smaller population survives, smaller yet in this

remarkably high grade with its bold peripheral lustre.

Dannreuther’s auction records indicate that only five Mint State

examples appeared at auction in 10 years. NGC MS61. (SEE
COLOR PLATE)

OUTSTANDING 1845‘0’ QUARTER EAGLE

3043 1845 ‘O’ Choice About Uncirculated, on the cusp of full Mint

State. One ofonly 4,000 were struck at New Orleans and this flash-

ing coin is represents a reasonably high grade among the surviving

examples of the date. Lustre hugs the borders and reliefs, wear is

minimal. PCGS AU55. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

MINT STATE 1850‘D’ QUARTER EAGLE

3044 1850‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Wonderfully sharp and possess-

ing bold lustre, this outstanding Dahlonega coin bears some typi-

cal scattered marks. 12,148 struck. This is an unusually high grade

example ofa date ofwhich David Akers wrote in his 1998 Pittman

Collection catalogue, “at the mint state level, the 1850‘D’ is vir-

tually unknown,” while the major grading services have certified

perhaps as many as a dozen Mint State examples! NGC MS6().

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

PLEASING 1850‘O’ QUARTER EAGLE3045

1850‘O’ Choice About Uncirculated, nearly in the Mint State

category. The ‘O’ is placed very high, overlapping the arrow feather.

Much lustre and a few scattered marks, a filled ‘E’ in LIBERTY
adds to this Southern Branch Mint coin’s fascination. Douglas

Winter writes, “despite its relatively high mintage and low catalog

value, the 1850‘O’ Quarter Eagle is a genuinely scarce and very

underrated issue.”

3046

1851 Choice About Uncirculated. Subdued lustre, somewhat matte

surfaces characterize this example. ANACS Cache AU55.

HIGH GRADE 1854‘D’ QUARTER EAGLE

(enhiJ^ed)

3047

1854‘D’ Extremely Fine and a strong representative of this rela-

tively high grade. One of 1, 760 struck, most ofwhich survive only

in Very Fine or lower grade. Here is a deep impression of the dies,

the ‘D’ high against the olive stem, handsome gold surfaces add-

ing to the coin’s appeal. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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tLUSlVt 1836-C’ QUARTER EAGLE

3048

1856‘C’ Choice About Uncirculated. One of7,9l3 struck at Char-

lotte. Assertive yellow gold displays a fascinating hint of matte sur-

faces in the generally mark-free fields.

VERY SCARCE 1866 QUARTER EAGLE

3049

1866 About Uncirculated and near the Choice category. This coin’s

circulation was brief, with little wear visible. Fields are lightly

marked and show tantalizing deep gold sheen. A very scarce date

with only 3,110 pieces struck including Proofs.3050

1868 About Uncirculated. Some proof-like flash remains under

medium toning. Well struck. A scarce date with only 3,600 business

strikes produced for this year.

3051

1868 Another. Extremely Fine. Some lustre clings to the rims, a

few light marks emerge under close examination with a glass.

3052 1868‘S’ About Uncirculated with lustrous appeal ofhigher grade.

A glass finds some unobtrusive marks. This San Francisco date is

not viewed as a major rarity, but only 16 appeared in the decade

covered by Dannreuther’s auction records.

3053 1869 About Uncirculated. Very light wear and a few scattered

marks define this bold specimen of 4,320 business strikes produced

this year.

3054

1871 Extremely Fine. One of 3,300 business strikes, showing wear

appropriate to this relatively high grade and a single reverse rim

bruise.

3055 1871 Extremely Fine in detail and wear. A second with an obverse

exhibiting a couple of ancient scratches.

3056 1872 Extremely Fine. One ofonly 3,000 business strikes and a gener-

ally attractive, lightly circulated coin with its own visual charm.

3057 1873 Closed 3. Brilliant Uncirculated and close to the Choice

category. Powerful red-gold lustre drenches both sides of this ex-

ceptionally attractive coin. NGC MS62.

3058 1873‘S’ About Uncirculated. Minimal circulation, much lustre

distinguish this pleasing piece. NGC AU50.

3059

1877 About Uncirculated. Much peripheral lustre, well defined

head and eagle show this coin’s quality. One of 1,632 business strikes

of this scarce date.
3060

1877 About Uncirculated in overall detail. This second specimen

of a low-mintage year yields signs of a past cleaning upon close

study.

3061 1878 Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually Choice. Reflective

frosty red-gold displays pleasing overall glitter, perhaps only a mark

or two from a higher grade. NGC MS62.

3062 1879‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated. Much red-gold lustre and a

single rim bruise distinguish this example.

3063 1882 About Uncirculated. A strong representative ofthis high grade

shows much lustre, particularly on the well detailed reverse. One

ofonly 4,000 business strikes produced.

3064 1883 About Uncirculated with the lustrous beauty of Mint State.

Here is a thoroughly appealing, splendidly flashing example of a

business mintage ofonly 1,920 pieces.

3065 1884 Choice About Uncirculated, on the cusp ofMint State. Cart-

wheel gold lustre shows a couple of light marks in left obverse

field. One of 1, 930 business strikes.

STACK’S
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3066 1884 Choice About Uncirculated, on the cusp of Mint State. A
second showing strong Icnion-gold lustre, traces of a gentle past

cleaning.

3067 1887 Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely smooth fields are awash with

pleasing light gold lustre creating outstanding beauty. One of6,160

business strikes ofthis significant date. Obverse exhibits light hair-

lines.

3068 1891 Choice About Uncirculated. Assertive lustre calls the viewer’s

attention to the high quality of this coin’s strike.

3069 1892 Choice About Uncirculated, nearly indistinguishable from

Mint State with bold lustre and strike. This date saw only 2,440

business strikes produced.

SPECTACULAR 1893 QUARTER EAGLE

3070 1893 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. This desirable coin’s smooth

and essentially mark-free fields and crisply struck devices make it a

truly spectacular example of a relatively low-mintage date. NGC
MS65.

3071 1893 Another. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Gleaming

lull lustre complements a bold strike on this exciting near-Gem.

NGC MS64.

3072 1894 Choice About Uncirculated. Very near full Mint State, a

pleasing coin boasting lovely flashing gold lustre on either side.

One of 4,000 business strikes.

3073 1895 Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually Choice. Glittering

prooflike fields distinguish this especially attractive example.

ANACS Cache MS62PL.

3074 1895 Another. Choice About Uncirculated, closely bordering the

Mint State category with the finest deep gold lustre enhancing a

jewel-like strike. One of 6,000 struck.

SUPERB GEM 1897 QUARTER EAGLE

3075 1897 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated and finer, virtually superb.

Immaculate frosty yellow-gold covers the mark-free fields, high-

lighting the amazing visual quality of the needle-sharp devices. A
really superb type coin. PCGS MS66.

LOVELY SUPER-GEM 1898 QUARTER EAGLE

3076 1898 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated or better. Essentially flawless

frosty yellow gold lustre covers both sides, calling attention to the

near-perfection of the diamond-sharp devices, lettering and stars.

PCGS MS66.

(enlarged)

3077 1898 A second. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a

near-Gem boasting bold cartwheel lustre on either side for maxi-

mum appeal. NGC MS64.

3078 1898 A third. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and nearly

m the Gem category. Here is a wonderfully prooflike example of a

lower mintage late 19th century date. PCGS MS64.

STACK’S
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c;in I HRlNCi CHOICE PROOF 1899

QUARTER EAGLE

3079 1899 Choice Brilliant Proof. One of 197 Proofs struck and cer-

tainly asjewel-like an example as the most fastidious collector might

wish. Beautifully frosted devices float on deepest mirror fields for

splendid effect. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3080

1899 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Clear yellow-gold surfaces

are essentially immaculate for outstanding beauty. NGC MS65.

Semi-bnlliant devices show the tantalizing appeal of these later

Liberty Proofs, floating on the deepest mirrors imaginable. 1 lere

is a virtual Gem that would be hard to duplicate, more difficult to

surpass for sheer visual drama. PCCiS PK64. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

3084 1903 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A lovely sunset radiance is

coupled with superbly detailed central figures. A pleasing example

for the date or type collector. PCGS MS63.

3085 1903 Another. Brilliant Uncirculated, and close to Choice. As-

sertive lustre highlights the quality of strike. PCGS MS62.

3086 1903 A third. Brilliant Uncirculated. An appealing and lustrous

example showing similar high quality.

3087

1904 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Bright and virtually

mark-free lustre and precise strike give the visual quality of Gem.

PCGS MS64.

3081

1900 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A near-Gem ofvir-

tually pristine lustrous beauty.

3082

1901 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Shimmering mint lustre

graces the surfaces ofthis pleasing example. A dropped lamination

is noted at stars 4 and 5 on the obverse, which is highly unusual for

U.S. Gold Coins. PCGS MS63.

STUNNING NEAR-GEM PROOF 1902

QUARTER EAGLE

3083 1902 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. One of 193 Proofs struck and a

dazzling liquid-gold near-Gem of awesome quality and beauty.

3088

1905 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full mint lustre and

crisp bold details set this lovely coin apart. PCGS MS64.

3089

1906 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A near-Gem radiat-

ing exquisite bright gold lustre, amplifying the visual appeal of a

full strike. NGC MS64

3090

1907 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. An absolutely pristine speci-

men. Needle sharp devices are combined with an antique gold ra-

diance. The resulting lustre creates a splendid visual glow. PCGS

MS65.

3091

1907 Another. Choice About Uncirculated. A wisp of friction is

barely noticeable on this pleasing example. Probably lightly cleaned

a long time ago.

stac:k’s
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U. S. INDIAN HEAD QUARTER EAGLES
($2.50 GOLD)

3092 1908 Brilliant Uncirculated, near-Choice. Smooth cheek and

deep lustre in the recesses define tliis pleasing specimen.

3093 1908 Brilliant Uncirculated. Well struck and attractive; 1909

Choice About Uncirculated. An abundance ofmint lustre and bold

strike give this coin its visual appeal. Light pin scratch at 1:00 on

the reverse. 2 pieces.

3094 1908 Brilliant Uncirculated. Striae resembling slide marks over

‘ERTY’ ot LIBERTY, light hairlines; 1910 Choice About Uncir-

culated. On the cusp of full mint state. 2 pieces.

3095 1909 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Unbroken canary-yellow

mint frost gives the bold distinction ofhigher grade. NGC MS63.

3096 1909 Choice About Uncirculated. Medium yellow-gold with some

faints marks in the left obverse field. 1926 Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Frosty yellow gold, a small rim bump is found at the left

reverse. 2 pieces.

3097 1910 Brilliant Uncirculated. Medium yellow-gold surfaces show

satiny lustre.

BOLD GEM 1911 QUARTER EAGLE

lustre laves an amazingly full strike on this breath-taking Gem.
Akers writes of this pivotal date, “Gems are surprisingly rare,” as-

signing a rating of Low R-6 to this highly elusive grade range.

NGC MS65.

3099 1911 Another. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full frosty sparkle

conveys vivid eye appeal. PCGS MS63.

3100 1911 A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Rich yellow-gold

lustrous surfaces are enhanced by a crisp strike. PCGS MS63.

3101 1911 A fourth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Needle sharp

details and problem-free medium yellow-gold surfaces define this

attractive specimen. PCGS MS63.

HANDSOME 191 TD’ QUARTER EAGLES

(aikrged)

3102 1911‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A meticulous strike

creates a bold Denver mintmark, rich deep gold presents an ap-

pealing hint oforange peel on the remarkably smooth fields. This

is by far the rarest date of the series. Sought by all collectors, it is

seldom encountered in this unusually high grade. NGC MS63.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

3103 1911‘D’ Choice About Uncirculated. A second, lightly circulated

example of this important Denver date, virtually mark-free and

showing some deep red toning in the incuse letters. PCGS AU55.

EXCEPTIONAL 1912 MATTE PROOF
QUARTER EAGLE

(cuLu^^ed)

3104 1912 Gem Matte Proofand an outstanding specimen. This deep

orange-golden example offers unbroken, finely sandblasted sur-

faces that are entirely devoid of all but the most minor of imper-

fections. Of the 197 proofs minted of this date, less than a third have

managed to survive. In fact, despite its relatively “high” mintage,

the population of 1912 proof Quarter Eagles is essentially on a par

with the rarest dates of this type! (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3105 1912 Choice About Uncirculated. Little evidence of wear, but a

few minor contact marks are noted. 1913 Choice Extremely Fine.

A pleasing lightly circulated piece. A pair ofyellow-gold coins. 2

pieces.

STACK’S
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.'lOft DI2 . :-i>i hxtrcmclv Fine Attractive problem free coin with

- ” 1 ^;!’' \^eJl. 1913 C.'hoice About Uncirculated. Similar to above

with just di^htly le^^ evidence ot circulation, both coins are me-
dium yellow-^cild. Another pair of these dates. 2 pieces.

3107 1913 Brilliant Uncirculated, with claims to Choice. Frosty mint

lustre radiates from the pale yellow-gold surfaces of this pleasing

jewel. NC.C MS62.

SUPERB MATTE PROOF 1914

QUARTER EAGLE

3108 1914 Superb Gem Matte Proof. Here is a wholly superb ex-

ample o( 117 Matte Proofs struck. A subtle golden radiance gives this

com its breathtaking beauty and shows the Matte process at its

best. Few contemporary collectors collected (or could afford to

collect) Gold Proofs at time of issue. Only 14 Proof examples of

this date appeared at auction in the past decade. This glorious coin

must be one of the finest examples now in existence. NGC PR67.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

3109 1914 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Frosty lustre graces

this yellow-gold beauty. A strong strike adds to the overall ap-

peal. Scarce.

3110 1914 Another. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Frosty mint

lustre gives this specimen a wealth of eye appeal. Crisp strike and

pale yellow-gold surfaces add to the desirability of this scarce date

com. NGC MS62.

3111 1914 A third. Brilliant Uncirculated, on the cusp offully Choice

with the deepest red-gold lustre creating bold quality. NGC MS62.

3112 1914, 1915 About Uncirculated. Both coins are well struck and

exhibit just a touch of rub. Both are medium yellow-gold, the lat-

ter a touch paler. 2 pieces.

3113 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Radiant mint lustre

joins pleasing pale orange-gold surfaces for an enticing affect.

NGC MS63.

3114 1914‘D’ Another. Brilliant Uncirculated, and approaching the

Choice rank. Very bold Denver mintmark and rich lustre provide

quality. NGC MS62.

3115 1915 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lustrous coppery-gold

surfaces are enhanced by a detailed strike. NGC MS63.

3116 1915 Choice Extremely Fine. A wholesome yellow-gold coin;

1925 ‘D’ About Uncirculated. Medium yellow color with some

dark colored deposits. Little evidence of circulation, but cleaned

in the past. 2 pieces.

FROSTY GEM 1925‘D’ QUARTER EAGLE

3117 1925‘D’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Richly assertive mint frost

projects this coin into the viewer’s appreciation. Well struck with

nicely preserved surfaces. NGC MS65.

3118 1925‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another sharp strike

emphasizes the beautifully detailed Indian features with pervasive

lustre. NGC MS63.

3119 1925‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third boldly struck

example showing dashes of copper-red. NGC MS63.

3120 1925‘D’ A fourth. Brilliant Uncirculated. There is a shade of

delicate rose-gold that accents rich mint frost. Evenly struck sur-

faces.

3121 1925‘D’, 1926 About Uncirculated. The first coin is choice for

the grade and a medium yellow. The latter coin is a pale orange-

gold. Both are attractive and problem free. 2 pieces.

SUPERIOR 1926 QUARTER EAGLE

3122 1926 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. This maybe one ofthe more

accessible dates of the booming era of Coolidge Prosperin’, but

true gems are very scarce. NGC MS65.

STACK’S
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ELUSIVE GEM 1927 QUARTER EAGLE

3123 1927 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. This delightfully frosty, glow-

ing coin IS another supposedly common 192()’s date that is highly

elusive at the Gem level. NGC MS65.

3124 1927 Another. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Yellow-

gold surfaces reveal a good deal of mint lustre on this lovely ex-

ample. PCGS MS62.

3125 1927 A third. Brilliant Uncirculated with claims to a Choice

designation. This assertive, yellow-golden specimen is completed

by a sharp strike.

3126 1927 A fourth. Brilliant Uncirculated. A well struck medium

yellow specimen with satiny fields.

3127 1927 A fifth. Brilliant Uncirculated. A meticulous strike and

frosty mint lustre give this coin its great appeal.

3128 1928 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Immaculate frosty surfaces

give this late-date gold piece its ineffable charm. NGC MS63.

3129 1928 Another. Brilliant Uncirculated. Yellow-gold surfaces show

a wealth of lustre on this crisply struck specimen.

3130 1929 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Light gold lustre gives spar-

kling beauty to both sides. NGC MS63.

3131 1929 Another. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A rich yellow-

gold coin that is defined by its frosty mint lustre. NGC MS63.

U. S. THILEE DOLLAK GOLD

A PLEASING GROUP OF 1854 THREE DOLLARS

3139 1854 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Frosty with attrac-

tive greenish-gold toning. Well struck. A very nice example that is

quite suitable for the type collector.

3140

1854 Another. Choice About Uncirculated, on the cusp of full

Mint State. Wonderfully bright lustre amplifies the superb quality

of the strike on this first date of the Three Dollar Gold coinage.

PCGS AU58.

3141 1854 A third. About Uncirculated. Light friction is visible on the

top ot the hair strands. A few light hairlines are visible under mag-

nification.

3142 1854 A fourth. Extremely Fine. The obverse shows typical fric-

tion on the hair over the ear. All reverse lettering is still quite dis-

tinctive. Orange-peel lustre is visible. PCGS XF40.

3132 1929 A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Shimmering pale

yellow-gold surfaces highlight this pleasing piece. NGC MS63.

3133 1929 A fourth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Rich orange-

gold surfaces reveal frosty lustre. NGC MS63.

3134 1929 A fifth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Medium orange-

gold surfaces are enhanced by a crisp strike. NGC MS63.

3135 1929 A sixth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A wealth offrosty

mint lustre gives this pale gold example its wonderful appeal. NGC
MS63.

3136 1929 A seventh. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. A needle-

sharp strike adds to the appeal of this unusually rich copper-gold

colored piece. Conservatively graded. NGC MS62.

3137 1929 An eighth. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Soft

yellow-gold surfaces reveal a few deeper deposits in protected ar-

eas. Frosty mint lustre radiates from this attractive example.

3143

1854 A fifth. Extremely Fine. Some peripheral lustre and red-gold

toning in the legend distinguish this pleasing coin, a glass finds a

couple of obverse hairline scratches.

LUSTROUS 1854‘0’ THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3144 1854‘0’ About Uncirculated and nearly Choice. Substantial lus-

tre and an absolute minimum evidence ofbrief circulation distin-

guish this appealing New Orleans coin, one ofonly 24,000 struck by

this Southern Branch Mint. NGC AU53.

3138 1929 A ninth. Brilliant Uncirculated. Pleasing satiny lustre en-

hances the yellow-gold surfaces of this pleasing specimen.

STACK’S
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3 145 1855 Choice About Uncirculated, close to higher grade with inini-

tnum wear and much bold mint lustre. Forcefi.il date and devices

add powerfully to this coin’s undeniable appeal. PCGS AU55.

HIGH GRADE 1855‘S’ 3 DOLLARS

3146 1855‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated. One of only 6,600 struck in

this first date of San Francisco S3.00 coinage. Light wear, and its

lustre is ample, especially in the protected areas. Overall visual

quality is high. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3147 1857 About Extremely Fine. Red-gold surfaces show moderate

wear, reliefs are edged in dark toning for pleasing visual contrast.

EXCEPTIONAL HIGH GRADE 1858

THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3148 1858 About Uncirculated or thereabouts. Considerable lustre more

than offsets whatever limited circulation this attractive coin may

have experienced. Here is a thoroughly acceptable example of a

total mintage of2, 133 pieces.

3149 1858 Choice Extremely Fine. A second lightly circulated example,

showing both sides enriched by lustre surrounding the sharply

struck reliefs.

3150 1858 Extremely Fine. A third displaying light wear, a glass finds

evidence of a careful light cleaning in the distant past.

SATISFYING 1860 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3151 1860 About Uncirculated. Here is a notably lustrous coin struck

on the eve ot the Civil War. This piece is best described as a very

briefly circulated, unusually sharply impressed specimen of a busi-

ness strike mintage of 7,036.

3152 1862 About Uncirculated. Coppery gold lustre adorns surfaces of

very light contact.

3153 1863 About Uncirculated, lustrous surfaces emphasize the quality

ot the concise devices, a glass finds some subtle hairlines under

close study. One of5,000 business strikes.

APPEALING 1864 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3154 1864 Choice About Uncirculated. Heavy lustre intensifies around

the devices and sharp outer rims, resulting in the bright appeal ot

higher grade. Wear and hairlines are the lightest on this example

of2,630 business strikes produced.

3155 1864 About Uncirculated. A second piece with bold lustre accen-

tuating both the smooth canary-yellow fields and exacting dences

STACK’S
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3156 1864 About Uncirculated. A third coin offering essentially the same

outstanding visual quality and undeniable appeal.

HIGH GRADE 1865 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3157 1865 About Uncirculated or nearly so. An unusually handsome

coin otfering bright lustre, some pale coppery toning forming a

subtle halo around the peripheries. One of 1, 100 business strikes pro-

duced and one of the finer pieces available today.

3158 1866 About Uncirculated or essentially so. One of 4,000 business

strikes and a pleasingly lustrous specimen that would place high in

any listing of outstanding survivors of this small mintage. A tiny

mark at left obverse field and rim noted for complete accuracy.

REFLECTIVE 1867 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3159 1867 Choice About Uncirculated and on the threshold offull Mint

State. Prooflike fields exhibit delightful reflectivity and a few very

inconspicuous surface tics. 2,600 business strikes were produced ofthis

key date of the 3 Dollar series.

ample of this high grade and a coin boasting forceful lustre. Ob-
verse bears a few marks including a short abrasion near bust point.

3161 1867 A third. About Uncirculated. Light coppery toning with some

lustre. A well-struck specimen ofthis underrated issue ofjust 2, 600

specimens. PCGS AU50.

3162 1868 Choice Extremely Fine. Deep yellow gold shows lustre out-

lines the sharp reliefs. Oidy 4,850 business strikes were made of this

important date, notoriously hard to locate in any ofthe higher grades.

3163 1869 About Uncirculated in strict terms of wear. This bright and

lustrous coin shows faint evidence offiling on the high reverse rim.

3164 1869 Choice Extremely Fine. A second pleasing specimen of this

date highlighted by reflective lustre in the protected areas.

3165 1869 Extremely Fine. A third example of this important date pre-

senting slightly more trouble-free wear and traces ofdeep gold lustre.

INSPIRING 1870 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3166 1870 Brilliant Uncirculated. Exceptionally rich red-gold lustre

gives an added dimension of quality to this meticulously struck

Mint State example, one oj 4,520 business strikes produced at Phila-

delphia. This coin shows the Longacre design at its crisply defined

best. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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3 lt>7 1870 Sharp About UiK irculatcii, noarly Mint State. A second high

siuahrv' e-\ainple showing light polish in the smooth fields.

HANDSOME 1871 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3168 1871 CToice About Uncirculated. One of 1,300 bnsiness strikes.

Substantial lustre catches the viewer's attention. This coin’s actual

circulation is minimal and non-distracting, making for a thoroughly

pleasing, high-grade example. ANACS Cache .AU55.

3169 1871 Another. About Uncirculated or thereabouts, boasting much

lustre and visible wear on Liberty’s cheek. Here is a highly pleas-

ing example of the 1,300 business strikes that were produced.

3170 1871 A third. Very Fine. Here is an example personih’ing normal

and uncomplicated circulation, generally problem-free surfaces.

3171 1872 .About Uncirculated. Bold lustre provides a satish-mg gleam,

a glass reveals a short obverse hairline scratch with nnnnnal visual

etfect.

ATTRACTIVE 1874 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3172 1874 Brilliant Uncirculated and close to Choice. Deep red-gold

with bolder red on the highest points of the devices make this a

sharply struck piece of considerable visual appeal. NCC MS62.

3173 1874 A second. Brilliant Uncirculated with the lustrous beauty

ot higher grade, (ileammg fields show a very minor tic or two

under magnification but the overall visual quality is outstanding.

3174 1874 A third. About Uncirculated. Attractive amber lustre enhances

problem-free devices with light contact.

HIGH GRADE 1877 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

(enlar^dl

3175 1877 Choice About Uncirculated, on the cusp of fully Uncircu-

lated. One of t,46S business strikes comprising the near-totality of

the year’s mintage. Lustre flashes around the devices, some faint

evidence of brief circulation is found under magnification. NGC
AU58. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3176 1877 Another. Extremely Fine or possibly better in detail but shoss -

mg effects ofjewelry use and skillful repair at 12:00. One ot 1,632

business strikes.

stac:k’s
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3177 1878 Extremely Fine. Moderate cireulation can be seen on either

side of this Philadelphia strike,

3178 1879 Choice About Uncirculated. Pleasing color and surfaces give

this coin its undoubted visual impact and undeniable appeal.

3179

1879 About Uncirculated. Another, displaying only a slightly

greater degree of light and untroubled normal circulation.

PLEASING 1880 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3180

1880 About Uncirculated. One of 1,000 Inisincss strikes produced of

this desirable late date. Deep red-gold lustre intensifies at the

sharply defined peripheries to accentuate a delightfully bold strike.

NGC AU50.

ELUSIVE 1881 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3181 1881 Choice Extremely Fine, bordering on About Uncirculated

in terms ofwear and visual appeal. One ofonly 640 business strikes of

this lowest mintage Three Dollar date, which has long been sought

in any grade by determined collectors. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3182 1882 About Uncirculated, a bold example ofthis grade verging on

Choice. Softly gleaming red-gold lustre offers the visual charm of

Mint State.

SUPER-GEM PROOF 1883

THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3183 1883 Gem Brilliant Proof. One ofonly 89 Proofs struck in an already

low-mintage date that could boast but 900 Business Strikes. Gor-

geous, lightly frosted devices appear to float on the incredibly deep

liquid-glass fields, adding bold distinction to this Superb example

ofan legendary later date. This dazzling coin’s glorious quality ex-

ceeds that of such other famous high grade pieces as the Pittman

and Browning specimens. PCGS PR66. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
Ex Superior’s February 1999 Sale, lot 3166.

(ailar^il)

NEAR-GEM 1883 DOLLAR GOLD

3184 1883 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated or better. This assertively

lustrous red-gold coin is surely one of the finest likely to be en-

countered on today’s market. Meticulous strike adds mightily to

the outstanding visual appeal ofthis example of 1,920 business strikes

produced. Very conservatively graded PCGS MS63.

3185 1883 A second. Choice About Uncirculated, with the forthright

lustrous gleam of Mint State. Here is a gold coin of simply re-

markable quality and desirability.

STACK’S
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IMtiMAl lC 1SS4 IHRLH DOLLAR GOLD

31S6 1884 Sharpness ot t!hoico About Un(.!ri.ulated. This somewhat

mysterious esmi ilisplays a singularly crisp aiul precise strike with

some Proof diagnostics for this date including Breen's subtle out-

lining on KlCiA and Akers' doubling at the top of the reverse

wreath. This com may have begun its career as a Proof, but pres-

ently IS lightly hairlmed yellow gold without surviving Proof sur-

face. an old scratch before forehead. 106 I^roofs, 1950 husiiicss strikes

were produced.

PROOFLIKE 1886 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3187 1886 Brilliant Uncirculated. One of only 1,000 business strikes.

Brilliant prootlike fields are a pleasing red-gold. On this die the

peak ot the ‘ 1' is between ‘Of m 1 )OLL ARS. Close examination

finds a hairline or rsvo but the overall qualin,’ ofthis virtually Cihoice

coin is wonderfully high.

3188 1886 About Uncirculated. A second example with claims to higher

grade, boasting reflective fields, bold lustre at the peripheries.

3189 1886 .About Uncirculated. A third of virtually identical reflective

qu.ilits’ Bold lustre gives the luxurious feeling of higher grade.

3190 1886 A fourth. Hxtremely fine. Very moderate wear leaves much
lustre in protected areas, minimal marks testify- to this coin's over-

all quality.

3191 1888 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Cireenish- gold ton-

ing over very nicely struck surfaces. Satiny and quite attractive for

the grade. Cine ot only 5,000 business strikes produced for this date.

3192 1888 Another. About Uncirculated. A wisp of wear can be found

on high points, lustre outlines the reliefs with pleasing effect. One

of 5,000 business strikes.

3193 1888 .A third. About Uncirculated in strict terms ofwear and de-

tail. Close examination reveals a past cleaning and reverse sniooth-

mg.

HIGH GRADE 1889 THREE DOLLAR GOLD

3194 1889 About Uncirculated and a strong example of this high grade.

A meticulous strike and understated lustre combine for significant

appeal. One of2.3()() business strikes produced of this final date of

the Three Hollar denomination.

3195 1889 About Uncirculated. A second example ofthe last date. Ksldly

lustrous and generally appealing in its bold visual quality.

STACIK’S
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DISTINCTIVE 1795 BREEN 1-C HALF EAGLE

U.S. HALF EAGLES ($5.00 GOLD)

U. S. CAPPED BUST, SMALL EAGLE
REVERSE HALF EAGLES

WELL STRUCK 1795 HALF EAGLE

3197 1795 Br.l-B (R-5). Extremely Fine. Well struck and boasting rich

olive-gold toning on both sides, Planchet is slightly warped, with

a peppering of small tics in the fields in addition to more easily

visible marks at left obverse and lower right obverse. Typically,

when we see 1790s gold pieces with such impairments, they ex-

hibit evidence of having been removed from a jewelry mount or

have been holed & plugged. However, we detect no evidence of a

previous life in jewelry, and conclude that this is simply an honest

coin that has seen some mishandling over the last two centuries.

3196 1795 Breen 1-A (R-5). About Extremely Fine. An old cleaning

has given the yellow-gold surfaces a matte-like texture. Light tool-

ing at the top ofLiberty’s cap and to the left ofthe ‘U’ ofUNITED,
may indicate the filling of a hole or the removal of a jewelry loop

in that area. Otherwise the design details are quite bold and the

edge reeding is strong and essentially unaffected. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

(enlarged)

3198 1795 Br.l-C (R-6). Small Eagle Reverse. A strong About Un-

circulated example with claims to a higher grade. Pale orange-

golden toning embellishes fields that still retain a glint ofreflectivity

in the more protected areas of the design. A bold strike is further

enhanced by a total absence of any adjustment marks. There is a

minor rim bruise at 11:30 on the reverse, as well as a hint of rub-

bing in the obverse field. With there presently being a tremen-

dous amount of interest in early gold type coins, the very rare

coin offered here certainly warrants plenty of attention! (SEE

COLOR PLATE)
This elusive die variety is easily identified by the positioning of the word

LIBERTY in relation to the cap and stars, as well as the three tiny reverse die

gouges hidden in the denticles at 12:00.

SHARPLY DETAILED 1795 HALF EAGLE

(enlarged)

STACK’S
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CHOICE 1795 BREEN 6-F CLOSE DATE HALF EAGLE
Easily Among the Finest Known Survivors of this Die Variety

(enlar^d)

3199

1795 Br.6-F (R-4). Closest Date, Recut ‘D’. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An exceptionally detailed strike combines with flashing prooflike

lustre to create startling visual impact. Assertive yellow-gold fields and devices show a dash of clear red at obverse center. There is a considerable

degree ofcameo contrast that serves to further embellish the allure of this beauty. Careful study reveals some inconsequential reverse field lamina-

tions, however it cannot be denied that the present specimen is easily among the finest known of this die variety. In fact, it is highly doubtful

that more than twenty or so Halt Eagles bearing this date and reverse ty'pe from all known die varieties combined surpass the quality of the coin

offered here! FCGS MS63. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

LOVELY HIGH GRADE 1795 HALF EAGLE

3200

1795 Br.6-G (R-5). About Uncirculated and near Mint State in

terms of actual circulation. Bright yellow gold surfaces yield evi-

dence ofan old cleaning under careful study. Rich, iridescent am-

ber tones are returning to the peripheries on either side. The coin’s

strike is decidedly bold, with only a trace of the inevitable weak-

ness at the centers, although the eagle’s breast feathers show con-

siderable definition. Denticles are long and complete, without

adjustment marks to weaken them. The rightmost leaf on the

branch points to a curious, crisply placed die dot, noted for the

pleasure of die variety aficionados. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

U. S. CAPPED BUST, LARGE EAGLE
REVERSE HALF EAGLES

LOVELY 1799 LARGE STARS HALF EAGLE

3201

1799 Br.3-F (R-6). Large Reverse Stars. About Uncirculated

and nearly fully Choice. This highly distinctive reverse shows its

large stars nearly filling the area between the eagle’s head and

clouds. Some faint die clash can be traced around the stars. Well

struck displaying pleasing yellow gold. Surfaces display hints ol

cleaning with suggestion of lightest smoothing over head. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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LUSTROUS 1802/1 HALF EAGLE

3202 1802/1 Br.2-I(R-4). About Uncirculated. A well struck coin with a goodly amount of mint lustre on pale golden surfaces in and around the

protected areas. A pair of obverse rim bruises at 3:00. Struck from the earlier state of the reverse die, before a small die break formed at the rim

above the ‘T’

m

UNITED. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
All 1802 HalfEagle dies were prepared from dies originally dated 1801. Two such dies were pressed into service, one ofwhich had the initial T’ centered perfectly under

the ‘2‘, the other ot which featured the initial T toward the left of the secondary ‘2.’ The coni offered in this lot is struck from the latter die.

CHOICE ‘8 OVER LARGE 8’ 1804 HALF EAGLE

3203 1804 Br.l-A (Low R-6). 8 over Large 8. Choice About Uncir-

culated, at the cusp of Mint State. This pleasing strike shows an

extra base below the ‘1’, very sharp 8’s, and a wealth of fine detail

throughout the design. Under magnification, very light hairlines

can be discerned, but the overall beauty of this piece is beyond

debate. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

HIGH GRADE 1804 HALF EAGLE

3204 1804 Br.2-E (R-4). Small Date, Normal 4. About Uncircu-

lated in strict terms ofwear. Blunt top 1 and 4 define this obverse,

defective bases on T’s and D in UNITED STATES lean boldly to

the right to identify this distinctive reverse. Well struck. Yellow-

gold surfaces are a trifle glossy from a gentle past cleaning. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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A Will -S 1 RL'CK iS04 HALF EAGLE

3205

1804 Br.3-E (R-5) Small 8. Ahouc Uncirculated. A well-struck

example with bold high runs and denticles which frame deep green-

gold. gently brightened surfaces. The central devices are similarly

well struck, with the presidential eagle very precisely defined on

the reverse. A tew stray tics may be found on the reverse under

magnification, which also reveals long die cracks on both obverse

and reverse that can be used to ideiitiK' this very suircc variet\’. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

CHOICE 1806 WIDE DALE HALF EACJLE

3206

1806 Br.l-A (R-6). Wide Date, Pointed 6, Stars 8x5. Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. This beautifully struck coin radiates

marvelous canary-yellow fields and devices. The reverse field is a

trifle more reflective than the obverse but the coin presents a

unique and undeniable overall beaiirv' all its own. This obverse is

distinguished by a broken left base on 1, obverse rim is somewhat

less precise than the reverse, giving this extraordinary coin its ex-

citing individtialiD,-. 1 lere is an exceptionally high qualiry example

of this rare variery and of a significant early date. Dannreuther's

auction records show only one example of higher grade appearing

at auction in a decade, only three in the Choice category in the

same busy period. I’CCS MS63. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

PLEASING 1806 KNOB 6 HALF EAGLE

3207

1806 Br.5-E. Knob 6, Stars 7-6. Choice About Uncirculated. This is the only variety of the date displaying this distinctive configuration of date

and stars. .\ wealth of deep gold lustre accentuates the charm of a powerful strike. This obverse shows a touch of clear red-gold on the reliefs while

the reverse is full frosts' vellow for outstanding appeal. PCCS AU55. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK'S



A SPLENDID PAIR OF 1807 LARGE STARS
HALF EAGLES

(etlink'd)

3210 1808 Br.3-A (R-6). Small Date, Close 5 D. About Uncircu-

lated or virtually so. Date is spaced 1 8 08 on this Capped Bust

piece. Deep yellow gold surfaces show devices offering light cir-

culation with a few scattered marks of little visual impact. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

(enlarged) "" *i

3208 1807 Br.5-D (R-3). Small Numerals, Large Stars. Choice

About Uncirculated with the robust appeal of Mint State. On the

reverse, the glorious full cartwheel lustre is particularly vivid, giv-

ing this coin its satisfying hard-to-improve visual appeal. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)
MINT STATE 1810 LARGE DATE HALF EAGLE

(euhn^^ed)

3211 1810 Br.l-A. Large Date, Large 5. Brilliant Uncirculated or

Ti IE Henry da costa CR^mez Cc^llection 2V‘/

U. S. CAPPED BUST LEFT HALF EAGLES
($5.00 GOLD)

3209 1807 Br.5-D (R-3). Small Numerals, Large Stars. About Un-

circulated. A second lightly circulated example of this variety with

abundant lustre and unobtrusive wear. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

HANDSOME 1808 SMALL DATE HALF EAGLE

finer. Strong detail testifies to a bold strike, full lustre shows a few

scattered contact tics ofminimal visual importance. This handsome

coin is surely destined for a prominent place in some high quality

type or date collection. NGC MS61. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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hk;h-qi Ai 1 rv major i810 variety

3212 1810 Br.l-A. Large Date, Large 5. Another. About Uncircu-

lated. Kich deep yellow-gold shows a tantalizing hint of red on

this coin’s reverse. A very minor edge bruise occurs at 5:30 and

some faint scratches are visible above eagle's head, but this coin’s

overall qualirv' is satisfv'ingly high.

HIGH QUALITY 1811 HALF LAGLL

3214 1811 Br.l-A (R-4). Large 5. Choice .Msout Uncirculated, very

close to lull Mint State. This fascinating coin’s boldly lustrous fields

display marked die clash, notably the impression ofthe motto scroll

curving under the bust, additional reverse features are suggested

in the left obverse field, individualizing further this wholly ap-

pealing example of the type’s last date of striking. The Large or

Tall Date type is a distinct minorirv' among all ofthe 1811 pieces

recorded in 1 )annreuther’s study ofauction records, and the present

coin’s grade would place it high among the 38 recorded as sold in

the decade covered by his book. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

FROSTY 1810 HALF EAGLE

IrnUpfili

3213 1810 Br.2-D (R-5). Small Date, Large 3. About Uncirculated.

Bright frosty lustre highlights this coms’s bold visual properties.

1 amt hairlines recall a cleaning at some date in the past. A faint

edge bruise can be found near the ’(f m the date.

stac:k’s
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U. S. CAPPED HEAD LEFT HALF EAGLES
($5.00 GOLD)

RARE 1813 LARGE 5 HALF EAGLE

3215 1813 Br.l-B (R-6). Choice About Uncirculated and on the very

cusp of full Mint State. The sole variety of this first date, an Open
Collar strike boasting abundant lustre with a scattering of minus-

cule contact tics. An excellent type or date example. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

GORGEOUS 1827 HALF EAGLE
The Harry W. Bass Jr. Specimen

3216 1827 Br.B-lA (R-5). Choice About Uncirculated. Deep orange-

gold surfaces show a very few hairlines under magnification. A
bold strike resulted in exquisite overall detail, a glass reveals faint

rub only on the highest points of the boldly impressed devices.

This date has but a single variety and has long been recognized as a

premier rarity of the Half Eagle series. The late Walter Breen

thought that 12 to 15 pieces might exist in all states of preserva-

tion, while Cory Gillilland estimated the possible total at 20 in the

Smithsonian Sylloge. As noted in the catalogue of the Bass Col-

lection, Part 11 (October 1999), researcher Saul Teichman traced

1 1 examples of this rare date with more than usual difficulty, find-

ing virtually all pedigrees especially challenging where they could

be traced at all. PCGS AU58. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
Ex Harry W. BassJr. Collection, Part 11 (Bowers &Mcrcna Galleries,

October 1999, lot 8 18); previously ex Stack’s February 1977 Sale, lot 815;

Paramount International Sale ofFebruary 1975.

STACK’S
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J AHl lOL S MIN 1 S 1 A I E IK34 CAPPED HEAD
W 1 I H MO I TO HALE EAGLE

3217

1834 Br.I-3 (R-6). Capped Head Left, With Motto. Crosslet

4. Brilliant Uncirculated and slightly finer. First oftwo Crosslet 4

obverses, this showing the curl above the 4 ending in a tapering

point, stars 9-13 joined by a fine die crack. The deepest gold fields

and fully struck devices join to give this example ofa major rarity its

breath-taking visual qualities. A few trivial hairlines are noted for

accuracy but have no serious visual impact on the coin. The Phila-

delphia .Mint struck 50,141 of tlw older Capped Head, .917 fine, 155

i^rain Half Hailes before adoption of the new and ligliter weight stan-

dard on August 1, 1834. A substantial number of the old design

1834 coins were quickly melted to furnish metal for the massive

coinage of the new Classic Head, No Motto Half Eagles. No ex-

ample ot this older t\pe appeared in the auction of the Bass Collec-

tion 111 1999. 1 )annreuther recorded 14 auction appearances over a

decade but made no distinction between this Crosslet 4, Full Curl

variers' and the Broken Curl also struck in this busy year. The ap-

pearance ot the delightfully high qualirv' coin offers an historic op-

portunity tor the collector determined to possess the finest in our

country's early gold coinage. PCCS MS61
.
(SEE COLOR PLATE)

U. S. CLASSIC HEAD HALF EACiLES
($5.00 GOLD)

MINT STATE 1834 HALF EAGLE

3218

1834 Plain 4. Brilliant Uncirculated. A magnificent strike is

enriched by moutb-watermg prootdike fields. Deep golden gleam

provides amazing quality, a glass reveals some faint hairlines.

3219 1834 Plain 4. Another. Choice About Uncirculated. This coin

boasts a full strike, partial lustre with some modest, widely scat-

tered field marks.

3220 1834 Plain 4. A third. Very Fine and essentially Choice. A pleas-

ing example of this important date showing uncomplicated wear.

ANACS Cache VF3(.).

U. S. LIBERTY HEAD HALF EAGLES
($5.00 GOLD)

3221 1839 Choice Extremely Fine. Subtle red-gold tones in the leg-

ends and stars give this lightly circulated coin its colorful identity.

PCGS XF4.S.

HIGH QUALITY 1840‘D’ HALF EAGLE

ably concise Dahlonega strike. A glass reveals some microscopic

surface tics of the most limited visual impact, but this remains an

above-average piece for grade and beauty. N(!C AU.3,3. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

STAC'.K’S
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HIGH GRADE 1842‘C’ SMALL DATE
HALF EAGLE

INTRIGUING 1843 ‘D’ HALF EAGLE

3224 1843‘D’ Choice About Uncirculated and on the cusp of full Mint

State. A meticulous strike initiates this coin’s wonderful visual quali-

ties. Pale yellow-gold surfaces display the subtly matte texture asso-

ciated in today’s numismatic world with salt water recovery.

3225 1844 About Uncirculated. A problem free coin that displays uni-

form wear. An attractive example for the date or type collector.

3226 1847 Brilliant Uncirculated and on the cusp of full Choice. A
magnificent strike is enriched by luxuriant yellow and subtle red-

gold to create an early date displaying exceptional beauty. PCGS
MS62.

3229 1849‘C’ Choice Extremely Fine. Underlying mint flash that is

somewhat hidden by some typical field abrasion. A nick in the left

reverse field is the one major flaw associated with this attractive

example. Quite scarce and always in demand.

Ex Slack’s sale ofSeptember 1984, Lot 1162.

3230 1855 Brilliant Uncirculated or slightly finer. This coin is boldly-

struck and made radiant by exquisite light gold lustre ofoutstand-

ing visual impact. Here is a coin that would be hard to duplicate,

harder to improve. NGC MS61.

(enlarged)

3223 1842‘C’ Small Date. Choice About Uncirculated, very close to

full Mint State. Light yellow gold surfaces show effects of a brief

circulating life, a faint tic or two offer little visual distraction. This

is the scarcer of the two date varieties for this Charlotte date and

most survivors cluster in the Fine to Very Fine range as

Dannreuther’s auction report confirms. AU-58 was the highest

grade offered at auction over a 1 0-year period. This exciting Branch

Mint coin is as attractive as it is scarce and will undoubtedly be the

centerpiece of some trail-blazing collection. NGC AU58. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

PLEASING 1847‘0’ HALF EAGLE

(etiiarfied)

3227 1847‘0’ Choice About Uncirculated. One of 12,000 struck, and a

higher grade than all but one appearing in the Dannreuther auc-

tion record. Very pale gold shows limited circulation, some scat-

tered tics giving a frosty look to this important example. PCGS
AU55. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3228 1847‘0’ Another. Choice About Uncirculated. Substantial lustre

and sharply detailed reliefs give this New Orleans coin its spar-

kling appeal. Though this date has a reported mintage of 12,000, it

is unknown in Mint State today, making the present coin one of

the highest-grade pieces on the modern condition-fixating nu-

mismatic market. NGC AU55. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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3231 1856'S’ The varu’ty with a medium S mmt mark. A ^tro^g Ex-

tremely E'me. approaching About Uncirculated and retaining a

considerable amount of frosts- mmt lustre on either side. Some
shallow obverse sculls and abrasions are evident on Libertv's cheek,

neck, and brow, however the initial appeal is signilicantly better

than rspically encountered on examples ol this date. Very suinv m
this condition.

HIGH QUALITY 1860‘C’ HALF EAGLE

(cnlir^-d)

3232 1860‘C’ Choice About Uncirculated and on the very cusp ofMmt
State. This coin's boldly gleaming lustre gains added sparkle from

the scattered tiny contact tics occurring in the lields. This hand-

some coin compares favorably with the Pittman AU that was hailed

as one of the finest examples of this late Charlotte date offered in

recent times, .d mere 14, HI} trere struck of this issue. NCC' AU.SH

Ashland Cats-. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
E.\ AskLuid City Collection (Hcritiic’c EL 'S Sole. JdintarY 200}).

3233 1861 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Cihoice. Nice yellow-gold

toning over smooth and crisp surfaces. Frosts' mmt bloom turther

enhances this lovely coin. .A wonderful example of this No Motto

type com.

3234 1864 (ilioice About Uncirculated in strict terms of wear. Deep

gold surfaces bear a blush of clear red, a few scattered marks and

tr.ices of an old skillful cleaning long ago. .Sc,tree with ,i minute of

ivi/y 42211 pieces including Proofs.

HIGH GRADE I865‘S’ HALF EAGLE

(t'li/ariyi/l

3235 1865‘S’ C'hoice About Uncirculated. Light wear does not affect

substantial lustre around the reliefs. Here is a high grade for this

date, as demonstrated by the fact that only three higher grade ex-

amples appeared at auction in the last 1(1 years. I lere is a wonderful

survivor ofJust 27,612 coined,it theS,in Fr,inciscoMint. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

PLEASING 1867‘S’ HALF EAGLE

3236 1867‘S’ .About Uncirculated. Sharp detail is unaftected by mod-

erate wear, tantalizing hints of red follow the bold borders. This

San Francisco date is remarkably difficult to obtain in any higher

grade, as few examples of 29,000 minted were preserved by con-

temporary numismatists before mintmark collecting gained popu-

larity. NCC: AU53. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3237 1873 Open 3. Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually Cihoice. C'a-

narv yellow mint lustre gives this coin its remarkable visual dis-

tinction. PCXIS MS62.

STAC'.K’S
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GLORIOUS NEAR-GEM 1876 HALF EAGLE

3238 1876 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a major rar-

ity in truly exceptional grade. One of 1,432 stnick in the Centennial

year, of which an even smaller number survives today. Elusive in

all grades, as the Dannreuther auction record listing of only 17

appearances over a decade demonstrates. Only one coin finer than

this near-Gem appeared in that time frame. This coin is fully equal

to the Harry W. Bass Jr., Heathgate and Dr. Richard Ariagno ex-

amples and must be recognized as a coin certain to attract collec-

tor interest and excitement. PCGS MS64. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

FLASHING MINT STATE 1876 HALF EAGLE

(enlarged)

3239 1876 Brilliant Uncirculated or finer. A second. One of 1,432

business strikes. An ever-popular Centennial year coin long prized

for its numerical rarity and the scarcity of Mint State specimens.

This exciting coin’s glorious deep gold verges on orange with out-

standing flash in the fields. Dannreuther notes only 17 auction

appearances over a decade, seven in various Mint State grades. NGC
MS61. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3240 1879‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated, on the threshold of Mint

State. Boldly lustrous surfaces bear a few scattered bag marks. NGC
AU58.

3241 1880, 1880‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and nearly Choice. Both

coins display satisfying, reflective red-gold lustre for bold visual

effect. PCGS MS62 (2). 2 pieces.

3242 1880 Choice Extremely Eine. Considerable amounts offrosty lus-

tre remain in the protected areas; 1880‘S’ Choice About Uncir-

culated. A rich yellow-gold specimen. 2 pieces.

3243 1880 About Uncirculated. A few hairlines reveal an old cleaning,

but this hardly distracts from this still lustrous example; 1881 Ex-

tremely Eine. Orange-gold toning clings to the protected areas of

this lightly circulated example. 2 pieces.

3244 1880‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely greenish-gold

toning over nice surfaces. Well struck and lustrous.

3245 1880‘S’, 1887‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually fully Choice.

Eirst is bright gold, companion shows a clear red obverse center.

NGC MS62 (2). 2 pieces.

3246 1881 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Intense yellow mint frost

covers both sides of this pleasing example. NGC MS63.

3247 1881, 1885 Choice About Uncirculated. Both pieces are yellow-

gold in color, the latter paler than the first. Each coin exhibits good

frosty lustre in the protected areas. 2 pieces.

3248 1882, 1887‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually Choice. Eirst

lustrous coin is largely yeUow-gold, companion glowing red. PCGS
MS62 (2). 2 pieces.

3249 1882‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely glowing lustre

shows a few scattered contact tics in fields. PCGS MS63.

3250 1882‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second high quality

example showing somewhat smoother fields. NGC MS63.

3251 1882‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. A satiny yel-

low gold patina adorns sharply struck devices. Shimmering

reflectivity is visible.

STACK’S
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Al’Pl A1 INC; 1SS4‘CC’ HALF EAGLE

3252 1884‘CC’ Choice About Uncirculated, nearly full Mint State, One

oj 16,402 struck and one ot the finest to be encountered today. .An

above-average strike is coinpleniented by deep red-gold lustre verg-

ing on orange. Careful examination finds faint rub on the highest

curls. 1 lere is a coin whose visual appeal is undeniably that of a

higher grade. PCGS AU58 Ashland Cit\'. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
Ex Ashland City Collection (Heritage FUX Sale,January 2003, lot

8647).

3253 1885 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. .Attractive lustre, minimal

contact marks define this com. PCGS MS63.

3254 1886‘S’ Extremely Fine. Some orange-gold lustre remains on this

gently circulated example; 1887‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated.

Just a touch of friction keeps this frosty com from a higher grade. 2

pieces.

3255 1886‘S’, 1894 Choice .About Uncirculated. A whisper of cabinet

friction keeps each ofthese examples from a hilly Uncirculated grade.

Both examples exhibit considerable frosty mint bloom. 2 pieces.

3256 1888 Brilliant Uncirculated m strict terms ofwear. Yellow gold

lustre heightens its impact around the reliefs, fields are less bril-

liantly lustrous. NGC .MS60.

3257 1888‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated, close to full Mint State. Light

yellow lustre bears a few bag marks. NGC AU58.

3258 1889 About Uncirculated. Much lustre is to be seen around the

peripheries, right obverse field shows evidence of repair.

IMPORTANT 1890 HALF EAGLE

3259 1890 Brilliant Uncirculated or finer. One of 4,240 business strikes.

Strongly glowing lustre covers this example, a glass finds some scat-

tered marks from bag storage long ago. NGC MS61

.

3260 1891‘CC’ Brilliant Uncirculated. 1 )eep yellow gold shows a faint

hint of red. A tew minute marks appear in the lustrous fields.

AN.ACS Cache .MS60,

3261 1892, 1893‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated or tiller. Varied sugges-

tions ot pale red-gold enliven lustrous surfaces on this handsoiiii

coins. PCXiS MS62, MS61, respectively. 2 pieces.

3262 1892‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep gold lustre, fields bear

some minute contact tics. ‘S’ is filled and placed far to the left.

PCGS MS61.

3263 1893‘0’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Intensely glowing yellow lus-

tre provides visual distinction. PCXiS .MS61.

3264 1893‘0’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A second lustrous example

showing a hint of clear red-gold. NCiC MS61

.

3265 1896, 1899‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and nearly in the Choice

category. Reflective lustrous surfaces, coins are kept from higher

grade by scattered tiny tics. PCGS MS62 (2). 2 pieces.

3266 1897 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Smooth cheek, deep lus-

tre combine for assertive eye appeal. PCGS MS63.

3267 1897 Choice Extremely Fine. Light russet toning can be found

clinging to the devices ot this attractive medium yellow example;

1898 Choice About Uncirculated. Plentiful frosty lustre remains

on this pleasing specimen. 2 pieces.

3268 1897‘S’ Extremely Fine. This example briefly played its role in

commerce, but has no m.ijor distractions; 1898 Choice Extremely

Fine. A good deal of frost remains on this lightly circulated piece.

2 pieces.

3269 1899 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely red-gold lus-

tre drenches both sides of this highly pleasing virtual C!em. NGC
MS64.

3270 1899 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. A near-

Gem displaying subtly glowing lustrous fields and bold devices.

NGC MS64.

3271 1900 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satisfying, unbro-

ken red-gold lustre distinguishes this supremely appealing example.

3272 1900 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Lightly frosty

yellow surfaces highlight the crisp devices. NGC MS63.

3273 1900 A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Smooth, clean

surfaces that have nice creamy lustre. A premium example ot this

late date m the series.

3274 1900 A fourth. Brilliant Uncirculated. A wealth of frosty mint

lustre leaps from the surfaces of this medium yellow-gold beauty.

stac:k’s
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3275 1900‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Splendid, glowing lus-

tre gives this coin its unmistakable beauty and forceful appeal. NGC
MSb3.

3276 1900‘S’ Another. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A well struck

example with nice cartwheel lustre. A nice type coin.

3277 1900‘S’, 1905 Brilliant Uncirculated and close to Choice. Both

display pleasing cartwdieel lustre enriching bold impressions ofthe

dies. PCGS MS62 (2). 2 pieces.

3278 1901 Brilliant Uncirculated. An attractive specimen which is

swathed in attractive mint bloom.

3279 1901/0‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Richly reflective gold

shows a trace ofappealing red, date shows the original ‘0’ uncom-

monly sharply. PCGS MS63.

3280 1901‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Medium yellow-gold surfaces

exhibit plentiful satiny lustre.

3281 1901‘S’, 1905 Brilliant Uncirculated and essentially Choice with

flashing gold lustre on either side for optimum eye appeal. NGC
MS62 (2). 2 pieces.

3282 1902‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pale greenish-gold ton-

ing over well struck surfaces. An attractive coin suitable for type.

3283 1902‘S’, 1906‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and close to Choice.

First is flashing gold, second bears scattered bagmarks. ANACS
Cache MS62, PCGS MS62. 2 pieces.

3284 1904 Brilliant Uncirculated, with claims to a Choice classifica-

tion. Frosty yellow-golden fields and design features exhibit no-

ticeably fewer surface imperfections than typically encountered.

3285 1904‘S’ About Uncirculated. A powerful strike is enhanced by

narrow bands ofrusset-gold outlining the bold reliefs. SECS AU53.

3286 1904‘S’ About Uncirculated. A second example offering very simi-

lar color, strike and visual quality.

3287 1905 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Uniform brightness char-

acterizes this fully lustrous piece. NGC MS63.

3288 1906, 1906‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and close to Choice. Coins

display bright yellow and light red-gold lustre respectively. PCGS
MS62. 2 pieces.

3289 1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Boldly glowing deep gold

bears a few trivial field marks. NGC MS63.

3290 1907‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A sharp strike adds to the ap-

peal of this medium yellow-gold example. Frosty lustre bathes the

surfaces of this virtually Choice example.

U. S. INDIAN HEAD HALF EAGLES
($5.00 GOLD)

3291 1908 Choice About Uncirculated. Attractive satiny mint lustre over

very appealing surfaces. Well struck; 1909 Choice Extremely Fine.

Bright surfaces from a past cleaning. Mellow gold toning and frosty

lustre in the incuse areas. 2 pieces.

3292 1908 Choice About Uncirculated. Pleasing pinkish-gold toning

graces both obverse and reverse. Light hairlines and a few scat-

tered marks on both sides; 1910 About Uncirculated. Subdued

lustre underlies reddish-gold toning. 2 pieces.

3293 1908‘D’ Choice About Uncirculated. ICich satiny yellow-gold,

faint Denver mintmark define this example.

3294 1908‘D’ A second. Choice About Uncirculated. Pleasing frosty

lustre and a very sharply defined Denver mintmark enhance this

specimen.

GORGEOUS NEAR-GEM 1908‘S’ HALF EAGLE

3295 1908‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a spar-

kling, splendidly lustrous example approaching Gem quality. Low
mintage, bold strike and rich color combine for outstanding beauty.

PCGS MS64. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3296 1909 Brilliant Uncirculated nearly Choice. A partial wire rim

on the obverse attests to this coin’s bold strike while radiant mint

lustre over rich satiny .surfaces combine to enhance its consider-

able appeal.

3297 1909‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny lustre graces the

medium yellow-gold surfaces of this appealing example. NGC
MS63.

STACK’S
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3298 1909‘D’ Another. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Orange-gold

surtaces are highlighted by pale tones in some of the recesses. A
wealth ot mint lustre is noted. NCiC MS63.

3299 1909‘D’ A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A razor sharp

strike gives this pale orange-gold specimen great appeal. This lus-

trous example is premium quality for the assigned grade. PCGS
MS63.

3300 1909‘D’ A fourth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full gleam-

ing golden lustre enhances well-struck devices. PCGS MS63.

3301 1909‘D’ A fifth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deeply frosty

lustre with a rich glow drenches this thoroughly satisfying Denver

strike. PCGS MS63.

3302 1909‘D’ A si.xth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An amber

patina enhances both obverse and reverse. Crisply struck details

add to this coin’s appeal. PCGS MS63.

3303 1909‘D’ A seventh. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Toned a

deep yellow-gold over well struck, wonderfully frosty' surfaces. The

fields are particularly clean for a coin of this largely unprotected

design.

3304 1909‘D’ An eighth. Brilliant Uncirculated. Opulent orange-gold

lustre and a meticulous strike give this coin its undeniable charm.

3305 1909‘D’ A ninth. Brilliant Uncirculated. Gently glowing cham-
pagne-gold lustre covers both sides of this attractive early Denver

date. A single thin pm scratch runs from the left obverse edge to

the Indian’s chin.

SIGNIFICANT 1909‘O’ HALF EAGLE

3306 1909‘O’ Choice About Uncirculated. Only a wisp away from full

Mint State, here is an ideal example of the only New Orleans date

of the new Indian design. Bold red-gold covers both sides, the

mintmark is characteristically softly impressed. NGC AU58. (SEE
COLOR PLATE)

DESIRABLE 1909‘O’ HALF EAGLE

IJSMM
.•lf.Ni!

3307 1909‘O’ Another. Choice About Uncirculated, on the threshold

of full Mint State. Here is a very high grade example of the sole

New Orleans date of the Indian series. One of34,200 struck at this

Southern Branch Mint and a coin boasting rich lustre and an un-

usually clear mintmark, making it an ideal piece for either date or

type collection. NGC AU58. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3308 1910 Brilliant Uncirculated. Splendid orange-gold toning over

well struck surfaces. A very satisfying ty'pe coin.

3309 1910‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny glow pervades both fields

and devices, San Francisco mintmark is wonderfully clear. NGC
MS61.

3310 1910‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Rich red-gold lustre

covers both sides. A glass reveals some light bagmarks on the fields,

but the overall appeal of this lustrous coin is high. PCGS MS61.

STACK’S
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3311 1911 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Orange-gold ton-

ing over well kept surfaces. The strike is a bit weak at the bottom

ot the headdress.

3312 1911 About Uncirculated. Bright yellow-gold lustre abounds. A
few minor rim nicks and a tic on the cheek are the only detrac-

tions; 1913 Choice About Uncirculated. Attractive full mint lus-

tre over surfaces that boast a superior strike. A beautiful type coin.

2 pieces.

3313 1911 About Uncirculated. Just a hint ofrub is found on this satiny

coin; 1928 Quarter Eagle. Brilliant Uncirculated. A pleasing

coin whose only distraction is a dull scuffhidden in the feathers of

the war bonnet. 2 pieces.

HIGH QUALITY 1913‘S’ HALF EAGLE

3320 1913‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and on the cusp of full Choice.

Here is an exceptionally high grade for this key to the Bela Lyon

Ptatt incuse-relief series, caOed High R-6 in Akers’ study. De-

lightfully glowing lustre accentuates the devices while the ‘S’ is

reasonably clear though obscured by the plastic slab. PCGS MS62.

ATTRACTIVE 1911 ‘S’ HALF EAGLE
3314 1911‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. Medium

golden toning with some red in the devices. Well struck with nice

mint lustre. A scarcer date that is usually seen in much lower grade.

VIRTUAL GEM 1912 HALF EAGLE

3315 1912 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Handsome red-gold

lustre enhances a splendid strike. Here is a supposedly common date

that is nonetheless distinctly rare in the highest grades. Akers writes

that while examples in Mint State and even Choice are readily avail-

able, “the picture changes dramatically in MS-64 and better grade,”

and assigns an MS-64 rating to Very Choice. PCGS MS64.

3316 1912‘S’ About Uncirculated. Coppery surfaces reveal minimal

friction.

3317 1913 Brilliant Uncirculated and near Choice. Boldly struck de-

vices stand out with unusual visibility. NGC MS62.

3318 1913 Another. Brilliant Uncirculated. Assertive full mint lustre

over surfaces that exhibit a well defined strike.

3319 1913 A third. Brilliant Uncirculated from the standpoint ofwear,

orange-gold surfaces are noticeably glossy from a past cleaning.

3321 1913‘S’ A second. Choice About Uncirculated. Glossy deep yel-

low gold shows hints of red. San Francisco mintmark is typically

imprecise as often seen.

3322 1913‘S’ A third. Choice Extremely Fine. This deep yellow-gold

e.xample shows a tantalizing hint of red. This is a scarce and elusive

com in all higher grades and indeed in circulated condition as well.

SEGS XF45

3323 1914 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Boldly struck, deep yel-

low-golden design elements are bathed in a swathe of deep yel-

low-gold. A “fresh”, appealing example.

LOVELY NEAR-GEM 1914‘D’ HALF EAGLE

3324 1914‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Delightful gleam-

ing light gold lustre complements a remarkable strike, making this

a near-Gem of outstanding beauty. Alteady scarce even in basic

Mint State, this date rarity climbs rapidly to Low R-7 in MS-64 in

Akers’ work on this important 20th century series. NGC MS64.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

3325 1914‘D’ A second. Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a well struck

and lustrous example ofthis moderately scarce Denver Mint prod-

uct. A few scattered marks on both sides do not pose a major dis-

traction.

STACK’S
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CHOICE 1915 HALF EAGLES

3326 1915 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A wealth ot'deeply

glowing red-gold mint frost drowns the meticulous strike on this

high grade example of a date Akers calls Low R-6. PCGS MS64.

3327 1915 Another. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Wonderful lus-

tre conveys red-gold distinction on this exceptional example of a

truly elusive date. A meticulous strike adds materially to this coin’s

glorious appeal. NGC MS63.

3328 1915 A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Coruscating deep

gold mint lustre drenches both sides of this wholly pleasing coin, a

richly beautiful example of a scarce coin and even scarcer high

grade. PCGS MS63.

3329 1915‘S’ Choice Extremely Fine. Here is a thoroughly satisfying

example of what Akers calls “one of the major rarities of the se-

ries,” and ofall 2()th century U.S. Gold. Fully detailed with deeply

glossy yellow-gold surfaces. SEGS XF45.

RARE 1929 HALF EAGLE

lenLirgeJ)

3330 1929 Extremely Fine. This coin has been previously polished and

now has a very bright appearance. Well struck. Although 662,000

pieces were minted, the majority were melted with very few still

existing today.

U. S. EAGLES ($10.00 GOLD)
U. S. CAPPED BUST, SMALL EAGLE

REVERSE EAGLES

SPLENDID HIGH GRADE 1795 EAGLE

(enlaijfd)

3331 1795 Taraszka 1, Breen 1-A (High R-3). Choice About Un-

circulated, on the threshold of full Mint State. 5 overlaps bust, star

11 and Y nearly touch on this obverse. A forceful strike is demon-

strated by the minutely detailed breast feathers on the graceful small

eagle. With its rich lustre and exemplary strike, this coin would be

difficult to equal or to outstrip in terms of quality and visual ap-

peal. NGC AU58. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
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REMARKABLE MINT STATE 1796 EAGLE

(enlar^d)

3332 1796 Tar.6, Br.l-A (R-4). 16 Stars. Brilliant Uncirculated.

Prooflike fields create outstanding eye appeal. Study under mag-

nification reveals curiously faint, as-made surface pebbling. The

obverse shows eight stars on either side of Liberty, the reverse dis-

plays 11 leaves in the eagle’s branch. A bold impression ofthe dies

and resulting wealth of fine detail contribute powerfully to this

coin’s outstanding beauty. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

U. S. CAPPED BUST, LARGE EAGLE
REVERSE EAGLES

RICHLY GLEAMING 1800 EAGLE

(enlarged)

3333 1800 Tar.23, Br.l-A (R-4). Large Stars. About Uncirculated

in strict terms of wear but showing a couple of light obverse rim

bruises to an examiner wielding a high power glass. Areas ofasser-

tive lustre are scattered around the peripheries and surrounding

the devices of this high quality example. A few scattered hairlines

emerge during such a careful examination, but in terms of overall

quality, rarity and visual appeal, this glowing coin is a highly dis-

tinctive example of the new nation’s proud early gold coinage.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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IKh iSOl EAGLE

iftilcirgcill

3334 1801 Tar. 24, Br.l-A (R-5). Brilliant Uncirculated. I'rofouiRl

ycllo\\’-gt)ld toning borders on orange on this charismatic speci-

men that draws the viewer in to its gleaming prootlike fields. The

strike IS as bold as could be hoped tor, some imimr adiustinent

marks weakening only the top-centermost stars on the reverse,

d'he runs are unimpaired, a rare occurrence on these heavy, thin

coins that are easily damaged because of their soft metal. 1 lere is a

com with the eye appeal of Cihoice com but possessing the surface

marks consistent with a BU. (SEE COLOR PLATE}

MINT S LATE 1804 CROSSLE I 4 EACiLE

3335 1804 Tar.31, Br.l-A (R-4). Large Stars, Crosslct 4. Brilliant

Uncirculated. Otic oj 3,757 struck Deep rcd-gold pros'ides robust

beauty, the obverse field die buckling noted by Taraszka is evident

parallel to the head. This reverse is especially sharply impressed

with a wealth ot fine detail joining a smooth field. T)f34 auction

appearances noted by I )aimreuther, only two were in higher grade

than this attractive early Eagle. NGC MS6n. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

U. S. LIBERTY HEAD EAGLES

3336 1841 Uhoice E.xtremely Fine. This com is m the higher condition

range ot surviving examples. Only 63.131 struck, and few were

conserved m any of the better grades.

3337 1845 Uhoicc Extremely Fine. Moderate circulatum, a scattering

ot unobtrusive marks define this robust example. ANAUS Uache

EF45.

stac:k’s
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MINT STATE 1850 LARGE DATE EAGLE

3339 1850 Large Date. Brilliant Uncirculated. A vibrant obverse is

rich in mint frost. The reverse offers silk-like mint lustre beneath a

deep shade oforange-gold. There is a small obverse stain at the trun-

cation of Liberty’s bust, as well as some light deposits along the rim.

The reverse, likewise, reveals a spot just inside the rim at 2:00. A
rare date in full mint state, there being perhaps 25-50 surviving

examples at or above the grade level of the coin offered here.

PLEASING LUSTROUS 1846 EAGLE

3338 1846 Choice About Uncirculated, on the cusp of full Mint State.

Boldly struck with substantial light gold lustre emphasizing this

pre-Gold Rush coin’s surprising beauty. One of only 20,095 pieces

struck. Here is a desirable 1840’s coin seldom found in any grades

far above Very Fine. NGC AU58. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

ELUSIVE 1866 EAGLE

3340 1854‘0’ Large Date. About Uncirculated. 1 in date links bust,

denticles. Boldly raised devices, peripheral lustre and a few light

surface marks define this delightful New Orleans coin. PCGS
AU50.

3341 1859 About Uncirculated. Delicate red-gold is interrupted by

bright lustre around the reliefs for colorful two-tone effect. PCGS
AU50.

3344 1866 With Motto. About Uncirculated. Some lustre resides in

the protected areas, red-gold surfaces bear a scattering ofbagniarks

as so often seen on these workhorses of U.S. banking of the era.

One ofonly 3,750 business strikes ofthis post Civil War date. NGC
AU5(). (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3343 1860 Extremely Fine. Lustre in protected areas, light wear and scat-

tered field marks sum up this interesting example. NGC XF45.

EXEMPLARY 1859‘0’ EAGLE

(enlarged)

3342 1859‘0’ Choice Extremely Fine. Bright yellow gold is enhanced

by lustre in the protected areas. One of 2,300 struck, and a New
Orleans coin ot both beauty and rarity. Dannreuther’s records show

35 pieces appearing at auction in a decade, with Choice Extremely

Fine the median grade, many examples well below that level. This

handsome coin is fully comparable to the James A. Stack, Elias-

berg and Norweb examples and a high quality example of this

Southern Branch Mint’s Gold coinage that will reward amply the

most deliberate examination. PCGS XF45. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

STACK’S
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RARb 1867 HAGLE

3345

1867 About Uncirculated or thereabouts with respect to wear. The

surfaces on both the obverse and reverse, however, dispLiy notice-

able hairlines from a past cleaning. Well struck and otherwise free

ot any detects worthy of mention. .1 paltry .1140 pieces were ceiiieil of

this rare post-Uivil War issue.

DESIRABLE AND RARE 1874‘S’ EAGLE

3346

1874‘S’ About Uncirculated. Light yellow-golden surfaces with

an almost prooflike appearance. Some fine hairlines are noted, a

tell-tale sign of a cleaning at some point. A pleasing example of a

date described by Breen as "prohibitively rare above Very Fine.”

Akers avers that “the collector looking for this date must be satis-

fied with VF, or with a little luck EF." This example of a classic

rarity should satisfy- the most particular of collectors. An even

10,000 pieces were minted. ANACS AU details net EF45 cleaned.

3347 1879 Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually fully Choice. Lovely deep

yellow-gold lustre highlights the exceptionally high quality ofstrike.

NC:C MS62.

3348 1880 Choice Extremely Fine. Very light circulation and a band ot

peripheral lustre distinguish this pleasing com.

3349 1880'S’, 1882‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated or slightly liner Both

display red-gold mint frost with a few minute contact tics of mini-

mal visual impact. I’CCiS MS61. 2 pieces.

3350 1880‘S’, 1885 Brilliant Uncirculated, on the cusp of fully

Choice. Bleasing red-gold surfaces show a few evidences of bag

storage in the distant past. BCGS MS62. 2 pieces.

3351 1881 Brilliant Uncirculated. Satisfying full mint lustre radiates

from frosty surfaces which boast attractive pale pink-gold toning.

Some minor obverse surface abrasions away from a higher grade.

3352 1881 Choice About Uncirculated. Frosty surfaces exhibit light

pinkish-gold toning. Moderate abrasions over lustrous surfaces;

1911 About Uncirculated. A boldly struck specimen with pleasing

orange-gold toning over well preserved surfaces. 2 pieces.

3353 1881‘CC’ About Uncirculated. Pale golden lustre over minor

bagmarkmg. A scarce Carson City issue. PCGS AU5().

3354 1881‘S’, 1889‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated or better. Nicely

matched coins display bold carusdieel lustre and distinctly fewer

bag marks than generally seen. NGC MS61 (2). 2 pieces.

3355 1882, 1886 Brilliant Uncirculated and near Choice. First dis-

plays lemon-yellow lustre, companion is distinctly red-gold for a

delightful contrast. NGC MS62. 2 pieces.

STACK’S
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A TRIO OF HANDSOME 1882‘CC’ EAGLES

3356

1882‘CC’ Choice About Uncirculated, virtually fully Mint State.

One oj 6, 764 struck at the Carson City Mint and a coin of satisfy-

ing, dehcate beauty. Bold lustre gathers around the rims and out-

lines the devices. This coin is measurably finer than the very high

grade “Dallas Bank” example and ranks prominently among the

finest known of its date. NGC AU58. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3357

1882‘CC’ A second. Choice About Uncirculated and on the very

cusp of full Mint State. Substantial lustre gathers around the rims

and devices. One of 6, 764 struck The Dannreuther record notes 44

examples appearing at auction over 10 years, none in higher grade.

A splendid example showing undeniable visual quality and a coin

that should be examined to be fully appreciated. NGC AU58. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

(etihr^ed)

3358

1882‘CC’ About Uncirculated. A third ruggedly handsome example of this Western Branch Mint’s coinage. Lustre surrounds the reliefs, some

deep toning outlines the devices for the creation of outstanding visual appeal. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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\ IRI L Al c;iM ISS3 PROOF EAGLE
One of Only 40 Proofs Struck

lenlar^'d)

3359

1883 Very Choice Brilliant Proof, virtually worthy ofa full Gem
distinction. Cameo legends and design features offer compelling

contrast against shimmering mirrored fields. The strike is Havvless

and the surfaces are free of all but the most inconsequential ofim-

perfections. Only 40 proofs were strueh of this very rare issue, of

which less than halfare likely still e.xtant. Ofthe known survivors,

there cannot be more than a few that are clearly superior to the

presently ottered e.xample! (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3360 1884 Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely, boldly retlective lustre and

a scattering of bagmarks define this high qtialirv’ Philadelphia ex-

ample. NGC MS6().

3361 1886‘S’ Repunched Date. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. 6

in date is boldly repunched at base, rich overall lustre gives the

frank appeal of higher grade. ANACS Cache MS63.

3365 1893'f)’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Red-gold lustre shows some

b.ig marks in the fields but the general visual quality is high. N( K
.MS6().

3366 1893‘S’, 1897‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated or slightly finer. I )eeply

lustrous coins with cartwheel reflectivir)', a glass finds a few trivial

marks. PCCiS MS6!. NGC MS61. 2 pieces.

3367 1894‘0’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Yellow-gold lustre covers both

sides ot this New C^rleans strike, reverse rim bears some coppery

toning. NGC MS6().

RARE MINT STATE 1896‘S’ EAGLE

3368

1896‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated or better. Rich cartwheel lustre

111 the fields, sharply defined reliefs combine for splendid qualit\'.

Despite a reasonable reported mintage, this San Francisco date is a

significant rarit\’. The late Walter Breen called it “prohibitively

rare in AU,” while David Akers wrote "in high grade and espe-

cially Uncirculated, it is almost non-existent.” The Dannreuther

auction record notes only 1 1 appearance in a decade, three in Mint

State. Here is an ideal example of a desirable date in a truly elusive

high grade. PCGS MS61.

3369

1897 Brilliant Uncirculated. This lustrous frosty yellow- gold

example exhibits some minor abrasions. There is a noticeable pm
scratch in the obverse field in front of Liberty’s forehead.

3370 1897‘0’ Brilliant Uncirculated and on the verge offully Choice.

An underrated date in delightfully high grade, a coin enriched by

heavy cartwheel lustre with minimal marks. NGC MS62.

3362 1889‘S’, 1899‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually in the

Choice category. Nicely matched red-gold lustre makes these coins

visual standouts. NGC .\1S62. PCGS MS62. 2 pieces.

3363 1890 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Some coppery toning can

be seen m the denticles, scattered tics are noted in lustrous helds.

NGC .MS6().

3364 1893 Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually fully Choice. The sat-

inv pale orange-gold surfaces are wonderfully mark-tree and

complemented by the unusually rich overall lustre. Light parallel

striae resembling slide marks on obverse from rim at 3:00 through

'803' ofthe date

3371 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractive surfaces that

are enhanced by greenish-gold toning. Well struck. .A somewhat

scarcer date in this grade.

STACK’S
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GLOWING CHOICE 1899‘0’ EAGLE

3372 1899‘0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A wealth of deeply

glowing gold and a wisp ofred-gold add to the beauty ofthis sharply

struck example of a late New Orleans rarity. Only five have ap-

peared at auction in a decade, making this coin’s appearance a vital

opportunity for the determined collector. One oforily 37,047 pieces

struck PCGS MS63.

3373 1900 Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep red-gold lustre and some scat-

tered bag marks define this attractive example.

3374 1900 Another. Brilliant Uncirculated. Some light abrasion de-

fines this lustrous example that is well struck.

3375 1901 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Gleaming full lustre

complements an exacting strike on this turn-of-the- century strike.

PCGS MS63.

3376 1901 Another. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pretty even red-

dish-gold toning over very well preserved surfaces. Well struck

and very appealing.

3377 1901 A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A beautiful or-

ange-gold specimen with very little evidence of contact. Frosty

cartwheel lustre radiates from the surfaces of this meticulously

struck example. Premium quality for the assigned grade. NGC
MS63.

3378 1901 A fourth. Brilliant Uncirculated. Both obverse and reverse

display a pleasing mellow orange glow. Bold devices add to this

coin’s attraction.

3379 1901 A tilth. Brilliant Uncirculated. Subtle hues oforange-gold

bathe the subdued lustre of this turn of the last century specimen.

3380 1901 ‘O’ Brilliant Uncirculated and near-Choice. Cartwheel

lustre highlights the boldly struck reliefs for significant appeal.

NGC MS62.

3381 190TS’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Blazing mint lus-

tre adorns this razor sharp specimen. A tiny speck on the left ob-

verse field is hardly apparent. PCGS MS64.

3382 1901‘S’ A second. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and vir-

tually in the Gem category. Superb satiny surfaces that have creamy

mint lustre. Well struck and very attractive for the grade.

3383 1901‘S’ A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deepest to-

paz-gold lustre gives this coin its extraordinary glowing beauty.

PCGS MS63.

3384

1902‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Handsome red-

gold lustre emphasizes a quality strike on this appealing, near-Gem

San Francisco example. NGC MS64.

3385

1902‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Gleaming

cartwheel lustre distinguishes a outstanding strike. PCGS MS63.

STACK’S
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3386 1^03'^)’ Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually Uhoicc. Defini-

tive yellow canary lustre lii^hli^hts the pleasing reliefs. Ndt! MS62.

IMPRESSIVE MINT STATE I905‘S’ EAGLE

3387 I9()5‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. 1 lere is a high quality example

of an underrated later-date Liberty rants’, boasting bold cartwheel

lustre, meticulous devices and a splendid strike. Tiny ‘S' mint-

mark is sharp and well centered. LCGS M.SbO.

3388 1906 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Greenish- gold ton-

ing with some coppery overtones. Well struck and quite satiny.

3389 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. Bright yellow gold surfaces adorn

full struck devices. One or two trivial ticks away from choice.

U. S. INDIAN EAGLES

3390 1907 Choice About Uncirculated. Powerful mint frost, red-gold

highlights on the devices impart notable beauts’.

3391 1907 A second. Choice About Uncirculated and on the cusp ot

mint state. Blazing lustre and well preserved surfaces give this coin

the appearance of a much higher grade.

3392 1908 Vi’ith .Motto. Choice .About Uncirculated and virtually mint

state. Full mint lustre and rich golden hues radiate from the beau-

tiful surfaces of this well struck com. Looking like a much higher

designation, this would make an ideal type coin.

3393 1908 With .Motto. Choice About Uncirculated. Significant lus-

tre, a glass finds a few tiny marks and a microscopic obverse rim

bruise.

SCARCE NEAR-CHOICE 19()8‘S’ EAGLE

3394 1908‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and on the verge offully Choice.

This San Francisco coin boasts smooth and appealing red-gold sur-

faces ot unusual charm that accompany an exceptionally detailed

strike. This is a scarce date in all Mint State grades. High R-b to

Akers m this relatively high grade. NGC MS62. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

3395 1910‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Light scattered abrasions char-

acterize this Denver Mint product.

3396 1910‘D’ A second. Choice Extremely Fine. Minimal friction is

restricted to the highest points on both surfaces. A pleasing amber

radiance is evident.

stac:k’s
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3398 1911 Choice About Uncirculated. This virtually Mint State speci-

men boasts rich yellow gold lustre.

3399 1913 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Unblushing red-gold lus-

tre has marvelous cartwheel properties for the boldest visual ap-

peal. PCGS MS63.

RARE NEAR-GEM 1914 EAGLE

3400 1914 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Bright assertive gold

lustre emphasizes the high quality of this coin’s bold strike. Ex-

perts have characterized this date as underrated, though it is known
to be downright rare in the highest grades. NGC MS64.

PLEASING 1915 EAGLES

3401 1915 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, with claims to the Gem
category. Satisfying cartwheel gleam undetlines the quality of this

coin’s rich lustre. This elusive date is another Indian Eagle of un-

derrated scarcity.

3402 1915 A second. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A full measure

ofvelvet-like mint bloom enhances this yellow-golden beauty. The

obverse displays an inconsequential stain hidden in the headdress.

The reverse is entirely Gem. Boldly struck.

3403 1915 A third. Brilliant Uncirculated or somewhat better. An-

other. Gleaming red-gold laves this example of an elusive middle

date of the Indian series. NGC MS61.

ELUSIVE 1916‘S’ EAGLE

3404 1916‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. Beautifully

clean surfaces that are devoid of any major marks. Some minor

weakness on the highest points, otherwise this frosty coin is quite

nice for the grade.

3405 1926 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Blazing satiny lustre, ra-

zor sharp strike and problem-free surfaces give this coin the look

of a higher grade.

3406 1932 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lush gold lustre drenches this

satisfying example ofthe last generally collectible date. PCGS MS63.

3407 1932 A second. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Both obverse and

reverse possess dazzHng orange-peel lustre. Sensational eye appeal and

fully struck devices make this coin worthy ofa strong bid. PCGS MS63.

3408 1932 A third. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. A lightly

bagmarked coin of pleasing quality.

3409 1932 A fourth. Brilliant Uncirculated. Another near- Choice

coin emboldened by red-gold lustre.

3410 1932 A fifth. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly worthy ofa Choice

designation. Evenly struck and delicately toned. Dense silk-like

mint lustre is enhanced by premium quality surfaces. The fields

are particularly free of detractions.

3411 1932 A sixth. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fully struck Eagle with

satiny surfaces. A few trivial bagmarks away from Choice.

3412 1932 A seventh. Brilliant Uncirculated. Abundant mint lustre

creates pleasing eye appeal. All details are fully struck. Some mi-

nor reverse nicks keep this item from a higher status.

STACK’S
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V. S. l IHHR rv HEAD DOUBLE EAGLES

LOVELY MINT STATE 1850 DOUBLE EAGLE

3413 1850 Open5. Brilliant Uncirculated. Kich yellow- gold, flashy

mine lustre boasts subtle hints of coppery toning in the most pro-

tected areas ot the devices. Strike is bold and complete, as seen on

most specimens of this date, due to the care taken m striking these

first regular issue Double Eagles. Avidly collected as the opening

year of a then new series, the IH.SO is swallowed up by collectors

seeking to add the first date of this Ciold Kush-inspired denomi-

nation to their collections. Here is an absolutely beautiful speci-

men of this inaugural year that naunts the striking appeal of a much

higher grade. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
Although very well struck, the obverse stars arc quite ill-defined. This

weakness in the stars is the result of overzealous die polishing by a mint

employee that made the stars appear misshapen and sickly!

3414 1850 Open 5. A second Brilliant Uncirculated m strict terms

of wear. Several stars are weak, and the bun shows a hollow upper

loop, partly hollow lowest twist which are not the obvious result

ofweak strike but are suggestive of unfinished die work. Surfaces

are hairhned from a past cleaning.

WELL STRUCK 1851 DOUBLE EAGLE

3416 1851 Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosts^ mint lustre graces this rich

pale orange-gold specimen. Devices and legends are as intricately

detailed as one could hope for on an 1 850s era Double Eagle, with

fully defined curls in Miss Liberty’s hair and chiseled details vis-

ible m the eagle and shield. Here is a coin with the eye appeal of a

higher grade, but rotation m the light reveals some very light hair-

lines preventing a Choice designation.

3417 1853 Choice About Uncirculated, and virtually Mint State. Rich

mint lustre adorns surfaces with a mere wisp of contact. ANACS
AU58.

3415 1850 Closed 5. .^bout Uncirculated. This coin displays much lus-

tre, bold devices stand out from the lightly bagmarked fields.

STAC'.K’S
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HISTORIC 1857‘S’ DOUBLE EAGLE
FROM S.S. CENTRAL AMERICA

(enbr^d)

3418 1857‘S’ Spiked Shield. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Deeply

reflective, boldly lustrous surfaces accentuate the remarkable strike

shown by this super-Gem. This beautiful San Francisco coin was

part of the cargo of gold coins and bullion being shipped East on

the S.S. Central America, which sank on Sept. 12, 1857. Salvage of

much of the ship’s precious cargo was accomplished by the Co-

lumbus-America Discovery Group, whose Certificate ofAuthen-

ticity signed by Tommy Thompson accompanies this lot. PCGS
MS66, filament inscribed S.S. Central America, 20A Spiked Shield.

With deluxe leather easel holder for the encapsulated coin. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

3419

1857‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated. Light friction is apparent only

at this coin’s highest points. A lovely amber patina creates a pleas-

ing visual effect. NGC AU55.

3420

1858 Choice About Uncirculated. Close scrutiny reveals a hint of

wear. The lustrous obverse has one or two minor nicks. Quite scarce

at this grade level. ANACS AU58.

3421

1860‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated. Both surfaces are quite frosty

although there is some central weakness. A few trivial obverse

scratches are noticeable. NGC AU58.

TAWNY GOLD 1861 DOUBLE EAGLE3422

1861 Choice About Uncirculated. Glorious tawny gold scintil-

lates with suppressed hints of diffuse red for remarkable lustrous

beauty. Perhaps only a wisp of rub on Liberty’s locks keeps this

exciting piece from a Mint State classification. NGC AU55.

STACK’S
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3423 1S65 (.Choice Aboiu Uiiciuiilatcd. A pleasing example iifthis tlivil

War slated I Isnible hagle. MmimalK' worn deviees are enhaiieed

with an attractive amber patina. PCX IS AU53.

3424 1866 With Motto. .About Uncirculated. Light circulation is ap-

parent on highest points, lustrous surfaces offer much appeal.

3425

1868‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated. The obverse and reverse are

problem-free and bathed in champagne lustre. NCC' AU.S8,

3426

1870‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated, nearly .Mint State. l ull mint

lustre but with some scattereil bagniarks that normally prey upon

these earlv dates. Well struck.

HIGH QUALITY 187I‘CC’ DOUBLE EACiLE

3427 187 rCC’ .About Uncirculated, or virtually so. This lightly circu-

lated. sharply struck example represents the siwtiil mrest ( larson City

date ot the I louble Eagle series, second only to the 187()'CC’, of-

ten called "King ot the CC’s." Easemating coppery-rose tones

enrich both sides of this specimen, which exhibits fewer bagniarks

than usually encountered on this notoriously mark-prone issue.

Cienerally smooth surfaces display some hairlines, which are some-

what more noticeable on the obverse than the reverse, /ii.st 17, .^87

[ucces were sinick of this sought-after Carson City date. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

stac:k’s
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3428 1873 Open 3. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Riclily lustrous

and displ.iying a forceful strike, this wholly satisfying Philadelphia

coin IS perhaps only a superficial tic or two from higher grade.

Here is a solid example for any quality-seeking collector.

3429 1873 Open 3. Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Boldly struck

devices are highlighted with satiny mint lustre. PCGS MS6().

3430 1873 Closed 3. Choice About Uncirculated. Very light wear, much

mint lustre and some hairlines define this yellow-gold example.

3431 1873‘S’ Closed 3. Brilliant Uncirculated. Smooth fields and

well defined reliefs are laved in delicately glowing orange-gold of

eye-catching intensity.

3432 1873‘S’ Closed 3. Another. Choice About Uncirculated. Very

sharp strike and minimal circulation create basic quality. Fields are

heavily hairlined with one or two obverse field scuffs.

3433 1875‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Some typical surface bag marks

are the lone detraction on this otherwise superbly struck coin.

Proof-like fields reveal some reverse copper spots. NGC MS6(I.

GLEAMING CHOICE 1876 DOUBLE EAGLES

3434 1876 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Assertive deep and flash-

ing gold lustre propels this coin into the viewer’s consciousness.

Such a powerful deep gleam is truly exceptional for gold coins of

this busy and productive era.

3435 1876 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second example of this

Centennial date boasting very similar rich lustre and outstanding

strike. A few bag marks offer limited visual distraction.

MINT STATE 1876‘CC’ DOUBLE EAGLE

3436 1876‘CC’ The variety with a close ‘CC’ mintmark on the reverse.

Brilliant Uncirculated and enjoying an abundance oficy mint frost

on either side. There is a blush of deep yellow-gold that forther en-

hances the visual allure of this very “fresh” specimen. Closer exami-

nation reveals some shallow obverse scuffing at Liberty’s cheek and

jaw. The reverse, however, approaches a Choice designation. FuU Mint

State examples of this Type II Carson City date are quite scarce.

3437 1876‘CC’ A second. About Uncirculated. Moderate wear, an old

obverse scratch and reeding marks recall brief circulation.

STACK’S
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3438

1S76‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, l-rosty siirtacci that have nice

lustre aiisi are well struck.. A nice example of this I vpe II Double

hajtle

3439

1877 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Clittering deep yellow-

gold pervades a com which is only a few scattered bag marks from

yet higher grade.

VERY RARE BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED
1877‘CC’ DOUBLE EAGLE

3440 1877‘CC’ Brilliant Uncirculated or a bit better. This evenly struck, nicely balanced specimen tiffers a warm, satiny glow on both the obverse

and reverse. A trivial reverse rim stain at I ;llll does not at all detract fnmi the expressive countenance of this very rare coin. It is doubtful that

there are more than 30-40 mint state survivors of this date, this being the first year ot production ofType III Liberty 1 lead I louble Eagles.

Only 42,565 pieces were ininieil. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
It is interesting to note that despite e.xtraordinarily liiyih recoi’eries of yiold ore from the tiiines in the Comstock re^^ion during this period, the relatiiv mintages oj ciold

coins at the Carson City .Mint in 1877 versus 1876 were decidedly smaller

3441 1877‘CC’ Another. .About Uncirculated. .Much lustre around the

reliefs remains after a short circulating lite, creating bold overall

brightness.

PLEASING CHOICE I877‘S’ DOUBLE EAGLE
3442

1877‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deeply lustrous sur-

faces bear a few scattered bag marks and a dash ot toning in the

lower obverse field near the point ot Liberty's truncation.

ST ac:k’s
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3443 1877‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Lustre is assertive,

bagniarks relatively inconspicuous on this satisfying example.

3444 1878 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Bold yellow gold lustre

shows wonderful depth, some relatively obscure bag marks can

be found.

3445 1878 A second. Brilliant Uncirculated. This superbly struck

example reveals pleasing cartwheel lustre. Reflective surfaces have

a few light bagmarks. MS61.

3446 1878 A third. Brilliant Uncirculated, perhaps a bit better. Frosty

surfaces that exude nice lustre. Well struck and very nice for the grade.

3447 1878 Doubled Die Reverse. About Uncirculated. Would prob-

ably grade mint state ifnot for some light bagniarks. Examination

reveals doubling of the reverse letters. Quite rare according to

Breen. ANACS AU50 DD REV Breen-7270.

DESIRABLE 1879‘0’ DOUBLE EAGLE

3448 1879‘0’ Choice About Uncirculated. Essentially Mint State in strict

terms of wear. Canary yellow surfaces are quite bright from a past

light dipping. Reverse surfaces are flashy and hghtly prooflike, ex-

hibiting a bold strike and absolutely minimal wear. The obverse

somewhat prooflike, with slightly more friction in the fields and at

the high points. A glass reveals some bagmarks in the fields and sev-

eral tiny cuts on Liberty’s cheek and the field before her eye. Only

2,325 pieces were struck at New Orleans, making this the second lowest

mintage of this Southern Branch Mint’s Double Eagles and one of

the lowest mintages in the entire series. This coin should become

the centerpiece of some carefully assembled quality collection of

U.S. Gold coinage. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3449 1879‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A deceptively tough to acquire

date in Mint State. Rich coppery gold lustre are combined with

above average detail. Pleasing eye appeal makes this lot worthy of

an inspection. NGC MS60.

STACK’S
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.

Mil 1SS3"S’ \sssoiul Hrillianl Uncirculated and virtiiallv C'hokc.

Hi lo.ii asv rtivc Icnioii-ycllow lustre vitalizes this well struck example.

3452 1HK4'S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly C'hoice. Attractive iiinit

frost adorns both obverse and reverse. NdC! MS()2.

3453 1S84‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Ample mint lustre adds

to the eye appeal of'this example. N(1U MShl.

3454 18S4‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Uhoice. A third. A nick

on the neck keeps this lovely, lustrous example from being desig-

nated fully Uhoice. Nice cartwheel surfaces combine with great

original color to give this coin nice appeal.

GROUP OF CHOICE 1885‘S’ DOUBLE EAGLES

3455

1885‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Strongly glowing goKl

lustre creates major appeal. Cheek scuff recalls bag storage long

ago. though field marks are fewer than usually seen. Suinr so finely

preserved.3456

1885‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second boldly lus-

trous San F-rancisco com identified by an obverse field scratch.

3457 1885‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third of similar high

sluality exhibiting minimal marks and exceptionally high overall

visual appeal.

3458

1885‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. A fourth. A
well struck and quite lustrous coin. A couple of obverse tics away

from a higher designation. I’CGS MS62.

3459

1885‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. A fifth boldly

detailed com that is accompanied with satiny mint lustre. PCCS
MS62.

3460 1885‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. A sixth. Or-

ange-peel lustre frames well struck devices. PCCS MS62.

3461 1887‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A honey gold patina reveals

slightly reflective fields. This slightly elusive date retains nicely

struck devices. NCC .MS6I.

3462 1888 Brilliant Uncirculated. An impressive amber radiance en-

hances this usually softly struck date. NCC MS6I.
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3463 1888‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. Lovely cart-

wheel lustre that accentuates the pleasing surfaces. A very nice coin

that is quite suitable for the type collector.

3464 1888‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. Another. Rich

yellow gold lustre adorns sharply struck central devices. PCGS
MS62.

3465 1889‘CC’ About Uncirculated. Actual wear in quite restrained,

obverse shows hairlines and some old field scuffs.

3466 1889‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. A sharply

struck coin resulting in stunning cameo radiance. A few trivial

obverse marks hardly detract. NGC MS62.

ATTRACTIVE 1890‘CC’ DOUBLE EAGLE

3467 1890‘CC’ Choice About Uncirculated. A wisp of friction is vis-

ible on the hair strands. Otherwise this tough date retains ample

mint lustre creating attractive eye appeal. PCGS AU55.

HANDSOME CHOICE 1890‘S’ DOUBLE EAGLE

3468 1890‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deeply flashing lustre

presents scattered obverse marks, reverse is nearly mark-free for a

handsome display.

3469 1890‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Some dark spots are apparent

on this boldly struck example. Pleasing mint frost adds to this coins

appeal. NGC MS62.
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s A 1 ISl YINC. lS‘M C:c:’ DOUBLE EAULE

3470

IH91‘CC’ Aln>ut UiicirciiLucd with much ot the lustrous appeal

o( higher grade. One i>/ 5,000 itnuk late m the stormy career ot'the

Clarsoii City .Mint and a wholly delightful e.xample. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

3471

ISOl'CC' .Msout I'.xtremelv l ine, .^nother specimen whose

.niiuith surfaces shoes moderate, uncomplicated wear with lustre

-.urroundmg the cuin's reliefs.

3472

ISVI'S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. I’leasingly smooth fields

are nearly mark-tree, lustre is full .md appealing.

3473 189I‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. .Another. Attractive

sunset lustre enhances this boldly struck Double Eagle. I’CCS

MSf.3.

3474 1891‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. This coin's

yellow-gold lustre is of a richness bordering on orange, a couple of

obverse scuffs are ot only limited visual impact.

347.3 1891‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourth example of

this date displaying lighter gold lustre with a generally similar pat-

tern ot obverse contact tics.

LUSTROUS 1892‘CC’ DOUBLE EAGLE

3476 1892‘CC’ Choice .About Uncirculated and on the cusp of full .Mint

State, l.ovelv general lustre covers both sides, examination ot the

reverse shows two bag scutts.
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3477 1892‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. 1ntense lustre and

prootlike beauty characterizes this attractive Branch Mint strike,

elusive in Choice or higher grade.

3478 1892‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Typical bag marks

are visible but surfaces are still decent. Traces ofundertype T’ logo

visible within top loop of ‘2’. Rare according to Breen. One for

the variety specialist. Breen-7312. ANACS MS61.

3479 1893 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Frosty surfaces with

plenty of mint bloom present. Greenish gold toning further en-

hances the eye appeal of this pretty coin.

PROOFLIKE 1893 ‘CC’ DOUBLE EAGLE

3480 1893 ‘CC’ Brilliant Uncirculated with claims to a Choice dis-

tinction. Toned a handsome, rich orange-rose. Boldly struck cen-

tral design elements are pleasantly contrasted by watery field

reflectivity on either side. The obverse stars show some degree of

flatness consistent with this issue. There is a small grouping of

random obverse hairlines that are largely concealed in Liberty’s

hair curls. The overall visual presentation of this rare specimen is,

however, really quite impressive. Only 18,402 examples of this date

were coined, the vast majority ofwhich are either lost or circulated

to some extent.

3481 1893‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Delightfully smooth and

reflective gold lustre enriches this example, two unobtrusive reed-

ing marks behind Liberty’s head can be discovered.

3482 1893‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Bright cart-

wheel lustre along with lovely golden toning give this coin nice

eye appeal.

3483 1894 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A splendid coin that com-

bines satiny mint lustre with strong details. PCGS MS63.

3484 1894‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A small obverse cop-

per spot hardly detracts from this superbly struck coin. PCGS
MS63.

3485 1894‘S’ A second. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated were it not

for a single, rather long lint mark at the lower obverse. Luxurious

velvet-like mint bloom and an assertive strike characterize this rich

orange-golden specimen. Although lesser mint state examples of

this date are rather readily available, higher quality pieces such as

the coin offered here certainly warrant a significant premium.

STACK’S
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3486

1895 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Smooth fickK .icccntu.itc

the qii.ihtv ot an otitstaiuhiii; strike on this iicar-( leiii example ot a

si^mticaiit Bhil.ulelphia mintage.

3487 1895 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sccoiui example otter-

ing similar overall beautx’, reddish gold on Liberrv's cheek adding

subtle contrast.

3488

1895 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated .A third. Yellow gold mint

frost enriches both sides on a com that is perhaps only a cheek

mark from higher grade.

3489 1895 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A toiirth. Both obverse and

reverse are well detailed and displav satmv mint lustre. N( iC 1 MSti.V

3490 1896 Repunched Date. Breen 7322. Brilliant Uncircidated,

.md virtuallv Choice. 1 his date was punched tsvicc, the first im-

pression ncarlv a millimeter higher than the detimtive digits. Rich

and full lustre adds to the coin's bold appeal. A rare naked-eye

v.irietv th.it is seldom ottered.

3491 1896 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. I’leasmg red-gold lustre

drenches this near-Ciem example of a lower mintage Philadelphia

date. tew contact tics are to be expected on larger gold coins of

this busy era.

3492 1896 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second high quality ex-

ample ottering a wealth ot rich yellow-gold lustre. A reeding mark

IS concealed in Liberrs 's hair.

3493 1896 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third example, distin-

guished by marvelously renective fields and fewer than average

bag marks for any bSPtfs Philadelphia date.

3494 1896 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourth lustrous example

bearing scattered obverse bag marks as often seen, a dash tit deep

red-gold on Liberty’s cheek.

3495 1896 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A tilth. Boldly struck cen-

tral devices are accompanied by orange-peel frost. The resulting

visual ettect is worth an inspection. PCUS MS63.
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3496 1896 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixth. Impressive de-

tails are coupled with ample mint lustre. A small dark spot is ap-

parent on the obverse. PCGS MS63.

3497 1896‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Sharply executed de-

tails retain a splendid amber patina. A small copper spot is noted

on the lower left obverse. NGC MS63.

3498 1897 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Assertive yellow- gold lus-

tre, a faint scuff on cheek define this generally high quality ex-

ample of this Gay Nineties date.

3499 1897 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second whose deep lus-

tre displays subtle fascinating pale “tiger stripes” in obverse field,

reeding marks on cheek.

3500 1897 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third profoundly lus-

trous piece bearing obverse marks from contact with other coins

during past times of bank storage.

3501 1897‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Radiant mint lustre

enhances superbly struck devices. NGC MS63.

MAGNIFICENT 1898 PROOF DOUBLE EAGLE

(etilar^cd)

3502 1898 Brilliant Proofand virtually fully Choice. Here is a wholly

appealing, deepest gleaming mirror example of a Proof of

only 75 pieces. From edge denticles to the needle-thm shield stripes,

this glorious Proof exemplifies a nearly perfect strike and its mag-

nificent quality is a tribute to generations of the most careful pres-

ervation. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
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3503 1S08 Brilliant Uncirculated. Attr.ictivc tiimt color with plc.is-

_k;rccnish-^old toning. A \cr\ 'V.ircc ditic in iiiiiil with only

l~‘t husini--^ <lrihf< produifd for this yenr.

3504 1808 Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. This virtually Uhoicc

example combines sharp devices with satiny mint lustre. NUU
.\1Sh2.

3505 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Rich, smoothly reflec-

tive lustre gives this com its exceptionally pleasing satiny gleam.

3506 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second example with

similar delightful satin surfaces creating hold visual appeal.

3507 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third example of this

late I'fth century date showing hold lustre, scattered hag marks.

3508 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourth. Amber mint

frost highlights needle sharp devices. PCCS MS63.

3509 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifth. Pristine mint

lustre and boldly struck surfaces combine to create this visually

appealing Double Kagle. Well worth an inspection. N(IC MS63.

3510 I899‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A wealth of deeply re-

nective lustre, a field scuff before Liberty's nose define this San

Prancisco com.
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3511 1900 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Razor-like details are coiii-

bined with a coppery radiance. NGC MS63.

3516 1900‘S’ Choice BriUiant Uncirculated. Champagne lustre high-

lights boldly detailed devices. The resulting radiance is indeed

impressive. PCGS MS63.

3517 1900‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Unblushing

full lustre is especially deep on the reverse, cheek shows a light

mark or two.

3518 1901 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a wonder-

fully bright, smoothly lustrous turn-of-the-century Gold com with

all the assertive quality of higher grade. I'CGS MS64.

3519 1901 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. An attractive

coppery glow adds to the appeal of this impressive Double Eagle.

PCGS MS63.

3520 1901‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Boldly struck with

strong detail. Would probably grade higher if not for some ob-

verse bagmarks. NGC MS63.

3521 1902‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A satisfying yellow gold patina

IS quite visible. A few trivial obverse bagmarks are hardly notice-

able. NGC MS62.

3522 1903 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This near-Gem

Double Eagle displays needle sharp details. Pristine satiny lustre

enhances problem-free surfaces. PCGS MS64.

3523 1903 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Well struck

details are combined with soft mint radiance. A minor copper spot

IS located near the date. NGC MS63.

3512 1900 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Problem free

surfaces create an impressive visual effect. NGC MS63.

3513 1900 A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Handsome lus-

trous surfaces show delightfully few evidence of bag storage.

3514 1900 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourth. Lovely smooth

lustre covers both sides, a glass finds a hairline across the cheek.

3515 1900 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated A fifth example of the fi-

nal 19th century date showing reflective gold with a few marks.

STACK’S
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3524

1‘403‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Needle sh.irp details

are bathed in satiny iiniit trust. A pleasing glow is the visually ap-

pealing result. I'CCiS MSt)3,

3525 1904 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This handsome near-

(ieni boasts unusually smooth gold lustre, surfaces generally free

ot distracting marks. NCC MS64.

3526 1904 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Both obverse

and reverse have a stunning sunset orange glow. NGC MS63.

3527 1904‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Well struck devices are

enhanced with attractive mint lustre. NCX' MS63.

3528 1905 About Uncirculated and nearly Choice. Substantial lustre

remains, especially surrounding the reliefs after a past cleaning.

Suirce.

3529

1906'D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pleasing mint frost adds

charm to this of this visually attractive specimen. One or two field

nicks are visible. NCiC' MS63.

3530 1906‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A splendidly struck coin

that is accompanied with a pleasing orange peel glow. NCiC' MS63.

3531 1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another attractive Double

E,igle that combines strong det,iil with glowing fields. PCCiS MS63.

3532 1907‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Dignified lustre conveys

beauty to this lightly Ixig-marked example of the final Liberty date.
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U. S. SAINT GAUDENS DOUBLE EAGLES

A Delightful Selection of MCMVII High ReliefDouble Eagles

JEWEL-SHARP HIGH RELIEF DOUBLE EAGLES

(ettbr^d)

3533 MCMVII (1907). Roman Numeral, High Relief. Wire Rim.

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A meticulous strike is attested

by the jewel-sharp detail, notably the facial features on Liberty

and the crisply defined leaves on her olive branch. The eagle is

wonderfully bold with a wealth offeather detail and slightly deeper

satiny lustre. PCGS MS63. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

(i'nli7rge({)

3534 MCMVII (1907) Roman Numeral, High Relief. Wire Rim.

A second. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An example of very

similar high quality and strike. The high wire rim is especially vis-

ible on this tremendously appealing first date piece. PCGS MS63.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)
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(enbr^d)

3535

MCMVII (1907). Roman Numeral, High Relief. Wire Rim.

A third. Brilliant Uncirculated, and nearly Choice. Deep yel-

low gold surfaces and very high obverse wire rim distinguish this

piece, only a shadow from higher grade and a glorious coin by any

standard. FCGS MS62. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3536

MCMVII (1907) Roman Numerals. High Relief. Wire Rim.
A fourth. Brilliant Uncirculated, with the splendid lustre of a

fully Choice e.xample. Deeply struck with boldly squared wire rims,

a glass detects couple of tiny hairlines, without which this dra-

matic coin would be considered a fully Choice example. Attrac-

tive deep gold lustre saturates this altogether excellent example of

Augustus Saint Gaudens fabulous design. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3537

MCMVII (1907) Roman Numerals. High Relief. Wire Rim.

A fifth. Brilliant Uncirculated. A well struck example that has

light yellow-gold toning with some deeper shades in the protected

areas. A small reverse rim nick is psresent. Hairlines are visible due

to a past cleaning although the coin still has a wholesome appear-

ance. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3538

MCMVII (1907) Roman Numeral, High Relief. Wire Rim.

A sixth. Choice About Uncirculated. Bright yellow-gold fields

bear a very few trivial marks, the faintest rub can be discerned on

the highest parts of the design. NGC AU58. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

STACK’S
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HANDSOME 1907 HIGH RELIEF
DOUBLE EAGLE3539

MCMVII (1907) Roman Numerals. High Relief. Wire Rim.

A seventh. About Uncirculated. A nearly inedallic strike, lightest

evidence of handling or brief circulation make this a thoroughly

pleasing example of this most famous American Gold coin. Gen-

tly cleaned long ago, the essentially insignificant rub shown by

this delightful coin is actually more suggestive ofpocket piece han-

dling than of daily circulation. ANACS Cache AU details. Net

AU50, Cleaned. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

LUSTROUS MCMVII HIGH RELIEF DOUBLE EAGLE

3540

MCMVII (1907) Roman Numerals. High Relief. Flat Rim. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny smooth surfaces that has an

abundant amount of creamy mint lustre. Well struck and devoid of any of the tiny rim tics one might find with a coin of this size and thickness.

Here is a great example ofwhat Augustus Saint Gaudens envisioned his design might look like in commercial use. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

BOLD HIGH RELIEF MCMVII DOUBLE EAGLES
3541

MCMVII (1907) Roman Numerals. High Relief. Flat Rim.

Another. Choice About Uncirculated, a whisper from Mint State.

This deep-gold example ofAugustus Saint Gaudens’ most famous

design bears a few trivial contact tics on its deep lustrous and gen-

erally satiny surfaces. A meticulous strike and startlingly full detail

make this is nonetheless a thoroughly satisfying example of what

numismatists generally agree is America’s most beautiful coin.

PCGS AU58. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3542

MCMVII (1907) Roman Numeral, High Relief. Flat Rim.

A third. About Uncirculated. Some light wear is apparent on

Liberty’s breast and leading edge of the eagle’s wing. Deep satiny

gold is nonetheless wonderfully appealing, making this an ideal

type example. NGC AU50. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
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3543 1907 Arabic Numerals. Brilliant Uncirculated, sirtuallv Cdioicc.

Boldly struck with full yellow-gold lustre covering both sides.

3544 1907 .Arabic Numerals. A second. Uhoice Absiut UiicircuLited. Light

wear, partial wire run on obverse define this lenion-yellow coin.

3545 190H No .Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A pristine

coin wth a stunning sunset orange patina. All major devices are boldly

struck making this specimen worthy of an inspection. PCC.S MS04.

3546 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second,

superbly struck coin with abundant lustre.

3547 1908 No .Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. A compelling

orange-peel patina gives this item claims to a Choice designation.

Close examination reveals some trivial field scuffs.

3548

I908‘D’ No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Boldly struck and offering pleasing deep-gold lustre, this com is

only a bagmark or two from higher grade. NCC MS64.
3549

1908‘D’ VC'itb .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A pleas-

ing hint of orange peel m the lustrous fields distinguishes this L)en-

ver strike.

3550

1909/8 t houe .About Uncinulated and virtually ot .Mint State

qu.ihrv. Bright yellow-gold toning over well struck surfaces.

3551 1909 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A compelling example of

this slightly difficult date. Strong devices retain a lovely satiny glow.

1>C(;SMS63.

3552 1909‘L)’ 3X'ide ‘D.’ Breen 7376. Choice About Uncirculated and

a whisper away from full Mint State. Breen and Akers agreed that

full Mint State examples are rare, and higher grade pieces such as

this are decidedlv elusive.

3553 1909‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny surfaces

that have some reddish-gold highlights over yellow-gold surfaces.

A very nice type coin.

3554 1909‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Light gold

frost bathes this superbly detailed coin. NCC MS63.

3555 1910‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Sunset orange lustre is

coupled with stunning devices. The terrific eye appeal makes this

coin worthy of a strong bid. PCCiS MS63.

3556 1910‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Nice frosty

surfaces gives this coin nice appeal.

3557 1911 Brilliant Uncirculated. Subdued mint frost captivates this

somewhat difficult to locate date. PCGS MS62.

3558 1911‘D’ Extremely Fine. Formerly m jewelry use, cleaned and

retaining traces of a mount at 12:0(1.

3559 1913 Brilliant Uncirculated. A sharply struck coin that is coupled

with attractive coppery surfaces. PCCS MS62.

3560 1913‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Abundant mint lustre

adorns both obverse and reverse. A needle sharp strike adds to the

visual effect. NCC MS63.
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A PAIR OF SCARCE 1913‘S’ DOUBLE EAGLES

3561 1913‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A pleasing example ofthis semi-

key date. Nicely struck with glowing fields that reveal some trivial

bag marks. Very scarce, as only 34,000 were struck at San Francisco this

year. ANACS MS60.

3562 1913‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and almost in the Choice rank.

Boldly lustrous, with only the requisite marks for the grade. Scarce

and attractive.

3563 1914 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Both surfaces are

covered with a pleasing bronze patina. Boldly struck central de-

vices enhance this coin’s appeal. NGC MS64.

3564 1914 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Here is a delight-

fully lustrous example of this low-mintage date, combining an

outstanding strike and a scarce high grade.

3565 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fully struck coin with

every device being quite bold. Extraordinary mint lustre adds to

this Double Eagle’s appeal. NGC MS64.

3566 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Wonderful

orange peel fields complement an exceptional strike and this breath-

taking Denver strike.

3567 1914‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A well detailed coin in

every respect. An attractive amber glow rounds out this specimeti’^

charm. NGC MS63.

3568 1915‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Impressive sunset lus-

tre accompanies boldly struck devices. NGC MS63.

3569 1923‘D’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated and the cusp of fully Su-

perb. With its marvelous lustre, bold strike this coin personifies

the description “premium quality.” PCGS MS65.

AN ATTRACTIVE CACHE OF 1924

DOUBLE EAGLES

3570 1924 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually of Gem
quality. Glowing satiny mint bloom and a razor sharp strike dis-

tinguish this deep yellow-golden example from the overwhelm-

ing number of .survivors from this issue.

3571 1924 Another. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A subtle

blush of champagne-orange toning accents fully struck, wonder-

fully lustrous surfaces.

3572 1924 A third. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, bordering

on a Gem classification. Red-golden hues embellish underlying

dense mint frost. Fully struck and quite attractive.

3573 1924 A fourth. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Unbro-

ken silk-like mint bloom is complemented by a delicate shade of

rose-golden toning. Sharp and appealing.

3574 1924 A fifth. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is an

assertive beauty that is quite similar in color, lustre, and strike to

the prior lot.

3575 1924 A sixth. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and quite

similar in every respect to the prior two lots. Fully struck and ap-

pealing.

3576 1924 A seventh. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Velvet

mint bloom accompanies delicate orange toning.
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1'*J4 \m , i! C hoiif Hrillidiit Uiicirculateil. An unbroken
- k. ;;unt ^iou l^ jujjnientcil b\ an ever SO Mibtle blush ot or-

.nl^e-r.'^e

.1.S7S l‘>24 A ninth Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and exhibiting the

initial allure ot a tieiii speeirnen. Trivial scuffing at the lower ob-

verse IS the only signit leant detraction on this glowing, sharply

struck jewel.

3379 1924 tenth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and a haiidsonie

rose-red example. The obverse is that of a near (iein.

3580 1924 .^ii eleventh. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Silken niint

bloom IS nearly unencumbered by contact marks. A sharply struck,

deep yellow-golden specimen.

3581 1924 .\ twelfth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and enjoymgthe

"arm’s length" allure of a full Gem. A rose-golden beautv’ that

exhibits an abundance of' underlying satiny mint bloom.

3582 1924 A thirteenth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated from an over-

all standpoint. The obverse is easily Very Choice. Glowing rose-

golden surfaces offer plenty of visual appeal.

3583 1924 A fourteenth. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated Razor sharp

definition is combined with radiant champagne lustre. A few mi-

nor ticks keep this from gem status. I'CGS MS64.

3384 1924 A fifteenth. Brilliant Uncirculated. This rich yellow-

golden example is drenched m icy mint frost. The obverse is easily

Choice or better. The reverse reveals some very well concealed

lines.

3585 1924 A sixteenth. Brilliant Uncirculated and enjoying the ini-

tial visual appeal of a higher grade. The obverse is that of a lovely

Very Choice specimen. Wonderfully satiny and quite attractive.

3586 1924 A seventeenth. Brilliant Uncirculated. The obverse is en-

tirely Choice. The reverse reveals some faint hairlines, however

the presentation is much nicer than normally encountered.

3587 1924 An eighteenth. Brilliant Uncirculated. .A shade ofred-gold

toning bathes fully frosted fields and devices.

3588 1924 A nineteenth Brilliant Uncirculated. The reverse is that

of a glorious Gem. The obverse is Choice ifnot for some evidence

of rubbing.

3589

1925 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep amber lustre enriches

this superbly detailed example. FCGS MS64.

3390 1925 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Flashing, deep

lustre bears a scattering ot bagmarks of minor visual significance.

NGC MS63.

3591 1925 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. Full face on Lib-

erty, highly appealing overall lustre define this satisfying coin.

3592 1926 Brilliant Uncirculated. Surfaces are pale yellow gold. Close

scrutiny of the lower right obverse reveals three separate and dis-

tinct images. Most notably the designers initials. An interesting

variety sure to attract the die related collector. ANACS MS63
Triple Die Obverse.

3593 1927 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Sumptuous deep yellow lus-

tre saturates this delightful, gleaiiiing Roaring Twenties Gem.

3594 1927 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another, superbly

detailed com that is coupled with superbly struck devices. FCGS
MS64.

3595 1928 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. An absolutely pristine coin.

All details are razor sharp with abundant mint lustre. The visual

effect is quite impressive. FCC!S MS65.

3596 1928 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. A virtu-

ally Gem com. Fristine eye appeal is the result of razor sharp de-

tails in combination with a splendid sunset patina. FCGS MS64.
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U.S. GOLD COMMEMOILATIVES
U.S. COMMEMORATIVE GOLD DOLLARS

JEWEL-SHARP LOUISIANA PURCHASE
DOLLARS

(enlarged)

3597

1903 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Jefferson. Gem Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Rich, even gold lustre joins a finely detailed

strike. A glass discovers two minute copper dots on the coin’s sharp

obverse rim.

(enlarged!

3598

1903 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Jefferson. Another.

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely orange-gold toning over

well struck surfaces. A premium example of this popular issue.

3599

1903 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Jefferson. A third.

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The needle sharp obverse glows

with radiant orange-peel lustre. The superbly struck reverse has

streaks oforange and gold creating an attractive visual appeal. PCGS
MS63.

3601

1903 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. McKinley. Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. Cameo-sharp bust shows distinct button-

hole emblem, both sides display deep uniform yellow-gold lustre.

3602

1903 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. McKinley. A second.

Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pristine mint frost per-

meates superbly struck devices. Unencumbered surfaces enable this

coin to be considered a virtual Gem. PCGS MS64.
3603

1903 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. McKinley. A third.

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and very nice for the grade. Deep

orange-gold toning over nicely preserved surfaces. Quite attrac-

tive.

3604

1903 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. McKinley. A fourth.

Brilliant Uncirculated. Hairlines are evident from a past clean-

ing. Nevertheless, the coin still has a decent appearance.

3600

1903 Louisiana Purchase Exposition. Jefferson. A fourth.

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Rose toning enriches frosty mint

lustre on this generally orange-gold little jewel.

STACK’S
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I o\n Y M ar-c;i;m lewis & clark
DOLLARS

3605

1904 Lewis & Clark. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Vibrant mint lustre covers both sides, a tiny copper dot appears

lett of denomination.

leiihr^’dj

3606

1905 Lewis & Clark. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Somewhat less Hashy lustre, equally sharp strike define this e.\-

ample of the second date.

3609

1915‘S’ Panania-Facific. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A third

lovely example that has nice original color and surfaces and is toned

a greeinsh-gold with some reddish highlights.

3610 1915‘S’ Panama-Pacific. Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. A lourtli example ot iiear-C!em quality offering very similar

lustre and strike.

3611 1915‘S’ Panama-Pacific. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A

filth charming example of this popular conmiemorative. Kich yel-

low gold SLirtaces enhance boldly struck devices. Pleasing eye ap-

peal adds to this coin's desirability. PCCiS MS63.

RAZOR-SHARP PANAMA-PACIFIC DOLLARS

(ftibrfeill

3607

1915‘S’ Panama-Pacific. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A

meticulous strike characterizes this needle sharp specimen. Kich

yellow gold frost enhances both obverse and reverse. NCiC' MS66.

3608

1915‘S’ Panama-Pacific. Ciem Brilliant Uncirculated. A sec-

ond. The richest frosty red-gold lustre dramatizes a meticulous

strike

3612 1916 McKinley Memorial. Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Smooth lustrous surfaces and a strike far sharper than usu-

ally seen define this highly desirable near-Gem.

'f-

Tt- 1)

3613 1917 McKinley Memorial. Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Another unusually precise strike enhances tins virtual Gem
example of a two-date commemorative.
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EXCITING 1922 GRANT DOLLARS

3614 1922 Grant with Star. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A crisply

impressed obverse star testifies to a diamond-sharp strike. One of

5,016 struck of this desirable variety. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

3615 1922 Grant. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A deep impression

of the dies gave this lovely coin its wealth of fine detail and rich

mint lustre. One of 5,000 struck without the obverse star. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

U. S. COMMEMORATIVE
QUARTER EAGLES

GEM PANAMA-PACIFIC QUARTER EAGLE

3616 1915‘S’ Panama-Pacific. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Here

is a finely detailed specimen of this Barber design boasting pleas-

ing yellow gold lustre covering a bold strike.

3617 1915‘S’ Panama-Pacific. Another. Gem Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. A wonderfully impressed example that has nice color and

lovely eye appeal.

3618 1915‘S’ Panama-Pacific. A third. Very Choice Brilliant Un-

circulated. Satiny mint frost combines with bold details to create

this numismatic treasure. I’CGS MS64.

3619 1926 Sesquicentennial. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Immacu-

late mint frost complements an exacting strike including clear re-

verse rays.

3620 1926 Sesquicentennial. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A sec-

ond glowing jewel boasting virtually.

3621 1926 Sesquicentennial. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third

pristine example that approaches a Gem classification. Visually

appealing orange-peel surfaces accompany stunning devices. PCGS
MS63.

3622 1926 Sesquicentennial. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
fourth. Blazing mint lustre adorns needle sharp devices. Impres-

sive eye appeal is the result. NGC MS63.
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V. S. ASSAYLK AUCJUS l US HUMBERT

MINT STATE 1851 $50.00 ‘SLUG’

3623 1851 $50.00. U.S. Assayer Augustus Humbert. .880 THOUS.
K.5 (R-5). Brilliant Uncirculated. Reeded edge, .880 fine Gold

dehnc this basic r\'pe ot Assayer Humbert’s famous “Slugs," leg-

endary California Gold pieces of the Gold Rush. This type dis-

plays a target reverse with concentric circles at the center.

1 lumbert's trademark engine- turning filling the rest of the field.

A glass reveals an unimportant hint of striking weakness at ob-

verse center, more than offset by the massive coin's rich and satis-

tv’inggold lustre. This splendid coin will function as an ideal tvpe

com or e.xample ot a major Pioneer variety for the specialist. (SEE
COLOR PLATE)

RUGGED 1852 .887 THOUS. 850.00 SLUG

3624 1852 $50.00, U.S. Assayer Augustus Humbert. .887 THOUS.
K.l 1 (R-5). Choice Very Fine. Reeded Edge, target reverse. This

massive gold coin’s obvious circulation and scattered marks are

delightfully evocative of the stirring times of the Ciold Rush and

demonstrate that Humbert’s com were meant for active circula-

tion. Corners are relatively sharp, and wear is generally uniform

and untroubled. PCGS VF25. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

UNITED S I A LES ASSAY
OFFICE OF GOLD

HIGH GRADE 1853 U.S.A.O.G. $20.00

3625 1853 $20.00. United States Assay Office of Gold. .900

THOUS. K.18. Choice About Uncirculated with the undeni-

able lustrous beautv' of Mint State. Lovely clear red-gold toning

overlies deep golden fields and precisely defined reliefs. First A in

AMERICA shows a broken crosspiece, engine-turned reverse dis-

plays the bold caruvlieel reflectivits' more wpical ofUncirculated,

making make this coin well-mgh irresistible. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

BOLDLY STRUCK U.S.A.O.G. $20.00

3626 1853 $20.00. United States Assay Office of Gold. .900

THOUS. K.18. .^bout Uncirculated. Types as above, bold cross-

piece 111 the first A. Lightly circulated with a scattering of minor

marks in the soft California gold.

METICULOUS 1852 U.S.A.O.G. $10.00

3627 1852 $10.00. United States Assay Office of Gold. .884

THOUS. K.12a(l). (R-6). Choice About Uncirculated, on the

cusp of Mint State. Wonderfully sharp raised rims with e.xcep-

tionally bold rim denticulation enclose lustrous lemon-yellow fields

and splendid high-relief devices. Lettering on the reverse tablet is

startlingly clear and sharp, showing 'O’ ofOFFICE below 'N' ot

UNITED. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
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PLEASING KELLOGG & CO. TWENTY
DOLLARS

3628 1854 $20.00. Kellogg & Co. K.2 (R-4) Long Arrows. Ex-

tremely Fine or better. A very sharp strike is reflected in the high

relief and meticulous detail on Liberty and her jeweled coronet.

The reverse is a trifle less sharply impressed with the eagle show-

ing less vivid relief. Pale green-gold shows bright surfaces with

light abrasion at the first obverse star and below ‘SAN’ on the re-

verse. Diligent search will find one or two light marks that are

inevitable on these workhorses of the Gold Rush economy of the

American West. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

CLARK, GRUBER TRIANGULAR MOUNTAIN
PATTERN $20.00

3629 1860 $20.00. Clark, Gruber & Co. K.4b. Choice Extremely

Fine to About Uncirculated. Copper goldplate. Reeded Edge. This

obverse displays a boldly stylized triangular mountain with leg-

end, PIKES PEAK GOLD, TWENTY D. DENIER appears at

the mountain’s base, spaced ‘DEN VE R’ with letters ‘VE’ touch-

ing at the top. Reverse bears a Federal eagle and pioneer minters’

name CLARK GRUBER & CO., tall date I860. As a pattern for

this Denver firm’s first proposed $20 piece, this piece saw no ac-

tual circulation but displays pocket-piece wear. This Pattern was

struck in copper and gold plated, skillfully enough that parties

unknown tested the “Gold” by exposing the underlying metal left

of the eagle. Kagin called this metal and plating unique, but a tiny

number is now known to exist. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

CLARK, GRUBER PIKE’S PEAK $10.00

3630 1860 $10.00. Clark, Gruber & Co. K.3 (R-5). About Uncircu-

lated in terms of wear and detail, naturalistic mountain and eagle

are wonderfully bold. This handsome coin’s even yellow-gold sur-

faces show the most subtle evidence of having been skillfully

smoothed. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
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77/t' Henry iLi costu Gomez Collection ofU.S. Gold Coins: Part H
A l A riN AMERICAN COLLECTION AND HOARD

I he follou’tn\f lots of l u'eniy Dollar Gold pieces are the second part of a laryie collection and hoard ofU.S. Gold Coins that helonned to

businessman Henry da costa Gomez. Haring no faith in the currencies of the Latin American nations in which he conducted business, Mr. da

costa Gomez instead preferred to receire payment for profltsharinf> and dividends in gold coin. Through these payments, he was able to build up

a sizable hoard of Twenty Dollar Gold pieces, as ivell as smaller denomination gold coins. The following coins have lain untouched for many

decades and represent a very ‘[fresh ” offering ofattractive, original coins. Part I of this collection was offered in our May 2004 .Auction Sale.

U. S. DOUBLE EAGLES ($20.00 GOLD)

U. S. LIBERTY HEAD DOUBLE EAGLES

3631 1S98‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Ciein. Soft

maize-gold fields combine with mint-frost devices for solid eye

appeal. Only some very light bagging marks keeps this com from

the (lem category.

3632 1898‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Gem.

Another attractive example, this with richer pale tawny gold ton-

ing with light coppery gold at centers. Trivial bagmarks.

3633 1898‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Gem. A
third pleasing example. Glimmering whisky-gold toning is well-

married to robust frosty devices. The fields are clear and quite pleas-

ing with some minuscule contact tics noted for accuracy.

3634 1898‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, on the very cusp

of Gem. A fourth. FrooHike. radiant fields join with crisp frosty

devices for a delightful cameo effect. Some picayune contact tics

noted on this superb example.

3635 1898‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifth. Honey-

gold with pale coppery-gold at centers. Some light obverse

bagmarks.

3636 1898‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixth. Boldly

struck with satiny fields, pleasing. Tiny rim nick noted.

3637 1898‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventh.

Wheat-yellow toning with a soft amber bloom, and a hint ofclaret

on the last letter in Liberty’s headband identify' this piece. Some

slide marks behind the bust and a small obverse rim ding at 4:00.

3638 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, with claims to Gem.

An eighth. A smartly struck com with distinct pale-gold devices

in buttery fields. Only some tiny nicks on the cheek and minute

reverse contact tics waylay the piece from the realm of Gem.

3639 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, with claims to Gem. A

ninth. Soft honey-gold with delicate tinges of emerald. Pleasing

frosting in Dame Liberty’s hair. A tiny shallow dig behind her neck.

3640 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, with claims to Gem. A

tenth. The obverse a full whisky-gold; the reverse artful with liq-

uid amber hues in the peripheries, hints ofemerald and a rich deep

honey center. Close inspection reveals minor contact marks

3641 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, with claims to Gem.

An eleventh. Cirisp and pleasing with soft coppery hues at the cen-

ters and sharp borders. Trivial contact tics behind the head and a

minute obverse rim nick at 8:30.

3642 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twelfth. Light frosty

devices in pale tawny gold fields. Some obverse bagmarks.

3643 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirteenth. Glimmer-

ing wheat-gold. Close inspection shows some contact marks in

the fields and on Liberty’s cheek.

3644 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourteenth. Frosting

on sharp devices, the reverse eagle bold and proud. Champagne

hues compliment the coin’s dreamy wheat-gold toning. Some

minute obverse nicks, still an attractive example.

3645 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifteenth. Satiny

smooth surfaces imbued with a blustery wheat-gold. Slide mark

behind head.

3646 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixteenth. Liberty

exhibiting delicate hair and profile amplified by the deep wheat-

gold and slightly russet toning. Staccato bagmarks behind the hc.id.
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3647 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventeenth. On this

whisky-gold .specimen, the Liberty head is sharp and bold as is the

eagle in its glory. Baginarks on the cheek and before the head.

3648 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An eighteenth. Semi-

prooflike fields cameo a delicate orange-gold Liberty head. A dig

is noted on the upper cheek, nonetheless a very pleasing example.

3649 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A nineteenth. Hints of

orange play on Liberty making it distinct in soft smooth wheat-

gold fields. Close inspection shows some light bagmarks. The bor-

ders crisp.

3650 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twentieth. Robust

and boldly defined with gentle mint frost on the devices dancing

in semi-reflective fields. A light scattering ofbagmarks before Lib-

erty does not detract from the coin’s fine eye appeal.

3651 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty- first.

Clammy and sharp. Well-defined Liberty head and eagle stand out

well in orange-gold fields. Some obverse bagmarks, the reverse

smooth and clear.

3652 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-second. On
this, satiny fields show a faint undertone of emerald and the Lib-

erty head is graced with a slight nimbus of orange. A dig is noted

below the bottom right star. The reverse sharply defined and pleas-

ing with but trivial bagmarks.

3653 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-third. An
overall pleasing example with glittering wheat-gold fields, clean

save for some trivial bagmarks. Minor reverse spot in upper right

rays.

3654 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-fourth. A fully

prooflike example with some contact tics in its reflective fields. A
tinge of claret on and before the ‘A’ in AMERICA.

3655 1898‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty- fifth. Mel-

low honey-gold with a soft obverse center halo oforange. Reverse

peripheral stain at 2:00.

3656 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, and virtually Choice. A twenty-

sixth. Soft orange-blossom gold. Only some minute rim tics and a

small nick by the mouth keep this from the Choice category.

3657 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, on the edge of the Choice cat-

egory. A twenty-seventh. A well-struck example toned a honey-

gold with faint emerald undertone, the Liberty head bathed in or-

ange. Some small nicks are noted on the obverse.

3658 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-eighth. A virtually

Choice example with sharp devices in robust coppery-yellow gold

fields. Minor bagmarking.

3659 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. A twenty-ninth.

Well-impressed with coppery-yellow gold toning. Some tiny ob-

verse staccato digs.

3660 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, and near Choice. A thirtieth.

Crisp whisky gold. Close inspection revels some light bagmarks

and an ever so slight grittiness to the reverse.

3661 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-first example, nearly

Choice. Soft satiny surfaces, a tinge of iridescent claret between

the ‘E-D’ of UNITED. An edge rolled across has left a surface

mark on Liberty’s cheek.

3662 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-second. Well-defined

with coppery-whisky gold toning. Some stray contact tics and a

few minor spots at obverse edge keep this from Choice.

3663 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, near-Choice. A thirty-third.

Glimmering whisky-gold on satin fields attractively sets out the

Liberty head. On the reverse, a blush ofsteel-blue is found around

a soft orange reverse center, with a tinge of claret on the left curli-

cue of the shield festoon. Very light bagmarks.

3664 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, and near-Choice. A thirty-

fourth. Well-chiseled devices grace crisp pale tawny fields which

under close scrutiny reveal contact marks before the head.

3665 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-fifth. This specimen

boasts a weU-defined Liberty and eagle and light whisky-gold ton-

ing. Some contact marks in the obverse field inch this coin from

the Choice category. The reverse is crisp and clean.

3666 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, and nearly Choice. A thirty-

sixth. Bold, decisive strike. Coppery-honey tone on satin fields.

Two tiny rim nicks and a nick above Liberty’s nostril noted.

3667 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-seventh and with claims

to Choice. Sharp devices are set offwell by this coin’s lovely tawny

whisky-gold tone. A staccato flurry of nicks on Liberty’s chin.

The reverse, though, satiny smooth and clean.

3668 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-eighth. A distinct Lib-

erty head is defined in the warm haze ofwheat-gold fields. In many

ways this coin is Choice, save for some surface nicks on and before

the head. The reverse surfaces are satin smooth and clean.

3669 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-ninth. Full buttery old

tone with slight coppery and steel-blue blush. Some bagmarks on

both obverse and reverse.

3670 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A fortieth. A smart strike, sat-

iny surfaces and crisp borders mark this coin. Closer scrutiny re-

veals obverse bagmarks which keep this piece from the Choice cat-

egory.
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3671 1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, or better. Dame Liberre is

haloed in a soft steely-blue in a sea ot rich orange- honey tone.

Some obverse contact marks. The reverse whisky-gold.

3672 1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Crisp devices

with glittery whisky-gold toning. Some bagmarks on the obverse,

less on the reverse.

3673 1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. This well-impressed

e.xample has lovely full sole orange-yellow toning on the obverse

and wheat-gold on the reverse. Light contact tics either side.

3674 1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourth. Liberty with a

razor-sharp profile. Softly toned with a nice even glow. A scatter-

ing ofobverse bagmarks, with a few also noted on the reverse.

3675 1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifth. A well-struck ex-

ample, toned a wheat-gold with a soft champagne undertone.

Closer scrutiny reveals some light contact tics.

3676 1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixth. Toned a full even

and rich whisky gold, a soft yellow-orange glow around Libertv'.

Some minor surface nicks and tics.

3677 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated, near Choice. A seventh. A crisp

struck coin with soft orange-yellow gold toning. Slide marks on

the obverse.

3678 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. An eighth. Yellow-gold with hints

of russet and soft satiny surfaces. Obverse bagmarks hold this ex-

ample back from the Choice category.

3679 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A ninth. A well-defined example

that nears Choice, imbued with a lovely subtle two-tone obverse -

pale yellow and whisky-gold, and a light honey reverse. Light sur-

face nicks.

3680 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A tenth. Nicely defined devices,

lovely even wheat-gold toning and silky fields distinguish this ex-

ample. Light bagmarking and a few tiny run tics do not detract

from Its overall eye appeal.

3681 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. An eleventh. 1 he obverse attrac-

tively toned a warm orange-blossom and honey, the reverse or-

ange-amber with a pale wheat and blue undertone. Light surfai e

marks in the fields.

3682 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twelfth. Soft subdued orange-

yellow toning over minor obverse surface nicks.

3683 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirteenth. Glistening rose-gold

compliments sharp devices. A furry of obverse bagmarks visible

under closer inspection, the reverse near clear save for a few stray

minute marks.

3684 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourteenth. A handsome, well-

impressed strike toned a wheat gold with shades ofchamp.igne hues.

Obverse bagmarks keep this one out of the Choice ranks.

3685 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifteenth. Another crisp strike,

toned a wet-straw yellow with hunt hints ofemerald green. A few

minor nicks and obverse stacking marks.

3686 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixteenth. Frosty yellow- gold,

this example is well-framed with good eye-appeal. A good candi-

date tor Choice save for light stacking marks on both sides.

3687 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventeenth. Dame Liberty is

framed by a light yellow halo in soft mustard yellow fields. A mi-

nor edge ding is readily apparent at 12: 15. Light surface nicks are

also noted.

3688 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. An eighteenth. An overall attrac-

tive com with claims to Choice. Some staccato obverse nicks in

vibrant wheat-rose gold fields.

3689 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A nineteenth. Hints of mint frost

grace the central devices blending well with light centers m rich

straw-gold fields. Some stacking marks obverse and reverse.

3690 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twentieth. Overall, a meticu-

lous strike with goodly amount of mint frost on Liberty giving her

a warm glow in yellow amber fields. Obverse bagmarks in the fields.

The reverse attractive.

3691 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-first. Toned a full tawny

yellow-gold in silken fields. Light nicks and slide marks from jos-

tling in bank bags.

3692 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-second. A well-struck

com with some frost, a lovely glimmering straw'-yellow. Some siir-

tace nicks noted.

3693 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-third. Light rose-gold

with champagne hues. A narrow scratch below the eye and before

the brow noted as are some surface nicks.

3694 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-fourth. Light hints of

orange dance over the devices ofthis example toned a honey-wheat

yellow. Bagmarks in the obverse field.

3695 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-fifth. The Liberty head

warmly glowing in satiny straw-gold fields tinged orange. Light

stacking marks with a small nick on Liberty's neck. The reverse a

full straw-gold.
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3696 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-sixth. Only some ob-

verse snrtace marks derail this piece from Choice. A crisp strike

with a shimmering sunny yellow gold obverse, and a reverse soft

honey-gold with an attractive pale coppery center.

3697 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-seventh. This a warm
wheat-gold example with a healthy bit of mint frost on the de-

vices. Some light contact marks.

3698 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-eighth. A pleasing well-

detailed coin with peripheral honey and slight hints of orange

around a glowing pale yellow center. A small scattering ofobverse

surface nicks.

3699 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-ninth. Elegantly defined

and bold, this coin has claims to Choice. A scattering of stacking

marks noted on otherwise satiny surfaces.

3700 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirtieth. Sharp and pleasing, toned

a wheat-gold with hints of orange-peel. Slide marks in the fields.

3701 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-first. Bold and brash toned

an attractive straw-yellow with a soft swirl of orange hues. Minor

stacking marks and a tiny rim tic at 6;00.

3702 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-second. This example

shows some mint frost on the devices which blends well with the

deep orange-honey gold tone. Some staccato contact marks in

obverse fields.

3703 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-third. Ruddy yellow-gold

with champagne hues, the devices well-de- fined. On the rim some

tiny tics noted as are some surface bagmarks.

3704 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-fourth. Satiny and glitzy

with warm centers in soft yellow fields. Obverse bagmarks.

3705 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-fifth. Good eye appeal.

Robust wheat-gold with some frost. Closer scrutiny reveals con-

tact marks in the fields.

3706 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-sixth. A decent coin toned

straw-gold. Staccato surface tics noted.

3707 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-seventh. Somewhat sub-

dued lustre and pale mustard-yeUow toning give this coin a slightly

matte feel. Minor bagmarks.

3708 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-eighth. Well struck, this

coin toned a light wheat gold. Some obverse bagmarks noted as

are a few tiny rim tics at obverse left.

3709 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-ninth. Full soft straw-gold

with faint hints of reverse emerald-gold. Light contact marks.

3710 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A fortieth. This with pleasing frosty

devices amplified by honey-wheat fields. A nick on the cheek and

a few below the chin noted.

3711 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-first. A coin with attrac-

tive lustre, satiny wet-straw gold with a soft undertone of steel-

blue. A small circular dig is discernible on Liberty’s hair above the

ear as are some tiny staccato surface digs in the obverse field.

3712 1907‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated, near Ghoicc. A rich bold strike

with silky yellow-gold fields marks this I )enver example. Two small

nicks on the jawlme keep this from the Choice category.

3713 1907‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A well-struck coin with

smooth, satiny surfaces a pale wheat-gold tone. Close inspection

reveals a contact dig behind the eye.

3714 1907‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Another San Francisco example.

This pale straw-gold with slightly subdued lustre. Some slide marks

in the fields.

GROUPS OF U. S. LIBERTY HEAD
DOUBLE EAGLES

3715 1893, 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. The first has bronze gold

surfaces coupled with well struck devices. The latter has orange-

peel glow and perhaps near a Choice designation. 2 pieces.

3716 1893, 1893‘S’, 1898 About Uncirculated. The first is Virtually

Mint State. The second nears Mint State but has some rim dam-

age. Light friction characterizes the third. 3 pieces.

3717 1893, 1893‘S’, 1898 About Uncirculated. Each coin displays mini-

mal contact. All have some dark areas with some lustre among the

devices. 3 pieces

3718 1893‘S’, 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. The first has sunset

orange lustre. The second is prooflike hut has a few typical

bagmarks. 2 pieces.

3719 1893‘S’ (2), 1898 About Uncirculated. The first two have some

dark areas with one having some obverse bruises. The last ap-

proaches a Mint State status. 3 pieces.

3720 1893‘S’, 1907‘S’ About Uncirculated. The first nears Mint State

status. The second has been lightly cleaned; 1893‘S’ Extremely

Fine. Problem-free and evenly worn. 3 pieces.

3721 1898, 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated. A quite frosty pair that has a

few trivial bag marks. 2 pieces.

3722 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A pleasing pair with each

having Mint State details. One has reflective fields however both

have typical bag marks. 2 pieces.

3723 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A second lustrous duo with

each being one or two surface abrasions away from Choice. 2 pieces.

3724 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A third pair. Both have an

attractive orange-peel radiance. 2 pieces.

3725 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A fourth pair. Each has vis-

ible mint frost but slight obverse scuffs are apparent. 2 pieces
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3727 IS'^S'S’ Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A sixth pair. Both have

prv'i'tlike surfaces. fAiie has numerous obverse reeding marks on

the central device. 2 pieces.

3728 18V8‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A seventh mint state pair

with lustrous surfaces. (.Ane has numerous obverse bag marks while

the second has left field abrasion. 2 pieces.

372*^ 1898‘S’ (3). C'hoice About Uncirculated. Extremely light friction

gives this trio claims to mint state. 3 pieces.

3730 I898‘S’ (3). A second trio. About Uncirculated. A mostly prob-

lem free and gently worn group. Typical surfaces offer hints of

mint frost. 3 pieces.

3731 1898‘S’ (3). A third trio. About Uncirculated. A decent group of

nnmmally worn coins. All are quite lustrous. 3 pieces.

3732 1898‘S’ (3). A fourth trio. About Uncirculated. Each one has light

to heavy surface nicks. 3 pieces.

3733 1898‘S’ About Uncirculated (2) and Extremely Fine. A fifth trio.

The first two have dark areas with hints of frost interspersed, the

third is perhaps worthy of About Uncirculated status. 3 pieces.

3734 1898‘S’ About Uncirculated (2) and Extremely Fine. A sixth trio.

One of the AUs is softly struck and one has some obverse lamina-

tion, while the EF is decent but has some rough surfaces. 3 pieces.

3735 1898‘S’ (3). A seventh trio. Ohoice Extremely Fine. Evenly worn

devices characterize each specimen. 3 pieces.

3736 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A trio of this date. Goodly lus-

tre and light bagmarks. 3 pieces.

3737 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). Another date trio. Decent lus-

trous examples with moderate bagmarking. 3 pieces.

3738 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). .A third trio. Richly toned with

moderate bagmarks. 3 pieces.

3739 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A fourth trio. Robust, well-

defined and lustrous. Typical bagmarks. 3 pieces.

3740 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A fifth triplet. Lustrous and each

a slightly different gold tone. .Moderate bagmarks. 3 pieces.

3741 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A sixth trio. Each generally sat-

iny with abundant lustre. And each bagmarked on Libert\'’s cheek

and in the left obverse field. 3 pieces.

3742 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A seventh triad. Handsome

examples with light bagmarks. 3 pieces.

3743 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). An eighth trio. Well detailed

and lustrous, but heavily bagmarked 3 pieces.

3744 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A ninth trio. One with a deep

mark on Liberu 's cheek, another with signs of a subtle obverse

cleaning, and the last with heavily bagmarked surfaces 3 pieces

3745 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A tenth triplet. I )ecent examples

with rich lustre and light to middling bagmarks. 3 pieces.

3746 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). An eleventh trio. A group that

nears Ghoice status. 3 pieces.

3747 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A twelfth impressive trio of lus-

trous coins that are a nick or two away from choice. 3 pieces.

3748 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A thirteenth trio. Another lovely

group ofsuperbly struck Double Eagles. All have lustrous surfaces.

3 pieces.

3749 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A fourteenth trio. Splendidly

struck coins are combined with surfaces of orange-peel radiance.

3 pieces.

3750 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A fifteenth trio. All coins are

well struck and lustrous. 3 pieces.

3751 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A sixteenth trio. Some light

bag marks hardly detract from this group. 3 pieces

3752 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). A seventeenth trio. Lustrous

specimens have a few trivial ticks. 3 pieces.

3753 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (3). An eighteenth trio. A splendid

trio of frosty’ specimens. 3 pieces.

3754 1907 Choice About Uncirculated (3). A nineteenth trio. Uvenill

attractive specimens with light bagmarks. one of which very near

Mint State. 3 pieces.

3755 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). An impressive pair. Pleasing

sunset radiance gives these coins claims to a higher grade. 2 pieces.

3756 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A second pair. Both are evenly

matched and perhaps near a choice designation. 2 pieces.

3757 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A third pair. Orange- peel ra-

diance enhance gently bag marked fields. 2 pieces.

3758 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A fourth pair. Sharply detailed

coins retain a few obverse ticks. 2 pieces.

3759 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A filth pleasing duo. Each has

satisfy’ing mint frost. 2 pieces.

3760 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A sixth pair. Goppery gold sur-

faces lends this pair claims to a higher designation. 2 pieces.

3761 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A seventh pair. Champagne ra-

diance adorns each specimen. 2 pieces.

3762 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). An eighth pair. A tew minor

bag marks keep this well struck duo from a Choice status. 2 pieces.

3763 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A ninth duo. Each nears a

Choice designation if not for an obverse scull. 2 pieces.
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3764 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A tenth pair. A pleasing oratige

patina highlights each coin. 2 pieces.

3765 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). An eleventh pair. One has some

obverse reeding marks. The other has a few light bag marks but

otherwise quite nice. 2 pieces.

3766 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A twelfth pair. Each has an at-

tractive sunset glow. 2 pieces.

3767 1907 Brilliant Uncirculated (2). A pair, both bagmarked and with

rim nicks; plus a 1907 ‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. The reverse

warped at the upper right edge, with reeding marks and rim nicks.

3 pieces.

3768 1907, 1907‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. The first is well struck

and has pleasing eye appeal. The second has an obverse neck abra-

sion. 2 pieces.

3769 1907, 1907‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A second pair. Each is

quite lustrous. The latter has a minor reverse stain. 2 pieces.

3770 1907‘D’, 1907‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A well detailed pair

accompanied with satiny mint frost. 1898‘S’ Choice About Un-
circulated. A coin on the cusp ofa Mint State classification. 3 pieces.

3771 1907‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated (2). Both are indeed attractive

but somewhat softly struck. 2 pieces.

ST. GAUDENS DOUBLE EAGLES

3772 1908 No Motto. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A finely-detailed,

soft yellow-gold and attractive example with satin-smooth fields.

3773 1908 No Motto. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Another attrac-

tive example of this classic design. A sharp coin toned wheat-gold

with a faint undertone of steel-blue.

3774 1908 No Motto. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. A light

yellow-gold coin with solid eye-appeal and delightful surfaces.

3775

1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourth.

Attractive ambient orange hues flicker on the obverse rays of this

crispy struck and ncar-Gem coin. The reverse a soft honey-gold.

3776 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifth.

A well-struck, pleasing example with lovely silken surfaces, soft

yellow-gold.

3777 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixth.

This example well-detailed, with satiny smooth surfaces and toned

a pale straw-yellow with faint hints of orange. A minute nick at

Liberty’s midsection stays this piece from the Gem category.

3778 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sev-

enth. Pale rose-gold with slightly subdued lustre.

3779 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An eighth.

Lustrous straw-gold with sharp borders complementing fine details.

3780 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A ninth.

Flecks of burnt orange and a faint undertone of emerald green

highlight the fields of this wheat-gold example.

3781 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
tenth. Well-struck and boldly bordered, a pleasing specimen sun-

light yellow.

3782 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An elev-

enth. Lustrous and satin-yellow with solid eye-appeal. A tiny dig

on right reverse ray noted for accuracy.

3783 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, near-

Gem. A twelfth. Toned a lovely lustrous wheat gold. The reverse

eagle a lighter straw creating a lovely cameo affect.

3784 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly

Gem. A thirteenth. This with bold details on the folds ofLiberty’s

gown, the ground and the date area, and toned a resplendent sat-

iny wheat gold.

3785 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A four-

teenth. Well-defined devices with pale orange highlights in blaz-

ing wheat-gold fields make for a pleasing coin. Two faint hairhnes

to right of Liberty’s head noted.

3786 1908 No Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fif-

teenth. Crisply framed devices with sharp obverse and reverse rays

amplified by an attractive warm lustrous glow.

3787 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixteenth.

Rich yellow-gold and silky smooth fields shimmer with a soft or-

ange undertone on this example. Only a few minute obverse nicks

keep this from the lofty heights of Gem.

3788 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventeenth.

Smartly impressed with good eye appeal, this coin as definite claims

to Gem. Close scrutiny unveils picayune minute nicks on its lus-

trous satiny honey gold surfaces.
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l‘*OS .No .Motto. Choice Hrilliant Uncirculated. .A nineteenth

and near iiein example. Liberty moves with majesty in yellow-

i;v>ld tieldx with delicate orange hues. A marvelous rwo-toned. straw

and orange, eagle is further highlighted by soft streaks of blue-

grav on its upper feathers.

3791 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twentieth.

I his attractive com features a tlaxen obverse with soft lustre and a

straw-gold reverse with orange highlights and a two-toned eagle.

3792 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-first.

.A handsome coin, well-executed, with sharp, broad borders. Its

yellow-gold tone is splendidly complemented by a swathe of ob-

verse amber and an emerald-green undertone.

3793 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A tsventy-sec-

ond. A trivial rim bruise on the lower right reverse does not de-

tract from this attractive Ha-xen-gold example.

3794 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-

third. Pleasing devices in pale rose-gold fields. Some light tics on

the upper reverse rim.

3795 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A rwentv^-

fourth. A decent coin with hay-yellow gold toning.

3796 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A rwentv-

titth. Delt borders tranie pleasing devices in honey-wheat silken

fields delicately highlighted by champagne hues. Very trivial con-

tact marks are noted in the upper obverse field.

3797 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-

sixth. This a glorious tlaxen-gold example, finely detailed. Under

magnification, its clear smooth fields disturbed only by some

minute obverse bagmarks.

3798 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-sev-

enth. A sassy strike, silken smooth and straw-gold.

3799 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twentx-eighth.

A robust coin with good details and lustre, honey-wheat in color.

3800 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-

ninth. Pithy borders and good details are complemented by gentle

wheat gold, warm and smooth. Trivial obverse surtace nicks.

3801 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirtieth.

A decent example, light yellow with pale amber highlights, with

very minor contact marks,

3802 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirrx-first.

This sparkling fia.xen-gold example displays a boldly defined Lib-

erty and lovely half-tones playing upon a noble reverse eagle. Very

minor surface tics.

3803 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-sec-

ond. Pleasing details m satiny honey-gold fields define this ex-

ample. Some trivial surface tics noted.

3804 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirt\-third.

Pale flax with slightly subdued lustre.

3805 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-

iourth. A com oi goodly deimition, gentle wheat-gold with a soli

reverse orange glow and burnt orange toning spot above the eagle

3806 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-fifth.

Well-impressed devices m soft wheat gold fields, with a whimsical

hint ot sunlight yellow rising from Liberry'’s left.

3807 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-sixth.

This pale iTix-gold specimen bold and brash with sharp broad bor-

ders. Very minor contact marks.

3808 1908 No .Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirtv-sev-

enth. A nice. Light yellow-gold example.

3809 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-

eighth. Smartly struck and toned a pale wheat gold, this com boasts

silky smooth fields disturbed ever so slightly by a few minute sur-

face nicks and edge tics.

3810 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-ninth.

An attractive, crisply executed com, light yellow-gold in tone, with

minute bagmarks.

3811 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fortieth. A

decent example, soft yellow-gold with light chanip,igne hues.

Smooth, clean surtaces disturbed only by some minute nicks be-

low the eagle and very faint contact marks upper obverse.

3812 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated forty-first.

This piece vibrant and silky wheat yellow gold. Some minor

bagmarks noted.

3813 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-sec-

ond. A com with crisply stated devices and rich honey-wheat tone.

3814 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-third.

Sparkling and pleasing with only trivial obverse bagmarks.

3815 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-fourth.

Good details such as Libertv’T well-defined mouth mark tins coin.

Liberty framed by a warm pale coppery glow in fia.xen fields. A

tiny nick noted on the inner part of the eagle’s left feathers.

3816 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A forry-fifth.

Overall a decent example, light yellow-gold, with some minute

surface nicks.

3817 1908 No Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fortv'-sixth.

Crisp borders frame this attractive example toned a light wheat-

gold with blushes of pale yellow. Very light contact marks and an

obverse rim nick at 9:00.
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3818 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-seventh. A
pleasant satiny straw-gold coin, some weakness of strike on

Liberty’s nose and light bagmarks.

3819 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-eighth. An

overall sharp, virtually Choice, light silken honey example with

very minor bagmarks.

3820 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated, and near- Choice. A
forty-ninth. Well-defined borders frame this mellow flaxen gold

coin. A few nicks noted in obverse field.

3821 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fiftieth. A robust,

well-struck coin with some minor surface nicks.

3822 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifty-first. A well-

impressed Liberty face and pleasing eagle mark this example.

3823 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifty-second. Vir-

tually Choice, this flax-gold toned coin is crisp in detail highlighted

by tinges of pale amber and orange.

3824 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifty-third. A hght

mint frost sheen sparkles on this coins light honey-wheat hue. Light

obverse bagmarking.

3825 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifty-fourth. Near-

Choice with satiny surfaces disturbed by hght bagmarks.

3826 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifty-fifth. Pleasing

mint frost in the folds ofDame Liberty’s gown.

3827 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifty-sixth. A coin

with crisp borders and devices, fully Choice were it not for a re-

verse rim nick at 9:00.

3828 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifty-seventh. A

decent example with some obverse contact marks and striking

weakness on Liberty’s nose.

3829 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifty-eighth. Good

details on a near-Choice coin with pleasing light honey-wheat ton-

ing.

3830 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifty-ninth. Good

definition all around and light wheat-gold toning. A tiny shallow

scrape at the reverse rim 7:45, and a few obverse surface marks

keep this piece from the Choice category.

3831 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixtieth. Here is a

nice flaxen-gold example with sparkling fields.

3832 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixty-first. Satiny

and sharp.

3833 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixty-second. At-

tractive mint frost sparkles on the eagle’s feathers. A few obverse

surface nicks noted on an otherwise Choice coin.

3834 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixty-third. The crisp

details of this piece’s central devices are made manifest by spar-

kling mint frost. A coin ofgood eye appeal.

3835 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixty-fourth. Bold

with lovely honey-gold sheen.

3836 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixty- fifth. Well-

impressed and very nearly Choice.

3837 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixty-sixth. Also

near-Choice and sharp.

3838 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixty-seventh. Vi-

brant and nobly detailed with molten honey fields. Only a few

rim nicks keep this from the domain of Choice.

3839 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixty-eighth. This

attractive flaxen-gold example has satin smooth surfaces disturbed

alas by a nick through the ‘S’ ofDOLLARS.

3840 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixty-ninth. Some

minor rim tics and contact marks on an overall very pleasing piece.

3841 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventieth. Good

mint lustre. Some tiny rim dings noted.

3842 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventy- first. Bold

and brash, light flax in tone.

3843 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventy-second. Soft

amber-gold surrounds this coin’s warm centers alit with a pale

coppery glow.

3844 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventy-third. Good

eye-appeal marks this attractive honey-gold Double Eagle.

3845 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventy-fourth. Spar-

kling light flaxen-gold graces this coin’s surfaces. A few minute

rim dings noted upper obverse.

3846 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated and near Choice. A
seventy-fifth. Crisp with attractive lustre.

3847 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventy-sixth. Hand-

some details with sharp borders and attractive yellow-gold denote

this coin.

3848 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventy-seventh. A

decent example with a few minor surface nicks.

3849 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventy-eighth.

Pleasing with satiny surfaces and claims to Choice.

3850 1908 No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventy-ninth. An-

other overall attractive com with goodly sparkle on the devices.
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.'SSJ li^OS No Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. An eij;hc\- first. Sharp

aiul all there. 1 his piece is fully C hoice save tor minor sculling on

L ibertv's breast.

.1S53 DOS .No .Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. An eighcv-second.

C risply detailed with pleasing lustre.

3854 DOS No .Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. An eightv-third.

1 loney-wheat toned with a solt orange undertone. Verv minor

bagmarks.

3S53 DOS No .Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. An eightv-lourth.

Smartly incised, sunlight-gold; this piece is Choice but lor a ob-

verse rim bump at 5:00.

3S56 DOS No .Motto. Brilliant Uncirculated. An eighty- filth. A
com with satm-smooth and unblemished fields, pale honey-gold

with amber hues and a pale turquoise undertone. Attractive de-

spite a small central obverse stain.

3857 D14‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and near-Gem.

A meticulously-struck com with lovely details, decisive borders

and marvelous satiny surfaces sparkling in straw-yellow hues.

3858 D14‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. near-

Gem example. A lovely definitive Liberty graces this com toned a

soft straw with delicate amber hues. Its silken surfaces are disturbed

only by a tiny nick on Liberty's upper leg and the faintest of con-

tact marks in the right obverse field.

3859 D14‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated or better. A third.

This blazing, brash specimen boasts a broad warm central glow

that marvelously defines Liberty and cameos a superb eagle in sun-

drenched wheat-gold fields.

3860 D14‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourth. An at-

tractive com. yellow-gold with pale amber highlights, its borders

well-incised framing generously detailed devices.

3861 D14‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifth. Spank-

ing fresh with copious lustre, straw-gold toning and vibrant lines.

•A coin of solid eye appeal.

3862 1914‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixth.

Bodacious, jump-out-at-yoLi devices denote this appealing coin,

further enhanced by delicate amber highlights

3863 D14‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventh. Sat-

mv and sparkling with mint frost, here is a vivacious coin with

sharp details. .A small burnt-orange toning spot above Liberty’s

head denoting the piece.

3864 D14T)’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An eighth Mold

and robust with crisp devices m molten honey fields. Magnif na-

tion reveals a tew tiny nicks on an otherwise glorious frosty eagle.

3865 1914‘U’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A ninth. This win-

some com is imbued with superb lustre glittering against a straw-

gold tone. A few minute tics noted in the upper obverse field.

3866 D14‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A tenth. Another

beauty, finely detailed with sun-washed wheat tone and devices

that are vibrant. A tiny circular nick is noted at the center of

Liberty’s bosom.

3867 D14‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An eleventh.

Splendidly struck, this com features a very attractive Liberty and a

superb eagle which near flies up off the com. The piece is toned a

light yellow-gold with soft swathes of pale tangerine-orange hues.

3868 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twelfth. This coin’s

devices are richly defined. Liberty’s face graceful and perfect as is

the eagle’s plumage. Toned a light flax with satiny surfaces, this

Double Eagle is Gem save for a light scratch to the right of Liberty’s

shoulder.

3869 D14‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirteenth. Very

sharp devices stand out in warm pale coppery centers, peripheral

light amber around. Close scrutiny reveals some well-concealed

marks at the reverse center.

3870 D14‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourteenth. Devices

neatly defined and well-bedecked with mint frost in satin-smooth

fields describe this attractive specimen which has fair claims to

Gem.

3871 1914*0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifteenth. Sharp and

bold with satiny wheat-gold tone. A few nicks noted near the eagle’s

wing tips.

3872 D14‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixteenth. On this

Liberty is highlighted by orange highlights and a pale steel blue

undertone in felds of straw gold. A few reverse surface nicks are

noted.

3873 D14‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventeenth. Full

rose-gold and appealing with smooth silky fields profuse with lus-

tre. Some tiny rim tics are revealed under magnification.

3874 D14‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An eighteenth. Cditzy

with good eye-appeal and crisp features, this coin is deftly toned a

soft amber and turquoise highlights amid the obverse sun rays. The

reverse is a full light stniw-gold.

STAC'.K’S
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3875 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A nineteenth. Here is

a com visually bold and superbly defined Coned a pale flax,

3876 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twentieth. Sweet and

neat. A gracious, well-detailed Liberty is set off by a warm pale

coppery center with full peripheral amber. The reverse toned a

full straw-gold bathed with copious lustre. Under loop, a few

minute surface nicks are uncovered.

3877 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty- first. Ro-

bust, well-executed with vivid devices, this is a very pleasing coin,

pale flax and lustrous. A few minuscule edge tics are noted at the

upper reverse.

3878 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-second.

Wheat-gold with amber hues, this vibrant coin has good eye ap-

peal. A small nick above Liberty’s left upper arm keeps this from

the Choice category.

3879 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-third. Sat-

iny surfaces grace this lustrous flaxen-gold example.

3880 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-fourth. A
sharp coin, silky pale wheat toned.

3881 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty- fifth. Zesty

and bold, satin-smooth and honey-wheat in tone. Some minor

obverse surface nicks noted.

3882 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-sixth. A
pleasing specimen with good definition.

3883 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-seventh. An

attractive coin with lovely amber highlights and a few small sur-

face nicks.

3884 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-eighth.

Crisp, lustrous and well-detailed.

3885 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A twenty-ninth. A di-

agonal nick below Liberty’s torch does not hinder this coin’s over-

all appeal - sharp in details, with smooth, lustrous surfaces.

3886 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirtieth. Shimmer-

ing wheat gold bathes this example rich in mint frost and defini-

tion.

3887 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty- first. Frisky

with frosty satin fields and bold devices.

3888 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-second. A
nice, lustrous coin with vivid details.

3889 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, or better. A thirty-

third. Fresh with fields ofsilken sheen, lustrous sun flecked straw-

gold tone and smart devices, this coin has good razzle-dazzle. Only

a nick on Liberty’s midsection holds it in abeyance from a higher

category.

3890 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-fourth. An

overall attractive coin, boldly struck. On the reverse, there is a

small circular stain above the motto band.

3891 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty- fifth. A me-

ticulous strike, lovingly toned and Choice despite a string ofminute

staccato abrasions through the lower reverse sun rays.

3892 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-sixth. Sharp

and glimmering, an attractive specimen. Cleaning spot on lower

left reverse, and a nick to the side of Liberty’s face.

3893 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-seventh. Frosty, toned

pale flaxen-gold, this coin is near-Choice save for some obverse

surface nicks.

3894 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-eighth. This specimen

has good eye appeal, an atttactive honey-wheat tone and crisp defi-

nition. An obverse rim nick is noted at 3:00 as are a few surface

nicks.

3895 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A thirty-ninth. Vibrant, lus-

trous and most sharp.

3896 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A fortieth. Mint fresh, glitzy

with warm lustre, this is a coin with claims to Choice. There is a

nick on Liberty’s bicep and one above the eagle.

3897 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-first. Liberty moves

graciously on this coin’s obverse highlighted by orange hues in

pale straw fields with a soft steel-blue undertone. The reverse a

full straw-gold.

3898 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-second. Frosty and bold,

only a few surface nicks keep this from the Choice domain.

3899 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-third. Lustrous wheat

gold; sharp details

3900 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-fourth. A coin with

verve, abundant lustre and rich definition.

3901 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-fifth. Near Choice, this

specimen has good eye appeal.

3902 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-sixth. Satin smooth, a

lustrous and pleasing coin.

3903 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A forty-seventh. A well-incised,

sharply bordered example that is most appealing.
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CIKOL'P I I S U. S. SAIN I CJAUDENS
DOtiBLL EAGLES

,'‘>04 l‘>08 No Motto, IV14 Brilliant Uncirculated. Each retains Mint
State details A tew li^ht ba^iiarks are apparent. 2 pieces.

3*>0.> l'>08 No .Motto (2), 1914 Choice About Uncirculated. An at-

tractive trio ot Double Eagles with minimal contact. 3 pieces.

3906 1908 No .Mcstto, 1914 Choice About Uncirculated. Each has mini-

mally worn devices; 1914‘D’ Choice Extremely Fine. Problem-

tree and umtormly worn. 3 pieces.

3907 1908 No .Motto, 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. The first nears

a Choice status but for some minor obverse nicks. The latter has

typical grainy textures. 2 pieces.

3908 1908 No .Motto, 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A second pair.

The tirst has some reverse rim nicks. The latter has some right leg

digs. 2 pieces.

3909 1908 No Motto, 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A third pair.

Both are indeed pleasing coupled with subdued lustre. 2 pieces.

3910 1908 No Motto, 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourth pair.

The first has typical lustre. The second has a few obverse nicks. 2

pieces.

3911 1908 No Motto, 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A fifth pair.

Both exhibit a satisfying visual appeal and near a higher designa-

tion. 2 pieces

3912 1908 No Motto, 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixth pair.

The tirst has an attractive amber glow. The second has more of a

champagne radiance. 2 pieces.

3913 1908 No Motto, 1914‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A seventh

pair. Both have been sharply struck and perhaps worthy of a higher

status. 2 pieces

3914 1908 No Motto, 1914‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Each has some

dark spots but are basically decent. 2 pieces.

3915 1908 No Motto, 1914‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A second pair.

The tirst has some faint obverse hair lines, while the latter has a

pleasing sunset patina. 2 pieces.

3916 1908 No Motto, 1914‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A third com-

pelling pair. Both have ample mint frost with the latter having a

small obverse edge bump at 8:00. 2 pieces.

END OF SESSION
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This portion of the sale is governed by David Pace/Stack’s Terms of Sale contained in this catalogue.

SESSION FIVE
Saturday, June 26- 10:00 am Sharp

Signature II Room • Double tree Hotel

Colonial Coins; U.S. Copper, Nickel, and Silver Coins;

Silver Commemora fives; Patterns; ProofSets, Error Coins

Lots 4001-4712

UNITED STATES COLONIAL COINS
MASSACHUSETTS SILVER

INSPIRING NOE 11 OAK TREE SHILLING
The Hain Family Specimen

(enlarged)

4001 1652 Oak Tree Shilling. Noe 11 (R-6) . Extremely Fine. 25. 5x26.7mm ovoid planchet, 72.3 grains. Here is an extraordinary example of this

historic coinage, boasting full legends on both sides, meticulous tree, XII showing spindly ‘X’ with clubbed upper left arm, last ‘I’ thick. ‘NE’ of

NEW ENGLAND isjoined at base by a die blob made up of three thick lines that is diagnostic for this important Oak variety. Smooth, hard steely

fields show a tiny depression atop ‘I’ of the date. One of the finest known, this extraordinary coin was a highlight of the 1991 American Numis-

matic Society Exhibition. As noted in ourjanuary 2002 catalogue ofthe Hain Family Collection, this conservatively graded piece is finer than the

pieces featured in Norweb, Oechsner and the great New Netherlands Sale 60. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
Ex Ham Family Collection (Stack’s, January 2002, lot 37); previously ex Vlack Collection (Spink & Son, London).

STACK’S
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4003 1773 Virpnia Halfpenny. Period after (iPDRfilVS. Clutiee

Brilliant Uncirculated. I ij^htest, smoothest brown with hints of

red lingerini; in .iiui around the devices define this glossy speci-

men. The lustre is enriched by subtle iridescent overtones, and

close study under a glass brings die rust in the obverse fields into

locus. highly satishing and attractive Virginia Ciopper. I'CXiS

MSbdBN.

LOVELY 1739 BROAD AXE HIGLEY COPPER

4004 1739 Higley Copper. Deer, (hand) VALUE.ME. AS.YOU.PLEASE*; Broad Axe, J.CUT.MY. WAY.THROUGH.1739. Freidus 3.2-

D, Crosby 26, Breen 244. 28 x 28.4 mm. 1.5 to 1.9 mm thick. 135.4 gns. Very Fine. Assumed to aligned coin turn, with the axe head pointing

downwards. Dark chestnut brown, with glossy rose and blue highlights, the subtle remnants of an ancient cleaning. Surfaces are generally quite

smooth, with microscopic porosity visible under magnification a concentrated area of porosits' or old marks clearly visible behind deer's neck and

head.

C4n the tibverse, deer is complete, and only VAL aiul ME m the legends are missing or indistinct; on the reverse, J CUT M is indistinct or

missing, while the date is very taintly visible, probably made weak by the presence ot a iTipovcr double strike (or perhaps an overstrike?), as there

is a clear tive-pomted star, as appears on the obverses ot 1 ligleys, visible at around the 9:00 position ot the reverse. There is also some unintelligible

undercom below the weakened 1739 date. The strike is very strong at the right sides and weak at the left sides ofboth obverse and reverse, probably

the result ot an axial misalignment between the dies. This misalignment resulted m a fnlure to obliterate the undertv’pe and inherent planchet

roughness at the lett sides. Faintly shitt double struck as well, with some letters doubled and two intersecting die edges visible at the right side of

the reverse, where an unprecedented amount of denticulation is also visible.

This specimen, a newly discovered addition to Freidus’ census ot five pieces for this variety, is finer than Garrett; 1 31)7 and Norweb: 1 240, and

isjust a hair interior to t')echsner:972 called VF or better. As such, it is probably the second finest known m private hands, the other two being

permanently impounded m the (.Connecticut State Library and Eric R Newman collections. In addition, it appears to be m much later states of the

dies than the above three, with a series die gouges in the legends and through the axe handle and pair of die gouges m 'X' formation below the a.xe

head. These die gouges are not on the ( larrett. Norweb, and Oeschsner specimens. Although the Ford collection contained seven 1 ligleys (includ-

ing two undated broad axe varieties), the 1739 dated broad a.xe variety was lacking. This piece represents a great opportunits' to acquire not only an

attr.u tive Higley but one of a distinct type. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

H A.NDSO.ML .NDE 1 BINE LREE SHILLING

4002 1652 Fine Tree Shilling. Large Planchet. 'The Small Tree.

Noe 1. Extremely Fine. 69.1 grams. .A fascinating full strike pro-

vides complete legends, although a short straight side crops the

peaks ot L.AN. Well-detailed tree, denomination and date add to

the coin's outstanding appeal. Under a glass, the fields reveal

microgranular surtaces and some old reverse scrapes. Deep steel

toning outlines all reliefs tor added visual distinction.

stac:k's
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GLORIOUS PEWTER CONTINENTAL CURRENCY DOLLAR
Mint State EG FECIT Type

(enlarged)

4005 1776 Continental Dollar. Pewter. EG FECIT Type. Newman 3-D. Brilliant Uncirculated. 240.8 grains. Twin olive leaf edge ornamen-

tation. Radiant sun on obverse is a trifle weak, while the sun dial, FUGIO, EG FECIT and the concentric circles are wonderfully bold. The date

is positioned typically close to CONTINENTAL CURRENCY. The engraver’s signature EG has yet to be identified beyond argument, though

Elisha GaUaudet is often suggested. This reverse shows a linear die break circling from GEORGL4 around to DELAWARE, similar to that of the

Superb example in thejohnj. Fordjr. Collection sold by us in October 2003. All State names are clearly legible though N,HAMPS and MASSACHS
are somewhat mushy. This coin boasts extensive mint lustre, especially on the reverse. Obverse has some delicate pale gray with deeper toning

from sun dial to NT offering fascinating contrast.

The origin and purpose ofthe Continental Currency pieces have long been the subject ofdebate. Modern numismatic researchers now believe

that the coins were struck in New York City before its fall to the British, with possible later strikings “on the run” in Pennsylvania. The Continen-

tal and New York State paper currency issues of early 1776 omitted the one Dollar denomination, possibly to focus public attention on the

proposed Dollar coin. Known Silver pieces were evidently intended to circulate as Dollars, the Brass and Pewter examples possibly as Pennies or

other fractional denominations referred to by the Neii’ YorkJournal ofjune 27, 1776. However that may be, the coins have been eagerly pursued by

generations ofcollectors and Mint State pieces are prized in any metal or variety. The present coin is certainly among the finest pewter EG FECIT

examples available to today’s collectors. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

CONNECTICUT COPPERS

4006 1785 Miller 3.2-L (R-4). Mailed Bust Right. 141.6 grains.

Choice Very Fine. Smooth tan surfaces are graced by deeper red-

dish-brown toning in the protected areas. A few planchet stria-

dons are found at the upper right obverse. A pleasing example of

this scarcer variety.

4007 1785 M.4.1-F.4. African Head Variety. 124.7 grains. Very Fine.

This specimen has glossy smooth dark brown surfaces. The reverse

peripheries are a bit soft, but the obverse and central reverse are quite

strong. An attracrive example of this popular “Red Book” variety.

STACK’S
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4008 1785 M.5-F.5 (R-4). Mailed Bust Right. 137.0 grains, h.x-

treinclv Fine. Light brown surfaces accentuate paler tan devices.

The planchet is smooth and hard, but exhibits some fissures which

are most prominent near the rims, doing little to impair the cen-

tral motifs. A good representative of a tougher variety.

400V 1787 .M.V-D (R-6). .Mailed Bust Lett. 162.5 grains. Very C!ood.

Dlive green fields surround deep orange-brown central motifs. The
obverse was struck approximately 5% off center, leaving a small

unstruck crescent at the upper right. The reverse is well centered on

the tint. There is a small pl.mchet clip which does not affect any of

the central devices. The surfaces appear glossy and smooth, although

a glass reveals some slight granularity. Very scarce.

4010 1788 .M. 4. 1-K (R-5). .Mailed Bust Right. 1 19.4 grains. Choice

Very Cood. This example is a smooth medium brown. A few

smaller areas of verdigris can be found, most notably on the ob-

verse at the neck of the bust. A well circulated, but quite present-

able example of this scarce variety.

4011 1788 M. 16.2-0 (R-5). Mailed Bust Lett. 1 16.3 grains. Choice

Very Cood. Medium chocolate brown surfaces show a touch of

paler woodgram coloration. The surfaces are glossy and reason-

ably smooth. The obverse w’as struck slightly off center towards

the upper right. There is some weakness towards the right half

due to a failing die. The reverse was struck slightly low. leaving the

date mostly oft of the planchet. The central reverse devices are

weak as a result of a die crack extending from the upper left to the

lower right. An acceptable representation of this scarce varietv'.

LOVELY HEAD LEFT 1788 NEWJERSEY COPPER4012

1788 Ncwjersey Copper. .Maris 50-f. Head Left. 137.5 grains.

.About Fine, (ilossy light brown surfaces appear wholly smooth at

first glance. Close scrutiny reveals some areas of minor roughness.

The obverse details are perfectly centered and plainly visible in-

cluding the date which is fully on the planchet. The reverse was

weakly struck and little more than the outline of the shield is vis-

ible. A few old marks arc toned over and hardly distract. A decent

example of this tough to locate variety.

VERMONT COPPERS
4013 1786 Ryder 6. VERMONTENSIUM. IK). 8 grains. Fine m

terms of wear. The obverse is missing some central details as the

result of a dropped laminatioii and some tooling. The fields are

very dark with some light brown at the highest points. The strike

IS somewhat off centered towards the bottom causing the date to

be oft of the planchet. The reverse has similar coloring, but is bet-

ter centered with just the top ofSTELLA being off of the Han. All

of the reverse details are visible including a faint All-Seeing-Eye.

4014 1787 R.13. BRITANNIA variety. Choice Very Fine. A pleas-

ing mahogany brown glossy com with some dark green m the ob-

verse recesses. A die cud is noted at the rim near the chest armor of
j

the bust. The reverse is n’pically weakly struck with only the gen-

eral design of the seated figure and 'NIA’ of BRITANNIA vis-
|

ible. FCGS VF30.
1

j

WASHINGTONIA
i

LOVELY 1791 LARGE EAGLE CENT

4015 Baker 15. 1791 Washington President, Large Eagle Cent.

Uncirculated 4015, near Choice. Edge UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA. 187.4 grains. Glittering prooflike surfaces combine

smooth medium brown with generous amounts of fading mint

red in the legends and protected areas of the devices. Crisp detail

of the epaulet highlights the remarkable sharpness of the strike, as

does the intricate detail of the eagle’s feathers.

4016 B.16. 1791 Washington President, Small Eagle Cent. About

Uncirculated, virtually Choice. Edge UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA. 190.1 grains. Attractive deep brown, lighter golden

brown lustre hugging the peripheries and the meticulous devices.

A mere hint of rub can be found at the very highest points and a

couple very minor tics are noted at cheek and in the fields. I lere is

a lovely specimen of this stately Washington portrait.

stac:k’s
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U. S. HALF CENTS
U. S. LIBERTY CAP HALF CENT

CONDITION CENSUS 15-LEAF
1793 HALF CENT

(enlarged)

4017 1793 Breen 1, Cohen 1 (R-3). 15 Leaves. Extremely Fine-4().

This desirable coin boasts attractive light walnut-brown surfaces

of great delicacy and beauty. The coin shows only the most mod-

erate circulation, primarily apparent on the highest locks of

Liberty’s flowing hair, with a wisp of wear on the highest leaves.

This distinctive reverse presents 15 leaves on each branch and an

unusually large center dot between HALF and CENT. A glass re-

veals a faint graininess in obverse field, and the reverse is rotated

45 degrees from normal. This is an altogether appealing example

of the first HalfCent date and ofone of its most important variet-

ies. In terms of its remarkable preservation, it is well within the

CQR and Breen Condition Censuses and worthy of the closest

study. NGC XF40BN. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

U. S. DRAPED BUST HALF CENTS
4018 1800 Br.lb, C.l. Fme-15; 1809 Br.3, C.2. Close Date; 1849

Br.4, C.l. Large Date, Small Berries. Extremely Fine-40. First

is deep brown, companions light reddish-brown. 3 pieces.

4019 1806 Br.l, C.2. (R-4). Small 6. Stems. Fine-15. A pleasing ex-

ample ofthis tough variety with the small 6 and stems on the wreath.

The surfaces are a medium brown and are smooth. A thin old toned

over ‘X’ scratched into the reverse hardly distracts. The left side of

the reverse was softly struck, as is common for the variety.

4020 1806 Br.4, C.4. Large 6, Stems. Mint State-63. Rich golden-

brown tones host ruddy highlights on the obverse, the reverse

abounds in deep olive-brown lustre with a ring of ruddy brown at

the peripheries. I Icre is a an attractive specimen exhibiting in-

tense lustre and very few surface marks worthy of mention.

CHOICE PROOF 1833 HALF CENT

4021 1833 Br.l, C.l. Proof-63. Glittering, mostly red surfaces abound

with watery, glass-mirror gleam in the fields. Intricately detailed

devices are similarly red and are highlighted in steel blue at the

high points. Here is as satisfying an early Proofas the most fastidi-

ous collector might wish. A small, rose colored carbon spot at point

of bust is noted for complete accuracy.

4022 1834 Br.l, C.l. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A mostly brown

coin that has some tinges of iridescent blue over faded mint color.

Sharply struck and decent for the grade.

U. S. CORONET HEAD HALF CENTS

GORGEOUS RED GEM PROOF 1848 HALF CENT
FIRST RESTRIKE

4023 1848 Br.2. (Low R-6). First Restrike, Small Berries. Proof-

66. Tiny berries, two at the upper right detached from the stem

and doubling on ‘T’ in CENT define this rare variety. Boldly re-

flective, deep red and brown surfaces combine with meticulously

squared edges of outstanding Proof quality. According to the late

Walter Breen, 10 to 12 pieces may exist today, and the present

ultra-Gem must be an undoubted claimant for the coveted rank of

finest known. A spot is noted at the point of coronet. NGC
PF661LB. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
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PI I ASlNCi c;iM 1851 HALF CFN F

4024 tiS51 Hr.l, C.l. Mint Statc-65. Dr.uiiatu' rcd-browti. iicarlv tullv

rfd xtirtaces, run crumbling right ot date idcntiK’ this high i.|uahr\-

cxaiiipk- ot a late date. This eoiii may be one ofthe finest eneoun-

tered bv manv of today’s eolleetors.

1855 Br.l, C.l. Mint Statc-64 or better. Fiery mint red covers

every part ot this coin giving it wonderful appeal. Well struck.

U. S. HARD TIMES TOKEN
1837 Fcuclitwangcr Cent. Low 120. Choice Extremely Fine.

Eagle on snake, Cerman Silver token on New York issuer striving

for U.S. Mint adoption ot his Nickel-alloy composition

4026

HAWAIIAN COINAGE

MAGNIFICENT PRINCESS KAIULANI PATTERN

4027 HAWAII. Pattern I Dala (1895). Medcalf-Russell 2HM-5, Gould-Bressett 92, Krausc-Bruce X3. Brilliant Proof, nearly fully Choice.

Youthful diadem head r., four dolphins recalling coinage ofancient Syracuse, C.d/l LAX'IA LILH 'OCALAXIAH REGIXAE SORORIS EIEIA,

Kaiulam, Daughter ofthe Sister of Queen Liliuokalam. Rv. Hawaiian islands on globe, SEES Pl'BLICA, OCT. .\’t7. .MDCCCXClll, The

Public's 1 lope. Oct. 16, 1893, Princess' 18th birthday. One of 3(1 Silver struck by John Pinches Ltd. for wealthy English numismatist Reginald

Huth and one ofthe most sought-after rarities in Hawaiian numismatics. NCC PF62. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

Princess 1 'icterui KdiiiLini was horn Oct. /6, IS7.\ and was jiroiiaiincd Heir .Apparent to the Hawaiian throne on March 9, IS9I. Her death on .March 6, IH99

was a mortal blow to any hopes the Hawaiian people cherished ol restored independence. .Amoni; others, Reginald Huth honored the deposed Queen Isabel 1 1 of Spain,

that country 's Queen Reyent .Maria Cristina and .Madaiiascar’s deposed Queen Ranavalona 111 with hi<,;h quality private patterns.

stac:k’s
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U. S. LARGE CENTS
U. S. FLOWING HAIR, WREATH REVERSE CENTS

FANTASTIC GEM SPECIMEN STRIKE 1793 SHELDON 5 WREATH CENT
The 1897 Sylvester S. Crosby Plate Coin

(ailar^d)

4028 1793 Wreath. Sheldon 5, Breen 6, Crosby 6-F. (R-4). Large Date, Large LIBERTY, Small Heavy Bow. Vine & Bars edge. Specimen-
65. This is the first collectible Wreath Cent variety listed by Dr. William H. Sheldon in Early American Cents and Penny Whimsy, and has remained
in this position by the later works ofWalter Breen and William C. Noyes. The distinctive obverse shows the stem of the spring below truncation

in line with the upright of the ‘7’. In this early die state there is no trace of the rim break later seen over ‘LF and ‘BER’. All rim beads are crisp and

clear except one over the top right serif of I. A meandering surface lainination superficially resembling a die break joins the right rim to the tip of

Liberty’s nose, re-emerging on the neck and extending between first and second curls to the left rim.

This is the only Wreath reverse showing ONE/ CENT placed high within a wreath with three trefoils on each branch. The fraction is small and

low with a long bar. Unlike the separated obverse beads, the reverse edge beads are connected by a raised line resembling a necklace. Warm
medium brown fields boast marvelous prooflike reflectivity and the surfaces are ofsuch perfection that Henry Chapman called it “the only known
Proof’ in his catalogue of the William S. Sisson Collection in April 1916. In describing this coin for New Netherlands’ Sale 64 m 1973, John J.

Ford Jr. wrote “entirely prooflike (struck on a polished planchet). Even light brown color with reddish overtones; fantastic surfaces, the rev. being

literally flawless.” Indeed, this dazzling example has caused collector amazement for nearly a century, being plated by Sylvester S. Crosby in his

United States Coinage of 1793 published in 1897.

Stack’s October 1990 55th Anniversary Sale catalogue stated, “A gem example, wholly proojlike and needle-sharp in strike. The coin displays a

full beaded border on both sides. Even the veins on the leaves are fully in evidence. If this coin was a more modern coin, this cataloguer would have

httle trouble in calling it a Proof!” There is little more that can be added to these perfectly accurate descriptions ofthe past, since this extraordinary

coin has been preserved with almost religious care and remains as near-pristine today as it was in 1916, 1973 and 1990. The Breen and Noyes
Condition Census indicate a single example of this variety in higher grade, although their perception of this coin’s actual grade can only be called

highly conservative. NGC has graded exactly one Sheldon 5 as SP-65BN, the coin offered here! NGC SP65 BN. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
Ex Stack’s 55th Anniuersary Sale (October 1990, lot 1591); previously ex New Netherlands Sale 64 (November 1973, lot 326); William S. Sisson Collection

(Henry Chapman Sale 4, April 1916, lot 988). According to “Walter Breen’s Encyclopedia ofEarly United States Cents, 1793-1814, ” this coin was at one time

or another in the collections ofsuch outstanding numismatists as W.F. Johnson, Dr. Thomas Hall, FES. Sisson, Henry C. Hines, Dr. William H. Sheldon, R.E.

Naftzgerjr., Lawrence R. Stack, and Anthony Terranova.

STACK’S
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c;i ORiors cx>mm i ion census 1793

SUEl nON 5 W REAI H CENT

4029

1793 Wreath. S.5 (High R-5). Large Date, Small Heavy Bow.

Brilliant Uncirculated or slightly liner. Vine and Bars edge.

Magnificently smooth glossy brown obverse shows tantalizing hints

ot underlving red at the sharfily formed rims. The reverse color is

snmlarlv rich and diligent search under a glass finds some traces ot

trivial porosirv' resulting from planchet preparation at the infant

I’lnladelplna Mint. finer example of this important variety would

be hard to find and even to imagine. The U(.41f and Noyes Cion-

dition Uensus place this com near the top of their rosters, adding

another dimension to its basic rarity. NUU MShlBN. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

U. S. LIHERI Y CAP LAlUiE CEN I S

CONDITION CENSUS 1794 S.31 CENT
The Lord St. Oswald Specimen

(ail,inf’ll)

4030

1794 S.31 (R-4). Marred Field, Long Bar. Mint State-62. I'liis

coin's memorable quality results from a needle sharp strike which

begins with full denticles and proceeds to meticulous bust, wreath

and lettering, all enhanced by the lightest red-brown surfaces.

Sharply defined diagnostics include a tadpole-shaped die lump in

field behind lower locks, short-tail 'R' in AMLRICA, and a par-

tial leafbelow 'T' in LENT, (kireful study under a glass will reveal

a minute rim tic over first ‘S' of STATES and the merest hint ot

granularity at 'TY' of LIBERTY but this extraordinary coin is

virtually fully Uhoice and ranks significantly high in both the Noyes

and the CXIR C’ondition (Censuses. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

Ex Miijor the Lord Sciiiit Oswiild Colicclioii (Christie’s Mitnsoii &
Il iW,'', October 1964).

4031 1794 S.44. Fine- 12. Deep chocolate brown obverse exhibits

some minor porosity, reverse is a bit darker and similarly po-

rous. t.Juite attractive on the overall and a nice specimen tor a

circulated Type Set.

STAC'.K’S
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PLEASING 1795 S.78 LARGE CENT

4032 1795 S.78. Plain Edge. Very Fine-35. Well struck, with a sam-

pling of iridescent highlights amidst dominant olive brown sur-

faces. Struck on a broad flan with most denticulation intact. Here

is an attractive high grade specimen that would fit comfortably

within a high grade circulated set.

U. S. DRAPED BUST LARGE CENTS

4033 1799 S.189. Perfect Date. About Good-3, or a trifle finer. Dark

steel brown tones alternate with lighter golden brown on this uni-

formly porous specimen. Some red verdigris at upper obverse and

a group ofancient scratches in front of Liberty’s neck are noted for

completeness of description. Despite the aforementioned flaws,

this specimen is more pleasing than most low grade survivors of

this key date, especially given that its date is essentially complete.

4034 1800/79 S.194. (R-3-) Compact Overdate. Very Fine-25. Mar-

velous overdate shows clear 7 under the 8, very bold 9 in and un-

der 0. Medium brown surfaces show some scattered dashes ofdark

toning. This coin fits neatly into the entry level of the CQR Con-

dition Census. PCGS VF25.

4035 1802 S.226. (R-3) Very Fine-3(). Medium brown surfaces are

smooth and hard. Some areas of brick red toning are found on the

obverse. An above average coin for the variety that is quite diffi-

cult to locate this nice.

4036 1803 S.248 (R-4+). Extremely Fine-40. A deep brown example

of the popular “mumps” variety, so called due to a lump under

Liberty’s chin. The surfaces show a mild even porosity and a hint

of verdigris can be found at some of the obverse characters and

lower hair locks. The surfaces are somewhat glossy and a wealth of

details remain. This variety is scarce in such a high state of preser-

vation. ANACS EF DETAILS NET VF20.

CONDITION CENSUS 1804 S.266C CENT

(enlarged)

4037 1804 S.266C (R-3+). Rim Breaks RTY, MERICA. Extremely

Fine-40. A lovely medium brown Cent ofone of the most sought-

after Draped Bust dates showing a bold impression of the dies and

especially sharp rim breaks over and touching the tops of ‘RTY’

in LIBERTY and ‘MERICA’. Lightly rotated reverse shows the

‘O' in OF lining up with ‘0’ in date. Struck slightly off center, the

obverse shows little edge beading along the right margin and there

are one or two trivial marks near bust point. For nearly 200 years

collectors have debated the mintage for this date, more specifi-

cally the number of coins actually bearing the date 1804 struck in

that year. It is now certain that the vast majority of Cents struck

during calendar 1804 bore the date 1803. The late Walter Breen

confirmed that all 1804-dated Cents were struck from a single die

pair and suggested that fewer than 1 ,000 pieces survive today in all

grades. This smooth and thoroughly pleasing specimen places well

within the CQR and Breen Condition Census and meet with the

hearty approval of the most demanding early Copper and general

collectors. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

U. S. CLASSIC HEAD LARGE CENTS
4038 1809 S.280. Very Fine-20. Dark brown, as are most all Classic

Head Large Cents, with uniform porosity peppering both obverse

and reverse. Well-detailed, however, with an intriguing die crack

noted at leaves below second ‘S’ ofSTATES.

STACK’S
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MIN 1 S l A l E 1H12 SMALL
PAI L LARGE CENT

(mhrifitl

4039 1812 S.290. Small Date. Mint State-63. Here is an outstanding

high grade example ot the Cllassic Head coinage, a type which is

very rarely found so fine. Devices are crisply defined, with only a

hint ot weakness at the left stars. Surfaces are a hard and dark glossy

brown. This Boulton and Watt planchet is free of major imperfec-

tions. Reasonably common as a date and variety, but any Cllassic

1 lead in Clhoice Mint State is an inarguable scarcity in its own right.

4040

1812 S.290. Small Date. A second. Verv Fme-3(l. Uniform, dark

brown fields are quite hard and glossy, while the central devices

are quite well struck. 1 lere is an overall very attractive, lightly cir-

culated com whose only detractions are a tew ancient, toned over

scratches at neck and face visible under magnification.

4041 1814 S.29.S. IMain 4. Verv Fme-3n, and a gorgeous example ot a

C dassic 1 lead Large ( lent. \X'hereas most specimens of this type are

nearlv black in color, this example is a most enticing hue ot deep

chestnut. Surfaces are quite glossy, with no porosity whatsoever.

.\ ^pot ot apple green verdigris covers an slightiv redder area around

fourth and fifth obverse stars. Here is lightly circulated specimen

th.it wouKl make a glorious addition to even the most discriminat-

ing of tvpe or date sets.

U. S. CORONET HEAD LARGE C:EN I S

CONDITION CENSUS 1817 15-STAR CENT

4042

1817 Newcomb 16 (High R-4). 15 Stars. Mint Statc-62. Es- '

sentially m the Choice category, this deep brown coin's ineasur- :

ably ott-center strike adds to its wonderful visual appeal. A later
1

state reverse shows a sharply defined rim break over AM in addi-
'

tion to a tiny retained lamination at that location. I )eep glossy
j

brown surfaces provide outstanding overall beauty. This grade
;

places high in both CQR and Noyes Condition Census.

4043 1817 N.16. 15 Stars. Mint State-60, or finer. A second high-

grade example boasting deep olive-brown surfaces and very well

struck devices. The 15-star variety is an aberration, with no other

Large Cent die straying from the 13-star norm. As such, it is av-

idly collected and is quite scarce when found in Mint State condi-

tion. This example is essentially tully struck, with the obverse

slightly off-center to the left, the reverse off to the right.

4044 1818 N.IO. Mint State-64. Velvet-hke mint lustre cartwheels over

medium brown surfaces. Blue highligbts are found gracing the

protected areas of the obverse. This is the later die state which is

cracked through the date and all of the stars. A small toning spot m
Liberty's hair below the bun is noted for accuracy.

4045 1818 N.IO. Mint State-63. A second, (ilowing mint frost adorns

the ruddy-brown obverse, golden olive brown reverse on this popu-

lar Randall Hoard variety’. A few minor obverse carbon flecks are

noted for completeness but do not detract from this specimen's

overall beauty.

CONDITION CENSUS 1819 N.l CENT
4046 1819/8 N.l. Large Overdate. Mint State-63. A large '9'

is

punched over the '8' in this distinctive overdate, and stars 2 and

four are boldly recut. Light glossy brown shows tantalizing hints

of faded red on this pleasing coin, well within the CT/)lk Condi-

tion Census for this variety'.

4047 1819 N.2. High I in LIBERTY, triple denticle over U. .Mint

State-64. This virtual Cem's flawless, deeply reflective brown

fields exhibit a subtle silvery sheen for marvelous appeal. Here is a

totally desirable com placing near the top of both the CQR and

Noyes Condition Census. NCiC 64BN.
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4048 1819 N.2. High I in LIBERTY, triple denticle over U. A sec-

ond. Brilliant Uncirculated, or finer. Uniform glossy medium
brown shows an exacting strike to advantage. A planchet chip ap-

pears m the left obverse field and the reverse is slightly rotated.

NGC MS61BN.

4049 1820/19 N.3. Small Overdate. About Uncirculated-50. Medium
brown, with faint hints of faded underlying red. Close examina-

tion shows the slightest rub on the high points of Liberty’s check.

PCGS AU5().

4050 1820 N.13. Connected Stars, Large Date. Mint State-65. This

date is spaced 18 20. Medium brown surfaces arc enlivened by

fading mint red near the devices, complementing a splendid strike.

CHOICE PROOF 1821 CLOSE DATE CENT

4051 1821 N.l (High R-6). Close Date, Large T above RY. Proof-63. Deep glossy brown surfaces are wonderfully smooth reflective and show a

fascinating hint of underlying red sat the peripheries. Strike and detail are crisp and superb in their execution. As Breen noted in his Proof
Encyclopedia, many obverse stars show sharp evidence of the multiple striking needed for production of these rare early Proofs. Bases of ‘NIT’ in

UNITED step downward on this distinctive reverse. The number of surviving Proofs is unknown. The late Walter Breen traced 12 examples,

while Noyes states “over a dozen Proofs,” but these are still minuscule numbers. NGC PR63BN. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4052 1821 N.l. Close Date. About Uncirculated-58, virtually full Mint

State. Deep glossy brown contrasts with faint halos of faded red

surrounding the reliefs on this attractive example of a decidedly

scarce date. PCGS AU58.

4054 1824 N.2. Close Date. About Uncirculated-55. Decisive strike

resulted in high rims, date is spaced ‘1 82 4’ on this distinctive

obverse. Attractive light to medium brown with some hints offaded

red around the reliefs. PCGS AU55.

CONDITION CENSUS 1822 N.12 CENT

4053 1822 N.12 (R-4). Mint State-63. Fields exhibit prooflike flash

and complement very sharply impressed devices exhibiting exquis-

ite details. The obverse is a deep olive-brown with darker toning

areas in the right fields. The amazing reverse still exhibits large

amounts of original mint red. Squared edges and prooflike flash

give this marvelous coin the arm’s length appearance of an early

specimen striking. This exquisite coin fits in nicely with the CQR
Condition Census ranging from MS-63 down to AU-50.

4055 1826 N.6. About Uncirculated-53. Strong inner line circles most

of the obverse rim, 6 in date is tall. Medium brown fields and bold

devices show scattered keg marks. NGC AU53BN.

4056 1825/6 N.8. Extremely Fine-40. Problem-free moderate circu-

lation is most apparent on Liberty’s cheek. Light glossy brown

fields show a few trivial marks but the overall visual quality is

high. PCGS XF40.

STACK’S
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4it> ISD N < i \ I i;. 1 an surtan.'s \v ith steel highlights,

K ilaiker, 1S37 N.9 About Utu ireuLitesl-.Sli.

Jiem r own with obserse serateh; 184S N.9 About Uiieireu-

^lu o sS Weduim btou ii with small slroppesl lamination above M'

in LlHhKl 1851 N.5 .About Uneireiilatesl-58. Light brown with

vine areas of brtek-red toning, particularly before Liberty 's eve;

1854 N.12 About Uncirculatecl-5(l. Nearly contact free, but soille-

ss hat softly struck 5 pieces.

GORGEOUS CHOICE PROOF 1840

SMALL 8/LARGE 8 CENT

4058

1840 N.2. Small over Large 8. Proot-63. CJorgcous deep brown

throbs with smoldering mint red, and a vivid strike assures that

the bizarre '8' over '8'

m

the date is fully visible to the naked eye

for added fascination. I’roof specialist Walter Breen always mar-

veled at the I’hiladelphia Mint's use of this blundered date die tor

I’roof coinage, and could trace only five specific examples in his

I’roof Encyclopedia. It can be safely said that this coin's beauty is

fullv equal to its rarity-. NCiC: l’F6,5BN. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

OUTSTANDING 1843 N.4 LARGE CEN I4059

1843 N.4. Petite Head, Large l.etters. Mint State-65, t lere is

a glorious red-broevn example enlivened by a seeming predomi-

nance of red around the reliefs. A remarkably precise strike adds

materially to this magnificent (leiii's outstanding visual appeal.

NC;c: MS65RB.

4060 1846 N.7. Mint State-64, ndightful light glossy brosvii fields

contrast with iiarrosv red halos surrounding and dramatizing the

splendidly defined reliefs. 1 lere is a virtual (leni ofunimpeachable

visual quality. NCXi MS64BN.

4061 1847/7 N.2. Small 7. About Uiicirculated-53. Deep brown with

only a wisp of yvear on the highest points. Strike is full and ample,

making this a fine type com as yvell as example of this late date and

variety. I’CCJS AU53.

4062 1851/81 N.3. Mint State-65. This famous variets' shoyvs a faint
'8'

under the '5' and an inverted ‘ 1
' under the definitive ' 1

'.
1 "feep broyvn

surfaces are energized by hints of red and ray-like reflective quali-

ties of the metal flow lines in the fields. This coin's grade places it in

the first rank of the CQR Condition Census. NCC MS65BN.

HANDSOME CONDITION CENSUS 1851 CENT

4063

1851 N.IO. Mint State-67 and fully Superb. Deep gloyvmg mint

red saturates both sides of this super-Gem example of a significant

later Large C'ent date. This rarefied grade places this sparkling coin

high within the CQR Condition C’.ensus. NGC MS67R15. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

4064

1856 N.6. Upright 5. Mint State-64. Ciloyving rose-red lustre

dominates this lovely specimen of the penultimate year of Large

Cent production. The central devices are fully struck, yy'hile the

stars shoyv their characteristic yveakness.

stac:k’s
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U. S. SMALL CENTS
U. S. FLYING EAGLE AND INDIAN HEAD CENTS

COLORFUL 1856 FLYING EAGLE CENT

(etihrgcd)

4065 1856 Snow 3. High leaf at C. Choice Extremely Fine. This fas-

cinating example saw actual circulation, recalling that numismatic

dictum circulated examples are far more elusive than Proofs ofthis

prized date. The 1856 coins were intended as Patterns to show

influential Congressmen the kind of coin the Mint hoped would

replace the Copper Large Cents. This coin’s somewhat subdued

red-gold fields highlight devices showing a wisp ofwear on their

highest points. PCGS XF45, accompanied by a laminated color

photo of the coin in its “slab,” flanking the PCGS grade with “S-

3, Eagle Eye Photo Seal.” A colorful amplification of the slabbing

concept. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

NEAR-GEM 1857 FLYING EAGLE CENT
4066 1857 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Incredibly smooth

fields and precisely struck devices are drowned in richly sparkling

red-gold toning ofremarkable delicacy and stunning beauty. This

razor-sharp coin is but a whisper from the Gem category. NGC
MS64.

4067 1857 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Attractive rose-

gold toning over well preserved surfaces. Well struck including

nice squared rims.

4068 1857 Choice Extremely Fine; 1859 Indian. About Uncirculated.

Both display light red-gold toning on smooth surfaces. 2 pieces

GLEAMING NEAR-GEM 1858/7 CENT

(eiilari^eci)

4069 1858/7 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, on the cusp offully

Gem. Here is a needle-sharp, textbook example of this dramatic

overdate. This coin’s meticulous strike is enhanced by a wealth of

marvelous coppery-gold lustre ofwonderful intensity.

The coin’s history reveals that it arose from a die that was ini-

tially dated 1857. Evidently the die was a leftover in 1858 and was

redated to reflect the current year before being pressed into ser-

vice. In the process of redating, not all elements of the 1857 date

were completely effaced, leaving a bold, easily recognizable top

curve of the initial ‘7’ above and slightly to the right of the final
‘8’

in the date. As the die wore out, the remnants of the ‘7’ gradually

disappear. The present coin, however, is a lovely early die state

specimen exhibiting a very strong initial ‘7’. This variety is addi-

tionally identified by a bold die chip in the field high above the 8

and a very faintly detached left wing tip. Only specimens exhibit-

ing a strong ‘7’, however, are worthy of the premiums attached to

this significant Flying Eagle Cent variety, and we are pleased to be

able to offer you such a specimen in this lot. In addition, the 1858/

7, as well as the 1888/7 Indian Cent are the only indisputable overdates

known in the small cent series.

Although the population reports indicate several dozen speci-

mens certified in Mint State, many of these are undoubtedly

resubmissions in attempts to obtain a yet more rarefied grade. Strict

early die state specimens exhibiting such a strong remnant of the

initial ‘7’, like the present specimen, are rarer still. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

4070 1858 Small Letters. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Fully

luminescent lustre of a gorgeous sunset gold hue defines this bold

eye appeal of this Flying Eagle Cent. Wisps of ruddy toning may

be seen at left obverse and at eagle’s tail feathers. Perfect for a high

grade type or date set.

STACK’S
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4071

4072

4073

4074

4075

4076

4077

4078

4079

4080

4081

1859 Very Choice to Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Glowiiii;

gulden liotre enhances a ineticuloiis strike on this essential (iem

I't the Copper-nickel one-year reverse.

1859 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second boldly

-.truck virtual Gem ottering outstanding light gold visual appeal.

1859 A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This fully struck

coin IS boldly lustrous and toned in iridescent rose, orange and sea

green tones.

1861 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Assertive cartwheel

lustre includes copper-gold around the reliefs. NGC MS64.

1861 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Lustrous golden

surfaces are graced by a hint of pale blue toning in the fields.

1861 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. A meticulous strike

ot the Copper-mckel senes is highlighted by amazingly rich cop-

per-red toning of the most exquisite beauty.

1862 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A virtual Gem boast-

ing a nearly full red obverse, wholly red reverse for outstanding

visual qualirv'.

1862 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. A bold

strike adds to the appeal of this glittering golden jewel.

1863 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Gleaming red-gold cartwheel

lustre provides exceptional eye appeal for this Copper-nickel ex-

ample. NCiC .V1S65.

1863 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Light

brown surfaces are coupled with unusually strong details. A pleas-

ing radiance adds to the eye appeal. I’CGS MS64.

1866 Choice Brilliant Proof. Pale rose toning over nicely re-

flective surfaces. No spots or other detractions that would devalue

this attractive example are visible.

4082 1868 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Mostly mint red over well

kept surfaces. A tew minor reverse spots do not detract from the

nice appearance of this example.

4083 1869/9 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Mellowed mint

red over well preserved surfaces. A nice strike further enhances

this attractive com.

4084 1872 Brilliant Uncirculated. The obverse is a pleasing light

brown with blue overtones and hints of mint red in the protected

devices. The reverse is lightly porous with some carbon spotting.

HIGH GRADE 1877 INDIAN CENT

4085 1877 Brilliant Uncirculated. Pale amber surfaces are indicative

of a light past cleaning, which fortunately has not removed all traces

of this coin’s underlying lustre. Here is a well struck specimen of

this rare key date that is bound to find a home in a high grade

date set.

4086 1877 Another. Very Good. Rich chocolate brown surfaces are quite

smooth and glossy on this Indian Gent that is quite highly sought

after m any grade.

4087 1879 Gem Brilliant Proof. Glorious deep red drenches the glass-

smooth fields and hold devices of this thoroughly satisRing C'lcm

example. PCX'.S PR65R1).

4088 1880 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Bold red-brown provides

exceptional beauty to this near-Gem, the reverse color being slightly

more t.iwny than the brighter obverse. PGCiS PR64RB.

4089 1882 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Wonderfully assertive red

amplifies the beauty of the hquid-imrror reflective fields and pre-

cision of the bold devices. PCGS PROIRD.

STACIK’S
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liant Uncirculated; 1916‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Full Split Bands; 1932 Washington Quarter. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. A pleasing assortment ofquality examples. 7 pieces.

4093 1901 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Nearly perfectly preserved,

this Cent exhibits glowing salmon toning on frosty, blazing or-

ange-red surfaces.

4094 1901 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lustrous mint red sur-

faces exhibit a strong strike; 1905 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Another crisply struck Indian with full mint red surfaces. 2 pieces.

4095 1902 Gem Brilliant Proof. A lovely red with some rose and irides-

cent blue toning. Lovely surfaces add to this coin’s wonderful appeal.

4096 1903, 1903, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908. Choice Brilliant Uncir-

culated. The first and last coin are mostly brown, while the re-

mainder display a good mix of red and brown coloring. 6 pieces.

LIKELY UNIQUE 1906 INDIAN CENT IN GOLD

(enlarged)

4097 1906 Indian Cent. Struck in Gold. 18.3 mm (horizontal) X 18.1 mm (vertical). 1.1 mm to 1.2 mm thick. Plain Edge. Choice About Uncircu-

lated, nearly Mint State. (NGC AU58). Lovely olive gold fields join yellow gold lustre and coppery highlights in the protected areas. This

specimen weighs 64.4 grains and was probably struck on a Quarter Eagle planchet, which should weigh 64.5 grains. The physical size of the

planchet is also very similar to that of a Quarter Eagle (17.78 mm), the slightly larger diameter of this specimen accounted for by the spread during

striking of the soft gold to fill the larger diameter collar (19.05 mm) of an Indian Cent.

Only a handful of Indian Head Cents in gold ofvarious dates are known. The most frequently encountered Indian Cent in gold is the 1900,

which is estimated at two to four specimens, according to various sources. We have traced two specimens: 1) John A. Beck (A. Kreisberg, January

1975, lot 609), later sold as Auction ’89:856 and again as part of the 1991 ANA Sale (B&M, August 1991, lot 4103); 2) 1993 ANA Sale (Heritage,

July 1993, lot 8000). Although the uspatterns.com web site reports that “There are as many as 4 known for this year including the Beck coin and

the ... example from the 1993 ANA,” this estimate might be on the high side. A 1900 in gold is pictured as coin 6 in figure 131 ofDon Taxay’s

Counterfeit, Mis-Strnck and Unofficial U.S. Coins, but it is hard to determine whether or not this is one of the above two listed specimens. The 1900

is listed as Pollock 1990, referencing the 1991 ANA Sale specimen, and it is also listed in Judd’s Appendix B. Also known is a silver 1900 specimen

struck from the same, rusted dies used to produce the gold specimens.

This is the first auction appearance ofthe apparently unique 1906, which has not appeared in any reference or auction. The 1907

is referenced in several places, includingjudd’s Appendix B, but has not been seen at auction recently. It is not inconceivable that other dates exist,

as well as additional specimens ofknown dates. A specimen ofunknown date is reportedly listed in the Brand ledgers, but it might be one of the

above referenced specimens.

The origins of these gold Indian Cents are today unknown, but they are clearly made from Federal U.S. dies and struck on what are probably

Quarter Eagle planchets. These breathtaking off-metal coins are in all probability pieces de caprice made specially for collectors at the beginning of

the 20th century. The cataloguer of the 1991 ANA Sale specimen surmised that mint engraver George T. Morgan was responsible for their

manufacture, as many other pieces de caprice are attributable to him. The Beck specimen traces its pedigree to St. Louis coin dealer B.G. Johnson

and Col. E.H.R. Green, the latter ofwhom clearly had connections at the mint, since he was at one time in possession of all live known 1913

Liberty Nickels. Whatever the origin of this 1906 Indian Cent in gold, it is clearly extremely rare if not unique; as such, it would be the

showpiece of any carefully assembled collection of Indian Head Cents or off-metal strikings. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
Thanks to Nancy Green, Michael Hodder, Rick Snow and David Trippfor their research assistance.

4090 1884 Gem Brilliant Proof. Deep red gives the jewellike fields

and meticulous reliefs added dimension and even more forceful

visual appeal on this example of a scarcer Proof mintage. PCGS
PR65RD.

4091 1900, 1906, 1909 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The first two

with varying degrees of rose-red toning while the last is more of a

muted red-brown. 3 pieces.

4092 1900 Indian. Brilliant Uncirculated; 1909 V.D.B. Lincoln.

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated; Liberty Nickels. 1883 No
CENTS. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, 1883 CENTS.
About Uncirculated; Mercury Dimes. 1916 Very Choice Bril-

STACK’S
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DOX'S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An attractive c.\-

ainple teatunn^ a solid strike and nice lustre. This specimen is

nu>stlv red and displays a slight woodgrain appearance. I'CUS
.\l.St.4KB.

40V9 1909 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The obverse is a pale

orange, while the reverse is a fiery red. Carrwheel lustre adds to

the appeal. KXiS MS64K1).

4100 1909‘S’ Choice Very Fine. A pleasing and problem free cocoa

brown specimen. The obverse displays a full LIBERTY. The wreath

and shield on the reverse are still verv distinctive. PCClS VF.^O.

NEAR-GEM 1909‘S’ V.D.H. CEN 1

4104 1909‘S’ V.D.B. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third.

Red-brown with a predominance of pleasing overall red. this coin

is the perfect example ot this Lincoln classic for inclusion in any

carefully chosen type or date collection. PCCS MS64RB.

4101 1909‘S’ Another. Fine, or better. Medium brown with golden

highlights, this attractive specimen exhibits a full LIBERTY on

the headband. 1 lere is an attractive specimen of this key date mint-

age ot just M)9,000 pieces.

U. S. LINCOLN CENTS

AMAZING FULL RED 1909‘S’ V.D.B. CENT

lenLir^'d)

4102 1909‘S’ V.D.B. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Amazing full mint

bloom over nicely kept surfaces. Well struck with even the most

intricate detail well detailed. Smooth satiny surfaces further en-

hance this marvelous "key" date coin. PCGS MSb.SRD. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

4105 1909‘S’ V.D.B. Brilliant Uncirculated. A fourth. This attrac-

tive red-brown example of the classic of the Lincoln series displays

smooth surfaces and meticulous detail.

4106 1909‘S’ V.D.B. A fifth. Choice Extremely Fine, or slightly finer.

A pleasing example of this classic U.S. rarity. Close scrutiny re-

veals hints ot red on this mostly medium brown coin. This will

make a nice addition tor the Lincoln collector. Conservatively

graded PCCS XF45.

4107 1909 Very Choice Matte Proof. A prominently struck coin with

mostly red surfaces. Some obverse spots are barely visible. PCCS
PR64RB.

SMOLDERING GEM I909‘S’ V.D.B. CENT

4103 1909‘S’ V.D.B. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Red-

brown surt.ices otter an undercurrent ofember red on this exquis-

itelv struck example of what is arguably the most famous Lincoln

Cent. NCC .MS65BN.

STACK’S
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A PAIR OF VERY ATTRACTIVE 1914‘D’ CENTS

(enlarged)

4108 1914‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Fields are mostly glow-

ing salmon red, with the very highest points of the devices and

legends just beginning to brown. Devices are very boldly struck,

the hair details are fully formed and boast tbe intricate detail in-

tended by Brenner. Here is a wonderful specimen of this key date

issue that is sure to elicit spirited bidding on the auction floor.

4109 1914‘D’ Another. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Exquisite red

and brown lustre is defined by glowing sunset orange and iridescent

rose-red and blue tones on the obverse and a touch more brown on

the reverse. Essentially free of the pesky carbon flecks that plague

some of these early issues, this specimen will undoubtedly find a

superior place in the most fastidious collector’s cabinet.

4110 1914‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely red-gold lustre

covers both sides of this attractive example.

VIRTUAL GEM 1955 DOUBLED DIE CENT

(enlarged)

4114 1955 Doubled Die. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, on

the very cusp of full Gem. Marvelous cartwheel-glowing mint red

drenches this dramatic example of a Lincoln classic. Only a few

micro-freckles hold this exciting coin from full Gem status. For-

ever in demand in this remarkably high grade, this coin is destined

for some top quality collection. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

EXCITING 1955 DOUBLED DIE CENT

(enlarged)

4115 1955 Doubled Die. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly

Gem. Another. Deep mint red is just toning to light brown on the

obverse high points of the beautifully struck example of a famous

naked-eye variety. Reverse is nearly wholly red, further boosting

this coin’s visual quality. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4111 1917, 1917‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The first

with an extremely strong strike and a good deal ofred, the second

with lovely iridescent overtones; 1919 Brilliant Uncirculated.

Smooth medium brown; 1927‘D’, 1931‘D’ Very Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. The first nearly half red with some electric

blue toning, the second bathed in a remarkable blue and magenta

iridescence. 5 pieces.

4112 1920‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This sparkling

red-brown near Gem’s strong strike joins rich lustre, only a freckle

or two from higher grade. PCGS MS64RB.

HANDSOME 1955 DOUBLED DIE CENT

4116 1955 Doubled Die. A third. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly

Choice. Handsome, glowing orange-red lustre joins a bold strike

and subtle hints of iridescent blue toning.

4113 1931‘S’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Blazing mint red saturates

both sides of this needle-sharp San Francisco coin, long recog-

nized as a lower mintage key to this popular series.

STACK’S
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u. S. TWO CENT PIECES

4117 1864 Large Motto. Gem Brilliant Proof. Boldly red with glo-

rious mirror fields complementing razor-sharp devices and letter-

ing, a Gem in the truest sense of the term. NGC PR651LB.

4118 1864 Large Motto. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
lovely lustrous piece with very little evidence of contact. This e.\-

aniple is mostly red but is attractively mellowing at the highest

points.

4119 1864 Large Motto. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second.

Pleasing medium brown with crisply defined reliefs outlined in

mint red for splendid visual effect.

4120 1866, 1867, 1868, 1869 Brilliant Uncirculated. Well struck

e.xamples of this short-lived denomination show bright red edged

in a silver sheen recalling a gentle cleaning long ago. 4 pieces.

4126 1854 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Gleaming silver-

white surfaces, a hint of die clash and a wisp of purest gold define

this coin’s visual charm. NGC MS64.

NEAR-GEM 1857 PROOF TRIME

(enlargsd)

4127 1857 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Deep iridescent blue and

gold toning covers glass-smooth surfaces. E.xceptionally rare with

less than 80 pieces struck. This e.xciting near-Gem Proof is an e.xcit-

ing example of its tiny “fish scale” denomination and an unusually

attractive example of the Type 11 design. NGC PF64.

EXCITING GEM PROOF 1870 2 CENTS

4121 1870 Gem Brilliant Proof. Blazing mirror red smothers the

boldly impressed devices on this lower mintage, late date Proof

Only 1,000 struck, and far fewer survive as this glittering example,

without spots and impairments.

4122 1872 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Here is a delightful red-

brown example of a Proof mintage of only 925 pieces. Splendid

reflectivity, a few toning flecks above motto are noted for accu-

racy. This near-Gem is an exceptional example of the second to

last date ot this short-lived Bronze denomination.

U. S. THREE CENTS (SILVER)

4123 1851 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A lovely gun metal blue Type

1 Trime enriched by glowing rose around the reliefs.

4124 1851 A second. Brilliant Uncirculated. Radiant lustre exudes

from this little “tish scale.” Some deeper toning is consolidated to

the most protected areas, but the bulk of the surfaces are an attrac-

tive silver-gray.

4125 1853 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractive, satiny surfaces

display silver-white frost and are quite appealing. Here is a par-

ticularly well struck Type 1 coin with full shield lines. NGC MS65.

RICHLY TONED GEM PROOF 1859 3 CENTS

4128 1859 Gem Brilliant Proof. Here is a gorgeous example ofone of

the first Proofdates offered for public sale by the Philadelphia Mint.

A wealth of steel blue in the fields complements bright rose reliefs

on this obverse, a more subtle rose laves the needle-sharp reverse.

4129 1862 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Greenish-gold obverse com-

bined with a pale rose-gold reverse gives this coin marvelous eye

appeal. Well struck.

4130 1862 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. An amazing coin with highly

lustrous surfaces and above average strike. The obverse is a pale

golden tone, while the reverse is a vibrant electric blue with some

areas oflilac. PCGS MS65.

4131 1864 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Ofonly 12,000 business strikes

coined of this date, this exquisite specimen is surely one of the most

attractive survivors. Pearly mint frost surrounds strongly struck,

lightly frosted devices that exhibit even the most detailed of de-

sign elements. A touch of rose-gold toning compounds the bold

eye appeal of this jewel-like Type 111 trime.

STACK’S
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4132 1866 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Wonderful concen-

tric ring toning on the obverse, tlie reverse with blue and gold

framing a frosty center. Struck from heavily clashed dies. Quite

scarce as a business strike as are all dates from 1863 and after in this

scries.

JEWEL-SHARP 1870 THREE CENT

(enlarged)

4133 1870 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Prooflike gleam, a subtle

touch ofpale gold distinguish this diamond-sharp example o(3,000

Inisiness strikes produced. Fine detail on shield and lettering attests to

this coin’s outstanding quality and undeniable appeal.

4134 1873 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Pale gray toning over well

struck surfaces. Some light hairlines do not detract from this proof-

only mintage of only 600 pieces. Conservatively graded PCGS
PR64.

U. S. THREE CENTS (NICKEL)

4135 1865 About Uncirculated; Twenty Cent Piece: 1875‘S’ Choice

Very Fine; Liberty Seated Quarter: 1873 Arrows. Choice Very

Fine. A satisfying trio of obsolete types or designs. 3 pieces.

4136 1877 Extremely Fine. Very subtle mint lustre adorns olive-gray

surfaces. Some minor tics are noted at the centers on this circu-

lated specimen of a Proof only issue ofjust 500 or so specimens.

4137 1880 Choice Brilliant Proof. Jewel-like impression of the dies

joins with a sheen of the most delicate red-gold to produce ethe-

real beauty.

4138 1881 Repunched Date. FS#30N-OO6.8. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated, virtually Gem. Frosty mint lustre of some inten-

sity, beautiful rose-gold toning and the perfectly strong strike com-

bine to create the eye appeal of this near Gem. Date is repunched

to the west, the remnants of an initial ‘8’ and ‘1’ visible between

the digits ‘88’ and ‘81’, respectively.

U. S. NICKELS
U. S. SHIELD NICKELS

4139 1866 Brilliant Uncirculated. Softly struck; 1900 Liberty. Bril-

liant Uncirculated; Buffalo Nickels: 1913 Type 1. Brilliant

Uncirculated; 1913 Type 11. Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Varied silver or clear gold lustre. 4 pieces.

RAZOR-SHARP GEM 1867 NICKEL

4140 1867 No Rays. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Silvery lustre

shows a tantalizing hint of clear gold, unusually bold strike results

in marvelously full detail with only two minor die cracks. Date is

repunched to the west, a variety that is not listed in The

Chcrrypicker’s Guide. PCGS MS65.

4141 1867 No Rays. Brilliant Uncirculated. Well struck and lustrous,

with a thick die break at left reverse; 1883 Choice About Uncir-

culated, nearly Mint State. Lustrous, with some friction in the

fields. 2 pieces.

4142 1871 Gem Brilliant Proof. A dash of rose and clear champagne

gold enlivens this specimen’s watery, prooflike fields and well

struck, fully defined devices. Of less than 1,000 pieces struck, this is

surely one of the finer survivors and wholly lacking any disfigur-

ing surface marks.

U. S. LIBERTY HEAD NICKELS

4143 1883 With Cents. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep golden

toning over well preserved surfaces. Boldly struck; Mercury

Dime: 1916 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated, Full Split Bands.

Outstanding multicolor toning gives this coin tremendous eye

appeal. Well struck. 2 pieces.

4144 1899 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Pleasing pink-gold suffuses the

full lustre that covers each side of this appealing Gem. PCGS MS65.

4145 1899 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. A lovely blend of

gold and iridescent blue gives this coin nice eye appeal. Very well

struck and quite lustrous.

STACK’S
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1*400 \Vr\ C'hoicf HrillidiU Uncirculated. Hlazinj' cartwheel

1 -.iNtic dlulUlIutc^ this s>bvcrsc. a hint ol ruse appears on tlic

:e‘.erse I’C ciS .\l.St)4

1906 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A crisply struck coin

with nice cartwheel lustre 1913 Type I, 1913‘D’ Type 1. Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated. Both are bright silver, the first with a

hint of champagne toning at the central obverse. 1921‘S’ Very-

Fine. Few contact marks, but the surfaces are evenly porous. PCI
VF3,S Chemically Altered. 4 pieces.

1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty with some toning

about the eye. Bullalo Nickels: 1930 Gem Brilliant Uncircu-
lated. Superb silver and gold toning over very nice surfaces;

1930‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractive rose and blue

toning over pleasing surfaces. 3 pieces.

1912‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A simply stun-

ning specimen Haunting full, frosty mint lustre and a generous dose

ofrose-gold toning and iridescent blue and green highlights. Well

struck and abundantly attractive.
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U. S. BUFFALO NICKFLS

LOVELY MATTE PROOF 1913 TYPE II NICKEL

4150 1913 Type II. Very Choice Matte Proof. A wonderfully rich

gold color combined with immaculate surfaces gives this coin its

marvelous eye appeal. Well struck with nicely squared rims and

sharp detail. A very handsome example of this early date.

4151 1913‘S’ Type II. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A vir-

tual Gem displaying thoroughly satisfying satiny brilliance, hints

ot red-gold for major appeal.

4152 1913‘S’ Type II. A second. Choice About Uncirculated, and es-

sentially Mint State. Glowing mint lustre lies beneath olive-gray

toning on the obverse, rose-gray hues on the reverse. A spot at

Indian’s head, and a pair of spots at Buffalo are noted for accuracy.

4153 1915 Choice Matte Proof. Mellowed gold and iridescent toning

over very nicely preserved surfaces. Devoid of any major detrac-

tions so as to give this coin a wonderful look. One ot' only 1,050

proofs struck.

STACK’S
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GLORIOUS CHOICE UNCIRCULATED 1916

DOUBLED DIE BUFFALO NICKEL

4154 1916 Doubled Die Obverse. Breen 2599, Fivaz-Stanton #5(i-016. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This extraordinary coin is cer-

tainly among the finest known of this early Buffalo variety, and would place high in any Condition Census that might be drawn up. The
obverse displays the bold and dramatic doubled date, 1916/1916. The definitive date 1916 is accompanied by a second full date positioned

almost a lull millimeter lower and ollset nearly a millimeter toward the right. All four digits are present in both of the dates, with the second
19 and 6 boldest and unmistakably visible even to the naked eye. Popularly known to exhibit a boldly doubled date, the doubling in the die

extends to the Indian s chin, neck, hair braid, and feather, among other doubled design motifs. This Choice example is delightfully smooth,
with a fascinating pale gold adding to its undeniable visual appeal. Even considered as simply an early date Buffalo Nickel it is an extraordi-

nary coin.

Buffalo Nickel specialists that have examined this piece believe that it was struck later m the die’s active life, with die wear making it a

trifle less sharp than earlier examples struck in the die’s working life. However that may be, this unblushingly Choice coin places high

among the few known higher grade examples. Collector interest has advanced by leaps and bounds since the variety was first discovered,

especially since it was listed in the “Red Book.” The late Walter Breen assigned it its own reference number in his Complete Encyclopedia of

United States Coins with the observation “Ex. rare. Usually in low grades.”

The statistics published in the two major grading services’ Population Reports are starkly revealing. PCGS, although they have encapsu-

lated well over 100 specimens of this doubled die in all grades, including only 4 pieces in Mint State: two MS62, one MS63, none
higher. NGC has encapsulated 59 pieces, including only 6 pieces in Mint State: four in MS63, two in MS64. Some of these certified

Mint State specimens are undoubtedly re-submissions in attempts to garner higher grades the second time around. As such, the total num-
ber ofMint State coins in the market probably numbers under 10 specimens. The appearance of this extraordinary 1916/1916 Buffalo Nickel

offers an historic opportunity to Buffalo Nickel collectors, students of minting varieties, error enthusiasts and seekers of the finest in U.S.

numismatic rarities. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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4155 1*416 noubled Die Dbverse. Breen 2599, Fivaz-Stanton #5c-

016. URS-9. A Nceoiid. Very Fine. In addition to a elear seeond

ltnpre^Mon on the date, there is bold doubling on all three feathers

ot the Indian. .Mostly pale gray, there is a small patch of deep ton-

ing on the upper right reverse, tdear fields on either side indicate

a higher grade status. A rare and popular anomaly. FCClS VF2U,

4156 1916‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and very close to the

C iem category. Lovely golden toning over nice, satiny surfaces. This

com has the surfaces ot a (lem but is not quite fully struck up to be

called as such. Still quite nice. PCCS !MS64.

4157 1917‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. 1 lere is a wholly

attractive virtual Cem of this elusive San Francisco date, boasting

reflective lavender surfaces with a tantalizing hint of pale gold.

I'CCiS MS64.

4158 1918 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Well struck with nice

silver and gold toning over pleasing surfaces.

HANDSOME CHOICE 1919‘D’ NICKEL

4159 1919‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An exceptional strike

IS enhanced by the most delicate pink color over wonderfully re-

flective surfaces. Here is a date that is seldom found so well-pre-

served. NCiC MS63.

4160 1921 ‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Ample mint lustre pro-

vides a lovely radiant glow. Fully struck devices are also m evi-

dence .S'umc. I’CCiS .MSb.l.

4161 1926 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Blazing mint lustre njomed
by a touch ot clear champagne toning; 1930 Very Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Luminescent golden-gray surfaces, 1935'!)’

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. 3 pieces.

FABULOUS NEAR-GEM 1926‘S’ NICKEL

(cuhr^'ii)

4162 1926‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and on the abso-

lute cusp of full Gem rank. Marvelous rose-gold and gray toning

drench this coin’s immaculate surfaces. Strike is well above average

for this date. Very tew examples ofthis San Francisco date have been

graded at this high level, and this com personifies true premium

quality for the grade. PCGS MS64. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4163 1928 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny cartwheel lustre em-

phasizes the hold detail, fields are exceptionally smooth and pleas-

ing. PCGS MS65.

4164 1930‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Gorgeous pastels

m hues of lavender, rose, blue and yellow are illuminated by glow-

ing mint lustre.

4165 1930‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Glowing sil-

very surfaces show scattered red-gold toning Hecks.

4166 1934‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Cilittenng mint

lustre is layered in luscious lemon-gold tones. A near perfect speci-

men destined for a high grade date set.

GORGEOUSLY TONED 1937 PROOF NICKEL

4167 1937 Gem Brilliant Proof. Superb multicolor iridescent toning

over nicely reflective fields. The surfaces are devoid of any m,ijor

detractions giving this coin a marvelous appearance.

4168 1937‘D’ Three-legged. Choice About Uncirculated. Wonder-

ful lustre over well preserved surfaces. A very attractive example

of this popular and scarce mint error. NGC .^U.55,

STACIK’S
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4169 1937‘D’ Three-Legged. A second. Choice About Uncirculated,

and on the cusp ofa full Mint State grade. Just a hint oflight friction

is perceptible at the very highest points of the devices on this speci-

men that is colorfully toned in rose and orange hues. Fully lustrous,

most would be tempted to call this scarce variety Mint State.

4170 1937‘D’ Three-Legged. A third. About Uncirculated. This

boldly struck Denver rarity shows remarkably full details includ-

ing diagnostic die dots under buffalo. FCGS AU50.

4171 1937‘D’ Three-Legged. A fourth. Choice Extremely Fine, ap-

proaching About Uncirculated. Lovely amber tones infiltrate the

devices on this evenly circulated, medium gray specimen. Attrac-

tive, problem-free and destined for a discriminating collection.

4172 1937‘D’ Three-Legged. A fifth. Extremely Fine. Here is a lightly and

evenly circulated specimen of this classic Buffalo Nickel scarcity toned

in subtle golden tan hues on both sides. Essentially trouble-free, a trained

eye detects some very faint hairlines between bison’s legs.

U. S. HALF DIMES
U. S. FLOWING HAIR HALF DIMES

CONDITION CENSUS 1795 HALF DIME

4173

1795 Logan-McCloskey 8 (R-3). Very Choice Brilliant Un-
circulated. Virtually complete mint lustre and an exacting strike

give this virtual Gem its awesome beauty. Obverse shows a bold

diagnostic die crack from rim at ‘Y’ through nose, some light ad-

justment marks can be found on the cheek. The immaculate re-

verse shows no berries under the left wing, unbroken lustre pro-

viding truly Gem visual quahty. This remarkable coin must rank

high in any Condition Census for this historic date. PCGS MS64.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

LOVELY 1795 HALF DIME

4174

1795 LM-8. (R-3). Another. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Lovely satiny centers are framed by russet and gold with a touch of

blue iridescent toning. Good mint lustre bathes surfaces that are a

bit weakly struck in the central area. A small spot is noted on the

cheek is not that detracting. No adjustment marks at all are to be

seen, which is unusual and quite desirable as such. Here is a really

nice example ofthis very early type coin. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

HIGH GRADE 1795 LM-8 HALF DIME

(enlar^d)

4175

1795 LM-8 (R-3). A third. Choice About Uncirculated and close

to full Mint State. An early die state shows a crack to bridge of

Liberty’s nose and across cheek bone. Handsome frosty silver shows

virtually no wear. Eagle’s right wing bears a heavy center dot in

the die. NGC AU58. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

FABULOUS CHOICE 1795 HALF DIME

(cnhi^ed)

4176

1795 LM-10 (R-3). Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The some-

what spindly stars on this obverse include Star 1 touching first curl

and the last starjoined firmly to bust point. Reverse wreath shows

no inner berries. Deep blue-gray toning shows an undercurrent of

pervasive gold for bold visual appeal. PCGSMS63. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

STACK’S
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r. s. DK Al‘l n HUS 1, SMALL EAGLE
Kl \ ERSE HALE DIME

NEAR-CHHICE 1797 15-STAR HALF DIME

4177 1797 LM- 1 (R-3). 15 Stars, Berry between NI. Brilliant Un-
circulated and virtually C'hoice. Frosts' silver surt'aces accent a bold

obverse strike, reverse center is less sharp. Obverse shows two well

developed die cracks, one bisecting the bust, reverse shows a crack

troin run through to leaf. A pleasing e.xainple for either type

collector or variety savant. NGC MS62. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

PLEASING 1800 HALF DIME

4179 1800 LM-1 , (R-3). A second. About Uncirculated, This distinc-

tive obverse includes an ‘8’ made trom two small overlapping o’s.

The reverse shows a leaf overlapping the left base of the last ‘A’ in

AMERICA. This coin's circulating life was short, resulting in light

wear but initial weakness of strike caused the smoothness seen on

Liberty’s highest locks. Reverse is more thoroughly detailed and

the overall visual impression the coin projects is that of pervasive

silvery beauw. NC.C AU5(l. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

U. S. DILAPED BUST, LARGE EAGLE
FEEVERSE HALF DIMES

LOVELY CHOICE 1800 HALE DIME

4178 1800 LM-1 (R-3). Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This ob-

verse IS distinguished by its date, in which the 8 was cobbled to-

gether by some ingenious .Mint worker by overlapping two small

o’s from a letter font. Bright silver surfaces add bold beauty to a

precise and full strike. All devices, stars, leaves, feathers and letter-

ing leap out at the viewer, their crisp definition amplified by vir-

tually prootlike fields. This coin represents an early die state with

no crack below date or through M on the reverse. Here is a liter-

ally Choice example that must rank high in any comprehensive

Condition Census for this important variety or indeed of this piv-

otal Draped Bust date. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

ATTRACTIVE 1803 HALF DIME

4180 1803 LM-3. Large 8. (R-3). Choice Extremely Fine, and nearly

About Uncirculated. A sharply struck example with hints of pale

champagne and rose hues and light blue-gray toning. For a 1 lalf

Dime ot this time period, this coin is most pleasing as most speci-

mens one encounters are poorly made and shabby overall. Under

the loop, an old mark at Liberty’s upper shoulder near her hair is

visible, as is some inherent, mint-made planchet roughness

through the ’T’ of LIBERTY. This date and the 1800 are the

most “common" Draped Bust Half Dimes and are usually cho-

sen for Type Sets; the piece offered here would make a welcome

addition to any set.

U. S. CAPPED BUST HALF DIMES

4181 1829 LM-1. Brilliant Uncirculated and nearly Choice. Cileam-

mg ebony overlies smooth silver, a glass finds a tiny field lamina-

tion near the forehead.

STACK’S
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4182 1829 LM-2. 3-Line Stripes. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated,

nearly Gena. Marvelous glowing caramel-gold laves the smooth
silver surfaces of this attractive example.

4183 1830 LM-12 (R-4) Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Ex-

quisite tawny gold toning enriches smooth frosty silver on this vir-

tual Gem. For quality of strike, beauty of toning and general eye

appeal, this would be a hard coin to beat. NGC MS64.

LOVELY DEEP PROOFLIKE 1831 HALF DIME

4184 1831 LM-5. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Heavy

prooflike glitter characterizes this near-Gem, a die-mate to the

Ehasberg specimen which the late Walter Breen insisted was an

early Proof Magnificent mirror fields are clothed in the most deli-

cate rose and gold to create the overall visual impact of full Proof

We have, however, chosen the more conservative definition of

prooflike Mint State.

SUPERB GEM 1835 HALF DIME

(enlarged)

4185 1835 LM-10. Small Date, Small 5c. Superb Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. Spectacular surfaces reflect breath-taking creamy

lustre. A hint of pale gold toning is seen on both sides and typical

die clashing can be found in front of Liberty’s face. Of all coins of

this date and variety graded by PCGS, this piece is tied for the

finest graded by them. Here is a matchless opportunity to obtain a

truly premier coin from this popular early design. PCGS MS67.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

U. S. LIBERTY SEATED HALF DIMES

GLORIOUS CHOICE PROOF 1837

NO STARS HALF DIME

(enbrj^d)

4186 1837 Valentine 1. No Stars, Large Date. Choice Brilliant

Proof. Triple-cut 8 shows attempts at two bases for this digit

punched near the diamond-sharp denticles. Silver-white mirror

fields contrast with frosty white devices. A glass finds a minute

toning dot left of rock, a tiny area of surface texture may be an

ancient smoothing. Breen believed approximately 20 Proofs were

struck of this especially elegant first year type, whose obverse is so

delightfully uncluttered by stars or legend. Of that tiny number,

decidedly fewer survive today in anything like the present coin’s

near perfection. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

SPLENDID GEM 1838 HALF DIME

4187 1838 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Stark silver-white fields and

devices boast a smoothness and lustre joining to create a visual

quality seldom encountered in and of the early dates of this long

lived design.

4188 1838 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another example of vir-

tually identical quality. Strike is a trifle less vivid and obverse rim

shows numerous tiny rim cuds.

4189 1838 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. Attractive deep

iridescent toning over well struck surfaces. A very nice coin that is

very suitable for the type collector.

STACK’S
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CUM 183^ NO DRAPERY HALF DIME

4190

1839 No Drapery. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Glorious silver

lustre tlishes boldly beneath a taint haze of tantalizing pale gold.

Here is the new Liberty Seated design as it came from the dies!

EXQUISITE GEM 1840 HALF DIME

4191 1840 With Drapery. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Multi-color

red-blue iridescent toning laves well struck devices, smooth fields.

This is the only example of this date to which NGC has awarded

this grade, with only three designated higher. NGC MS66.

4195 1856 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This pale silvery

example is graced by a satiny mint lustre. Evidence of die clashing

is tound, particularly on the reverse.

HIGHEST GRADE 1856‘0’ HALF DIME

(enlarged)

4196 1856‘0’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep multicolor copper

and deep rose-gold iridescent toning covers lustrous, smooth and

well preserved surfaces. Well struck, this coin is the highest graded

and the only one graded by NGC MS66; PCGS has also graded

only one coin MS66. A great opportunity to acquire a scarce date in

ultimate condition. NGC MS66. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

GEM-PLUS 1841 HALF DIME

4192 1841 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Arguably among the finest

known, this coin displays deep purple toning haloed in clear rose

and light gold for powerful visual effect. The strike is diamond

sharp, particularly on such fine detail as Liberty’s face. NGC MS66.

4193 1849/6 Valentine 2 (R-5). Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. The left curve of an earlier ‘6’
is clearly visible through the

upper loop of the ‘9’ on this deep rose and steel-toned example of

this important date.

GLEAMING GEM PROOF 1850 HALF DIME

(enbrged)

4194

1850 V.2. 185 touch Base. Gem Brilliant Proof. The late Walter

Breen traced five Proofs, A1 Blythe in his Complete Guide to Liberty

Seated Half Dimes suggested that 7-8 Proofs exist. This obverse

shows three digits solidly touching the rocky base under Liberty,

glass-ghttcrmg fields complement the jewel-fine detail of the re-

liefs. Exquisite pale rose and gold add a delicate touch of color to

this gleaming Proof (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4197 1857 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny with tawny gold

toning over well struck surfaces.

GEM PROOF 1858 HALF DIME

4198 1858 Valentine 8. Date Slopes Down to Right. Choice Bril-

liant Proof, nearly Gem. Luscious silver mirror fields are haloed

in pleasing tan-gold that hugs the jewel-sharp denticles and leg-

ends. The exact number of Proofs struck of this historic date is

uncertain but known to have been small: the late Walter Breen

traced only eight of this variety.

4199 1859 The variety showing recutting at the bases of each numeral

in the date, most noticeable at the 1 and 9 (V.l). Very Choice

Brilliant Proof. Razor-sharp devices and mirrored fields are

bathed in shades of deep jade, champagne, and olive-gold irides-

cence. Proofs of this date are quite scarce with most estimates ot

the surviving population ranging between 200 and 300 pieces.

4200 1859 Old Reverse. Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Iridescent blue

and rose-gold toning over wonderfully kept surfaces. Well struck

with all the intricate detail boldly visible. A lovely example.

STACK’S
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NEAR-GEM 1860 TRANSITIONAL HALF DIME

(cnlarftdj

4201 1860 Transitional. Breen 3097, Judd 267. Very Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. A near-Gem silver-white example ofonly 100

struck. This obverse is that of 1859 displaying Paquet’s reworked

Liberty and hollow stars, used for circulating coins in that year

alone. The reverse is James B. Longacre’s 1860 cereal wreath that

was first struck for circulation in 1860. This fascinating die mar-

riage completely omits the name UNITED STATES OE
AMERICA. It was listed among Patterns by Dr. J. Hewitt Judd
and has been eagerly pursued by collectors for more than 140 years.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

4202 1861/0 Choice About Uncirculated. Golden toning, a glass cap-

tures a couple of thin obverse pmscratches. This remarkably bold

overdate is unmistakable, as is the bottom loop of an errant ‘8’

near the denticles. PCGS AU55.

4203 1862 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. A rare coin with a mintage

ot a mere 550 pieces. Both obverse and reverse are toned a deep

gray and offer splendid reflectivity. All devices are boldly detailed.

PCGS PR64.

NEAR-GEM 1865‘S’ HALF DIME

4204 1865‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This obverse

shows 1 and 8 recut in a date placed high in the exergual field,

deep rose joins flecks of peripheral russet. The reverse is frosty

silver with a flavor oflighter rose. As HalfDime specialist A1 Blythe

writes, this San Francisco date is “much scarcer than its mintage,”

and Mint State examples are still scarcer.

4205 1869 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, on the cusp ofGem.

Silver-white with an intricately detailed reverse reflecting the

sharpest strike. A scarcely visible hairline or two from higher grade.

4206 1872 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Gem. Frosty mint

lustre ofsome intensity is bathed in thickly layered lavender, steel

blue and gold toning on both faces of this gorgeous little jewel.

Reverse is a bit more luminescent, with greater quantities of red

and orange at the borders of the devices.

4208 1873 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. With the exception ofa small

circular area at Liberty’s head, an evenly balanced blend of rose,

olive-gold, pale blue, and russet-gray iridescence blankets this ex-

ample. Sharp, reflective, and quite appealing. Although 000 proofs

were struck of this issue, it is reported that a large percentage of that

mintage was melted on July 10, 1873.

U. S. DIMES

U. S. DRAPED BUST, SMALL EAGLE
REVERSE DIME

WELL-USED 1796 DIME

4209 1796 John Reich-2 (R-4). Date spaced 1 79 6. Very Good.

Berry at left base of first ‘S’ identifies this distinctive reverse. Wear
is appropriate to the grade, old scratches on the hair can be seen on

the obverse. Holed and plugged at 12:00 on the reverse, details re-

engraved.

U. S. DRAPED BUST, LARGE EAGLE
REVERSE DIMES

LOVELY 1798/7 16-STARS DIME

(enlarged)

4210 1798/7 JR-1 (R-3). 16 Stars. Choice About Uncirculated, on

the very edge ofMint State. Vibrant glowing gray and gold toning

distinguishes this handsome piece. Here is an exceptionally bold

overdate showing a very small ‘8’ over a far larger ‘7’. Overall a

very handsome and desirable example. NGC AU58. (SEE
COLOR PLATE)

4207 1872‘S’ Mintmark in Wreath. Brilliant Uncirculated, virtu-

ally Choice. Pastel rose and lavender mingle with delicate gold on

this frosty lustrous specimen.

STACK’S
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1‘LHASING 1805 4 BERRIES DIME

4211 1805 JR-2. 4 Reverse Berries. Choice About Uncirculated and

near Mint State. Well centered w'ith delicate rose-pink and hints

of iridescent blue toning coalescing near the well formed rims.

Here is an exceptionally handsome example ofthis important date.

PCGS AU55. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

U. S. CAPPED BUST DIMES

CHOICE 1821 SMALL DATE DIME
4212

1821 JR-9. Small Date. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Glow-

ing gold and rose toning enrich this coin’s lovely, fully lustrous

surfaces. Boldly struck and displaying nearly fully defined den-

ticles on both sides.

4213

1827 JR-4. Brilliant Uncirculated and nearly fully Choice.

Subtle rose and blue-gray toning complements the visual appeal of

this coin’s exacting strike.

4214

1833 JR-5. High 3. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. An exact-

ing strike results in crisp detail, laved in gentle rose-gold.

IMPRESSIVE 1837 JR.2 DIME

4215

1837 JR-2 (R-3). Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Evenly struck

legends and devices are augmented by a full measure of icy mint

frost. There is a delicate blush ofgolden toning on either side that

completes this example. The final year of issue for this venerated

John Reich design.

U. S. LIBERTY SEATED DIMES
4216

1851‘0’ Choice About Uncirculated and on the verge of full Mint

State. Surfaces are bright silver, with hints of a past cleaning. Well

struck. Distinctly scarce with oiily 400,000 pieces struck. NGC AU58.

4217

1852‘0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pleasing graphite-gray

and a hint ofgold accent the smooth fields and well struck devices

of this handsome early date.

SUPER-GEM 1853 ARROWS DIME

(enhi^ii)

4218

1853 Arrows. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated and essentially su-

perb. Flawless bright silver-white surfaces on both sides show this

design at its best and present this breath-taking coin in the perfec-

tion with which it dropped from the dies. PCGS MS66.

4219

1859 Choice Brilliant Proof with claims to a Gem classifica-

tion. Delicate russet toning highlights fields and design elements

that enjoy a significant degree of cameo contrast. Needle-sharp

and assertive. Of the 800 proofs believed to have been struck, many

were melted or placed into circulation as unsold. Perhaps 200 to

300 pieces of this extreme scarcity have managed to survive.

4220

1860‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Tawny deep rose and gold, some

steel gray cover this com, nicely struck with a full head. Quite

scarce, one ofonly 140,000 pieces struck in the last year of the popular

Obverse Stars design. PCGS MS61.

4221

1860‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A second example of this San

Francisco scarcity showing deep, clear red intensifi'ing at the runs,

stars and wreath. A lint mark appears left of Libertv' cap.

STACK’S
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4222 1866 Brilliant Proof, nearly Choice. Tliis coin exliibits boldly

retleetive silver-white surfaces and sharply impressed devices. Fields

are lightly hairlined and are toning subtly, with a more noticeable

streak across the reverse.

4223 1870 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Gleaming cartwheel under-

lies satiny gray and gold of unusual richness, reverse wreath is fi-

ery rose. PCGS FR64.

4224 1871 Choice Brilliant Proof. Beautiful concentric ring toning

compo.sed of iridescent blue and rose w'ith golden centers. A few

very light hairlines but overall a really pretty coin.

4225 1873 Arrows. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Soft gray sur-

faces show considerable lustre, particularly on the reverse. PCI

MS64.

4226 1873‘S’ Arrows. The variety with a small, thinly shaped mint

mark. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty underlying lustre

is augmented by a blush of rich rose-golden toning on either side.

Examples of this date in the condition range offered here are quite

scarce indeed.

NEAR-GEM 1874‘S’ DIME

(enbrj^d)

4227 1874‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Stark silver-white

surfaces create the boldest cartwheel reflectivity and almost over-

whelming splendor for this elusive San Francisco date. NGC MS64.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

4228 1890 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny champagne surfaces

are enhanced by a touch of peripheral blue toning. PCI MS64.

4229 1890 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Mint lustre ra-

diates from this crisply struck example. The surfaces are a glorious

silver with just the faintest hints of lilac toning clinging to some of

the reverse devices.

4230 1890‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A strike of medallic

perfection underlies rose and steel lustre ofexquisite delicacy. Here

is a coin ofastounding eye appeal and is kept from a Gem grade by

only a few light hairlines at lower reverse.

U. S. BARJ3ER DIMES

4231 1892 Gem Brilliant Proof. Deeply reflective fields offset by nice

contrast from the devices. Iridescent blue and pale rose toning. A
wonderful example of this first year of issue.

4232 1892 Brilliant Uncirculated, near Choice. Flashing silver reflects

pale peripheral gold for bold effect; 1900 Brilliant Uncirculated,

near Choice. Stark silverwhite with small dash of gold. 2 pieces.

COLORFUL 1896‘0’ DIME

4233 1896‘0’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and on the cusp

of full Gem. Deep iridescent blue and rose-gold toning accentu-

ates the eye appeal of this well struck example. Quite scarce this

nice as most do not exhibit the originality of this attractive speci-

men. NGC MS64.

4234 1897 Very Choice Brilliant Proofand easily ofGem quality were

it not for an inconspicuous planchet depression at the lower re-

verse. Razor-sharp cameo design features are afloat on watery, fully

mirrored fields. A pleasant shade of russet-golden toning com-

pletes this jewel. One ofonly 731 proofs struck of this date.

SUPER GRADE 1901 ‘O’ DIME

4235 190TO’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Mottled red-gold and

russet contrasts with underlying satin-silver surfaces. Very well

struck and scarce as such. One of only four coins NGC has graded at

this level with none higher. NGC MS66.

RARE 1901‘S’ DIME

4236 1901‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Mottled iridescent ton-

ing over satiny surfaces. Exceptionally well struck with all detail

boldly struck up. A very rare date in this grade and sure to elicit

strong collector interest.

STACK’S
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4 '37 1*404 ticin Brilliant Uncirculated. C\-ntcrs .irc drenched in l.iv-

ender-i^rae, ^teel blue and rose, while the peripheries are aglow in

lunnneseent vellow-orange toning. I lere is a simply e.xquisite speci-

men destined tor the collector ot incredibly toned coins.

423S 1*406 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculateil. Vivid silver-white

trt>\t covers both sides, touched by a whisper ot red-gold near ob-

verse rim. BC'CS .MS64.

U. S. MHRCURY DlMl S

4244 19 19‘1)’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sharp strike andrn h i

silver lustre underlie dashes ot deep gold and russet.

4245 1920 Superb Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Full Split Bands.

Very deep coppery-golden obverse contrasts with some steel gray
;

on the reverse. Very well struck with absolutely exceptional tidel- '

itv to each design feature. NGC MS67FB.

4239 1907 Choice Brilliant Proof. Deep olive and pearl-gray toning

IS accented by wisps of golden iridescence. The underlying sur-

faces are sharp and reflective. ( hily .”.s proofs urre coined of this issue.

RICHLY TONED 1907‘D’ DIME

4240 1907‘D’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep red-gold toning

shows hints of sea-green on the reverse. Very nicely struck with

nearly pristine surfaces. One of only jour graded by I’CGS at this leivl

with fliv 'graded hitcher. PCGS MS63.

4241 1910 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Deep iridescent blue with a

trace of rose gold toning. Nice contrast between the frosted face ot

Miss Liberty and the mirrored fields.

4242 1912 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. A pristine com with inag-

iitficent iridescent toning m deeply mirrored fields.

4243 1915 Choice Brilliant Proof and approaching a gem distinction.

The obverse is essentially that of a full Gem. The reverse is nearly

as nice were it not for a pair of small stains at the lower wreath. A

meticulously struck, cameo-mirror specimen. .4 mere 4.^0 proofs were

struch oj this dole, this being the second lowest proof mintage ot this

type.

4246 1920 About Uncirculated. Orange peel surfaces; 1925, 1926
!

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Both with split bands and toned

recesses; 1928 Brilliant Uncirculated. Silver with toned periph-

eries; 1939‘D’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Pale champagne

toning and full split bands. 5 pieces.

DAZZLING NEAR-GEM 192I‘D’ DIME

4247 1921 ‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full Split Bands

testify- to an exacting strike of this amazing virtual (iem example

ofone of the most sought-after of all the early Mercury dates. Blaz-

ing silver is edged in deep gr.iy and ebony for spectacular visual

effect. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4248 1925‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually Choice with Split

Bands and scattered flecks of deep toning.

NEAR GEM I925‘S’ MERCURY DIME

4249 I925’S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, virtu.illy Gem. Full Split

Bands. Complete, unbroken cartwheels ot frosty mint lustre de-

fine this boldly struck specimen featuring completely split and

rounded horizontal bands on the reverse fasces. A touch ot gold

lends character to this intense silver specimen of a date that is scorce

m this high grade of preservation.

STACIK’S
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SUPERB 1928‘D’ DIME

4250 1928‘D’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated and fully Superb. Smooth
reflective fields gleam under fiery rose and glowing gold, creating

a visual palette of blazing autumnal colors. Here is a coin personi-

fying true condition rarity. NGC MS67. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4251 1938‘P,S, 1944‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A very nice

trio ofsatiny examples that are mainly untoned; Roosevelt Dime:
1949‘S’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractive multicolor ton-

ing. 4 pieces.

4252 1940 Superb Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. The strike on this

piece is meticulous, as is indicated by the full split bands. The

toning is equally superb; the coin is haloed in pastel blue and green.

A truly amazing coin. PCGS MS67FB.

POPULAR 1942/1 OVERDATE DIMES

(enlarged)

4253 1942/1 Brilliant Uncirculated or somewhat finer. Lovely full

silver lustre and a vivid strike give this example ofan ever-popular

emergency World War II overdate its powerful quality and visual

qualities. NGC MS61
.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

4254 1942/1 A second. Choice About Uncirculated. Very strong na-

ked-eye overdate, tawny gold toning join for outstanding visual

appeal. ANACS Cache AU58.

4255 1942/1 A third. Extremely Fine. Silver-gray surfaces e.xhibit a hint

of lustre, a strong strike and clear champagne toning.

4256

1945 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Gem. A

lovely little coin with radiant lustre that is mostly frosty, but with a

pair of small mirror-like areas before and behind Winged Liberty’s

head. This date is usually softly struck, but this coin is the excep-

tion to the rule. The strike on this coin is razor sharp, with very

nearly Full Split Bands. The surfaces of this example show no

signs of toning and are a shimmering silver-white. Scarce.

U. S. TWENTY CENT PIECES

4257 1875 Brilliant Proof or a bit better. This well mirrored, boldly

defined specimen is highlighted by a blush of pale golden toning

on both the obverse and reverse. Ofthe 39,700 Twenty Cent Pieces

struck of this date, oirly 2190 were proofs.

NEAR-GEM 1875 20 CENTS

4258 1875 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Dashes ofvariegated

steel, gold and russet toning are to be seen on both sides, reverse is

energized by fascinating hints of emerald. PCGS MS64.

4259 1875 Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Here is a frosty example

that offers varying shades of russet-mauve and deep lavender ton-

ing over a bold strike.

PLEASING WHITE 1875‘CC’ 20 CENTS

4260 1875‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full silver frost cov-

ers both sides ofthis marvelous Carson City coin. Shield and LIB-

ERTY are weakly impressed. NGC MS63.

4261 1875‘CC’ Essentially Brilliant Uncirculated from a technical

standpoint. Another. The obverse exhibits rings of iridescent

mauve, emerald and olive-gold emanating from the periphery.

Close examination of the reverse, however, reveals some ever so

faint hairlining.

STACK’S
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4262 1875‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, t'olortul concentric

bands ot tawny orange-^old, blue-green, assertive rose create the

most striking rainbow appeal. I lere is a coin ot unconiinon beauty

that IS well-suited tor a rspe set. NC.C MS()3.

4263 1875‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. V'ery well

struck with glorious bright mint bloom. The reverse with a die

crack about the lower edge through the legend. NCiC MS63.

4264 1875‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. Light cham-

pagne gold intensifies in the smooth fields, reverse shows a tanta-

lizing hint of blue. PCCS MS63.

4265 1875‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A tourth. A warm, sat-

iny glow IS complemented by evenly struck, entirely balanced fields

and design elements. There is a gentle trace ot lavender and golden

toning that completes this handsome coin.

4266 1875‘S’ A fifth Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and enjoying a

full measure of frostv mint bloom on either side. This evenly struck,

pale golden specimen displays a shade ot deeper russet at the lower

right obverse.

U. S. QUARTERS
U. S. DRAPED BUST QUAR I ERS

4268 1805 Browning 2 (R-3). Extremely Fine with respect to wear

though exhibiting some degree of central striking softness. As is
^

tvpical ofmany coins of this type, this weakness is most evident at

the shield, scroll, and right clouds. Varying shades ot pale to me-

dium olive-gr.iy toning are visible on either side. With the recent

resurgence of interest in early rs’pe material, middle grade smaller

denomination coins such as this are justifiably experiencing sig-

nificantly greater levels ot attention.

U. S. CAPPED BUST QUARTERS

ENIGMATIC 1815 ‘E’ QUARTER

4269 1815 B.l. Countermark ‘E.’ About Uncirculated. Steel-russet

toning and an orange-gold sheen vitalize this coin’s reHective silver

surfaces. A bold incuse 'E' is impressed at the peak of Liberty’s c.ip

without distortion to the reverse. Some 1815 and tew'er 1823 (lu.ir-

ters exist with ‘E’ or ’L’ countermark of uncertain significance.

Experimental weights h.ive been suggested, but excess or light

weights are not found by weighing actual specimens. The present

coin is 6.75 grams. Breen’s concept that the coins were school prizes

for Latin or Rhetoric is merely aniusing. More promising is the sug-

gestion that expenmental die cantings were used to attempt to pro-

duce equally sharp left and right stars: ’E’ for Even die face align-

ment, ’L’ for tipper die canted slightly left. However that ni.iy be,

the coins are a tascinating invitation for additional research.

4267 1876 A strong About Uncirculated or better example in terms ot

wear. Sh.irplv struck surfaces reveal signs ot a past ancient clean-

ing. The obverse has since acquired attractive royal t>lue and mauve

peripheral toning. Only 14,640 hiisiiu'ss sirikcs Jiid 1260 proofs ii'fro

•iriiik’ .if this scarce date.

stac:k’s
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LUSTROUS 1822 QUARTER

4270

1822 B.l (R-3). About Uncirculated. Abundant mint lustre hugs

the edges of the devices and legends on this richly toned, laven-

der-gray and gold specimen. Large size Capped Bust Quarters are

scarce as a series, with higher grade circulated specimens trading

hands much less frequently than very low grade specimens.

4271 1824/22 B.l. Choice Extremely Fine. Medium gold toning en-

riches well struck surfaces that host a pair ofobverse pinscratches.

Early Quarters show this high level of preservation are increas-

ingly hard to acquire. BCGS XF45.

HISTORIC GEM PROOF 1825 QUARTER
The F.C.C. Boyd, Jerome Kern Specimen

(a Ilarked)

4272

1825/4/3 Browning 2 (R-7). Close Date. Gem Brilliant Proof. Absolutely breath-taking liquid-glass fields show the deepest mirror imagin-

able, enriched by wonderfully delicate clear gold and peach with a minute dash of blue. Beautifully struck and centered to create what may be

called the ultimate example of the open collar Capped Bust Quarter. This coin was listed first in Walter Breen’s roster of three specifically

identified Proofs of this date and variety, though he believed that he had encountered six Proofs in his career. This coin enjoys a truly illustrious

pedigree, traced to the great F.C.C. Boyd Collection, sold by Abe Kosoff as ‘The World’s Greatest Collection” in 1945 when Proof was still

spoken of as a “condition.” This coin was modestly described as “brilliant proof, rare in this condition.” Eminent composerJerome David Kern

then added it to his outstanding collection, sold by the legendary B. Max Mehl of Fort Worth, Texas, as part of his flamboyantly named “Golden

Jubilee Sale” in May 1950 with a similarly restrained description, “1825 over ’23. The top of3 showing plainly under the 5. Brilliant Proof Very

rare in this remarkable condition.” Quite probably the finest known and a coin that will amply repay close study. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

Ex World’s Greatest Collection (F.C.C. Boyd) (A. Kosoff, Numismatic Gallery, January 1945, lot 86);Jerome Kern Collection (Golden Jubilee Sale, B.

Max Mehl, May 1950, lot 1411).

4273

1828 B.3. 25/50 C. Very Fine, Subdued gray-gold toning bathe

distinctly glossy fields. Here is a sharply struck, thoroughly ac-

ceptable example of the most remarkable engraver’s error of this

increasingly sought-after series. PCGS VF20.

STACK’S
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U. S. LIBER l Y SEA LED QUAR I ERS

CHOICE 1838 NO DRAPERY QUARI ER

4275

1838 No Drapery. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely

smooth silver covers both sides, the strike is generally full. A faint

mark or two can be searched out with a glass. The first year of

issue for this short-lived No Drapery tv'pe coin. Choice mint state

e.xamples ot this design are quite scarce indeed!

4276 1838 No Drapery. A second. Choice Extremely Fine. Deep blue

and rose fields accentuate largely silver devices.

4277 1840‘O’ No Drapery. About Uncirculated. This silver-white

New Orleans piece has a frosty look from a past cleaning; Barber

Quarter: 1900 Brilliant Uncirculated. Clowing silver under-

lies clear gold and tawny copper-red. 2 pieces.

STRIKING 1842 LARGE DATE QUARTER
4278

1842 Large Date. Brilliant Uncirculated. A marvelous strike

highlights the reliefs, including the bold date, set off center to-

ward the left. Frootlike fields surround Liberty and the e.igle, which

are full and crisply defined for added visual quality. 1 lere is an ex-

ceptional red-gold example of one of the most elusive early Lib-

erty Seated dates, seldom encountered this nice.

I \G1 I INC; CRM IMU)OI 1831 QUARTER

(enlargt'dj

4274 1831 Br.4 (R-7). Flat-base 2, Eagle w'ith Tongue. Gem Bril-

liant Proof. Dazzling mirror fields are enriched by iridescent per-

vasive blue, shifting to heather-gold at the peripheries. This is the

first date of the new Closed Collar Quarter coinage. Star 13 pre-

sents two points to curl, 2 in denomination has a Hat base. A fine

die crack links point of stem through C to lower rim. This excit-

ing coin IS "hallmarked" by a tiny rim depression left of the date.

The Hodder update ot Browning records five Proofs ot this vari-

ery, but notes that three of these m.iy be the same piece. Breen

specified only the Philip Straus Proofspecimen in his ProofEncy-

clopedia. This glittering Gem is almost certainly the finest known

Proof of this definitive variers'. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4279

1842‘0’ Large Date. Choice About Uncirculated. 1 lints ofbright

red-goldjoin underlying lustre on this lightly circulated, well struck

example. PCGS AU55.

4280

1843‘0’ Small ‘O’. Choice About Uncirculated. Frosty white

surfaces are haloed in champagne gold, tiny ‘O' is placed high be-

tween arrow feather and stem.

4281 1843 Brilliant Uncirculated with some claims to the choice cat-

egory. Creamy surfaces exhibit some light bagmarks. Very well

struck. A nice No Motto type coin.

stac:k’s
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GORGEOUS 1853 NO ARROWS QUARTER

(enlarged)

4282 1853 No Arrows. Superb Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Gor-

geous deep multicolor iridescent toning overlies immaculate sur-

faces. Well struck with each detail vividly defined. Very scarce with

only 44,200 pieces struck before the U. S. Mint changed the Quarters’

weight, signalized by adding arrows at the date and rays on the re-

verse. This lovely coin radiates marvelous eye appeal and offers un-

questioned desirability. NGC MS66. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4283 1853 Arrows & Rays. Choice About Uncirculated. Peripheral

lustre joins pervasive light gold.

4284 1854 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny surfaces are graced

by muted champagne toning on this example.

4285 1854‘0’ Arrows. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty

silver gleams under clear gold and widely distributed silver-gray ton-

ing. The New Orleans mintmark is round, large and centrally placed.

4286 1856 Arrows. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep gold

and smoky gray toning enhance smoothly reflective surfaces. A

thoroughly pleasing virtual Gem example of this elusive two year

type. PCGS MS64.

4287 1855‘0’ Choice Very Fine. Surfaces are somewhat subdued by a

past cleaning. Typical New Orleans Mint strike but strong date,

faint ‘O.’ Scarce. PCGS VF25.

RARE 1858 PROOF QUARTER

4288 1858 Choice Brilliant Proof. Watery reflectivity and assertive

definition characterize this distinctive example. The surfaces on

either side are completed by shades of pale golden-gray and laven-

der-rose. It is generally estimated that a paltry 40 to 15 pieces of this

rare Proof issue have managed to survive.

VERY RARE TYPE I OBVERSE AND REVERSE
1859 PROOF QUARTER

4289 1859 Type 1 Obverse (Liberty’s fingers holding the pole are straight)

and Type I Reverse (the eagle’s eye is hollow). According to Breen,

proofs struck from these dies are very rare. Choice Brilliant

Proof with claims to a Gem designation. Frosty design elements

offer cameo contrast against glittering mirror-reflectivity. The

obverse exhibits splashes of violet and deep lavender toning. The

reverse enjoys a well balanced blend ofrich olive-mauve and subtle

rose iridescence. Of the 800 proofs minted of this date, over halfwere

melted at the mint. The vast majority of the survivors from this

very scarce issue were struck using the new Type 11 obverse and

reverse dies.

SATINY 1860‘O’ QUARTER

4290 1860‘O’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny surfaces

that exude medium golden toning. The stars are a bit we.ikly struck

but the central detail is sharp. The fields show some light bagmarks

but none too detrimental. A very scarce coin in this grade and well

worth a strong bid. PCGS MS64.

STACK’S
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4292

4293

4294

ISbO'CV A M. I i)ikI Brilliant Uncirculated or perceptibly finer.

Neu (.')rleaIl^ iniiuinark is large and fully impressed, ebony toning

tolKisss the rims, rich gold appears toward the centers.

1861 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, Pleasing silver-white shows

just a blush ot the palest gold on its immaculate surfaces.

1871 Brilliant Proof, One of 960 siriuk, a coin of richest silver

glitter underlying steel and russet toning of startling intensity.

1873 Arrows. Choice Brilliant Proof. Watery, liquid mirror

tields augment tully struck devices. Lavender-golden toning ac-

cents the obverse. There is an ever so thin toning streak that arcs

through the obverse from 10:01) to 5:00, otherwise this handsome

com would approach the Ciem category. Only 540 /ircv/s of this issue

were coined.

MARVELOUS 187S‘S’ QUAR l ER

4297

1878‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractive medium iri-

descent toning covers this coin's underlying lustrous surfaces. Well

struck including full head and hand detail. A very scarce date with

only 140,000 struck, and tew survivors can boast the eye appeal of

this marvelous example. NCiC MS63.

LOVELY PROOF 1880 QUARTERS

4298

1880 Very Choice Brilliant Proof, virtually in the Ceiii cat-

egory. OtieoJ 1 ,355 struck, and one of a tar tinier number of highest

ranking survivors. Deeply retlective silver is enriched by gently

glowing salmon pink of extraordinary delicacy and visual appeal.

4295 1873 Arrows. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty mint lus-

tre exudes from this untoned beauty'. A small struck through at the

lower reverse is of interest to the error enthusiast. PCI MS03.

4296 1873 Arrows. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Fl.iw-

less silver combines handsome lustre and an impeccable strike tor

notable visual appeal.

4299

1880 Choice Brilliant Proof. Another Proof of this date offer-

ing stark silver-white fields and frosted devices showing a few trivial

hairlines to the diligent searcher.
4300

1881 Very Choice Brilliant Proof, on the cusp of fully Ceni.

Immediately attractive for its toning, this wholly original blemish-

free specimen’s surfaces are awash in colors ranging from olive-

gold. rose and light blue to iridescent orange, pink and electric

blue. One of 975 Proofs struck.

4301 1887 Choice Brilliant Proof One of 710 stnick and one ot the

finest likely to be encountered today. Steel and rose, iridescent

peripheral silver with a hint of palest blue join for maxima! beauty.

stac:k’s
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4302 1887 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep iridescent toning over

well preserved surfaces. Nice cartwheel lustre shines though the

toning giving this coin nice appeal. One of 10, 000 business strikes

produced in this year.

U. S. BARBER QUARTERS

4305 1897 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely deep glowing gold

intensifies at the precisely struck runs. Underlying cartwheel

reflectivity adds materially to this coin’s appeal. NGC MSf)5.

4306 1907 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, and virtually Gem.
A pleasing specimen with a hint a pastel toning on the obverse and

a lovely pale gold reverse. Radiant mint bloom adds to the appeal.

4303 1892 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The obverse with blue and

gold toning, the reverse satiny with a trace of russet and gold. Well

struck and quite nice for the grade.

4304 1892‘0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty silver devices

are highlighted by deep russet and gold peripheries.

4307 1907‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Splendid steel-

blue and gold full peripheral hues.

4308 1909 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pearl gray at the pe-

ripheriesjoins diffuse peach toning in the smooth reflective fields.

4309 1916‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Mottled gold toning over

nicely struck surfaces. A nice coin suitable for the type collector.

U. S. STANDING LIBERTY QUARTERS

LUSTROUS NEAR-GEM 1916 QUARTER

(vtihr^'d)

4310 1916 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full Head and richly glowing silver mint frost show the new Hermon MacNeil design at its best.

Liberty’s form is complete and the coin’s beautifully textured fields recall the orange peel that so attracts gold coin collectors. The meticulous

detail on the eagle must be seen to be fully appreciated. Here is a Gem in all but name and as beautiful a specimen as is likely to be encountered. A
mere 52,000 pieces were struck of this inaugural year. PCGS MS64FH. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

(enhiged)

HANDSOME MINT STATE 1916 QUARTER

4311 1916 Brilliant Uncirculated. Bold silver lustre drenches both

sides of this example of the first date ofHermon MacNeil’s some-

what controversial design with its robust, undraped Liberty. Strike

is generally full and the cartwheel effect of the coin’s rich lustre

calls attention to the subtly orange-peel texture of the immaculate

fields. Collector interest in all this Standing Liberty Quarter rarity

has remained high and such top quality examples as this are always

m demand. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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4312 1917 Type 1. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Fully struck with

a Full Head. Here is the perfect representative e.xainple of this

beautiful rv'pe. Amber and rose toning on the obverse is illumi-

nated by unimpeded mint frost, the reverse is similarly forceful

m its lustre but exhibits more subtle and evenly distributed or-

aiige-gold toning.

4313 1917 Type I. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Full

head and shield, bold details on all devices are highlighted by

softly glowing silver with a wisp of palest pink.

4314 1917 Type I. Brilliant Uncirculated. Full Head and shield, deli-

cate rose toning on frosty silver distinguish this high-quality vir-

tual Gem; 1917 Type II. Brilliant Uncirculated. Reflective sil-

ver lustre joins subtle clear gold for visual excellence. 2 pieces.

4315 1917‘D’ Type I. Glowing frosty silver underlies rich peripheral

gold for bold visual effect.

4316 1917‘D’ Type I. Another. Satiny lustre, full head, shield and all

detail give this coin virtual Gem visual quality and appeal.

4317 1917 Type II. Brilliant Uncirculated. Full Head. Frosty lustre,

subtle rose and gold toning define this coin; 1919 Brilliant Un-

circulated. Full Head. Russet, gold and steel blue tones beautify

this lustrous coin. 2 pieces.

GLEAMING 1918 QUARTER

4318 1918 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Marvelous satiny surfaces

exhibit strong lustre. Well struck but the head is not quite all there.

A very pretty coin that is sure to please. NGC MS66.

4319 1920 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated with a virtual full head. The

ear hole is quite clear but the sprig is a little weak. Lovely blue and

gold toning over luxurious surfaces.

4320 1920‘D’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Exceptional lustre

drenches lovely satiny surfaces. Liberty’s shield is virtually full, but

her head is lacking much detail. A very attractive example of this

popular design. NGC MS66.

4321 1920‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Full

Head joins flawless gleaming silver fields. Meticulously detailed

devices include full toes on Liberty’s foot and nearly all ofthe eagle’s

feathers.

4322 1924 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Superb russet and gold ton-

ing with a touch of rose. Attractive surfaces that are nearly devoid

of any marks. NGC MS66.

4323 1926‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Blazing mint lustre is

joined by subtle gold at the very peripheries; 1930 Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Full Head. Creamy white lustre with a hint

ofgolden toning on the reverse. 2 pieces.

4324 1927 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full Head. An impres-

sive and very satiny coin. Complete head and shield add to the

allure of this specimen. SEGS MS63 Full Head.

4325 1928 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A fully lustrous and

untoned piece. The strike is above average with approximately 75%

of the head details visible.

4326 1928 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full Head. Another. As-

sertive silver lustre possesses the most remarkably smooth

reflectivity of this late date in the MacNeil design’s short life.

4327 1928‘S’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A handsome example with

pale rose-gold and gray toning.

STACK’S
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4328 1928‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Lovely frosty

silver sparkles brightly under dashes ofbold russet-gold toning.

4329 1928‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third of similar high

quality. A glass finds flint reverse .scratches hidden by the toning.

4330

1929‘D’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Beautiful mint bloom is

framed by russet and gold toning. Well struck except for the head

area. A very appealing coin. PCGS MS66.

U. S. WASHINGTON QUARTERS

OUTSTANDING FIRST DATE WASHINGTON QUARTERS

(enlarged)

4331

1932‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny silver-

white lustre saturates both sides ofthis pleasing near-Gem example.

This first Denver is famously rare with such an e.xtraordinary strike

and grade. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4332

1932‘D’ A second. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated with solid

claims to yet higher grade. Smooth, deeply lustrous silver offers

exceptional appeal for this example of the elusive first year ofDen-

ver coinage.

4333 1932‘D’ A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second high

grade example ofthis sought-after date, also personifying outstand-

ing visual quality and scarcity.

4334 1932‘D’ A fourth. Choice About Uncirculated, and on the cusp

of Mint State. Just a hint of friction at the high point joins full,

frosty mint lustre on this key date specimen.

4335 1932‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated whth satiny lustre and

magnificent striking quality suggestive of yet higher grade.

4336 1932‘S’ A second. Brilliant Uncirculated, with claims to Choice.

Defining this coin are creamy silver lustre, a bold strike and russet-

gold toning at the right sides ofboth obverse and reverse.

STACK’S
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U. S. HALF HOLLARS

U. S. FLOWING HAIR HALF DOLLARS

AT I RAC I IVE 1794 0.104 HALF DOLLAR

4337 1794 (.H orton 104 (High R-4). l ine. I lore is a coin that is sjuitc attraotivo, foatiiring la\ oiidor-gray Holds with boautiful hkio and gold higlilights

and lighter salmon-gray dooioos. The surfaoos are host tti many small hold nos, with a run out at 3:0(1 on obverse and a deep old scratch at upper

reverse chat are worthy ot mention. Here is an undeniablv attractive survivor from this first year of I lalf Dollar issue that is possible low in the

condition census tor the varietv.

.MINT STATE 1795 OVERTON 104 HATE DOELAR
One ot The Finest Known ot This Die Variety

433K I79.S 0. 104 (R-4). Two Leaves Below Each Wing. Brilliant Uncirculated ,md enjoying an e.xceptionally bold strike for a com ot this type,

rhe obverse hair str.iiids and denticles are as sharp as could reasonably be enx'isioiied tor a coin ot this type. The rev erse, likewise, exhibits excellent

definition in the wreath and legends. The eagle's breast feathers display only slight weakness, and the wing detail is tar sharper than the norm.

Ftoscv underlvmg lustre is augmented bv a blush of delicate olive toning on either side. There are some shallow adjustment marks evident at the

central obverse, as well as at areas of the obverse deiiticulation. The presently offered specimen is easily among the finest known and may

indeed onlv be surpassed in s[ualirv bv the ad|ustnient mark-free mint state example ottered in our October 1997 h2nd Anniversary Sale! (SEE

COLOR PLATE)
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EXCEPTIONAL 1795 0.104 HALF DOLLAR

(enlarged)

4339 1795 0.104 (R-4) . Another. About Uncirculated. This coin places

very high in the Condition Census for the variety, far ahead of the

highest listed by Parsley in 1990 or Logan in 1998. Apparently the

finest known is the Mint State piece that was a highlight of our

October, 1997 sale. The present coin glories in lilac-blue, rose,

olive and mauve toning over its delightful mint frost. Both sides

show remarkable precision in their strike, with Liberty’s hair strands

bold, the stars and letters clear, considerable detail visible in the

eagle’s wings and the leaves of the wreath. Breast feathers are just a

trifle soft as usually seen on this type. The obverse die is cracked

from the rim above ‘L’ through the tops ot IBERTY to rim over

star 9. Another crack links 9-13 to the rim beyond. The reverse is

nearly bisected by a crack through the eagle, C to rim. What ap-

pear to be a couple of trivial reverse rim bruises can be detected at

the lower right. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4340 1795 0.105. (R-4). Two Leaves Under Wing. Fine. I^ale gray

toning on both sides, fields exhibit tooling in places. 1 lere is a nice

representative example of this two year type.

MAGNIFICENT 1795 O.llOa HALF DOLLAR

(enhni^’d)

4341 1795 O.llOa (R-4). Two Leaves Under Wing. About Uncir-

culated and nearly in the Choice rank. Silver-gray on the reliefs

contrasts with glittering silver fields for exceptional flashing beauty.

The obverse field shows the diagnostic wave-like parallel die cracks

that defines this significant sub-variety of this busy date. The re-

verse reliefs are spectacularly outlined by bold silver bearing a hint

of e.xquisite gold. PCGS AU53. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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HANDSOMt 1795 HALF DOLLAR

4342

1795 0.111 (R-4). Three Leaves Under Wing. Repunched
Date. Very Fine. Date is boldly double cut with the underlying

digits embedded m the denticles. This highly distinctive reverse

shows a dramatic curving die break bisecting the eagle. Normal

wear, obverse rmi shows a defect as-made at 4:00. Here is an at-

tractive specimen of this scarce die combination pairing two dif-

ferent and very collectible Red Book varieties.

HIGH GILADE 1795 0.119 HALF DOLLAR

4343

1795 0.119 (R-4). Two Leaves Under Wing. Curl Pierces

Star, Leaf to Base of I. Choice Very Fine. Subtle lilac and steel

toning is illuminated by a suffusion of clear gold, highlighting the

remarkable quality of this moderately circulated example. Close

examination under a glass reveals very faint, toncd-over scratches

in reverse field but this coin is marvelously problem-free overall.

Its clearly defined variety diagnostics complement its satisfying vi-

sual appeal, and the coin fits neatly into the lower end of the Pars-

ley Condition Census for this desirable die variety. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

MINT STATE 1795 SMALL HEAD HALF DOLLAR

4344

1795 0.126a (R-4). Small Head, Two Leaves under Wing. Brilliant Uncirculated and one of the finest known. All surfaces are smooth

and clean, enriched by blue-gray and glowing rose of delightful intensity. Some obverse striking weakness is apparent above Liberty’s ear, but her

flowing locks are vitally distinct, as are the stars, date and LIBERTY. This reverse shows clear feather detail on the eagle’s wings and tail, some

softness and adjustment marks at the breast. Inconspicuous radial adjustment marks can be found around the periphery. A die crack meanders from

rim to E in UNITED and leaf in this later die state. Only HALF A DOLLAR is legible in this blundered edge inscription. This splendid coin is

light years ahead of the Extremely Fine listed as finest in the 1990 and 1998 Condition Census, and a bold contrast with the Ehasberg coin called

Fine. Probably the only higher grade example appearing at auction was the Choice piece in Stack’s 64th Anniversary sale, formerly in the Lord St.

Oswald, Reed Hawn and Oviedo Collections. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

The Small Head oboerse is highly distinctive and has been attributed to engraverJohn Smith Gardner by researcher Robert Hilt II, while the late Walter Breen

argued that a perceived die dot on the reverses was an artist’s signature. Be that as it may, the three Overton varieties hearing the Small Head are among the most sought-

after, especially the handful of high quality survivors.

STACK’S
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U. S. DRAPED BUST HALF DOLLARS

LARGE DATE 1801 HALF DOLLAR

4345 1801 0.101 (R-3). Large Close Date. About Uncirculated. This

remarkable coin s actual circulation was brief. All reliefs are crisply

defined, surfaces show a general scattering ofriny marks, possibly from

careless storage with other coins long ago. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

HIGH GRADE 1806 POINTED 6 HALF DOLLAR

4346 1806 0.109. Pointed 6, No Stem through Claw. About Un-
circulated and near-Choice. Deep steely gray is colorfully edged

in gleaming gold and orange for dramatic visual effect. Here is a

perfect specimen in a high circulated grade that would make a fine

addition to an upper end type set. NGC AU53.

4347 1806 0.109. Pointed 6. No Stem Through Claw. Another.

Very Fine. Gently glowing, silver-gray fields are laved in clear gold

with hints ofiridescence at the peripheries. Two old scratches run

up neck, and a struck-through dropped lamination creates a void

to right of the date.

BOLD SILVER 1806 POINTED 6 HALF DOLLAR

4348 1806 O.109a (R-4). Pointed 6, No Stem through Claw. Heavy

Crack at Star 12. Brilliant Uncirculated and very close to

Choice. Boldly struck from a worn die showing the diagnostic crack

through star 12 extending nearly to Liberty’s throat, an advanced

crack follows base of date. A pleasing strike, bright silver surfaces

show a flavor of clear gold. This highly appealing example is quite

close to Condition Census status and is very desirable in its own

right. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4349 1807 0.102. Y Higher than T. Choice About Uncirculated.

Handsome pearl-gray and rose toning covers smooth fields and

generally sharp devices. Die crack through stars 6-7 joins L on this

distinctive obverse. PCGS AU55.

U. S. CAPPED BUST HALF DOLLARS

4350 1807 0.112. 50 over 20. Extremely Fine with partially lustrous

appeal of higher grade. Tawny gold and some peripheral blue give

distinction.

4351 1808 O.107a. Choice Extremely Fine. A pleasing steelgray ex-

ample with no noteworthy distractions.

4352 1809 0.106 (R-3). XXXX Edge. An early obverse die state

lacking any trace of the crack that normally connects the stars at

left. Brilliant Uncirculated and easily a Choice specimen but

for some subtle hairlines evident under close scrutiny. The over-

all strike and surface qualiry is otherwise far superior to the norm
for a coin of this date. Examples of this issue with the XXXX
edge device are significantly scarcer than those bearing either a

normal edge or 1111 edge.

STACK’S
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or ISI ANDINC; 1S13 5()C/UN1 OVLR ION 1(11 HALF DOLLAR

4353 1813 0.11)1. 5()C' over UNI reverse. C'lioice Brilliant Uncireiilateil. Rieh l.iwinier ecnters .ire aeeented bv .1 ple.isaiu shade ot rose-goldeii

coiling in the penpher.il devues. b.venls struek. smooth, .iiid .ippealinp. b.xamples ot this important Red Book s'.inetv are verv seldom seen ni this

lott\ Ltrade range

RARE CHOICE 1815/2 HALE DOEEAR

4354 1815/2 O.lOla (R-3). Reverse Die Cracks. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. I his example ot a perenmally popular date exhibits rieli rose

toning and an unusually full strike. 1 his reverse shows die cr.uks piercing UNI I liD. passing over (3 aiul down through b. another through

ERIC.^. .A glass reveals a feu ancient toned-over nnnute tu s on Liberty's cheek but the coin's surfaces are generally ot exceptional qtiahtv. Only

Z.st) / Inlf Dollars iirre' .sfriick. using a single die pair that included an I S 1 2 obverse with a 5 punched over the 2. The I’hiladelphia .Mint suttered a

disastrous fire on |an. 11. IS Ui, one dav after this mintage was completed, ending 1 kilt I )ollar coinage until 1817. T he 181 ,-> pieces have long been

recognized as rarities, and as 1 lalt Dollar cataloguer .“M C. t3verton noted years ,igo, "well preserved high grade specimens are very rare and quite

activelv sought after by collectors" (SEE COEOR PEATE)

4355 1818 0.108. Pinccr 8's. Choice .Msotit Uncirculated, very ne.irb

full .Mint State with bold sih’cr lustre, a few hairlines. c3pen-top

S's give this variety its descriptive inckn.ime.

An RAC LIVE 1819/8 HALF DOLLAR

4356 1810/8 O.I()3a (R-4). Large 9. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated,

t he bold, w ide oserdate identifies this v.iriets . Splendid tau ny red

nid or inge-goKl Join overtones ot blue to create signitK.int appeal.

4357 1827 (3.111 (R-4). Large Stars. Brilliant Uncirculated, with

cl.imis to Choice. Smoothly retlective siirtaces, obverse enriched

b\’ red-gold toning ot distinction.

S LA( :K'S
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GEM 1827 ‘JOINTED I’ HALF DOLLAR

4358 1827 0.128 (R-3). Jointed I. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Pleasing lustre shows a blush ofclearest gold. This variety is named

for the ‘P ofUNITED with its “jointed” upright. Undoubtedly

one of the finer survivors of this date and variety.

4359 1829 0.112. Open Mouth. Brilliant Uncirculated, close to the

Choice category. Delightfully smooth fields show essentially

prooflike gleam, subtle tawny gold toning.

POSSIBLY UNIQUE PROOF 1830 0.108 HALF DOLLAR
The John J. Pittman Specimen

4360 1830 0.108 (R-3 as Mint State, R-8 as Proof). Small 0, Dot between 83. Gem Brilliant Proof. Once part ofthe great Dr. C.A. Allenburger

Collection, this deeply glittering HalfDollar was purchased as a Proof in B. Max MehPs sale ofthe Allenburger coins in 1948. It was subsequently

a highlight of the John J. Pittman Collection Sale, Part II, where cataloguer David Akers wrote, “This is a pedigreed, but possibly controversial

com, since some may feel that it is a highly prooflike first strike Uncirculated rather than a true Proof... The coin is very sharply struck, although

some of the stars are flat and drawn to the rim. However, the main devices are very bold with the sole exception of the clasp on Liberty’s shoulder.

The toning is particularly superb, a medium to deep blend of blue, violet, reddish- gold, and greenish-gold. There are a few minor planchet

imperfections present at the time of striking, now entirely covered by the superb toning.”

The late Walter Breen wrote of four Proofs of this date, none of which were 0.108, reinforcing the coin’s probable unique status. Akers

concluded that if this coin were not considered a true Proof, its amazing quality and near-perfection would still assure it the rank ofsecond or third

finest known Mint State example of the variety. Discussion about what constitutes an early Proofhas gone on for more than a century, fueled since

the late 1980’s by the inability ofgrading services to consistently identify such pieces. As Akers notes, this piece stands on its own merits as a coin

of dazzling mirror beauty. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

ExJohnJ. Pittman Collection, Part II (Dauid Akers Numismatics Inc.
,
May 1998, lot 1494); previously ex Dr. C.A. Allenburger Collection (B. MaxMehl,

March 1948, lot 865).

4361 1832 0.102. Small Letters. Extremely Fine to About Uncircu-

lated. Reverse shows a diagnostic spike appears at right wing tip,

arrowheads joined, letters in legend join rim. Subtle lavender and

gold toning.

4362 1832 0.115. About Uncirculated. White surfaces are quite lus-

trous, but some hairlines can be located with a glass; 1834 0.102.

About Uncirculated. Some unusual steel-blue toning is found on

the obverse. 2 pieces.

4363 1833 0.112. About Uncirculated. A pleasingcoin withjust a touch

ofwear at the highest points.

STACK’S
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'hi IS'I i) 104 I III in uLilcil. Blast \\ lute Mirt.ai'. with

-
11 s drainatu appeal.

.'h's 1S.'4 IVUKS. I ar^o Date, Small Letters. Brilliant Uncircii-

lateil. l ie , i.'ierse is virtually ut Clhoiee iiiiality and exhibits

'[' .:s R s ..t delkate russet-rose uver satiny niiiit lustre. The reverse,

:e.Hi
5
;i; sluite sharp, displays deeply iiiuted lustre beneath russet-

itras toiiinp

U. S. CAPPED BUST, l^EDED EDGE
HALE DOLLARS

ATTRACTIVE 1837 HALF DOLLAR

4366 1837 Wry Choice Brilliant Uncirculated and on the cusp of

full Clem condition. Pale blue and rose-gold toning. Well struck

with the central devices bold. Several obverse die cracks that show

how difficult this design was to strike up. NCIC .MS64. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

4367 1837 Brilliant Uncirculated and virtuallv tullv Choice. A sec-

ond. .Marvelous "autumn leaf toning displays champagne gold,

iridescent blue and deep rose.

4369 1837 Brilliant Uncirculated. A tourth. Cre.uiiy, silva r- gray sur-

taces are tilled with clear champagne gold toning and intensi- mint

trust. Devices and legends are fully struck up, tields are remarkably

absent ot any glaring marks. I lere is a perfect specimen for tvpe

WELL STRUCK 1838 HALF DOLLAR

4370 1838 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. .Mottled rose-gold

and iridescent blue toning over well preserved surfaces. Well struck

with none of the striking deficiencies that are normally seen on

this type. A lovely example of this popular type. NGC MS64. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

4371 1838 A second. Choice .Msout Uncirculated. Minimal circulation,

a blush ot clear gold and a few trivial marks and hairlines distin-

guish this example.

U. S. LIBERTY SEATED HALF DOLLARS

4372 1839 With Drapery. Choice About Uncirculated. Flashing fields,

meticulous devices combine in this exceptionally appealing coin.

ELUSIVE 1842‘0’ HALF DOLLAR

4373 1842‘0’ Small Date, Small Letters. Choice Very Fine. Trouble-

free circulation, assertive redgold toning define this example ot a

highly elusive New Ctrleans date. Here is a classic example ot a

Branch .Mint rarity which was not saved in high grade m the years

before mintmark collecting came into vogue.

4368 1837 Brilliant Uncirculated with claims to a Choice status. A

third. Bright, evenly struck surt.ices enjoy a full measure ot icy

mint frost. There is some light obverse staining, most noticeable

along the rim at 4:3n,

STACK’S
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CHOICE 1848 REPUNCHED 18 HALF DOLLAR

4374 1848 Breen 4818. Repunched 18. Choice Brilliant Uncircu-
lated. Twin peaks on the 1 ,

double top on the 8 identify a signifi-

cant variety which Breen called very rare. This specimen is boldly

lustrous. Its bright silver enhanced by clear red-gold of great deli-

cacy. NGC MS63.

STRIKING NEAR-GEM 1849‘0’ HALF DOLLAR

4375 1849‘0’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Virtually

prooflike silver gleam underlies dramatic tawny gold. This exxit-

ing coin would be an unqualified Gem but for some trivial field

marks.

4376 1853 Arrows & Rays. Brilliant Uncirculated and Choice in all

but name. Startlingly intense silver lustre highlights the quality of

this coin’s outstanding strike and splendid detail. Here is a piece

tailor-made for a key place in some high quality collection.

4377 1855‘0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely rose-gold

framed by iridescent blue toning. A mint made unretained lami-

nation at the lower right obverse. A bold strike but for the star

radials.

4378 1857 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The obverse with rose-

gold toning while the reverse is satiny in the centers with lemon

gold at the border. Well struck and very attractive.

4379 1857 Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Smoothest silver- white

surfaces show only a fascinating faint haze of the clearest gold.

4380 1858‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated, and on the cusp of Mint

State. Amber toning at the centers deepens to magenta and irides-

cent blue at the peripheries of this gorgeous coin. Fully struck,

boldly lustrous and just a touch of friction away from an Uncircu-

lated grade. Scarce.

4381 1859 Choice Brilliant Proof. One of 800 struck, this exquisite

example, glorified by rich old-gold toning circling the precisely

struck denticles and sharply squared rims.

4382 1861 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The crisp, full strike lends

this coin the initial striking look of a proof, while the fields ex-

hibit smooth, frosty lustre. BJehly toned in olive-gold, iridescent

blue and rose, this specimen would make the ideal specimen for

the collector who appreciates a well-rounded, colorful coin for

type.

4383 1862 Brilliant Uncirculated. A Civil War era coin showing de-

tailed features, boldly flashing silver banded by pale gold at bor-

ders. A cluster of contact marks is noted in the upper left reverse

field.

4384 1863 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full blazing cartwheel sil-

ver lustre showing scattered gold toning at the borders. Only a few

tics from a higher designation, reverse is virtually Gem.

4385 1864 Brilliant Proof, and nearly of Choice quality. Deep irides-

cent blue and rose over nicely reflective surfaces. Some minor

hairlining. One of only 470 proofs struck for this year.

STACK’S
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C.'Sb IS67 C'hoiic Hrilliant Proof, llhttcring silver is haloeil by sleep
'

' rij

'

le-. sin this example of a l*n\]t issue ofonly 625.

A5S7 1871 tirilliaiu Uneireiilated. Sharply struck and framed in gold

and pale blue. Surfaces were lightly buffed yielding a prootlike

ap[x-arance

4388 1873 Arrows. Brilliant Uncirculated. A well struck coin that dis-

plays a pleasing pale gold tone and a good share oflustre. PCI MS62.

NEAR-GEM PROOF 1874 ARROWS
HALF DOLLAR

(atldp^d)

4389 1874 Arrows. Very Choice Brilliant Proof. One of 700 struck.

Essentially Clem with diamond-sharp, lightly frosted reliefs appear-

ing to float on flawless deep-mirror fields, creating altogether

breath-taking beauty and undeniable appeal. A very elusive two

year t\pe coin that is always the object of considerable collector

interest in the upper grades. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4390 1874 Arrows. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Satiny

devices are sharply struck and contrast nicely with the prooflike

surfaces. Areas of rose and gold toning are haloed by peripheral

old-gold for superb eye appeal.

NEAR-GEM PROOF 1877 HALF DOLLAR

4391 1877 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Pleasing violet and steel show

a hint of rose covering the mirror fields and bold devices. Only

510 Proefs were struck.

4392 1879 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Dramatic rose ton-

ing is bordered by neon blue. Traces of an old fingerprint can be

discerned at lower right reverse. Here is a wonderful specimen of

just 4,800 business strikes of this date.

RICHLY TONED GEM 1880 HALF DOLLAR

4393 1880 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Cameo-sharp devices hover

over deeply prooflike fields bathed in obverse russet, reverse clear

rose and fabulous iridescent blue for overwhelming beauty, /iisr

8,000 business strikes were coined of this date. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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4394 1884 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. A deeply reflective example

that exhibits medium rose-gold tomiig. Well struck with nice sur-

faces. 1884 saw a production qfjnsi 875 proofs. PCGS PR64CAM.

4395 1884 Another. Choice Brilliant Proof. Attractive old-gold and

iridescent blue on the obverse, the reverse wholly deep iridescent

blue. Well struck and very attractive for the grade.

4396 1888 Choice Brilliant Proof. Russet and gold with blue toning

at the border. Boldly struck. The fields are somewhat muted due

to improper storage.

U. S. BARBER HALF DOLLARS

LOVELY GEM PROOF 1892 HALF DOLLAR

4397 1892 Gem Brilliant Proof. Here is a splendid example of the

first date, boasting a needle-sharp strike, silver-frosted devices,

deepest mirror fields and breath-taking overall beauty.

4398 1892 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lemon-gold toning on the

obverse, the reverse a stark silver and gray. Well struck.

4399 1892 Brilliant Uncirculated. Glossy charcoal toning glows with

underlying rose. Liberty’s neck shows a slide mark; 1900‘0’ Bar-

ber. Choice Very Fine, nearly Extremely Fine. Bright silver; 1843

Very Fine. Rose-gray. 3 pieces.

A GORGEOUS PAIR OF 1892‘S’ BARBER
HALF DOLLARS

4400

1892‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, near Gem. Flash-

ing, gently prooflike fields are aglow with satiny lustre. The de-

vices, on the other hand, are mostly frosty, contributing to this

coin’s cameo appearance. Very gently toned in champagne gold

tones, here is a splendidly appealing .specimen of this scarcity.

4401

1892‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Smoothly

frosty surfaces are enriched by a suffusion of clear, faintly glowing

golden toning. An ideal example of the scarce first San Francisco

date for any collection.

GLORIOUS GEM PROOF 1893 HALF DOLLAR
4402

1893 Gem Brilliant Proof. Full cameo contrast exists between

frosty white devices and glasslike, mirror fields. Fields are gently

toned in light champagne gold, with amber and rose hugging the

very peripheries.

4403 1893 Brilliant Uncirculated. Pleasing bright silver displays rich

and unbroken overall mint lustre.

STACK’S
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4104 1893‘0’ Choice About Uncirculated. Frosty silver contrasts with

swathes ofdeep steel and diffused gold. NGC AU55.

PLEASING 1893‘S’ HALF DOLLAR

4405 1893‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually Choice. Here is a

thoroughly appealing and lustrous example of this low mintage

San Francisco date, distinguished by contrasting tawny red-gold

of great delicacy. NGC MS62.

GEM PROOF 1894 HALF DOLLAR

4406 1894 Gem Brilliant Proof. Crisply defined wire rim surrounds

a diamond-sharp strike, glass-smooth surfaces are laved in subtle

clear gold ofwonderful intensity. One of912 struck.

4407 1894 Choice Brilliant Proof. Another. A broad halo of pearl

gray and tan-gold surrounds deeply mirrored silver centers for bold

beauty. One of 972 struck. In an old encapsulation, PCGS PF63.

4408 1894 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Soft silvery gray toning

with hints ofgun metal gray and silver on the reverse. Impeccable

fields are indicative of a higher designation.

4409 1894 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Frosty white sur-

faces give this specimen a fascinating matte appearance.

PROOFLIKE 1894‘0’ HALF DOLLAR

4410 1894‘0’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Prooflike fields lend a superb

appearance to this specimen that is quite well struck for a New
Orleans minted coin. Distinct, beveled rims and icy blue and gold

toning define this striking specimen.

4411 1895‘0’ About Uncirculated. Glowing silvery lustre shows a hint

of light handling on the high points. The reverse is virtually Mint

State.

4412 1896‘0’ Choice About Uncirculated. The surfaces are contact

mark-free, but lightly hairlined from a past cleaning. A very scarce

New Orleans issue and exhibiting an above average strike.

4413 1897 Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty silver underlies clear red-

gold and fleck russet at the peripheries.

CHOICE 1897‘S’ HALF DOLLAR

4414 1897‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Gleaming satin silver

underlies delicate glowing gold which intensifies sharply in ob-

verse right field for the most spectacular visual effect.

4415 1899 Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny surfaces are enlivened by

delicate rose-gold toning and a tantalizing blush of neon blue and

sea-green.

STACK’S
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4416 1899‘0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely satiny surfaces

exude pale ebony and gold toning. A few light lines on the cheek

but overall a decent example.

4421 1902‘O’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Abundant mint frost and hints

of old gold. On balance the coin is essentially Choice as the re-

verse falls into the Gem category. Scarce.

4417 1899‘0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Satiny lus-

tre set off by glowing mint frost encircled in a band of antique

gold. A typical New Orleans strike for the date, especially the re-

verse.

HANDSOME NEAR-GEM 1899‘S’ HALF DOLLAR

4418 1899‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Delicate tawny

gold highhghts this San Francisco near- Gem’s exemplary strike,

smooth silver fields and meticulous devices.

4419 1900 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty white and a

meticulous strike. A single contact mark at the back of the eye

keeps it from the Gem category. The reverse virtually mark-free as

well.

4420 1902 Brilliant Uncirculated. Obverse is enriched by sharply

detailed features haloed in shimmering iridescent old gold and blue.

The reverse is largely exquisite tawny gold.

4422 1903 Choice Brilliant Proof. Deep-mirror fields and semi-bril-

liant devices are infiltrated by the most subtle suffusion of palest

gold. One of 755 Proofs struck.

JAZZY 1903‘O’ HALF DOLLAR

4423 1903‘O’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated Mint frost reflects from

wholly original surfaces. Sharply struck with even shield lines on

the reverse fully detailed. A thin veil ofgold on either side caps off

this impressive New Orleans Mint specimen.

RESPLENDENT 1903‘S’ HALF DOLLAR

4424 1903‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. White frosty obverse lus-

tre contrasts lovingly with clear evenly distributed pale gold on the

reverse. A visually dramatic example of this scarce date ranking high

among extant Mint State examples.

4425 1904‘O’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Bright silver cartwheel lustre,

a few very trivial tics define this pleasing New Orleans piece.

4426 1905 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Nice mirror reflectivitv with

decent device contrast. Lightly toned over well struck surfaces. A
better than average example for the grade. PCGS PR64.

STACK’S
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NtAK-c;bM PROOF 1906 HALF DOLLAR

4427 1906 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Topaz-glowing gold perme-

ates this near-Gem’s glass-mirror fields and finely frosted devices

to create the most outstanding visual effect. One of675 struck.

4428 1906‘D’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated or better. Full frosty

lustre with pale gold. The reverse is blanketed in a veil of clear

gold and its surfaces are of shimmering Gem quality. An impres-

sive example for its overall eye appeal.

SUPERB 1906‘O’ HALF DOLLAR

4429 1906‘O’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractive russet and gold

frame satiny centers. Well struck for this issue. A few stray bagmarks

but this coin still has an impressive appearance. Quite scarce this

nice. NGC MS65. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

BOLD 1907‘S’ HALF DOLLAR

GLITTERING GEM PROOF 1908 HALF DOLLAR

4431 1908 Gem Brilliant Proof. Liquid-glass fields and semi-brilliant

devices combine to give this glittering Gem its outstanding di-

mensions of reflectivity. A wisp of gold may be detected. One of

only 545 Proofs struck.

WONDERFUL CHOICE 1908‘O’ HALF DOLLAR

4432 1908‘O’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Close scrutiny reveals

a few light lines on obverse facial areas. The reverse with areas of

deeper gold toning and immaculate field truly representing the

Gem classification.

4433 1908‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated. Bold silver underlies scat-

tered ebony and clear gold toning.

4434 1909 Brilliant Uncirculated, ncar-Choice. Satiny silver and

muted gray gold. Crisp inner detail with boldly dentilated rims on

both sides. Some light hairlines on the obverse portrait.

4430 1907‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Medium golden ton-

ing with a bit iridescent blue. Very well struck with all the detail

boldly impressed. A very attractive example of this very scarce date.

VIRTUAL GEM PROOF 1911 HALF DOLLAR

4435 1911 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Deeply gleaming silver fields

show great depth, both sides are drenched in clear assertive gold.

A dash of old ink-like encrustation appears on reverse rim. One of

only 543 struck of this later date.

stac:k’s
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4436 1913‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Russet and iridescent blue ton-
ing about the rim witli the centers bright and untoned. Some
moderate hairlines are evident.

U. S. WALKING LIBERTY HALF DOLLARS
4437 1916 Brilliant Uncirculated. This wonderfully frosty strike is

suffused with understated pmk-gold.

4438 1916‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Medium golden

toning over satiny surfaces. A decent strike including full thumb
on Miss Liberty’s left hand. No major marks to detract from this

coin’s wonderful eye appeal. PCGS MS64.

4439 1916‘D’ A second. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sat-

iny com with russet and blue toning about the rim. A full strike

including Miss Liberty’s thumb. A very attractive example of this

early date in the series.

4440 1916‘D’ A third. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This

frosty near-Gem is enriched by richly assertive silver lustre.

VIRTUAL GEM 1916‘S’ HALF DOLLAR

40'

J

GEM 1917‘D’ REVERSE ‘D’ HALF DOLLAR

4442 1917‘D’ Reverse Mintmark. A wealth offine detail on Liberty’s

hand and sandals testifies to the boldness of this frosty silver coin’s

strike. Here is the perfect coin for that very special Walking Lib-

erty set, as finding a comparable example would be a major chore.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

NEAR-GEM 1917‘D’ HALF DOLLAR

4443 1917‘D’ Reverse Mintmark. Very Choice Brilliant Uncir-

culated. Another. This coin’s lovely satiny gleam is suffused with

pervasive gold toning. The Denver mintmark is crisply defined

among the finely detailed reverse design elements.

CHOICE 1917‘S’ HALF DOLLAR

4444 1917‘S’ Reverse Mintmark. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

E.xceptionally luxurious silver mint frost saturates this near-Gem,

given extra dimension by glowing old gold at the well defined pe-

ripheries. Centers are somewhat weakly impressed.

4441 1916‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Understated sil-

ver frost and wide rims typify the best ofthe early Walking Liberty

dates. The ‘S’ stands out vividly from the wonderfully smooth field.

4445 1917‘S’ Reverse Mintmark. A second. Choice About Uncircu-

lated, on the cusp of full Mint State. Frosty silver bears a subtle

tincture of red-gold. NGC AU58.

STACK’S
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4446

1918‘D’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Blazing, stark silver white

lustre creates this coin's unbending eye appeal. Fields and devices

are wholly free of unsightly bag marks and blemishes, vaulting this

com to a position among the finest known of this date. (SEE

COLOR PL.4TE)

4447

1918‘D’ A second. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually

Gem. Here is a specimen nearly identical in surface quality to the

last but exhibiting a hint ofolive-gold toning on both faces, differ-

entiating this piece from the blazer above. Let not the appearance

oftwo high quality specimens ofthis date in one auction make this

date appear common. In fact, all Mint State survivors are scarce,

and upper echelon specimens like this are genuinely rare. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

AN EXQUISITE PAIR OF 1918‘D’ HALF DOLLARS

LOVELY CHOICE 1919‘S’ HALF DOLLAR

(atUrgttil

4448

1919‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deeply glowing silver

frost is enhanced by clear radiant gold. Perhaps only an obverse

field bag abrasion from even higher grade. V'ery scarce so finely pre-

served. Housed in an old encapsulation, PCGS MS63 (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

4449 1920‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated, nearly full Mint State. Lovely

full lustre and faint weakness on high points define this post-war

date. NGC AU58.

STACK’S
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ARRESTING CHOICE 1921 HALF DOLLAR

(enlarged)

4450 1921 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a breath-taking,

highest quality example of this great rarity of its series. Generally

well-detailed, displaying cartwheel lustre with subtle pervasive

rose-gold. NGC MS63. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

SPLENDID MINT STATE 1921 ‘D’ HALF DOLLAR

4451 1921 ‘D’ Brilliant Uncirculated or finer. Delicate champagne

gold is suffused into boldly lustrous silver fields on this unusually

high grade example of a key low-mintage Denver date. NGC
MS61. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

GLORIOUS MINT STATE 1921 ‘S’ HALF DOLLAR

(enlarged)

4452 1921‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated or a trifle finer. Stark silver-white shows a tantalizing hint ofperipheral gold. Here is an exceptionally high grade

example ofthe rarest Walking Liberty date and mint, the low-mintage classic key to this ever-popular series. NGC MS61
.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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4454 1929‘D’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Smooth satiny

surfaces that are well preserved. A decent strike further enhances

the lovely eye appeal of this date

4455 1929‘D’ A second. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pale silvery

toning over satiny surfaces. A better than average strike although

not quite a full strike. Nice for the grade.

4456 1935 (2) Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is an original,

toned pair, one featuring thick maroon and olive gold tones, the

other with olive-gold and rose-orange toning. 2 pieces.

4457 1940 Gem Brilliant Proof. Brightly glowing silver and excep-

tional detail join to give exceptional beauts’ to this glittering ex-

ample of a popular Proof date.

4458 194rS’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Marvelous cartwheel lustre

exhibits a fascinating suffusion of clear glowing gold tor irresist-

ible visual attraction.

U. S. SILVER DOLLARS
U. S. FLOWING HAIR SILVER DOLLARS

1795 BOLENDER 2 SILVER DOLLAR

4459 1795 Bolender 2 (R-3). Three Leaves Under Wing. Fine. This

important variety is identified by a short raised bar in the field at

star 4, and reverse wreath displaying 9 berries left and 10 right.

Smooth silver surfaces and decently detailed reliefs combine to

create this coin’s very real visual quality. A splendid coin for date

or type collection.

ATTRACTIVE 1795 FLOWING HAIR DOLLAR

4460 1795 B.4. (R-3). Two Leaves Wing. Choice Very Fine. Well de-

tailed, veith delicate steel and blue peripheral toning. The fields are

wonderfully free ofmajor marks, and the adjustment marks for which

this denomination is ordinarily famous are here absent. Attractive,

and a fine specimen for inclusion in an eighteenth century type set.

IMPORTANT 1795 FLOWING HAIR DOLLAR

4461 1795 B.5. Three Leaves Under Wing. Six Curls. Fine to Very Fine in terms of actual wear and detail. A well centered coin displaying harmo-

nious gray-blue surfaces. Close examination under magnification reveals hints of exceptionally subtle tooling now lost m the colorful toning.

There is a hint of reverse edge roughness at 1 1 ;()0 of little visual impact.

STACK’S
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APPEALING 1798 SMALL EAGLE REVERSE
SILVER DOLLAR

4466 1798 B.6. (R-3). Knob 9, 5 Vertical lines in the Shield. About

Uncirculated. Unusual multicolor iridescent toning over well

struck surfaces. Some underlying lustre still remains. A few scat-

tered marks are hidden underneath the toning. A decent type coin

worthy of a strong bid.

IMPORTANT 1798 B.15 DOLLAR

U. S. DRAPED BUST, SMALL EAGLE
REVERSE SILVER DOLLARS

4465 1798 B.2. (R-3). 15 Stars on the Obverse. Extremely Fine. Pale

ebony and silver toning over well preserved surfaces. Some light

smoothing of old field marks is visible under strong magnification.

A tiny reeding mark is seen above Miss Liberty’s head. No rim nicks

or other major detractions visible. A scarce Redbook listed variety.

U. S. DRAPED BUST, LARGE EAGLE
REVERSE SILVER DOLLARS

HIGH GRADE 1798 LARGE EAGLE
SILVER DOLLAR

4464 1796 B.4 (R-3). Small Date. Large Reverse Letters. Very Fine

or better. Devices are boldly defined on both sides, the obverse

being toned in luminescent rose-gold and gray, while the Small 4467

Eagle reverse is an even steel-gray. An old cut in front of Liberty’s

chin has been smoothed, and there is an area below bow on re-

verse that has also seen some light smoothing.

STACK’S

1798 B.15 (R-3). Choice Very Fine. A broad and pleasing coin

displaying pervasive steel gray toning blending subtly with appeal-

ing lilac for bold visual effect.

PLEASING 1795 BUST DOLLAR

4463 1795 B. 14. OffCenter Bust. Choice Very Fine. Here is an evenly

circulated specimen that has toned to a perfect, rich blue-gray hue

at the peripheries, while the centers and high points of the devices

are a slightly lighter golden gray tone. A few light marks are noted,

but none are so severe as to detract from this specimen’s bold eye

appeal. Surfaces are wholly original and attractive; as such, the

present specimen would be wholly ideal for a Type Set.

Ex Stack 's Sale ofSeptember 1984, lot 996.

RUGGED 1795 FLOWING HAIR DOLLAR

4462 1795 B.6. (R-3). Three Leaves Under Wing. First Curl in

Angle ofStar 1. Choice Very Fine. Location offirst curl and star is

diagnostic, reverse shows the berries arranged 7-6. A strong strike

assured that much bold detail would remain after an uncomplicated

circulating life, a glass reveals some very faint reverse adjustment

marks. Light gray-gold toning adds to the coin’s bold appeal.
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I \c:i I INC; MIM S I A l t 1798 SILVER DOLLAR
Lasih Among the Finest Known of this

Die Variety

lenhrf::ll

4468

1798 B.15a (R-5). Star Point above Base of L. Brilliant Un-

circulated. Boldly renective fields and precisely detailed reliefs

are bathed in delicate steel and straw-gold toning, bringing out

the most subtle design features. Die State 111, obverse stars are gen-

erally full and bold, first and last somewhat spindly as if dubbed

into an older die by a mint engraver. The third berry is minute

and firmly joined to the top of a leaf on this distinctive reverse.

Although mint state e.xamples of this date are available from time

to time, the same cannot be said ofthis die varierv'. In fact, the coin

otTered here is. without question, among the finest known re-

gardless of die state! (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4469

1798 B.23 (R-3). Very Fine. Light medium gray toning with some

iridescent blue near the date. Some mintmade adjustment marks

on the central obverse and a thin hairline on the shield. A nice

example.

APPEALING 1799 B.2 DOLLAR

4470

1799 B.2 (R-4). High 9 touches Bust. Choice Extremely Fine.

Last 9 touches truncation, reverse die crack links denticle to right

side of D in UNITED. Diffuse red and gold toning highlights a

bold strike, obverse is especially reflective. A glass shows signs ot a

past cleaning.

4471

1799 B.9. Apostrophe S. Fine. A diagnostic die break after the

last ‘S’ in STATES and a fine line from denticles to base ot 1 de-

fine this variety. This coin’s wear is quite moderate, framed in deep

peripheral gray-rose. PCGS FI 2.

STACK’S
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HANDSOME 1799 B.12b DOLLAR

4472 1799 B.12b (R-3). Distant First Star. Extremely Fine and near

Choice. Wonderful deep gray is shot with lambent rose. At least

six die cracks arc across this coin’s smooth lower obverse. Pleasing

and well centered, a coin ot remarkable tlashing beauty.

4473 1800 B.8 (R-3). Crack AIMER. Very Fine-Extremely Fine. A
very full strike, fine centering and peripheral steel-gray distinguish

this sharply impressed example.

HIGH QUALITY 1800 B.IO DOLLAR

4474 1800 B.IO (R-3). About Uncirculated and close to the Choice

category. Smooth fields and well-defined reliefs are enriched by

peripheral lustre. This reverse shows some of the light die rust

described by the late variety attribution student Jules Reiver and

this example if “hallmarked" by a dropped lamination at the rim

over AT. NGC AU53. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

MAGNIFICENT MINT STATE 1800 B.16 DOLLAR

(eiilarf^cd)

4475 1800 B.16. Dot under E. Brilliant Uncirculated and virtually

m the Choice category. Softly glowing red-gold toning drenches

both sides of this exceptionally well centered strike. The Liberty

bust appears a trifle far to the right, and an unmistakably bold die

dot appears parallel to the highest curl just below ‘E’ in LIBERTY.
The beautifully struck reverse displays a bold doublecut base on

‘T’in UNITED and the toothed border is high and full. For its

remarkable combination of rich color, rich detail and bold strike,

this Dollar stands virtually alone, showing the intrinsic beauts' of

the Draped Bust design at its finest. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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I’. S. DOLLARS ORIGINAL 1836 NAME ON BASE DOLLAR

CHOICE PROOF 1836JUDD 60

GOBRECHT DOLLAR

(eularj^d)

4476

1836 Name on Base. Stars on Reverse. Judd 60. Plain Edge.

Die Alignment IV. Restrike. 413.4 grains. Choice Brilliant

Proof. 1 )ics aligned such that the head of Libertv' is opposite the F

in OF on the reverse. Sharp and quite pleasing to the eye, the piece

offered here enjoys varying shades of champagne, olive-gold, and

pale blue iridescence on either side. The fields, likewise, still re-

tain a noticeable degree of underlying reflectivity. According to

mint records, 1,000 pieces were struck by December 31, 1836 from

dies aligned "coin turn". An additional 600 pieces were struck

"medal turn" m early 1837 presumably including the presently

offered specimen. A rare com and always a favorite among collec-

tors within the U.S. series. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4477

1836 Name on Base. Stars on Reverse. Judd 60. Plain Edge.

Die Alignment I. Original. Very Fine. Here is an original strike

showing eagle flying upward on starry field when coin is rotated

on horizontal axis. Normal wear is consistent with the assigned

grade and graphically demonstrates that these Original Dollars were

indeed released to circulation. Close study reveals evidence ofsome

very skillful tooling in the fields. Partial steely gray toning causes

the devices to stand out boldly from the fields. Here is a wonder-

ful specimen in an ultimately collectible grade. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

U. S. LIBERTY SEATED SILVER DOLLARS

GLITTERING MINT STATE 1840 DOLLAR

4478

1840 Brilliant Uncirculated and approaching the Choice rank-

ing. Boldly glittering prooflike fields are highlighted by rich blue-

gray toning with a pale wisp of rose-gold for added fascination. A

slightly rotated, more generally silver reverse adds to this marvel-

ous coin’s powerful visual appeal. ( SEE COLOR PLATE)

4479 1840 A second. About Uncirculated. Generally boldly detailed with

lustre in protected areas, fields show faint hairlines.

4480 1842 Choice About Uncirculated and very close to Mint State.

Attractive multicolor toning over well kept surfaces. An attractive

coin that is suitable for the type collector.

STACK’S
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4481 1846 Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. Pale silver ton-

ing with some iridescent blue on the reverse. Well struck with

much remaining lustre. A couple of very minor reverse rim nicks

that do not detract much from the overall appeal of this coin.

4482 1846‘0’ Choice About Uncirculated. A distinctly prooflike gleam

underlies diffused gold and dashes ot deep russet. New Orleans

mintmark is high and near the olive stem.

STARK SILVER 1853 DOLLAR

4483 1853 Brilliant Uncirculated with pretensions to Choice. Some

prooflike gleam enriches the lightly hairlined fields. Fully detailed

devices add much to the coin’s overall visual impact and quality.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

OUTSTANDING 1857 PROOF DOLLAR

(en(at^ed)

4484 1857 Very Choice Brilliant Proof, on the verge of full Gem
status. Pale rose-gold toning enriches deeply reflective surfaces.

Beautitul cameo effect gives this coin exceptional eye appeal. This

is the only coin graded by NGC at this level with one example

graded 65 Cameo and two examples graded 66 Cameo. This beau-

tifully struck example is sure to satisfy even the most demanding

collector. NGC PF64 CAMEO. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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4485

1859 Choice Brilliant Proof. The olive-golden obverse of this

proof is that of a choice specimen, however there are a consider-

able number of easily removable small fibers that appear to be ad-

hering to some laccjuer at the periphery. The reverse offers splashes

of mauve-gray toning over a pleasing mirrored glow, and is nearly

as attractive as the obverse. Of the 800 Proofs believed to have been

struck of this very scarce Proof issue, a large number were left un-

sold and subsequently melted.

4486

1859 Choice About Uncirculated. A highly detailed strike and vivid

detail are enhanced by prootlike gleam in the lightly toned fields. A

glass finds scattered hairlines of minimal visual importance.

CHOICE 1859‘0’ SILVER DOLLAR

4487

1859‘0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Luxurious deep sil-

ver lustre enhances a delightful strike for this e.xceptionally beau-

tiful example ofNew Orleans coinage. This wonderfully refiec-

tive coin glows with vitality, a trivial mark or two alone keep it

from higher grade.

INTRIGUING 1860 PROOF SILVER DOLLAR
4488

1860 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Deeply reflective fields that

are toned an iridescent gold and blue. Boldly struck but for the

hair detail in Miss Liberty's head. Of the 1,330 pieces struck in proof,

very few could match the excellent condition of this example.

PCOS PIU)4. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

PROOFLIKE 1860‘O’ DOLLAR

4489

1860‘O’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Reflective prooflike

fields complement boldly struck, gently frosted devices. Obverse

displays clear pale rose-gold, reverse exhibits dusky rose and gold.

Many heavily bagmarked. Mint State 1860‘O’ Dollars were re-

leased from U.S. Treasury stockpiles in the 1960’s, this flashing

coin is almost certainly not one of them, given its beautifully and

delightfully mark-free surfaces. Piquing interest is a curious tiny

‘W carefully counter stamped above the eagle’s head on the re-

verse, fortunately not disturbing any of the obverse details.

Ex Harrner, Rooke & Co. January 1992 Sale, lot 165.

COMPELLING 1862 PROOF SILVER DOLLAR

4490

1862 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. A handsome offering of

medium russet toning is embellished by traces ofemerald and pale

blue iridescence in the devices. The underlying surfaces are sharp

and retain plenty of mirror-reflectivity. A diminutive 550 Proojs and

11,540 business strikes were coined oj this date.

STACK’S
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4492 1864 Brilliant Proof, nearly Choice. Here is an appealing, largely

silver example this very scarce Civil War era Proofcoinage, featur-

ing a crisp strike and mirror fields. Very gently wiped in the dis-

tant past without obscuring the basic reflectivity. Jiisf 470 Proofs

were coined this year.

GORGEOUSLY TONED PROOF 1862 DOLLAR

4491 1862 Choice Brilliant Proof, displaying the gorgeously toned

visual appeal of a much higher grade. Another. Crisply struck de-

vices stand out against chrome like, fully mirrored fields. The ob-

verse is gorgeously toned with concentric bands, the lavender cen-

ters shift to gun metal blue then to gold and rose at the peripher-

ies. The reverse centers are iridescent rose and gold. This lovely

Dollar would easily be rated as a near Gem but for two tiny verdi-

gris spots at lower obverse rims. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

LOVELY 1865 PROOF SILVER DOLLAR

4493 1865 Choice Brilliant Proof. Nicely reflective surfaces that have

a bit of iridescent blue toning. Boldly struck with lovely eye ap-

peal. Of the 500 proofs minted, very few could have the beauty of

this example.

BREATH-TAKING GEM 1866 MOTTO DOLLAR

(ailarf^cd)

4494 1866 With Motto. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. This colorful

coin’s razor-sharp strike results in microscopically exact detail on

Liberty’s face and form, eagle and shields. This coin boasts the most

forceful and inescapable cartwheel glitter, flashing under exquisite rose-

pink and subtle blue toning ofmarvelous delicacy. Although this was

the first date to bear the motto INGOD UE TRUST, and the mint-

age was very moderate, few among America’s small numismatic com-

munity troubled themselves to save any significant number of the

new type Silver Dollar. Today’s expanding popularity and fast grow-

ing collector base for Liberty Seated coinage has vastly increased de-

mand for all top quality I'follars and fractional denominations. The

Dannreuther-Garrett record reveals only 35 auction appearances for

this date, none ofwhich was equal to the present coin and only one

among these was in higher grade. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
The new motto i;rew out of a sp^t’estion to Treasury Secretary Salmon

P. Chase by Rev. M.R. UatkinsonofRidleyvilk, Pa. in November 1861.

The clergyman earnestly advocated some form or recoi^nition of the Deity on

the coinage ofan embattled nation then in the grip ofCivil H iir. The motto

first appeared on the new 2-Ccnt pieces and gradually was added to the

Silver and Gold coinage.

STACK’S
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c:Ol\)RMil l Y rONHD 1866 SILVER DOLLAR

4495

1866 With Motto. Another. Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Smooth silver contrasts with iridescent gray, tawny rose-

gold on either side of this virtual Gem. Immaculate surfaces are

subtly reflective, making this a highly pleasing e.xample of this in-

creasingly popular series.

4496

1866 With Motto. A third. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly a

Choice example. Silver-white fields and devices retain their fair

share of icy mint frost. This well struck specimen lacks the heavy

bagmarks that typically plague coins of this design. A scarce “first

year of issue” for this With Motto Seated Liberty type.

4497

1868 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Pale silver and gold toning

over nicely reflective surfaces. Very well struck including the most

intricate design that Christian Gobrecht intended for this coin. A
few light hairlines otherwise this coin is decent for the grade. PCGS
MS64. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4498

1868 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. Another. Here is a breath-

taking silver-white coin whose liquid-glass fields are pure and deep,

highlighting the virtual perfection of the splendidly detailed de-

vices, stars and lettering. One of600 struck. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4499

1868 Brilliant Proof. A third example displaying lovely steel and

rose toning that pervades this coin’s smooth mirror fields, giving

added dimension to the bold devices.

4500

1868 About Uncirculated. Full facial features on Liberty and crisp

reverse motto scroll testify to a bold strike. Lightly cleaned.

STACK’S
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RAZOR-SHARP CHOICE 1870 SILVER DOLLAR

4501 1870 Choice Srilliant Uncirculated. This prciiiiuni cjuality

specimen others a near Gem reverse. Lovely silver-white surfaces

join an exceptionally well detailed strike to give this late-date ex-

ample its remarkable beauty and well-nigh irresistible visual ap-

peal. Wonderfully rich velvet-like mint bloom completes thisjewel.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

4502 1871 Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Choice. Well struck de-

vices with a touch offrost in fully lustrous milky white fields makes

for a pleasing, light cameo effect. Only some bagmarks keep this

coin from a full Choice designation.

4503 1872 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Light rose-golden

toning over .smooth surfaces. The strike is a tad weak but not ter-

ribly so. There is a nice amount ofunderlying mint lustre beneath

the toning. A very nice coin suitable for type.

4504 1872 Another. Very Fine. Problem-free circulation, silvery sur-

faces define this late-date example.

HIGH GRADE 1872‘S’ SILVER DOLLAR

4505 1872‘S’ Choice About Uncirculated. Mottled gray toning with a

hint of brown. Some proof-like flash visible underneath the ton-

ing. Well struck on both sides with nice detail adding to this coin’s

charm. 9,000 were struck of this date, and it is considerably rarer

than even its low mintage would indicate. It is even more difficult

to find than such scarcities as the 1870“ CC’, especially in when so

near the Mint State level.

4506 1873 Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is an evenly struck, unen-

cumbered example that offers a blend of lilac and pale lavender-

gray toning on both the obverse and reverse.

STACK’S
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U. S. TRADE DOLLARS
4508 1873 Brilliant Uncirculated. Harmonious blue-gray toning

shows a gentle glow of underlying rose over meticulous devices.

4509 1874‘CC’ Choice About Uncirculated and on the cusp of Mint

State. Frosty surfaces exhibit some pale toning. A coin that shows

some light rub on just the highest points giving this coin a higher

grade appearance.

4512 1876 Brilliant Uncirculated with the lustrous smoothness of

higher grade. Medium gold toning joins a bold strike for major

eye appeal for the grade. ANACS Cache MS61.

(enlarg’d)

4507 1873‘CC’ About Uncirculated. One of only 2,300 struck by the

Carson City Mint and an outstanding coin among the far smaller

surviving population ofthis sought-after ‘CC’ date. Attractive deep

blue toning shows overtones ofsmoky gold. This was the last date

of Liberty Seated Dollar coinage at a historic Western Branch Mint.

It is believed that a major portion of the mintage was never re-

lea,sed but re-melted for recomage of the silver into minor coins.

Here is a thoroughly pleasing example of a true keystone of this

series, deserving a prominent place in any Liberty Seated or gen-

eral collection. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

A SPLENDID PAIR OF 1875‘S’

TRADE DOLLARS

4510 1875‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated with claims to Gem. Full

cartwheel lustre gives the fields their assertive flash. A glass will

find a few very minute contact tics.

4511 1875‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated with claims to higher

grade. A second ofvery similar high quality, a dash ofgold appear-

ing on reverse motto scroll.

in SIRAIU i: lllOH ORADE 1873‘CC’ DOLLAR

STACK’S
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CHOICE 1876‘CC’ TRADE DOLLAR

(enlarged)

4513 1876‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pale gold toning fla-

vors smooth and lustrous surfaces. Sharply struck in aU respects. Rare

this nice with only seven graded by NGC at this level and only four

graded MS-64. A wonderful liigh quality example ofa highly popular

Carson City Mint coin. NGC MS63. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4514 1876‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Brightly glowing silver

lustre illuminates the smooth fields, complementing devices of

gem-like richness of detail.

4515 1876‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Pale pink tom high-

light the quality of the lustrous silver surfaces on this well .tnu k,

attractive specimen.

4516 1877 Brilliant Uncirculated. Mediuiii ebony toning over smooth

fields. Well struck. The coin has been coated with some unknown

substance to preserve the surfaces.

MAJESTIC NEAR-GEM 1877‘CC’

TRADE DOLLAR

(enlarged)

4517 1877‘CC’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. There is evi-

dence of recutting at the top of the final digit in the date. Boldly

glowing cartwheel mint bloom complements a wonderfully full

strike. Diligent search turns up a small edge defect that may be as

struck and is visible at 4:00 on the obverse, as well as at the corre-

sponding area of the reverse. Here is an elusive Carson City Trade

Dollar issue that is rarely encountered in this exceptionally high

grade and that is a rival to the Gem in our March 2004 auction.

(SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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4SIS I877'(.'C'’ A M-w'iul \ct\ Fine I'his fasciiutinj’ circulated ('ar-

\i>ii - ii\ >. vuii Ku^t^ haiid\c'iue ebony toning with hints ofgold on

the rcliets A run bruiNe appears at 7:00.

4519 1877‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A spectacular

example with cartwheel lustre under delicate blue and rose-gold

iridescent toning. The surfaces are quite nice and the strike is very

bold lending further appeal to this coin.

4520 1878‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated well on the way to

Gem. Smooth frosty fields and meticulous devices are bathed in

softly luminous clear gold and lavender ofthe greatest delicacy and

beauty'. Here is an unusually high cpality example of the ever-de-

sirablc final Carson City date of this short-lived international trade

coin. It can be safely said that this exciting near-Gem radiates the

most breath-taking visual appeal that can be easily imagined. Find-

ing another e.xamplc of the date that even approximates this coin’s

appeal would be a task beyond the capability ofeven the most lav-

ishly funded collector in today’s condition- conscious numismatic

market. Locating a finer piece would be an even more impossible

achievement. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

STACK’S
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U. S. MORGAN DOLLARS

NEAR-GEM PROOF 1878 8 TAILFEATHERS
DOLLAR

(etilar£e{^)

4521 1878 8 Tailfeathers. VAM 14-8. Very Choice Brilliant Proof.

One ofperhaps 500 Proofs struck. Glittering silver-white fields dis-

play almost startling depth and blazing-mirror reflectivity. The

design elements exhibit incredible cameo contrast and a totality of

fine detail that shows the then new George T. Morgan design at

its finest, Breen noted this variety in his ProofCoin Encyclopedia,

identified by the curious spike from Liberty’s eyeball, reverse show-

ing doubling on base of ‘F and raised die lines from denticles be-

low ‘AR’ of DOLLAR, The magnificent cartwheel glory ot this

near- Gem calls out to be savored and will reward the closest in-

spection. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4522 1878 8 Tailfeathers. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
pristine coin that many would consider Gem. A stunning lilac in-

de.scence enhances bold devices. The obverse is somewhat reflec-

tive.

4523 1878 7 Tailfeathers. Rev. of ’78. Brilliant Uncirculated;

1878‘CC’ Choice About Uncirculated; 1878‘S’ Brilliant

Uncirculated; 1923 Peace. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
high quality selection, particularly ofthe first year ofMorgan coin-

age. 4 pieces.

4524 1878‘CC’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Boldest cartwheel reflectivity,

scattered bag marks define this attractive Carson City example.

4525 1878‘S’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Flashing silver is accented

by scattered steel and clear rose toning of unusual beauty.

4526 1878‘S’ Another. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
wonderful proof-like example that is mainly untoned and very well

struck.

4527 1879‘0’, 1884‘CC’ Brilliant Uncirculated. An evenly balanced

pair with each nearing a choice status; 1896‘0’ About Uncircu-

lated. This coin has very light wear and was gently cleaned some

time ago. 3 pieces.

4528 1879‘0’ Choice About Uncirculated; 1884‘0’ Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated; 1900 Choice About Uncirculated; 1904‘O’

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1921‘D’ Brilliant Uncircu-

lated; 1923 Peace. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Second and

fifth coins display tawny tan-gold, companions are bright silver. 6

pieces.

4529 1879‘S’ Rev. of ’79. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a

mark-free, fully lustrous com beautifully toned in a rainbow array

of electric blue, sea-green, yellow and rose for stunning appeal.

4530 1879‘S’ Reverse of 1879, 1881‘S’, 1882‘S’ Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. A lovely and diverse trio ofwell struck Morgans.

The first has attractive russet surfaces, while the second has multi-

color pastel toning. The third is silvery white. Simply gorgeous

specimens sure to elicit spirited bidding. 3 pieces.

4531 1880 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely cartwheel

lustre gives this coin nice eye appeal. Well struck; 1891 Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractive satiny surfaces that exhibit light

golden toning. Well struck and very nice for the grade. 2 pieces.

4532 1880‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A wonderfuDy struck

and silvery white example. Lovely surfaces create a pleasing visual

appeal. Housed in GSH holder.

4533 1880‘S’, 1881‘S’, 1886 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly

Gem. Another lovely trio of fully struck issues. The first has re-

flective fields creating a cameo effect. The second is quite satiny.

The third has a steel gray obverse and silvery white reverse. 3 pieces.
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4534 1881 Brilliant Proof. One of 984 stnick. Splendid deep-mirror

fields, seini-brilliant devicesjoin for outstanding casual appeal. The

upper runs present a boldly contrasting dash of rich red-gold for

exciting effect.

4535 1881‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Virtually mark-free

fields display lovely full cartwheel lustre for exciting visual impact.

4536 1881 ‘O’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. This near gem

boasts razor sharp devices coupled with silvery white surfaces.

4537 1881‘S’ Superb Gem Brilliant Uncirculated (2). Here is a pris-

tine pair of these San Francisco issues boasting blazing, reflective

mint lustre, blast white fields and a bold strike. PCGS MS66. 2

pieces.

4538 1881‘S’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A stunning coin exhibit-

ing an obverse exhibiting an attractive opaque glow that covers

razor sharp details. The reverse is silvery white. PCGS MS66;

1881‘S’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Multi-color pastel shades

of blue, gold and sea green adorn this superbly struck coin. Satiny

surfaces combined with reflective fields make this issue worthy of

strong bidding. PCGS MS65. 2 pieces.

4539 1881‘S’, 1882‘S’, 1891‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

An impressive group with each one nearing Gem status. All three

are lightly toned with attractive eye appeal. 3 pieces.

4540 1882‘0’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A marvelous satiny coin

with some iridescent gold toning on the obverse. A wonderful

type coin.

4541 1884 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Light golden toning high-

lights needle sharp details. A satiny patina creates a wonderful vi-

sual clTect.

4542 1884 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A second pristine coin. Cart-

wheel lustre with golden toning bathes superbly struck devices.

GORGEOUS CHOICE 1884‘S’ MORGAN
DOLLAR

4543

1884‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated or even finer. The most

aggressive cartwheel reflectivity gives outstanding vitality to this

coin’s smooth fields. Although no prooflike example is known

today, this boldly reflective piece may well stand in for it. Close

study shows that each star, letter, leaf, arrow and all devices stand

forth with jewel-like clarity against their gleaming background.

This San Francisco date has long been recognized and sought after

as one ofthe hardest Morgan 1 )ollars to obtain in the highest grades.

The conservatively graded coin offered here should satisfy the most

demanding Morgan specialist or general collector determined to

obtain nothing but the finest for a carefully built collection of U.S.

rarities. Here is a coin fated to become the keystone of a great

collection. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
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4544 1884 S A second. A solid About Uncirculated with claims to a

higher grade. There is a blend of deep russet-gray and lavender

that blankets sharply struck, frosty surfaces. Scarce.

4545 1885‘CC’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Both obverse and re-

verse have needle sharp details. In addition they are covered with

deep shades of opaque gray and brick red. PCGS MS65.

4546 1885‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Here is a

blast white example of this semi-key date. A pleasing cartwheel

effect makes this item worthy of a strong bid. Housed in GSA
holder.

4547 1885‘CC’ Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. Here is a superbly

struck coin that is coupled with satiny white surfaces. Maybe one

or two bagmarks away from a choice designation.

4548 1885‘0’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. An absolutely pristine

com that combines strong details and terrific eye appeal. Watery

proof-like surfaces are bathed in a lovely pastel radiance accentu-

ating the bold devices.

4549 1885‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Dazzling cartwheel lus-

tre that shines vividly over well preserved surfaces. Well struck

and attractive for the grade.

4550 1886, 1899‘0’ (2) Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A stunning trio.

All boast superb detail. The first and one of the ‘O’ mint coins are

silvery white while the third has golden peripheral toning. 3 pieces.

1

EXCITING 1886‘0’ DOLLARS

4551 1886‘0’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Fully frosty silver glows

with pervasive light gold bearing a hint ofred. Very well struck for

a New Orleans minted Silver Dollar, this coin represents a rare

opportunity to acquire a high grade specimen of a date that is dif-

ficult to find above the AU level.

4552 1886‘0’ Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Another. A
pleasing example of this difficult to obtain date. Satiny mint frost

covers both surfaces with the obverse displaying peripheral golden

toning. The hair above the ear and the Eagle’s breast are fully de-

tailed. PCGS MS62.

4553 1886‘0’ A third. Brilliant Uncirculated and displaying boldly

proofhke fields and silver-white frosty devices ofgreat beauty. Here

is a wonderfully appealing example ofan elusive New Orleans date.

STACK’S
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4554 1886‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Beautiful cart-

wheel lustre with some pale gold toning. Very nicely struck with

no major marks to detract from the gorgeous eye appeal of this

scarce date.

4555 1886‘S’, 1897‘S’, 1898‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, with strong

claims to Choice. A problem free trio with all deserving a higher

status. High quality, flashy lustre and scarcity are all in the corner

of blazingly lustrous San Francisco issues. 3 pieces.

4556 1887‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Both obverse and re-

verse have deep reflective surfaces coupled with pastel tones. All

central devices are boldly struck.

4557 1888‘0’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Very little evidence of

contact can be found on the surfaces ofthis coin, even with the aid

of a glass. A rich golden toning is found clinging to the devices,

particularly on the reverse. PCI MS65.

4558 1888‘0’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Bright and

glowing silver-white visually transforms a glorious strike.

4559 1888‘0’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A third of nearly identi-

cal silver-white quality and strike.

SPECTACULAR CHOICE 1889‘CC’ DOLLAR

4560 1889‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Wholly prooflike

fields highlight this Carson City coin’s exceptional strike and bold

detail. This boldly flashing coin is only a trivial tic or two from

fully Gem, but it is still outstandingly rare in this distinctly conser-

vative grade. Here is a totally satisfying example ofone of the most

desirable of all Morgan Dollars. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
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4561 1889 CC Very Fine, perhaps a bit better. An evenly worn ex-

ample of this mre date that is nearly problem free and exhibits nice

original deep silvery toning.

4562 1889‘0’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A silver- white

virtual Gem offering lustrous beauty and inarguable visual appeal.

4563 1889‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely reflective

fields and richly frosted devices join together to create near-Gem

quahty. PCGS MS64.

AWE-INSPIRING NEAR-GEM PROOF
1890 DOLLAR

4564 1890 Very Choice Brilliant Proof. One ofonly 590 struck, a fully

cameo contrast piece which places gently frosted devices against

hquid-glass fields of marvelous depth. The overall visual effect of

this virtual Gem is simply overwhelming, hard to duplicate and

harder still to outdo with any size collecting budget. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

4565 1890 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty lustre gives way to

just hints of toning; 1896 Brilliant Uncirculated. ILich golden

toning with some rainbow peripheries; 1896, 1898 Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. The former piece is ringed by a pale halo

ofrainbow toning, the latter exhibits some golden toning near the

obverse rims and mauve toning over much ofthe reverse. 4 pieces.

4566 1890‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A wonderfully struck

com resulting in deeply mirrored fields. Both the obverse Liberty

and the reverse Eagle have a cameo effect. There is light golden

toning close to the rim. PCGS MS63DMPL.

4567 1891‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, a virtually Gem.
Smooth and frosty silver-white, possessing a notably smooth cheek.

4568 1891‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly in the Gem
category. A second example of the same outstanding smooth and

frosty quality.

4569 1891‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. Here is a

stunning silvery white com that approaches gem status. The needle

sharp obverse is quite frosty while the reverse is light gold. PCGS
MS63.

4570 1891‘0’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A remarkable

specimen which displays a dramatic sunburst toning. PCI MS64.

4571 1891‘S’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Iridescent olive-gray ton-

ing on the obverse is aglow with icy blue, rose and sea green tones.

Prooflike fields illuminate the deeply toned obverse, while the

prooflike reverse is stark white with frosty devices, indicating that

this specimen was probably an “end coin” in a high quality roll of

this San Francisco issue. Well struck and simply splendid.

4572 1892 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Perhaps worthy of

gem status, this specimen enjoys satiny mint frost that cover splen-

did devices. Both obverse and reverse possess a wisp ofgolden ton-

ing. PCGS MS64.
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4373 1892‘CC’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Each surface

displays an eye arresting opaque radiance. Superbly detailed cen-

tral devices add to this example's charm. PCGS MS64.

4574 1892‘CC’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Glorious

proof-like surfaces are bright and untoned. Frosty and quite nice

for the grade. Scarce.

VERY RARE MINT STATE 1892‘S’ SILVER DOLLAR

4575 1892‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. "Wonderful cartwheel lustre over clean and very smooth surfaces. The strike is decent for this difficult

date. This date is usually found in very low grade or cleaned About Uncirculated at best. True mint state examples are very rare with Choice

examples being excessively rare. Here is a great opportunity to acquire a top notch example that is missing in most Morgan Dollar collections. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

HANDSOME 1893‘CC’ MORGAN DOLLAR

4576 1893‘CC’ Brilliant Uncirculated and very nearly Choice. Pleas-

ing full frosty lustre shows a faint hint of gold and minimal dis-

tracting marks. 1 lere is a totally pleasing Carson City example for

any level of collecting.

F:.\ Seller Collection iBowers & Ruddy Galleries, .March 1980, lot

25(.4,.

ASH 1893‘0’ About Uncirculated. Attractive rose-gold and iridescent

blue toning. Some bagmarks on the cheek and neck. Well struck.

A very scarce date that does not usually come this nice.

STACK’S
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PLEASING 1893‘S’ MORGAN DOLLAR

4578 1893‘S’ Extremely Fine. This classic key-date has typical contact

points on the hair above the ear and on the Eagle’ breast. Exami-

nation reveals a prior cleaning, with some retoning on the obverse.

SEGS XF45 Old Cleaning.

VERY SCARCE 1895‘0’ SILVER DOLLAR

4579 1895‘0’ Brilliant Uncirculated. Partially proof-like surfaces are

mainly untoned. Well struck with nice detail that is not normally

seen on this most difficult date. Another Morgan Dollar date that

is usually seen up to About Uncirculated but very rarely in mint

state. Scarce.

4580 1895‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated with claims to Choice. Pale gold

is variegated by a fascinating blue sheen ofgreat visual fascination.

Scarce.

Ex Stack’s March 1980 Sale, lot 1090.

STATELY NEAR-GEM PROOF 1896 DOLLAR

4581 1896 Very Choice Brilliant Proof, on the cusp of fully Gem.
Startlingly beautiful contrast of frosted devices and deepest mirror

fields gives this Gay Nineties Proof its astounding beauty. One of

162 struck, and assuredly one of the finest among the smaller num-
ber of examples surviving today. Here is a near-Gem Proof des-

tined for a commanding position in some masterful Silver Dollar

of general collection. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

4582 1896‘S’ Brilliant Uncirculated, approaching Choice with rich

reflective silver and a sheen of orange-gold.

4583 1897‘S’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Mottled smoky gray ton-

ing boasts iridescent rose, orange and green tones on the blemish-

free obverse. The reverse, on the other hand, is stark silver-white

in its glittery lustre, pointing to this coin’s probable origin as an

“end coin” in an original roll of this date. Well struck and Haunt-

ing intense appeal.

4584 1897‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A well struck example

that exudes attractive mint bloom; 1922‘D’ Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Pearl gray surfaces cover brilliantly executed devices;

1923‘S’ Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Sparkling mint bloom

gives this date it’s lovely appeal. Typical strike for this date. 3 pieces.

4585 1898 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Marvelous cartvi'heel lustre

and a faint blush of rose define this smooth and satisfying Gem.

4586 1898‘0’, 1901‘O’, 1904’O Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. All

three are deeply toned in outstanding rainbow and pastel toning.

A very visually appealing trio that is sure to engender great excite-

ment among collectors ofbcautifully toned Silver Dollars. 3 pieces.
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4587 1898‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Well struck de-

vices are accented by hints of field reflectivity. Some very light

obverse roller striations are evident at Liberty’s jaw, otherwise a

(iem designation would not be entirely unjustified. Very scarce in

this condition.

4590 1903‘O’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A razor sharp

strike that is coupled with an extraordinary abundance of mint

lustre give this com claims to gem status. Lovely mint radiance

create stunning eye appeal. I’CCIS MSb4.

4591 1904‘O’ Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Retlective fields are

coupled with a splendid pearl radiance creating a terrific visual

effect. Needle sharp details add to appeal of this beauty. NGC
MS65PL.

U. S. PEACE DOLLARS

4592 1921 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A prominent ex-

ample of this classic first year of issue coin. Stronger than average

details enhance this lightly toned, fully lustrous first year of issue

Peace Dollar.

4593 1921 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A second. Light golden

toning over nicely preserved surfaces. Typical strike for this date,

otherwise this coin would be a Gem.

4594 1921 Brilliant Uncirculated. A third. Here is a delightful high

relief example boasting sharper than average hair over Liberty’s

ear, drenched in translucent champagne gold.

4595 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

All four coins exhibit a wealth of frosty mint lustre. Little, if any,

light toning is found on any of these pieces. All grade PCI MS65.

4 pieces.

4596 1922, 1923, 1925. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The

first coin shows little obverse toning, but the reverse is a deep rus-

set with neon pink and emerald green highlights. The latter two

pieces display rich golden toning. 3 pieces.

4597 1923‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely russet and

gold toning over nicely preserved surfaces. A tew reverse bagmarks.

otherwise this coin is very nice an above average for the date.

GLORIOUS BLUE CHOICE PROOF
1899 DOLLAR

4588 1899 Choice Brilliant Proof. Otie of846 Proofs struck and among

the finest Proof specimens accessible to tod.ay’s collectors. Deep

blue toning drenches the glittering liquid-glass mirror fields ofthis

extraordinary coin, while a touch of iridescent purple glows at

obverse center in fascinating contrast. Here is a Proofrarity ot star-

tling visual impact.

MAJESTIC 1901 CHOICE PROOF DOLLAR

4589 1901 Choice Brilliant Proof. Tawny straw-gold overlies gleam-

ing mirror fields and much ot the relief High, mathematically

squared rims frame a jewel-like strike for the boldest appeal. One

of814 Prcufs struck and one of the most elusive of all ProofMorgan

Dollars. Here is a coin that would be hard to duplicate and harder

still to surpass for quality and appeal.

STACK’S
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EXCITING NEAR-GEM 1924‘S’ PEACE DOLLAR

4598 1924‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated or finer. Immacu-

late, deeply flashing silver lustre reflects a tantalizing blush ofpalest

gold. Here is a nearly Superb example ofa sought-after, lower mint-

age date.

STARK WHITE NEAR-GEM 1925‘S’ DOLLAR

4599 1925‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Nearly in the Gem
category. Bold silver-white lustre drenches this top-flight example

of a 1920’s date long known to be elusive in the ultimate grades.

4600 1925‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Another. Boldly

glowing silver lustre complements a full strike. A very few minute tics

alone keep this handsome coin from full Gem status. PCGS MS64.

4602 1928‘S’ Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractively toned

in pale gold and gray. Nice smooth surfaces that are devoid ofany

major marks. Quite scarce this nice.

U. S. SILVER COMMEMORATIVE COINS

4603 1893 Isabella Quarter. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Deep golden toning with a hint of iridescent blue. Nicely struck

with pleasing surfaces that gives this coin nice appeal. NGC MS64.

4604 1893 Isabella Quarter. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

A second. The fully struck obverse is deeply toned a lovely graph-

ite gray. The bold reverse is also toned in attractive pastel shades.

PCGS MS64.

4605 1893 Isabella Quarter. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third.

Blushing clear rose and steel toning covers delightfully smooth

surfaces. A very pleasing example of the first Commemorative

Quarter issued.

4606 1893 Isabella Quarter. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
fourth. A blazing white specimen with beautiful semi-reflective

fields contrasting the sharply struck rich satiny devices. Only some

scattered light surface marks away from a full Gem designation.

4601 1928 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny smooth surfaces are

delicately toned. Quite nice for the grade.
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EXQUISI l ELY TONED LAFAYETTE DOLLAR

4607

1900 Lafayette Dollar. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, virtu-

ally Uein. Here is a specimen whose toning creates its bold appeal.

Scintillating mint lustre enlivens surfaces that are drenched in sea

green, amber and russet- gray on the obverse and deeper rose-

gold and gray on the reverse of this well struck specimen of our

first commemorative Silver Dollar. Otdy 36,026 pieces were struck,

and many today have been impaired by light circulation or un-

sightly cleaning or even harsh polishing. As such, it is quite re-

freshing to view a specimen that has been little affected by the

ravages of time. {SEE COLOR PLATE)

4608

1900 Lafayette Dollar. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sec-

ond. Frosty silver underlies pale rose on the obverse, russet at left

reverse for tantalizing beauty.

Ex Stack’s September 1984 Sale, lot 665.

4609

1900 Lafayette Dollar. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A third.

Attractive satiny surtaces toned a light russet and gold with a tinge

of pale blue. A few light cheek marks.

4610 1900 Lafayette Dollar. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
fourth. A handsome strike with silver-white surfaces highlighted

by a subtle band of reverse red-gold.

4611 1900 Lafayette Dollar. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, with

claims to a higher grade. A fifth. Attractive satiny surfaces that are

lightly toned a pale golden-russet.

4612 1900 Lafayette Dollar. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sixth.

An exceptional strike, wealth of frosty silver lustre and swathes of

rich russet make this an unusually appealing example of the first

commemorative Dollar.

4613

1900 Lafayette Dollar. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly ofChoice

quality. A seventh. Mottled deep iridescent blue and rose-gold

toning over well kept surfaces. A few scattered bagmarks, other-

wise this example is nice for the grade. NGC MS62.

4614 1900 Lafayette Dollar. Brilliant Uncirculated. An eighth.

Glowing silver-white lustre, bold strike is seen in the boot and

laurel branch beneath the horse.

U. S COMMEMORATIVE HALF DOLLARS

4615 1921 Alabama. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Gem.

Crisp, frosty mint lustre fills the fields, while the overall surfaces

are aglow in glorious rose-gold. As with most specimens ot this

high reliefissue, the centers are a trifle weakly defined; otherwise,

this is a gorgeous Gem.
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4616 1921 Alabama. Brilliant Uncirculated. A second, nearly Choice
example with radiant silvery lustre accented by delicate russet ton-
ing clinging to the rims.

4625

1892 Columbian Exp. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A me-

ticulous strike enhanced by delicate golden toning over lustrous

satiny fields.

4617 1936 Albany. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A gentle blush

of champagne toning compliments a bold strike and rich satiny

surfaces, 1935 Arkansas. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
pleasing specimen exhibiting frosty white surfaces. 2 pieces.

4618 1937 Antietam. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Silky smooth
surfaces showing off lovely reddish-gold toning. Well struck and
lustrous.

4619 1936‘S’BayBridge. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full

frosty original mint lustre enhances this well struck example; 1935
Small 1934. Boone. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Silvery

problem-free surfaces with the slightest hint oflight gold. 2 pieces.

4620 1936 Bridgeport. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Well

struck and blazing white; 1936 Cincinnati. Very Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Glorious iridescent rose toning over beauti-

fully struck surfaces. 2 pieces.

ATTRACTIVELY TONED 1925‘S’ CALIFORNIA

4621

1925‘S’ California. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is un-

doubtedly one of the most attractively toned specimens of this his-

toric American issue. Miner’s midsection is frosty white, with rose,

orange, lavender and blue toning radiating toward the peripheries

of this fully lustrous specimen. Bear side is bright champagne silver

with a touch of iridescent rose at the peripheries. Simply splendid.
4622

1925‘S’ California. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A second.

Spectacular iridescent ring toning that blends blue with rose-gold.

Well struck. A wonderful example of this popular type.

4623 1936 Cleveland. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. This specimen

combines razor sharp strike with opulent lustre cascading over vir-

tually flawless surfaces.

4624 1936‘D’ Columbia, S.C. Brilliant Uncirculated. Well struck

with subtle rose toning and some light hairlines; 1925‘S’ Califor-

nia. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractive light gold ton-

ing over wonderful surfaces. Well struck devices and very lustrous

fields give this com bold eye appeal. 2 pieces.

4626 1892, 1893 Columbian Exp., 1920 Pilgrim, 1946‘P,D,S’

Booker T. Washington. The first 2 pieces are Brilliant Uncir-

culated, the remaining four are Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

The first two coins are a steel-gray, the final three arc toned to

various degrees gold and russet. 6 pieces.

4627 1892 Columbian Exp., 1925 Lexington. Very Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. The first example shows hint ofgolden ton-

ing, the second is fully silver-white. PCI MS64, PCI MS65, re-

spectively. 2 pieces.

4628 1935 Connecticut. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Lovely pale gold toning over nicely preserved surfaces. Well struck

and quite attractive for the grade.

4629 1936 Delaware. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Thick, irides-

cent russet-gold toning defines this frosty silver, well-struck speci-

men. Here is a gorgeous, original specimen that undoubtedly was

removed from its holder of issue, the outlines ofwhich are visible

m the reverse toning.

4630 1936 Delaware. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pale gold ton-

ing about the edges, the centers satiny; 1922 Grant. Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. A hint oflight champagne toning over frosty

surfaces. 2 pieces.

4631 1936 Elgin. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. This fully lustrous

specimen exhibits underlying rose toning with contrasting areas

ofplum creating an attractive two-tone effect.

4632 1936 Gettysburg. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, with

claims to Gem. A hint of pale gold toning over nicely preserved

surfaces. An excellent example for the grade.

4633 1922 Grant. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated with strong

claims to the Gem category. Delicate silvery toning over satiny

surfaces. A very pretty example.

4634 1922 Grant. Another. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pale

gold and iridescent toning highlights mostly silvery surfaces for

outstanding appeal.

4635 1928 Hawaiian. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here we have

a very pleasing example of this scarce commemorative issue. The

obverse displays peripheral russet toning while the reverse is sur-

rounded by a dark iridescent rainbow.
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4636 l'}28 Hawaiian. A second. Brilliant Uncirculated with cLiinis

to the Choice category. Forthright, glowing silver lustre enriches

a thoroughly detailed strike on this keystone of any coinineinora-

tive collection.

4637 1935 Hudson. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated bordering

on Cein. Bright satiny lustrous surfaces are virtually flawless.

4638 1924 Huguenot-Walloon. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Satiny surfaces with pale gold toning; 1946 Iowa. Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. Lustrous surfaces with just a hint of rose toning. 2

pieces.

4639 1924 Huguenot-Walloon, 1921 Pilgrim. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Both coins show a subtle toning, the first a pale

gold, the second a pale lilac-gray. PCI MS64. 2 pieces.

4640 1925 Lexington. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Well

struck with wonderful eye appeal; 1936 Long Island. Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. Light reddish-gold toning surrounds the

devices. 2 pieces.

4641 1918 Lincoln-Illinois. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

A hint of delicate champagne toning compliments a razor sharp

strike and w'onderful satiny surfaces.

4642 1918 Lincoln-Illinois. About Uncirculated, with nice original

gold and gray color; 1946 Booker T. Washington. Brilliant

Uncirculated. Nice and lustrous; 1952 Washington Carver.

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Marvelous gold toning over nice

surfaces. 3 pieces.

RAINBOW TONED LONG ISLAND

4643 1936 Long Island. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually

Gem. 1 lere is an uncommonly beautiful specimen ofa commemo-

rative that does not usually come so colorful. Duskily toned cen-

ters radiate with alternating rainbow tones as the eye approaches

the peripheries of this well-struck, abundantly attractive specimen.

4644 1936 Lynchburg. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Light

gold toning over well preserved surfaces; 1920 Maine. Brilliant

Uncirculated, or virtually so. Light rose toning blending into

stippled russet toward the rims. 2 pieces.

4645

1934 Maryland. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pleas-

ing lustrous surfaces are well struck; 1920 Pilgrim. Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. Attractive pale rose giving way to darker

toning at the peripheries. 2 pieces.

4646 1921 Missouri. 2X4. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Charac-

teristic, wide borders frame this coin’s pale rose and subtle cham-

pagne toned, forcefully lustrous surfaces. The peripheral legends

and the design’s high relief is well-defined but for a touch of soft-

ness at the very highest points. Here is a superior survivor ofjust

5,000 specimens struck of this issue.

4647 1921 Missouri. Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty silver surfaces are

enhanced by champagne gold w'hich accentuates the meticulous

devices.

OUTSTANDINGLY TONED MONROE
HALF DOLLAR

4648 1923‘S’ Monroe. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, virtually Gem.

Intense rainbow bands ring the lower and upper obverse peripher-

ies, with clear gold and icy blue tones highlight the fields in other

areas. Surfaces, w'here untoned, are frosty silver-w'hite with none of

the dullness often seen on this early commemorative issue. A few

stray marks at cheek are noted for accuracy, but these do not at all

detract from this colorful specimen’s glorious eye appeal.

4649 1923‘S’ Monroe. A second. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Boldly struck with mottled russet toning

4650 1923‘S’ Monroe. A third. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated de-

spite a tiny little nick on the cheek. Light russet and gold toning.

4651 1923‘S’ Monroe. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. White with

frosty lustre; 1952‘S’ Franklin Half Dollar. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Frosty with some rainbow tones; 1952‘S’

Jefferson Nickel. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. With

just a whisper of rainbow toning. 3 pieces.

4652 1938 New Rochelle. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Razor

sharp strike with silky smooth semi-prooflike surfaces displaying

subtle gold peripheral toning.
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4653 1936 Norfolk. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely indoscent
rose-gold toning gives this coin exceptional appeal. An outstand-
ing example of the type.

4654 1934 D Oregon Trail. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated,
nearly Gem. Satiny surfaces that have rich silvery glow.

4655 1937 D Oregon Trail. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A fully

struck coin that offers superb details. A pleasing pearl gray patina

is visible. FCGS MS66.

4656 1938 S Oregon Trail. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny

surfaces reveal hints of golden toning. All devices are sharply struck.

PCGS MS66.

SUPERB GEM PAN-PAC HALF DOLLAR

4657 1915‘S’ Panama-Pacific. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep
gray and iridescent blue toning with a touch of rose-gold over-

tones. Well struck with pleasing surfaces. PCGS MS66.

4658 1915‘S’ Panama-Pacific. A second. Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. A striking example with radiant silver centers that fuse into

rich multi-colored toning about the edges.

4659 1937 Roanoke. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A gentle

blush of gold graces this beautifully struck specimen; 1936‘S’

Rhode Island. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. This lovely speci-

men is boldly struck with pristine surfaces boasting full mint bloom.

Both sides exhibit pale golden toning that gradually deepens to-

ward the edges. 2 pieces.

4660 1936 Robinson-Arkansas. Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Attractive golden-rose toned surfaces are assertively struck;

1935‘S’ San Diego. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. An excep-

tionally well struck and lustrous example with rich satin surfaces

that are virtually perfect. 2 pieces.

4661 1935‘S’ San Diego. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A needle

sharp example. Both obverse and reverse are quite lustrous with

golden toning toward the borders. PCGS MS66.

4662

1926 Sesquicentennial. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

A lovely example of this difficult to obtain coin in this high grade.

Lightly toned surfaces adorn unusually strong details. PCGS MS64.

4663

1926 Sesquicentennial. A second. Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated, virtually Gem. Icy, platinum silver surfaces are aglow with

frosty, cartwheel lustre and evenly distributed russet-gold toning

on both sides. A more attractive, well struck specimen of this usu-

ally shallowly defined issue would require a long and hard search.

4664

1926 Sesquicentennial. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice.

Well struck showing full design detail. Golden toning deepening

as it approaches the rims especially on the reverse where it mel-

lows to a beautiful shade ofplum; 1925 Stone Mountain. Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny surfaces that are toned a pale rose-

gold on the obverse and a lovely violet-rose on the reverse. 2 pieces.

HIGH GRADE SPANISH TRAIL4665

1935 Spanish Trail. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
blush of delicate pale gold toning bathes this coin’s frosty surfaces.

A very pleasing example of this popular issue.

4666

1934 Texas. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A superb coin with

magnificent steel-gold toning. NGC MS67.
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4667 1935 Texas. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A lovely coin with

russet and soft iridescent lavender toning. NGC MS67.

4668 1935‘D’ Texas. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A pristine silvery

white com that is coupled with striking detail. PCGS MS66.

4669 1935‘D’ Texas. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A crisp, power-

ful strike characterizes this lustrous specimen; 1947 Booker T.

Washington. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny sur-

faces display a rich silvery glow; 1952 Washington-Carver.

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosted surfaces, scuff m field

on the reverse. 3 pieces.

4670 1925 Fort Vancouver. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Silvery

centers give way to gradually mellowing shades of rose-gold. Well

struck and lustrous.

4671 1927 Vermont. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A lus-

trous example that is well struck and quite attractive.

4672 1936 Wisconsin. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Pale russet-gold

about the edge, the centers mostly satiny.

4673 1936 York. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Virtually flawless sur-

faces with rich satiny mint bloom enhance the considerable eye

appeal of this well struck specimen.

U. S. PATTERN COINS

U. S. CENT PATTERNS

EXTREMELY RARE 1850JUDD 124 CENT

4674 1850 l0. Judd 124 (R-7). Copper-Nickel, PE. Very Choice

Brilliant Proofandjust bordering on lull Gem. This unperforated

restrike bears the obverse legend US.4 ONE TENTH SILVER.

The reverse presents CENT/ 1^50 between two rosettes. Velvety,

semi-reflective surfaces complement a bold strike, further enriched

by delicate lavender-gold. Extremely rare with very few auction

appearances over the past 10-15 years! PCGS PR64.

APPEALING 1851 J.130 COPPER CENT

(enlar^d)

4675 1851 ly. Judd 130 (High R-7). Copper, PE. Very Choice

Brilliant Proof. A largely red unperforated Copper restrike ex-

hibiting an inner ring encircled by a laurel wreath, legend UNITED
STATES OFAMERICA just inside the rim. Reverse presents two

inner rings surrounded by CENT ONE TENTH SILVER de-

scribing the experimental alloy planned for use. Boldly red sur-

faces bear a very few microscopic speckles ofno visual significance.

This is only the third auction appearance of this extreme rarity

over the past decade, it is probable that only a halfdozen or so have

survived! PCGS PR64 RB. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

VERY RARE 1862 COPPER INDIAN CENT

4676 1862 l0. Judd 290 (R-7). Copper, PE. Choice About Uncircu-

lated and bordering on Mint State. A regular die trial piece struck

in Copper rather than the adopted Copper-nickel. Sharply struck,

well balanced fields and devices are drenched in a pleasant shade of

chestnut-brown patina. Subtle hints ofmint color emerge evident

under close study, particularly around Liberty’s feather headdress.

Extremely rare, perhaps a halj dozen or so extant. PCGS AU58.

4677 1868 ly. Judd 608 (R-5). Nickel, PE. Gem Brilliant Proof.

This important subvariety shows the date closer to the bust than

to the denticles. Part of a U.S. Mint “Uniform Design” minor

coinage proposal utilizing an obverse bearing Longacre’s coronet

Liberty from the adopted Three Cent Nickel design. The reverse

offers the Roman numeral 1 encircled by a laurel wreath. Rich

cameo design elements are awash in glowing liquid-mirror fields.

Outstanding quality! NGC PF66.
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A LEGACY OF ADAMS’ BOONDOGGLE:
THE 1969 GM ROLLER PRESS TRIAL CENT

4678 (1969) R. Judd unlisted, Coin World Comprehensive Cata-
log E.193. Bronze, PE. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. 47.5

grains. Draped temale bust 1. with wreath and nonsense inscrip-

tions positioned to approximate the features of a Lincoln Cent.
The obverse bears the control letter-numbers 1 - L flanking the

bust. These pieces were struck at the General Motors Tech Center
in Warren, Michigan, on an experimental roller press bearing 144

obverse and reverse dies. The press was supposed to churn out

thousands of Cents each hour, but frequent die failure required

shutting down to find and replace dies. Although down-time was
e.xcessive, U.S. Mint Director Eva Adams continued to pour vast

sums into the boondoggle until its failure was beyond argument.

Some pieces left the Tech Center with workers. They are legal to

own as products of private industry bearing no official designs.

Ex Westchester Collection (Bowers & Merena Galleries, February

1987, lot 2265).

U. S. THREE CENT PATTERNS

1850JUDD 125 SILVER 3-CENTS

4679 1850 3^.Judd 125 (R-4). Silver, PE. Brilliant Proofwith claims

to a Choice classification. The obverse displays a Liberty Cap in

circle of rays emanating from the top and sides. A circularshaped

palm branch surrounds the legend III on the reverse. This gleam-

ing Restrike bears a pleasant shade of lavender with splashes of

deeper russet- mauve appearing primarily in the upper left ob-

verse devices. PCGS PR62, designated J-125RES on the encap-

sulation.

POSSIBLE FINEST KNOWN 1863JUDD 321

COPPER 3-CENT TRIAL STRIKE

(enlarj^ed)

4680 1863 3^!. Judd 321 (R-7). Copper, PE. Very Choice Brilliant

Proofand on the cusp of a full Gem classification. A Three Cent

Silver regular die trial piece. Vibrant red-brown fields highlight

needle sharp reliefs. Abundant underlying mint color is accented

by translucent lavender-champagne. Perhaps 10 or so specimens

exist of this extreme rarity. The top-shelfexample offered here

is a strong candidate for the finest known! PCGS PR64 RB. (SEE

COLOR PLATE)

U. S. FIVE CENT PATTERNS

GLITTERING 1869 J.688 ALUMINUM
DIE TRIAL

Only 3 to 5 Specimens Known

4681 1869 5^. Judd 688 (High R-7). Aluminum, PE. Choice Bril-

liant Proof. Struck from the regular Shield Nickel dies. A needle-

sharp jewel showing some faint field hairlines under a glass. The
surfaces are otherwise free of any stains or imperfections worthy

ofmention. Excessively rare and enjoying a total population that

can be counted on one hand! PCGS PR63. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)
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RARK 1870 JUDD 810 BARBER
S 1 ANDARD SILVER 5 CENTS

4682 1870 3c. Judd 810 (High R-7). Silver, PE. Brilliant Proof,

virtually Choice. William Barber's Standard Silver design exhibits

a seated Liberrv- with a vertical cap and pole just behind her, left

hand holding an olive branch, her right hand supporting a shield.

Toned a pleasant shade ofgold over glassy fields and sharp devices.

An underrated and surprisingly rare pattern, nearly twice as rare

as Its Silver, reeded edge counterpart. Only ii handful exists. It has

been over 10 years since another example of this issue has appeared

at auction! PCGS PR62.

1871 JUDD 1064 LONGACRE OBVERSE
ALUMINUM HALF DIME

(enlarged)

4683 1871 Half Dime. Judd 1064 (R-8). Aluminum, RE. Very

Choice Brilliant Proof. James B. Longacre’s beloved obverse

depicts Liberty as a seated Indian princess. Her right hand holds a

cap and pole while her left hand supports a globe dtaped with a

ribbon inscribed LIBERTY. The obverse field is entirely plain,

but for the date. The reverse is that of the regulat Half Dime de-

sign adopted in 1860. Sharp, evenly balanced fields and devices

are embellished by a very subtle blush of delicate lilac toning. A

highly important, excessively rare Half Dime trial strike! Otic oj

only three specimens believed to exist. PCGS PR64. (SEE COLOR
PLATE)

GEM 1871 J. 1065 STANDARD SILVER
LONGACRE FIVE CENTS
Among The Finest Known

4684 1871 5c. Judd 1065 (Low R-7). Silver, RE. Gem Brilliant

Proof. James B. Longacre’s seated Indian Princess appears in a

circle of stars, her left hand supporting a globe bearing a ribbon

inscribed LIBERTY, her right hand clasping cap and pole. This

ST-iSDARD SILVER reverse bears a wreath of cotton and corn

surrounding the central legend 5 CENTS. An outstanding ex-

ample and a strong candidate for the finest known of this ex-

tremely rare pattern issue! A blend of sunset-gold and russet-

mauve embellishes lu.xuriant liquid-mirror surfaces. NGC PF65.

U. S. TEN CENT PATTERNS

“1868” J.646 POSTAGE CURRENCY
ALUMINUM 10 CENTS

4685 “1868” 10^. Judd 646 (High R-7). Aluminum, PE. Choice

Brilliant Proof despite scattered surface stains and irregularities

resulting from this unfamiliar and then-rare metal. Dated 1868,

Postage Currency Coinage expert David Cassel’s studies reveal that

coins of this design were actually struck in 1863. The obverse bears

a shield with a laurel wreath draped above it, crossed arrows behind.

The reverse displays a six-pointed star and the legend ONE DIME

1868 inside a cereal wreath. The fields retain a sigtiificant degree of

reflectivity. A very rare and historically significant issue not only

to pattern specialists and collectors of fractional currency, but also

to those intetested in Civil War history in general. PCGS PR64.

It is interesting to note that rather recent research by David Cassel indi-

cates that the limited number ofso-called trial strikes of this design coined in

"Aluminum” actually are of Aluminum alloys that show at least some

variation in composition. This information as well as Cassel’s strong argu-

ment that no silver pieces of this design were struck (i.e.Judd 643 does not

exist) seems to indicate that the intended metal, should this design have

been adopted, was not silver. If this indeed was the case, then such pieces

struck in various alloys are ofincreased historical significance. Indeed, such a

view of composition experimentation is consistent with other research re-

garding postage currency coinage, standard silver coinage, and the like. The

desire toformulate a debased coinage that would be accepted by the public as

being of identical representative value in circulation to other U.S. coinage,

and that could be used as a means of retiring postage currency banknotes was

certainly the drivingforce in many of the pattern issues of this period.

STACK’S
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EXCESSIVELY RARE 1869JUDD 719

ALUMINUM TRIAL PIECE
First Public Offering in Over 13 Years

4686

1869 100. Judd 719 (High R-7). Aluminum, RE. Very Choice
Brilliant Proof. A exciting trial piece of the regular obverse and

reverse dies. Gleaming mirror fields accentuate the quality of the

finely frosted devices. Some light peripheral staining is detectable

at the left obverse. Excessively rare and underrated, its scarcity is

underlined by the fact that more than a decade has passed since

this Judd number last appeared at auction! Encapsulated in a first

generation PCGS holder. PCGS PR64. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

ATTRACTIVE 1869 J.696 STANDARD
SILVER DIME

4687

1869 100.Judd 696. (R-5). Silver, RE. Choice Brilliant Proof.

Liberty with Cap .and three stars on the obverse. The reverse has

the Standard Silver reverse with a wreath and 10 cents in the cen-

ter. Deep iridescent blue with some rose toning visible over nicely

reflective surfaces. An attractive example of this popular design.

RAREFIED ALUMINUMJUDD 841 10 CENTS

4689 1870 100. Judd 841 (High R-7). Aluminum, RE. Brilliant

Proof, nearly Choice. The obverse and reverse are identical to the

preceding Pattern. As often seen on early attempts to create alu-

minum coins such as this, the surfaces reveal extensive pitting, here

confined almost entirely to the upper and right obverse. The re-

verse is easily Choice or better. Excessively rare. As ofthis point,

only three specimens have been traced! PCGS PR62.

UNDERRATEDJUDD 864 STANDARD SILVER
10 CENTS STRUCK IN COPPER

4690 1870 100. Judd 864 (High R-7). Copper, PE. Choice Bril-

liant Proof. The obverse depicts Liberty wearing a diadem and

ribbon in her hair. The legend 10 CENTS is surrounded by a

wreath of laurel and oak on the reverse. A delicately faded mint

red obverse reveals a handful of scattered specks. The reverse is a

handsome shade ofchocolate brown and still retains mint color in

the protected areas of the design. Decidedly rare, there being

perhaps a mere handful ofsurvivors. PCGS PR63 RB.

DECEPTIVELY RARE 1870JUDD 839

COPPER STANDARD 10 CENTS

4688

1870 100. Judd 839 (High R-7). Copper, RE. Choice Bril-

liant Proof. Liberty wears a cap adorned with three stars, reverse

displays STANDARD over a wreath ofcotton and corn encircling

the legend 10 CENTS 1870. Well balanced medium brown patina

is highlighted by mellowed rose-red accents. As are many of the

other Standard Silver related items included in this collection, the

excessively rare coin offered here is now coming into its own

and is rightfully appreciated as a major rarity. PCGS PR63BN.
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tXCESSIVHLY RARE 1866 QUARTER
COPPER TRIAL PIECE

4691

1866 25c. Judd 537 (High R-7). Copper, RE. Choice Bril-

liant Proof. Copper die trial of the regular With Motto design

adopted in this year. This fully mirrored, medium olive-brown

specimen offers subtle undertones of mint color. Some scattered

inconspicuous specks do not significantly detract from its bold

appeal. Excessively rare, possibly asfew as three pieces extant. It has

been well over a decade since a specimen of this issue has crossed

the auction block! PCGS PR63 BN. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

1869JUDD 733 STANDARD SILVER QUARTER
4692

1869 25c. Judd 733 (R-5). Silver, RE. Brilliant Proofor finer.

77.3 grains. Liberty bust r. wears a headband bearing motto LIB-

ERTY and a single star on her brow. This reverse shows STAN-

DARD SIL 1ER over an oddly small wreath enclosing 25 CENTS,

with a close, straight date 1869 appearing below. Wonderfully deep

mirror silver shows a flavor of clearest gold.

EXCEEDINGLY RARE 1869JUDD 739

COPPER QUARTER DOLLAR PATTERN

4693

1869 25c. Judd 739 (High R-7). Choice Brilliant Proof, with

claims to Gem. Both the obverse and reverse are those of the regu-

lar Liberty Seated design. A blend of iridescent lilac and olive-

green is augmented by subtle hints of faded peripheral mint color.

This exceedingly rare specimen is one ofperhaps 4 to 6 such pieces

extant! PCGS PR64 RB.

EXTREMELY RARE 1870 COPPERJUDD 902

STANDARD SILVER 25 CENTS

4694

1870 25c. Judd 902 (R-7). Copper, RE. Very Choice Brilliant

Proof, full Gem but for scattered inconsequential flecks. The ob-

verse displays a head of Liberty wearing a headband inscribed LIB-

ERTY and adorned with a single star. A wreath ofcotton and corn

encloses 25 CENTS 1870 on the reverse. Medium olive-brown ton-

ing is accented by mellow peripheral lavender-rose mint color. An

extremely rare and often underrated issue. NGC PF64 BN.

U. S. HALF DOLLAR PATTERNS

1859 J.247 PAQUET OBVERSE HALF DOLLAR
4695

1859 50c. Judd 247 (High R-7). Silver, RE. Choice Brilliant

Proof. Anthony C. Paquet’s notable obverse design shows a rather

rigid Liberty seated upon a rock supporting fasces and shield. This

obverse is muled with an 1859 Longacre Half Dollar reverse dis-

playing the legend HALF DOLLAR within a cereal wreath of

cotton, tobacco, wheat, sugar cane, corn, and oak. Muted

reflectivity is blanketed in varying shades ofdeep olive and russet-

gray. A deceptively rare pattern. In tact, it is quite reasonable to

suggest that the number ofsurvivors could conceivably be counted

on one hand! PCGS PR63. (SEE COLOR PLATE)
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U. S. DOLLAR PATTERNS

VERY RAREJUDD 1015 LONGACRE SILVER DOLLAR

4696 1870 $1.00. Judd 1015 (Low R-7). Silver, PE. 394.6 grains. This very important James Longacre design features Liberty as an Indian princess

surrounded by a ring of thirteen stars. She is holding a cap and pole with her right hand and supporting a globe bearing a ribbon inscribed

LIBERTY with her left hand. The reverse is that of the regular With Motto design as adopted in 1866. A strong Fine, perhaps a bit better. Lightly

cleaned at some point in the past and showing evidence of skillful restoration at areas along the rim. As it is doubtful that such a coin would have
spent an extended amount of time in circulation, the specimen offered here was, in all likelihood, a former pocket piece. A remarkable coin in its

own right as silver dollar patterns such as this are almost never encountered in the lower grades. Very rare, there being in all probability less than

10 sun’imng examples of this highly prized pattern issue.

IMPORTANT 1872 J.1219 COMMERCIAL DOLLAR

4697 1872 Commercial $1.00. Judd 1219 (R-7). Silver, RE. Brilliant Proof and approaching Choice status. The obverse is that of the adopted

Liberty Seated Dollar design. The reverse exhibits an olive wreath at the bottom ofwhich is draped a small scroll inscribed GOD OUR TRUST.

Denomination, weight and fineness are enclosed by the wreath, reading COMMERCIAL DOLLAR 420 GRS 900 FINE. Glowing, glass-

mirrored fields and a meticulous strike are bathed in deep emerald- olive iridescence. Commercial Dollars have always been among the most

desirable of pattern issues, both due to their historic significance and extreme rarity. The example offered here, for instance, is one ofperhaps 6

to 10 extant! PCGS PR62. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

The origin of the Commercial Dollar has its roots in the Oriental trade oj the 1870’s. With an increase in U.S. trade with countries such as China andJapan,

there was also an increase in demand within the U.S. for an American coin that would be accepted in Eastern trade at par with the highlyfauored Mexican silver Peso

(the weight ofour silver Dollar was slightly less than the Peso, thereby making our Dollar unacceptable to these overseas merchants). Movement was initiated through

the California Congressmen to develop such a coin using America’s rich Silver resources. The new coin was to be used as a “Commercial Dollar” and not as a

"standard unit ofaccount.
” This “Commercial Dollar” was theforerunner ofwhat became known as the “Trade Dollar” in 1873.
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CMOICH 1873 J. 1315 TRADE DOLLAR

4698 1873 Trade $1.00. Judd 1315 {R-5). Choice Brilliant Proof

and close to the Gem category. Silver, RE, 423.2 grains. Joseph

Ale.xis Bailly’s obverse design offers Liberty seated with a wheat

sheaf, cotton bale, and tobacco plant. One ofher hands supports a

globe LIBERTY, The other holds a cap and pole. The reverse dis-

plays a small but graceful eagle with upraised wings atop a shield

clutching three arrows and an olive branch. This pale lavender-

mauve example displays subtle golden overtones on the deep-mir-

ror fields. As is so often evident with later 19th century Patterns,

some of the highest points are not fully struck up though the bal-

ance of the design is vividly detailed. (SEE COLOR PLATE)

CHOICE J. 1651 GOLOID METRIC DOLLAR

4699 1880 Goloid Metric Sl.OO. Judd 1651 (R-6 to R-7). Goloid,

RE. Choice Brilliant Proof. Barber’s obverse displays a head of

Liberty wearing a Phrygian cap with a broad band inscribed LIB-

ERTY. Heads of wheat, cotton leaves and bolls adorn the brim.

The reverse exhibits a ring of stars enclosing a breakdown of the

Goloid alloy, 15.3-G. 236. 7-S. 28-C. The legend reads GOLOID
METRIC DOLLAR. DEO EST GLORIA. Toned a pale clear

gold over assertive, mirrored surfaces. Although Goloid Metric

Dollars of 1879 are rather plentiful by pattern coin standards, these

identically designed pieces of 1880 are in an entirely different rar-

ity^ class. In fact, it is likely that the total surviving population of

this extremely rare issue totals only on the order ofabout 10 pieces!

PCGS PR63.
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U. S. PROOF SETS

WONDERFUL 1900 PROOF SET
4700 1900 Proof Set. Brilliant Proof, all virtually in the Choice cat-

egory. The Morgan Dollar is faintly golden with slide marks on

the cheek. The Barber Halfand Quarter Dollars are similar in color,

the Dime bright silver-white. The Liberty Nickel is silvery with a

few freckles, the Indian Cent exhibits glowing red-brown. No more

than 912 sets could ever have existed. 6 pieces.

GORGEOUS GEM 1936 PROOF SET
4701 1936 Proof Set. Gem Brilliant Proof. This exquisite set, first

date of the resumed Proof coinage, offers awesome visual quality.

The Silver coins are essentially toning-free, the silvery Buffalo

Nickel offers the most tantalizing hint of obverse peripheral gold

while the Cent is a dazzling deep red. Here is a set displaying qual-

ity to match its legendary value. Set of 5 pieces.

4702 1939 Proof Set. Choice Brilliant Proof or better. The cent is

full mint red with no spots. The silver coins exhibit some light

iridescent toning over nicely preserved surfaces. A really nice set

that should be quite enticing to the proof set collector. 5 pieces

4703 1939 Proof Set. Another. Choice Brilliant Proof. The penny

and nickel show some moderate toning while the silver coins ex-

hibit a delicate golden toning. An attractive set. 5 pieces.

4704 1940 Proof Set. Very Choice Brilliant Proof. The penny and

nickel are bright and quite lovely. The silver coins show a very

faint pattern of toning over well preserved surfaces. A wonderful

set sure to elicit strong bids. 5 pieces.

4705 1941 Proof Set. Very Choice Brilliant Proof. The cent and

nickel are bright and virtually problem-free. The dime and quar-

ter show medium russet and gold toning while the halfdollar shows

some light golden toning. 5 pieces.

4706 1942 Proof Set. Six Piece. Choice Brilliant Proof. The penny

and the Type I nickel are bright and attractive while the silver coins

exhibit russet and gold toning. A very pleasing set. 6 pieces.

STACK’S
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U. S. ERROR COINS

RARE DOUBLE STRUCK 1935 NICKEL

4707 1935 50 Double Struck in Collar. Extremely Fine. Platinum gray
surfaces are choice and problem-free. The first strike was on cen-
ter, but after failing to eject from the coining chamber, this coin

was struck a second time. A rotation ofabout 80 degrees separates

the first and second strikes. Abundant detail has survived from the

first strike, including the ‘35’ in the date, which is hidden m the

Indian’s lower feather. Multiply struck Buffalo Nickels are quite

rare and infrequently offered, with in-collar double strikes being
rarer still.

4708 50. 1935 Multiple Error - Struck Off Center on a Clipped Planchet.

lery Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a wonderful error coin

featuring a strike that is about 10% off-center on a planchet that

featured a 5% curved clip to begin! Off-centering is toward 1:30,

while the clip is located at the 9:00 position. Fully lustrous and

toned in light champagne gold.

4709 50. 1979. Nickel struck on a Cent planchet. Gem Brilliant Uncir-

culated. Rich mint red flows over pleasing surfaces. Design runs

off the planchet slightly on the left edge ofboth sides. NGG MS65
RI); 1974 Eisenhower Dollar. Struck on a 5% clipjred planchet.

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Clip at 10:00. ICG MS63. 2

pieces.

4710 250. 1999’P’ Georgia. Struck 20% OffCenter Toward 6:00. Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated. Clear rose-gold toning adorns full mint

lustre on this error coin from the first year of State Quarter issue.

The State Quarter program has lent error collectors the new chal-

lenge of acquiring a set of errors on all 50 State Quarters! PCGS
MS65.

4711 250. 2000’P’ New Hampshire. Struck 20% Off Center Toward

4:00. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty mint lustre

is joined by subtle rose and gold toning. Here is a wonderful op-

portunity to acquire an error specimen featuring the “Man in the

Mountain” that toppled since the minting of this coin.

4712 $1.00. Eisenhower Clad. B/(3«kP/iJHf/iet, Type //. About As Made.

A high denomination blank that is infrequently offered for sale.

Scarce.

END OF SALE
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